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PREFACE.

In the present report are described the principal geological
features of a large area in north central Wisconsin, an area,
!Which, although investigated 'to some extent by earlier workers
in the field of geology, has, nevertheless largely remained un~own land to students and investigators of earth history. The
report is one of a series aimed to describe the .geology of the
State, and .especIally the nol'thern part, which was but very
briefly referred to in the reports of the former State Geological
Survey.
The present report, however, does not present, by any means,
the complete and final account of the geology of the area; it is
only a contribution added to our knowledge of the region. To
geologists it is superfluous to mention this, but to the ordinary
reader it may be important to emphasize that this bulletin does
not aim to set forth a complete and final account of the geology
of the area. In spite of all the earP-est study which has been
given to it, there are still many questions to be answered; the
knowledge which has been gained seems small in compfl,rison
with that which yet remains' in the unknown.
'The problems presented by the a~ea are mainly those relating
to the earliest rocks, namely, the pre-Cambrian, and those relat~
ing to', the very latest, namely, the Pleistocene or glaciaL. rhe
great gap between these widely separated formations is represented by the r.ecords of avast amount of erosion which was
wro~ght throughout a very long period of geological time.
.
The pre-Cambrian for~atio~ consist, to a relatively small
'extt;lnt, of nietamorphosed Sedi:QlEmtaries, and to a very large. extent of igneouS intrusives. , Besides presen~mg theusuai Gomplex
geology of the pre-Cambrian periods, 'there are within' the aTea
igneous rocks which, are highly interesting in character; con-
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siderable portions of them being apparently quite unusual in .
chemical and mineralogical composition. The problems of the
igneous rocks are sketched only in outline; some new associations
of minerals are described, and some new minerals have been discovered, but there are still many questions concerning the igneous
rocks and their mineral contents, from a scientific point of view,
which need further study. Enough has already been accomplished, however, to indicate that certain phases of the igneous
formations, namely, the syenites and associated pegmatites of
this region, furnish a rich and inte1'esting field for the student
of :rp.ineralogy and i~eous geology.
The glacial deposits of the area furnish the records of four
distinct ice invasions. The alluvial deposits in the yalleys, and
the characteristic features of the non-glaciated parts a<!d additional interest toihe geology of the Pleistocene. While the main
features of the Pleistocene have 'probably qeen outlined, there
still remains the question of the position and correlation of the
several drift formations with the Pleistocene outside of this
region. The correlatiop can probably be determined when the
report on the geology of the northwestern part of the State is
completed.
The account of the development of the topographic features
of the area, the plains, the hi~ls, and the valleys, and the various
agencies by which, in the course of ages, these surface reliefs
have been molded into their present form and condition constitutes a distinct part of the report.
It is hoped that this report will be of interest to various classes
of readers. Citi~ens of the State. and especially those within
the area described, will find a statement of the character of the
rock formations upOn Iwhich they live and the various agencies
which have developed the superficial forms of the land. The
chaPter on physiography is de!ligned to give a brief statement
of the geography . from the viewpoint of its origin, ~nd should
be of value to teachers of physical geography in the schools.
One of the principal objects of the Survey reports is the eduell-tional value to theciti~ens anq. sc}lools of the State, a. feature
probably mU<lh mOre il;n,portant than the commerMal or economic
yalue.
In the preparation of this bulletin the author takes pleasure·
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.in acknowledging the courtesies received from many citizens of
the area. He is under obligation to Dr. E. A. Birge, Director of
the Survey, for the many courtesies shown, to President C. R.
VanHise for assistance in the study of the pre~Cambrian geology, and to Professor T. C. Chamberlin for assistance in the
study of the Pleistocene. Both the latter gentlemen visited the
area at various times, and to their general guidance the author
owes much. The author is also indebted to Professor W. W.
Daniells and to Professor Victor Lenher for the chemical analysesof rocks and minerals, to Mr. W. D. Smith for assistance in
field work in portions of the area, to Dr. J. C. Elsom for many
of the photographic views of landscapes, and to Mr. E. B. Hall
for the photographs of most of the rock sections.

THE GEOLOGY OF NORTH CENTRAL
'VISCONSIN.

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION, GENERAL GEOLOGY, AND PREVIOUS EXPLORATION AND LITERATURE.

INTRODUCTION.
The area described in the present memoir is the north central
portion of Wisconsin (see figure 1), and includes the whole
of the counties of Marathon, Lincoln, Taylor, Clark, 'Wood and
Portage, and parts of the adjoining counties of Langlade, Price
and Rusk. It constitutes about one-eighth of the state and contains something over 7,200 square miles. There is no geologic
or tiOpographic feature which especially characterizes this area,
and hence it i$ given a name descriptive of its geographic location in the state.
The topography resembles that of other portions of the Mississippi valley and of the plains of the Great Lakes
region.
The area slopes to the south.
The elevation above
sea level of the broad valley bottoms in the southern part
is about 1,000 feet, and of the narrow valley bottoms in the
northern part about 1,450 feet. The summits of the uplands,
with a few exceptions, preserve a sloping crest line rising from
the level of the broad valley plain of the southern part of the
area to 200 to 300 feet above the level of the narrow valley bot-
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toms in the northern part. The notable exceptions that rise
above the even crested uplands are Rib Hill and the adjoining
quartzite hills near Wausau, the former having an elevation of
1,942 feet above sea level, and about 800 feet above the adjoining
valley. Powers Bluff is a prominent quru;;zi:te hill in central
Wood county. In the southern part of the area the broad valley plain is dotted here and there with castellated rocks or
buttes of sandstor).e.

Fig. 1.

~lap

showing location of the North Central WisC0;'1sin district.

The area is· principally drained by the Wisconsin and Black
rivers flowing southward through the area. The northwestern
part of the area is drained by tributaries of· the Chippewa'
river, and the southeastern and northeastern portions by
branches of the Wolf river flowing to Lake Michigan.

IN'rRODUO'rION.
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The population of the six whole counties of the area in 1900
was 148,267 and in 1905, 17~,440. The leading cities, according ,to the census of 1905 are: Wausau, with a population of
14,458; Merrill, 9,197; Stevens Point, 9,022; Antigo, 6,663;
Grand ,Rapids, 6,157; Marshfield, 6,035; Tomahawk, 2,626 ;
The aggregate population
Neillsville, , 2,117; Medford, 1,923.
of these cities with the smaller towns of the six whole counties
approximates 60,000. The population of the farming community is about 112,000.
The principal industries of the area are agriculture and
m.a.n:ufacturing. Formerly the region was rieb. in pine ·and
hardwood.
The. numerous rapids of ·the Wisconsin and its,
tributaries furnish ready water power for the manufacture of
lumber and other wood products. As fast as the lands were
cleared of their timber, farms were developed and the area
gradually passed from' one of manufacturing and lumbering
to one in which ag:clculture now greatly predominates. Mining
plays an insignificant role in compaiisori with farming and
manufacturing. The ,principal mineral: resources are building
and ornamental stone, clay and quartz.
It is very probable that with the coming years agriculture
will increase at a greater rate than the other industries and win
remain the chief occupation of the area, For this reason considerable time has been spent upon mapping the surface formations of the area whleb. have produced the present excellent
soil conditions and made the area one of promising agricultural
possibilities.
The area is favored with fair railroad facilities. Being an
agricultural district, good wagon· roads afford easy access
through the settled parts of the a.rea. Large portions of the
region, however, still remain covered with dense forests. The
glacial' and the residual soils, which have made the region one
of rich agricultural resources, have obscured the relations and
structu~ of the crystalline rocks and made the geology of the
pre-Cambrian difficult to decipher. On the other hand, this obscurity of· pre-Cambrian geology has been somewhat counterbalanced by the numerous artificial exposures of crystalline
rocks made in the region, sueb. as those furnished by the farm
wells and the wagon roads in the settled portions of the district.
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GENERAL GEOLOGY.

The rock formations at the surface in the northern part of
the area are of pre-Oambrian age and consist of various igne. ous rooks and metamorphic sediments. The crystalline rooks of
this area form the southern part of the large pre,Oambrian
region of northern Wisconsin. The metamorphic sedimentaries
are phases of shale, slate; quartzite and conglomerate. Among
the .igneous rooks may be mentioned varieties of 'gabbro, diabase, diorite, quartz-syenite, nepheline-syenite, granite and rhy~
olite. The southern and western portion of the area is largely
covered by horizontal beds of upper Cambrian (Potsdam) sandstone. Above the pre,Cambrian and Cambrian rooks is a oov~
ering of glacial and alluvial deposits of variable thickness.
The rock formations of the area, beginning with the youngest, are shown in the following table:
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r

Wisconsin Drift formation.
I Third Drift formation.
Pleistocene ...... ~ Second Drift formation.
First Dri1t formation.
Alluvial deposits (contemporaneous with drift).
Unconformity.
Paleozoic-Potsdam (Upper Cambrian) Sandstone.
Unconformity.
North Mound
Conglomerate &
Quartzite.

l

r

r

I

I

I Upper Sedime~tary Series ....

Arpin Conglomerate &
Quartize.

I
MO>:linee
I (Strat1.graphic relations un- I Conglomerate.
known - presumably con
Hill
I Marshall
Conglomerate.
I temporaneous)
Middle Huronian?

I

i

I Marathon
Unconformity.

L Conglomerate.

r 3.
Nepheline.
I
I Syenite
Series.
I Intrusive Igneous Formations. ~I 2. GabbroGranite·

Pre· Cambrian '"

1
I
I

(In order of int.rusion).

Unconformity.

I

Diorite
Series.

II 1. Rhyolite
L

8eries.

Hill
Quartzite.
rRib

Powers Bluff
II LowerSedimentary Series .... I Quartzite.
I

I
I

Lower Huronian?

(Stratigraphic relations
unknown).
Unconformit.y.

I Basal Group ............... ..
l

Laurentian or Keewatin?

~

I Hamburg Slate.
I Wausau Grey·
L wacke.

S Gneiss and
( Schists.

Position of the formations of North Oentral Wisconsin in the
General Geological Column.
In the following table :£or the purpose of comparison is shown
the position of the formations of North Central Wisconsin in the

B
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general geological column of North AmeI'lica. It will be seon
that only the oldest and youngest formations are present in this
area the great middltl portion of the geological column extending from the early Palooioic to the Pleistocene being wholly unrepresented.
°rABLE OF GEOLOGICAL FoBMATIONS.

North Am<orioa
Present or Human
Period
Pleistocene or
Glacial
Caenozoic

North Central W'lsconsin
Pres~nt

or Human

Period
Pleistocene or
Glacial.

Pliocene

seri~B

Mlocen'O
Oligocene
Eocene
Cretac'eouB

Mesozoic
serieIJ

Jurassic
Triassic
Permian
Pennsylvanian

'Pal~zolc

MtBBlssipplan

Ift31'les.

Devonian

o.

Sllurian
Ordovician
Cambrian
Pre Cambr1u
series
(Proterozoic and
Archeazoic

Upper Cambrian
(Potsdam Sandstone)

K'Oweenawan
UpJ)el' Huronian
Middle Huronian

Upper sMlmentary
series.

Lower Huronian

Igneous intrusive
seriEls.
Lower sedlm'entary
series.

"-

Kewaatin
Laurentian

Basal Group
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PREVIOUS EXPLORATION AND LITERATURE.
The earliest geological reconnaissance into the central part of
Wisconsin was made in 1847 under the direction of the United
States Treasury Department. This general survey, which covered the territory of Wisconsin, Iowa and Minnesota, was made
under the immediate supervision of Dr. D. D. Owen, whose
final reporV was published in 1852.
The ,pioneer geological explorer of this area was Dr. J. G.
Norwood, a member of Dr. Owen's corps, who in 1847 made a
reconnaissance from Lake Superior southward up the Montreal
river over the Portage Lake Trail to the head waters of the
Wisconsin river, thence down the Wisconsin to Winnebago, the
present site of the city of Portage.
Dr. Norwood's course,
therefore, led him through the central part of the area here
described, and he was occupied from Oct. 7th to Oct. 12th, 1847,
in traversing the Wisconsin from a few miles above Grandfather
Falls to Point Bas, the present site of Nekoosa. In his narrative, 2 which is in the form of an itinerary covering about five
pages, there are brief references to the rocks at Grandfather
Bull Falls, at the mouth of Copper river, "Beaulieux Rapids,"
-the present site of Merrill, at the rapids near the mouth of
Pine river, and at the Trap Rapids. He also described briefly
the red granite at the present site of Granite lIeights, the syenitic granite at Big Bull Falls, the present site of Wausau, and
the rocks at Little Bull Falls, the present site of Mosinee, and
at Stevens Point. He noted the folded contorted rocks at
Conants Rapids, which he truthfully describes as having been
"compressed by lateral forces into almost eV'ery possible wavelike form."
The numerous rock islands in the river above
Grand Rapids are noted, and also the rocks at Whitney's
Rapids and Point Bas.
A. Randall, another member of the corps of Dr. Owen's survey, passed through the northwestern part of this area about
the year 1847. He explored the Black river from its mouth to
the 4th Principal Meridian and thence to Lake Superior. His
observations are embodied in two or three pages of Dr. Owen's
lOwen's Geologieal Survey of Wiseonsin, Iowa and Minnesota, 18;)2.
2Ibid, p, 285-289.
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report,! accompanied by colored cross-sections 2 showing the
structure of the region explored.
He observed the granite and gneiss in the vicinity of the present site of Neillsville, and the sandstone hills 10 or 15 miles
farther north. He passed over a generally flat region along
the 4th Meridian, north of township. 30, and noted no rock appearing at the surface, except boulders, for a d;stance of 60
miles.
The results of the explorations of Norwood and Randall are
presented in the general geological map3 of the area reconnoitered by Owen's survey. At that time, however, the U. S.
Land Survey along the Wisconsin and the Black rivers had not
been made, and the various ledges located by Norwood and Randall are with reference to the water courses.
In 1855 Dr. J. G. Percival, then state geologist, spent five
months in making a general reconnaissance of the entire state,
and in his course examined the rocks at Stevens Point and vicinit. The alternating layers of gneiss and granite are noted 4 and
the overlying sandstone at the upper end of Con ants Rapids on
the east side of the river is referred to.
Following the brief work of Dr. Percival upon the rocks -in the
vicinity of Stevens Point, no further geological work in the central part of the state was done until 19 years later, in 1874.
During 1874 and' 1875 R. D. Irving covered a region of about
10,000 square miles in the south central portion of the state.
Irving's area did not extend further north than Marathon
county and included territory as far south as Dane county.
This region contained thick Paleozoic sedim{lnts in its southern
. portion and the pre-Cambrian crystallines in its northern part.
The area described in the present report is somewhat larger
than the northern crystalline portion of Irving's area.
The re'1ults of Irving's5 work in 187-l and 1875 was a general
report upon the pre-Cambrian crystaUine rocks, the Cambrian
and Silurian sediment aries, .and the Pleistocene formations of
Ibid. p. 1';;1-152.
III ustra tions, Orwen's Geological Survey, Section 2 R.
3 Illustrations, Owens Geological Survey.
4 Ann. Report Geological Survey of Wis., 1856, p. 10'7-108.
"Wis. Geol. Survey, Vol. II, Part III, p. 408-636.
t
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the area explored. This report, published in 1877, was supplemented! in 1881 by a petrographic description of the crystalline rocks of the upper Wisconsin valley, prepared by C. R.
Van Hise. The rocks examined by Van Hise were those collected in 1879 by A. C. Clu,rk in addition to those collected by
Irving in 1874 and 1875.
The field studies of Irving, and the areas from which the collection of specimens by Clark was made, were almost entirely
along the Wisconsin river and its main branches, along the Wisconsin Central railroad in the vicinity of Stevens Point, and
along the Ohicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul railroad from Grand
Rapids to Merrill. Van Rise had not seen the specimens exro:nined by him in their field relations, and Irving had time only to
assist in the preparation of their general report.
Irving was
able, however., to apply ,the extensive knowledge and experience
gained by him in his detailed microscopic study of similar crystalline rocks near Lake Superior. The petrographic descriptions and series of sketch maps prepared by Irving and Van
Hise for the limited area they cover are in general accurate,
and have. been of much value in the -prosecution of the present work. The general map and summary2 of results of Irving, as stated by himself. "can be regarded as nothing more
than an intelligent guess," His brief discussion of the broader
structural and genetic relations of the crystalline rocks of this
area. has been of little value in the present work.
The work of T. O. Ohamberlin within the present area has
been principally with reference to the glacial and surface geology. But a short time was spent by him in the field study of
this area, and his principal references to it are in his report 3
of the Superficial Geology of the Upper Wisconsin Valley,
References
mainly based on the observations of A. C. Clark.
to this area may also be found in his general discussion 4 of the
Quarternary Age.
W. W. Daniells in 1883 spent a few days in this area and his
Wis.
2Wis.
3Geol.
'neo],
1

Geol. Survey,
Geol. Survey,
of Wis., Vol.
of Wis., Vol.

Vol.· IV, Part VII, p. 625-=714.
Vol. IV, Part VII, p. 711-714.
IV, Part VIII, pp. 717-723.
I, pp. '261-298.
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observations were incorporated in the very general report of
Irving'sl on the Archean of the Nor.thwestern States.
In 1888 C. W. RalP made a few days' trip along the Wisconsin river from Rhinelander to· Stevens Point and preserited
a petrographic deseription of the rocks collected during his reconnaissance.
C. R. Van Rise3 in 1896 presented the evidence of an ancient
base-leveled plain in the central Wisconsin region, which was
based upon observations made during the prosecution of the
present work.
Since the present survey of the area was begun, several papers
by the writer,4 dealing with certain phases of the geology of
the area have been issued. The results of investigations described in these papers are incorporated in the present report.
The geological literature of this area is not of a voluminous
nature. It is obvious that in the hurried excursions of the
early explorers into the area, the variety of rock formations and
their structural relations were necessarily only surmised. The
first general· geological report of the region which included the
southern portion of this area is that of Irving in 1877 and 1881,
who traversed only the princpal thoroughfares of the portion
described. The present report may be considered the first attempt to present a detailed account of the area. It is a work
never attempted before, and could hardly have been accomplished earlier. Other reports will undoubtedly follow it in the
future which will add much new information to the results of
investigations here presenteJ. To all previou81 writers upon the
geology of this area the writer is indebted; especially is this
true of the work of Chamb~rlin and Irving, of the former State
Geological Survey, not only concerning the geology of this particular area, but more especially to their work in adjoining parts
of the state, and elsewhere.
15th Ann. Rept., U. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 175-242, 1884.
2 Minn. Acad. Na.t. Sci., Vol. III, No.2, pp. 2':>1-268.
3 Science Vol. 4, 1896, pp. 57-59.
4The pre·Potsdam Peneplain of the pre-Cambrian of North Central
Wisconl:iin; Jour. of Geol., Vol. XI, pP. 289-313, 1903.
Soils and Agricultural ConditiO'llS of North Central Wisconsin;
Wisconsin Geol. & Nat. Hist. Survey, Bull. No. XI, 190;$.
Widespread Occurrence of Fayalite in Certain Igneous Rocks of
Cemtral Wisconsin; Jour. of Geal., Vol". XII, pp. 551-561, 1'904.

PART I.

HISTORIOAL, OR STRATIGRAPHIC, GEOLOGY.

(11)

OUTLINE.
Under historical, or stratigraphic, geology is described the
various rock formations in the area in the order of their appearance and succession, and the sequence of events of which
they form the records is· interpreted. The historical geology
falls into three sections or parts, one section relating to the preCambrian geology, one section relating to the Paleozoic geology,
and one section relating to the Pleistocene or glacial geology.
The pre-Cambrian geology is described in three chapters:
Chapter II. The Basal Group.
Chapter III. The Lower Sedimentary series.
Chapter IV. The Igneous Intrusive formations.
Chapter V. The Upper Sedimentary series.
Chapter' VI. The Correlation of the pre-Cambrian, and the
Unconformity between the pre-Cambrian and Paleozoic.
The Paleozoic geology forms one chapter:
Chapter VII. The Potsdam Sandstone (Upper Cambrian)
The Pleistocene or glacial geology is described in four chapters:
Chapter VIII. The general character of glaciers and'
glacial drift.
Chapter IX. The Glacial formations.
Chapter X. The Alluvial formations.
Chapter XI. The Driftless area.
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CHAPTER II.

THE BASAL GROUP.
Along the Wisconsin river extending from the vicinity of
Stevens Point as far south as Nekoosa, and alDng the YellDW
river in the vieinity of Pittsville, and along the Black river in
the vicinity of Neillsville, are abundant and often quite continuous exposures of foliated and banded gneisses closely as8Qciated with, and intruded by, several granite and diO'rite schist
formations. These banded gneisses and schists are in marked
cDntrast with the massive granite, gabbrO', rhYDlite and Dther
igneDus rocks intrusive in the metamorphic sedimentarias farther north about Wausau. The foliated and banded gneIss is
the oldest of these formations. It is intruded in turn, by finegrained diorite (greenstone) schists, by medium grained quartzsyenite schist, and by medium-grained mica-granite schist.
Each later schist has intruded the O'lder fDrmations and through
subsequent earth movements these have again and again been
mashed together until the whole series has been made intO' a
very complicated and complex mass.
This group of formations consisting O'f fO'liated gneiss and intrusive schists is believed to represent the oldest rocks of the area.
While theseroclrswere nQwhere fDund in actual cO'ntact with
any of the Pre-Cambrian sedimentary formatiO'ns, yet the
gneiss and schists appear with prO'bably little doubt to' be the
ancien1j rock flO'or upon which the oldest. sedimentaries Df the
area were deposited. The belief that the . cO'mplex mass of
schistose and gneissic formations. represents the Dldest rocks in
the area is based, first, upDn the extreme metamorphism of the
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formations of this group as compared with the oldest sedimentary and associated intrusive igneous formations, and, secondly,
upon the similarity in character of this group of rocks in most
respects, if not all respects, with the rock floor of the abundant
oldest sedimentary formations in the adjacent Lake Superior
region to the north.
The gneiss and schists, here referred to as the Basal Group,
are penetrated by widespread igneous intrusions, which also intrude the older series of Sedimentary rocks about Wausau.
Among these intrusives are included the rhyolite formations;
the greenstone formation, which consists of aphanitic greenstone, olivine diabase and diorite; and the granite-syenite rocks,
which include massive granite, quartz-syenite, nepheline-syenite
and related rocks. The intrusion of these later igneous rocks
followed the period of the deposition of the earliest sedimentaries of the area, and appears to have been contemporaneous
with a prolonged period of orogenic and mountain-making movements effecting the region. These later intrusives are often ex;.
tremely mashed and metamorphosed in places, like the formations of the basal group are as a whole. On this account, therefore, it is often difficult and sometimes impossible to separate in
the field small exposures of the later intrusives from those belonging to the basal series; however, where the rock is exposed
to any extent, the older and more metamorphosed gneisses and
schists can usually be separated from the later more massive
and less altered formations.
AREA OF THE BASAL GROUP.

The gneiss and schists are unusually abundant in a belt extending across the southern part of the district, as already
stated, in the vicinity of Stevens Point, Pittsville, and Neillsville. This belt, as indicated by isolated rock exposures, is apparently from 5 to 20 miles wide, and trends in a general way
nearly east and west. Its eastern end is located at Stevens
Pt)int, still further east of which .it probably extends, but is
covered by a great thickness of alluvium and· glacial drift. Its
western end is known to extend far beyond the western boundary of this area.
The gneiss and schists constitute the predominating rocks
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forming the rapids of the Wisconsin river from Stevens Point
southward as far as Nekoosa. South of Nekoosa the Cambrian
sandStone covers the Archean and becomes the surface formation. Huronian rocks underlie the sandstone within a few miles
south of Nekoosa. The width of the belt along the Wisconsin
river is at least 15 miles.
Along the Yellow river, in the vicinity of Pittsville, the belt
has a known width of about 6 to 9 miles, being delimited on the
north by the intrusive massive granite and greenstone,· and cov"
ered on the south in the vicinity of Dexterville by the Cambrian:
sandstone and the Pleistocene alluvial deposits. About 6 miles
southwest of Dextervil1e in the vicinity of the southeast corner
of Sec. 6, T. 31, R. 3 W., is located North Mound, consisting of
conglomerate and quartzite undoubtedly much younger than the
gneiss and schists.
Along the Black river in the vicinity of Neillsville the gneisSes
and schists extend for a distance of about 20 miles, as shown on
the map, being delimited on the north by massive intrusive
rocks north of Neillsville and on the south by the Huronian
quartzite and later igneous intrusives at Black River Falls.
The broad region lying between the Wisconsin, Yellow and
Black rivers in southwestern Wood and southern Clark counties
contains but few roads and therefore is difficult to traverse.
The area, is covered with alhvium, g-lacial drift, and Cambrian
sandstone, and for these reasons but few igneous rock exposures
were found, and much of the pre-Cambrian geology is obscure.
However, because these rivers show continuous exposures of this
basal group of rocks, the area between is believed to be of similar rock and for this reason the belt is mapped as continuous
across .
. There is also an area of isolated occnrrences 0'£ schi,gtose and
gneissoid rocks north of the main belt in the southwestern part
of Marathon county. The extremely. metamorphosed rocks of
these isolated areas are very often doubtfully placed, but where
much foliated, banded, and variously intruded by one or more
later formations they are placed with the oldest group. A considerable area of rocks, probably of this group occurs in the
vicinity of Halder postoffice,about 10 miles west of Mosinee.
Small areas of banded· gneis.se~ and schists have also beeri noted
along the railroad about a mile north of the station at Fenwood,
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along the Big Eau. Pleine river near Stratford, and in the vicinity nO'rth O'f Rozellville post O'ffice.
TOPOGRAPHY.

The fO'liated schists and gneisses are eXPO'sed quite cO'ntinuously along the river beds, as above stated, where the knO'wn
width O'f the belt is best determined. FO'r IO'ng stretches alO'ng
the water CO'urses they constitute the rO'ck of the bottO'm O'f the
river beds, with the hO'rizontal: sandstone appearing in thin cappings above them O'n the banks. The surface of the land away
frO'm the river is a very gently sloping plain with isO'lated thin
cappings O'f the sandstone interspersed with IO'W ledges O'f crystalline rO'ck, the whO'le generally covered with a variable thickness of alluvium and glacial drift.
KINDS OF ROCK.

The variO'us rocks of the O'ldest grO'UP include (1) gneiss, (2)
greenstO'ne-schist, (3) quartz-syenite schist, (4) biO'tite granite
schist. These will be described in the O'rder O'f their relative
ages.
GNEISS.

The gneiss has a structure due to the interlaminatiO'n O'f different rock types or to the alternating O'ccurrence of bands or
lenticules especially rich in certain minerals, which give the
rO'ck a streaky, laminated O'r banded appearance. For these
reasons it dO'es nO't denote a rO'ck O'f some definite compO'sition,
but, as a rule, is a combination O'f different rO'ck types. It betongs with that class of rO'cks recently referred to by Harker as
mixed rO'cks. Most O'f the gneiss here described has the comPO'sitiO'n of an intermediate igneO'us rock, fO'r it is principall;t
the prO'duct of the inter-injectiO'n of phases O'f granite by such
rO'cks as diO'rite, diabase O'r gabbrO'.
Genera~ Occurrence.-The general distribution. of the basal
rocks, forming a belt extending east and west across the southern part O'f the area, has· already been PO'inted out. The delimitatiO'n O'f this belt mainly CO'incides with the distributiO'n of
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the gneiss formation here described, for it is the foliated, banded
and contorted character of this gneiss which furnishes the most
striking feature and distinguishing character of the older group
of rocks as compared with the later and more massive formations.
Hence, in' general, this gneiss is found wherever the formations
.are mapped as belonging with the basal group.
Along the Wisconsin River.-The foliated gneiss occurs north
of Stevens Point at Langenberg's brick yard. Unusually abundant exposures of the gneiss occur along Conants Rapids of the
Wisconsin river opposite the upper paper mill. The foliated
gneiss is also abundant along Rocky Run froin Sec. 1, T. 23, R.
7 E., as far south as the Wisconsin river, and also along Mill
creek in Sec. 15, T. 23, R. 7 E. Gneiss is also abundant along
the Wisconsin river, and the southern part of Grand Rapids and
also along the rapids immediately l;lorth of the Port Edwards
pulp mill, between the mill and the dam, nearly a mile farther
north.
On the Yellow River and Hemlock Creek.-The banded gneiss
is also abundant along the Hemlock creek in the SE. ~ of Sec.
36, T. 23, R. 3 E., and for some distance farther north. Along
the Yallow river for several mHes both above and below Pittsville the foliated and contorted gneiss is abundant.
On the Black River.-In the vicinity of Neillsville, and along
the Black river at the mouth of Cunningham creek the gneiss
is abundantly exposed.
Isolated Occurrences.-Only isol~ted occurrences of very small
extent of the gneiss or other crystalline rocks were found in the
nearly level area in southwestern Wood and southern Clark
counties. About a mile southwest of Granton, Clark county, in
SW. % NE. 1,4 of Sec. lq T. 24, R. 1 W., there are several railroad cuts in the gneiss formation.

Petrographic CMmcter.
Macroscopic.-The gneiss throughout its various exposnres
varies from fine to medium grained, the former having bands
varying in width from 1 mm. to 3 or 4 mm., the coarser varieties
having correspondingly wider leaves. The various phases
usually show the effects of mashing and granulation by the readiness with which they crumble in the hand on the freshly fractured
2-G.
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surfaces. Sometimes the leaves, and bands of the gneiss are but
slightly folded ,and extend in fairly straight lines for some distance. More usually, however,the gneiss is intricately folded,
crumpled, and faulted. It is also much veined and pegmatized.
In the' numerous exposures of the foliated gneiss examined along
the "Wisconsin, Yellow and Black rivers no evidence of bedding
or sedimentation was noted. Some phases of the gneiss appear
to have been developed by the extreme mashing of phases of
granite accompanied by 0; followed later by the injection of
mineral solutions from basic rocks.' Other phases are apparently mashed aphanitic greenstones containing veins of feldspar
and quartz. Very often the "augen structure" is developed in
the gneiss while the rock was under great pressure by the linear
arrangement of dark acicular minerals such as amphibole and
biotite about the larger and more rigid crystals of feldspar or
feldspar and quartz.
Microscopic.-The thin sections show the gneiss to consist,
usually, if not always, of feldspar, quartz and amphibole with
a varying and usually lesls amount of biotite. The feldspar
is either orthoclase, microcline or the albite variety of plagioclase
the latter generally predominating. The coarser grained phases
show the crystals of feldspar and quartz in a more or less fractured and granulated condition. In the finer grained phases
these minerals are of fairly uniform size and have the appearance of being developed through their breaking down by granulation from larger crystals. The amphibole is probably the
common green hornblende having a bluish-green and yellowishgreen pleochroism. . The biotite is the common brown variety
and is in part flll alteration of the hornblende and in part secondarily developed with a parallel oriention in the interstices
of the feldspar and quartz .. Besides these common and abundant minerals there is usually a small amount of apatite and
sometimes a few minute crystals of zircon present in many of
the phases of gneiss. While evidence of fragmental character
of the gneiss was searched for, no evidence of sedimentary origin
was found by microscopic study.
On account of the foliated and fissile structure of the gneiss
and the readiness with which water penetrates it, it is very
often deeply weathered. The decomposition minerals of the
feldspar and amphibole are usually sericite, chlorite, epidote,
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biotite, and calcite. In the basic phases of the gneriss magnetite
is often present both as a secondary and an original constituent.
GREENSTONE SCHIST.

The greenstone schists are fine-grained schistose basiC) rocks,
closely associated with the foliated and banded gneisses. This
greenstone schist in many places clearly intrudes the gneisS
above described and is in turn cut by later more acid or granitic
schists of the basal complex. The rocks here described under
greenstone schists are quite variable in the proportion of min~
erals contained. Phases of these schists are similar to such
rocks elsewhere described as hornblende schist, amphibole schist,
mica amphibole schist, etc.
.
Distr;;bl1,tion.-Along Conants Rapids south of Steven~' 'Point
are several localities of the Archean containing lenses and dikelike masses of the fine-grained greenstone schist. Good exposures of this formation occur on the west side of the river opposite the upper paper mill near the center of Sec. 8, T.23, R.
8 E. Other occurrences are .in the rapids at Grand Rapids and
farther south along the Wisconsin river at the Port Edwards
pulp mill. Along the Yellow river at Pittsville and for several
.miles farther north there are mashed phases of greenstone closely
associated with the foliated gneiss. Along the Black river a
mile west of Neillsville are similar occurrences of the greenstone schists intrusive in the foliated gneiss.

Petrographic Character.
Macroscopic.-The prevailing character of the greenstone
schists is uniform and is in all respects like that of the greenstone schists of other pre-Cambrian areas of the northwest. .The
greenstone schist is fine-grained and is mainly composed of feldspar, amphibole, mica, and quartz. The weathered surface of
the rock is often greenish-black; the fresh surface is very generally black. On account of their fissility and the easy penetration of water into them the greenstone schists are often deeply
weathered.
Microscopic.-Under the miscroscope the greenstone schists
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are seen to be quite uniform in the character of the· minerals
present but often differ considerably in the relative abundance
of these minerals. Usually the most abundant minerals are the
plagioclase feldspars and green hornblende. Next in abundance is biotite and quartz. Very often orthoclase feldspar is
present in considerable quantity. The feldspars are generally
much altered to sericite, chlorite, green amphibole, biotite, and
quartz. Epidote, magnetite, and zoisite are also often present,
quite generally as alteration products.
The schistose rocks here called greenstone schists bear no evidence of being of sedimentary origin, possessing, neither traces
of fragmental origin under the microscope nor evidence of
'stratification in their field exposures. While having throughout
well developed schistosity and cleavage, this structure was very
probably mainly induced by such secondary processes as mashing of the rock as a whole, and recrystallization and orientation
.
of the amphibole and Ipica while under pressure.
The greenstone schists were very probably originally phases
. of the finer grained diorites, diabases, gabbros and peridotites
and other basic igneous rocks. No olivine or pyroxene was
found in, the ~nstone schists here classed with the basal formations, although these minerals may occur in some of them.
The olivine diabases found intrusive in the gneiss and schist at
Grand Rapids and near Pittsville on account of their massive
character are classed with the later intrusives.
QUARTZ SYENITE -SCHIST.

The quartz syenite Schist is a :fine.-grained rock with well de.veloped schistosity. It is intrusive in the foliated gneiss and
shows much less metamorphism than the latter. It is, however,
a thoroughly mashed rock and shows much more deformation
than the abundant massive quartz-syenite in the area' farther
north about WauBau.
Distribution and Exposures.-'l'his formation cannot, as a
rule, be recognized and separated from the biotite granite schists
.associated with it. .A clearly definOO exposure of this formation
is to be seen on the west side of the Wisconsin river opposite the
upper paper mill at Conants Rapids, where it is clearly shown
to be a . distinct formation by having a composition differing
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markedly from the associated granite schists and in possessing· a
cleavage and jointing system also differing markedly from and
not in conformity with the latter. It is believed, therefore,
that there is a general distribution of quartz syenite schist
throughout the basal formati,ons.

Petrographic Character.
Macroscop1,c.-As already stated, the rock is a fine grained
schist with marked cleavage and jointing. Feldspar and biotite
appear to be the principal constituents seen in the hand specimens. In the locality above referred to, opposite the upper
paper mill at Conants Rapids, this formation is cut by numerous
veins of granite and also by numerous pegmatite veins, the
larger veins generally trending northwest and being nearly
parallel with the strike of the associated foliated gneiss. Some
of the dikes of the granite schist also cut directly across the
cleavage of this formation.
Microscopic.-In thin sections this rock is seen to consist of
orthoclase, albite, quartz, biotite, and amphibole. Much the
larger portion of the rock consists of the feldspars. The biotite
and amphibole are in approximate parallel orientation. The
amphibole is common green hornblende showing incipient alteration to biotite. Quartz is an important constituent but not so
abundant as in granite. Apatite occurs in numerous needle
crystals. 'A small amount of epidote, sericite, and chlorite is
present.
BIOTITE GRANITE SCHIST.

This formation is. a mashed, fine to medium grained granite
containing a variable amount of biotite and other dark minerals.
Distribution.-The biotite granite schist bas a widespread occurrence in the area of the basal group of rocks and appears to
be about as abundant as the foliated and banded gneiss. It
occurs abundantly along the Wisconsin river at Stevens Point,
at Conants Rapids, Birons Mill, Grand Rapids and Nekoosa.
On the ':Vest side of the river at the upper paper mill in Conants
Rapids this granite schist is seen cutting directly across the
strike- of the foliated gneiss and it also penetrates in a complex

,
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manner the quartz-syenite schist above desCribed. The granite
schist is in turn penetrated by coarse pegmatite veins which lead
out from the massive granite of the vicinity, the latter being a
~uch younger formation and believed to belong with the massive granite which intrudes the sedimentaries' about Wausau.
Along the Yellow river north of Dexterville are several exp~s of the granite schist' and along the Black river in the
vicinity of Neillsville there is an abundance of the granite schist
containing large crystals of feldspar and having the general appear~nce of "augen gneiss."
Petrographic Chmracter.
Macroscopic.-This formation is fine to coarse-grained and
p'osseSses quite generally, well developed schistosity· though. not
ne/:!ol"ly sq schistose as the other formations here classed with the
basal, grOup. . The abundant minerals are feldspar, quartz 'and
mica: . In the field exposures all evidence pointed to this rock
being merely a. ;mashed ph~ of a medium to coarse grained
granite. Along the Wisconsil:t river the granite schist is generally mediuiQ. grained. ,On, the Black river south of Neillsville a few mlles, are numer«)UIil exposures of coarser ph~ of
the grairite schist containing an abu:qdance of large crystals of
feldSpar and having the general appearance of "augen gneiss."
. Micro8copic>--In the thin sections the feldspar, Components of
the schist are seen· to be p,rincipally orthoclase and albite.' , The
lar~r crystals of orthoclase usually show peripheral granulation with abundant flakes of biotite mingled with the granulated portions. The larger crystals of quartz are generally fractured and possess undulatory extinction. Various stages of the
granulation of the ,feldspl!or and quartz can be detected in the
djfferent phases of the schist: The' biotite' crystals, the most
comm~n, dark mineral, quite generally have ,tHeir longer axes in
a com:lnon direction and to this par~elism of .the biotite is
mahtly due the schistosity of the rock. . Other minerals noted hi
phases ot the granite schist. are sI)lall amounts of. muscovite, .
h9rnblende, epidote, magnetite, chlorite, sericite and zircon.
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THE INTRUSIVES IN THE BASAL GROUP.

The gneiss and various schists of the basal group are cut by
numerous dikes and boss-like masses of acid and basic rocks
suoo as (1) rhyolite, (2) diabase, (3) fine-grained diorite, and
(4) granite, named in the o~der of their intrusion. These formations are intrusive in certain sedimentary rocks of the area
and a much fuller description of them is found in succeeding
pages of this report.
RHYOLITE.

Rhyolite occurs at several places in the gneiss and diabase
along the Yellow river between Dexterville and Pittsville. In
the northern part of Sec. 10, T. 22N., R.3 W., the rhyolite~p
parently forms dikes intrusive in the greenstpne. About half
a mile below the wagon bridge at Pittsville the rhyolite occurs
in massive ledges in the near vicinity of the foliated gn~iss.
Near the center of Sec. 3, T. 22 N., R 3 W., the rhyolite1-D'ccurs
with the gneiss and apparently intrudes the latter in a very irregular manner.
The rhyolite is generally a massive rock having a greenishgray aphanitic ground-mass containing numerous phenocrysts of
quartz and feldspar. Under the microscope there is seen to be
quite a variation in the texture of the ground-mass. Some
phases of the rhyolite have a fine-grained ground-mass containing numerous small 8pherulites which show distinctly th~usual
cross under the nicols. Other phases have a coarse ground-mass
approaching the texture of a fine granite. The phenocrysts of
feldspar and quartz are well developed in all phases. The
quartz phenocrystals are often deeply embayed and corroded
and often reveal unusually well developed rhombohedral cleavage. The feldspar phenocrysts are apparently plagioclase, some
phases of the rhyolite containing varieties rich in lime, as indicated by their decomposition, and replacement by calcite. The
rhyolite contains numerous minerals due to weathering, the principal ones being sericite, chlorite and calcite, with less amounts
of amphibole, epidote and biotite.
1

Irving, Wis. Geol. Survey, Vol. II, p. 491.
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OLIVINE DIABASE.

In the river at Grand Rapids a short distance north of the
wagon bridge is .a dike of olivine diabase about 125 foot in width
with numerous smaller dikes of the same formation in the near
vicinity. The diabase cuts across nUmerous pegmatite veins and
appears to be much later in origin than the foliated gneiss and
the associated schistose rocks. This rock is fine grained, having
a firm even texture and black to browninsh-black color, and is
quite uniform in general appearance.
Under the microscope the rock is seen to consist of small lathshaped feldspars having the extinction of labradorite or bytownite. Good sized crystals of a green, weakly pleoChroic pyroxene
having a large angle of extinction, indicating augite, and olivine,
apatite, magnetite, hematite, biotite and serpentine, are the
usual minerals of the diabase. As is usual in diabase, the
augite and bytownite show a close relationship in development
indicated by the large crystals of the augite enclosing numerous
elongated crystals of the bytownite. The specimens examined
were collected near the water's edge where the rock is now being
eroded and is consequently quite fresh. The bytownite, however, shows slight alteration, mainly to kaolinite. The augite
generally shows less alteration than the bytownite but in places
. it is changed to brown mica and green chlorite. The olivine
occurs in small irregular grains and as usual shows more alteration than either the feldspar or pyroxene. The olivine is altered to serpentine, magnetite, hematite, and chlorite, and all
stages of the alteration from the pure olivine to a complete
change to an aggregate of alteration minerals are to be seen.
The apatite occurs in numerous needle· crystals enclosed within
the feldspar and augite crystals.
DIORITE.

At Grand Rapids and at Pittsville are intrusions of finegrained diorite, or greenstone, which, like the olivine diabase,
appear to be much later in origin than the foliated gneiss and
schist.
Along the Yellow river north of Pittsville, near the south
quarter post of Sec. 21, T. 23 N., R. 3 W., along the border of the
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foliated gneiss and the younger intrusives lying to the north,
are numerous instances of diorite dikes (6292/ 6293) in the
gnei~. The diorite is generally fine-grained and massive and to
all appearances belongs to the large area of fine diorite occuring along Rocky Run immediately to the north. Under the
microscope the diorite is seen to consist principally of green amphibole and plagioclase. The amphibole is somewhat altered in
places to chlorite, epidote and magnetite. The plagioclase is
finely striated and is either albite or oligoclase and is considerably altered to kaolinite, sericite, and zoisite and contains numerous inclusives of apatite in needle-like crystals.
GRANITE.

It is necessary to give but a brief description of the extensive.
granite intrusives found in the Basal series for in most cases
these can readily be shown to belong to the great intrusive mass
of granite belonging with the granite-syenite series intruding
the lower sedimentaries of the region and fully described in following pages. As already stated, no sedimentaries have been
found in contact with the series of formations here designated as
the basal group. Everywhere along the northern border of the
belt of foliated gneisses and schists the latter seem to be delimited by intrusive rocks, most of which appear to belong to
this granite formation. ,Within the belt of older rocks also,
wherever exposed in any considerable quantity, dikes of the
massive granite may be found, sometimes very limited in width,
at other times having the appearance of being great bosses in
the gneisses and schists.
Clear cut examples of the massive granite dikes in the basal
group of rocks are shown in the exposures along the Yellow river
about a mile north of Pittsville, and along the Wisconsin river
at Conants Rapids, Biron's Mill and Grand Rapids.
The granite is fine to medium grained, varying in color from
reddish to grayish. It is schistose in places but is more ge.nerally massive and in marked contrast with the formations ()f
gneiss and granite schis,! which it intrudes. The formation is
very often jointed and contains veins of quartz, and segregation
1 The numbers refer to specimens in the Wisconsin Survey Collection.
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veins of coarse granite and pegmB.tite. The constituent minerals
are those commonly found in. granite, such as orthoclase, microcline, albite, quartz, biotite, muscovite, rarely amphibole, epidote, chlorite, sericite, magnetite, pyrite and zircon.

DESCRIPTION OF LOCALITIES.

The general distribution of the foliated gneisses· and schists,
here referred to the basal group, has already been outlined. It
is purposed to p~esent in the following pages a· more detl!iled
description of localitiesa1:ong the Wisconsin, the Yellow, and
the Black rivers where these formations are well exposed.

A.long the Wisconsin River.
Stevens Point.-In the rapids at Stevens Point none of the
oldest foliated gneiss of the basal group was found. The prevai,ling rock appears to be schistose granite, the schistosity trendiiJ,g from N. 40° E .. to N. 800 E. and generally dipping to the
northwest. The schistose granite (6694) is rich in .biotite and
pink and white felspar and limpid quartz. It contai,ns fragments of finer grained granite schist ( 6695), the latter being
a~undant in the vicinity of the dam .
. Beneath the outcroppings of sandstone, which are quite abUIidant in the vicinity of Stevens Point, there may be found a;
variable thickness of residual clay and partially decompoSed
schist, which, as pointed out by Irving,1 has been developed
through the decomposition of the crystalline rocks. Good examples'of the decomposed gneiss and schist are shown on both
sides of the river just below the bridge of the Wisconsin Central
railroad where there is a thick:nessof 5 to 10 feet of the decomposed schist which may readily be. seeJ,l grading downward into
.the fresh crystalline rock at the water's edge,. and covered over
with a capping of the Potsdam sandstone. The clay bank of the
La:ngenberg; brick-yard, located: about a mile north. of the city,
consists of gneiss ~d schist decomposed into clay to a depth of
. .

1
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10 to 20 feet. As pointed out more fully in a later chapter of
this report, the relation of the decomposed crystallines and the
sandstone undoubtedly points to the origin of the residual clay
long before the deposition of the· overlying Potsdam sandstone.
Southwest of Stevezis Point is a small creek known as Rocky
Run, occupying an: old channel of the Wisconsin river. Through
Sections 1 and 12, T. 23 N., R. 7 E., there are almost continuoUs exposures of the rock in the bottom of the deserted channel.
The 'rock is mainly a mashed and extremely pegmatized phase of
the schistose granite similar to that along the river in Stevens
Point. Still farther southwest along Mill creek in the southern
half of Sec. 15, T. 23 N., R. 7 E.,there is a large number of low
lying exposures of pegn;.atized and schistose granite where
Wood's saw mill was formerly located. The. rock here approaches somewhat the character of the foliated gneiss, b~t generally differs from the latter in containing no injected leaves of
basic rock. The strike of the Schistosity is quite variable, -but
is generally between N. 55°W., and N. 85° W.· The rock cont8ins numerous veins of quartZ and pegmatite. The pegmatite
veins consist of all proportions of feldspar and quartz, and vary
in thickness froni fine films to thick veins 4 to 6 feet in width
whIch cut across the schistose structure of the rock in evelJ" direction.
'Conants Rapids:-'rhe rapids along the Wis~onsin river in
the' vicinity of SteveIls Pomt extend southward from Stevens
Point to the central portion of Sec. 15, T.23 N., RI. 8 E., near
the great bend of the river. That portion' of the rapids extending fi-om the 'center of Section 8 southward to the bend of the
river is known as Canants Rapids. On the east bank of the
river, atC6nants Rapids, are located two large paper and pulp
mills, generally referred to as the upper paper mill and the
l()wer paper mill.
Tlieupper mill is located near the center of the SE. % of Sec.
8; T. 23R,R.8 E. - On the west side of the river opposite the
0011:, .at the end· of the dam is a small area of rocks well exposed,
which. shows clearly the .several formations of the basal group
and their relations.' There is perhaps no place along the Wisconsin river 'where the oldest rooks of the region can be studied
to better advantage. . The accompanying photograph. Plate III,
is intended to convey an' idea of the reners] structure and re-
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lations of these formations. The rocks are much more contorted
and intermingled than is possible to show by any drawing or
sketch. The general relations of the rocks at this place have already been referred to. (See page 19.) The oldest formation present· is the foliated gneiss consisting of layers of gray
granite alternating with layers of dark basic rock having a
general trend of N. 75° W. and dip of about 600 to 75° ~W.
Dike-like masses of greenstone schist occur here and there in
the gneiss. The next oldest formation is a mashed quartz syenite schist having a cleavage with a dip and strike nearly parallel to the banding of the gneiss. The quartz syenite schist is
intrusive in the foliated gneiss and is in turn. penetrated by a
biotite granite somewhat schistose in character. Large dikes of
the granite schist cut directly across the banded gneiss and parallel with these larger dikes are numerous narrow pegmatite
veins and jointing planes. Systems of pegmatization, as shown
by the distribution of some of the veins in all the formations,
while certain others are limited to only one or two of them, appear to be connected in origin with the quartz syenite schist and
the biotite granite schist and also with the later massive granite.
A few hundred feet south of the upper paper mill, where the
river turns to the east, there is an abundance of coarse massive
granite having the character of the intrusive granite about
Wausau, and believed to belong with the latter formation. This
is believed to be a later formation than any of those occurring
at the upper mill, and to have been the origin of the latest series
of pegmatite veins occurring there.
At the lower paper mill exposures of the crystalline rock are
less abundant. On the east side of the river where the Sherman saw mill was formerly located, on a mill race leading from
the mouth of the Plover river, there is a good exposure of the
foliated gneiss and schist-in the bed of the abandoned race. The
rock in the race is mostly granite-schist with marked fissility,
having a nearly verlic~l dip and strike generally trending N.
30° to 35° E. Outside of the mill race in the yard of the paper
mill and along the river bank there are exposures of t~e diorite
schist and of the foliated and crumpled gneiss.
Biron's Millo-From the lower paper mill at Conants Rapids
to Biron's paper mill, but few large exposures are to be found.
In the NW. % of Sec. 35, T. 23 N., R. 6 E., is the northern limit
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of a long stretch of rock exposures in the river channel forming
the Grand Rapids of the Wisconsin. The city of Grand Rapids
is located near the lower end of the rapids and near the northern end is the Biron paper mill. Immediately below the dam
at Biron's mill the rock is well exposed, showing the presence of
at least three distinct formations, two of granite and one of
diorite, and numerous aplite and pegmatite veins cutting these
in various directions. The' foliated gneiss was not noted at this
place. The oldest formation appears to be a schistose diorite,
or greenstone, the strike of its most prominent system of close
joints and cleavage being generally N. 70° E. with a less prominent system trending N. 35° W. and thus running nearly at
right angles to the close joints. The older granite is fine grained
and somewhat schistose and shows much jointing and veining
and other effects of extreme pressure. The cleavage structure.
of the schistose granite agrees closely with that of the greenstone, the two formatIOns apparently having been mashed together. The maSSIVe and younger granite is medium to coarse
grained and disintegrates readily. It clearly cuts across the
cleavage structure of both the mashed finer granite and greenstone formations. The latter formations appear as large fragments in the former, and numerous pegmatite veins run out
from the massive granite and permeate the schistose granite
and greenstone formations.
Grand Rapids.-In the rapids at Grand Rapids the oldest rock
is a gneiss, the main body of which consists of mashed granite
into which has been injected, basic material in leaves parallel to
the schistosity. The gneiss is much crumpled and faulted, with
an average strike between N. 50° E. to nearly E. W. The dip
is variable, but is usually nearly vertical or to the BE.
The gneiss is especially abundant north of the wagon bridge.
In this portion of the rapids there is some massive granite, the
intruding masses of the latter being largely controlled in direction by the foliated character of the gneiss. In some places the
gneiss forms thin leaflets between broad areas of the massive
granite, while in other places the gneif.'lS contains only a few films
of the intrusive. The belts of intruding granite therefore vary
in thickness from a score of feet across to paper-like leaflets.
At various places in the rapids are shown all proportions of the
two rocks.
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The basic igneous rocks intrusive in
the gneiss are of two kinds, olivine dia.base and diorite. or greenstone schist.
The greenstone schist is abundant· in the
lower portion of the rapids and the
strike and dip of its schistosity is generally parallel to that of the foliated
gneiss. The olivine diabase forms a
large dike, twenty-five feet thick, with
numerous small branches, immediately
above the wagon bridge.. The olivine
diabase is massive and cuts across the
schistosity of the gneiss.
In the southern part 'Of the· city
schistose granite intrusive in the gneiss
is quite abundant. The schistosity 'Of
the granite is nearly parallel with thl3
average strike 'Of the f'Oliated and
crumpled gneiss. Immediately north of
the Chicago & Northwestern railroad
bridge thffi'e is consideraMe f'Oliated
gneiss striking n'Ortheast and parallel to
the' river bank. In this vicinity there
are greeenstone dikes in the gneiss, both
seemingly having been mashed together.
At Grand Rapids, therefore, besides
the foliated gnei8S there are at least four
distinct intrusive formations showing a
.similarity to. the 8J3SOCiated vocks at
.Conants Rapids. Pegmatit~ veins a.re
abundant, a period of p~tization. apparently following each of the granite
intrusions.
South OentraUa.-In South Centralia
is a paper mill and d!am. located in the
SE. % of SW.% 'Of Sec. 24, T. 22 N.,
R. 5 E. Rere the rook is granite and
greenstone, the granite predonrlnating.
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On the west bank of the river where the Wisconsin Central railroad crosses over the mill race to the island on which the mill is
located, there is a railroad cut showing a thickness of 10 to 12
feet of decomposed schist. This clay bank, the decomposed
product of gneiss and schist, is expooed for at least 100 feet
back from the river bank.
Port Edwards.-Below the dam at the ·upper end of the
island north of the Port Edwards paper mill the rock is mainly
the much crumpled and foliated gneiss having a trend to the
northeast. The gneiss (6771) is cut by dikes of massive granite,
and about 100 yards south of the dam is a mass of intrusive
greenstone (6772) like that at the south end of the island near
the mm, and also like that forming a part of the foundation
of the mill.
At the foot of the rapids at Port Edwards, on the west side of
the river, is a rather coarse grained red granite schist, with a
strike N. 45° E. and <lip 50 0 northwest. Immediately north
of this is an exposure of ba.nded gneiss with a general strike
parallel to the f.!'ranite schist. Throughout the rapids along the
west side of the river the prevailing rock appears to be the
foliated gneiss with smaller portions of granite schist. The
general strike is N. 45° E., and dip nearly vertical, sometimes
dipping to the northwest and sometimes to the southeast. There
is a joint system parallel to the schistosity and banding,. and also
a less perfect set normal to this direction. Quartz veins, pegmatitic veins" and granite dikes are a100 present.
Nekoosa.-At Whitney's Rapids at the village of Nekoosa
occurs the southernmoSt exposure of the crystalline schists along
the Wisconsin river. The crystalline rock forms the river bed
with the Potsdam sandstone overlying it along the banks. The
rock forming the rapids at the southern end of the small island
is granite schist containing much biotite and chlorite. Ten
paces up the river is an exposure of fine grained greenstone
schist, the schistosity having a strike N. 50 E., and a nearly vertical dip. Immediately north of the island is a predominance of
the granite schist. The rock in the vicinity of Nekoosa is mainly
granite schist interspersed with some greenstone schist having a
strike generally ranging from 35 E. to N. 45 E. and high dips.
These are penetrated in numerous places by quartz and granite
veins. Besides the jointing parallel to the schistosity there is a
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set of joints much less prominent, striking nearly normal" to the
schistosity. Lying between the hard crystalline schists and the
sandstone is a variable thickness of clay and partially decomposed schists which has developed through the alteration and
weathering of the crystalline rock.
Along the Yellow River.

The Yellow river, after flowing over numerous rapids in Wood
county consisting of several phases of massive granite and greenstone, finally meets with the foliated and contorted gneiss at the
mouth of Rocky Run, a small stream which enters the Yellow in
the NE. l,.i of Sec. 21, T. 23 N., R. 3 E. From this point southward to the bridge of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul railroad at Dexterville where the most southerly outcrop of preCambrian occurs, the prevailing rocks are the banded gneiss and
associated intrusions. The gneiss along the Yellow river is in
all respects like that along the Wisconsin river. The rocks associated with the gneiss are massive granite, generally massive
syenite or diorite, massive and schistose greenstone and rhyolite.
At various places along the river each of these are shown to be
intrusive in the crumpled gneiss. A short distance south of the
junction of Rocky Run with the Yellow river the massive granite intrudes the gneiss. The greenstone is intruded in the gneiss
at the bend of the river near the south quarter post of Sec. 21,
T. 23 N., R. 3 E. A short distance below Pittsville is an occurrence of quite massive rhyolite in the vicinity of ledges of the
foliated gneiss. Near the center of Sec. 3, T. 22 N., R. 3 E., is
a dike of greenstone 6 or 8 feet thick in the gneiss extending
directly across the structure of the gneiss.
Near the center of the SE. 1,4 of Sec. 5, T. 22 N., R. 4 E.,
along the Hemlock creek, there are exposures of the banded
gneiss in contact with the intrusive granite and fine-grained
diorite. South of the latter point, along the Hemlock creek to
the sandstone district, the prevailing rock is the basal gneiss and
schist, while north of it the Hemlock creek and some of the
branches show almost continuous exposures of the massive granite and dioritic rocks.
The dip of the bands of gneiss is generally nearly vertical and
the strike is in a northwest direction quite generally along the
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Yellow river. At the Pittsville wagon bridge the strike is N.
50 0 W.; about a mile north of the bridge it is also N. 50° W.;
in the vicinity immediately north of the south quarter post of
Sec. 21 the strike is N. 75° W.; near center of Sec. 3, T. 22 N.,
R. 3 E., the strike of gneiss is N. 65° W.; near center of Sec.
10 the strike is N. 25° W.
Along the Bla,ck River.
Rocks of prevailing gneissic and schistose structure occur
along the Black river from the vicinity of Neillsville southward
beyond the borders of this area. North of Neillsville while some
banded gneiss occurs, yet most of the rocks exposed appear to be
massive phases of granite, gabbro, and diabase, which in many
cases, if not in all cases, can be proven to be intrusive in the
gneiss and schists farther south. For these reasons, therefore,
the border of the basal group is provisionally placed just north '
of the city of Neillsville.
Vicinity of JVeillsviUe.-Along the Black river from the SW.
of Sec. 11, T. 24 N., R. 2' W., to Cunningham creek and up
the O'Neill creek for several miles, are abundant exposUres of the
foliated and banded gneiss, generally, though not always, having a strike to the' northwest. Exceptions to the northwest
strike were noted in the SW. 14 of Sec. 11, where strike is N.
80° E.; along wagon road near center of Sec. 15 where strike is
N. 80° E.; and along Cunningham creek just east of wagon
bridge near the west quarter post of Sec. 26 where the gneiss is
much crumpled and the average strike is N. 80° E. This banded
gneiss consists of alternating bands of acid and basic rock with
parallel veins of quartz and pegmatite and is in all respects like
that occurring along the Yellow and Wisconsin rivers. The
gneiss (6802) occurring just north of the wagon bridge west of
Neillsville may be considered an average type of this formation.
The rock consists of alternating bands of granite and diorite
rock. Under the microscope the, diorite bands are seen to consist of common green amphibole and some biotite, and the grani:te bands mainly of quartz and feldspar.
Granite schist formed by the mashing of common granite occurs in the vicinity of Neillsvme and is the prevailing rock exposed along the Black river from the junction of the O'Neil]

*
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creek to the railroad bridge. This granite schist is fine grained.
In the railroad cut the strike of the schistosity is northwest but
at the bend of the Black river north of the railroad bridge the
strike of the schistosity is N. 30° E. In the railroad cut lh mile
west of the Neillsville depot the granite schist is well exposed.
This schist is a fine grained pinkish rock with good cleavage.
Under the microscope it is seen to consist of large crystals of
feldspar and quartz partly broken down through process of
granulation to a mass of small grains of .microcline and quartz.
The small grains of microcline and quartz have much the appearance of these minerals in some metamorphic sediment aries,
but their association with large crystals of feldspar and quartz
indicated their origin in the mashing and granulation of granite.
Much of the feldspar is partially altered to chlorite. Biotite
and muscovite are also present. For some distance south of the
• wagon bridge across the Black river in Sec. 15 the granite schist
forms steep rocky walls along the east bank of the river. About
two miles below the wagon bridge at the bend of the river in
the NW. 1;4 of Sec. 26, T. 24 N., R. 2 W., are numerous exposures on the north slope of a hill of coarse granite schist having the "eye structure" of the "Augen gneiss." This coarse
granite schist (6800) also forms steep walls along the river bank
immediately to' the west. The eye structure of the schist is made
by the parallel arrangement of biotite and other minerals about
the feldspar cores of "eyes," the feldspar not having succumbed
during the mashing to the granulation and breaking-down process like the rest of the rock. The feldspar cores now stand out
as eyes around which the other minerals have assumed a flowage
or parallel arrangement. Under the microscope besides the
large crystals of feldspar are to be seen an abundance of small
grains of quartz, feldspar and epidote and· some muscovite and
apatite.
Fine grained diorite occurs as an intrusive in the banded
gneiss at the wagon bridge w€St of Neillsville. This rock is
black, has a good cleavage and is rich in hornblende. Under
the microscope it is seen to consist of about 160 per cent of bluish
green amphibole, 25 per cent of plagioclase, 10 per cent of
quartz, and the remainder chlorite" apatite, epidote and magnetite.
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Massive granite, believed to be intrusive in the schistose
granite and banded gneiss, occurs along the south bank in the
bend of the river just north of the railroad crossing.
.
In the vicinity of Neillsville, therefore, there are at least
four distinct formations of igenous rock exposed,-the banded
gneiss, generally, though not always, striking to the northwest,
granite schist of both coarse and fine phases, diorite schist, and
massive granite.
South of Cunningham Creek.-The next abundant exposures
of crystalline rock noted along the Black river are those in the
vicinity of the mouth of Conlan creek in the SW. 1,i of Sec. 23,
T. 24 N., R. 2 W.' North of this, however, along the west river
road in the NE. 1,i' of the NE. 1,4 of Sec. 33, a small ledge of
gneiss was noted on the west side of the road in a field. This
exposure consists of banded gneiss apparently made up of alternating bands and seams of granite and mashed diorite (6809).
The diorite. (6809) is fine grained, and under the microscope it
is seen to be extremely fractured, the green amphibole, the
quartz, and feldspar being broken into fragments.
. Granite schist rich in mica was struck in bottom of a well on
the east side of the road between the road and river a short distance north of Conlan creek.
Fine grained diorite was found on the river bank irpmediately
north of Conlan creek.
.
At the wagon bridge crossing the river near the east quarter
post of Sec. 5, T. 23 N., R. 2 W., are exposures of greenstone
schist and granite on both sides of the river. On the west bank
of the river opposite the south end of the island in SE. 1,4 of Sec.
5 is a ledge of granite. Similar granite also, occurs along the
east river road about half a mile south of this.
Immediately south of the junction of Wedges creek and the
Black river on the wagon road is a ledge of fresh-looking massive granite (6812) of medium grain. Under the miscroscope
this granite (6812) is seen to consist of orthoclase, microcline,
and quartz with some biotite and muscovite. The thin se~tion
shows the effects of some deformation of the massive granite,
but very slight compared with the mashing of the schistose formations. This rock appears to be very similar to the intrusive
mas~i va granites of the area.
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About a mile south of the-mouth of Wedges creek in the
southwest corner of SeC). 8, T. 23 N., R. 2 W., and just above' the
wagon bridge the river flows through a gorge with precipitous
walls, the granite being the massive red variety, considerably
seamed and jointed, but not schistose.
Along the wagon road in the SE. 14 of Sec. 24, T. 23 N., R.
3 W., there are several exposures of granite and banded gneiss.
In the NW. 1,4 of Sec. 25, T. 23 N., R. 3 W., about a mile to a
mile and a half north of the mouth of the east fork of the Black
river, for a distance of about half a mile, are exposed numerous
ledges of gray banded gneiss, and massive granite and diorite
schists. Near the ·south end of these exposures on the west
bank is a ledge about 150 feet long and 25 feet high of the fine
to medium gra~ed massive granite. At the north end near
the old dam, where French's mill was formerly located, is similar massive gray granite (6814). Under the microscope this
granite is seen to oonsist of orthoclase and quartz and some
biotite and epidote. Most of the quartz shows mashed undulatory extinction and the orthoclase is somewhat altered to sericite, epidote, and biotite. The banded gneiss at the old dam
strikes in general E. W. with an approximate vertical dip.
The diorite schist (6815) which is closely associated with the
banded gneiss is rich in green hornblende, most of which has a
distinct parallel arrangement. Immediately west of the exposures in this vicinity on the west side of the wagon road is a
ridge of sandstone 30 to 40 feet high trending north and south,
which. shows at several places the unconformable junction of the
sandstone and the crystallines.

IRVING'S CONCEPTION OF THE GNEISSES AND SCHISTS OF
CENTRAL WISCONSIN.

It was formerly believed by many geologists that the ordinary
banded gneisses and most schists of various parts 0:( the world
were of sedimentary origin. Accepting this belief, Irving in
1875 and 1876 applied it to the gneisses and schists of central
Wisconsin. Hence in the description of the schistose and
banded rocks along the Wisconsin, Yellow and Black rivers in
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the former reportsl of the Wisconsin Geological Survey, Irving2
constantly speaks of their bedding, and throughout cO'nsidered
their lamination and schistosity as proO'f of their sedimentary
O'rigin. Even several years later, in 1881, after the microscope
had been applied to the study of these rocks IrvingS believed that
O'nly the granites and quartz porphyry of massive character and
thO'se formations appearing as dikes and clearly intrusives were
of igneous origin. While at the present time rocks which are
properly called granite and quartz porphyries are necessarily
O'f igneous O'rigin, Irving In a few instances applied these names
as well as that of gneiss, greenstone schist, 'hornblende schist,
etc., to' fO'rmations which he believed to be O'f sedimentary origin.
These conceptions of Irving are pointed out here in O'rder that
the reader may understand his writings concerning these formatiO'ns and how his description O'f the geology of these rocks in
Vol. II, Geology of Wisconsin should be interpreted when compared with the description of the same rocks in the present re. port.
While the strikes and dips of the so-called bedding and laminations of the schists and gneisses, taken and recorded by Irving,
are usually the strikes and dips of the same phenomena measured by the writer as secondary cleava,geand banding, yet the
structures in mind, in some. cases at" least, were not the same.
In some instances Irving evidently discriminated between the
system of close joints, or fissility, and veining, and meaSured,
instead, alternating layers, or zO'nes of coarse and fine rocks,
which he believed to denote stratification, but which is obviously
due to differences in the rate of oooling and crystallization of
the igneous magmas..
Geol. of Wisconsin, Vol. II, pp. 461-501.
p. 463.
sGeol. of Wis., VoL IV, pp. 712-714.

1

2 Ibid.
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THE ORIENTATION OF THE SCHISTOSE AND BANDED STRUC·
TURES OF THE BASAL GROUP.

The general orientation of the cleavage and banded structure,
1Vhile apparently the same within small areas, cannot be said to
.persist over large areas.
Alcmg the Wisconsin river south of the great bend at the
lower end of the 90nants rapids, the general strike of the cleavage and banding· seems to be more often towards the northeast
than to the northwest and the dip is generally nearly vertical
though apparently as' often in one direction as in another.
North of Conants Rapids the strike appears to be as often to the
northwest· as to the northeast and the dip variable. Along the
Yellow river throughout the belt of gneiss there is a persistent
strike of cleavage and banding ·to the northwest with variable
dips to the northeast and southw~. Along·the Black river also
the strike is quite generally towards the northwest. .
While there seems to be a common direction for the secondary
structure to trend northwest along the Black andYellow rivers,
no such persistency in strike seems to prevail along the Wisconsin river. When it is con,sidered that the strike and dip of the
secondary structure was observed of only a very small portion
of the area of the basal group as compared with the extent of
the belt asa whole, it will be seen that a general conclusion concerning the orientation of the secondary cleavage and banding is
hardly justifiable. From our general knowledge of the distribution of the rocks of the Basal group in a belt extending east
and west we would expect to find the strike of the lamination
more· often towards the east and west, that is, parallel to the
greatest length of the area, than in any other direction. On the
other hand, when it is considered that the basal group is penetrated' throughout with later igneous rocks and especially with
great masses of granite, and that all the older rocks are but great
fragmenta.ry masses in later intrusives, it should be expected
that more or less secondary or subsequent shifting of the strikes
and dipS would take place, on account of the movement of the
intrusive magmil&
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ORIGIN OF THE BASAL GROUP.

The several formations constituting the basal group, described
above as gneiss, diorite or greenstone schist, quartz-syenite
schist, and granite schist, are cle&rly of igneous origin, and have
assumed their present banded, laminated, and schistose character through the effects of pressure and igneous intrusions. It is
possible, even probable, that sedimentary schists older than
some of the members of the basal group may occur in the area
mainly- occupied by the gneisses and schists, but none were observed or recognized by the writer, although especially searched
for.

RELATION TO OTHER FORMATIONS.

As stated at the beginning of this chapter, the gneisses and
schists are believed to constitute a series older than the sedimentaries and massive igneous rocks lying to the north over the
principal portion of the area. Since sedimentary rocks, however, were not found in contact with this belt it is not positively- known that the group forms the floor upon which the
lower sedimentary series of the area rests. It is known only
that the igneous formations intrusive in the lower sedimentary
series are likewise intrusive in this basal group, a relation which
obviously proves only that the gneisses and schists as well as
the lower sedimentary group antedated the intrusives.
The principal reasons for believing that the group of gneisses
and schists are older than the lower sedimentary series are:
Ist. The' gneisses and schists have been subjected to greater
pressure and chemical or contact metamorphism than the sedimentaries. This extreme metamorphism appears to prevail over'
each small portion of the entire area of the gneisses and schists,
producing throughout a fairly uniform mingling .of the several
members of the group. White the lower sedimentaries and later
igneous intrusives constitute areas of considerable extent, two
or more members of the gneiss and Sl'bist group usually if not
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, always occur indiscriminately mixed together in such small areas
as a fraction of an acre. 2d. The group of gneiss and schists constitute the predominating rocks over a considerable belt and as
~uch can be mapped and separated ,from other formations. This
'belt varies in width from 5 to 20 miles, and extends in a NW.SE. direction across the area. North of the belt and also sOllth
of it occur the less metamorphosed igneous rocks and the sedimentaries, and hence the gneiss and schist appear to have the
position of an older arch, or anticlinal fold with the corresponding syclinal troughs of younger rock both to the north and the
south of it.
.As previously stated, the position of this basal group of the
area in the stratigraphy of the pre-Cambrian is not definitely
known. It seems very probable, however, as shown later, that
this group is older than the Lower Huronian and is near or at
, the base of the pre-Cambrian series of rocks.
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CHAPTER III.
THE LOWER SEDIMENTARY SERIES.

The Lower. Sedimentary Series consists of the following formations: The Rib Hill quartzite, the WaUBau graywacke, the
Hamburg slate, the Powers Bluff quartzite, the quartzite at Rudolph, and the Junction Oity quartzite. The stratigraphic succession of these several formations is not known. They occur in
isolated areas separated and intruded by great masses of the
later igneous formations of granite-syenite, the diorite-gabbro,
and the rhyolite.
THE RIB HILL QUARTZITE.

The formation consists of coarse white quartzite and is given
the name of "Rib Hill Quartzite" because it has its best development in the bold ridgy prominence of Rib Rill. It also forms
the adjoining hills of Upper and Lower Mosinee Hills and Hardwood Hill, all located within 5 to 10 miles of W aUBaU.
GENERAL DISTRIBUTION.

The Rib Hill Quartzite formation does not form a continuous
belt or area of great extent. The quartzite occurs ill. irregular
·areas partly or wholly separated from one another. The largest single exposure is that of Rib Hill, having an extent of four
~r five square miles and covering the whole or parts of Sections
7, 8, 9, 10, 15, 16, 17, and 18, T. 28 N., R. 7 E., and Section 12,
T. 28 N., R. 6 E. The upper Mlosinee Hill and lower Mosinee
Hill, located one mile and two miles respectively south of the
east end of Rib Hill in Sections 22 and 27, T. 28 N., R. 7 E.,
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have an extent of one-fourth of a square mile each. The prominent rounded elevation, known as Hardwood Hill, located about
three miles southwest of the west end of Rib Hill in the southwest part of Section 23, T. 28 N., R. 6 E., and adjacent parts·
of the adjoining sections, consists of similar quartzite and has
an extent of about one-half of a square mile. The above four
hills, Rib Hill, Upper and Lower Mosinee Hills, and Hardwood
Hill, constitute the largest exposures of this formation in the
vicinity of Wausau.. A small ledge of the quartzite is located
at the south end of Little Rib Hilt in the northeast corner of
Section 31, T. 29 N., R. 7 E. The quartzite also constitutes a
considerable portion of the southern and eastern parts of the
flat topped hill covering Sections 21, 22, 27 and 28, T. 29 N.,
R. 7 E. In tlJ.ese smaller exposures just mentioned 'the quartz. ite is often in contact with the quartz-syenite and is often permeated with an unusual amount of mineral from the intrusion
of the latter rock. Several small areas of a pinkish quartzite,
which may have been formed at the same time as the Rib Hill
quartzite, are located in the area of coarse granite in T. 27 N.,
R. 6 E., as shown on the map, Plate I.
TOPOGRAPHY.

Because of the very resistant character of the coarse quartzite, its larger exposures have come to be the highest hills of the
region. To the casual observer these hills of quartzite appear to
have been pushed upward through the surrounding formations
until they now rest far above the general level of the latter.
In reality, the surrounding rock, principally a coarse syenite
and granite, which is easily d~sintegrable, has been worn away
more readily than the resistant coarse quartzite, and for this
reason the quartzite areas now remain projecting above the surrounding less resistant formations.
Rib Hill is the largest of these prominences. It is an elongated hill or ridge, slightly curved like a rib, and is about five
miles long and about two miles wide in its widest part. Its
central and thickest portion reaches an elevation of 1942 feet
above sea level, nearly 500 feet above the surrounding upland
area and about 750 feet above the broad alluvial valleys of the
Rib and Wisconsin rivers which are located at its base on its
northern and eastern sides.
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AlthQugh the summit of Rib Hill presumably reaches a IQwer
elevatiQn above sea level than numerous PQints farther nQrth
abQut the headwaters of the WiscQnsin river, yet Rib Hill very
probably extends to. a higher elevation above its immediate surroundings than any other prQwnence within the nQrthern part
of the state and has the distinction of being Qne of the largest hills in :WiscQnsin. The lQwer portiQn Qf the hill is a gradual
upward slope while the upper PQrtion PQssesses numerous perpendicular walls, and steep talus slopes, the latter being covered by an accumulation Qf large rectangular blQcks Qf the white
quartzite. ,
The Upper and LQwer Mosinee Hills tQgether have the form
of a dumb-bell. These hills, whQse summits are abQut a mile
apart, are connected by a cQntinuQus stretch Qf quartzite although separated from Rib Hill by a low area Qf granitic rock.
Upper Mosinee is the larger of the two. and reaches an elevaticm
Qf 1596 feet above sea level and abQut 400 feet abQve the alluvial'
plain Qf the WiscQnsin river. LQwer Mosinee' has an elevatiQn
of about 300 feet abo,ve the alluvial plain. Both these hills are
gently 'sloping Qn their western flanks, whereon are located several farms, while their eastern sid~ adjacent to the river PQssess
steeper slQpes and near their upper parts are cQvered with talus
of quartzite blocks.
Hardwood Hill is a dQme-like hill whose summit reaches an
elevation Qf 1566 feet above the sea ,and about 200 feet above the
surface of the uplands Qf the vicinity and 400 feet above the
valleys within a mile Qr so Qf the hill.
.
The general relation of these qnart.zite hills are mmmdnocks
extending abQve the ancient crystalline peneplain, represented by
the even summitted uplands of the region, is fully described ,
in the general discussiQn Qf the physi~graphic features Qf the
district in a following chapter of this ~port.
PETROGRAPHICAL CHARACTER.

Macroscopical. The Rib Hill quartzite formatiQn in its various occurences, although variable in texture or size of grain,
is remarkably pure, white, vitreous, and firmly cemented. It
varies some from a white to. a pale pink colQr, due to iron stain.
While varying in texture within certain limits, it remains pure
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in composition throughout. It is very hard and brittle and
breaks with a conchoidal fracture.
The purer coarser phases
are well: adapted to the various abrasive purposes to which the
crushed and powdered rock has been applied. (Seepage 652.)
The quartzite varies from medium grained to very coarse
grained phases. The finest grained phases are usually as coarse
as the coarsest phase of the average Huronian quartzite, while
the coarse phases often approach vein quartz in their general
character. There &l'e all gradations between the very coarse
and ·fine phases and they appear to :give place to one another in
a very irregular manner.
The coarse quartzite is quite abundant on Rib Hill: and especially in the broadest and highest, portion. Wherever there are
low places on Rib Hill there the finer grained rocks appear to
prevail. The earlier fractures in the quartzite are filled with
. vein quartz which often contains small amounts of white· mica
'and geods of quartz crystals.
In one or two' places the quartzite has disintegrated to some
depth and is very friable, like soft sandstone. This friable
quartzite, however, seems to have been formed entirely by the
weathering of the ordinary firmly cemented rock. No phases
of slate, greywacke, or feldspathic quartzite are known to be associated with the Rib Hill quartzite in any of its occurrences
about Wausau. Nor has any congtomerate been found at the
base of this formation or in:terstratified with it at any place.
A peculiar contact phase of the quartzite, which is mainly an
intrusive breccia formed by the intrusion of one 'or more acid
igneous rocks into the quartzite, is quite abundantly associated .
with the quartzite of Rib Hill and vicinity and will be only
briefly referred to here and more fully described in connection
with the intrusive syenite. This contact phase consists of numerous ~gular fragme~ts of quartzite enclosed in a matrix of
granite and quartz syenite. Associated with the quartzite
fragments in places are abundant fragments of a black schist,
and more rarely fragments of different phases of rhyolite. The
fragments of quartzite in the contact rock are usually angular
and vary in size up to a foot in diameter. The larger fragments are often broken and pulled apart normal to their tonger
axes.
The quartzite in the fl-agments,and also the massive
quartzite for a number of feet from the contact with the gran-
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ita or syenite, is Unpregnated with more or less feldspar a,nd
also with II> blue Sflchl.amphibole.
The intrusive breccia contact rock is well exposed on the west
side of. Upper M~ee Hili. It is also shown in the vicinity of
a mile or so south· of Rib Hill, also on Little Rib Hill, and about
the edge of the .:fla~topped hill immediately northwest of Wausau' and in small qua,ntity at all contacts of the quartz syenite
quartzite formation. The widespread occurrence of
with
. the intrusive breccia about the massive quartzite areas indicates
tb&t the quartzite must have had a wider distribution at an early
date tha,n it has at present.
Microscopical.~The Rib Hill quartizite formation is composed
throughout of quartz crystals which generally vary from 3 to
8 a.nd· sometimes even 10 millimeters in diameter. The individuals of quartz are very irregular in form and their. surfaces
possess numeooUiS angular projootions and re-entrants which
allow the quartz to dove-tail in a very complex ma,nner. The
general appearance of a thin section of the quartzite is presented in Plate VII which shows the angular grains interlocking firmly together, forming a compact, coherent mass after the
manner of vein or granitic quartz.
The purity of the quartzite is noteworthy as compared with
the general run of quartzite formations. It apparently gener-'
ally contains about 99 per cent of silica. A chemical analysis
made by Prof. W. W. Daniells for the Wausau Quartz Company yielded as follows:

the

AnalY8i8 of Rib Hill quartzite.

SiO •.................................................... 99.07
Al.O...... .... .... .... ........ ........ .... .... .... ......
.52
Fe,O•............ ~.....................................
.17
CaO .................................................... None
MgO ..................... : ..................•......... None
HIO.... .•........... .................... ................
.00
99.82

The sample analyzed was an average of the quartzite rock ·used
by the above c(}mpa,ny in the manufacture of its crushed quartz
product and is a fair representative of much the larger portion
of the rock o~ Rib Hill. There is probably a small amount of
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potassa in the rock, not searched for in the analysis, in combination with the alumina to form the muscovite noted in small:
flakes in much of the quartzite.
Besides the small flakes of muscovite often present there is at
times also some feldspar and magnetite. These are usually located at the junction of the angular quartz or along the fractures within them. There are also present numerous. minute
crystals entirely embedded within the quartz.
The minute crystals included within the quartz are mainly of
two kinds, long hair-like minerals and short stout ones. The
former appear as dark lines either straight or slightly curved
with their longer axes many times greater than their shorter
and are probably needles of rutile or apatite. The stout crystals are brownish-yellow in color and their length is about twice
as great as their breadth. They appear to be slightly pleo-.
chroic and have nearly parallel extinction and appear to be a
variety of pyroxene or amphibole.
Besides the crystal inclusions in the grains of quartz there are
also numerous inclusions of gas and fluid. These minute gas
and fluid inclusions are usually arranged in lines and along
planes which sometimes appear to pass irregularly through the
quartz, and sometimes are arranged in parallel planes which
. may be. in accord with -the crystallographic constants of the
quartz. As- seen in cross section the lines of the inclusions often
appear to continue across from one crystal to another, whiM at
other times they dearly stop abruptly at the contact of the
grains. The inclusions are uniformly abundant throughout the
quartz, and no difference in number of inclusions near the centers or at the boundaries could be noted.
The general appearance and distribution of these fluid and
gas inclusions are similar in all respects to those occurring in
quartz in granite. The shapes of the inclusions are very variable.
Sometimes they have the form of perfect dihexahedral crystals,
at other times a semi-crystal form, or are irregularly angular
or hay-shaped. The composition of the included fluid and gas
in the cavities in the quartz is not known, but as generally considered the fluid is usually water which carries in solution bubbles of va.por or various gases such as air, carbon dioxide, nitrogen, or a mixture of these gases. The mobility of the gas bubbles enclosed within many 0'£ the fluid inclusions may be readily
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noted under the highest power of the microscope. On the application of a heated needle point to the vicinity of the bubbles
an increase in their movement was noted. Tb,e movement of the
bubbles in the interior of the quartz reminds one very forcibly
of such living organisms as amooba or diatoms moving in water.
Sometimes there are small angular grains of quartz between
the larger crystals, apparently due to the peripheral shattering
of the large quartzes, and there are also often numerous fractures along the incipient rhombohedral cleavage of the quartz .
.Undulatory extinction is also a commOn phenomena of the
quartz. Yet these evidences of dynamic metamorphism are not
a marked feature of the formation. It is usual that the ordinary phases of the pre-Cambrian quartzite are composed of
rounded grains of quartz of somewhat uniform size, which show
enlargements filling the entire interspaces between the original
grains, so that the clastic grains of sand of the original deposit
can readily be distinguished from the secondary interstitial
quartz. But no such phenomena of original grains with enlargements can be ,detected in the Rib Hill quartzite in any of
the numerous thin sections examined.
The granItic texture of 'the Rib Hill quartzite was previously
noted by Van Hisel as shown in the following description of two
specimens of this formation, as follows:
"SpecimeI]. 927. Microscopic: Ma.ssive, translucent, glassy quartz
is the only mineral visible.
Microscopic: Almost pure quartz. Usually the
grains are of very large size, some of them reaching 7%mm.
in greatest breadth, and interlocking after the manner of the
quartz of gneiss and granite. The only other minerals
present are a little oxide of iro'n, mostly magnetite, and a few
minute flakes of muscovite. As to cavities in this quartz,
they are as common as in the quartz of gra'nite, and from the
position of the grains were evidently crystallized in place.
Specimen 936. Macroscopic: Like 927. Crystalli'ne rock. The
only minerals distinguishable are shining flAkes of mica and
grains of quartz.
Microscopic: As in all the preceding quartzites
the grains of quartz fit perfectly along their irregular lines
1

Geol. of Wis., Vol. IV, p. 685.
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of junction. Th,ey are of about thee same size as ill!. 927 .'and
freer from other minerals and inclusions than either of the
preceding. Iron oxide appears to be the only impurity present. In none of these rocks 'is. there any 1;raCe of a clastic
origin."

It was undoubtedly this granitic texture of the quartzite
which led Irving1 to suggest its marked similiarity in internal
and external structure to a large formation of vein quartz. The
quartzite, however, shows cross stratification in places, and also
wen preserved ripple marks (Plates V and VI) and is clearly a
metamo.rpho.sed sandsto.ne. Although the micro.scopic texture o.f
the quartzite is like that of an igneo.us ro.ck or o.f vein quartz,
the texture of the quartzite as seen in hand specimens is essentially different from vein quartz. While the quartzite always
breaks with a co.ncho.idal fracture, the rock thro.ughout retains
a distinct granular OT saooharoridal texture not usual in .vein
quartz.
In respect, therefo.re, to the granitic crystalline texture of the
quartzite and the entire absence of evidence o.f clastic origin in
thin sectio.ns, this quartzite appears to. be unique, and to. differ,
as a formation, from the usual quartzite formations of the Lake
Superio.r region: This difference in crystalline texture is undoubtedly due, as abo.ve stated, to the extreme metamorphism
to which the rock has been subjected, for there can be no do.ubt
that the formation was originally a sandstone with from 25 to.
35 per cent o.f pore space, and that these interspaces were filled,
as in all quartzite, by the depo.sitio.n of interstitial quartz.
The metamorphism of this sandsto.ne, however, did not stop
with the co.mpletion of the process of consolidatio.n and cementation. A further process of metamo.rphism, that of the complete
recrystallization o.f the original and the interstitial quartz, was
brought abo.ut. This recrystallizatio.n process is similar to that
necessary to the development of marble from o.rdinary limesto.ne.
The most favorable condition for the recrystallization of marble
is by the intrusion of igneous rocks with the production of the
necessary metamorphosing agents, heat and warm solutions.
That recrystallization occurs under these conditio.ns is kno.wn,
not only from observations at numerous marble localities, but
tGeol. of Wis. Vol. IV, p.669.

EXPLANATION OF PLATES

V, VI

AND
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VII.

PLA'l'E V. Rm HILL QUARTZITE SHOWING BEDDING PLANES.
Quarry of the Wal}Sau _Sandpaper Co., near the northeast end
of Rib Hill. The joint planes dipping downward to the right
very probably represent the pedding of the quartzite formation.
Fracture planes extend in aU directions throughout the formation.
PLATI<::.

VI.

RIPPLE

MARKS

IN THE

RIB

HILL

QUARTZITE.

Natural size. Although the quartzite is wholly recrystallized
by metamorphic processes yet the structure of the ridging of
. th~ sand by the. waves of the pre-Cambrian sea is completely
preserved.
PLATE VII.
MWR.OSECTIONS OF THE RIB HILL QUARTZITE.
Section 4302. With analyzer, x25. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate
the same features, namely the closecfitting interlocking structure
of the quartz grains without any interstitial material. The
boundary lines of the rounded clastic grains of the original
sandstone have been obliterated and by the addition of. new
quartz and by recrystallization a solid mass of interlocking
quartz is formed like. vein quartz. 'l'he recrystallization
(hw
to metamorphism by igneous. contact.

is
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I
by the action of similar processes upon marble in the laboratory.
The recrystallization of quartzite, however, probably requires
much more work than that of marble. The reason for this belief is the fact that marble formations of considerable size are
quite numerous, whereas formations of quartzite that have been
wholly recrystallized are very rare.
The internal evidence of the recrystallization of the quartzite,
such as the intricate interlocking association of the quartz crystals, like that of the quartz in granite or quartz veins, and the
uniform distribution of the lines of fluid and gas inclusions
throughout entire crystals, as weH as extending from one crystal
to another, is much strengthened by abundant external evidence
of widespread igneous intrusions in the quartzite, which could
produce the conditi<1ns for recrystallizing the quartzite. Similar lines of fluid inclusions in quartz grains have been described
by Van Rise' in the quartzite of the Black Hills as due to occbided fluids induced by secondary crystallization. Wherever
the massive and widespread granite and syenite formation comes
in contact with the quartzite, numerous fragments of the latter
rock are enclosed within it, forming considerable belts of brecciated quartzite about the farge areas of quartzite. And not
only has the granite-syenite f!lrmation intruded the quartzite,
but also one or more earlier igneous formations have penetrated
It in a complex manner, producing belts and areas of brecciated
rock of even greater extent, in a few places, than the granitesyenite intrusion. There seems, therefore, to be sufficient evidence of intrusive phenomena connected with the quartzite to
explain the unusual metamorphism and recrystallization of the
latter.
The metamorphic effect of igneous intrusions upon sandstones
and quartzites has been 'observed2 in many other localities.
The homogeneous quartzite resulting from the complete metamorphism of a pure quartose !-,ock by igneous contact is not
difficult to distinguish from a quartzite formed by the deposition of interstitial quartz through the ordinary processes of cementation and consolidation.
As the intruded quartzite RC-'
quires the heat of the intruding igneous mass and the temperaBull. Geol. Soc. Am., Vol. I (1890), p. 218.
2Harker: Petrology for Students, p. 286, 18117.
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tUFe beoomes sufficiently high, the whole will be recryst1inized
into a qU8;rtzmosaic with a complete obliteration of all traees of
the original clastic character. In such a metamorphosed quartzose rock, there is no distinction of original grains and cementing
material, nor of secondary growths upon original nuclei, but
each individual of the quartz mosaic is clear and homogeneous
with penetrating boundaries fitting into the inequalities of
those adjacent. But in such metamorphosed formations the recrystallization is usually only of local occurrence. Th~ Rib Hill
quartzite differs from these formations in being completely re'crystallized throughout instead of only in. part or locally.
STRUCTURE AND TmCKNESS.

But very little can be said concerning the folding and the
position of the bedding of the Rib Hill quartzite. The reason
for this is obviously due to the extremely metamorphosed char~
acter of the formation and the movement of the surrounding
masses of intrusive igneous rocks.
In a number of places on Rib Hill the cross-bedding of the
quartzite can be made out in the .finer grained phases of the
rock, and in a few places beautiful ripple marks have been discovered (Plate VI). In one locality a distinct southwest dip of
the bedding is to be noted (Plate V). These evidences of
sedimentation, however, are the exception and nowhere is there
evidence of continuous joints along bedding planes Qr the continp.ous alternation of coarse and finer grained sediment that
would furnish means for the measurement of the dip and strike
of the beds over any considerable area, as is usually the case
with the ordinary phases of the finer grained pre-Cambrian
quartzites .
.A certain streaky character of the quartzite prevails throughout Rib Hill and the Mlosinee Hills. This streaky character is
due to lamination and lines of· easy parting which. have in
general a nearly vertical dip and a strike parallel to the long
axis of the quartzite areas. Upon Rib Hill, therefore, these linea
-extend east and west, while in the quartzite of the Mosinee Hills
they run nearly north and south. The streaky character is
very probably secondary and is due to the numerous planes of
easy parting made by dynamic forces at. the time of the general
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folding of the quartzite beds with the other rocks of the region.
The folding. of the Rib Hill quartzite in its various exposures
therefore could not be made out, although it is believed that the
original sandstone beds must have been subjected to various oro.genic movements sufficient to fold the rock in a very complex
manner. No persistent sets of jointing were noted in the
quartzite of Rib Hill or the other areas. Numerous irregular
jointings and fracturings, however, are everywhere present.
It is impossible to give any accurate estimate 01. the thickness
of the Rib Hill quartzite because the position of the bedding
could not be determined. Only an intelligent guess based upon
the present distribution of the rock and its extent can be made.
If a continuous line be drawn about the quartzite of Hardwood
Hill, Rib Hill and the Mosinee Hills, it' will be seen to enclose
an area which may be compared to a crescent, convex towards
the north. The thick portion of the crescent is the broadest
part of Rib Hill and the two ends of the crescent are Hardwood
Hill and the Mosinee Hills. If the quartzite was surrounded by
the rock floor upon which it was deposited, then this crescentiform area might well represent a curving complex fold with
its greatest breadth about one and one-half miles across at the
broad part of Rib Hill. If the folding was simple, then the
thickness of the formation would be at most not more than onehalf the breadth of the thickest part of the crescent, namely
• 4,000 feet. Since rock formations which show as much metamorphism as this quartzite are quite usually folded in ~ COmplex manner and not into simple folds, it may readily be assumed that the original thickness of the formation was very
much less than one-half its greatest superficial breadth or much
less than 4,000 feet. Although the quartzite is not now in contact, so far as known, with its original rock floor, it may reasonably be assumed that it was complexly folded, as above indicated, before it was intruded by the various igneous' rocks
now surrounding it. The vast quantity of quartzite fragments
in the intrusives indicates a greater original distribution of this
formation than it now possesses. In view of the probable complex foldblg of the ,quartzite and the wide distriliution of .
quartzite fragments in the surmllnding intrusives, it is believed
thlJ,t a fair estimate of the thickn~ of the Rib Hill quartzite
forination is somewhere between 1,000 and 4,000 feet.
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RELATIONS TO ADJACENT FORMATIONS.

With the exception of a single locality of sedimentary rock,
. the quartzite appears to be entirely surrounded by igneous formations. The olflest of these igneous rocks is apparently the
unusually metamorphosed syenite fully described on following
pages of this report. This peculiar metamorpliosed rock occurs
in abundance.on Little Rib Hilt and in the flat topped hill northwest of 'Wausau.
At these localities the metamorphic rock is
readily shown to be of later origin than the quartzite, for numerous angular fragments of the latter are widely distributed
through the former. These quartzite fragments vary in size
from a fraction of an ip.ch to several inches in <i!ameterandare
usually flattened parallel to the cleavage plane oftha intruding
rock, and are. distributed for long distances from the ledges of
massive quartzite.
The other members of the granite syenite series of rocks also
intrude the quartzite. Especially is· this true of the quartzsyenite which occupies all the low intervening land between the.
. quartzite hills about WauSau.
Examples of quartzite fragments in this quartz-syenite may be found at numerous places
. about Rib Hill and the Mosinee Hill. The quartz syenite is also
an abundant intrusive in the older metamorphic syenite on Little Rib Hill which intruded this quartzite at a much earlier
date. Massive granite is intrusive in the quartzite on the west
side of Upper Mosinee Hill at the southeast end and on the
northwest end of Rib Hill. Although the nepheline syenite was
not found intruding the quartzite, yet the nepheline syenite
undoubtedly intrudes the early syenite formations which contain numerous fragments of the quartzite. The amphibole granite formation, a member intermediate in composition between
the granite and quartz syenite, surrounds and intrudes the
quartzite of Hardwood Ridge.
. A single ledge of diorite occurs on Rib Hill near the southeast corner of the NW. 14 SW. 14 of Sec. 15, T. 28 N., R. 7 E.,
which apparently represents a dike intruding the quartzite.
An occurrence of sedimentary rock is in contact with the
qnartzite on the east end of Rib Hill in the southeast 14 NW. 14
of Sec. 15, T. 29, R. 7 E., at the test pit made a few years .ago
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by Mr. P. St. Austin. This sedime~tary rock is mainly conglomerate and contains pebbles of quartzite and rounded grains
of coarse, quartz and microperthitic feldspar. It appears to be
made up of the detritus from the'syenite and the coarse quartzite formation and is therefore considered to be a formation of
a much later date than. this quartzite. It is probably contemporaneous with the Marshall Hill conglomerate a few mites north
of Wausau.

WAUSAU GRAYWACKE.

Under this name. is included the feldspathic quartzite and
graywackes occurring in the vicinity of Wausau.
DISTRIBUTION AND EXPOSURES.

The rocks of this formation occur in isolated masses within a
few miles northeast and northwest of Wausau. Exposures of
this formation on the east side of the Wisconsin river occur in
the western part of Sec. 19, T. 29, R. 8, and in the adjoining
eastern part of Sec. 24, T. 29, R. 7. Four miles northwest of
• Wausau in the SW. 14 of the_SW.1,4 of Sec. 9, '1'. 29, R. 7, and
vicinity, are several exposures of sedimentary rock placed with
this formation. This rock formation is not an extensive one and
is not an important one so far as area is concerned, but the discov!'lred relations of this formation to the associated rocks are of
much interest and importance, and hence it is here described in
some detail.
TOPOGRAPHY.

There is nothing distinctive in the topographic features of
the few exposures of ro~ks referred to this formation. The formation crops out on the sides and summits of the low hills on
the eastside of the river in Sec. 24, T. 29, R. 7. In the western
part of Sec. 9, T. 29, R. 7, the formation f0!ffiS a few low exposures along the creek of that vicinity
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PE'l'BOGRAPRICAL CHABAOTl!IR.

This formation consi$ts of a vari~ty of fine grained to medium
grained rocks, mai,nly belonging to phases of argm.cwus q~
ita or graywacke. The rocks of this formation in places have
beeJ;l much fractur~d and bl'~~, and in other places the in.
trusion of masses of igneo:QS ~ have more or lesS obscured
their original textures.
Macroscopical.-The rocks of this formation, as already stated,
occur in small patches in two areas, the one being immediately
adjacent and northeast of Wausau and the other area several
miles northwest of Wausau.
In the area northeast of Wausau the fine grained graywacke is
found in small out-crops protruding through an overl'ying, pre-Qambrian conglomerate formation, and also as fragments in the
intrusive rhyolite of the vicinity. The various phases of the
Wausa11 formation in this vicinity, therefore, are found mainly
as fragamentary areas surrounded by the associated younger
rocks, and the isolated small: ledges of this formation distributed
over a considerable' area indicates the probable occurrence of
this formation in considerable quantity in the region, and now
hidden by the younger and overlying rocks.
Near the center of the NjW.
of Sec. 19, T. 29, R. 8 E.,· on,
the northwest slope of the upland, is a small exposure, about 10
or 12 feet square, of a fine grained greenish shale or graywacke
having a dip about 80 0 NW. and strike N. 65° E. The rock at
this place (6718.) has prominent lines of stratification, and is
somewhat fractured, and veined, but gives no evidence of the
extreme metamorphism to be found prevailing throughout the
Rib Hill quartzite of Rib Hill, or in the numerous fragments of
the quartzite occurring in the' quartz-syenite about two miles
immediately west. The overlying conglomerate of the Upper
Sedimentary series is exposed within a few feet of this smalt
ledge and it contains numerous fragments of this formation.
The above small ledge is the only one found in this vicinity,
and attention is now called to the various fragments of this for.
mation found in the associated younger rocks, in both the con·
glomerate and the intrusive rhyolite of the vicinity.
In the various exposures of the conglomerate in the vicinity
of the NW. % of Sec. 19, T. 29, R. 8 E., the prevailing pebbles
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to .be found are phases of a greenish :fine quartz shale, or novaculite-like rock, and of phases of slateyrocks, also generally :fine
grained and showing clearly the lines of bedding. Fragments
0.£ :fine grained white quartz rock were also noted which are in
marked contrast witb. the coarse white quartzite of Rib Hill.
In the rhyolite outcrops located in the SE.
and in the NE.
of Sec. 24, T. 29, R. 7 E., are numerous fragments of :fine
grained greenish quartzite or shale.
. About five miles northwest of Wausau, in Sec. 9, T. 29, R.
7 E., as shown on the map (PI. IV) are numerous low exposures of fine chert or graywacke. These rocks are generally
very much fractured, and iI). such cases the bedding is generally
obliterated. In places the stratification can be readily distinguished, the formation being composed of alternating coarse
and :fine sediment. The exposures of this rock on the eastside
of the creek near the center of Sec. 9 are very much fractured,
the rock having an appearance similar to the :finely fractured
greenstone. Near the west quarter post of Sec. 9 the rocks of
this formation consist of alternating coarse and :fine sediment,
the bedding being clearly much folded and crumpled.
The
medium grained beds contain numerous crystals of small feldspar, readily seen on the weathered surface of the rock, which
vary in size up to two or three millimeters in diameter.
In the SE. 1,4 of Sec. 8, numerous blocks of the country rock
have beim picked up and thrown into large heaps and used in
the construction of stone fences. This loose rock shown in the
stone fence along the road along a portion of the south side of
the southeast quarter of. Sec. 8 is mainly composed of a very
:fine grained grayish quartzite (6633), many fragments of which
are rich in calcite or dolomite. No outcrops of this rock were
found but since glacial drift is entirely wanting in this vicinity
it is believed the prevailing rocks in these stone fences and
rock heaps indicate the parent ledges immediately below the
BOil in this vicinity. In this vicinity also were noted two or
three angular blocks of rock consisting of pinkish fine grained
quartzite or chert (6631) containing seams of iron ore about one
inch thick.
The various phases of rock classed with this formation whieh
are found in situ and which occur as fragments in the associated
younger, intrusive and conglomerate immediately adjoining
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the parent ledges, and as loose angular field rooks in the area of
this formation, all indicate a once considerable distribution of
this formation in the region northeast and northwest O'f Wausau.
The most abundant rooks of the formaton appear to be fine
grained graywacke, greenish quartz shale, grayish chert, and
quartzite grading into calcareous chert. The original sediment,
therefore, appears to have been mainly siliceous silts and mudstone.
M icroscopical.-Since the various rooks od: this formation 0ccur in isolated patches in place or as fragments or pebbles in the
associated younger rooks, it seems advisable to describe the
microscopic appearance of the various phases of rock separately,
though it shouJd be understood that all gradations exist between
such phases, a fact which could be read,ily shown if the exposures
of this formation were sufficiently abundant.
Graywacke. The rooks rich in feldspar here referred to as
graywacke occur in greatest abundance in Sec. 9, T. 29, R. 7 E.
In this section these rocks are seen to be mainly composed of
feldspar, quartz, chlorite and sericite, with sometimes. a variable
but small quantity of calcite and magnetite. In places this rock
consists of coarse and fine layers, which layers are approximately
an inch or so in thickness. The coarser layers of the rock consist of abundant crystals of feldspar from one to' three millimeters in diameter in a cement, or matrix, of fine quartz, chlorite,
and sericite; while the finer layers consist of the fine quartz,
chlorite and sericite like the matrix in the coarser layers. The
fractured phases of the fine grained graywacke in Sec. 9, like
6743, cO'nsist 0:[ angular quartz and altered feldspar, the secondary minerals being mainly chlorite. The fracturing noted in the
hand specimens is clearly shown in the thin sections, though the
seams and the ruptures are seen to be firmly cemented by the
chlorite.
Fine quarntz shale.-A ph~e of this formation which appears
abundantly in fragments in the younger rocks in Sec. 19, T. 29,
R. 8 E., is a very fine grained greenish· siliceous rock, suggesting
chert, but. whose original form seems to have been a fine quartzose silt of fragmental origin like the graywackes with which it
is associated. In thin sections these fine grained hard greenish
rooks are seen to be mainly composed of very fine quartz with
some feldspar and' numerous fine flakes of chlorite and sericite.
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Grayish. quartzite. The prevailing rocks forming the numerous field rocks in the southeast quarter of Sec. 8, T. 29, R. 7 E.,
appear to be a phase of quartzite and calcaleous chert. The·
quartzite in thin sections is seen to consist of numerous grains
of quartz of small and medium size, but mainly of small size, a
considerable but subordm'ate amount of chlorite and sericite,
some small scattered grAins of magnetite, and very little if any
feldspar. The quartz rock enclosed in the rhyolite in the southeast corner of the SW. 1;4 of the SW. 1;4 of Sec. 30, T. 29, R. 8
E., is seen under the microscope to consist almost wholly of
granular quartz.
Chert.---':'With the a;bove described quartzite are to be found
phases of calcareous chert, which under the microscope are seen
to consist of fine chalcedonic quartz and calcite or dolomite.
This phase of rock is not abundant but its occurrence indicates
that it is present, at least in small quantity, as a part of this
formation, and as closely allied to the quartzite and quartz shale.
8late.-No phases of slate with well developed slatey cleavage
were found in situ in the area of this formation, but fragments
of fine slates were noted in the overlying conglomerate d ·the
vicinity. These slate fragments consist of :fine quartz, feldspar,
sericite and chlorite.
RELATIONS TO ADJACENT FORMATIONS.

The relation of the Wausau graywacke and quartzose shales

to some of the adjacent formations has already been pointed out.
It has also been pointed out that the principal reason for des, cribing these various rocks under one formation is because clear
cut relations are shown between these sediments and the associated roc.ks of the area. I t is likely that this formation is conformabJe with and is a part of tl:~ Hamburg slate forJ
mation to the northwest and with the Rib Hill quartzite to the
southwest.
In contact with some of the exposures <?f this formation, both
in the vicinity of its occurrence northeast of Wausau in Sec. 19,
T. 29, R. 8 E., and also northwest of Wausau in Sec. 9, T. 29,
R. 7 K, is a conglomerate for~ation made np of pebbles and
detritus of this formation. In the occnrrence northeast of Wausau .this conglomerate also contains numerous pebbles and frag-
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menta of the rhyolite, whi~ as already stated, ,enclosel fragments of and int;rudes the Wausa,lil formation. It is ,eviden.t,
. therefore,that the rhyolit~ :first intrudea the Wausau. formation
and ata later period the .conglomerate made up of the detritus
()f these formations was ,deposited upon both of them.
It will be shown
a later chapter of this report that. of the
great :masses of igo.eous rocks of the area, the rhyolite formation,
. . the granite-syenite for:mation, and the various basic rocks ineluded in the diorite-gabbro formation, the rhyolite is the oldest
pf the three, as shown by the contact relations wherever these·
rocks are exposed together. This being the case, it will at once
be Seen that the Wausau grAywacke and shale formation is,
therefore, older than the .great masses of granite and syenite
and of the greeDStcmes .of the area., Direct evidence upon this
point is furnished by the exposures of various rocks on ~e west
bank of the Wisconsin river opposite the waterworks pumping

m

FIG 3. Section of the pre Cambrian nt Wausau. a. Fragment of quartzite.

b. Quartz-syenite. c. Greywacke. d. Grl!:enstone schist. e, Rhyolite.
Conglomerate: g, Diorite_

f.

station in the northern part of Wausau. At this ptace the rocks
mrm. a nearlY vertieal wall extending for two or three hundred
feet along the river. The prevailing rock is the rhyolite forma,.
tion intrusive in a considerable mass of indistinctly stratified
and much crumpled fine grained graywacke or shale occurring
near the south end of the exposure. Cutting across both the :
rhyolite and the sedimentary formation is a vertical dike of
sehiatose greenstone and cutting across all the above formations
are several SlIlall dikes or veins of medium to coarse granite or
pegmatite, apparently apophyses of the intrusive quartz-syenite
abundanty exposed in the rapids at Wausau. (See Fig. 3.)
The grayish quartzite rock, occuring on the southeast stope ():f
the JUll along the road a short .distance southwest of the Mara,.,.
thon county jail, is undoubtedly a large fragment caught up in
the rhyolite magma.
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Like the Rib Hill quartzite and the' Hamburg sla:t;e formation,
the WauSiau formation, therpff>re, appears to be wholly sur-

rounded by younger r~)Cks, being overlaid by later conglc,merate,
and intruded by the various igneous rocks occurring abundantly
in the area, and elose,ly associated with it. This being the case, it
will at once. be apparent that this sedimentary formation is separated from the conglomerate O'Verlyi~g it by a very long period,
2. period long enough for the successive intrusions of vastly different varieties of rock, such as the rhyolite formation, the greenstone formation, and lastly the granite-syenIte formation with
its complex varieties. It is very evident also that during this
long period, this formation with the later igneous intrusions were
complexly folded and raised into mountainous areas and deeply
eroded before the overlying conglomerate was deposited, for detritus of the deep seated plutonic igneous rocks, as weH as of the
sm"fa;ce volcanics, constitute the rock floor of the overlying conglomerate of the upper sedimelltary series.
THICKNESS.

The thickness of this formation can only be roughly estimated.
The rocks of this formation range from what was originally
sandstone, mudstone, and silt, to apparent limestone phases of
rock, and thus it would seem reasonable to believe that the formation may have been one of aonsiderable thickness.

THE HAMBURG· SLATE.

1!Tnder this name is included the slate fio'fillation having a considerable distribution' in the townships of Berlin and Hamburg',
Marathon county. The predominating rocks of the formation are
slate and Shale, although graywacke and its schistose phases are
also quite abundant.
DIST1tmUTlON.

The area of this formation constitutes an irregular belt extending from the vicinity of Merrill, in southern Lincoln county,
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southwestward to the vicinity of Athens in· northwestern Marathon county. This formation does not form a continuous belt
throughout the area named, but, as shown by the map, PI. I is
discontinuo11.<i, there being' isolated small areas at each end of the
main central portion, namely at Merrill and Athens. Beginning
about 6 miles southwest of Merrill in Sec. 30, T. 31 N., R. 6 E.,
the belt is continuous as far west as the central portion of ToWnship 30, R. 4 E., with the probable exception of a break by intrusive diorite in Secs. 20 and 21, T. 30 N., R. 6 E. The northeast end of the belt, north of this diorite has a width of one and
a half to two miles. West of the diorite it rapidly spreads out
to a width of 5 or 6 miles in the vicinity of the Big Rib river
in the western part of the town of Hamburg. In this western
broader portion are numerous exposures and small areas of
igneous rocks such as granite and diorite, some of which, if not
all, are of intrusive character. Outside of the portions of the
belt mapped as continuous are some small areas of graywacke
schist and slate at the bend of the Wisconsin river about a mile
south of Merrill and also about a mile farther east at the south
quarter post of Sec. 8, T. 31 N., R. 7 E. In the vicinity of
Athens at the west end of the belt are several exposures of slate, .
as indicated upon the map, Plate VIII.
On account of the softness of the slate formation and the development of soil" as well as the drift covering of the area, but
few natural exposures were found even in the belt mapped as a
continuous formation. Most of the exposures found were along
the Rib river and the other streams of the area. While natural
exposures are not very abundant, a great deal of slate formation
was noted in artificial exposures. In fact, the principal data
for outlining the area of the formation was the information
gathered concerning the rocks in the farmers' wells, a few test
pits, and the rock exposed in ditches along the highways.
TOPOGRAPIrY.

The state formation appears to furnish nothing distinctive to
the topographical features of the area. "In general the land occupied by the slate appears to' be neither higher nor lower than
that of the' adjoining rock formations. This indifference of the
topographic forms to the character of the rock formations is
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probably due to the comparative recency of the process of dissectingthe ancient peneplain of the pre-Cambrian, which is fully
described in a later chapter of this memoir. The stream valleys
are yet in their youthful state and their history has also undoubtedly been greatly modified by factors due to the glaciation
of the area. As time goes on and the topography changes from
youth to maturity the softer rocks like the slates will undoubtedly form the lowest portions of the land. At the present time,
however, the valleys appear to lie indiscriminately across the
formations. Now and then there may be exceptions to this
such as the development of s~ side valleys in the slate, but
the larger streams like the :Rib river have only narrow V-shaped
val'leys lying across the alternating formations of the area.
KINDS OF ROCK.

The slate formation as a whole consists of a variety of argillaceous rocks. The rocks .vary from coarse grained graywacke
through fine grained graywacke to very fine grained shales.
Through mashing and other processes of metamorphism the graywackes have in places been changed to graywacke schists, certain
phases being rich in mica, staurolite, cordierite, garnet and tourmaline. Through the mashing of the fine grained shales the
p,ssile slates have been developed. There are also phases of. ferruginous quartzite and of jaspilite.· The shales and slates occur
in greatest abundance. In describing these rocks the coarser
grained are described first and then the shales and slates.
GRAYWACKE.

Macroscopic.-The graywacke is quite generally medium
grained and massive. As its name implies, it is a gray roek,
very often hard and brittle like quartzite, and is generally compact and coherent, like the latter. Typical graywacke (5855)
waS encountered in a well in the NW.
NW.
of Sec. 16, T.
30, R. 6 E., in a well (5442) in the southeast corner of Sec. 28,
T. 30, R.5 E., and in several wells (5444 and 5445) in the
vicinity of the southeast corner of Sec. 21, T. 30, R. 5E. Graywacke appears to be quite widely distributed throughout the
area of the slate formation. It consists of rounded and angular
grains of quartz and feldspar set in a fine grained matrix.

* *.
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Sometimes rounded fragnients of igneous rock and of vein quartz
OCCur in the coarser phases of the graywacke. This rock. was
originally a sandstone or grit, and through processes of cott'solidation and cementation it has been changed 1:0 graywacke.
The finer grained graywackes grade insensibly into shale. The
graywacke, as noted in the field exposures, is often jointed and
fractured. At places it is mashed into schistose rock. Usually,
but not always, the bedding planes can readily be seen 8.Jl.d in
such cases much folding and crumpling of the· strata is to be
noted.
Micro8copic.-The graywacke is-coIDiposed largely of rounded
and angular, grains of quartz and feldspar, united by a cement
or matrix consisting of finer grains of quartz and feldspar, fiakey
crystals of biotite, muscovite, sericite, kaolin, chlorite, and
phibole, and granular crystals of calcite and sometimes magne.tite. The graywacke is quite variable in composition and texture and is similar in
respects to· the Marshall Hill graywacke. Besides the larger clastic grains of quartz and feldspar
in the matrix there may be present small fragnients, more or less
rounded, of igneous or other crystalline rock. As the proportion
• of rock fragnients becomes larger, the rock approaches a fine or
coarse conglomerate. As the proportion of the fine interstitial
material increases and the number of larger fragniental grains'
decrease the~k approaches the character of shale. The proportion of the clastic quartz and feldspar is variable but in general the feldspar appears to predominate.
Much of the matrix material was deposited with the larger
fragniental grains at the time of the original deposition of the
sediment, and much of it also was deposited in the pore spaces,
through the action of underground waters bearing mineral matter in solution, long after 1!he original deposition of the rock as
an arkose or grit. The minerals calcite and magnetite or hematite, which abound in the matrix are probably largely secondarily
formed through deposition by underground waters. The flakey
Diineral~ such as tlie' mica, chlorite and amphibole have a parallel
oriEmtatio~ and were developed from material at hand, and from
that brought m solution when the rock was heated and under
pressure. In addition to these changes in the original matrix
of the grayWa~ke the spaces between the original grains also becattle :fllled by the deposition of siliceouS and feldspathic growths

am-
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in crystal continuity with the original quartz and f'31dspar, as
enlargements of the original clastic grains. This phenomena of
original clastic cores and 'secondary enlargements is well shown
in many of the thin sections of the graywacke. The original
clastic grains are generally rounded and in ordinary light a thin
film of dark material- is generally ,seen separating the original
nucleus from the outgrowth. Between the cross nicols the
rounded grains and the outgrowths extinguish simultaneously
and prove their crystal continuity. By the deposition of sec.
ondary minerals in the interstices, and the enlargement of the
large clastic grains, the original-porous arkose becomes a typical
coherent graywacke.
In many of the thin sections of the graywacke, especially of
the schistose phases, the effects of great mechanical forces upon
the rock is shown. A common effect of pressure upon the gray·
wacke is the production of strain 'shadows or wavy extinction in
, the quartz. The clastic grains often show this, phenomenon re·
markably well and sometimes when the stresses are great even
the smallest grains of quartz reveal strain shadows. The flakey
, miner~ls such as the mica and chlorite often show a bending of
their crystals 'about the clastic grains of quartz and feldspar.
When the -pressure upon the rocks exceeds theIr crushing
strength the larger clastic grains become fractured, and differ·
ential movements take place between the fractured parts and
also between the smaller crystals of the matrix. The larger crys.
t.als of quartz and feldspar begin to granulate and fracture about
their borders and finally become wholly crushed andrecrystallized into a fine mosaic of new minerals. Aided by the heated
waters bearing mineral!!; in solution there develops from the
quartz a simple aggregate of numerous secondary quartz crystals, while from the feldspar there develops a complex aggregate
of secondary quartz, feldspar, mica, chlorite, and various other
minerals. This process of internal fracture and crushing of the
hard compact graywacke, which is accompanied by more or less
recrystallization of the component minerals and the development
of new ones, changes the massive -graywacke into graywackeschist.
'ii-.o.'

'.
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GRAYWACKE-SCmST.

Macroscopic.-The graywacke-schist is the mashed and schistose equivalent of the graywacke. Its most abundant constituents are granular quartz and mica. It also contains some feldspar. Phases of the graywacke schist occurring along the Rib
River in Secs. 14 and 24, T. 30 N., R. 4 E., and at the bend of
the Wisconsin River south of Merrill, in the SE. 1M, ,of Sec. 7
and the NE. 1M, of Sec. 18, T. 31, R. 7 E., contain abundant
crystals of staurolite, cordierite. and garnet.
The staurolite
crystals are often. over an inch in diameter and generally have
angular crystal form. The cordierite has rounded forms, many
of them also over an inch in diameter. On the weatb.ered surface of the schist, the staurolite and the cordierite, on account
of their greater resistance to weathering, stand out above the
other minerals, having the appearance of angular and rounded
fragments in the rock. The garnet occurs in smaller octahedral
crystals which also roughen tlie -surface of the weathered schist.
Where lines of stratification were noted in the schist, the bedding
planes were generally cut across at various angles by the secondary cleavage of the schists. The original beds of graywacke,
or arkose, were thus very evidently folded and plicated during' the mashing process of the graywacke-schist. (See PI. X,
Fig. 2.)
Microscopic.-The graywacke-schist is composed principally of
quartz, feldspar, and biotite, with smaller amounts of muscovite, chlorite, amphibole and magnetite. Apatite and tourmaline
are also often present, and in certain phases of the schist are
abundant porphyritic crystals of staurolite, cordierite, and gar·
net. The phases of rock here described under graywacke schist
are similar to rocks often described as mica-schists, amphiboleschists, staurolite-schists, cordierite-schists, garnet-schists, etc.
They are here classed under graywacke-schists because they are
mashed and metamorphosed graywackes, or grits. See Figures
2, 3 and 4 PI. XI.
Quartz 'is the most abundant constituent of the schists and
occurs as small fragments or pebbles of quartz rock, as good
sized grains considerably fractured and granulated, and as small
close fitting grains.
The feldspar generally occurs in large
grains more or less fractured and shattered, and' is usually con-
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SPECIMENS OF THE HAMBURG SLATE FORMATION.

Fig. 1. F41e grained slate showing banding dile to stratification. Specimen 5889, two-thirdS natural size.. The plane of
easiest cieavage is diagonal to the bedding.
Fig. 2. Staurolite cordierite schist. Specimen 5895, threefourths natural size. The round and suba:ngUlar inclusions are
large crystals of staurolite anqcordierite.
PLATE
TION.

XI.

:MiCROsEcTIONS OF THE HAMBURG SLATE FORlIU.-

Fig. '1. Microsection of the ordinary' slate. Section 5433.
Without analyzer, x25. The light colored' mineral is quartz
and feldspar, the dark mineral is hematite.
Fig.: 2. Microsectibn of bid,t~te-quartz-slate. Section 5897.
Without analyzer, x25. Section consists mainly of quartz and
biotite. Also contains feldspar, magnetite, garnet, chlorite and
tourmaline.
Fig. 3. Microsection of biotite-quartz slate. SectiOO1' 5896.
Without analyzer, x25. Sectiol'l.consists of much quartz, some
feldspar, and much biotite in parallel position. Also some green
hornblende, magnetite and tourmaline.
.
Fig. 4. Mlorosection of staurolite-cordierite-schist. Section
6228.. WithoutaI;Lalyzer, x25. Section contains cordierite,
staurolite, quartz and biotite. Also sQme' apatite, magnetite,
and tourmaline.
(68)
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siderably altel'ed to smaller grains of feldSpar and quR'l"tz and
flakes of biotite, muscovite and chlorite.
The texture of the schist is that of a crystalline rock, and the
internal arrangement of the constituents, 118 soon in thin sections,
furnishes little or no evidence of its fragmental character. In
the graywacke, enlargements of clastic grains of quartz and
feldspar are abundant, but in the schists no such phenomenon of
cores and rims was seen. The sedimentary origin of the schist
is mainly verified by traces of the stratification of the rock, and
the interlamination of thin beds of conglomerate material seen
in exposures in the field.
.
Biotite or dark colored mica is much more abundant than
muscovite and has a parallel orientation in the schist.
The
larger folia of biotite enclose numerous small grains of quartz.
The general. parallelism of the biotite crystals and their numerous inclusions of quartz grains indicate that they were developed
about .the qu'artz grain~ while under pressure. The flakes of
mica and chlorite have their longer axes in a common direction
in lines and planes which cut across the original bedding at
various angles.
As is common in most crystalline schists the apatite occurs in
grains with but slight indication of crystal:line boundaries. They
often occur in aggregates. A persistent mineral in the schist
occurs in very minute needles in bundles and aggregates within
the quartz grains. These can be detected only with the highest
power of the microscope. These acicular crystals are colorless
and appear to have the refraction of apatite. They may, however, be needles of sillimanite, since they have a habit of occurrenc~ similar to the sillimanite in the metamorphic schists.
The tourmaline occurs sparingly but persistently throughout
the schists, rich in mica, in the vicinity of Merrill, in short celumnar crystals, most of which are but a small fraction of a millimeter in length.
They are strongly pleochroic in bluish and
greenish tones and apparently bear no traces of alteration.
A number of the crystals of biotite in the schist at Merrill are
intergrown with a blue amphibole. This amphibole is developed
at the ends and along the margins of the biotite, and has the
appearance of being developed at the expense of the biotite.
The amphibole is strongly pleochroic, having .the blue and yellow-green color of glaucophane orriebeckite, the varieties rich
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in soda. This alterAtion of the biotite to the soda amphibole is
best developed in the schist bearing staurolite and cordierite and
may have been caused by contact metamorphism of adjacent
granitic intrusives. Alkali amphibole, notably riebeckite, is well
known to develop from alkaline solutions leading from granitic
intrusives.
phenomena of the peripheral shattering and granulation
of the larger grains of quartz and feldspar, and the complete
parallel arran.gement of the biotite and muscovite are catac1:astic
structures which can only be brought about by extreme pressure
accompanied by heated w.ater solutions. The development of
the mica schist from the ordinary graywacke or :fine conglomerate through schistose graywackes has already been alluded to.
Wherever the graywacke was subjected to fracture and mashing
during the general folding of the rocks of the region, there
would be a tendency to obliterate the internal clastic structure
of the massive rock and to develop the cataclastic structure of
the schist.

The

The Porhyritic Minerals of the Graywack Schist.
In the schists occurring at Merrill (Specimens 5102 to 5107
and 5895 to 5898) and along the Rib river in Sec. 14, T. 30 N.,
R. 4 E., (Specimens 6220, 6222 to 6229) there are numerous
porphyritic crystals of staurolite, cordierite, and garnet. According to the prevailing minerals contained, these phases ot
the schist may properly be called staurolite-mica-schist, cordierite-mica-schist, and garnet-mica-schist. There are naturally all
gradations between these phases ~d not infrequently all these
porphyritic minerals are found in a single hand specimen or
microscopic slide. Usually, however, but one of these minerals
prevails within certain narrow limits. These minerals are silicates of alumina, the staurolite containing much iron, the cordierite much magnesia, and the garnet probably much lime.
Staurolite.-The staurolite has the usual character of this mineral. As seen under the microscope it has a high index. of refraction and strong double refraction. The pleochroism is dis. tinct in tones ranging from grayish to yellowish. The cleavage
is variable and appears as short sharp cracks.
The staurolite
oceurs in the schist usually in large porphyritic crystals and
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sometimes as small grains. The larger porphyritic crystals are
often shattered and granulated and contain numerous inclusions principally of grains of quartz, and leaves of biotite, muscovite and chlorite, and elongated crystals of magnetite and
tourmaline. The various minerals now included in the staurolite, however, do not all bear similar relations to the latter.
So:rne of the included minerals are o1der, some a:re developed
through alteration of the staurolite and some probably have a
synchro.nous growth.
The included quartz grains are very numerous and are like
those in the surrounding matrix. The quartz grains have no
systematic arrangement in the staurolite and the latter evidently
developed in the interstices between the quartz grains. in its
development it had the capacity to absorb only the alumino-silicates such as the feldspar and the micas, and left the quartz
grains as residual material. This selective process is readily
understood when the low silica percentage of staurolite as compared with the alumina contained is called to our attention. The
cordierite, richer in silica than staurolite, often occurring along
side the staurolite as in section 6228 contains very few of the
quartz grains very presumably because a much greater amount
of silica is required for its development, Fig. 4, PI. X.
The biotite, muscovite, and chlorite occur along the fractures
or cleavage cracks of the staurolite. The first to develop in the
fractures where movement has evidently taken place is gE'll'erally
the chlorite.. Later the chlorite appears to develop into biotite
and muscovite. The chlorite is probably corundophilite, the
variety rich in alumina. These flakey minerals often occupy
the same crystal forms and grade into one another. Some magnetite also occurs in the staurolite. As the staurolite becomes
much fraG.tured and is pulled apart the leaves of biotite and
muscovite wind throughout the dismembered parts iII. general
parallelism with the mica of the matrix.
The tourmaline enclose9 within the staurolite is probably a
synchronous -crystallization as this mineral is well known -to develop under conditions of extreme thermal metamorphism as is
the case with staurolite. The tourmaline apparently bears no
relation to the cleavage or fractures of the staurolite but appears
as well developed small crystals in the body of the latter.
Cordierite.-The cordierite occurs as large porphyritic crys-
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tals in the schist with usually a zone of alteration mineral-; abou.t
their borders. For this reason they appear rounded like pebbles on the weathered surfaces of the rock instead of having
angular crystal forms like the staurolite. The cordierite of this
schist has the usual appearance· of the colorless varieties of this
mineral. The index of refraction and the double refraction are
weak. It has a distinct cleavage parallel to the brachypinnacoid.
The cordierite is often fractured and granulated and contains
inclusions of quartz, staurolite, magnetite, biotite, tourmaline,
and muscovite.
The included quartz grains were present in the rock before
the growth of the cordierite and the latter developed in the interspaces between and enclosing them., As above stated, the
quartz grains are much less abundant in the cordierite than in
the staurolite, which may be attributed to the fact that the cordierite required much more silica for .its develop~ent than the
staurolite.
The flakey minerals such as the micas are clearly alteration
products of the cordierite as shown by their location along the
cleavage cracks and fractures and about the boundaries of the
crystals. As is usual with cordierite it is much more altered than
the staurolite.
There appears to be a greater abundance of
green mica along the cleavage in the body of the cordierite than
in the large fractures and about the boundaries whiwe pressure
was probably more effective. The alteration of the cordierite
can be seen to begin along the minute fractures and cleavage at
some distance from the large fractures. Along these openings
the fresh cordierite is replaced by fibrous growths of colorless
minerals some of them having a high double refraction which
are probably musCovite and others with lower double refraction,
probably serpentine. In the larger fractures where the alteration is more advanced the secondary minerals have attained a
larger size. About the borders of the cordierite and forming a
continuous zone about them, are the still larger folia of muscovite, .and the colorless or grayish foliated minerru. having the
appearance of serpentine, probably the variety marmolite.
Some chlorite is also developed with the muscovite, and the
muscovite in the larger fractures often has the granular appearance of the variety pinite. Of the two principal end products
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in the alteration of the cordierite, the muscovite and serpentine,
the former is apparently the more abundant. This would necessitate the partial removal of the magnesia and the introduction
of potash from the alkaline solutions coming from the abundant
granitic rocks of the vicinity, a process noted by Zirkel1 and
which may be contemporaneous with the alteration of the biotite
to the soda amphibole as above described.
'l'he inclusions of small crystals of tourmaline and small grains
of staurolite are in the body of the· cordierite and since they are
often developed under conditions similar to cordierite they were •
probably formed just previous to the growth of the latter but
belonging to the same metamorphic stage.
Garnet.-The garnet in the schists occurs in very much smaller
crystals than either the cordierite or the staurolite. They generally range from one to four millimeters in diameter. In the
hand specimens they have an amber-yellow or honey-yellow color
but under the microscope they appear colorless. They have the
usual high index of refraction of garnet and are generally isotropic. Some of the garnets possess good crystal form and in
cross section are four, six, or eight-sided. Most of the crystals,
however, are fractured and mashed like the staurolite and cordierite and thus indicate a common period of dynamic metamorphism for these porphyritic minerals.
In many of the
granulated garnets the optical anomaly of double refraction is
well exhibited.
The inclusions in the garnet are principally the angular grains
of quartz inclosed within the garnet in its growth. The garnet
is sometimes inter grown with s4t,urolite and where this is the
case both are seen to be equally broken and mashed and while
the garnet still remains fresh and unaltered the staurolite reveals the ev~r-present process of alteration to mica. The general appearance of the garnet and absence of decomposition
would appear to indicate that it is one of the aluminous varieties.
The quartz grains in the graywacke schist do not possess the
rounded forms of clastic grains or the rims and enlargements
of secondary growths about quartz nuclei so common a phenomena of clastic quartz grains of ordinary consolidated and cemented graywacke or quartzite. All traces of the clastic char1.Zirkel.
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acter of the quartz grains have· been obliterated, the fr~ental
origin of the graywacke being determined by the traces of bedding in the formation.
It seems· obvious, therefore, that the .quartz grains of the
original sedimentary deposit of sandstone, with the other original
clastic grains which must have been deposited with the quartz,
have all passed through a process of recrystallization produced
by thermal metamorphism by igneous intrusions. In all of the
localities of graywacke schist, intrusive rocks, either granite or
diorite, occur, and hence furnish abundant field evidence of
contact phenomena.
The graywacke schist,· therefore, is like the Rib Hill quartzite
in being a wholly recrystallized rock. The graywacke itself is
a part of the slate formation, the ordinary phases· of the slate
on the whole not being extensively metamorphosed.
It seems
likely that the coarse-grained texture of the ~ywacke furnished
more favorable conditions for process of contact metamorphism
than the fine-grained shales and slate. The coarse-grained rock
like graywacke would allow the permeation of highly heated so-.
lutions from the intruding m.agma much more readily than· finegrained rocks like the slate.
Staurolite, cordierite, garnet, tourmaline, and certain other·
alumino-silicates are highly characteristic of mica-schists and
similar metamorphic rock, rich in alumina. In regions where
such rocks are well exposed, these minerals are known to have a
. somewhat definite order of developmeD;t as the degree of metamorphism increases, and hence their secondary growth, due to
thermal metamo~phism, can be verified. In many schists also
the porphyritic minerals contain numerous inclusives of angular
quartz .grains like those of clastic origin outside the crystals,
and hence show that they were developed about and enclosed
these quartz crystals long after their original deposition as .
clastic grains in the rock. Because of the lack of continuous exposures and also because of the fracturing and granulation of
the porphyritic crystals, it is only the last named evidence of
their metamorphic origin that is apparent in these schists at
Merrill and along the Rib river. . The metamorphic. stages
through which the staurolite, c.ordierite, and garnet-bearing
schists have passed appear to be about as follows:
l3eginning with the ordinary graywacke or fine conglomerate,
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three subsequent stages of, metamorphism may be detected.
First, occurred the mashing of the graywacke by mechanical
forces into graywacke schists accompanied by a variable amo"llnt
of recrystallization and metasomatism. Second; static or thermal metamorphism followed the dynamic metamorphism, and
along the planes of fissility and cleavage of the mica shists much
heat and abundant mineral solutions were transmitted, and the
development of the staurolite, cordierite, and garnet took place.
Third, the stage of development of the porphyritic minerals was
followed by a second stage of dynamic metamorphism and the
staurolite, cordierite, and garnet were fractured and granulated
and the earlier schistose structure was obliterated and a second
schistosity and fissility was developed, many of the secondary
porphyritic minerals being partially mashed and rotated parallel to the later cleavage planes of the schist, During this stage
of dynamic metamorphism, heated alkaline solutions apparently
leading from granitic rocks permeated the schist, the biotite being partially altered to the blue soda amphibole and the cordierite to muscovite ..
SHALE•

. Macroscopic.-The shale has·a composition similar to the grayIt was originally a fine
wacke but it is much finer grained.
It is closely associated with and
clayey sediment or mud.
readily grades into its mashed· equivalents, the fissile slates,
throughout the area.
Microscop'ic. The shale consists of a fine textured base or
background of flakes of mica and chlorite and minute granules
of chalcedonic quartz in which are imbedded larger sub-angular
grains of clastic quartz and feldspar. There is also present a
variable amount of iron oxide, calcite, and other secondary minerals. Shale differs from graywacke in being finer grained and
in containing a larger proportion of the argillaceous minerals.
I t differs from slate only in not possessing the distinctive slatey
The alternating fine and
cleavage or fissility of the latter.
coarser layers of the shale are well shown in the thin sections.
The finer layers consist of the chalcedonic quartz and scales of
sericite and chlorite, the latter often having a parallel arrangement of the flakey constituents in planes diagonal to the planes
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of stratification. It is very probable that most, if not all, the
fine grained argillaceous rocks, whether shales or slates, have a
parallel arrangement and orientation of the mica and chlorite.
SLATE.

Macr:oscopic.-The slates are very fine grained rocks that
readily split into thin laminae or . leaves. As just noted, the
slate is the dynamically metamorphosed equivalent of the 'shale
and these two phases of argillaceous rock are closely intermingled and alternate with each, other in accordance with the
mashing and developme~t of schistosity in them. The shales
and slates are the most abundant rocks, as atready stated, of
this formation, and constitute the prevailing rocks of most of
the out-crops. The slatey cleavage or :6ssility of the slate may
be parallel to the bedding, but usually it cuts across it at various
angles. This non-conformity in the original and secondary
structures. may he noted in many of the hand specimens, and .
~learly indicates that the slate is folded into numerous isoclinal
folds. Calcareous and carbonaceous varieties of the slate occur
in a few places. The fissile slates beside grading into the shales
also grade into· the fine grained graywacke-schist.
·1Ilicroscopic.-The slate differs from the shale only in having
a well developed fissility or slatey cleavage. Like the shale, the
slate consists principally of a fine grained background or matrix
of small flakes of mica and chlorite, and minute grains of quartz,
feldspar, and iron oxide, in which are imbedded sOmewhat larger
grains of rounded quartz and feldspar. Under the microscope
the· slate. reveals evidence of much internal movement such as
fracturing, crumpling of the laminae, -and bending of the leaves
of mica about the clastic grains of quartz and feldspar. While
most of the shales have a parallel arrangement of the mica and
chlorite it appe~s that it is only when the rocks have been subjected to stresses greater than their Ultimate strength, and consequent mashing and differential internal movement have taken
·place, that fissility is developed. The slate is therefore the dynamically metamorphosed equivalent of the shale and there are
all gradations between typical shale and typical slate as there
are between the graywacke and the phases of graywacks schists.
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Some of the phases of the shale (5345) and slate contain some
carbonaceous material which appears as black specks under the
microscope. Other phases contain a variable amount of. calcite
and hence may be called calcareous shale or slate. .There is also
present in the shale and slate a variable amount of iron oxide,
principally magnetite, and where the tatter becomes abundant
as in 5433, the rock may be called a ferruginous slate. These
,carbonaceous and iron-bearillg phases of the shale and slate have
not been found in any quantity in the area. The ferruginous
slates often appear to be closely associated with ferruginous
quartz rocks.
While the :fine grained slate is the predominating rock of this
formation, from the mineralogical view it presents little of interest. It is fairly uniform in texture and general appearance
. over the entire area, and grades into the various phases of the,
formation above described.
Originally it apparently, consisted
of somewhat gritty clays or dark color containing a fairly uniform though small amount of iron oxide and in: a few places
much carbonaceous material.
•
There are hard, brittle, reddish, :fine grained quartz rocks
which occur interbedded in several places with the :fine grained
slates in the vicinity of Ziegler. These rocks grade into banded
jaspilite~like rocks and into ferruginous slate and do not appear
to be abundant.
Ferruginous Ohert an!! Quartzite;-Tbese phases 6£ the slate
formation consist pr'iIicipally of qUartz, the chert (like 5408)
eonSistingof very fine grailular quartz like chalcedony, and'the
quartzite (like 5435) consisting of larger close-fitting grains of
quartz. The quartzose rocks assooiated with the slates are usu~
ally very dark or reddish in color on account of the iron conta.ined.· Usually, these brittle quartzose rocks are much fractured, and the seams are impregnated with magnetite or hema.tite. These phases occur imbedded with the slates and shales
near Ziegler.
Certain phases of the slate formation are quite similar to
portions of the slate formations associated with the iron bearing
rocks in the vicinity of Lake Superior and for this re~on evidences of the presence of iron oreS were searched for in the area.
In only a few places were meager phases of cherty rocks and
jaspilite-1ik~ rocksf~und. and nothing that approaches an iron·
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Dre was nDted anywhere. In Secs. 30, 31, and 32, T. 30, N.,
R. 6 E., several test pits frDm 50 to 100 feet deep were sunk in
the slate fDrmatiDn about 15 years ago. in prospecting for iron
ore. ,The formatiDn at these several test pits, however, was either
Drdinary slate or brittle quartzose slate, much fractured and
veined. Many of the veins, usually an inch or less in thickness,
cDnsisted mainly Df hematite, and it was probably this vein
hematite which led to. the explDration. No. nQtewQrthy magnetic
attractiDn is known to Qccur in the area, though small bDulders
of magnetic slate have been found Dccurring in the thin glacial
drift upon the adjQining rock fQrmatiQns. While iron Dre may
Dccur in the slate fQrmatiQn, it dQes not seem likely, because Df
the very meager Dccurrence of the characteristic rQcks associated
with the pre-Cambrian iron ores.
STRUCTURE OF HAMBURG SLATE.

NQthing definite caD. be said cQncerniD.g the position Df the
beds Qf the slate and the f.olding Df the fQrmation. In a few
places Dnly CQuid the strike and dip Df the beds be determined,
because Df the scarcity Df natural rock expDsures. Generally
the cleavage planes Df the slate are nearly vertical, with a general NE.-SW. strike. ,Wherever bedding could be detected over
any considerable expDsure, the Driginal and secondary structures
were seen to. be generally unconformable and abundant evidence
sho.ws that the bedding has been plicated into. numerous folds.
With the statement that the formatiDn has been subjected to.
compressive fDrces sufficie:o.t to. develDp much folding, and perhaps cDnsiderable faulting, and also widespread mashing Df the
Driginal beds of shale and graywache into. fissile slates and
schists, perhaps nDthing further can be said concerning the
structure.
THICKNESS.

In view Df the fact that nothing definite is knDwn concerning
the pDsitiDn Df the beds Df the slate and graywacke, Dr Df the prevailing system Df fDlding Dnly an intelligent guess can be haz.arded cQncerning the thickness Df the fDrmatiDn. The present
distributiDn Df the formation as indicated by its iSDlated DUtcrops appears to extend Dver an area Df 75 to 100 square miles.
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This is an area of considerable extent as compared with the
general run of pre-Cambrian ~entaries for the Lake Superior region. The large area of the slate would seem to indicate
that it has a considerable thickness.
It should be considered
.also that this slate formation belongs well down in the preCambrian series arid that the original formation has undoubtedly
been subjected to great erosion. Two periods, at least, of erosion are known, the one preceding the deposition of the eonglomerate of the upper sedimentaries of the pre-Cambrian, and
the long interval of erosion preceding the deposition of the Potsdam sandstone. On account of erosion, therefore, the present
area of the slate must be considered as being only a portion of
the original: formation. When the great age and probable extensive erosion of the formation are considered it may well be
believed that the formation originally possessed considerable
thickness. I t is believed that the original formation may well
have been from 500 to 1,000 feet thick in the vicinity of the area
where now exposed.
RELATIONS TO ADJACENT FORMATIONS.

Four formations were found in contact with this slate formarhyolite, the greenstone, the granite, and the conglomerate of the Upper Sedimentary series. Rhyolite was not
found in actual contact with this formation, though within a
few feet of it.. In the vicinity of Wausau, however, where the
relations of the rhyolite formation is distinctly shown to the
older and younger sedimentaries, the rhyolite is intrusive in the
inferior sedimentary formation, which is correlated with this
formation on account of showing similar relations to the iranites
and greenstones.
The diorites, diabases, etc., here classed in the greenstone formation show intrusive relations to this formation. The graywacke-schist and slate outcropping a few miles east of Merrill in
the vicinity of the south quarter post of Sec. 8, T. 31 N., R. 7E.,
are clearly intruded by the greenstone of that vicinity which is
apparently a continuation of the belt of greenstone lying south
. of and adjacent to the large slate area of the towns of Berlin
and Hamburg. In the vicinity of the northwest corner of Sec.
21, T. 30 N., R. 6 E., along the wagon road the slate and green-.
tion,~the
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stone schist alternate with each other in such manner as to iIidicate the intrusion of the greenstone into the slate.. About a
mill east of Athens, near the north quarter post of Sec. 5, T. 29
N., R. 4 E., fine diorite is exposed within a few feet of :fissile
slate, the former having the appearance of being intruded across
the schistosity of the latter. In all cases where the greenstone·
outcrops occurred in the near vicinity of slate outcrops, no difference in the coarseness of the slate was to be noted adjacent
to the greenstone.
'1'he granite ooourring near the graywacke schist in Sec. 14, T·;
30 N., R. 4 E., along the Rib river, is believed to be intrusive
in the latter for there is present no conglomerate. The granite
is massive and the original graywacke is mashed into a schist
and such metamorphic minerals as staurolite, cordierite, and garnet have been developed in it, minerals which are likely to be
developed under the influence of intrusive magmas. The relation of the massive granite and syenite to the Rib Hill quartzite,
as already pointed out, is that of a;n intrusive and a similarrelation holds for the Wausau shales and cherts in the vicinity of
Wausau, and hence it is believed there is little doubt that the
. prevailing massive granite of the areas adjacent to the area of
slate is much later in origin than the hitter.
In the SE. 1,4 of Sec. 4, T. 30 N., R. 6 E., along the boundary'
of the massive granite formation and the slate· formation are
numerous exposures along a small stream bed of a coarse graywacke, or fine conglomerate, containing pebbles of slate and
Wanite.Several block~ of coarser conglomerate were noted in
the thin drift of this vicinity which was made up in great part
of pebbles of the slate formation. In Sees. 7 and 8, T. 29 N.,·
R. 5 E., adjacent tp the Rib river, and perhaps separated from
this slate area, though not far from it, is a small area of similar conglomerate ~d graywacke containing pebbles of the underlying granite and also of
older slate formation. In a. following chapter the upper sedimentary rocks are described and
abundant evidence shown for the existence of at least two sedim~nta~y series in the area, the Hamburg slate formation
with other sediments beloniing with the older series and. furnishing detrital material for the later conglomerate formations.
The various rock formations found assoCiated with the slate
formation are, therefore, all apparently-younger than the slate,
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the igneous rocks being intrusive in it, and the conglomerate
overlying it. This is the same relation, as already shown, which
the Rib Hill quartzite formation bears to its surrounding rock
formations. While it is not improbable that outcrops belonging
to the rock floor upon which the slate was deposited occur in the
area of the slate, or its near vicinity, yet all evidence points to
the intrusive character at least of the great masses of the surrounding igneous formations. This belief is based not so much
upon data concerning this slate formation as upon the .intrusive
relation of similar igneous rocks to similar fragmental rocks in
tho vicinity of Wausau, and to the Rib Hill quartzite.
INTERESTING LOCALITIES OF THE HAMBURG SLATE FORMATION.

Vicinity of Merrill.-As already noted, graywacke schist forms
low exposures just south of Merrill on the east bank of the Wisconsin at the bend of the river in Sec. 18, T. 31 N., R. 7:E. Similar schist occurs immediately north of this on the north side of
the wagon road in the southeast corner of Sec. 7. These schists
consist for the most part of quartz and biotite and are especially
interesting petrographically because they carry an abundance of
cordierite,' staurolite and garnet. The stratification of the
schists could readily' be detected and is unconformable with the
secondary structure ()f cleavage and schistosity. The strl!-ta are.
much plicated and in the few exposures shown, nothing definite
concerning the dip and' strike of the beds could be determined.
About a mile east of the bend of the river in the vicinity of the
south, quarter post' of Sec. 8, in an old valley bottom now occupied by a small stream, there are numerous exposures of the
slate formation. The bedding of the slate formation here is distinct and usually conforms with the secondary cleavage, which
has an average strike of N. 35° E.; the dip is generally 75° NW.,
though in places the dip is only 20° to 30° NW. The slate here
is closely associated with fine grained diorite intrusive in the
slate.
Alo-n,q Bv:; Rib River.-Over the principal portion of the main
belt of Slate in the towns of Berlin and Hamburg, the outcrops
of slate are small exposures along the streams, in ditches along
the highways, or in the farm wells, and their occurrence presents
nothing of special interest either from the topogI1lphic view
6-G,
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point or the mineralogical. Along the Big Rib river in Sections
14 and 24 of T. 30, R. 4 E. oceur interesting phases of gray":
wacke schist containing an abundance of the porphyritic minerals staurolite, cordierite and garnet, similar to the schist occurring at Merrill. Good exposures of this schist occur on the
river bank at the Qld mill site in the NE. 14 of Sec. 24, and about
two miles farther up the river near the southeast corner of the
NE.14 of Sec. 14, T. 30, R. 4 E.

POWERS BLUFF QUARTZITE.

This formation consists of medium to very fine grained quartzite and is given the name of Powers Bluff" quartzite because it
forms the main portion of the broad-based hill known as Powers
Bluff near Arpin in central Wood county.
GENERAL DISTRIBUTION.

The main portion of this quartzite formation is confined to
Powers Bluff and immediate vicinity, and as shown on the gen. eral map, PI. 1, and the detailed map, PI. XII, it mainly occurs
in Secs. 19, 29, 30, 31 and 32, of T. 24, R. 4 E., and in the adjoining sections of 24, 25 and 36, of T. 24, R. 3 E. Exposures
of this formation, not connected with this main area, occur in
very small outcrops, as shown on the map, in the southern part
of Sec. 13, the southwest corner of 'Sec. 15, and the southwest
corner of Sec. 16, in T. 23, R. 4 E. Isolated exposures of rock
similar to the Powers Bluff quartzite occur in other parts of the
area, which are described under the general heading of" Isolated.
exposures of sedimentary rocks."
TOPOGRAPHY.

On account of the resistent character of this rock it constitutes the highest prominence, Powers Bluff, in Wood county.
Powers Bluff is a broad based dome-like ridge with its longest
axis extending in a sOutheast-northwest direction. Its elevation is not known but its hig~t point is probably between 300
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and 400 feet above the sUITounding lower lando of the immediate
vicinity. The small exposures of this formation south of Powers
Bluff form the cores of low ridges rising from 20 to 40 feet
aboye the adjacent lower lands.
PETROGRAPHICAL CHARACTER.

Macroscopical.-The Powers Bluff formation appears to be
mainly a very fine grained pinkish quartzite, the pervailing
phase of which has much the appearance of the pinkish chert.
In the vicinity of Woodlawn Academy and Bethel phases of the
medium grained quartzite and the very fine grained cherl-like
quartzite occur together, showing every evidence of the one
grading into the other. The quartzite forming the highest point
of the bluff, located near the southeast corner of Sec. 30, T.
24, R. 4 E., is composed mainly of the fine grained phase of
rock, which is very much fractured and jointed, the fractures
apparently running in all directions, each small fracture of a
square inch of the rock being permeated with them. The rock
of this highest portion of the bluff has a streaky character, the
lines or streaks trending along the main axis of the ridge. and
dipping vertically. This stt:eaky character is probably due to
metamorphism. The quartzite occuring in the isolated exposures
south of Powers Bluff is quite generally coarser and whiter than
that of the bluff.
Overlying this quartzite formation on the southeast side of
Powers Bluff is a conglomerate formation grading upward. into
a medium to coarse grained quartzite. This conglomerate contains detritus of the Powers Bluff formation, such as pebbles of
quartz rock like that above described, and also of other phases of
sedimentary rock not found at present in place in this vicinity,
and thus indicating the presence here of other phases of sedimentary rock probably belonging with the older quartzite formation.
Microscopic.:.....-Under the microscope the prevailing fine grained
phases of this rock have much the appearance of chert or chalcedony. The coarser phases of the' formation are fine grained
to medium grained quartzite. The cherl-like phases 'of the rock
grade into the granular phases of quartzite, as illustrated by
specimen 6271a, thin sections of which show the rock to consist
0

0
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of very fine interlocking grains of quartz with which are mingled
larger grains like those usually found in quartzite. These larger
grains show the eftect of pressure by their undulatory or wavy
extinction under the cross nicol$. The fine grained chertvlike
portions of the roek are .reddish or pink in the hand specimens,
due to the presence of numerous fine grains of iron oxide and
perhaps some other dark mineral. The streaky distribution of'
the iron oxide gives it the appearance of having filtered into the
quartzite. The Powers Bluff quartz rock seems to have been
.originaJ1y a medium grained quartzite, which, through process of
mashing and granulation has been in large part granulated into
a fine grained rock, the granulation being accompanied by the
development of Secondary chalcedonic quartz in the rock in sucll.
places where the pressure was sufficient to assist materially in
the recrystallization of the rock, or where openings were made in
which vein chert was .deposited. The fine grained chert-like
quartzite. appears to be'very similar to certain phases of the
Mesnard quartzite formation in the Marquette district which
Van Rise describes1 as cherty quartzite. The evidence for such
extreme mashing, granulation, recrystallization and vein :filling
is shown by the extensive brecciation of the chert-like quartzite
'seen everywhere in the roek exposures, the numerous vein-like
streaks pervading the formation which are filled with what tc
all appearances is secondarily deposited magnetite or hematite,
and to SIOme extent with fine flakes of mica and amphibole. See
Figures 1, 2, 3, PI. XIII.
The isolated exposures of this formation occurring a few miles
south of Powers Bluff consist of quartzite, thin sections of which
.closely resemble the medium grained Rib Hill quartzite.
TmCKNESS.

The thickness of this quartzite formation, like the thickness of
the other sedimentary formations of this district, can only be
surmised. The formation is now much fractured and metamorphosed, so that all tl'Mes of stratification have been lost, and the
dip and folding of the beds cannot be discemed. It seems reasonable to believe, however, that the formation as it now stands-l.The.M.arqllette Iron-bearing DistrIct. Mon. 28. U. S. Geol. Survey.
Jl. 224.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE

XIII.
(85)
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PLATE XIII. MWROSECTIONS OF POWERS BLUFF QUARTZITE
AND RUDOLPH FERRUGINOUS QUARTZITE.

Fig. 1. Microsection of rowers Bluff quartzite. Section 6563.
With analyzer, x25. Section consists wholly of close-fitting
quartz, without matrix, and shows the characteristic wavy .extinetion developed by pressure.
Fig. 2. Same as above. Section 6567. Shows Ii. stage in the
breaking down and granulation of the larger quartz grains into
small grains.
Fig. 3. Same as above. Section 6565. The final stage in the
granulation of the coarse quartzite.
Fig. 4. Microsection ·of the ferruginolls quartzite occurring at
Rudolph. Section 6328. Without analyzer, x25. The light
mineral is quartz, the dark is hematite.
(86)
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as the remnant of a larger formation long since eroded, has a
considerable thickness, perhaps a thousand feet. The areal distribution of the formation would seem to indicate that it was approximately as thick as the Rib Hill quartzite formation.
RELATIONS· TO ADJACENT FORMA'1:IONS.

The rock formations found in immediate contact with or immediately adjacent to this quartzite formation are granite,
diorite, quartzite and quartzite conglomerate, and sandstone and
sandstone conglomerate.
The granite is the massive reddish variety like that occurring
about Wausau. This granite was not found in contact with the
quartzite but it forms the prevailing rock formation surrounding
the entire area of Powers Bluff (See PI. XII). The nearest occurrence of the granite to the quartzite noted in the area is in
the field, just east of the railroad, in the SW. 14 of NE. 1,4 of
Sec. 2, T. 23, R. 4 E. At this place outcrops of the fine grained
pink quartzite and the granite are within 25 to 30 paces of one
another. Both formations are massive and while there is no
positive proof that the granite is intrusive in the quartzite, it is
believed that such is the relation existing between these formations, partly on account of the massive character of the two
fOl"IIlations immediately adjacent to one another, and partly on
account of the undoubted intrusive relations of similar granite
to the similar quartzite formation nearWausau.
Fine grained diorite was noted apparently intruding )the
quartzite about one-fifth of a mile south of the north quarter
post of Sec. 25, T. 24, R. 3 E. In drilling the well at the Woodlawn Academy I was told this diorite was struck in the quartzite.
It would seem, therefore, that the diorite, like the granite, is
intrusive in the Powers Bluff formation, thus bearing the same
relation to the latter that the diorite and granite about Wausau
bear to the Rib Hill quartzite.
On the low slopes of the southwest side of Powers Bluff is a
grayish quartzite or feldspathic quartzite formation, containing
beds of conglomerate made up of pebbles and fragments of the
Powers Bluff cherty quartzite. The fragments and pebbles of
the Powers Bluff formation in the conglomeratic quartzite point
clearly to the later age of the latter. The Potsdam sandstone
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containing fragments of the quartzite is expoSed at numerous
places about the bluff.
It would appear, therefore, that so far as can be learned the
Powers Bluff cherty quartzite formation, like the Rib Hill quartzite, is older than the prevailing rock formations immediately adjacent to it and that while the rock floor upon which this formation was deposited probably exists somewhere in the vicinity it
was not definitely located.

QUARTZITE AT RUDOLPH.

Near the villiage of Rudolph in eastern :Wood county are several isolateq areas of quartzite that are believed to belong with
the older series of sedimentaries. (See Plate XII.)
DISTRmUTION AND TOPOGRAPHY.

The largest single area of quartzite in this vicinity is that
occurring immediately east of the small village of Rudolph in
Section 4, Township 23, Range 6, as indicated on the map. This
quartzite forms a ridge-like elevation trending north and south
in the southwest quarter of the southeast quarter' of Section 4
and adjoining portion of Section 9. There are several small
natural exposures in this vicinity, and also exposures along the
ditch of the road between the school house and the railroad station. Similar quartzite also occurs about half a mile southwest of Rudolph, forming a low ledge in the northeast corner of
the southeaBt quarter of Section 8. In the last mentioned
vicinity are numerous angular field blocks of quartzite, indicating
the presence of quartzite near the surface. About ·two and onehalf miles to the north of Rudolph in the northwest quarter of
the southwest quarter of Section 28, Township 23, Range 6, i8a
quartzite knob about 45 feet in height, covering an area of a
fraction of an acre.
PETROGRAPHICAL CHARACTER.

Macroscopic.-Th~ most common phase of quartzite (6326)
of the immediate vicinity of Rudnlph in Sections 4 and 8 is a
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grayish dark rock of medium to fine grained texture. The dark
colored vitreous quartzite grades into, in many places, a quartzite (6328.) rich in iron oxide, mainly hematite and limonite..
Several yea.rs ago thiS' quartzite was quite extensively prospected
for .iron ore, but the rock nowhere apparently becomes rich
enough in iron to be considered an imn ore. This:m.a"y he due to
the fact that this formation is not assooiated with the characteristic jaspilite, or other formations quite generally found with
the pre-Cambrian irOID-ore deposits
The quartzite forming the knob about two and a half miles
north of Rudolph, in Section 28, is a very fine grained reddish
quartzite containing but a small amount of iron oxide. This
quartzite is very much fractured, the fracture planes running
in all directions. There, however, appears to he a pronounced
system of jointing planes, which slopes to the north and northwest at angles of 20° to 30 0 •
M icroscopic.-The thin sections of the prevailing phases o£
quartzite about Rudolph show a fine to medium grained rock
made up almost entirely of close-fitting quartz grains m,thout
matrix. The original grains of clastic quartz are enlarged, filling entirely the interstitial spaces with quartz in optical continuity with the clastic grains. Rims of hematite and limonite
indicate the original boundaries of the clastic grains. There appears to be about 10 per cent of hematite and limonite, and about
90 per cent of quartz in the normal phase of the quartzite.
Several' thin sections of the quartzite unusually rich in hematite and limonite were examined and found to reveal much evidence of mashing and recrystallization, like the predominating
phases of quartzite. The iron oxide occurs in streaks and lenses
in the quartzite, about 50 per cent of the rock being made up of
iron oxide and 50 per ce:r;tt of quartz. The quartz grains are
angular and close-fitting, and appear to be wholly recrystallized.
The quartzite rich in iron oxide was very apparently originally
a ferruginous sandstone. The iron oxide does not occupy the
interstitial spaces in t~e sand 1"()ck· but alternates in streaks,
lenses and layers with the streaks and lenses wholly of quartz.
This very ferruginous phase of the quartzite may have been developed by contact, metamorphism of the surrounding basic
greenstone. The iron oxide may have been introduced when the
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clastic quartz grains were recrystallized. The ordinary quartzite and the ferruginous phases at Rudolph very much resemble
the ferruginous quartzite and associated. quartzite occurring at
Black River Falls. See Figure 4, PI. XIII.
The quartzite of the quartzite knobs in Section 28 consists of
close-fitting minute grains of quartz very similar to the Powers
Bluff quartzite. This quartzite contains but a fraction of one
per cent of iron oxide.
In general the petrographic character of the quartzite about
Rudolph both macroscopically anQ. microscopically resembles
much more closely the quartzite of the lower sedimentary series
than the quartzite of the upper series of the area.
STRUCTURE AND THICKNESS.

Nothing definite concerning the bedding structure of the
quartzite could be made out. The rock shows the effects of much
differential movement in being much fractured and mashed, the
recrystallization of the quartz grains undoubtedly having obliterated much of the evidence of differential movement. The
thickness of the quartzite formation about Rudolph can only be
conjectured, but it is believed to be at least 300 to 400 feet, this
thickness, of course, representing only the remnant of a once
more extensive formation now eroded away.
RELATIONS TO ADJACENT FORMATIONS.

The quartzite exposures are wholly within the area of the
greenstone formation and occur only near outcrops of the latter.
In the near vicinity of the quartzite east of Rudolph are outcrops of greenstone but no actual contacts between the two
formations were found and hence the exact relations are not
known. Because of the intrusion of the greenstone into similar
quartzite· in other parts of the area; it is believed that similar
.relations exist here. The general character of the quartzite, with
regard to extent of metamorphism and recrrstallization, is very
similar to that of the quartzite formations elsewhere intruded by
the surrounding massive igneous formations.
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J'UNCTION CITY QUARTZITE.

In the vicinity of Junction City in northwestern Portage
county are severa] separated areas of quartzite and quartzite
schist which may be conveniently described together.
DISTRIBUTION AND TOPOGRAPHY.

-

The largest area of the quartzite lies southwest of Junction
City and as shown on map, PI. XII, it occurs in Sections 8, 9,
10, 16, 17 and 18 of Township 24, Range 6 East, apparently having an extent' of three or four square miles. About a mile north
of Junction City, in Section 34, Township 25, Range 6 East and
adjoining sections, is a small area of quartzite, quartzite schist,
and carbonaceous shale which has attracted some attention on account of the carbonaceous material it contains. Small exposures
of quartzite also occur in the southwest quarter and the northwest quarter. of Section 1, Township 24, Range 6 east, and in the
northwest quarter of the northeast quarter of Section 6, Township ·25, Range 7 East. The land surface of this vicinity is
gently sloping and none -of these quartzite areas furnish any
characteristic topography.
PET~OGRAPHIC

CHARACTER.

Macroscopic.-The prevailing phase of quartzite about Junction City, at least that kind of quartzite which is to be seen at
the surface, is a medium to fine grained rock, rich in quartz,
showing various stages of schistosity. At the graphite mine in
Section 34 a mile north of Junction City where several large open
pits have been made in this formation, the kinds of rock found
are medium grained quartzite, quartzite schist, and carbonaceous
shale. The formation rapidly varies from quartzite to shale, the
whole being much mashed, slickensided, and foliated. The strike
of- the schistosity, which probably does not correspond to bedding, is approximately N. 30° E., the dip being 75° NW. The
quartzite schist and carbonaceous shale are much weathered at
the surface to depths varying from a few feet to 20 or 25 feet,
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and perhaps to depths even greater than this. In the area
southwest of Junction City the prevailing rock exposed at the
surface is fine grained pink quartzite grading into ferruginous
shale or slate. The quartzite in Section 1, about a mile east of
Junction City, is white, and medium to coarse grained. The
quartzite -exposed along the road on the north side of the n~h
west quarter of Section 6, T.ownship 24, Range 7, and that
thrown out of several test pits a short distance south of the read
is medium to fine grained, ~nsiderably masbedinto schistose
quartzite. Medium to fine grained pink quartzite forms low outcrops in the flat land in the southwest corner of the southeast
quarter of Section 19, Towruihip 25, Range 7 East, in the rear of
the town hall.
Microscopic.-The quartzite is medium to fine, grained, has
no matrix but consists of close fitting grains that intricately dovetail with one another after the manner of vein quartz. The
texture of the quartzite is in all respects like the Rib Hill or the
Powers Bluff quartzite, which are believed to be wholly recrystallized quartzites. Associated with the vitreous quartzite are
phases of argillaceous quartzite and shale which were undoubtedly originally clayey deposits or mudstones. These argillaceous rocks in the small area north of Junction City in Sections
34 and 35 contain a variable amount of carbon and iron oxide.
A number of specimens were collected from the test pit at the
. "graphite mine" located in the northeast corner of the southeast
quarter of Section 34, Township 25, Range 6 East. The speci~
mens collected from this place are shown by microScopic examination to vary from quartzite-schist to carbonaceous shale.
The quartzite-schist shows various stages of its development
through mashing and granulation to wholly recrystallized quartz_ite. The thin section of the quartzite-schist consists of medium
grained close fitting quartz grains without matrix, the quartz
being on the average 0.25 mm. to 0..5 mm. in diameter. Alternating with the coarser grained quartz are streaks of granulated
quartz, the larger grams being granulated and broken down into
numerous smaller ones, averaging from 0.02 to 0.05 mm. in
diameter. In the streaks of granulated quartzite iron oxide has
:filtered, giving the 'streaks a reddish color. In the granulated
portions are also found needles of apatite, flakes of biotite, and
small rounded specks of carbonaceous material. The carbon-

\
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aceous shale in thin section appears as a dark, nearly opaque
mass, made up of chlorite, sericite, fine quartz, carbonaceous material, and iron. oxide. There are all gradations between the
shate and the quartzite.
Composition of the Cat-bonacoot£s Shale.-Sinc.e the so-called
graphite deposits at Junction City have attracted quite a little
local attention and some exploratory work hllB been done and a
mill erected for the purpose of putting a graphite product on'
the market, a description of the shale with regard to its carbon
content seems. advisable. A sample of the crushed shale used
at the graphite mill, as analyzed by S. V. Peppel,t is as follows:
AnalYfli8 of ca.rbonaceou8 shalf'.

SiO •............................ ,........ .... .... ....

AI.O. ......... ..................................... ..

Fe 2 0................................... .... ............
CaO ............................... ....................
MgO.... .......... ...... ... .... .... .... ... .... ........
Na.O ...................................................
K.O. ... .... .................. .... .... ..............
TiO •.................... '" ........ .... .... ............
MnO........ .................... ................ ........
C ............... .'...... ........... .... ..•...............

H.O ....................................................

34.29
13.35
16.73
0.47
5.66
0.15

1.32
1.12
1.97.
13.87
10.53
99 63

This carbonaceous shale is closely related to the quartzite and
quartzite schist of -the vicinity, the carbonaceous material ap,parently occurring in patches finely disseminated through the
sedimentary schists. The content of one of the richest of these
patches is shown by the above analysis having 13.87 per cent of
carbon. These carbonaceous patches in the shale occur in the
form of lenses, all of small extent, so far as could be observed,
varying from a fraction of an inch to 2 to 3 feet in thickness and
from 5 to 20 feet in length. These lense-shaped carbona(}eous
beds rapidly alternate with one another in a. few places in the
area, and may occur througlrout a large portion of the sedilBull. VII, Part I, Clays and Clay Industries of Wisconsin, by E. R.
Buckley; P. 272.
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mentary formation, but up to the present time, so far as known,
no large d~posit of the carbonaceous material has been found.
Since the carbonaceous material has been advertised and
placed upon the market as graphite, it became of interest to the
survey to investigate carefully tlie nature of these deposits.
Graphite, like diamond, is a form of carbon, and it is necessary
to apply physical tests to the carbonaceous shale in order to show
. whether it contains true graphite or merely amorphous carbon.
In the trade two forms of graphite are recognized: "Amorphous
graphite" and "crystalline graphite." These trade divisions
are based upon purity of condition, the crystalline graphite being
a nearly pure carbon, generally crystallized in a columnar or
foliated form; while the amorphous carbon is finely granular
and mixed with clay and quartz and various minerals.
The results of Prof. Lenher's investigation of samples of the
product prepared for the market, as stated on subsequent pages,
show this carbonaceous material to be amorphous carbon and not
graphite.
The discussion of the commercial value of th~s shale is deferred to another porti.on of this report (see page 655'-7).
The carbonaceous shale and quartzite schist, as already stated,
aye deeply weathered and decomposed forming a thick deposit of
clay in certain portions of the area north of Junction City. It
seems probable that this clay may have some commercial value
for the manufacture of brick, and hence an analysis was made
of it.

STRUCTURE AND THICKNESS.

But a few dips and strikes of this formation could be discovered on account of the scarcity of the outcropping rock, and
hence the thickness of this formation about Junction City can
only be conjectured. The formation is very probably close
folded, as indicated by the prevailing schistose structure of the
rocks. The general trend of the bedding is probably to the
northeast and southwest, parallel to the belt southwest of Junction City, and to the prevailing schistose structure of the car_bonaceous shale north of Junction City. It is probable that the
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beds are so folded as to bring to the surface the same beds several times, and hence the apparent thickness is not the real
thickness. A fair approximation of the thickness may be from
200 to 500 feet, and possibly 1,000 feet.
RELATIONS TO ADJACENT FORMATIONS.

The quartizte here described shows definite relations to only
two of the formations found in the vicinity of Junction Oity.
The most abundant rock in the vicinity of the quartzite appears
to be the greenstone formation. About a mile and a half north.
east of Junction Oity where a smttll stream crosses the road in
the southeast corner of Section 35, Township 25, Range 6 East,
greenstone occurs, and in some of the greenstone blocks of this
vicinity fragments of the quartzite were found. Thin sections
of the agglomerate showed the latter to be an augite.andesite
and the quartzite fragments similar in all respects to the prevailing vitreous phaSe of the quartzite in this vi~inity.
The . massive 'granite formation of this vicinity
is not found in
\
contact with the quartzite, though the latter occurs in several
places not far from the granite with an entire absence of con·
glomerate in the quartzite. Furthermore, the granite is intruded
into the greenstone at many places in this vicinity, and since the
greenstone, as above pointed out, is intrusive in the quartzite,
the granite must also have the relation of an intrusive to the
quartzite. Not only are the relations of the quartzite to the surro~ding formation similar to the relations of the Rib Hill
quartzite and the Powers Bluff quartzite, but the general recrystallized character of the quartzite from these several places is
the same. The various evidences for a similar stratigraphic position for these several areas of quartzite are discussed at the end
of this. chapter. To a)1 appearances, therefore, the quartzite
is surrounded, mainly' at least, by younger rocks, and no.
where is recognized the floor upon which this formation was deposited. It is believed, however, that the few patches of foliated
gneiss existing in the intrusive rocks of Ws area, which are
clearly much o~der than the intruding massive granite and
greenstone Tm-matio'llls, probably represent a portion of the
floor upon which ,the quartzite and shales were deposited.
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RESUME.

The various formations here placed in this, the lower sedimentary series,-the Rib Hill quart2ite, the Powers Bluff quartzite, the Hamburg slate, and the Wausau graywacke, and the
Junction City and Rudolph quartzite as already described, bear
similar relations to the igneous formations with which they are
in contact, and apparently without exception are intruded by
the igneous formations associated with them. They are in turn
overlain by sedimentary rocks, which also lie upon the igneous
intrusive masses. These sedimentary formations are almost
wholly of fragmental: or clastic origin. A few rocks only may
be cited of a non-fragmental origin, such as some small occurrences of calcareous 0herts, ferruginous cherts and carbonaceous
shales, all of which appear to be closely associated. in origin with
the finer grained clastic rocks.
Thus these formations not only bear similar relations to the
associated igneous rocks. but are also of similar sedimentary
character.
The Rib Hill quartzite and the Powers Bluff .quartzite are
fairly pure quartz rocks of equally extremely metamorphosed
character. They may very well be stratigraphic equivalents, although in the absence of definite proof 'of their equivalencJ;, it
seems best to regard them as separate formations.
The Hamburg slate appears to be a formation of considerable
thickness and extent, and the various isolated occurrences of
slate throughout the area may be portions of this formation.
The graywacke and fine grained quartzite shales lying north
of Wausau occur in small extent only and are chiefly of interest
in showing their relations to the associated igneous rocks.
The quartzites in the vicinity of Junction City and Rudolph
with their carbonaceous and ferruginous phases may represent
the same formatiorls, as carbonaceous and ferruginous deposits
are quite generally closely associated. These quartzites are extremely metamorphOsed and recrystallized and are similar in
crystalline texture to the Rib Hill and Powers Bluff quartzites.
It is possible that the several formations here placed in one
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series may represent formations- from. two series separated from
each other by an unconformity. rfhis seems hardly probable,·
however, in view ·of the fact that there is a laek of great variety
in the character of the sediments of these formations. If these
formations belong to two unconformable series instead of a singl~ series, then it would seem probable that the quartzites belong together in a series older than the slates and graywackes,
because the quartzites appear to be wholly recrystallized masses,
like marble, and more metamorphosed than the argillaceous sediments of slate and graywacke. In this connection it may be
stated, however, that certain phases of the graywacke schists are
. also greatly metamorphosed with extensive secondary development of cordierite, staurolite and garnet.
On the whole, however, it seems most probable that the formations here described belong to a single conformable series which
has been subjected to an unusual amount of metamorphism
through intrusion of large igneous masses. The position of this
series in· the stratigraphy of the pre-Cambrian is discussed in
subsequent pages (pp. 378-9).
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CHAPTER IV.

THE IGNEOUS INTRUSIVE FORMATIONS.

INTRODUCTORY.

About 75 per cent of the area of North Central Wisconsin is
occupied by intrusive igneous rocks, which appear to fall: readily
into three well defined formations, groups or series. These formations are intrusive in the Basal group of gneiss and schists,
and also in the Lower Sedinientary series, and are in tum overlain by the Upper Sedimentary series of the area. Thus these
widespread igneous formations occupy a well defined position in
the stratigraphy of the area and as such can be conveniently described together.
In the order of their stratigraphic succession, or intrusion
into older formations, these ign~us masses are: 1st. The
rhyolite formations, with phaSes of andesite; 2nd. The dioritegabbro series; 3rd. The granite-syenite series. In followinll
pages· these groups are described separately. The rhyolite, and
the diorite-gabbro series occur in isolated areas and hence each
area. can conveniently be described separately.
The granite
syenite rocks, on the other hand, are very abundant, and form
the main body of the igneous rocks of the area, constituting a
sort of background or matrix in which an other rocks occur,
either as fragmentary areas entirely enclosed by it, or as small
overlying areas resting upon it. The granite-syenite series,
cluding the nepheline bearing syenites, are therefore described
as a unit and not as "separate areas.
It should, perhaps, be stated at the outset that none of the
formations .or series above named represent a single :flow or in-

m-
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trusion of igneous magma, but that each represents a mass of
complex flows and intrusions, the extrusion of which very probably occupied a relatively long period. The rhyolite and relateci
andesite appear to be the most simple in character and geology.
The diorites, gabbros, and peridotites, on the other hand, constitute a wide variety of rocks, and the same is true of the various rock phases of the granite-syenite series. The members of
each composite series, however, appear to bear a similar relation
to the members of the other, and hence with respect to their
geological relations, each composite series stands as a unit,
though a very complex one.

SECTION 1.

THE RHYOLITE SERIES.

The various areas and occurrences of rhyolite are described
as follows: The Wausau area of rhyolite; the Big Sandy Creek
area of rhyolite; the Eau Claire River area of rhyolite-schist;
the Pine River area of rhyolite-schist; the rhyolite in the vicinity of Mosinee; the rhyolite at Edgerton's farm; rhyolite-andesite; isolated small areas of rhyolite.

THE WAUSAU AREIA OF RHYOLITE.

EXTENT.

The largest area of rhyolite in the region extends from the eastern part of the city of Wausau, eastward for a distance of two
miles, and northward four or five miles, along the Wisconsin
river. This area, .8S outlined on the general map, lies in Sees. 5
and 6, T. 28, R. 8, and the two western tiers of sections in T. 29,
R. 8, and a large part of the northeastern portion of T. 29, R. 7.
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The occurrences of rhyolite furnish nothing distinctive to the
.topography of the district. In the near vicinity of Wausau, the
rhyolite appears inlow-lying ledges, and loose blocks, along the
sides of the ravines and summits of the ridges that lead back·
from the Wisconsin river. There is a marked absence of sharply
rugged topography, and only her~ and there appear the low lying ledges projecting above die gentle contours of -the gently
sloping uplands. Farther to the north, where it is overlain by
the quartz-schist graywacke and conglomerate formation, the
rhyolite often projects through its mantle of younger formations, but never rises far above this cover.
CHARACTER AND VARIETY OF RHYOLITE.

The rhyolite formation in the vicinity of Wausau is made up
of several varieties, between which are numerous phases and
gradations. These varieties are (1) rhyolite, (2) banded rhyolite, (3) rhyolite-breccia, and (4) rhyolite-granite.

1.

RHYOLITE•

. This name designates the normal phase of the rhyolite· or
quartz-porphyry. This variety makes up from 80 to 90 per cent
of the formation.
Macrosc.opic.-It is characterized by a variable, abundance of
feldspar and quartz phenocrysts, distributed nearly uniformly
through a fine-grained groun9 mass. The phenocrysts vary in
size from a very small fraction to one-fourth of an inch in diameter. The varying abundance of the porphyritic constituent
is quite marked. In some places the phenocrysts are large and
constitute about one-half the mass of the rhyolite; in other places
they are quite small and make up a very small proportion. .An
uncommon phase is one in which phenocrysts are entirely absent,
but this phase is very rare, and needs no special mention. The
ground-mass is dense, and usually dark colored, depending upon
the degree of weathering and alteration. See PI. XVI; Fig. 2.
This rhyolite is usually pink in color. It consists of a fine
grained groundmass containing albite and quartz phenocrysts,

EXPLAN ATION OF PLATES
XVI

AND

(101)

XVII.

XVI. PHASES OF RHYOLITE.
Fig. 1. Banded Rhyolite, from the vicinity of Wausau, threefourths natural size. The rock consists of porphyritic crystals
of feldspar and quartz in a fine grained groundmass. The porphyri~ic crystals are segregated into bands.
Fig. 2. Specimen of the normal Wausau Rhyolite No. 5653,
three-fourthS natural size. The porphyritic crystals are mainly'
feldspar.
PLATE

PLATE XVII. MICROSECTIONS OF RHYOLITE' AND RHYOLITE
ScmST.
MicrosectioIl,S of normal rhyolite. Section 3940. Without
analyzer, x20. The section contains a large phenoeryst of
quartz ill the fine grained groundmass.
Fig. 3. Microsection of the rhyolite schist from the Dells of
the Eau Claire River. Section 5947. With analyzer, x20. The
section shows the elongation of a small quartz phenocryst and
the granulation of· two larger phenocrysts. The biotite and
other flaky minerals in the groundma~s are arranged with their
long directions parallel to the elongated phenocrysts. The rock
represented in Fig. 2 was originally Hke that of Fig. 1 and by
compression and recrystallization the schistose structure was
developed in it.
.
(102)
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the former being the' most abundant. The ground.m.ass consists
of fine grained feldspar and. quartz with much'muscovite, biotite
and very probably considerable margarite and other members of
the c1intonite group containing a high content of alumina.
(Jhemica~ Oomposition..-The analySis of a phase of the porphyritic rhyolite by Prof. W. W. Dwells, considered to represent the avera~e rock (3975), from the rhyolite ledges on the hill
east of the Wausau High School, is as follows:
Anal.1I8i8 of Rhyolite of Wausau.

BiO..... .... .... .... .... ........ .... .... .... .... .... ....

72.68
AI.O •...•...... ; ................... : .................... 16.40
Fe.O a .......... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ....
0.99
FeO .... ... .... .... ..... .... .... ........ ...
.. .... ....
1.53
MgO ..................................................... ·0.48
CaO ........ · ...........................................
1.56
Na.O.... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ....
3.85
KzO .... .... .... .... ......... .... .... .... ...
2.10
HzO ..... ....... ........ .... .... .... .... .... .... ... ...
0.37
Total.... ............................ .•.. .... ......

99 96

Microscopical.-With the microscope the rhyolite porphyry is
seen to be made up of fine-grained ground mass, in which occur
the phenocrysts of feldspar and quartz.
Fe~dspar Phenocrysts.-The porphyritic feldspar is usually, if
not wholly, plagioclase, showing the usual habit of twinning.
M~asurements of the plane of extinction in the zone perpendicular to 010 showed the feldspar to be albite, with composition
near the Ab molecule.
The albite often shows the effects of
pressure in having bent twinning lamellae, and in being fractured. The most usual kind of metamorphism, however, is that
due.to chemical change, by which the feldspar is altered to sericite, biotite, margarite, quartz, and epidote. The alteration of
the albite varies from those nearly fresh and clear, to those' al-'
most, and even comph~tely, changed. These alteration products
are aggregated along and near ~:ractures and cleavage planes,
and along the compQlrition faces. of the twins. Many of those
of advanced alteration, when seen ~ certain cross sections, show
a .general definite arrangement of the.se~ondary products. Much
of .the albite of advanced alteration contains small grains of
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magnetite and calcite, which may be, in part, due to infiltratiop.
Q1W1·tZ Phenocrysts.-The porphyritic quartz crystalS' possess
a fairly good crystal outline. Many of them show the effects of
pressure by undulatory extinction, and some of them are fractured. Verj often they contain numerous rhombic areas of the
ground mass. In some cases (5720) aureoles of feldspathic material have crystallized about them, encasing them in husks or
_
shells. See PI. XVII, Fig. 1.
The Groundmass.-The groundmass is cryptocrystalline and
consists of fine feldspar and quartz, minute flakeS' of biotite, sericite, margarite, and chlorite, with less quantities of epidote,
magnetite, calcite, green hornblende, sphene, ilmenite, and pyrite. Volcanic textures of the groundmass are marked.
The
arrangement of the constituents. of the groundmass in streaks
and winding lines, indicating a fluxion texture, is common. to
most of the thin sectioDS. This texture is largely due to the
small mica crystals being arranged with their longer axes in a
parallel direction. How much of the parallel arrangement of
these small minerals is due to primary causes, and how much to
secondary crystallization, under pressure, is impossible to say.
The micro-poikilitic texture occurs in a few of the sections examined, and some also show a spherulitic (5750). crystallization of
the groundmass, with fibrous growths and enlargements extending from the phenocrysts of feldspar and quartz.
2.

BANDED PORPHYRITe RHYOLITE.

Macroscopical.-This variety oecurs in several: places near
Wausau, such as the NW. 14 of NE. 1;4 of Sec. 31, "T. 29, R. 8,
'and the SW. 1;4 of SW. 1;4 of Sec. 19, T. 29, R. 8, and also near
the center of SE. 14 of Sec. 24, T. 29, R. 7, and in the SW. 114
of NW. 1;4 of Sec. 30, T. 29, R. 8.
The general banded appearance of this rock is shown in PL
XVI. An examination of hand specimens shows this rock to hI'
made up of alternating bands of rock material, which differ from
one another by the abundance of phenocrysts they contain; or,
in other words, the bands consist of materi81 which has attained
different degrees of crystallization. On the weathered surfaces
this difference is distinctly brought out. ,The bands in which the
phenocrysts are abundant show the most weathering, appearing
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as ZQnes of depression Qf varying widths, in which the numerQUS
PQrphyritic crystals Qf feldspar and quartz stand Qut in angular
and rQunded prQminences. The bands, which contain a much
less proPQrtiQn Qf phenQcrysts and a much larger prQPQrtiQn Qf
groundmass, stand Qut Qn the weathered sUrface as ridges, the
surfaces Qf which are weathered and worn nearly. smooth.
Microscopical.- With the microscope this banded rock does
nQt appear essentially different from the ~Qre homQgeneQus variety, the characteristics Qf which have already been pointed Qut.
In the bands cQntaining the unusually large number Qf phenocrysts, there seems to. be a tendency for the phenocrysts, especially thQse' Qf plagiQclase, to assume a mo.re co.mplete crystal
fQrm. This is perhaps due to. less corrQsiQn by the magma.
The feldspar phenocrysts are more altered in general where
they are cQngregated in clQse proximity. The quartz phenQcrysts do not appear different in either bands. In the. phase of
the banded rhYQlite cQntaining· but few phenocrysts the enlargement rims UPQ~ quartz were no.ted. The porphyritic constituents of both kinds in general have assumed a position with their
IQnger axes parallel to. the bands.
There is also a phase of the banded rhyolite PQssessing laminae
which are very thin, and which weather smoothly, and do. not
fQrm ridges and grQQves as is shQwn in Plate XVI. .This rQck is
especially characterized by the small size and irregularity Qf the
phenocrysts. It grades into. a phase which contains no phenocrysts (a banded nQn-PQrphyriticrhyo.lite), but this extreme
phase is Qf rare occurrence.
The GrO't.tndmass.-':"rhe groandmass differs somewllat from
the homQgeneQus rhyolite groundmass in having a greater proportion of alteratiQn prQducts in the bands Qf phenQcrysts. It
also.· appears to be SQmewhat coarser where the phenQcrysts are
abundant.
Origin of the Banded) Rhyolite.-As stated above, the bands
differ frQm Qne zmQther in the degree of crystallization. This
fact is brQught out in the prQcess of weathering, by which the
laminae appear as alternating hQllQWS and ridges. These alternating bands usually vary frQm Qne-fQurth o.fan inch to an inch
in thickness, and are Qf variable length. Two or three bands
sQmetimes merge into Qne, giving the rock much the appearance
of the cross bedding or a sedimentary rock.
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In some places, especially near the center of the SE. 14 of
Sec. 24, T. 29, R. 7, the bands are bent into folds, giving evidence
of differential movement in the rhyolite that wouid not have
been apparent in the more homogeneous unbanded phase. In
tlJ.e fresh surfaces there is an apparent gradation between these
laminae, but on the weathered surfaces the boundaries between
the ridges and hollows are, in general, fairly sharp. It is believed that this banding is due to differential movement which
took place in the rhyolite magma some time before its extrusion,
and at that time formed lenticular or spherulitic masses. This
separation is not likely to have taken place at great depths bE)low
the surface, for under great pressure, and when possessing high
temperature, the magma would likely be easily miscible. The
fact that rhyolite
become viscous at high temperatures,
and consequently their differentiation begins earlier than in basic
lavas, is shown by the occurrence of the banded and laminated
character common to rhyolite, while the basic .lavas universally
have a homogeneous texture.
The banded rhyolite in the vicinity of Wausau is massive, and
appears to have been extruded under greater pressure than the
more pumiceous laminated. rock, like that occurring at Obsidian
Cliff1 in the Yellowstone National Park. However, the lamination of the more massive and deeper-seated phase of rhyolite
very probably did not differ much in origin from those phases
extruded at the surface under very little pressure.
It is believed,that before the extrusion of the lava there was variation
in the crystallization of the magma, and that irregular shaped
portions of the magma separated out in the vent, because such
portions had absorbed different amounts of mineralizing vapors
or solutions. During the process of the out-flowing of the lava
these masses of· different consistency and crystallization were
drawn out and pressed into laminae by the force of gravity, thus
developing the flowage bands.

maimBB

3.

RHYOLITE BRECCIA.

Thls rock is composed of angular fragments of fine-grained

rhyolite embedded in the normal porphyritic rock. The angular fragments vary in size, and usually are not more than an inch
l<7th Ann; Rept.

u. s.

Geol. Surv:ey. p ..286-7.
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in diameter. This phase is usually, if not always, formed by the
mashing and fracturing of the banded rhyolite. It is associated
with the folded banded rhyolite in irregular elongated areas
which generally have their longer axes parallel to the banding of
the rhyolite. The enclosed fragments also usually have their
longer axes parallel to the bands.
The brecciated phase of the rhyolite is developed to a small
extent in the southeast corner of the NiW. 14 of SE. 14 of ~ec.
24, T. 29, R. 7, where the crumpled bands strike N. 55 E., and
dip nearly vertical. It also occurs in the SE. 1,4 of SW. 1,4 of
Sec. 18, T. 29, R. 8, where it is associated with the overlying
conglomerate. The distribution of the conglomerate overlying
the rhyolite formation, which contains an abundance of rhyolite
pebbles and fragments, and the frequent close association of the
conglomerate with this rhyolite breccia, sometimes makes it very
difficult to discriminate between the two formations.
Microscopical.-This breccia does not differ very much under
the microscope from the normal phase of rhyolite. The quartz
phenocrysts are fractured considerably, and possess undulatory
extinction. The porphyritic feldspar crystals are also much
fractured, and the fractures are filled with quartz, sericite and
often calcite. In much fractured parts of the feldspars alteration is much advanced, and in such places of deformation occur
quartz, muscovite, and some epidote. The groundmass, besides
containing much sericite, is especially characterized by the presence of secondary quartz in angular shaped areas and in irregular reticulating veins.
4.

RHYOLITE-GRANlrn.

This variety of the rhyolite formation does not appear to be
abundant. Outcrops. showing the gradation of the normal rhyolite into a fine-grained granite occur in the NE. 14 of SW. 14
of Sec. 30,T. 29, R. 8, It also occurs quite extensively devel9ped in zones. or narrow belts, alternating with rather coarse
rhyolite, . in the southeast part of Wausau, especially along
Franklin street, between La Salle and Hoeffiinger streets.
Macroscopical.-In the hand specimen the rhyolite-granite is
with difficulty distinguished from the granitic rock, on the one
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hand, and the pDrphyritic rock, on the other. The rhyolite associated with the rhyolite-granite possesses numerous phenocrysts of both quartz and feldspar. While the rhyolite-granite
is characterized by good sized feldspar phenocrysts, there is an
apparent absence of the porphyritic texture, even where a
marked difference between phenocryst and groundmass can be
detected under 'the microscope. In the field, therefore, masse.
of the rhyolite-granite were called fine-grained granite, rather
than rhyolite-granite or rhyolite.
Mict'Oscopical.-Some of the rock (Specimen 5716) occurring
on E. Washington St. between Montana and Farnham streets,
is a fail' example of the rhyolite-granite. Under the- microscope
this rock reveals a micropegmatitic texture. It is quite apparent that there are two generations of the feldspar .and quartz in
the rhyolite-granite, one generation being the larger crystals,
which approach idiomorphism, and the other generation being
the pegmatitic, or ~anophyric phase, occurring as a filling between the large well outlined crystals. This rock, therefore, appears to be a phase between granite and rhyolite. It' grades
into the usual rhyolite, and no sharp contacts were noted anywhere between them.
In the NE. 1,4 of the SW. ''-A of Sec. 30, T. 29, R. 8 E.; are a
number of ledges of the rhyolite showing gradation to granite,
as shown in specimen 5656. This rock, as shown in thin section, does not have a distinct granophyric texture of the groundmass, although the feldspar is clearly of two generations. The
'first generation consists of fairly well outlined crystals of feldspar and quartz, which do not differ in any way from the usual
porphyritic crystals co:rnmon to rhyolite. The quartz and feldspar of the second generation are much smaller than the quartz
and feldspar of the first generation.
This rock very clearly
stands as a phase betwE'.en rhyolite and granite. Within a few
feet it grades into rhyolite, in which the groundmass is fineA granite phase of
grained, although not cryptocrystalline.
this rock was not observed at this place,although it no doubt
occurs in some small quantity associated with the other granitic
phase of the rhyolite: Similar gradations of rhyolite1 into
granite have been noted elesewhere.
lJJ. P. Iddings.

Mon. 20.

U. S. Geol. Survey.
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Origin.-Two methods of origin may be suggested for the
rhyolite-granite. It may be a coarsely crystallized phase of the
rhyolite of primary origin; or it may be' a recrystallized phase
of too rhyolite produced by thermal metamorphism through
the intrusion of the quartz-syenite and associated granite of the
vicinity. That the intrusive granite and syenite cO\lld produce
the recrystallization of the rhyolite along the contact of the two
formations in the vicinity of Wausau is amply illustrated elsewhere in the district where the intruding magma of granitesyenite comes in contact with the Rib Hill quartzite, and graywacke, and also older igneous formations.
ASSOCIATED ROCKS.

About two-thirds of the surface outcrops within the boundaries of this area consist of the rhyolite formation. The other
rock formations appearing are fine-grained diorite, granite,
graywacke, and conglomerate. The· area is almost entirely surrounded by the granite-syenite mass, the granite on the north
and east sides, and the quartz-syenite phase on the southwest.
The northeast portion of the area, in Sees. 5 and 9, T. 29, R. 7,
comes in contact with .the fine-grained diorite and the nephelinesyenite formations.
RELATIONS TO ASSOCIATED ROCKS.

The rhyolite is intrusive in the :Wausau graywacke formation,
as shown by the occurrence of numerous fragments of the graywacke in the rhyolite. The rhyolite is in turn intruded by the
fine-grained diorite and granite formations, as shown in the
rock exposures on the west side of the Wisconsin river in the
northern part of Wausau.(Seepage 60). The M1arshall Hill
conglomerate formation overlies the rhyolite and associated igneous rocks, the pebbles of this overlying conglomerate largely
consisting of the rhyolite debris. The rhyolite therefore is older
than all the formations it comes in contact with, except the Wausau graywacke, which it intrudes (See Fig. 3.)
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•THE BIG SANDY CREEK AREA OF RHYOLITE.

LOCATION AND EXTENT.

_There are a number of exposures of rhyolite occurring along
and adjacent to the Big Sandy Creek. These outcrops are found
at various places along this stream from the SE. 14 of Sec. 31,
T. 30, R. 9 E., to the SW. 34 of Sec. 25, T. 29,R. 8 E., within the
area indicated upon the map. The probable extent of the rhyolite along this-stream is six ~ seven square miles. See PI. IV,
CHARACTER AND VARIETY OF ROCK.

This rOck occurs in porphyritic and non-porphyritic varieties,
which are schistose, and massive. In the specimens collected
from this area there seem to be more phenocrysts of feldspar
than of quartz. Specimen 5169 from NE. 14 of SW. 14 of Sec.
25, T. 29, R. 8 E., is a greenish gray rock, which is very finegrained, and contains a few small crystals of quartz. The rock
breaks -with a conchoidal fracture,' and is not schistose. Specimen 5171 from Lot 20, Sec. 19, T. 29, R. 9 E., differs from 5169
in having numerous white feldspar phenocrysts occurring in the
dark ground mass. Specimen 5113 from Lot 5, Sec. 19, T. 29,
R. 9 E., is much like 5171, and contains numerous phenocrysts
of feldspar, and a few of quartz. Specimen 5804 from Lot 4,
Sec. 18, T. 29, R. 9 E., is like 5171 in all respects. Specimens
5116 and 5117, occurring in the vicinity of 5804, are mashed
phases of the same kind of rock as 5804. Specimen 5805 is
very fine-grained rhyolite, and is similar to 5169. Specimen
5152 occurs in the NW. corner of the NE. 1,4 of Sec. 6, T. 29,
R. 9 E., and is a mashed fine-grained rhyolite.
Thin sections of these rocks examined under the microscope
show them to have a very fine-grained ground mass, in which
occur a variable number of phenocrysts. Feldspar phenocrysts
are more numerous than those of -q-uartz.
These phenocrysts
vary in size from a small fraction of a;t inch to 3fs of an inch
in diameter.
Quite a few of the specimens have only small
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phenocrysts. The ground mass is made up of fine quartz and
feldspar, with a variable quantity of sericite, calcite, biotite and
hornblende. .
Taken as a whole, the rhyolite along the Big Sandy Creek does
not possess much evidence of mashing and dynamic metamorphism. In some places, the rock is mashed, however, and has
much the appearance of the rhyolite. schist of the Eau Claire .
river farther east. This rock differs from that in the vicinity
of Wausau in having fewer phenocITsts of quartz. The relation
of the Big Sandy Creek rhyolite to the Wausau rhyolite and
Eau Claire River rhyolite will be referred to again.
RELATION OF' ASSOCIATED ROCKS.

The rocks occurring iIi the vicinity of the rhyolite are gra.nitAI
and diorite. The granite is usually rich in quartz, and evidently intrusive in the rhyolite, as abundantly shown elsewhere
in this district. The diorite is found intrusive in the rhyolite.

THE EAU CLAIRE RIVER AREA OF RHYOLITE SCHIST.

LOCATION AND EXTENT.

The rhyolite schist which occurs along the Eau Claire River
in northeastern Marathon county has an extent of twenty-five
to thirty square miles. It occurs in scattered exposures along
the Eau Claire river from the SE. 14 of Sec. 7, T. 29, R 10 E.,
to the center of Sec. 33, T. 29, R 8 E. It also occurs in Sec..
18, T. 28, R. 9 E. and through the valley in SW. 14 of the SW.
14 of Sec. 10, T. 28, R. 8 E. It is also found at various places
adjacent to the river, as indicated upon the map: It thus occurs in a belt of varying width along the Ean Claire, about fifteen miles long and from two to six wide, extending from the
NW. corner of T. 29, R. 10 E., nearly to the junction of the Eau
Claire with the Wisconsin river.
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STRUCTURE AND TOPOGRAPHY.

This formation in this area has a definite schistose structure
and ~leavage. The strike of this cleavage system is about N.
35° E. and the dip nearly vertical. The pronounced cleavage of
the rock allows it to split readily along the cleavage planes, and
its readiness to split and more readily erode along this plane
probably governs to some e~ent at least the course of the Eau
Olaire river across this formation. This is well exemplified in
the dells.of the river, in the' south half of Sec. 7, T.29, R. 10 E.
Here the river forms rapids or cascades where it is cutting across
the cleavage (See Plate LXXIII), and runs smoothly where
the river course is parallel to the cleavage. The jointing of this
formation is well defined and prominent, as exemplified in the
illustration, Plate XVIII. In the latter illustration the front
surface represents the plane of the cleavage. The jointing (or fracture cleavage) is in three sets, two approximately
vertical, and one approximately horizontal. One of the vertical
sets is in a plane parallel to the principal cleavage, the other
normal to it, and the hor:izontal set is also normal to the plane
of principal cleavage.. There are other joints, as seen in the
. photograph, but the above are the principal ones, and the tendency for the rock therefore is to crumble into paralleopipedons.
The most prominent topographical feature of this formation
is the narrow valley of the Eau Claire, known as the dells of the
river, located in the south half of Sec. 7, T. 29, R. 10 E., portions of which are illustrated in the above views.
CHARACTJ<JR OF RHYOLITE

~CHIST.

The most pronounced feature of this rock is its well developed
cleavage and schistosity. It appears as a mashed rock wherever
found along the Eau Claire river. In color it is usually grey or
pink. It is very hard, and breaks and splits readily along the
cleavage planes. For convenience in describing the formation,
it may be divided into three kinds, between which are all gradations. These kinds are,-porphyritic, non-porphyritic, and garnetiferous phases of the rhyolite-schist.
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The porphyritic constituents are quartz, feldspar and garnet.
These constituents vary in abundance from less· than one per
cent of the rock to 20 or .25 per cent. Quartz seems to be the
most abundant porphyritic constituent throughout the formation, although there are some phases in which the phenocrysts
are almost wholly of feldspar. Garnet, which is a porphyritic
constituent only, furnishes but a small percentage of the rock
in those phases of the rock in which it occurs.
The non-porphyrjtic phases are very fine-grained, and their
cleavage laminae are thin and straight.
In the porphyritic
phase, the laminae bend about the phenocrysts, the latter being
greatly lengthened out in the plane of the cleavage.
The Porphyritic Phase.-The phase of the formation probably
makes up from 80 to 90 per cent of the rhyolite schist. It is
made up of phenocrysts of quartz and feldspar in varying abundance imbedded in a fine-grained groundmass. The size of the
phenocrysts range from those a small fraction of an inch in
diameter to % inch in diameter. The quartz seems to be more
abundant, and larger than the feldspar.
The groundmass is
granular and fine-grained, and consists of quartz, feldspar, mica,
sericite and amphibole.
Quartz Phenocrysts.~The phe~ocrysts of quartz generally
stand out prominently in the ground mass. They usually approach idiomorphism unless mashing has obliterated their crystal form. The quartz reveals variouS stages of deformation, all
having undulatory extinction. Some are flattened in the plane
of cleavage without showing any granulation, while others are
granulated to such an extent as to completely lose their individuality. It is clear that the larger crystals withstand deformation much better than the smaller ones. for many of the small
ones are completely granulated while the larger ones are only
fractured. In those crystals which have been mashed to such
an extent as to lose their individuality, there is associated with
the broken parts some biotite, and very often also a sm8J1 quantity of calcite and magnetite. All of the phenocrysts of quartz
have their longer axes in the plane of schistosity, although there:
seems to be no symmetry in the optical orientation. See Fig.
2 PI. XVII.
Feldspar Phenocrysts.-The feldspar is polysynthetically
twinned, and is somewhat altered. The phenocrysts of feldsp8J"
8-G.
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are usually smaller than those of quartz. They reveal the effect
of pressure in having bent twinning lamellae and in being
granulated. Many of them are very much altered, which alteration has probably been very much accelerated by the process of
mashing arid granulation of the rock. Very few of the alter~d
crystals have retained their crystal form. Most of them have
their edges irregular and jagged, due to the process of granulation. The feldspar is altered to, or impregnated with, biotite,
quartz, chlorite, and a small quantity of hornblende, calcite and
magnetite.
,Where the process of alteration is complete, the
change produces a mineral· mass similar in composition and texture to the granular groundmass. The schist occurring at the
wagon bridge at the upper end of the dells appears to contain
few phenocrysts other than feldspar, and porphyritic feldspar
in this rock also does not appear to have a parallel arrangement.
There are other phases in which there is about an equal abundance of quartz and feldspar, and also other phases which contain only quartz phenocrysts, as already stated.
The GTOundmass.-The groundmass consists of quartz, feldspar, biotite, muscovite, sericite, green amphibole, blue amphibole, some calcite, and a little magnetite. The groimdmass does
not possess any of those textures common to fresh volcanic rocks.
The evidence of the extreme 'mashing of this rock is shown by
the marked cleavage and schistosity of the rock in the field, and
in the fracturing and granulation of the porphyritic quartz and
feldspar.
The textures or association of minerals of the ground mass are
of two kinds. The quartz and feldspar possess the granular
texture "Gleichmlissig-Kornige Structur" of Zirkel, while the
mica and amphibole have a parallel orientation texture, "Schieferige Structur."
The quartz and feldspar occur in about, equal proportions, and
constitute about 70 per cent of the groundmass. Crystals of
the above are about equal in size, and the grains are approximately equi-dimensional. The three axes of the crystals being
nearly equal, they do not interlock in any intricate fashion, a8
they do in the groundmass of rhyolites that have not been dynamically metamorphosed. The size of the crystals varies much.
There are often present numerous streaks of large crystals of
fjuartz with a small quantity of feldspar, which may be due to
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infiltration and impregnation, or to the mashing and granulation
of phenocrysts of quartz and feldspar. The mica and amphibole constituents form 20 to 25 per cent of the groundmass.
They occur in about equal abundance, although individual sections very often. show a preponderance of one over the other.
The mica and amphibole are arranged in nearly parallel orientation, and have their longer axes (c axes), in the plane of cleavage of the rock. The parallel orientation is only general. In
some places these constituents form streaks and lines which bend
about the phenocrysts of quartz and feldspar.
The mica occurs in two varieties,-biotite and muscovite, the
latter occurring in somewhat larger crystals than the biotite.
The biotite and muscovite occur .mingled with granules of quartz
and feldspar of the granulated and fractured phenocrysts.
There are also two varieties of amphibole present in the
groundmass. One variety is common green hornblende with
the following absorption:
a-yellow green, b-dark green, c-bluish green.
The other variety is blue amphibole, with an absorption as
follows:
a-greenishyellow, b-light blue, c--deep blue.
This latter variety does not appear to be so abundant as the
green hornblende.
Calcite or dolomite is present in most of the thin sections.
Magnetite also occurs to a variable extent, throughout the ground
mass.
Non-porphyritic Phasc.-As already stated there are all grada.tions between the porphyritic and non-porphyritic phases of the
rhyolite schist. The rock bearing no phenocrysts is not so abundant as that containing a few or many porphyritic crystals. The
texture of this phase is exactly similar to the texture of- the
ground mass of the porphyritic rock, and the description applied
to the groundmass of the latter can be given to the general
texture and composition of this· phase. of the rhyolite. Quartz
and feldspar form a granular aggregate, and the mica and am. phibole are usually of nearly parallel orientation.
Much the greater part of this phase probably contained no
phenocrysts at the first cooling and crystallizing of the rock.
However, the mashing process to which the rock has' been subjected, might have granulated and obliterated the phtmocrysts
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in some cases at least, and in this way, produced a non-porphyritic phase.
The Gametic Phase.-This phase of the formation is probably
not very abundant. Two specimens out of sixteen exa.mi:ited under the mieroscope contained garnet. It occurs in good sized
porphyritic crystals, and the manner in which the mica and amphibole bend about them evid!ID-ces their development before the
mashing of the rock with the original phenocrystS' of quartz and
feldspar. The garnet has the usual habit and appearance of this
mineral. It is somewhat fracture'd, and sometimes- is drawn out
in the plane of cleavage. ' The garnet occurs where .quartz phenocrysts also occur. In one instance phenocrysts of garnet and
quartz about equal: in size were !ldjacentto each other, and: both
were equally fractured, and the laminae of biotite and amphibole extended about them in a similar way, indicating that both
had been subjected to the same process of deformation.
ORIGIN OF THE RHYOLITE SCHIST.

As implied in the foregoing discussion of this rock, the texture
of the schist is believed to have been formed by mashing of
the ordinary rhyolite. Another alternative explanation of ita
origin is that it might be a metamorphosed clastic rock, and originally a graywacke. It is believed to be an altered rhyolite,
instead of an altered clastic rock" for three reasons. ,
1st. No unquestionable evidence of stratificatIon or bedding
of thi~ formation is found in the numerous exposures along the
Eau Claire river, although such evidence was especially searched
for.
2nd. The porphyritic crystals of quartz and feldspar possess
good crystal forms except where broken and granulated by the
mashing process. None of them have the rounded character
common to clastic quartz and feldspar.
3m. The granular association of the quartz and feldspar and
the parallel structure of the mica and amphibole in the non-porphyritic phase of the gneiss. are exactly similar to the texture
and' character of these minerals in the ground mass of the porphyritic phase. It is the granular and schistose texture of the
constituents which give the rook so much the appearance of being a clastic. It is very apparent, however, that the textures in
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both the porphyritic and non-porphyritic phases have developed
in the same manner, as there are all gradations between phases
that bear abundant phenocrysts and those which bear but few
or no phenocrysts. Both phases are intermingled and have been
subjected to the same kind of metamorphism, as indicated by the
character of the individual minerals and their association. And
since the porphyritic schist is clearly a mashed porphyritic
rhyolite, as shown by the character and form of the porphyritic
crystals, it is also believed that the non-porphyritic schist, in a
similar way, is but the mashed phase of the non-porphyritic
rhyolite.
.ASSOCIATED ROCKS.

The formation associating with the rhyolite schist are granite,
diorite and norite. The granite bounds the rhyolite schist on all
sides. Fine grained diorite is interlaminated with the schist
along the Eau Claire river, and also occurs in large areas in sections 3, 4. 9, 10, 15, 16, in T. 28, R. 9 E. The norite occurs in
sections 13 and 24 of T. 28, R. 8 E. The massive rhyolite probably comes in contact with the rhyolite schist in Sec. 19, T. 29,
R. 9 E.
RELATIONS TO ASSOCIATED ROCKS.

The granite formation is intrusive in the rhyolite schist, as
evidenced by the extreme crumpling of the schist at the contact at
the upper end of the dells of the Eau Claire river. The garnet
and blue amphibole in the rhyolite may have originated by contact metamorphism of the granite. The diorite is also intrusive
in the schist, at least this is true of a fine-grained diorite interlaminated with the rhyolite schist along the Eau Claire. The
rhyolite along the Big Sandy creek is very likely an unmashed
phase of the rhyolite schist.
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PINE RIVER AREA OF RHYOLITE SCHIST.

LOCATION AND EXTENT.

•

. The ~ea of the rhyolite along the Pine river has an extent of
Six or seven square miles, and. forms a strip about one and onehalf miles wide, and four miles long, through which the Pine
river flows near its junction with the Wisconsin. This area, as
outlined on the map, lies in Sections 13,14,15,21,22,23, 24, 26,
27, 28 and 32, of T. 21, R. 7 E. in Lincoln county.
STRUCTURE AND TOPOGRAPHY.

Most of the Pine river rhyolite is a mashed rock, and possesses
a .very good cleavage. The strike of this cleavage is generally
from 25° to 30° E. of N.;· the dip 60° to 70° NW. The pronounced schistosity of the rhyolite allows it to split very readily
along its cleavage planes, and this feature makes the rock easily
distinguishable throughout the area. Besides this cl:eavage structure, there are present numerous minute faults and fractures in
the rock..
The most pronounced topographic feature within the area is
the narrow valley with steep slopes, which is .occupied by the
Pine river. The river· has cut its way to a considerable depth
.along the cleavage planes through the area, forming a gorge over
a nille . long about a mile from its junction with the Wisconsin
river, (PI. LXXIV) known as the Dells of the Pine river, which
in its deepest part has a depth of 160 feet below the surrounding
table-land. In places there are narrow gorges from twenty feet
to f~rty feet deep, and ten to forty feet wide, where the side
streams have cut across the cleavage to join the Pine.
CHARACTER AND VARIETY OF THE RHYOLITE.

The rhyolite, as already stated, is a mashed rock, with marked·
schistose and cleavage structure. It consists mainly of the :finegrained ground mass, in which occur the phenocrysts of plagio-
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clase. Neither quartz phenocrysts npr phenocrysts of amphibole
or pyroxene were noted in the hand specimen or thin sections of
this formation.
The rhyolite varies much in the abundance of plagioclase
phenocrysts. In some places they are rare, and in other places
they are very abundant. Where these two varieties occur together, as at the old mill site in the NE. 1M SE. 1M of Sec. 28,
T. 31, R. '7 E., the rock, with abundant phenocrysts, appears to
be less mashed than the finer grained rock. There is a less perfect cleavage in the coarser rock, but when these two varieties are
studied under the microscope, it appears tha.t there is as much
deformation and mashing in one as in the other, and that the
more sehistose varieties are usually made from the finer grained
rocks; because such rocks are more readily mashed than those
with the abundant phenocrysts.
Some phases of the, finE,l-grained· rhyolite resemble basic rock
very much, and could with difficulty be distinguished from the
fine-grained diabase and diorite formation of the vicinity.
Faulting and fractures are quite prevalent throughout the
rhyolite formation: Deformation of this sort, is well shown in
numerous places along the Pine river, and especially at the o~d
IQill site ip NE. 1M SE. 1M of Sec. 28, T. 30, R. 7 E. At this
• place the fractures are very numerous, and run diagonally across
the cleavage,' some of the fractures apparently having a genetic
relation to the cleavage, while other fractures appear to have no
such relation. Some of these fractures are short and broad, while_
others are very long and narrow. Calcite is the most abundant
:vein material present in these fractures.
OkemJicaJ, Oomposition.-The analysis of the predominating
phase of this ro~ (5088), from the ,dells of the Pine, by Prof.
W., W. Daniel1.s, is ~ follows:

"
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AnalY8i8 of Rhyoltte of Pine River.
SiO............. .... .... .... ............................
Al.O •.................... :........... ..................
Fe.O a .... .... ............ .... ........ .... .... ..........
FeO .... .... .... ........ .... ..... ... .... .... .... ..... ...
MgO.... .... .... ........ .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ....
OaO .................................................... .
Na.O ......... .... .... .... .... ............... .... ... ....
K.O .......'. .... .... .... .... .... .... ........ .... .... ....
H 2 0............ ....... ........ .... .... .... .... ..... ...

74.60
13.04
0.76
3.34
0.61

Total. .... .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..............

99.63

5.40
0.82
1.06

This analysis was made for the purpose of comparison with the
massive rhyolite about Wausau. This analysis is of interest in
showing a high content of sodium oxide in comparison with the
content of potassium oxide. By comparing this analysis With
that of the Wausau rhyolite It will be noted that both contain
much more soda than potassa. The analysis of the Wausau
.rhyolite contains 1.56 per cent of OaO while .the analysis of the
Pine river rhyolite shows no OaO.
Microscopic.-The misc.roscope shows the' rhyolite to be made
up of very fine-grained or crypto-crystalline ground mass, in •
which are distributed mainly phenocrysts of plagioclase.
The PLagioclase Phenocrysts.-The porphyritic crystals of
feldspar are small and vary from a small fraction of an inch to
an eighth of an inch in diameter. They also vary in abundance,
as already stated, and range in quantity from mking up less
than 5 per cent of the rock to making up 25 or 35 per cent of
the rock.
The rhyolite which contains a relatively small amount of porphyritic feldspar is much more mashed than the porphyritic
phases, thus developing a more perfect sChistosity. In this phase
the phenocrysts of plagioclase are not only fractured, but the
fractured parts are often separated and pulled apart from one
another. By this process of mashing and fracturing they are
extended several times their original length in the plane of
. cleavage. There seems to be no common orientation of the optic
axes, and more often than otherwise the plagioclase is granulated
and fractured to such an extent as to lose its individuality. In
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the pulled-out and lengthened crystals, the intervening spaces
between the dismembered parts are usually filled with calcite,
with some green hornblende, and sericite. The sericite and hornblende are probably due in part to the alteration of the plagioclase. The alteration of the plagioclase has gone on in some
cases to a complete change to these minerals.
In that phase of the rock, in which the phenocrysts are numerous, the phenocrysts are likewise fractured and have benttwinning lamellae; however, they do not show the amount of deformation appar~nt in the finer grained phase just described.
In some of the thin sections of this phase of the rhyolite, the
phenocrysts make up about 30 per cent of the rock. Many of
the phenocrysts are broken ·apart, and the interspaces are filled
with much calcite, some quartz, and a very little iron oxide.
Most of the fractured feldspar does not have a parallel arrangement in the schist.
The Groundmass.-The groundmass is fine grained, and holocrystalline. It consists of fine feldspar, quartz, green hornblende, calcite, sericite, some iron oxide, and a very little chlorite.
The feldspar is abundant in the unaJ.tered rock, while the hornblende, sericite, and calcite, are the principal constituents of the
more metamorphosed phases. The feldspar of the groundmaBS
is also in smaller crystals than the other constituents, and is
probably a product of the first crystallization of the rock.
A green vari~ty of hornblende is an abundant constituent of
the groundmass. It appears to be almost as abundant as the
feldspar in the more inetamorphosed phases of the rhyolite. The
pleochroism is distinct; a is yellowish green, c is brown, with
sometimes a tinge of blue, and b is brown. It occurs in prisms
with uneven ends, and has a parallel orientation, the c axis being
in the plane of the rock cleavage.
The sericite has the usual habit of this mineral, and is present
only where the rock is much altered. It also has its longer axis
in the plane of schistosity. The calcite usually occurs between
the fractured parts of the phenocrysts, and as a vein mineral,
filling the numerous large and small fractures of the rock. It
seems to be an infiltration product, not only from the fact ·of
its occurrence in fractures, but also from the fact of its being so
very abundant in the rock.
The quartz occurs in minute grains, so small as to be almost
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indistinguishable from the fine-grained feldspar. It occurs in
small quantities in fairly good sized grains associated with the
calcite among the fractured parts of the feldspaI: phenocrysts.
Iron oxide occurs to a small extent within the altered feldspar.
Chlorite is not abundant. There are a few quite large crystals
of iron pyrite present which mayor may not be of secondary
nature. The groundmass, and especially the feldspar of the
groundmass, often has a radial arrangement about the crystals
of pyrite.
.
ASSOCIATED ROCKS.

The rocks associated with the rhyolite are of three kinds,
diorite, granite and conglomerate. T}le diorite surrounds the
rhY9lite on three sides, on the north, the east, and on the west,
and is in contact with the granite on the south side. There is
also associated with this rock a small quantity of conglomerate,
lying in the SW. l,4-SE. % of Sec. 14, T. 31, R. 7 E.
RELATION OF ASSOCIATED ROCKS.

The rhyolite is older thl,tn any of the rocks with which it
comes in contact. Its relation to the granite and diorite is fairly
well shown in the NE. 14 of Sec. 33, T. 31, R. 7 E. At this place,
the rhyolite and granite appear in a ledge, not far from one another, and in Olle place are separated by only a small ravine.
The rhyolite is mashed, and has a good cleavage, which dips at a
high angle. The granite is massive, and 'free from secondary
structure, and has every appearance of being a large boss intrusive in the rhyolite. Not far irom this place is the diorite,
which, like the ,granite, is quite massive, and does not show the
dynamic metamorphism of the rhyolite. This diorite in many
places 'is, intruded by the granite, as .shown in the SW. ~ of
Sec. 2, T. 30, R. 7 E., and likewise in various other places in the
iWausau district, where granite and the basic rocks come in con·
tact. The diorite, in a number of places, also comes into direct
contact with· the mashed rhyolite, and where it does so, it is
massive, with all evidence pointing to its intrusion into and between the laminae of the rhyolite. The small quantity of ,con·
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glomerate in the SW. 1M, of the SE. 34 of Sec. 14, T. 31, R. 7 E.,
lies upon the rhyolite, for it is made up of pebbles and fragments,
of the rhyolite, and nowhere is any rhyolite found intrusive in
the conglomerate.

RHYOLITE IN VICINITY OF MOSINEE.

Southeast of Mosinee, in sections 27, 28, 33 and 34, of T. 27,
R. 7 E., and sections 4 and 5 of T. 26, R. 7 E., are a few small
ledges of rhyolite. The rhyolite also occurs abundantly in a
coarse conglomerate of this vicinity.
CHARACTER AND VARIETIES OF ROCK.

The rhyolite occurs in both porphyritic and non-porphyritic
varietieS', the porphyritic phaE0 being the most abundant.
Phenocrysts.-The phenocrysts in the rhyolite ~e fe~dspar
and quartz, the former being more abundant than the latter.
The feldspar crystals are plagioclase, and vary in size from a
fraction of a millimeter to two or three millimeters in· diameter.
They are usually somewhat altered to sericite, epidote and chlorite. .The quartz phenocrysts are rare, and are quite small.
The Groundmass.-The groundmass of the rhyolite is very
fine-grained, and consists of quartz, feldspar, chlorite, sericite,
biotite and green hornblende. The fluxion texture occurs to
some extent.
Rhyolite Fragments.-Frl!-gments. of different phases of rhyolite occur widely distributed throughout the conglomerate formation of the vicinity. Large and small fragments occur together, ranging in size from those of microscopic size to those
four or :five inches in diameter. They appear to differ somewhat in' composition, although this is impossible to tetl in the
fine-grained fragments. The differences brought out on the
weathered surfaces are those of color and texture. The porphyritic fragments, usually contain phenocrysts of feldspar.
Some, }lOwever, contain hornblende' phenocrysts. No pheno-
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crysts of quartz were noted in the fragments and pebbles of
rhyolite.
RELATIONS TO ASSOCIATED ROCKS.

The rhyolite in the vieinity of Mosinee is surrounded on all·
sides by the massive granite formation and it tb,en bears the relation of a large fragmentary area enelosed by the granite., The
conglomerate associated with the rhyolite, as already described,
is largely made up of rhyolite pebbles and detritus. The relation of this rhyolite and conglomerate at Mosinee is therefore
the same as that of the rhyolite and conglomerate at Wausau.

RHYOLITE AT EDGEmTON'S FARM.

On the farm of L. T. Edgerton in the SW. 14 of Sec. 6, T. 30,
R. 8 E., and also in the NW. 34 of Sec. 7, T. 30, R. 8 E., are
ledges of rhyolite which are of especial interest. The rhyolite
is mueh fractured and broken, and has much the appearance of
an intrusive breccia. It is not mashed and schistose, and in this
respect is quite different from the Pine river rhyolite. It is
everywhere very fine-grained, and eontains no porphyritic crystals. It is brittle, breaking with irregular and conchoidal faces.
The rock contains nu~erous small and large reticulating veins.
A large amount of fine granular quartz is apparent in the hand
specimen, and also a fibrous green mineral .
.il1icrascopic.-The two thin sections of the rook which were
examined under the microscope are quite different from one another. One contains a great deal of zoisite, a little quartz and
feldspar, and the other contains much fine quartz and feldspar
and a very little zoisite.
The zoisite has the uSlUal appearance of this mineral such as
parallel extinction, high index of refraction and low birefringence. In color it is greenish gray with a marked tinge of yellow.
'
In tiie thin section containing much fine quartz, the zoisite
appears as skeleton crystals. The fine grains of the quartz are
inclosed by the zoisite. The zoisite does not appear altered,
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and looks much like a crystal of secondary development with the·
quartz and feldspar as inclusions. Biotite occurs in small flakes,
and magnetite is also present. The quartz is very fine-grained, .
and with it is mingled some minute grains of feldspar.
A phase of rhyolite identical with this outcrops on the banks
of the Trapp river in the NW. corner of Sec. 22, T. 30, R. 8 E.
These phases of rhyolite appear to have been much fractured,
brecciated and veined, the .vein material being largely quartz,
feldspar, and zoisite, the main body of the rhyolite being very
fine-grained feldspar and quartz without phenocrysts.
This
rock has been described1 as an augite schist, the zoisite evidently
being considered as augite.
Associated Rocks.-The rock is bounded by the granite formation on the east, and by the greenstone on the northwest and
west. It is not found in actual contact with either of these
formations, and its relation to them is not known.

RHYOLITE-ANDESITE.

LOCATION AND EXTENr.

There is an occurrence of andesite or rhyolite about 51;2 miles
north of Wausau, near the center of the SE. 71i of Sec. 2, T. 29,
R. 7 E., on the east side of the Wisconsin river. This andesite
outcrops along the C., M'. & St. P. railroad for a distance of
about Ys of a mile, and is therefore of small extent.
CHARACTER AND VARIETY OF BOCK.

The andesite in this small: exposure does not show much variety
in its composition and texture. It is everywhere densely porphyritic. The weathered rock has a dark gray groundmass, in
which are imbedded a very large number of gray feldspar phenocrysts, which are much weathered. The unweathered surfaces
of the rock are uniformly dark green. Quartz phenocrysts do
not occur.
'l:Geol. of Wis., Vol. IV.,pp. 669, 684.
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Fe~dspar Phenocrysts.-The phenocrysts of feldspar vary
· somewhat in shape, although most of them are elongated or
· lath-shaped. Their longer axes are usually from lh to lh inches
long, the mos1j of them being from
to % of an inch long.
Their shorter axes are about Iff; to ~ the length of the longer
axes. The feldspar is polysynthetically twinned, and is probably anorthite or labradorite. It is very much altered through-.
out the thin sections examined, and is somewhat fractured. The
feldspar is altered to calcite, green hornblende, some muscovite,
chlorite and magnetite. Calcite is the most abundant inclusion
and is probably partly due to the alteration of the feldspar and
· partly due to infiltration. Where replacement and alteration
of feldspar are almost complete, the calcite seems to be the most
abundant final alteration product.
The Groundmass.-The groundmass is very fine-grained, ~d
has none of the complicated textures of the acid volcanic rocks.
Very little of the original constituents of the groundmass remain unaltered. It is now made up of fine particles. of chlorite,
calcite, feldspar, magnetite, hornblende, sericite, zoisite, epidote,
and biotite. A few crystals. of apatite were also noted in SOllle
of the sections. A phase of the rock contains a great deal of
fine quartz, aggregated in rounded and elliptical areas. This
quartz has the appearance of chalcedony or chert, and is often
associated in this rock with some quartz and calcite, both minerals being probably i~tration products.
This andesite appears to be a very much altered rock, and
probably consisted, originally, of phenocrysts of plagioclase with
composition of the anorthite molecule, enclosed in a fine-grained
groundmass, consisting of a large proportion of feldspar, and a
small amount of amphibole or biotite, and perhaps a very little
quartz. These have been altered and replaced as above described. The calcite seems to be the. most abundant in the altered phenocrysts. The other secondary products seem to be
about equallY' divided in the phenocrysts and groundmass.

*

RELATION TO ASSOCIATED BOCKS.

This rock is enclosed on all sides, except that side facing the
river, by the Marshall Hill conglomerate formation. This sedimentary formation lies above the andesite on the summit of the
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upland on the east side of the river valley. 'rhe conglomerate
contains fragments of the andesite, as shown in specimen 5795,
and is therefore a younger formation than the andesite. This
andesite thus bears the same relation to the conglomerate as the
Wausau rhyolite bears to the conglomerate.

RHYOLITE-ANDESITE.

LOCATION AND EXTENT.

Another ,small area of rhyolite or andesite deserving of Alention is located in SW. ~ of Sec. 24, T. 29, R. 5 E., occurring in
a few low outcrops in the road, and in the adjoining field at the
SW. corner of Section 25, T. 29, R. 5.
.
CHARACTER AND VARIETY OF ROCK.

The andesite in these few outcrops is quite uniform in texture
and composition. The rock is porphyritic and is made up of
uniform small crystals of feldspar, and a dark, fine-grained
groundmass. The phenocrysts of feldspar are from three to six
millimeters in thickness.
Very small :£lakes of amphibole are
also apparent in the' hand sp'ecimens. The rock is gray on the
weathered sides, and greenish black on the fresh surfaces. On
the weathered surfaces the andesite is pitted and rough, the feldspar phenocrysts being altered and removed more rapidly than
the groundmass. In some exposures the weathering has brought
out numerous narrow veinings about % of an inch apart, and
which run straight across the exposures.
Feldspar Phenocrysts.-Under the microscope, the phenocrysts
of feldspar are seen to be very much altered and replaced. The
feldspar contains numerous inclusions of epidote, chlorite, and
green hornblende. The alteration is usually so advanced as to
make it impossible to actually determine the species of feldspar
present, but it is apparently one of the basic varieties.
Pyro'xene and Amphibole Phenocrysts.-Basal sections of both
these minerals were seen in thin sections, but they are not nearly
so abundant as the, phenocrysts of feldspar. The pyroxene
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phenoc~

are largely altered to green hornblende. The minerals of the groundmass wind about and surround them, as they
do about the feldspar phenocrysts, indicating their contemporaneous development in the rock.
The Groundmass.-The minerals of the groundmass are feldspar, green hornblende, epidote, sericite, chlorite and magnetite.
The feldspar is the most abundant, and occurs in lath-shaped
crystals, with nearly parallel orientation, which wind and curve
about the phenocrysts.
The feldspar of thegroundmass contains fewer altered products than that of the phenocrysts. The
parallel arrangement of the feldspar of the ground mass appears to be original, and but little evidence of the deformation
of the ground mass or phenocrysts can be detected.
Epidote, which usually occurs in small, rounded grains, is
more abundant in the phenocrysts of feldspar than in the
groundmass.
Epidste also occurs in what appears as narrow
veins on the weathered surfaces of the rock. The green hornblende occurs in small flakes, quite irregularly oriented: Mag, netite is quite abundant. There appears to be quite a little sericite, or kaolin, included in the feldspar phenocrysts. Some
phases of the andesite contain aggregates of a fine-grained
quartz, which fills the fractures in the rock, and is not distributed throughout the ground mass.
This rock is very similar to the andesite 5lh miles north of
Wausau on the Wisconsin river.

ISOLATEa:> SMALL AREAS OF RHYOLITE.

About 1.4 mile east of the SW. corner of Sec. 26, T. 29, R. 6 E.,
in the road, occurs a fine-grained, quartzose rock, at the contact
of the granite with diorite. Specimen 5577 is a sample of this
formation, 'and it appears under the microscope to be made up
of very fine-grained quartz and feldspar. This rock appears
to be a typical non-porphyritic rhyolite. The quartz is in irregular inter-locking grains, and the feldspar is in lath-shaped
crystals. There 'is also present a large amount of green hornblende, chlorite, magnetite and epidote.
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A mile southwest of 5577, in the road, a short.distance north
of the center of Section 34, is another occurrence of rhyolite
(Specimen 5578), which appears to be bounded on all sides by
granite. This. rock is similar in texture and composition to 5577,
except that it contains quite a few porphyritic crystals of feldspar. Both of these occurrences of rhyolite may be dikes or included fragments in the granite. Their relation is probably the
same in both places.
About 34 mile south of the NE. comer of Sec. 28, T. 29, R. 6
E., is a ledge of rock much like 5577 and 5578, but coarser. It
is also at, or very near, the contact of the granite and diorite.
It is a very fine-grained granite or rhyolite-gr8J;lite. The quartz
and feldspar appear to ~e in two generations., The quartz and
feldspar of the ground1Jlass are almost as coarse as the porphyritic constituents. This rock contains numerous veins, the vein
material consisting of quartz and epidote together, and sometimes
epidote atone. Where the epidote and quartz occur together,
they seem to have had a contemporaneous growth, as both are
perfectly fresh and interlocked with one another, and appear to
have grown from the surface of the vein towards the center.
The epidote occurs in large crystals. Besides the quartz, feldspar, and epidote, there is also a small quantity of chlorite sericite,· and green hornblende.
In the NE. comer of the SE. 14 of Sec. 31, T. 29, R. 6 E., in
a well, is an occurrence of fine-grained rhyolite, (5587). On the
opposite side of the road in the NW.-SW. of Sec. 32 are two
wells, one. at the fa.rmpouse, and the other at the bam. The
rock at the farmhouse (5585) is a granite, containing fragments
of diorite. The rock at the bam (5586) is like 5587. 'The wells
containing rhyolite are about 50 paces from the well containing
granite, 5586 being about 50 paces north of 5585, and 5587 about
50 paces west of 5585. The exact relation of the mixed granite
and diorite to the rhyolite could ·not be made out at this place.
In SE. 34 of SE. 14 of Sec. 31, T. 29, R. 6 E., about 14 mile
north of 55m, in a well; there is a. mashed rhyolite which is intruded by diorite. In thin section, this mashed rhyolite (5587)
is seen to be made up of a granular aggregate of quartz, feldspar and magnetite, and prismatic crystals of green hornblende.
The hornblende has 00 irregular orientation. The crystals are
small'; the quartz, feldspar and magnetite being about .04 of
9-G.
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millimeter in diameter, and the hornblende from .2 tOo .5 of a
millimeter in longest diameters. In the well of J. V osgdes near
the west 1,4 stake of Sec. 30, T. 29, R. 6 E., is a mashed rhyolite.
There are three other wells at this farm-house; two of them
containing a reddish granite, and the other diorite. The rhyolite (5531) is schistose and friable, and contains numerous
crystals of quartz, fine feldspar and chlorite and sericite. The
quartz phenocrysts are small and appear to have been broken
and pulled apart. The relation of the rhyolite to the red granite at. this place could not be determined.
Mashed rhyolite (5528) occurs in the well of Paul Brandt in
SW. 1,4 of SW. 1,4 of Sec. 32, T. 30, R. 6 E. On the opposite
side of the road at this place the rhyolite occurs associated with
slate. One-half mile north of this place is a large outcrop of
diorite, occurring in the road and adjoining woods. The relation of the rhyolite to the diorite and slate could not be determined at this place. This mashed rhyolite (5528) contains
phenocrysts of both quartz and striated feldspar. The ground
mass consists of a finer quartz and feldspar. The rock does not
show much ~anulation and re-crystallization. It contains numerous veins of quartz.
Rhyolite also occurs one mile SW. of 5528 along the road both
north and south of west 1,4 stake of Sec. 6, T. 29, R. 6 E. There
are numerous exposures of this rock along the road at this place.
The rock is not much mashed, although it is fractured and brecciated in some places, and has more the appearance of tuff.
Thin sections of two of the specimens (5496 and 5498) collected
here were made, and both &how the rock to be a typical rhyolite.
Numerous crystals of quartz and plagioclase occur in the
ground mass, which is very fine-grained. The ground ~ass is
made up of quartz and feldspar and a large amount of spbene
and epidote. The sphene and epidote al.flo occur in the feldspar
pbenocrysts, and are probably of secondary origin throughout
this rock.
Thfushed rhyolite (5850) occurs about 34 mile south of the NE.
corner of Sec. 20, T. 30, R. 6 E. This rock is exposed in the
dhch of the road, just north of a small stream. South of the
stream is quite a steep hill composed of fine diorite, and the diorite outcrops also at the crossroads at the corner of Sec. 20,
T. 30, R. 6 E: This mashed rhyolite has a good cleavage, and
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thin sections' show it to be made up of a fine-grained ground
mass of quartz, feldspar, chlorite, sericite and biotite, in which
occur quite a few porphyritic crystals of plagioclase, and some
of quartz.
'
Specimen 5573 is schist6se rhyolite, occurring in the well of
J. Horning in the SE. corner of Sec. 8, T. 28, R. 6 E. This rock
is within the area of massive granite, southeast of Marathon
City. The rock is quite soft and is much altered. Thin sections show it to be made up .of a fine-grained ground mass, in
which are numerous phenocrysts of plagioclase. The ground
mass consists of quartz, feldspar, and much chlorite and sericite.
There are occurrences of schists in NW. ~ of NW. 14 of section
8, and also in SW. % of SE. 14 of Sec. 5, T. 30, R. 6 E., which
are very much like 5573. These occurrences are in the cuts of
the Chicago and N orthwestem railroad, and good exposures are
shown. The occurrence in the SW. ~ of SE. 14 of Sec. 5 is intruded by diorite dikes, very similar to the diorite a few miles
north, where it is intruded by the massive granite formation.
The schists 5613 and 5954 at these places are much weathered,
and quite friable. A thin section of one of them shows no
phenocrysts, but otherwise it is like 5573. In' the SE. part of
Marathon City is an occurrence of very fine-grained rhyolite
.(5559), which appears to be a fraginent or dike in the granite
formation, as the granite entirely surrounds it at this place.
The rock is mashed and fractured, ahd is composed of a very
fine-grained ground mass, and a few small crystals of feldspar.
This rock is very much like 5573 and 5613 and 5954, above described, and probabl'y belongs with them. They are probably
fragments of rhyolite in the massive granite formation like the
rhyolite fragments in the granite NE. of Wausau.
In the SE. corner of Sec. 15, T. 30, R. 6 E. is an occurrence
of mashed rhyolite, (5317) in the wells of Albert Bauman, and
also in the well of William F. Giese lh mile farther we;t. It
also appears in the ditch of the road at the SE. corner of Sec. 15,
T. 30, R. 6 E. It is at, or very near, the contact of· the diorite
with the granite formation. This rock has much the appearance
of the rhyolite schist occurring along the Eau Claire river. Thin
sections of it show it to be made up of a very fine aggregate of
quartz, feldspar, chlorite, sericite, biotite, and iron oxide. In
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the ground mass are a few phenocrysts of feldspar, but Bone of
quartz.
'
Along the road in the SE. 1,4 ,of Sec. 16, T. 30, R.6 E., are
numerous exposures of granite, diQrite and some rhyolite. The
greenstone occurs as fragments in the granite. The rhyolites
(5326 and 5335) probably bear the same relation as the diorite
to the granite. 'The rhyolite 5335 consists of numerous phenocrysts of plagioclase imbedded in the ground mass of quartz, reld:
spar, green hornblende, and epidote., The phenocrysts contain
inolusionsof calcite, epidote and hornMende, and the larger ones
are somewhat fractured.
At the SW. corner of Sec. 26 and the SE. corner of Sec. 27,
T. 30, R. 6 E., are occurrences of andesite. A rock very similar
to this outcrops in numerous well exposed ledges one mile farther west, in SE. '1,4 of'SE. 1,4 of section 28, where the Little Rib
river crosses the road. The rock at this place is partly an andesite and partly a fine-grained diorite, both of which may be
phases of the same formation. Specimens 5355 and 5356 from
the SW. corner of Sec.' 26 are porphYritic rocks, and contain numerous phenocrysts of feldspar ina very fine-grained groundmass of feldspar, quartz, chlorite, biotite and iron oxide. The
rook exposed in road 1,4 mile west of the SE. corner of Sec. 28,
T. 30, R. 6 E., is very similar to the above described specimens.
The' rock at the SE. corner of Sec. 28 is exposed at numerous
places on the hill about which the road bends; and has much the
, appearance of fine-grained basic rook. There is quite a little
variation in texture and composition of the rock in this vicinity,
and an ma.y not he phs,Res of the same formation.
Mashed rhyolite (5595) occurs in the road in SE. 1,4 of SE. 1,4
of Sec. 34, T. 28, R. 5 E.This rock is schistose, and contains
numerous phenecrysts of feldspar and a few of quartz. This
rock is very much like 5601, which is found about lh mile SW.
of thm place. Thin sections show numerous porphyritic crystals
of plagioclase and a few of quartz in the fine-grained groundmass consisting of quartz, feldspar, and a small amount of se,ricite, biotite, green hornblende and calcite.
In places the
ground mass is c.rystallized in well developed spherulites.
At E. 1,4 stake of Sec.. 2, T. 27, A. 5 E., is mashed rhyolite
(5599) which is fractured, and contains numerous veins of
quartz. It is within the ar~a of the massive granite formation,
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and thin sections show it to be made up of phenocrysts of quartz
and feldspar, and a fine-grained ground mass of quartz, feldspar and biotite. Two miles west of this at the W. 34 stake of
Sec. 3, T. 27, R. 5 E., in well of G. Rifleman is an occurrence of
rhyolite, containing numerous phenocrysts of feldspar.
This
rock (5601) is not a phase of the granite. It is somewhat more
basic than the granite and is also more basic than 5599.
Rhyolite 5550, much like 5559, occurs in well of R. Munkwitz
in SW. ~. of SE. 14 of Sec. 7, T. 29, R. 5 E. The rhyolite is
fine-grained and contains a few phenocrysts of feldspar in a
cryptocrystalline ground mass.
Where the Black Creek crosses the road in SE. 14 of NE. 14
of Sec. 1, T. 29, R. 4 E., the rhyolite is very much mashed and
has much the appearance of the rhyolite schist of the Eau Claire
river. It contains a few phenocrysts of quartz and feldspar in
a very fine-grained ground mass. .About ~ mile east of NW.
corner of Sec. 3, T. 25, R. 4 E., mashed rhyolite, 5965, like 5961,
occurs in a well. Along the Black Creek for a distance of 14
mile SE. of center of sectjon 3, rhyolite and fine-grained basic
rock occur in well exposed ledges.
The rhyolite is schistose,
while the basic rock, mainly fine diorite, is massive. ' The diorite
here, as it does in other places, seems to be intrusive in the rhyolite.
At this place, the rhyolite contains numerous parallel
veins filled with quartz. Phenocrysts of both feldspar and
. quartz occur, and both are much fractured and broken apart.
The ground mass consists of quartz, feldspar, chlorite and sericite. This rock shows evidences of much mashing and cementation.
In the village of Athens in SE. ~ of Sec. 31, T. 29, R. 4 E.,
mashed rhyolite is associated with diorite, granite and slate.
Specimen 5974 was taken from the rhyolite formation and contains very few phenocrysts. It is very closely associated with
sedimentary slates, and it is therefore difficult in some places
to separate the two formations. The rhyolite has
granular
ground mass of quartz and feldspar, with some hornblende and
sphene in veins. A few phenocrysts of plagioclase occur, which
are somewhat fractured. It is difficult, and almost impossible,
to separate by microscopic examination, the non-porphyritic,
granulated rhyolite from the mashed sedimentary rock at this
'place. At Athens, these two formations are clearly inter-

a
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laminated with one another. Speciment 5973 is a fine-grained
laminated rock, which may be either a rhyolite or a slate.
Rhyolite· occurring intrusive in· the basal group of gneiss and
schists of the area at Grand Rapids and Pittsville has already
been described (Page 23)". As perviously stated, it is probable
that these intrusives are a part of this· rhyolite formation.

SECTION II.

THE DIORITE-GABBRO SERIES.

Under this heading is described the various phases of basic
igneous rocks such as diorite and gabbro occurring in numerous
large and small areas throughout. the district. Diorite' consists
of feldspar and amphibole, with some quartz, mica or pyroxene.
Gabbro consists of feldspar and pyroxene, with minor proportions of amphibole, olivine or mica. Most of the basic rock of
the area is fine-grained diorite, to which the term greenstone is
often applied. Under gabbro are included norite and a gabbroperidotite rock known as troctolite (Ger. Forsellenstein), and
rocks of ophitic texture known as diabase.
GENERAL LOCATION AND EXTENT OF THE SEVERAL AREAS.

The various phases of diorite and gabbro constitute from five
to ten per cent of the surface outcrops of the district and occur
in separate areas distributed as followS'. S03 general map Pi.
I and the several maps showing location of outcrops.
The Stettin Area of Diorite. One of the largest areas consists
ma.inly of fine-grained diorite"located in adjacent parts of Township 29, Ranges 5 and 6, and Township 30, Range 6. It forms an
irregular shaped area about 36 square miles in extent, the largest part of which lies in the town of Stettin. This area comes in
contact with the Hamburg slate on the north and the intrusive
granite mass on the north, east, south and west.
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Eau Cla{re River Area of Diol"de.-Irregularly distributed
diorite and gabbro occur along the Eau Claire river for a distance of about. 15 miles from about 5 miles from its junction
with the Wisconsin to Township 30, Range 10 E. Gabbro occurs
mainly in the vicinity of CalIon. The diorite is generally finegrained and mashed farther northeast where it is interlaminated
with the rhyolite, with which it is closely associated.
It is
bounded on all sides by the rhyolite and granite.
Pine River Area of Diorite.-Another large area of diorite
occurs along the Wisconsin river, south of Merrill, and along
and adjacent to the Pine river. It forms an irregular belt along
the latter stream, having its longest direction extending northeast and southwest, forming an area 20 or 30 square miles in
extent. It comes in contact with the Pine river rhyolite on the
south, the staurolite mica slate on the northwest, and the massive
granite on the north, east, south, and west.
•
. Area of Gabbro (Troctolite) at Mouth of Copper River.-·
Along the Wiscon~in river a short distance above Merrill, at the
mouth of the Copper, is a cdn~iderable area of olivine feldspar
rock, troctolite. This formation forms almost continuous outcrops along the Wisconsin river for about 2 miles an!i has a
probable extent of 3 or 4 square miles.
Black Creek Area of Diorite.-Fine diorite occurs quite extensively along and adjacent to the Black Creek from its junction with the Rib river westward to the vicinity of the village of
Athens. The diorite in this area is usually a mashed rock and .
is closely associated with the rhyolite formation, as in the Eau
Claire river area. It is also associated with sedimentary schists
and ~"ates y bich are the we~tern extens:on of the Hamburg slate formation. Besides the above formations it comes in
contact with the granite, which apparently surrounds it on all
sides except the eastern.
Halder A1'ea of Diorite.-In the eastern part of Township 27,
Ran!!e 5, ·in the vicinity of Halder .Post Office. are numerous exposures of schistose diorite. The exposures occur along and in
the vicinity of a branch o{ the Big Eau. Pleine River, and are
closely associated with mashed rhyolite, 88 in the Eau Claire
River area. The greenstone and rhyolite together make up an
area only 8 or 10 square miles in extent. It is entirely surrounded by the granite formation.
I
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Little Eau Pleine River Area of Diorite.-A narrow belt of
diorite extends along and adjacent to the Little Eau Pleine
river across the middle of Township 26, Range 4, and in the adjoining sections in range 3 and 5. This occurrence has an extent of about 15 square miles and is surrounded on 'all sides by
the granite.
Isolated Area.s.-Isolated and small occurrences of the diorite
and gabbro occur widely distributed throughout the district, as
may be seen by referenc~ to the maps. Among a few of the occurrences that may be mentioned which are quite fully described
in another place, are the diorite at Mosinee, the gabbro at Marathon, and the olivine-gabbro or olivine-norite along the Eau
Claire river.
RELATION
, TO ASSOCIATED ROCKS.

Most, if not aU, the basic rocks here described are believed to
belong to the same period of eruption. The group is believed to
be later in origin than the lower sedimentary rocks, and also the
rhyolite formation, and older than the widespread granite-syenite intrusive mass.
Intnlsive in the Lower 8edim91ttaries.-The Pine River area
of diorite comes in contact with the clastic rocks near Merrill.
The clastic rocks at this place are mica schists and staurolitic
schists. In the NW. 14 of NE. 1;:4 of Sec. 17, T. 31, R. 7, in the
field of Herm. Boechter, the diorite is found very closely associated with the sediments, either as dikes or sheets intruded between the schistose laminae of the latter.
The rocks at this
place are so closely mashed together that it is difficult to 'separate the two formations.
The Stettin area of diorite is bounded along its northern border by the Hamburg slate for quite a distance. The slate is a
soft, schistose chloritic rock, and decomposes readily, and nowhere was there found exposed at the surface an actual contact
of the two formations. At the same time no conglomerate Wal
found along the border and no difference in the' texture of the
slate adjacent to the diorite was to be noted. The evidence of
the gradations. of the Hamburg slates into the coarser
cordierite and staurolite schists to the east and also to the west
where intruded by the diorite has already been discussed.
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The sedimentary schists along Big Rib River in Township 30,
Range 5 and also along Black Creek, appear to be intruded by
the diorite. At various places the two formations were fouud
near one another and no evidence of conglomerate at the border
was to be found.
The sedimentary rock, besides its bedding
structure, generally possesses a prominent secondary structure,'
a lamination across the bedding,. whereas the diorite adjacent to
it possesses no marked schistosity.
Basic igneous rocks likewise intrude the white massive quartzite of the district. This is true of the quartzite of Rib Hill, and
of Hardwood Ridge. The age of the greenstone intruding the
Rib Hill quartzite could not be definitely determined, it may
be the older greenstone, or it may be the same age as the greenstone dikes that intrude the granite at Granite Heights. However, the diorite intrusive in the Hardwood Ridge quartzite is.
there clearly cnt by the massive granite at the base of the quartz. ite hill, along the road near the stream, in SE. 1,4 of SE. 14 of
Sec. 22, T. 28, R. 6.
Intrusive in the Rhyolite.-The Pine River d~orit8 is believed
to be intrusive in the Pine river rhyolite, for the following reasons. The diorite in this area is generally massive and not
schistose, whereas the rhyolite along the Pine River is quite uniformly schistose, having a NE.-SW. strike, and nearly verticaJ
dip. The dllTerence in condition of metamorphism of the
two kinds of rock is very striking and indicates that the rhyolite
was subjected. to considerable dynamic metamorphism before
the appearance of the diorite .. Another evidence of the intrusive
character of the'diorite is the fact that the latter cuts across the
secondary structnre of the rhyolite, as shown by the areal distribution .of these two formations.
Along the Eau Claire river where the diorite and rhyolite are
closely associated in well exposed ledges the diorite is clearly the
intrusive rock.
Intruded by the GrOlnite-syenite.-The intrusion of the extensive granite formation into widespread areas of diorite is shown
in a number of places. Along the southern border of the Stettin diorite area, in township 29, range 5 and 6, there is a broad
zone of mixed rock consisting of numerous large and small fragments of the diorite enclosed within the granite mass. All de-
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grees of the mixture 0:& the diorite with the granite magma are to
be observed in this vicinity.
The intrusion of the granite in the Pine river area was observed in the NE. 14 of Sec. 2, T. 30, R. 7, where numerous fragments of the greenstone are imbedded in the granite ledges.
Along the Trapp river numerous fragments of diorite were observed in the granite. At Mosinee the diorite is penetrated by
the granite in the form of dikes and .also by the enclosing of
blocks of diorite, in the massive granite. In· the vicinity of the
Halder diorite area numerous fragments of the b'l,Sic rock were
observed in the granite.
A short distance above the dells of the Eau Claire river where
the massive granIte comes in contact with the mashed rhyolite
and diorite, there is much evidence of the intrusive character of
. the former. The diorite and rhyolite are mashed a;nd schistose, '
whereas the granite is massive and shows no macrostructural
metamorphism. At the contact also the straight cleavage of the
rhyolite and diorite generally prevailing in the dells, changes to
much folded and wrinkled laminae.
Further evidence of the general intrusion of the massive granite in the diorite could be referred to, but is not believed to be
essential. Some dikes' of djorite are known to penetrate the
granite. It is also possible, even probable, that basic magmas
have intruded the' upper sedimentary series, although as yet no
such intrusions have been observed. But in the main, the large
areas of diorite, constituting the principal portipn of the basic
rock, are later in origin than thtl lower sedimentaries, and the .
rhyolite, and are earlier than the massive granite and syenite,
the intrusion of which marked the close of a long eruptive period
in the Huronian of this district.

THE STIDTTIN AREA OF DIORITE.

Loca.tion and General Oharacter.-This area is located west
and northwest of /Wausau in Township 29, Range 5 and 6,
Township 30, Range 6. It is the largest of the diorite areas,
and is separated from the Pine river area by a broad strip of
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granite. The diorite is usually fine-grained and massive,· However, in a number of places it is fractured and veined with gran-'
ite and epidote.
Brecciated Di01-ite.-The diorite is much fractured in expo&ures along the road on the side of the hill a short distance south
of the center of Sec. 4, T. 29, R. 6 E. The diorite exposed along
the row in SE. 1M SW. 1,4 of Sec. 8, T. 29 R. 7 E., is also much
fractured. The formation in Sees. 25, 26, 35, 36 of '1'. 29, R. 7 E.,
is generally cut by numerous joints and fractures.
EUipsoidal Diorite.-Ellipsoidal diorite occurs at the NE. corner of Sec. 17, T. 29, R. 6 E. In this vicinity are several good
exposures of ellipsoidal diorite similar to that occurring in the
volcanic greenstone area in the vicinity of Crystal Falls, Michigan. The ellipsoids vary in size from three or four inches to
eighteen inches in diameter. They may have originated in the.
rotational movement of partly solidified lava blocks in a moving
magma or by spheroidal.parting.
Mixed Rock.-Along the southern border of the greenstone
area there is a belt, in places two or three miles wide, which contains a varying' amount of mixed diorite and granite;
This
mixed rock occurs wherever the intrusive granite comes in contact with the diorite, at the borders of the other areas, also, but
nowhere was it found so abundant as along the south border of
the Stettin area. This mixed rock has its origin in the intrusion
of the great granite mass into the diorite. It consists of fragments of the basic rook ~arying in size from a fraction of a~
inch in diameter to blocks several feet through, which are surrounded or enclosed wi~n the massive granite. Since the'
granite is the abundant constituent of the mixed rock it will be
considered more fully with the granite and contact phenomena
.of the latter.
Texture and Oomposition.-The texture and composition of
the diorite varies in different parts 0:1' the area. Thephases
are pre-eminently more or less altered rooks, although it is generally impossible to trace definitel'y the exact amount of transformation from the originally fresh rooks to their present variThe various phases of the rock can
ously altered conditio~.
perhaps be best described by reference to representative specimens from different parts of the area.
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Specimen 5323, from the well of H.

Feh~aber

in SW. % SE.

% of Sec. 20, T. 30, R. 6 E., is a fine-grained aphanitic rock and

,

.

was taken fifty or sixty feet below the surface.
Under the
microscope it is seen to consist principally of plumes of, finely
:fibrous, slightly pleochroic green hornblende, chlorite, magnetite,
epidote, feldspar, quartz, and calcite. The fibrous greeJ}. hornblende constitutes about two-thirds of the rock.
Specimen 5250 is from a low outcrop in the road near the S.
quarter stake of Sec. 30, T. 30, R. 7 E. It has a yellowish green
color, unctious feeling, and is schistose, and breaks readily
across the cleavage. Under the microscope it is seen to consist
of parallel fibers of chlorite, and also quite a little brown biotite
in parallel orientation. A small amount of fine-grained feldspar
and a little epidote and iron oxide are also to be noted. There
is nothing in the texture to indicate its igneOus origin. . This
rock is mashed, as indicated by its parallel structure, and metamorphism and weathering have entirely obliterated the original
minerals and texture of the ~ock.
The average phaSe of the rock .(5575) occurring along the
road on the side of the hill in the SW. corner of Sec. 25, 'T. 29,
R. 6 E., is very fine-grained and somewhat fractured and veined.
Minute fibres of hornblende are the only minerals recognized in
the hand specimen. Two thin secti~ns of this rock were examined
See Pl. XIX, Fig. 2. Both sections show the rock to consist
largely of green hornblende and plagioclase. The average greatest diameter of the hornblende and plagioclase was about %mm.
The minor constiuents are epidote, magnetite, calcite, sericite,
and chlorite. One of the sections in which little secondary mineral, such as epidote, was present, appeared to contain from 50
to 60 per cent of the green hornblende, 40 to 50 of plagioclase,
and a small amount of magnetite or other iron oxide. The vein
material consists of plagioctase and epidote, with minor portions
of magnetite, hornblende and probably some quartz.
Okem~cal Oomposit~~on.-The chemical comp<lSition of this
phase of fine-grained diorite (5575), analyzed by Prof. W. W.
Daniells, is as follows:

•

EXPLANATION OF PLATE
XIX.
(141)

EXPLANATION OF PLATE XIX.
PLATE XIX. MICROSECTIONS OF GABBRO AND DIORITE.
Fig. 1. Miicrosection ot the gabbro at Marathon City. Section 4269. With analyzer, x25. The section consists mainly of
anorthite feldspar, and augite. These minerals are somewhat
altered to kaolinite, chlorite and iron oxide. For analysis of
this rock see page 160.
Fig. 2. rMictosection of fine diorite or greenstone. Section
5575. Without analyzer, x25. Section consists of a fine felted
mass of flaky green hornblende in a background of fine feldspar
with much magnetite. For analysis ·of this rock see page 143:
The rock of Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 are quite similar in chemical composition but quite unlike in mineral composition and texture ..
(142)

BULLETlX XYl. , PL. X I X.

w rSCOXSIX SUn , ·EY.

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

JlII CROSECTIONS OF GABBRO AND DIORITE.
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AnulyJlis of' f)iorit", of" stl!tt-in arpa.

SiO. ... ........ ....... ............. ... ................ 48.55
AI.O. ............... .... .... .... .... ......... ......... 18.80
Fe.O •.. ' .................... '.. .... .... .... .... .... .... 4.61
FeO ..... ....................... ..... ... .... .... ........ 7.60
CaO . .......
........ ......... .... .... .... ..... ... .... 10.24
MgO.... .... .... .... ........ .... .... .... .... .... .... ....
6.08
K.O .................................................... 0.12
H.:I.O .... "' .. .... .... ........................... .......
1.27
Total ........................................... ;.

100.46

The comparatively high content of the Na 2 0 seems to indicate
andesine plagioclase, and the high content of ferrous and ferric
oxide probably indicates hornblende high in iron, as not more
than a small perceutage of iron oxide. in magnetit"e or hematite
appears to be present.
Number 5263 was taken from a ledge in the road in SE. 34SE. 1U of Sec. 5, T. 29, R. 7 E. This rock is very much fractured and looks very much like the basic rock found in fragments associated with the nepheline syenite in NE. 7:4 of Sec: 27,
T. 29, R. 6 E. Under the microscope it is seen ·to consist of
green hornblende and altered plagioclase.
The plagioclase is
changed to epidote, and a small amount of quartz and calcite.
The rock seems to have been made up originally of about twothirds feldspar and one-third hornblende. About one-half the
feldspar is altered to epidote.
Specimen 5387 was taken from a small ledge in the field in NE.
1U of Sec. '29, T. 29, R. 6 E. is an aphanitic rock consisting of
the fine-grained diorite.
The thin sections show it to consist
principally of fibers and sheaves of non-pleochroic green hornblende, which are much altered to chlorite. The hornblende and
chlorite constitute about 95 per cent of the rock.
Associated
minerals are altered feldspar, vein quartz, and some epidote.
Specimen 5470 occurs in ditch of road in NE. 1,4 NE.1U of
Sec. 27, T. 29, R. 6 E., and is very near the contact of the diorite
with the nepheline syenite. It is fine-grained and only altered
feldspar and green hornblende can, be distinguished in the hand
specimen. The thin sections show it to consist of about 55 per
cent of feldspar, and perhaps a little quartz, and about 5 per
cent of green pleochroic hornblende in short prisms and about
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40 per cent of feldspar, and perhaps a.' little quartz, and about
5 per cent of magnetite. The hornblende and feldspar are .
fresh, although the rock possesses rio igneous texture and apparently is a much granulated phase of the coarse-grained
diorite or gabbro.
.
Specimen 5511, taken from NE. ?4 NE. ~ of Sec. 29, T. 29,
R. 5 E., consists of plagioclase green hornblende, quartz and
epidote. Some of the hornblende and plagioclase occur in ophitic texture. This rock is probably a phase of the surrounding
granite contact rock.
Number 5500, taken from well of P. Gebbard in NW. ~ NW.
l,4~ of Serc. 29, T. 29, R. 6 E., is an aphanitic rock consisting of
fibrous green hornblende, plagioclase quartz and magnetite.
This rock seems to· be quite siliceous and is probably quartz
diorite.
Specimen 5524 is a very fine-grained rock, and consists of
about 65 percent of green, non-pleochroic hornblende, 10 per
cent of plagioclase, 20 p'er cent of chlorite, and about 5 per cent
of calcite. This rock is much altered.
Number 5525 is a fractured rock taken from the well of E.
Redezki in NW. ~ NE. ?4 of Sec. 8, T. 29, R. 6 E. It is a
fine-grained rock and the vein material is calcite. The rock material is altered mostly to chlorite, calcite, and a very little fine
feldspar and quartz.
Number 5533 was taken from well of J. Weber in SE. ?4 NW.
~ of Sec. 23, T. 29, R. 5 E. It is fine-grained and consists of
about 75 per cent of fibrous green pleochroic hornblende, occurring in sheaves, 20 per cent of plagioclase, and a small amount
of ilmenite and leucoxene.

DIORITE OF TlIE EAU CLAIRE RIVElR.

£ocation and General Gharacter.-North and east of the area
of gabbro along the Bau Claire river, the adjacent rock· formation is a fine-grained diorite, in chemical composition probably
quite similar to the gabbro, but in texture and mineral composition quite different. The gabbro above referred to forms an
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area along the river from Sections 14 and 23 of T. 28, R. 8 E., to
Sec. 18, T. 28, R. 9 E. The fine-grained diorite or greenstone
rocks occur in numerous scattered ledges to the east and north
of this, being bounded on the east by the coarse hornblende
granite and on the north by the rhyolite.
Numerous exposures of the fine-grained diorite occur along
the road on the east side of Section 4, T. 28, R. 9 E., and also
along the road farther south. Much of the decomposed rock at
the Ringle brick yard is diorite, considerably mashed and metamorphosed. North of the river within the area mapped as
diorite (See Plate I) similar rock was noted in many of the
farm wells.
Within the general area of the mashed rhyolite along the Eau
Claire, especially in the vicinity of the lower part of the dells
of the Eau Claire, are numerous dikes of -fine-grained diorite,
presumably apophyses of this formation. As dikes they extend
along the cleavage planes of the mashed rhyolite, although they
may have originally been lenticular masses, for both rhyolite and
diorite are extensively mashed together.
Petrographic Character.-'l'he diorite is usually fine-grained,
and is sometimes much mashed and brecciated. In a few instances medium-grained phases were noted.
Under the microscope the fine-grained diorite is seen to consist generally of minute laths of plagioclase and small crystals
of green amphibole. The rock is usually more or less altered, the
hornblende to biotite and the plagioclase to epidote and mica.
The medium-grained phases of the diorite also consist mainly
of plagioclase and amphibole, the latter often predominating.
Quartz is often an abundant constituent. Neither pyroxene or
olivine were noted as constituents of these amphibole-rich rocks. '

PINE RIVER AREA OF DIORITE.

Location and General Character.-The locatiaD of this area is
along and adjacent to the Pine river at its junction with the
Wisconsin. Most of the rock of this area is fine-grained diorite,
the principal minernls observable in hand specimens being hOrD10-G.
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blende and feldspar. The rock usually has a good cleavage, although it is not markedly schistose. In places it is much fractured, and filled with veins' of epidote and chlorite.

.

Fig. 4. Section of pre-Cambrian at Merrill. a, Diorite. b, Quartz-syenite. c,
Diorite schist. d, Granite.

Under the microscope the rock is seen to consist generally of
large aggregation of common green hornblende, with lesser
amounts of plagioclase, biotite, epidote, kaolinite, sericite, calcite,
quartz, ilmenite and magnetite:
The original texture of .the rock appears to have been partiaUy
destroyed through the mineral changes that have taken place in
it.
A specimen (5059) from.a low ledge a short distance east of
south quarter stake of Sec. 8, T. 31, R. 7 is macroscopically very
fine-grained. Under the microscope it is seen to consist of small
grains of plagioclase and fibres of green hornblende, occurring
in about equal proportions. The fibres of hornblende are generally about one-fourth of a millimeter in greatest diameter.
The plagioclase occurs in grains usually about one-tenth of a
millimeter in di~eter. The hornblende is not in parallel
orientation.
A specimen (5062) collected near the quarter stake between
Sections 15 and 16, T. 31, R. 7, 'is a firie-grained rock which consists of green hornblende, epidote, zoisite, chlorite, and a small
amount of calcite, feldspar, and quartz. The hornblende occurs
in large crystals and also in small fibres. The epidote is about
as abundant as the hornblende, and with the latter makes up
about two-thirds of the rock. The epidote occurs in veins,and is
also scattered throughout the section.
A specimen (5063) from th~ SW. ~ of Sec. 10, T. 31, R. 7
consists of about 65 per cent of green hornblende and 25 per
cent of feldspar. There is also present much chlorite, and a lit,tIe iron oxide. A small crystal of pyroxene surrounded by hornf.
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blende and magnetite is present. The larger crystals of green
hornblende are generally about one:half millimeter in length.·
The fibrous hornblende is often arranged in rosettes.
A specimen (5071) collected from the outcrop a short·distance
east of the north quarter stake of Sec. 10, T. 31, R. 7, is a very
fine-grained rock apparently consisting of about 90 per cent of
green, slightly pleochroic hornblende, occurring in short, irregu~
lar tabular crystals. The remainder, of the rock consists of epidote, sericite, and a little iron oxide. This rock is very finegrained, the hornblende largely being but a small fraction of a
millimeter in .greatest leilgth.
A specimen (5891) from the NW. 14 , NE. % of Sec. 17, T. 31,
R. 7, is a schistose rock, consisting of about 25 per cent of green,
pleochroic hornblende, 20 per cent of brown biotite, 50 per cent
of· fine granular feldspar, a little quartz, sericite and epidote.
The hornblende occurs in long prisms about one millimeter in
length and are very much larger than the othet constituentS.
The biotite occurs in short, tabular crystals and appears to be
secondary after the hornblende.
Other rocks from the Pine river area were examined microscopically, all of which we:re quite similar in texture and mineral
composition to the above. It is to be noted that the principal
constituent is green hornblende; usually pleochroic, and the less
abundant conStituent is feldspar. The hornblende generally
constitutes from 50 to 90 per cent of the rock and is somewhat
altered to biotite and, chlorite. The length of greatest diameter
of the hornblende crystals varied from one-tenth to one millimeter, being from 4 to 6 times the shorter diameter. They occur
in parallel structure, in irregularly arranged fibres, in sheaves
and in rosettes. The feldSpar constituent generally forms from
10 to 50 per cent of the rock. The larger crystals are lathshaped, and are usually not more than one-half millimeter long.
The feldspar alters to small grains of feldspar, epidote, zoisite,
quartz, biotite, sericite, and kaolimite.
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DIORITE AT MOSINEE.

Location and General Character.-The prin0ipal rook forming
the rapids of the Wisconsin river at Mosinee is a medium-grained
diorite consisting of feldspar, amphibole and some quartz. In
a number of places enclosed within the diorite are numerous
fragments of a fine-grained basic rock belonging to an older formation. These fragments of older basic rock in the diorite are
especially abundant near the wagon bridge and also along the
east bank of the river below the bridge. On the east side of the
river, east of the railroad, the prevailing rock is fine to mediumgrained granite, dikes of which appear in the diorite in the river.
In the northern part of the village is coarse-grained quartz
syenite like that oceuITi~ in the vicinity of Wausau. See
Fig. 5.
..,
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Fig. 5. Section of pre-Cambrian at Mosinee. a, Diorite. b, Quartz-syenite. ·e,
Greenstone fragments. e, Granite.

Under the microscope the diorite is seen to consist mainly of
about 60 to 65 per cent of an acid plagioclase, probably albite
or oligoclase, about 15 to 20 per cent massive green hornblehde,
and 10 per cent of quartz. Biotite, magnetite, and apatite are
also present. Much of the diorite examined shows an advanced
stage of alteration. The hornblende is most altered, apparently
mainly changing to epidote, chlorite and fibrous hornblende.
The feldspar is altered to sericite and epidote. The most alterea
phases consist almost wholly of epidote, chlorite and quartz. Below the wagon bridge are several belts of diorite schists, formed
by mashing the diorite, and these schists are much altered to
epidote and chlorite. The schists reveal a tendency to develop
bands of fine granular quartz and epidote.
Under the bridge on the first island on the east side are two
large quartz veins in the diorite, several feet in width in their
widest parts. The trend of the veins is 50 to 75 degrees E. of N.
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Extensive mashing of the diorite has occurred since 'the veins
were formed and small stringers of q~ leading out from the
larger veins are much broken, and. the broken parts mingled with
the general mass of diorite adjacent to the large quartz veins.
The mashed diorite has much the appearance of a metamorphic
sedimentary .
Two narrow veins of granite were also noted which are faulted,
indicating considerable ~ovement in the diorite since their intrnsion.
The numerous large and small fragments of fine-grained basic
rock, enclosed in the diorite at numerous places in the rapids,
consist of lath-shaped basic plagioclase, hornblende and magnetite. The hornblende and feldspar in the slide examined is considerably altered to epidote and biotite. The rock contains much
fine-grained quartz.

. HALDER AREA OF DIORITE.

Location and General Character.-This area is located in the
eastern part of township 27, range 5, in the vicinity of Halder
post office. The diorite is usually a mashed, laminated, or schistose r~ck and is often intricately folded and crumpled. It is
closely associated in the vicinity of Hald~r P. O. with the mashed
rhyolite, and the two formations together constitute an area of
only eight or ten squar~ miles.
Specimens 5602, 5618 and 5619 are very similar in texture
and composition, and may be conveniently described together.
5618 and 5619 occur in the road in the SW. }4 of Sec. 19, T: 29,
R. 6, and 5602 in the northwest corner of Sec. 22, T. 27, R. 5.
These specimens occur near the contact of the granite with the
greenstone area and may not belong with the foliated greenstone in the near vicinity of Halder P.O., although they bear
the same relation to the intrusive granite. These specimens
resemble very much the quartz diorite rock in the river at Mosinee. The rook is mashed considerably, althongh far from being
schistose. Under the microscope they are seen to consist principally of about 75 per cent of altered porphyritic plagioclase
averaging two or three millimeters in diameter. The finer
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grained portion of the rock consists of green hornblende, quartz,
epidote and magnetite or ilmenite. Number 5602 consists of
good sized crystals of green hornblende. On the whole, the rock
represented by these three specimens appears to be altered quartz
diorite or porphyrite.
The following three specimens, (5934, 5937, 5932) are closely
related to one another, and show gradations between a Slightly
mashed rock rich in pyroxene to an extremely mashed rock in
which the pymxene is completely altered to hornblende.
Number 5934 was taken from the block of the schistose rock
in the vicinity of 5932. Glacial material: is absent in this
vicinity, and there seems little dQubt that this rock occurs in
place near by. The hand specimen shows tabular crystals of the
hlack mineral occurring in distinct parallel lines in a browniE'h gray back-ground.
The microscope shows the rock to consist of pyroxene,. hornblende, and feldspar. The pyroxene is almost colorless, very
slightly pleochroic, has a high index of refraction, and is apparently augite. It constitutes about 40 per cent of the rock,
and generally occurs in small grains about ?4 of a millimeter in
diameter.
.
Common green hornblende constitutes about 20 per cent of
the rock. It occurs in somewhat larger crystals than the augite .
and is banded into aggregates drawn out in the cleavage plane
of the rock.
Rounded grains of untwinned feldspar constitute about 40
per cent of the rock. The granular feldspar may have developed
by the granulation of larger crystals of feldspar, although no
corEls of such a feldspar were noted in the thin section e~amined.
The granular character of the augite and the lense shaped aggregates of hornblende also suggest granulation.
.
This rock may have originally been a typical medium-gr8.ined
gabbro and by mashing the present schistose structure was developed. It is possible also that the texture and arrangement is
due to original crystallization.
.
Specimen 5937 is a schistose, laminated, fine-grained rock, consisting of alternating laminae of dark and light colored minerals.
The thin section shows most of the· dark mineral to be fibrous
green hornblende. The lighter colored mineral: is fine granular
quartz and feldspar and epidote. There is also present a small
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amount of chlorite, calcite, and iron oxide. The principal minerals are aggregated into bands. 'l'he fibrous hornblende constitutes about 30 per cent, the fine granular quartz ~nd feldspar
about 30 per cent, and the coarser granular infiltration quartz
about 5 per cent, while there are about equal proportions of the
minerals chlorite, calcite, epidote and magnetite.
Specimen 5932 was taken from the outcrop of schistose rock
which forms quite a large elevation in the NW. 34 of Sec. 24, T.
27, R. 5 E. This rock is schistose and crumpled and contains
numerous veins of quartz which are likewise crumpled. The
massive granite is immediately- to the east of this schistose
diorite. The thin section shows this rock to consist principally
of small crystals of green hornblende in approximate parallel
orientation. The laminae of hornblende are folded, crumpled
and faulted. The minor constituents are granular quartz and
feldspar, and a small amount of chlorite. epidote and iron oxide.
The finer granular quartz and feldspar Lre irregularly laminated
with the layers of hornblende.

THE BLACK CREEK AREA OF DIORITE.

This area of diorite occurs along and adjacent to the Black
creek from its junction with the Big Rib river to the vicinity
of the village of Athens. This rock is associated with the
rhyolite and the slate formations of this vicinity. In the field
outcrops it is seen in many places to be much fractured and
mashed. See Fig. 6.
The rock forming the ledge at the bridge on the east side of
Athens is a fair sample of the fresher phases of the formation.
The thin section (5971) shows it to consist largely of hornblende
and plagioclase. The hornblende is the common green variety
and constitutes about 60 per cent and the plagioclase about 40
per cent of the rock. The hornblende varies il:t size from one
to two millimeters in diameter. The plagioclase is somewhat
smaller than the hornblende.
Some alteration has taken place, but the whole rock is fairly
fresh. It, however, shows an unusual amount of dynamic meta-
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morphism. The plagioclase crystals are bent and granulated.
The hornblende is also much granulated and shows much more
bending than does the feldspar. The granulated feldspar is altered to caleite, epidote, and some quartz and feldspar. There
is an ahundance of chlorite where the hornblende is most granulated.

Fig. 6. Section on Black creek at Athens. a, Diorite. b, Grante schist. c,
Granite. d, Rhyolite schist.

The rock (5982) taken from a small ledge in the road a few
paces north of the railroad in the SE. 14 of Sec. 2, T. 29, R. 3,
is rather coarse-grained, most of the hornblende, as it appears
in the hand specimen, measuring from four to eight millimeters
in diameter. Between the hornblende crystals there is much
fine-grained feldspar. The hornblende is seen under the microscope to be the common green variety, with the following
pleochroiism: a.-brownish gIleen, b-yel!0wish green, .a-bluish
green.
The rock apparently is made up of about 75 per cent of hornblende, from four to eight millimeters in diameter. The interstitial material is principally feldspar in much smaller crystals,
which penetrate the borders of the hornblende. Some of the
large crystals of hornblende, while compact in the center, appear
to be granulated at their borders. The hornblende reveals undulatory extinction, and some of the crystals are bent, broken,
and pulled apart. Some vein quartz is also present between the
separated parts of the hornblende. The hornblende is but
slightly altered to chlorite at the ends of some of the cleavage
pieces. The plagioclase is altered to epidote, calcite and quartz.
The rock (6218) occurring in the ditch of road in the NW. ~
of the NE 1;4 of Sec. 5, T. 29, R. 4, near the contact with the
slate formation, is very fine-grained and is very much fractured.
With the microscope this rock is seen to resemble very much
5971 and 5982. About 75 per cent of the rock is common green
hornblende, which has been very much granulated and is considerably altered to chlorite. The feldspar is also granulated
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and is altered to epidote, calcite, and quartz. There is also quite
a little calcite throughout the section and good-sized crystals of
epidote in veins. This rock may have developed by mashing and
. alteration from a phase of the diorite like 5971 and 5982.
Specimen 6221 is from the southeast corner of NE. ~ of Sec.
14, T. 30,R. 4, on the west bank of the Rib river. Its occU;renee here appears to be a dike in the sedimentary staurolite
schist. It is schistose, and the principal constituent apparent
in the hand specimen is fibrous hornblende. The microscopic
examination shows the rock to consist of about 75 'per cent of
green hornblende ; the remainder is quartz and feldspar in about
equal proportions, and a smaJI amount of magnetite and ilmenite.
The smaller hornblende crystals appear to have their origin in
granula.ted larger hornblende crystals. There is a tendency to
paraJIel orientation ()f the hornblende, due to the rotation of th~
granulated parts, rather than the pa.ra.llel crystal development
under pressure, as is supposed to be the case with the parallel
oriented biotite in the associated sedimentary schists. ' The
quartz and feldspar appear to be due, in part at least, to the
granulation of largerxeldspar crystals, with the probable addition of some infiltrated quartz.

LITTLE EAU PLEINE RIVER AREA OF GREENSTONE.

Location and General Oharacter.-This area of greenstone lies
along and adjacent to the Little Eau Pleine river and forms a
belt extending across the middle of Township 26, Range 4, and in.
the adjoining Sections of Ranges 3 and 5. The rock is generally
mashed and occurs in low outcrops along the streams and is consequently much weathered.
Specimens 6032 and 6036 were taken from the numerous well
exposed ledges of greenstone near the sawmill on the Little Eau
PliEme river, where the road crosses the river in SW. % NW.14
of Sec. 24, T. 26,·R. 3 E. The rock· at this place is well exposed
for a considerable distance along the river and is quite uniform
in character throughout. The rock in this vicinity is fractured
and veined, the vein material being hornblende and feldspar.
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The veins and irregular patches of hornblende are generally parallel to the best cleavage of the rock, while the feldspathic veins
are very irregular and usually cut across the cleavage. Thin
sections of this rock show it to consist of about 60 per cent of
green hornblende and 40 per cent of plagioclase. 'l'he plagioclase is usually fresh and translucent, although it is somewhat
granulated. Twinning striae were noted in the fresh cores of
the plagioclase, while some of these cores were clouded with
epidote, calcite, quartz ani!. chlorite. The hornblende is likewise
granulated and shows the evidence of extreme pressure in being
bent, broken and pulled apart. The hornblende is mingled with
the granulated feldspar' and it also occurs in minute fibres along
the cleavage cracks of the feldspar. Augite occurs to a very
minor extent, showing the usual alteration to chlorite.
Specimens 6049 and 6150 were taken from the ledge in the
,road at the small stream in the SW. 14 NW. 14 of Sec. 22, T.
26, R. 4 E. Number 6049 is a fairly fresh rock and apparently
consists of hornblende and feldspar. Number 6150 is a very
much altered rock and apparently consists of a greenish masS of
chlorite and serpentine. Under the microscope the former is
seen to consist of compact and fibrous green hornblende and
plagioclase. Both the hornblende and plagiocl~ are fracturEld and granul9-ted. Sqme calcite and epidote are scattered throughout t:qe section and have probably altered
from the plagioclase. Number 6150 under the microscope
is seen to consist principally of serpentine and chlorite with
quite an abundance of magnetite. Nothing is left of the 'Original
constituents of this rock. It appears to have been originally an
olivine pyroxene rock. Presence of the pyroxene is indicated by
forms of prismatic sections which now wholly consist of chlorite.
The olivine is changed to the serpentine and magnetite. Magnetite occurs in good sized irregular areas and is also distributed
in fine particles throughout the section.
The latter obviously could not have altered from a rock like
6049 but it is very'probable that the two are phases of the same
magma. At several other places within the area weathered rpcks
like 6150 were noted and this indicates that this olivine pyroxene
rock may be quite abundant in this area.
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GABBRO OF THE EAU CLAIRE RIVER.

Location and General Oharacter.-This rock is exposed on the
Eau Claire river in the vicinity of the dam and bridge, in SW.
lA, SW. lA, of Sec. 13, T. 28, R. 8 E., formerly the location of
Kelly's upper mill. A.number of outcrops occur along the river,
below the bridge, on the river bank, and also along the road for
a mile or so northeast of the bridge. 'The rock is medium..
grained, the dark gray pyroxene and plagioclase being generally
about three millimeters, in diameter.
The rock varies from the medium-grained massive phase to
finer schiStose varieties. On the south bank of the river opposite
the dam; there is an exposure of banded rock, the alternating
baIi.ds, consisting of ga.bbro 'and granitic material; The banded
rock has much the appearance of a metamorphosed sedimentary
rOOk. It, however, grades into the massive and schistose phases of the gabbro and is probably formed by injection of granite into
the gabbro. On the opposite side of the river, below the dam"
there is a dike of medium-grained reddish pegmatite. This dike
has a width' of a foot or so, and is probably closely related in origin to the narrower bands of granitic material above described.
M wroscopic Oharactel'l.r---Thin sootions of the rook examinea
show the roak to consist principally of plagioclase anu pyroxene.
Besides these minerals there is a variable amount' of magnetite,
olivine, apatite, chlorite and amphibole. The principal'minerals,
plagioclase .and pyroxene, areassoeiated in the typical gabbro
texture, and are' generally about three or four millimeters in
diameter.
The plSgioclase has an extinction angl~ of about 33 degrees
against the basal cleavage, indicating bytownite, and constitutes
about 5.0 per cent of the rock. The plagioclase is usually somewhat altered, though exceptionally, well preserved for a rock ofthis sort. A very small amount of chlorite is contained in the
plagioclase.
The pyroxene" constituent forms about 40 per cent of the
and is apparently the variety augite or diallage. Some of the
thin sectio~s show the abundant parting of diallage, while others

rock
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do not. The pleochroism is distintc, and variable, ranging between shades of green and brown. Twinning is very common,
the twining plane being the orthopinnacoid.
Common green hornblende occurs along the borders and regular partings of the pyroxene.. It is.apparently an alteration of
the latter mineral.
Olivine was observed in some of the sections examined, where
it appeared to form. about 5 per cent of the rock. It is somewhat
altered to serpentine but not extensively.
Magnetite is quite abundant in this rock. In specimen 5185
about 5 per cent of the rock is magnetite. The green hornblende
is often found closely associated with· it.
An amphibole bearing phase is represented by specimen 5192.
Macroscopically the rock is like the usual gabbro. Under the
microscope the bytownite is translucent, and is not much altered.
The pyroxene is surrounded and penetrated by green hornblende, both compact and fibrous, which possesses the pleochroism
of actinolite. The actinolite is altered to chlorite. The latter
mineral is at the frayed edges of the actinolite and is usually, if
not always, separated from the augite or diallage by areas of the
actinolite. More than one-half of the dark colored mineral in
this pha8'e is amphibole.
On the north side of the river opposite the dam the gabbro is
penetrated by a vein or dike of pegmatite a foot or so in thickness. The pegmatite vein consists· of large skeleton crystals of
pinkish weathered plagioclase, eight or ten millimeters in
diameter, which enclose numerous grains of quartz. The quartz
is almost as abundant as the feldspar and is distributed within
the latter in the manner of graphic granite or pegmatite. On
the south side of the river opposite the dike of pegmatite are
several exposures of gabbro impregnated with numerouS' seams
and veins of granitic materiaL The bands of granite and gabbro
alternate with one another in seams which vary from an inch ion
thickness to mel'€ streaks of granite in the gabbro. 'I'he seams
strike north 70° west, and dip 40 0 northeast, striking thus
parallel to the river, and the veins dip under the river. The
seams of vein material vary in thickness along the strike, and
some are short and others long, giving to the banded rook much
the appearance of cross-bedding in clasitc rocks.. Under the
microscope the gabbro &earns are seen to consist of pyroxene,
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actinolite and feldspar. The granitic seams consist of plagioclase,
quartz and zoisite.· The quartz and plagioclase are not indiscriminately mingled, but form alternating zones or veins of
quartz and plagioclase. The zoisite forms skeleton crystals which
enclose the grains of quartz.
OhemiOOl OompoSi,tion.-The che:mical composition of a rep:resentative phase of this gabbro (5185) was analyzed by W. W.
Daniells, as follows:
AnalY3is oj Gabbro of Eau Olaire River.
BiOI.... .... ...........................................
Al 2 0 3 •••••• , •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Fe.O s .•.. .... .... .•.. .... ..•. •••. .... .... .••. ••.. .•....
FeO ..... ................... .... .... .... ............ ....
MnO........ .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ....
MgO ........................................... : ........
Na..O ................................................. ~.
H 2 0 ............................................... , ....

46.87
17.74
5.28
7.48
0.38
7.01
0.28
2.63
0.84

Total. .......................•.........••...........

99.61

K.O................ .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ........

The thin section cut from 5185 contained no olivine, though
some of the other slides cut from this formation showed a content of about 5 per cent of olivine. Apatite occurs in small
quantity. The norm of this rock as calculated in accordance
with the plan described1 by Messrs. Cross, Iddings, Pirsson and
Washington, is as foll()lws:
Orthoclase . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . .
1.67
Albite.......... .... .... .... .... .... ........ .... .... .... 22.01
Anorthite.. .... .... .... .... .... ........ .... .... .... ....
35.86
Batic molecules. ....................................

59.54

Diopside ............................................... 15.58
Hypersthene.... .... .... .... .... .... .... ..•. .... .••. ....
5.81
Olivine ............. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9.80
Magnetite. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7.65
Femic molecules .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . • . . . . . .

lJour. of Geol., Vol. X, pp. 6,t4-'65'Z.

38 .84
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The actual: mineral composition varies considerably from this
calculated norm, undoubtedly 'due to the complex composition
of the pyroxene constituent, in which it seems probable that both
Na 2 0 and A 12 0 8 have entered to an appreciable extent, thus leaving sufficient Si02 available for a large proportion of pyroxene
and smaller quantity of olivine, For this reason, therefore, the
feldspar occurs in smaller quantity than that calculated and the
pyroxene in larger quantity.

THE] MARATHON CITY GABBRO.

Location and General Character.-The gabbro at Marathon
City is exposed along the Big Rib river at the wagon bridge and
vicinity of the dam, and also a short distance west in the vicinity
of the mouth of Scott creek. Southwest of the village between
the railroad and Scott creek, and also where the railroad and
wagon road cross the creek, the gabbro was seen to be intruded
by the granite.· Numerous fragments of the gabbro, from
mingled stringers to large blocks, occur throughout the granite
mass. The rock occurring under the wagon bridge at Marathon
is medium to fine-grained. See Pl. XXII.
Petrolgraphic Character.-A specimen collected at Marathon
City by A. C. Clark, for the former State Geological Survey, is
described by Van Hisel as follows: "Hornblendic Gabbro.-Medium-grained, compact, uniform, dark gray, large black crystals
of hornblende stand out prominently in the finer mass of the
rock. " "Microscopic Description.-Diallage in rounded crystals the most important constituent; oligoclase; a few large crystals of hornblende, with cores of diatlage, little magnetite, or
titanic iron."
Three specimens (Numbers 4268, 4269, 4270), showing phases
of the rock at the· bridge, were collected and studied by the
writer.
These are medium or fine-grained, depending upon the presence of the good-sized compact hornblende crystals. Number
1
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4268 contains an abundance of these hornblende crystals, having
diameters usually varying from three to six mm.,which are imbedded in the grayish green finer mass. Under the microscope
it is seen to consist of plagioclase, pyroxene, and hornblende, and
irregular areas of alteration minerals, such as chlorite, calcite,
quartz and' epidote. . The plagioclase constitutes about 50 per
cent of the rock and is apparently the variety labradorite, and
has altered somewhat to calcite, sericite, epidote and quartz.
Pyroxene constitutes about 25 per cent of the rock. It has a
slightly greenish color with very little pleochroism, and has the
characteristic cleavage of dianage or augite. It shows stages of
al~ration to grayish masses of fibrous chlorite.
The large, compact crystals of 'hornblende reveal an interesting method of development. The thin section shows parts of
two large crystals of hornblende and also a few smaller individuals. The hornblende forms from 15 to 20 per cent of the
rock, as estimated from the thin section and also the hand
specimen. One of the large compact crystals of hornblende
measures 6mm. in diameter, while the other is somewhat smaller.
These large crystals of hornblende contain throughout them a
nUmber of the plagioclase crystaI:s and have a habit of occurrence very much like the porphyritic minerals. Near their
boundaries the hornblende partly and wholly encloses irregular.
crystaI:s of augite, the hornblende substance penetrating and surrounding the diallage in the manner of an intergrowth. The
plagioclase crystals are ·scattered throughout the large hornblende crystals, whereas the diallage is ma.inl'y found at their
borders only.
The compact hornblende and smaller diaJlage crystals also
alter into chlorite. The borders of the hornblende become colorless by the loss of iron which is followed by molecular rearrangement of the bleached hornblende into a fibrous greenishgray, weakly polarizing mass of chlorite. Analogous change of
the augite to chlorite is ooinmon in this rock Hornblende and
augite appear to contribute to the ~evelopment of the areas of
chlorite from different sides of these chlorite areas.
Number 4269, closely associated with 4268, is seen to contain
a few. large crystals of hornblende, and also some irregular
patChes of magnetite in the fine-grained giayish mass. The thin
section shows none of the large, compact, hornblende crystaI:s,
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but several: skeleton crystalS of the magnetite are present. Most
of the rock consists of plagioclase and augite in about equal proportions, a small amount of hornblende, and their alteration
products. The augite or diallage is considerably altered to
chlorite and calcite, and rne hornblende in turn is altered to
chlorite. The patches of magnetite may be due to the alteration'
of olivine, although olivine was not found in the section examined. See PI. XIX, Fig. 1.
.
Number 4270 contains no large crystals of hornblende, but
contains porphyritic augite instead. The thin section shows it
to consist of augite crystals from one-half to one mm. in diameter,
imbedded in a much finer mass of plagioclase and dlallage, all of
which is very much altered. 'Fhe augite is altered generally to
a grayish chlorite and ·calcite. The alteration of the augite to
chlorite is beautifully shown in one instance in which a large
crystal of augite is seen to be surrounded by broad borders of
pale green chlorite, having pale blue polarizing colors. In the
border of the chlorite are a few crystals of epidote. The augite
crystals have irregular borders into which the chlorite penetrates, and the latter also follows along the .cross fractures of
the diallage. In some cases there is considerable .calcite associ~
ated with the chlorite.
. Chemical Cornposition.-The chemical composition of the gabbro at Marathon City (4268), analyzed by w. W. Daniells, is as
follows:
AnalY8is of Gabbro of Marathon Oity.
Si O •.................................................... 47.8')
AI.O s ............................................. .. 21.78
2.96
Fe.O •................................................
FeO .................................................. . 3.95
OaO .................................................. . 13.30
MgO ................................................. . 6.82
K.O ................................................. . O.!!
1 56
Na 2 0 ................................................ ,
H.O '" ............................................... . 1.00
Total .... . . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . .... . . . .
\

99.44

The high alumina c~mtent, as compared with the silica, indicates the presence of alumina-bearing pyroxene and amphibole.
This rock bears considerable resemblance to the gabbro of the
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Eau Claire river (p. 157) in chemical composition. It is higher
in alumina and lime and lower in iron and the alkalies.
The
amount of magnesia and silica is approximately the same in the
two occurrences. The composition of· the Marathon City gabbru does not resemble that of the fine-graIned diorite (p. 143)
so closely as does that of the Eau Claire gabbro.
About one-half mile west of the exposures at the Marathon
City bridge, lying between Big Rib river and the C. & N. W. Ry.,
are numerous low ledges of the gabbro intruded by the granite.
The ledges show much of the gabbro occurring as fragments in
the granite: In a number of cases the included fragments have
immediately w.ithin their borders numerous good-sized feldspar
crystals, which are usually from one to four mm. from the
contact with the granite, but sometimes much larger feldspars
were found scattered a much greater distance from the contact.
The feldspar near the contact is generally from two to four mm.
in diameter, and lies in sort of layers, while that farther away
is isolated and usually from four to eight rom. in diameter.
Specimens 5698 and 5700 collected from this vicinity were
examined microscopically.
Number 5698 is a small specimen
showing the c<;>ntact of the granite with the gabbro, and the development of a zone of the small feldspar crystals in the gabbro
fragments. The thin section cut through the contact shows the
granite to be .of normal character, medium grained, consisting
of plagioclase and quartz, with which are mingled streaks and
small patches of fibrous hornblende. The gabbro is fine-grained
and consists of laths of plagioclase imbedded in a greenish-gray
mass of chlorite. Several large crystals of feldspar occur in
zones near the contact. These crystals of feldspar are much altered and are equi-dimensional instead of lath-shaped like the
small crystals of plagioclase prevailing in the fine-grained gabbro. Theses large contact crystals of feldspar are altered principally to sericite, and appear to be orthoclase.
Number 5700 is fine-grained but somewhat coarser than 5698.
The hand specimen shows several large porphyritic crystals of
feldspar imbtldded in the nm'lllal gabbro. The thin section shows
the rock to be much coarser than 5698, and consists mainly of
diallage or augite and plagi{)claEo?, like the gabbro at the bridge in
Marathon City. The plag;ocla~e is altero?d ROmewhat to sericite,
ll-G.
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calcite, quartz and epidote, while the augite is .altered mainly to
chlorite, and to a small extent to uralite. Magnetite" and pyrite
are present in considerable quantity.
The large porphyritic"
crystals of feldspar are unstriated and are altered and replaced
by sericite, chlorite, calcite, quartz and epidote.
Where the wagon and railroad bridge cross Scott Creek a mile
west of Marathon near the southwest corner of Sec. 1, T~ 28, R.
5 E., there is much basic rock intruded by the granite, while in
the near vicinity are numerous loose and weathered blockS of
rock, showing the intricate "penetration of the granite material '
into similar rock EPI. XXII). The presence of stringers and
small irregular masses of the basic rock in the granite indicates
that the amount of fusion and melting of the former must have
been very great. A specimen of ihis rock (5556) is fine-grained,
and, microscopically, is seen to consist of plagioclase, hornblende,
and quartz. No pyroxene was observed in the ·thin section.
Considerable pyrite and magnetite are present. Quartz is quite
abundant, and some of the crystals are ag:gregated in veins and
do not appear to be equally distributed in the section. It is
probable that the quartz in this rock is derived from the granite
and that .the silica wandered from the granite at the time of the
intrusion of the latter, and impregnated the basic rock. Such
an explanation as this is sustained by the fact that numerous
large blocks of the rock in the vicinity of the contact consist of
veins and masses of quartz in the basic rock. PI. XXIII.
Therefore it is believed that this rock, 5556, which resembles the
gabbro, and whirh also bears the same relation to the granite as
the gabbro, is a product of the fusion and of contact metamorphism of the gabbro by the intruding granite. The occurrence
of the porphyritic feldspar crystals of the gabbru at the contact
with the granite and also some distance from it appears also to
be due to contact metamorphism.
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OLIVINE-GABBRO "TROCOUTEI" AT MOUTH OF' COPPER RIVEIR.

LOCATION AND GENERA'L CHARACTER.

At the mo~th of Copper river in Sec, 4; T. 31, R. 6 E., and farther south at the Slite of the abandoned dam across the WisooIl8in
river, near the west quarter post of Sec. 9, T. 31, R. 6 E., are
numerous low outcrops of a dark colored basic rock. This rock
consists .of feldspar, olivine, and a small amount of pyroxene,
and is generally much weathered throughout the exposures. The
freshest rock has a spotted appearance, owing to the light, color
of the feldspar and the dark green of the' altered olivine. As
the rock. becomes much weathered it changes to a reddish green,
and the sharp outlines of the crystals of feldspar and olivine become indistinct. The surface of the rock also becomes pitted. on
account of the olivine disintegrating more rapidly than the feldspar and pyroxene.
Specimens 5905 to 5908, 6241 to 6244, and 6532 to 6539 were
collected from these ledges, and reveal considerable differences
in amount of weathering and also a marked variation in the
proporti.ons of the olivine and feldspar in the rock. From the
field study it was at first thought that the general variation in
the appearance of the rock was mostly due to the relative amount
of weathering, but the chemical and petrographic study reveal
the fact that there is a wide variation in the compositiDn .of t,he
rock. See the phases of troctDlite illustrated in Plate XX.
MICROSCOPIC CHARACTER.

The petrographic' study s'hows the feldspar to be anorthite.
The pyrox:~ne iEl orthorhombic, and appears to be enstatite, although some hypersthene may be present in some .of the phases.
The chemical composition of the rock indicates the .olivine tD be
the magnesium variety. forsterite, The anDrthite and forsterite
are the abundant .original constituents of the rock, and the enstatite is .of minDr importance. Some phases of the rDck contain
four or five times as mu~h olivine as plagi.oclase and in other
phases the reverse is true and the rock consists of little .olivine
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and much plagioclase. This variation will be referred to again.
The rock is a phase of olivine--gabbro and corresponds to the
variety "troctolite" of the English or "forellenstein" of the
German petrographers. The secondary minerals are mainly serpentine, kaolinite, bastite, magnetite, and calcite. A few occurrences of corundum picotite and chromite were .also noted.
Olivine.-Under the microscope the olivine has the usual appearance of this mineral and shows a variable amount of alteration from crystals of small size completely altered, to those of
larger size but partly altered to serpentine. 'The serpentine
varies considerably in color from grayish to green and yellowish.
It has the usual habit of occurring in minute fibres lying normal to the fractures of the' olivine. See Plate XXI.
Anorthite.-A numoor of measurements of the extinction
angle of the feldspar' were made' on the plane of the brach.ypinacoid which averaged about 35. degrees, indicating anorthite. The
. small percentage of soda in the rock probably enters into the
anorthite. The habit and general appearance of the fresh feldspar appears to be quite persistent throughout the thinsectiollil
•examined. In the phase of troctolite very rich in anorthite the
latter is usually quite translucent and free from ~lteration products. It is always, however, very finely fractured and in these
fractures is usually a variable amount of greenish or greyish
serpentine and kaolinite. The fractures in the anorthite are
wider near the olivine than farther away from it, and in these
fractures near the olivine the serpentine and kaolinite are accumulated. Very often small· olivine crystals are seen to be entirely surrounded by large areas of anorthite in the' sections and
in these cases the fractures radiate from the olivine.
The shattering and fracturing of the feldspar is undoubtedly
due to the alteration 'of the olivine to serpentine with the accompanying increase in volume.
The nec~ry expansion in
volume involved in the complete change of olivine to serpentine
is about 30 per cent. There is however, in the process of altera. tion, a loss of SiO 2 and MgO, carried away in solution. This
increase in volume of the serpentine obviously facilitates the
decomposition of the minerals associated with the olivine and
aids in the rapid disintegration of the troctolite.
The fresh anorthite begins to alter along the fractures to
kaolinite and to calcite. As the alteration increases the calcite
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XX.

'rEE GRADATIONAL PHASES OF TROCTOLITE.

Fig. 1. Polished specimen of the troctolite. Specimen 6533,
three-fourths natural size. This phase consists mainly of feldspar with a smaller proportion of olivine. The light mineral is
feldspar (anorthite) and the dark is oliVine.
Fig. 2. Phase of the troctolite. SpecImen 6537. This phase
consists of about equal proportions of feldspar and olivine.
Fig.a. Phase of the troctolite. Specimen 6539. This phase
consists mainly of olivine, largely altered to serpentine.
PLATE XXI. MrCRoSECTIONS OF THE PHASES OF TROCTOLITE .
Figs. 1 and 2. Microsections of troctolite. Section 6532.
Without analyzer, x20. Tb.ese sections consist mainly of anorthite feldspar, the light colored mineral, with small quantity
of olivine and enstatite, the darker mineral. The enstatite, as
in Fig. 1, has a strong tendency to develop as reaction rims
about the olivine. In Fig. 2, the olivine is largely altered to
serpentine, causing by the increase in volume, the radial shattering of the surrounding anorthite.
Fig. 3~ Microsection of troctolite rich in olivine. Section
6536. Without analyzer, x20. ·The olivine is largely altered
to serpentine. No rims of enstatite surround the olivine.
Fig. 4. Microsection similar to the above. Section 6534.
Contains no rims of enstatite about the olivine.
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finally leaches out and' the final product in the extreme metamorphism of the anorthite is an aggregate of kaolinite entirely
free from calcite. Such a change is shown in the rock represented in Analysis II which contains over 9 per cent of alumina
and no lime, while the thin section shows this rock to have originally contained from 10 to 15 per cent of anorthite, Wl1ich is
now entirely changed to an aggregate of dense kaolinite. The
entire absence of lime in this analysis was Somewhat of a surprise to the writer, but a close examination of the thin section
of the rock analyzed revealed no calcite nor feldspar.
Enstatite.-The pyroxene reveals a bisectrix in cross-sections
showing both prismatic cleavage and possesses the low bi-refringence and greyish color of enstatite. The pyroxene appears to
have the character of enstatite rather than bronzite or hypersthene throughout all the thin sections examined. It is closely
associated and intergrown with a brownish green mineral with
lower single and double refraction, which appears to be the
common alteration product of enstatite, bastite. The association of the two minerals is characteristic. The bastite usually
surrounds the enstatite, forming irregular borders of variable
width. The microstructure of the two minerals is the same, the
cleavage and fractures being retained in the bastite. It is distinctly pleochroic and the extinction is not quite parallel to that
of the enstatite.
The enstatite free from and associated with its alteration to
bastite occurs in small xenomorphic crystals free from olivine
and as, narrow borders· in contact with the olivine. While a·
good proportion of the enstatite is crystallized in contact with
the olivine either as borders or small irregular crystals and
hence seems to have been controlled in its crystallization by the
olivine, there is also much enstatite separated out without apparently any regard to the olivine.
Magnetite, Ohromite, Picotite. Oorundum.--:Magnetite occurs
in considerable quantity in angular compact areas and when occurring in this form is probably an original mineral. In the
altered olivine are numerous small grains of black and brown
mineral, which may be in pa.rt magnetite and limonite developed
by alteration. In several of the thin sections rich in olivin~ including the rock represented in Analysis II are numerous xenomorphic crystals of a violet gray color and also a. few of brown-
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ish green color without metallic lustre. These mineralS have an
index of refraction somewhat higher than the olivine, are isotropic and from their color in reflected light the gray mineral is believed to be chromite and the brown picotite. In some. instances
the chromite is surrounded by a green rim which is probably
chr~ ochre. There is also present in this section a small xenomorphic, slightly bluish-gray mineral, with high single and low
double refraction, which is believed to be corundum, AI2 0 a• The
chromite (Fe Or2 0 4 ) and picotite (Mg Fe) AI 01"204 are in
very small quantities, although the former was found in all the
slides of the much weathered rock. These spinells appear to be
mostly confined to the areas of altered enstatite.
The fact that free silica was not found in' any of the thin
sections examined of the relatively fresh rock is of especial interest on this point. for it is very probably due to this lack of
silica and the inability of the bases to form salts of silicic acid
that the minerals. chromite, picotite and corundum have separated out. The development of the minerals periclase, MgO, and
brucite, Mig (OH)2' and bauxite, A1 2 0 3 2H 2 0, accompanying the
above oxides, appears to be possible in the weathered magnesiumrich troctolite, although it was not found in any of the thin sections examined and probably could not be identified, if present,
unless in considerable quantity.
VARIATION OF THE TROCTOLITE MAGMA.

The variation in the rock was at first thought to be due
in great part to weathering, .but the microscopic and chemical
analyses show the rocks to differ widely in composition. On a
second visit to the exposures; therefore, rock intrusions were
searched for with the idea in mind that perhaps the variation
was due to rock .mixtures or contact metamorphism. However,
no contact phenomena were observed in the exposures. The rock
phases in the various exposures perceptibly grade into one another, and nothing resembling a sharp contact line is anywhere
observable. Evidence of the rock phases belonging to the same
geological formation is also shown in the possession of a similar
texture and grain and persistent simple combination of olivine
and anorthite with a small percentage of enstatite which prevails' throughout. And also all gradations between the various
proportions of olivine and anorthite can be traced in the rock
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phal:l~ The microscopic textures and character of these minerals are everywhere alike. It appears, therefore, that the various phases of troctolite originated by differentiation from the
s~e magma.
The variation is very strikingly apparent in the field, for in
a very small area, perhaps within one-tenth or one-twelfth of a
mile along the river bank at the location of the old dam, the entire rock series is exposed. Away from the dam, especially
farther north in the vicinity of the mouth of the Copper river,
the troctolite appears to be a phase intermediate between the
above analyzed rocks, although at the latter place also ·the relative amount of feldspar and olivine is quite variable.
While the troctolite is simple and. persistent in its mineral
composition, it 'is unuSuai in the wide range and variation in the
proportion of its principal minerals, the olivine and anorthite.
Although the orthorhombic pyroxene occurs in all the sections, it
does not amount to more than two to five per cent of the rock
on an average. The variation, therefore, is in the relative
amounts of the olivine and anorthite. This variation gep,erally
ranges from a ;rock having four times as much olivine as anor.thite to a rock with these proportions reversed.
Chemical. CompositiO'n.-The chemical composition of the
anorthite-rieh and the forsterite-rich phases of the rock is shown
in the following analyses by W. W. Daniells, I and II, respectively:

AnalY8e8 of Troctolite at mouth of Oopper River.
SiO •..........................................
Al2 0 a ••...••••.••••.•••...•••••.••.....•••.•.•
Fe 2 0 •..........................................
FeO .......................................... .
MnO .......................................... .
OaO ......................................... .
MgO .......................................... .
K 2 0 .......................................... .
NaIO ......................................... .
HIO ................. : ........................ .
Total.................... ..... ....... ......

I

U

40.52
2;.33
5.29
1.19

35.34
9.41
7.81
2.62
trace
none
31.50
0.34
0.29
13.25

8.90
8.55
0.07
0.85
7.08

99.79 100.56

I. Anorlhite-rich phase of troctolite (6241).
II. Forst~rite- rich phase of troctolite (6244).
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The alumina and lime very evidently increase and decrease
together, and obviously almost entirely enter into the development of anorthite. The magnesia and iron appear to increase
and decrease together, although the former has a much greater
range than the latter, in fact varying much more than any other
chemical constituent of the rock. The content of silica varies
relatively but little. Of the seven common chemical elements
of rocks, all of which are represented in this magma, the alkalies
are of the least importance.
Neglecting for the present the amount of hydration shown by
the analyses, it IS apparent that these two rock phases differ
very widely in amount of alumina, lime and magnesia.
,Although the troctolite ,is very much weathered, the characteristic alteration of the olivine to serpentine and anorthite to
kaolinite is such as to furnish a means for the close determination of the original character of the. rock.
CALCULATION OF THE MINERALS OF THE UNALTERED ROCK.

The feldspar rock, from which analysis I was made, is much
altered, although it was thought to represent a fairly fresh rock '
when selected for analysis. On account of the small content
of FeO and the presence of magnetite in the rock, it may reasonably be assumed that but little, if any, ferrous iron is in
either the olivine or pyroxene constituent. As previously'noted,
therefore, the olivine is very probably the magnesium variety
forsterite.
It is impossible to calclilate definitely the original composition
of the rock, on account of the loss of certain elements by processes of weathering, mainly by removal of the alkali and alkali
earth elements and the substitution of H 2 0. On the assumption
that no alumina has been removed and that all the alumina enters into the feldspar, the original content of anorthite apparently approximated 70 to 75 per cent of the rock. The original
content of forsterite is somewhat more problematical, as both
silica and magnesia are undoubtedly lost in the process of alteration to serpentine. It is estimated that the original content of
forsterite approximated 20 to 30 per cent of this rock phase.
The enstatite probably amounted to 2 or 3 per cent and the
magnetite 6 to 7 per cent. ,
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On a similar basis of calculation, the olivine-rich rock (6244)
represented by analysis II appears to have originally contained
about 23 to 28 per cent anorthite, 60 to 70 per cent mrsterite,
2 to 3 per cent· enstatite, and 5 to 10 per cent magnetite. In
this rock also was noted a small quantity of corundum and
spinell, both presumably of original crystallization.
It seems quite probable that there are small quantities of
. troctolite which contain even more than 70 to 75 per cent of
anorthite; it is also quite probable that there is present in this
area a considerable quantity of rock consisting almost entirely
of olivine, thus developing the rock variety dunite, as evidenced
by several outcrops of dark-brown-colored rock consisting essentially of serpentine. That these extreme phases of the trootolite are present would seem to be evidenced by the observed
tendency to variation in the rocks analy:zed.
VARIATION IN THE CHEMICAl. CONSTITUENTS OF THE ROCK •.

The fresh rock probably contains from 35 to 45 per cent of .
silica and this constancy is probably the controlling factor in
the production of the simple combination of olivine and anorthite in the various phases of rock. This comparatively narrow limit in content of silica is indicated by the study of the
rock phases under the microscope as well as by the phases chemically analyzed. The silica content ·of the anorthite is probably
between 43 and 46 per cent, of forsterite 42.9 and of enstatite
60 per cent. The content of oxide in the rock, mainly magnetite, and, to a slight extent, corundum and spinell, probably
varies from 5 to 12 per cent. As enstatite occurs only in small
quantity the remaining 88 to 95 per cent of the rock, therefore,
is mainly anorthite or forsterite which could be developed in
various proport~ons in a magma containing from 38 to 43 per
cent of silica. The microscopic study of the rocks, as above
stated, indicates a probable maiimum range in silica of 35 to 45
per cent.
The content of alumina, lime and magnesia varies widely, and
the relative abundance· of these constituents determine the development of the different propomons of the olivine and anorthite. The alumina varies, as shown by analysis, from 9.91 to
27.33 per cent. It may reasonably be assumed that the alumina

.,
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content varies much greater than this, probably from less than.
5 per cent to over: 30 per cent. Where there is insufficient SiOI
or GaO to- combine with A1 2 0 3 to form anorthite, the A1 2 0 a enters into corundum or picotite. The lime in the weathered rock,
as shown by analysis, varies from none to 8.90 per cen~ The original: rock, as shown by the presence of the altered anorthite,
contained lime sufficient to develop SIlch anorthite. In order to
develop the anorthite noted' in the rocks, it may reasonably be
presumed that the variation in lime ranged between less than
5 per cent to over 16 per cent in relative proportion with the
alumina to produce anorthite. A possible exception may be
noted in this connection in phases of the magma where an (>-xcess
of alumina occurs and the consequent separation of corundum
took place, 'as noted in certain phases of the rock.
As previously noted, the low content of ferrous oxide, FeO,
seems to indicate that this constituent does not enter into the
olivine or pyroxene constituent but is mainly or wholly combined with ferric oxide to form the magnetic· iron noted in the
rock. The analysis seems to indicate also that no defined relation exists between the content of ferrous oxide and magnesia..
The content of magnesia, as shown by analyses of the weathered
rock, varies from 8.55 to 31.50 per cent. In the alteration of
forsterite to serpentine a relative loss of magnesia as compared
with silica takes place, and in the serpentine-rich rock, like that
analyzed, the original content of magnesia must have been considerably greater, preSllmably as much as 36 per cent.
1n a rock consisting almost wholly of magnesia--olivine, over
50 per cent of MgO may' reasonably be lli3Sumed to be present
(pure forsterite contains 57.1 per cent MgO) and, hence it seems
reasonable to believe· that this rock magma may vary in content
of MgO from less than 5 per cent in those phases consisting
mainly of anorthite to over 50 per cent in. those phases consisting mainly of forsterite.
Order of Crystallization.-The orthosilicates, forsterite and
anorthite, as shown by their positions with :respect to one another, appear to have crystallized simultaneously, and the
metasilicate, enstatite, subsequently. Neither the anorthite nor
olivine pOS'sess proper crystal forms, owing to the mutual interference with -each other in their' development. The enstatite occurs as rims and borders about the forsterite and in no instance
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was this order. seen to be reversed. The enstatite does not appear to form borders about the anorthite but appears as irregular shaped crystals, evidently in the interspaces between adjacent crystals of the anorthite.
THEORY OF DIFFERENTIATION OF THE ROCK PHASES.

The term, rock differentiation, is used to express the idea that
phases of rock are formed from a p~nt body of. homogeneous
magma. The cause or causes of the processes bringing about
the development of different rock ph~ from a common magma
have not been fully demonstrated and the problem will not
here be discussed. It is purposed only to point out what seems
to the writer to be the dominating cause in the development of
the anorthite-rich and olivine-rich phases of the gabbro of this
locality.
The relatively uniform content of silica and the tendency to·
great variation in the amounts of alumina and lime, on the one
hand, and of the magnesia, on the other, has' been pointed out.
The increase in lime and alumina finds expression in the increased proportion of anorthite, and the increase in the magnesia.
finds expression in the increased proportion of the olivine. The
predominating or essential minerals crystallized in this magma,
therefore, are .anorthite and olivine. The accessory minerals are
enstatite, corundum, and picotite, which are developed as remnants or residuals after the olivine and anorthite. 'fhe tend·
ency in the process of differentiation of this magma is to d&velop two rock types, each characterized by one of these predomin~ting minerals, the one consisting essentially of anorthite,
the other consisting essentially of olivine, with various intermediate ,phases between. These rock types have been abundantly
developed elsewhere, and are illustrated by the occurrence of
the essentially feldspar rock, anorthosite, and the essentially
olivine rock, dunite.
The development of (L kind or type of rock consisting essentially of a single mineral at once suggests the probability that
the development of such type of rock is by the same process as
that by which the single or individual mineral is developed,
.namely, by the energy or process of crystallization. As the an~
erthite essentially GaO A1 20 3 , 2 S 02' is a complimentary min-
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eral to the olivine, essentially 2 MlgO, Si0 2 in this particular
magma, so the types of essentially pure anorthite rock and of
olivine rock are complementary rock types or phases. The tendency, therefore, for this rock magma, consisting, originally, of a
mixture of the anorthite molecu:les and the olivine molecules,
is to split up into two rock types, the .pure type of each being
characterized by the occurrence of one of these minerals to the
exclusion of the other, just as the chemical elements of the anorthite and olivine molecules themselves separate and congregate'
to form the crystals of anorthite and olivine.
This process of differentiation, dominantly at least, by process
of crystallization, is believed to be well illustrated in another
rock magma of this district, 'namely, in the nepheline-syenite
magma, in which· the common magma and complementary types
are much more complex than those above described, of olivine
gabbro, or troctolite. (See page 356.)
ALTERATION OF THE TROCTOLITE.

The analyses I and II on page 169, which show a content of
7.08 and 13.25 per cent of H 2 0, indicate to what extent much

of the troctolite is altered. In the microscopic descriptions of
the original minerals, anorthite, forsterite, and enstatite, the
secondary minerals have been referred to. It is now proposed
to trace out more fully the principal molecular changes which
the rock has undergone in developing these secondary minerals.
. Alteration of Forsterite to F'erp311tine.-This olivine, which
is universally one of the first silicates to' be decomposed by
weathering, is seen throughout the thin sections to be partly or
wholly altered to serpentine. The serpentine varies considerably in color from grayish to green or yellowish, and has the
usual habit of occurring in minute fibres developed normal to
the surface and fractures Qf the forsterite. As the serpentization advances toward the center Qf the crystal, new fractures
are formed, due to the increase in volume accompanying the development of the serpentine and along these new fractures the
fibres develop until finally the compJete alterations to a network of serpentine is accomplished. Along with the serpentine
is also developed some magnetite or other iron oxide, and al-
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though this iron oxide is usually in small quantity it is commonly present.
. .The nature of the chemical change of forsterite to serpentine
is indicated in the following equation:
2 (2 MgO SiD.> (Forsterite)+water and H.CO.=- .
3 MgO SiD. 2H.O (Serpentine)+MgCO.+H.CO s '

In the change of olivine to serpentine, heat is theoretically
generated according to Berthollet's law of maximum work. An
.important change to be noted is the great decrease in the specific
gravity of serpentine, 2.55, as compared with the forsterite,
3.25. This change in specific gravity indicates a decrease in density of 27.4 per cent. There is a slight increase in volume, but
the change in density is mainly accounted for by the loss of
magnesia as magnesium carbonate in solution, with some loss of
silica also.
Alteration of Anorthite to Kaolinite.-The principal alteration of anorthite is to kaolinite. The alteration of the olivine
to serpentine causes a slight increase in volume and for this reason the rock becomes much shattered and fractures are not only
developed in the unaltered olivine but also in the adjacent
anorthite. These fractures in the comparatively fresh troctolite are seen to radiate from small serpentinized olivine and thus
in an unmistakable maImer point to their origin mthe expansion due to the growth of serpentine. Along these fractures and
also along the cleavage planes of the anorthite, water finds an
easy access and. numerous grains of calcite and a few blades of
actinolite, tremolite, talc, and biotite and much kaolinite are developed. Some' iron and magnesium are thus brought in from
the adjoining olivine, magnetite and enstatite in order to develop some of these silicates.
As the molecular destruction of the anorthite advances, leaching of the calcium carbonate takes place, and the final product
becomes a dense mass of finely granular opaque kaolinite.
The change in the alteration of anorthite to kaolinite is represented in the following equation:
CaO Al.0 3 28iQ. (anorthite)+water+H.CO.=
2H.O AI.O. 28iO. (Kaolinite)+CaCO.+water -

The alkalies Na?O and K 2 0 occurring to a small extent in
the anorthite are carried away in solution as carbonates in a
manner similar to that of the remova.l of the lime.
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Accompanying·this :change, ·th:erefore, there is an entire loss
of the lime and alkali constituentS of the orignal feldspar. The
entire loss of the lime is'shown in analysis II, which represents
a rock which origina.lly contained about 25 per cent of anorthite,
and hence a consequent 'loss of 4 to 5 per cent lime is indicated.
The rock of analysis I, containing origina.lly from 70 to 75 per
cent anorthite, has evidently lost about 5 per cent of lime and
alkalies.
In the alteration of anorthite with specific gravity of 2.74 to
kaolinite with specific gravity of 2.60 to 2. 63 there is a decrease
in density of about 5 per cent. In the process of change, heat
is liberated and there is a final loss of OaO, N~O and K 20 carried away in solution, and in their place is substituted the H 2 0
.molecule.
Alteration of. Enstatite to Bastite.-The orthorhombic pyroxene, enstatite, which constitutes but a sma.ll percentage of
the rock, has a characteristic alteration to a compact green
mineral of lower birefringence than enstatite, which is believed
to be the mineral bastite. The enstatite appears ~ be less easily
altered than either the tomerite or anorthite. This change may
be about as follows: Enstatite, 3 (Mg 0, 2 Si 02)+water=
Bastite 3 Mg 0; 2 Si 02 H 2 0+4 Si 02' This change is accompanied by ~ decrease in density, 3.2 of enstatite to 2.6 bastite,
amounting to 23 per cent, with accompanying loss of silica earried away in solution.
.AB the alteration of the enstatite advances there is developed
in the enstatite areas,besi.des the bastite, a few blades of talc
;and a variable quantity of serpentine.
Deve~opment of Oxides and Oarbonates.-Accompanyingthe
development of kaolinite, serpentine, and bastite, certain ondes
and carbonates are also formed in the process of the alteration
of the rock. These oxide·miner~ like the hydrous silicates, remain as stable and final products of 'the process of weathering.
Of these oxides, proba.bly magnetite (FesO,) and limon,ite are
the most abundant and probablY conStitute 1 to 2 per cent of .
the mass of the rock, although not of. the volume. Most of the
magnetite, as already stated, is undoubtedly an original crystallization. . The iron oxides occur as minute grains associated
with the serpentine· and alSo in the areas of altered bytownite
and enstatite. The carbonate, calcite, and very probably Diag-
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nesite, occur to a considerable extent m the partially altered
phases. In the completely altered phases the carbonates tend
to be removed by the percolating ground water.

SECTION III.

THE GRANITE-SYENITE SERIES.

This series of rocks, as already stated, consists of several
phases of granite, quartz syenite, and nepheline syenite, with
various related alkali-rich varieties of rock. The various phases
of this series, or group of rocks, reveal a well defined relationship of origin in a common magma, as indicated by a chemical
similarity in composition. This chemical relationship is expressed by the development of certain minerals, or kinds of
minerals, prevailing throughout the series. The various members of this series, also bear a similar relation, stratigraphically,
to other rock formations, of both sedimentary and ignoous origin.
On the other hand, this group of rocks does not consist of a
simple intrusion of rock magma but a very complex one. Its
various members intrude one another in an intricate manner,
although each of these members bear a similar relation to rocks
outside the series. This rock series appears to have been erupted
during a single prolonged eruptive period., but no order in the
intrusion has been determined for the entire series, although well
defined intrusive relations are shown in many parts of the area.
GENERAL DISTRmUTION.

The general distribution of the various rocks of this series is
on the general geological map, Pl. I. Upon this map
this series is divided into three groups· or rock families, granite,
quartz-syenite, and nepheline-syenite, the distribution of each
being represented by areas of slightly different color.
The granite of this series is the most abundant rock found
in this area. It constitutes one-half to two-thirds of the entire

s~own
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: pre~Canibrlan of the' reiion and abo~t' 80 to 85 per cent' olthe
granite-syenite serles. The granite occurs in variable quantity
over the whole of the district and can hardly be said to be more
abundant in one portion of the area than in another. Good exposures of the medium-grained gi"anite occur along the Wisconsin river in the vicinity of Granite Heights where it is quarried for building and monumental stone. Similar granite is
abundant along the Big Eau Pleine river, and also along the
Yellow river in central Wood county. Coarser phases of granite
are abundant in the eastern part of Marathon county, and in
the vicinity north and northwest of Mosinee.
The quartz-syenite occurs in the vicinity of theWi.sconsin
river south and southwest of Wausau and constitutes from 5
to 10 per cerit of the r~cks included in this series. Most of the
riepheline-syenite occurs in contiguous localities from five to
ten miles northwest of Wausau. It covers a combined. area of
five to ten square miles and constitutes tess than one per cent of
this rock series.
KINDS OF ROCK.

It has already been stated that this formation includes three
important groups, !>r families, of rock, viz., granite, quartzsyenite and nepheline-syenite. The reason for grouping these
various rocks together into one series has already been briefly
referred to and' is brought out in the following pages. In descr~ing these rocks the granite and its phases wm first be treated,
followed by th.e description of the quartz-syenite, and then the
nepheline-syenite and related pegmatite rocks. .
RELATIONS TO ASSOCIATED FORMATIONS.

Thev'arious members' of the granite-syenite series, as already
stated, bear the same relation to the members of other igneous
rock series, such as the rhyolite, and diorite-gabbro, and to the
sedimentary series of the are~. The granite and syenite intrude
the basal group of igneoUs rocks and the lower sedimentarias,
such as Rib Hill quartzite and Hamburg slate, arid are likewise
intrusive in the 'rhyolite and 'the diorite, greenstone and gabbro.
This series, therefore, is younger than all the rocks above named.
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:On the othel" l1ami, the series js older,'~: the ,upper:sedimentry, rocks, as shown 'by the occurrence, of "the conglomerate
of this series upon the granite in many places in, the area. ••
";

GRANITE.

The granite varies' considerably in color, compositionlc and
texture in the numerous outcrops throughout the area. It is
composed in great part of the mineralB, feldSpar and quartz, and
in addition to these important constituents there is usually present a variable quantity of dark-colored minerals, such as mica •
and amphibole, aild very ra.r~IY pyroxene..
The granite roeks as us:uaJIyfound in surface outcrops are
no lo:nger perfectly fresh, but are' more or lessaltered,through
the ordil;ulry process,es. of weathering, to numerous !ileconda.ry
minerals, such as epidote, calcite, chlorite, zoisite, kaolinite, 'and
sericite. '
,
,
KINDS OF G1U.NI'l'E.

The various granites may be divided into several kinds or
phases, 'such as granite, mica-granite, and amphibole-gra.nite,the
classification of which is based upon the cha.ra.cteristic minerals,
and which 8J.so 'depends roughly upon the chemical composition
of, the rocks. With these phases occur certain moclliications of
the above which are c1:assified according to important textUral
, characteristics or habit of geological occurrence, and which include various kinds' of ~anite breccia, dikes, veins and granite-

aciiists.'

"

The 'various types or' phaSes of graD,ite 'are not separated from,
one another' sharPly, but gradehtto' one' another. Like gr~des
of' grain and -lumber, they lap over one another, 8.nd whel'Eiiliey
arbitrarily' be plaCed With the one kind or the
overlap,
other. Thus, the granite' proper; ooDsiStiDg almost wholly, of
feldspar and quartz and a. very little or no mica, grades int~ a

muSt '

1

The granite as here described has a s1l1ca content greater than 6'S

per cant.
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rock having mica, and when the latter mineral becomes important, the rock is call'edamica-granite. In the same manner,
mica-granite grades into amphibole-granite.
Certain phases of rock, however, stand out as clear-cut types
of mica-granite or amphibole-granite, as the case may be, and
about these well developed types are grouped the rocks that are
most like them. In describing these various phases of the granite, not only the component minerals of the rock will be described, but also their peculiar structures, inter-growths, decomposition products, and the effects of pressure and fracturing.

GRANITE.

Under this name are included the granitic rocks which consist almost wholly of feldspar and quartz with a very little. or
no mica, amphibole, or other' important mineral. This phase
constitutes much of the reddish granite of the region and occurs
in quantity at HeighM, in the vicinity of Mosinee, along the
Yellow river, and in various other places in the district. This
kind of granite generatly contains more quartz and is harder
and stronger and resists weathering better than other phases of
the granite. It is generally medium-grained. There is usually
no apparent parallel arrangement of the quartz, and feldspar in
the hand specimens, although the capacity, to cleave in large
masses in definite directions is observable in large exposures of
the rock.
The rock ,quarried at Heights is a fair representative of this
phase of granite (~422). The formation in this locality is used
extensively for monumental stone, the stone being medium.grained and of a pleasing reddish or brownish cOlor. Under
the microscope this granite is seen to consist of almost as much
quartz,~s feld~par,and a sm.a11:amount of mica. The feldspar
is principally finely twinned anorthoclase, and orthoclase and
, :albite in microperthitic intergrowth.
,: The chemical composition1t)f this phase of granite is as follows:
lBulletin IV., Wisconsin Geol. & Nat.' Hist. Survey, p. 136.
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AnalY8is of th.e granite of Gt"Unite Height8.
BiO •....................•••............................. 76.54
AI.O...... .......... .... .... .... .... .... .... ............ 13.82
.I!'e.O...... .... .... .... .................. .... ...... .. .... 1.62
FeO ........................................................... .
MgO.... .... .... .... .... ........ .... .... .... .... .... .... 0.01
CaO .... .... ......... .... .... ..................... ........ 0.fl5
Na.O ........ ........ ................ ............ ....... 4.32
KIO ......•...... ~ .............•.......................
2.31
H.O ....•••.. , .......................................... 0.20
Total..... ........ .... .....•.• •.•. .....•.•. ........

99.67

The analysis shows this phase to be rich in Mda. The thin
section indicates the Na.2 0 and KzO to have 'developed the albite
.and anorthoclase feldspar, and the microperthitic intergrowths
of orthOclase and albite.
The granite occurring in the SE.
of Sec. 18, T. 31, R. 5 E.
is a :6ne-grained reddish granite. Under the. microscope this
rock: (5027) is
to consist of clear, translucent quartz and
feldspar, 8; variety of the latter containing minute grains and
specks of iron oxide. The feldspar consists of the variety anorthocJase with e:lf:tinction angle on the basal pinacoid COP) of
about 5°, and a reddish variety of plagiocl'a.se, either albite or
oligoclas~. The anorthoclase is quite generally clear and translucent, whereas the albite is stained with minute reddish-brown
specks of iron oxide. In Some.instances these reddish-brown albite crystals occur as well developed idiomorphic crystaJ:s within
the. anorthoclase. It would appear, therefore, from this relation, that the red albite ~rystallized:first. These albite feldspars owe their reddish color to the presence of a small quan-'
tity of iron in the albite, which in weathering produces minute
grains of hematite or limonite, the reddish-brown specks noted
above. The red granites, therefore, owe their color, in this case
at least, to the presence of these ferruginous albite crystals.
In the. northeast corner of Section 5, T. 29, R. 7 E. is a finegrained pinkish-gray granite. The microscope shows this granite (5228) to' consist of about three-fourths albite and onefourth quartz, both of which minerals are translucent and prac-'
tically unaltered. The rock is considerably fractured, however,
and along and' near these fractures sm.a.ll fibres of bluish-green .

*
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amphibole, small tabular plates of brown biotite, and grains of
epidote and magnetite have developed.
Along the road in SE. 14 of Sec. 16, T. 30, R. 6 E., about onehalf mile north of Naugart Post Office, is medium to coarse. grained granite (5330), occurring in low outcrops and angular
blocks along the small creek. This outcrop furnishes a good example of weathered granite. Under the microscope it is seen
to consist of about 75 per cent feldspar and 25 P!lr cent of
quartz. The quartz usually occurs in smaller grains than the
feldspar and has a wavy extinction, under cross nichols,and contains numerous minute fractures, both of which phenomena were
evidently developed in.the process of mashing of the rock. The
feldspar is orthoclase and albite. The crystals of feldspar are in
variOUl'lstages of alteration and consist olan aggregation .of sec-:
ondary minerals, principally epidote, zoisite, kaolinite, calcite,
sericite, and quartz. The alteration usually begins in the center,
as seen in the cross section, and advances outward towards the
b()Undaries. A rim of rather clear feldspar often surrounds the •
weathered interior, but as alteration advances this boundary, too,
is decomposed. When alteration is complete the secondary min.
erals form an aggregation containing little sericite and much
granular ep'idot~, zoisite, kaolinite and quartz. For the development of most of these secondary minerats more or less material
seems to have been brought in from outside the individual feldspar crystals, being brought thither by heated percolating waters
permeating the numerous fragments of diorite enclosed in the
granite of this vicinity. .Most of the lime and magnesium which
combined with the alumina of the feldspar to produce theepidote andzoisite and the lime of the calcite, appears to have come
from outside the granite. The feldspar is somewhat fractured,
but not markedly so, the alteration generally beginning along
the fractures and workingoutwa,rd in the direction of definite
crystal planes of the parent mineral.
Other phases' of the granite occurring in this vicinity reveal
a somewhat different method of alteration. In another phase
(5332) the quartz grains possess strain shadows, and are con·
siderably fractured and granulated about their boundaries. The
feldspar, likewise, shows strain shadows in polarized light, have
bent twinning lamellae, and are much fractured. This rockha.a
been subjected to extreme pressure and some differential move-
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~t.. .The resultant alteratio~ product. of .the feldspar js .an
.a~ateofsericite and. quartz with li~\elt@Unjte,;.. Tl1ere js

ap. entire absence of the equi~dimensional mineral~ :z.oisite, epj-.
dote and calcite, so abundant in the associate<i granite (53:Wk
The sericite occurs in approximate parallel fibres, bending about
~ grains of quartz and ungranulated feldspar.. The app~ent·:,
deyelopment of sericite· in p~el fibres ftn m.asheel fe.l~pathi~;
rocks has often been described. 1
The granite in the SW. corner of Sec. 19,T;. 30, R.' 8 E."
furnishes a good example of rock' dynamiealiy metamorphosed
and brecciated in the zone of fracture. This phase (5410) is
fine-grained. and reveals minute· ;veinings threading _the rock.
Under the microscope with low power it is' seen to consist of an~.
gular fragments of rock closely fitting and finely cp.mented to~ by .quartz and feldspar ; 'with high power, hundreds of ;
fractures are seen to permeate the fragments and many of these
boactures very clearly are planes of shearing and faulting along
-w;hich the. rock particles have moved pest one :another.;. Some.
of' tho feldspars are much more granulated and weathered than ,
ot.b.mL The q~~.~ possess strain shadows a.nd are gran;\i-'
lated; the plagioclase crystals are much granUlated and have
bent twinning lamellae. Along the fractures throughout t~
brecciated granite, alteration and replacement of the feldspar
has taken place. The secondary minerals thus lormed are
IOainly epidote and .zoisite, which apparently have been de-·
veloped bythe'addition of material brought· in from outside;
through the fracture channels. of the brecciated rock. In the
SW.
of Sec. 24, T. 31, R. 10 E., is a coarse, Diashed and brecciated granite (6234), very much like the above described rock
(5410).
In Lot 21, Section 6, T. 29, R. 9 E., is a fine-grained fleshcolored granite. Under the microscope this rock (5124): is
seen to consist of almost as much quartz 88 feldspar. The translucent quartz crystals have the wavy strain shadows due to the
effects of pressure. The effects of pressure are also shown by
the fract\1,resrunning through the ro~ which are now filled with
s8c0n~ .Dliner.als.· .The secondary minerals 'in the veins are
mostly .zoisite, with a very little quartz, and' some epidote... · The .

*

. 1

Williams, G.H.,' Bulletin U. S. Geol. Surv. No. 62,' pp. 62 and 212:
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crystals of zoisite have a high refringence and are always without terminal faces, but have distinct cleavage parallel to their
vertical axes and across the jointing. The zoisite appears to
consist of two intergrown varieties, one being colorless, and the
other having a yellowish-red pleochroism. The latter is probably the manganiferous variety· of zoisite; thulite. In polarized
light, it is seen to be twinned polysynthetically like the albite
and has a lower birefringence than the latter mineral and an
extinction parallel to the cleavage lines. Fibrous green hornblende is developed in the zoisite in some instances parallel to
the vertical cleavage.
The rock forming the ledge along the road in NE. 34 of Sec.
16, T. 30, R. 6, furnishes a good example of granite containing
veins, composed mainly of epidote, zoisite and quartz. The thin
section of this rock (5348) shows much more epidote than
zoisite. The quartz is most abundant" next to the border of
the vein and the epidote and zoisite in the center of the vein.
The characteristic cleavage, absence of terminal faces, parallel
extinction, and low birefringence of the zoisite distinguish this
mineral from the epidote, which as a vein mineral has well de.veloped crystal form and orthopinacoidal twinning.
In the south % of NW. 14 of Sec. 27, T. 29, R. 8 E., is a
greenish-gray, medium-grained granite (5128). The orthoclase
is consider~bly altered to sericite, calcite and chlorite. These
secondary minerals occur in small grains and flakes scattered
throughout the feldspar crystals. Numerous veins and crystals
of iron pyrite are seen in the thin section and are also apparent
in the hand specimen.

MICA·GRANITE.

This phase of the granite consists of feldspar, quartz and an
appreciable quantity of mica, which may be either the variety
biotite or muscovite, or both. This granite is generally grayish
and is usually medium-grained. It is closely associated with
the above described phase of granite; containing little or no
~ica, and readily grades into the latter. In fact, no consider-
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able area of the granite formation occurs in the region without
the presence of this phase in some quantity. It is more abundant than the mica-free variety and is probably more abundant
also than the amphibole variety, although it forms smaller but
more numerous areas than the latter.
In the southeast corner of Sec. 2, T. 31, R. 7 E., is a mediumgrained grayish granite rock, a fair representative of the micagranite. Under the microscope this rock is seen to consist of
orthoclase and quartz in about equal proportions. The rock is
aomewhat :mashed and the effect of pressure is shown by the bent
twinning lamellae of the feldspar and undulatory extinction of
the quartz. The two varieties of mica, biotite and muscovite,
are present in about equal proportions and together constitute
three or four per cent of the rock. The brown biotite and colorless muscovite occur as free individuals and are also intergrown
with one another. The mica occurs in patches and streaks in
the thin section, and may, in part, be due to alteration of the
feldspar. The presence of both micas in this rock would designate it as biotite-muscovite granite, and the small amount of
mica shows its close similarity to the mica-free granite.
In the SE. 34 of Sec. 26, T. 32, R. 7 E., is a fine-grained gray
granite (5078), the thin sections of which show the feldspar to
consist @f orthoclase with zonal growth and finely twinned
albite. The quartz constitutes about one-third of the rOt~k. The
orthoclase contains secondary growths of sericite and kaolinite.
The mica, which constitutes about five per cent of the rock, is
almost entirely the brown variety, biotite, which occurs in tabular plates. Colorless epidote occurs in small quantity, and about
the epidote is much brown biotite, the latter to all appearances
developing with the former. A small amount of muscovite is
also present.
In the NE. 14, NE. y,;: of Sec. 9, T. 29, R. 9 E., are mediumgrained gray granites (5218, 5219) containing porphyritic
crystals of orthoclase and small patches of biotite. The granite in this vicinity consists of much orthoclase, little albite, and
. about thirty per cent of quartz. The quartz posSesses strain
shadows and the feldspar is somewhat fractured. The fpldspar
is altered considerably to saussurite and kaolinite. The biotite, .
which constitutes about 5 pel' cent of the rock, occurS as compact, good-sized crystals and also as small flakes. IIi some cases,
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at least, the biotite occurs as a rim about brown epidote or is
cl()l3ely intergroWn with the latter in Such, a manner as to indi~
cate .a contemporaneous development.
Near the W. ~ post of Se.c. 32, T.30, R. 7 E., is a fine.grained
grayish granite (5249) which consists of about 60 per cent of
orthoclase and albite and 30 per .cent of quartz, and 10 per cent
of biotite.. The,fe~dspar cQntains numerous secondary inclusions
of small flakes of biotite, sericite, and also some grains of quartz. .
Mos~ of the biotite, however, in this rock appears to be an early
crystallization, for· jt·o~curs, like the quartz, intergrown with the,'
feldspar. The large crystals , of. biotite which occur in broad,
tabular forms do not . have a parallel .arrangement like the'
smaller flaky crystals which are distributed along the fracture
planes in approximate parallel orientation. Some of the biotite is altered to chlorite, and there is also a secondary development of fibrous green hornblende associated with the fibrouS
bi<;>tite.
In the upper end of the 'J1hree Roll Falls of the Eau Claire
river in. NW. ?4 of Sec. 34, T. 30, R. 10 E. is a dike of biotite
granite ({i299). This rock· is medium-grained and grayish in
color. The feldspar, which constitutes about 75 per cent of the
rock, is mostly orthoclase and microcline, with very little or no
albite or oligoclase. QU8.rtz forms about 18 per cent and biotite
7 per cent of the rock. This granite has a tendency to' porphyritic development, as shown by the formation of large crystals
of orthoclase and microcline, while the smaller grains of feld-'
spar have a tendency to form granophyric inter growth with
quartz. This porphyritic or granophyric structure is probably
due to its geological occurrence as a dike and its consequent
rapid, rate of cooling and crystallization. The biotite occurs in
tabular crystals interlocking with the quartz and feldspar in
such a manner as to indicate its original crystallization. A few
needles of apatite are imbedded in the orthoclase crystals. This
rock does not appear to differ essentially in chemical composition from the amphibole granite which it intrudes. In the dike,
biotite. has developed, whereas in. the granite of the vicinity,
amphibole has formed.
In the NE. corner of Sec. 4, T. 27, R. 6 E. is a reddishmedium-grained granite (5612) containing good-sized crystals of
feldspar and quartz and abundance of biotite. Under the mi-
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croscope it is seen tQ CQwnstof I;tbout75 per cent of orthocll\8e
and microcline with ,a little albit.e" 25 per cent of quartz a.nd 5
per cent of biotite. ' The small amount of quartz in. this rock:,
shows its close relation to the amphibole granite and the, quartz
syenite. ' This rO,ck 'WltS, collected from comparatively fresh ma-,
terial taken from a well, yet the feldspar contains someseeondary inclusions of sericite, ,reddisll iron o:ride,' anllkaolinite, which '
gives the feldspar a reddish color. The biotite has the u!l1lal
development of interlocking with quartz and feldspar.
Phases of biotite granite occur in Athens 8Jong the north baJIk
of the Black Creek in'the vicinity of the milldam. 'rhis gra,nite
(5975) is medium-grained a:q.d somewhat mashed. It contains
good-sized crystals, of feldspar from 3 to 6mm. in, diameter and .
m:uch fibrous biotite. Under the microscope the rock is seen to
have been subjected to extreme pressure. The feldspar and
qu~ is granulated and the biotite is apparently ,distributed
The
th!-ough the granulated parts of the parallel fibers.
elongated crystals of biotite bend about the large crystals of
feldspar and have the structure or arrangement of lui.ving been "
formed under great pre~sure during the process 'of mashing
of the granite. Such a rock when subjected to still greater pres- '
sure ~any becomes completely granulated, loses its granitoid
texture, and becomes a type of biotite schist or granite schist.
The granite occurring in the vicinity of W. 14 post of Sec., 19,
T. 30, R. 5 E., along the east bank of the Big Rib river, is very
similar to.that occurring at Athens in being mashed, and having
a granulated texture of feldspar and quartz, and parl'!-llel fibrous
deyelopment of the mica. Both biotite and muscovite are present in this rock, the former the more abundant, and there are
also present fine prisms of green hornblende intergrown with.
biotite.
•
AMPHIBOLE·GRANITE.

The amphibole 'granite consists of feldspar, quartz and an appreciable amount of one or more varieties of amphibole. This·
phase of the granite formation is generally coarser grai:qed than .
the inica-graniteor the niica-free-granite. It is quite abundant
in this region and forms a. large part of the granite formationin the eastern part of Marathon County and is also in consider~ ,
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able quantity in the vicinity north and northwest of Mosinee.
Besides forming the large tracts in the vicinities just mentioned,
it is 8.J.so found in small quantities associated with other phases
of the gran.ite throughout the region.
Amphibole granite occurs in abundance in the SE. 74 of Sec.
35, T. 31, R. 7 E. The granite (5092) in this vicinity is medium
to coarse-grained, and consists of feldspar, quartz, and amphibole. The prevailing feldspars are orthoclase and microcline,
constituting about 60 per cent of the rock. Quartz forms about
25 per cent, and green hornblende, including a small amount of
biotite, about 15 per cent. The rock, which was collected from
a well, examined under the microscope, shows but little weathering. Some of the orthoclase crystals, however, contain small
flakes of kaolinite and biotite and some granular epidote. This
rock is somewhat fractured and the pressure effects are well
shown in the strain shadows of the quartz. The amphibole appears to be the common green variety with bluish, brownish, and
yellowish green pleochroism. Tabular plates and fibers of biotite
are closely associated with the hornblende and in some instances
is secondary after the hornblende, as is evidenced by its occurrence about the borders of large crystals of hornblende and
along the fractures through the latter. Magnetite and apatite
are also present in this rock to a small extent.
Coarse-grained reddish amphibole granite (5298) is abundant
at the upper end of the Three Roll Falls of the Eau Claire river
in the NW. 14 of Sec. 34, T. 30, R. 10 E. This rock is characterized by reddish crystals of feldspar, most of them being from
one-half to three-fourths inches in diameter. The quartz crystals are generally' somewhat less than one-half inch in diameter,
and the amphibole is or about the same dimensions as the quartz.
Feldspar constitutes abou.t 60 per cent of the rock, quartz about
25 per cent, and amphibole 15 per cent. Granite of this sort
appears to be abundant over the western part of Marathon
county and along the Eau Claire river in the southwestern part
of Langlade county. The feldspar as seen in the thin section
4ppears to be mostly orthoclase. and microcline, and is slightly
altered in places to kaolinite and sericite. Both the feldspar
and quartz are considerably fractured, the. latter exhibiting
abundant-strain shadows. The quartz contains a few crystals
of apatite and also some very mi:qute needles, which are prob-
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ably apatite or rutile. The amphibole is a dark green variety
either hornblende proper, or pargasite, having bluish, brownish,
and yellowish tints. Brown biotite appears in small quantities.
This rock, so far as the thin section of this specimen shows, is
very simple in its mineral composition. The chemical composition of this rock as analyzed by Prof. W. W. Daniells is as follows.
Analysis of Amphib .te·.qranite

o{

Three Rull Falls.

BiO •..................................................... 67:~9
Al.O a '" .•••.•........•..•••.•••.••..••..••.••.••.•.•.. 15.85

~~003

J .................................................

MnO ................................................ ..
CaO .....................................................
MgO ................... : .................................
Na.O ........ ,...........................................
K.O .....................................................
H.O .....................................................

5.36
1.78
0.41,
3.21
4.81
1.30

Total .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. ............................ 99.71

The low content of magnesia, a characteristic of all phases of
this series of rocks, is worthy of note.
The amphibole Qf the granite at Three Roll Falls was separated from the rock and analyzed also. It was desired that
the amphibole present in the phase above described be analyzed,
but as most of this specimen, 5298, was used for analysis, a large
sample, 6655, from the same place, was collected, from which the
good sized crystals of amphibole were obtained by a careful
hand separation. The analysis of the amphibole, made by Prof.
Victor Lenher, is as follows:

•
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Analysis of Amphibole of the Granite

of

Three Roll Falls.

....

39.17

AI.0 3 ••••••••••••••••••.•• ' ••• '.' ..•. •••• •••• •••• .••• ••••
Fe.O •..... , ................................... .' .. .' .... .
FeO .................................................... .
MgO ................... : .... : ........................ , .. .

SiO •............................................ '"

16.48

CaO ................................................... .
Na.O ................................................. ..
K.O .................................................... .
'TiO.
. .............................. '" ........... .
p,O. '" .............................................. .
H,O at 105"-110· ..•.............. , .............. '" ... .
H,O, at red heat. ...................................... :.
Total .......................... :...................

21.02.

6.82
4.95

6.81 .
1.50
1.26
none
none

0.28
0.84
99.13

This amphibole appears to be an unusual one in some respects.
It Should be classed, probably, as a variety of the ahnnina-rich
amphibole low in silica and low in the alkalies, which have come
to be grouped under the general name of pargasite. The
amphibole is especially rich in ferric oxide and alumina, being
higher in ferric oxide than others recorded of this type. While
being unusual in some respects,this amphibole is much like the
other amphiboles in alumina and iron oxide occurring inthe'related rocks of this series.
Amphibole-bearing granite (5247) was collected from the well
of Herman Imm in the SE. 34 SW.1A, of Sec. 32, T. 30, R. 7 E.
This rock is grayish and fine-grained, and being from a considerable depth below the surface is quite fresh. It has a streaky appearance and looks like a mashed. granulated' rock. Under the
microscope it is seen to possess almost as much quartz as feldspiU".
The feldspar is orthoclase and albite :itt about equal proportions.
The feldspar and quartz occur in small, rathe:f uniform grains,
and do not reve8.I the effects of pressure unlesS' it be by their
rounded granulated character. The'rock appears to have been
wholly recrystallized during the mashing process. The amphibole oCcurs in small crystals and hll8 the pleochroism, extinction,
and refringence of com'mon green hornblende. The ho~blende
is intergrown in places with biotite. Some apatite and magnetite are present.
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Amphibole granite, collected from a well in NE. corner of
Sec. 32, T. 27, R. 6 E., is very similar in all respects to the above
(5247), except that it is finer grained. There is also more biotite in the latter and there is present some epidote intergrown
with the hornblende aJid.biotite.
Much of the rock forming the rapids at Merrill' is amphibole
granite. The granite 5007forIDing the 1edge below the wagon
bridge on the east side of the Wisconsm river (is medium to
coarse-grained, and consists of feldspar, quartz· and amphibole.
This phase contains numerous. fractures and shows other evidence of dynamic metamorphism. Another plJ.ase (5017) from
the island above the bridge in Merrill is very siIllilar to the
above and may properly be described with it. Under the Illicroscope these rocks are seen to be much fractured and granulated.The thin sections consist of albite, orthoclase, quartz and
. amphibole. The quartz is granulated and shows strain shadows.
The feldspar is likewise granulated about their borders and the
twinning lamellae are- often bent. Zones of fracture th~t extend through the rock contain parallel oriented green hornblende and small grams of quartz and feldspar. Large crystala
of green- hornblende are also present which appear to be an
original crystallization, as shown by the fractures which penetrate them. These large crystals of hornblende contain numerous inclusions of quartz and also of magnetite. Similar quartz
grains occur in the feldspar, and in both cases these may have
originated through decomposition. The feldspar in places is
colored a dirty gray by the presence of numer<JllS inclusions of
minute blades of kaolinite, sericite and hornblende. The large
crystals of green hornblende contain numerous inclusions of
chlorite, epidote, pyrite, and biotite. In SIOme cases the compact
hornblende is entirely replaced by these latter minerals. In the
fractures the fibrous hornblende is intergrown with chlorite and
biotite.
A 'phase of the amphibole granite (5045), collected from a
large block showing contact with diorite, along the road near
. the ea~ quarter post of Sec. 34, T, 31~ R. 5 E., shows very well
.. th~· developlnent of fibrous green hornblende in the granitE!,
This granite may have been originally a quartz-feldspar rook,
,but in the. process of mashing and granulation of the quartz and
feldspar numerous needles and fibres of the hornblende havil
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been developed. Much of the material for the development of
the hornblende may have been derived from the adjacent diorite
at the time of the granite intrusion.
, The coarse amphibole granite (5626) occurring in the vicinity'
of Dessert Junction contains considerable brown· biotite as well
as amphibole. The rock is filled with many fracture veins containing fine quartz biotite and epidote. Apatite occurs in numerous small crystals.
GRANITE BRECCIA, VEINS, AND DIKES.

In the foregoing, various phases of the granite formation have
been described, whose classification is based upon the mineralogical composition of the rock. With these granites should also
be incl'uded certain associated phases differing from the latter in
possessing definite structures or textUres and occurring as breccias, veins, or dikes, either within the granite or the adjacent rocks. These granite breccias, veins, and dikes constitute
an important part of the granite formation and are especially
significant because they originated in connection with the intrusion of the granite magma.
Granite Breccia.-Under this name is described a mixed rock
of intrusive origin consisting generally of ang-ular fragments
of fine-grained diorite or diabase, enclosed in a framework, or
groundmass, of the granit~.
The granite breccias differ in
origin from the brecciated granite referred to on page 183,
which was evidently formed by fracturing due to compression
of the granite at a period much later than the intrusion of the
magma. The breccia here described is of deep seated origin
and was formed at the boundaries of the great boss, or batholite,
constituting the intrusive granite of the region. At a number
of places along the contact of granite with the rhyolite, angular
fragments and ellipsoids of the rhyolite are imbedded in t4e
massive coarse-grained granite at quite long distances from the
located cpntact of these formations. Although at all the contacts of the granite with the older rocks there is more or less of
intrusive phenomena, it is only where the granite has intruded
the diorite-gabbro rocks that granite breccias have been devel. oped in large quantity.
This granite breccia or mixed rock is best developed in the
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area of the south ~ of T. 29, .R.6 E., in the vicinity of, and
also northwest, of Marathon city. In this area there is a zone
of the mixed rock apparently two 'or three miles in width.· In
the vicinity of Scott Creek bridge about a mile west of Marathon
City there is an /Lbundance of the mixed rock, reference to
which, in Ilonnection with the gabbro at the latter place, has
already bew made. In ·this vicinity the protrusion of the granite into the gabbro.is well shown and all stages of the mixture
of tl;1e .two rOQks. may be seen. The general character of this
intern.tixture of the two formations is shown in the photographs
of some. phases of the breccia. (Plates xxiI aud XXIII.)
4-plite Vei~.--:.4plite is a fine-.QTained. mixture of quartz and
feldspar with granitic texture oceurringas veins in the granite
and .adjoining rocks. All stages between the .granite breccia
and veins penetrating the adjoining diorite-gabbro formation
~cur,in the ax:ea northeast of. Marathon City. Similaraplite
v:eip.~ Henetrate the basal gI).eiss, a.1readydescribed, being developed in the gnElils in Parallel leaves or laminae. These veins
extend trom the. granite mass and may have been formed during .the later stages of consolidation of. the granite magma, and
are of igneous or &queo-igneous origin. Some of the veins, howe\:er, may have formed in fractures and fissures at a period
later. than the consolidation of the granite magma, through deposition of granitic material carried by percolating waters, and
may be of aqueous origin alone. The veins of granite associated .with the granite breccia of co~ are mostly of igneous
origin, although the intermixture of the· granite breccia with
breccia matrix, consisting simply of quartz instead of more complex granitic material, shows the gradation. of the breccia ·of
true .igneous origin to a phase which may have been developed
by solutions rich in quartz only, rather than complex igneoUff
material.
.As an example of the intrusive granite veins may be cited
thoae fine-grained granites, consisting of .quartz and feldspar,
which penetrate the. coarse diorite and fine-grained diorite forming the .rapids of the Wisconsin river at Mosinee. These veins
grow .appreciably wider: and assume .a texture similar to the
medium-grained granite as they axe followed toward the massive granite ledges on the e&st side of the river. The granite
here is the latest in origin and contains numerous fragments of
13-G.
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both the. coarse and fine-grained diorite and it appears therefore that the aplite veins are apophyses of the later granitic intrusion.
Similar aplitic veins were noted in the diorite bordering the
granite area along the small stream in the NlW.
NW. }4 of
Sec. 29, T. 29, R. 6 E., about one-half mile west of Stettin P. 0;
In this vicinity are numerous veins varyi~g from mere films to
sheets nearly a foot in thickness. A short distance south of the
area of the aplite veins are numerous low ledges and huge
blocks of granite breccia· consisting of fragments of the diorite
of various sizes, enclo~d in the inedium-grained granite. In
both the above places it appears very probable that the aplite
veins are of igneous origin and contemporaneous with the granite associated with them.
.
On the other hand., granitic, veins, or aplite,' occur in the granite and overlying sedimentary formation in SE.
of Sec. 4,
T.30, R. 6 E., which unquestionably origina,ted not only later
than the consolidation of the granite, but also later than the
overlying formation, which is IQ.ade up of detritus of the granite formation. These veins (5'857, 6471) consist of :fin.e-grained
feldspar and quartz without any biotite or other ferro-magnesian mineral. They stand nearly vertical and vary in thickness from a fraction of an inch to three or four inches, ~d
rapidly thin out and widen like quartZ veins. . They were probably formed like quartz veins in fractures of granite and adjacent. graywacke, _through the agency of percolating waters bearing solutions of granitic material.
. Pegmatite-Granitc.-Pcgmatite-granite or pegmatite OOOU1'S in
veins or zones and consists: essentially of feldspar, quartz, a1id
often a variable amount of white or brown mica. The distinguishing feature of the pegmatite-granite ~ its extreme coarseness and its tendency to develop the granophyricatro.eture.
Pegmatite veins have already been deScribed as forming an important part of the basal gneiss., This phase also occurs to a
small extent in the massive intrusive granite.
Coarse granite (5204) near the NE. comer of See. 25, T. 28,
R. 8 E., fumishes a good example of the pegmatite. It is well
exposed along the road near the smalJ: stream in the above locality where it occurs as veins or dikes in the medium-grained massive granite. It consists of large crystals of feldspar, probably
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES
XXII

AND
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xxm.

XXII. DIORITE IN IN'CRUSIVE CONTACT WI'!'H GRANITE.
Near Marathon City. Natural size. The specimen illustrates
the inter mixture of the light colored granite magma with the
dark colored diorite. Very commonly small and large angular
fragments of diorite are scattered throughout the granite. The
boundaries between the two rock formations can usually be
easily distinguished.
PLATE XXIII. DIORITE CONTAINING QUARTZ AT CONTACT
PLATE

WITH GRANITE.

Same locality as above. In places the intruding granitic
magma consists largely or whOlly of quartz as illustrated in
this photograph:
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DIORITE AT CONTACT WITH IN'I.'RUSIVE GRANITE.
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orthoclase, many of them apparently measuring nearly a foot
in diameter, which enclose small: angular areas of quartz in such
a manner as to give the quartz when seen in transverse section
the appearance of Hebrew writing in the background of the
feldspar. The feldspar and quartz have crystallized together
with their principal axis in parallel position. Muscovite also
occurs in this rock, closely associated with the quartz areas.
Pegmatite also occurs in the granite at the dells of the Prairie
river. Pegmatite veins and masses are 11Bll8liy regarded as
being developed in the final stages of consolidation of ~e roek
magma of which they form a part, and often occur as a zone
bordering intrusive bosses of plutonic rock. As such bordering
zones of pegmatite it occurs in considerable abundance as a
phase of the quartz-syenite and to a small: extent of the nephel- '
ine-syenite, and will be referred to again in connection with
those rock phases.
'
.
Micrographic Granite.-Very often grani~ veins assume the
texture of micrographic granite which consists of graphic intergrowth of quartz and feldspar which can only be detected with
the microscope and hence called micrographic granite. Rocks
of similar texture are called" granophyre" by Rosenbush. Mi-'
, crographic granite is also called micropegmatite because of, its
similarity, to the coarse graphic pegmatites.
Two phases of micrographic granite may be differentiated
which undoubtedly grade into one another. One kind consists
of quartz and feldspar forming a micrographic ground mass
enclosing idiomorphic phenocrysts of feldspar; and the other
kind consists of graphic intergrowth of all the quartz and feldspar without phenocrysts.
A fine-grained vein (5704) in the granite at Marathon City
represents the first kind and consists of idiomorphic crystals
of plagioclase partially altered to kaolinite and muscovite surromlded by a form of fresher appearing feldspar, orthoclase
and microcline intergrown graphically with quartz. The idomorphic plagioclase appears to have been broken apart before
the development of the micrographic groundmass.
The fine-grained dike (5413) in the granite at Heights, in the
quarry southwest of the depot, is a representative of the second
kind. Under the microscope all the quartz and feldspar is seen'
to be intergrown in a graphic texture.
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A dike (5188) in the gabbro at the dam in the Eau Claire
river 1n the SW. 1A of Sec. 13, T. 28, R. 8 E., is a fine-grained
graphic granite like the above, but somewhat coarser.
Ryolite-granite having micrographic phases has already been
described in connection with the rhyolite at Wausau. Micrographic granites are transition phases between rocks of granitic
and rhyolitic structures and as. dike rocks and parts of rhyolite
magmas probably solidify under somewhat similar conditions.
For this reason it is not always possible from the field relation
to correlate isolated occurrences of micrographic granite. Severalledges of rock in the SE. 7-l SE. 1A of Sec. 36, T. 29, R. 7 E.,
in Wausau, consist apparently of phases of micrographic granite, which may belong either with the rhyolite, or with the
quartz-syenite of this vicinity, or may represent recrystallized
rhyolite due to the intrusion of the rhyolite by the granite and
quartz-syenite. .
In the SE. 7-l of the NW. 14 of Sec. 22, T. 29, R. 8 E., are
species of micrographic granite (5130,5131) which may be a
phase of the rhyolite or of granite dikes. The same may be said
of several other occurrences of this phase of rock where the field
'relation could not be determined.
GRANITE SCHIST.

Granite schist denotes a granite with schiStose structure.
This structure is a laminated or streaky texture, due to the approximate parallel arrangement of minerals, generally mica or
amphibole, and more rarely quartz or feldspar. Most, if' not
all, the granite schists were formed long after the intrusion of
the granite magma, by compression due to earth movements.
This variety of granite is abundant in the basal group which
has been fully described in previous pages' of this report. It
also occurs in small quantity in narrow or broad zones of the
intrusive granite, where this formation has been subjected to
tlxtreme dynamic metamorphism, and where movement has taken
place.
'The intrusive granite schist, instead of being generally formed
by alternating bands of different rock types more or less mashed
together, with partial injectionS of quartz and granitic ma-
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terial, has, on the other hand, been developed generall'y by mashing of the homogeneous massive granite, with consequent recrystallization and development of new minerals with parallel
arrangement Some of the schistose phases of the granite have
already been referred to, for there are all gradations. between
this rock and the massive granite.
In the SE. 1,4 SE.14 of Sec. 1, T'. 30, R. 2 E., is a. look phase
5979, which furnishes a good example of the granite schist. The
schistose structure is better seen in the hand specimen or in large
exposures of the rock than in the microscopic section. The
schist consists of whitish, tr~nslucent crystals of feldspar and
quartz, seemingly in layers between the parallel plates of brown
biotite. The granite has a streaky character, due to the alternating stringers of dark biotite plates and the much broader
strips of light-colored feldspar and quartz. Under the microscope this streaky character is not so well shown because large
surfaces of the rock cannot be seen. The rock c~msists of about
75 per cent of feldspar, 23 per cent of quartz, and 2 per cent of
brown biotite. The feldspar consists of microcline and orthoclase with very little or no plagioclase. The microc'line appears
to be the more abundant, and is distinguished from the orthoclase by its characteristic cross-twinning and the grating structure shown in polarized light. ,A further difference between
these varieties of feldspar is also shown in ordinary light, due
to the slight discoloration of the orthoclase brought about by
the decomposition of the latter. It is a well known fact that
the micro cline structure is often secondaril'y developed by pressure, and this may be the. explanation of the fresher and newer
appearance of the microcline than of the orthoclase associated
with it. Evidence of recrystallization of the microcline is also
shown by the comparative absence of fractures in the microcline
and from their abundance in, the orthoclase. The crystals of
microcline are somewhat elongated in a plane parrallel to the elongated biotite plates. The quartz crystals are granulated,
have an undulatory extinction, and often appear to be arranged
with· their longer axes approximately parallel to the longer
axes vf the biotite crystals, The biotite plates without exception have their longer axes in a common direction, but do' not
have a common crystaIlograpihc orientation, as shown by their
extinction in polarized light. The proportions between the
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lengths of the short and long axes of the biotite, as seen 111
cross section, is generally about 1 to 4.
Other examples of granite schist (5099 and 5100) occur at
the lower end of Grandfather Falls. In the vicinity of the
ledges of schistose granite, all gradations between the schistose
and massive varieties are present. The schistose granite was
apparently developed by the mashing of the massive granite
and is probably distributed in seams or zones of variable width
throughout the area of granite rocks, being closely associated
with areas of faulting and shearing of the granite.

QUARTZ-SYENITE.

rfhe normal quartz-bearing syenite is a medium-grained rock
quite generally having a reddish color, but varying in places to
grayish. It is composed mainly of alkali-feldspars, and subordinately of amphibole, pyroxene, quartz, mica, and fayalite.
Quite generally, in minor quantity, are fluorite, apatite, zircon,
and magnetite. As usually found 'in surface outcrops, the
syenite is altered to a variable extent, and such minerals as
epidote, chlorite, zoisite, kaolinite, and sericite are quite gener·
ally present.
The quartz-bearing syenites, following the usage of Bragger,!
include the alkalic rocks containing less than 65 to 67 per cent
of s'ilicia\ Thus, an arbitrary line separates the quartz-syenites
chemically from the granites. There is a marked difference mineralogically, however, in the quartz-syenite of average composition and that of the granite, since the former contains abundant
pyroxene, and uSlllally fayalite, while in the granite neither of
these minerals is developed unless in very minor quantity. The
area of the quartz-bearing syenite as shown upon the general geological map, Plate I, is mainly within the central and southern
portion of Marathon County, and not far removed from the
more basic phases of this rock series, such as the nephelinebearing syenites and related rocks. It constitutes· from 5 to
~ Zeit-fur
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10 per cent of the area occupied by the rocks of' the graniteseries.
Kinds of Quartz-Syenite.-The quartz-syenite varies somewhat
in character in different parts of the area, and hence several
types or kinds may be differentiated. The names here applied
are only provisional, and further study, both micr~oopic and'
chemical may show it advisable to substlitute special names
for some of the rocks here described as typical of, or predominating in, certain localities. For the present, however, the provisional naming of these types is of practical value for descriptive purposes and should be an aid in the future study of these
rocks.
";'Y~nite

WAUSAU TYPE OF QUARTZ SYENITE.

A common phase of the quartz--bearing syenite is a mediumgrained rock containing a large proportion of alkali feldspars,
. and a variable minor proportion of amphibole, pyroxene,
quartz, mica and fayalite. This rock forms the principle portion of the rapids in the Wisconsin River at Wausau and
hence it may be conveniently referred to as the "Wausau
type." In Irving's earlier accounts,! this rock is described as a
syenite, but in the latter report2 it is called hornblende-granite,
presumably a granite on account of the presence of quartz.
Macroscopic Oharacter.

This rock is quite abThIldant and is generally brownish
pink, varying to .;grayish, . in color. On the whole, the rock is
medium grained, the coarser phases containlng feldspar reaching one-fourth inch in diameter. The predominating rock
minerals are associated in the common granitoid texture, in
mutually interfering approximately equidimensional grains .
. The minerals generally apparent to the naked eye are feldspar,
amphibole, pyroxene, mica and quartz and fayalite. Feldspar
1
2

Ceol. of Wis., Vol. II, p. 487.
Geol. of Wiis., Vol. IV, .pp. 661-663,676-'674.
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is the abundant mineral. As ~ rook becomes much weathered, the feldspar assumes a grayish-yellow tint, in sharp cbntrast with the dark-colored sili'lmtes, which gives the rock a
somewh:at spotted appearance.
This type is c1:osely associated in the river at Wausau with a
'finer grained, otherwise quite similar rock. In plaCes, the
fine-grained rock is enclosed within the coarse-grained, and in
places the coarser seems to be within the finer. In places also,
too two are intermingled and grade into one another. Stringers
of black basic rock probably fragmentS of an older diorite formation which the granite-syenite magma intrudes alsio occur' in
places in the medium-grained rock. See Plate XXIV.
The rock is quite generally jointed, with large and small
joints, which extend in various directions throughout the formation.
Ohemical OomposiitWn.

The composition of the common phase of the granite-syenite
(5917l OOC'Urring in the rapids at Wausau, analyzed by W. W.
Daniels, is as follows:
A."alUllis of Quartz-syenite at Wausau.
SiO •..•............................. '. .-.. .. . . .• .. . . . . . . . . 61.18
AliOs. ... ........ ..... .... ....... .... .... .... ...... .... 19.72
Fe.Oa .............................................. ; ... 3.71
FeO ................................................ _..
1.32
CaO .........................•..........................
264
MgO ........................ ,......................... _'. . none
Na 2 0 ........................................... ; .......
5.28
K.O ..................................._...... .. .... .... 5.66

RIO .............. _....................................... '0.32

Total. .......................... _.................... 99.83
The chemical composition of this rock is quite simitar to the
akerite (augite quartz-syenite) and nordmarkite (red quartzsyenite) of the Christiana region, described by Broggerl and the
quartz-syenite of Arkansas described by' Williams. 2 It differs
l·Zeit fiir Kryst, u. Min., B. GVI,

p. '81, 1894.
lArk. Geol. Survey, Vol. II, .p. 99; 1891.
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from these, however, in containing a much smaller amount of
magnesia, and, in consequence, there is a marked difference between the dark-colored iron silicate minerals of these Wisconsin
rocks and those of the 'quartz-syenite of Norway and Arkansas.

Microscopic Oharacter.
Under the mieroscope there are seen in thin ·sections of this
type of syenite, the .following minerals: Alkali feldspars,
amphibole" pyroxene, 'quartz, fayalite, mica, magnetite, apatite,
and fluorite.
FeZdspar.-Feldspar is the most abundant .mineral of the
quartz-sy-enite and generally constitutes from 60 to 15 per cent
of the rock. The varieties present are the alkalic feldspars, vill.,
orthoclase, albi~e, m~crocline, and microperthite.
Orthocrase i!l homogeneous individual erystals does -not appear to be abundant. The orthoclase present'is associated with
albite and microperthite, and generally occurs in allotriomorphic crystals with nearly equal diameters. Sometimes' it has
a tabular development parallel to the clinopinnacoid. The orthoclase has the usual appearance of this mineral, and in the
weathered phases of the rock it contains nunlerous inclusions of
sericite, kaolin, and other alteration products.
Albite does not appear to be abundant as individual crystals,
but is very abundant as constituent portions of the microperthite.
Mlicrocline with cross-twinning in basal sections according to
the albite and pericline laws is v£:ry rare as individual crystals
The microcline present is mainly intergrown with albite tv
form microperthite.
The most abundant feldspar of this phase of the quartz-bearing syenite, as well as of all the syenitic rocks, both quartz and
nepheline-bearing, is microperthite, consisting of intergrowths
of orthoclase and albite, or of microcline and albite. Under
the cross nicols, the microperthite is seen to consist of alternating strips of val"iableand irregular width of two kinds of feldspar substance, which extinguish at different angles and possess
aifferent birefringence, and therefore appear as dark and
liffht-colored plates as the section is rotated under the nicols.
'These strips or lamellae of different polarized feldspars appear
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to possess definite positions in the microperthite crystals (Sec
page 260).
The composition of the intergrown feldspar constituting the
microperthite is variable within narrow limits. Examined in
sections approximately parallel to the brachypinacoid and
basal pinacoid, these perthite growths are seen to extinguish
at the angles corresponding to albite, orthoclase and microcline.
Two kinds of feldspar are included in a single microperthite
crystal, and albite with either orthoclase or microcline may be
found.
A
Quartz.-The quartz of the quartz-bearing syenite has the
usual character of this mineral. It fills the angular interspaces
between the feldspars and also' forms good-sized equidimensional crystals. The quartz content varies considerably in different thin sections, but on the average it is probably more abundant than either the pyroxene or the amp;b.ibole in this
phase of rock. It probably forms from 5 to 10 per cent of the
rock.
Amplvibole.
Barkevikite.-The amphibole is quite strongly pleochroic
in tints of yellowish-green and brownish-green. The bluish
tones of arfvedsonite are not present. The extinction angle on
b(101) with the prismatic cleavage is from 10 to 15 de.,"Tees.
The amphibole was separated by use of thE' silver thallium
nitrate fluid, and analyzed by Victor Lenher, with the following
result:
.
.
Analysis of Amphibole (Barkevikite) of Q'~artz-syenite at
SiO......... .... ............ ........ ............ ........
AlsO. ...................... ............ .... ........ ....
Fe.O. ...... .... ........ .... ........ .... .... .... ........
FeO .... .... .... ........ .... .... ........ .... ......... ....
MnO ........................ : . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
MgO....................................................

WaU8au
i2.50
9.91
5.07
22.51
trace
2.39
CaO ................................ ...................... 11.35
Na.O................................................... 1.92
K.O.................................................... 3.65
TiO .................................................... trace
0.19
H 2 0 at 105°-110° ....................................... .
0.36
H 2 0 at red heat .............................. , ......... .
Total ..... " .. . . . . . . . ... . . .. .. . . . . .. .. . ... ... . .. .. ..

99.85
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The analysis shows it to belong with those rare amphiboles
especially low in silicia, containing an appreciable amount of
alkalies, and, apparently, should be referred to the variety
barkevikite rather than arfvedeionite, on account of the relatively high content of CaO and A12 0 a and the low content of
FeO and Na2 0. This amphibole has a higher cantent of K 2 0
than of' Na2 0, a feature unusual in amphiboles and pyroxenes.
The barkevikite has a habit of occurrence much more irregular than the pyroxene with which it is closely associated. Besides occurring in good-sized crystals like the pyroxene, it also
is p~eseTht in aggregates and clusters of smaH crystals. In the
small crystals it is quite generaly free from inclusions or intergrowth of pyroxene, whereas many of the large crystals are
elosely intergrown with the pyroxene, and also closely associated with the iron silicate fayalite. (It is possible that these
smaller crystals are another variety of amphibole).
Pyroxene.
Hedenbergite.-Pyroxene is quite a fairly abundant constituent of the Wausau type of quartz-bearing syenite, usually forming about 5 per cent of the rock· So far as observed.
only one variety 'is presoent. Under the microscope it appears to
be characteristically unlike the common or abundant members
of the pyroxene group. It is the distinguishing feature of this
type.
It is definitely, but not strongly pleochroic in colors ranging
from silver .through mica to silver nile. In general, therefore,
it has the color of coin silver slightly tinted with green. The
green tint may be due, in part, to inclusions of the associated
green amphibole. In the average rock of this type it usually
varies from .5 to 2mm. in diam~ter, and is generally idiomarphie, with development in many instances of terminal faces.
The extinction on b(OlO) has an angle of about 45° to the prismatic cleavage. The refringence and birefringence are about
like that of diallage. Besides the characteristic prismatic cleavage of pyroxene, it has a well developed pinacoidal parting
"'diallage structure" common to hypersthene and many other
pyroxenes.
Ohemical Compositiorn.-Ananalysis of the pyroxene from
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the quartz-syenite, occurring in the rapids at Wausan;, made by
Victor Lenher, is as follows:
Anal.'I8i~

of P!lroxene (Hedenbergitp,) of Quartz-s.venite oj Wausau.

SiO •.......... ,......................................... 47.56
Al.O s ..•.••..............•...........•....•......•......

6.65

Fe.O a .................................................. 1.67
FeO .................................................... 22.29

MnO .................................. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. trace.
CaO ....................................................

MgO.................................... .... ........ ....
NatO .................... ;.:................ ..... ... .....
KIO ...... ... ............ ........... ... ............. ....

19.08
1.90
0.27
0.20

TiO..................................................... none.
H.O at 105°-110°........................................ 0.12
HIO at red heat.........................................
0.12
Total.............................................. \19.86
The pyroxene analyzed was' obtained by crushing the rock
bearing abundant pyroxene and passing through an 80 mesh
sieve. After passing through a silver thallium nitrate solution,
and making a partial separation from the heavier and lighter
minerals asociated with it, a separation of the pyroxene from
the IlBSOciated amphibole barkevikite by hand had to be resorted
to- The associated amphibole is dark green, and the pyroxene
is silver grey; hence the two minerals couJd be readily separated
from one another by the eye, though the mechanical separation
was a tedious one. Probably from one to two per cent of the
associated green amphibole was unavoidably included in the rna,.
terial analyzed.
The analysis shows the pyroxene to be especially high in ferrous oxide and lime and to contain an appreciable amount of
alumina. It is pre-eminently a calcium-iron pyroxene, and
h~noo is closely related to the species kedenbergite, although it
contains a much larger amount of alumina than is usually
present in this species.
The silver-grey color, and the pronounced pinacoidal parting also, are not usually ascribed to hedenbergite, although in
this regard it may be stated I(see p. 23'9) that the pyroxene, in
rock phases bearing nepheline, closely related to this type, much
resembles hedenberg'ite in physical properties, and has a chem-

EXPLANATION OF PLATE
XXV.
(207)

XXV. MrCROSECTIONS OF QUARTZ-SYENITE.
Fig. 1. Microsection of quartz ~yenite. Section 5133 A.
Without analyzer, ·x20. The section consists of the dark colored pyroxene and amphibole surrounded by the colorless feldspar and quartz. The intergrowth of the pyroxene (hedenbergite) and th~ amphibole (barkevikite) is a characteristic feature
of the quartz syenite. The crystallization of the amphibole as a
pneumatolitic mineral imme,diately followed that of the pyroxene, forming the outer portions of the intergrowth.
Fig. 2. Microsection of quartz syenite. Section 6639. Without analyzer, x20. . The dark colored minerals are fayalite, hed. enbergite, riebeckite and magnetite, the light colored are quartz
and feldspar. The fayalite is in .the upper right hand quaprant
and in the lower left hand quadrant.
(208)
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ical composition almost identical with the above. This silvergrey pyroxene, Iwith pronounced pinacoidal parting, appears
to oonsist mainly of the he~enbergite molecule, Oa Fe (SiOs)2'
with small amounts of the acmite type of molecule, Na Fe
(SiO a )2' That is, it should not be classed with those iron
pyroxenes bearing magnesia, but rather with those in which ferric oxide, alumina and the alkalies are the important constituents.
The grey pyroxene, in the syenite 'at Wausau, has been referred l . to as diallage on account of the well developed so-called
diallage or pinacoidal parting. Diallage,2 however, quite generally, if not always, is a magnesia-rich pyroxene and thUS' radically different from this pyroxene in composition.
The silver-grey pyroxene, as already stated, constitutes jn
general, about 5 per cent of the rock. It is quite generally
closely associated with fayalite and the amphibole barkevikit~.
Intergrowths of the silver-grey Hcdenbergite and Barkevikitc.--The clos'e association and int·~rgrowths of the dark green
barkevitkite and silyer-grey hedenbergite in the syenite at Wausau ':s a characteristic feature cf this phase of the quartz-bearing
syenite. Usually the barkevikite forms imperfect rims or zones
of very irregular width surrounding the grey pyroxene, but in
many instances also the barkevikite appears as numerous inclusions throughout a large part. or the whole, of'the pyroxene.
The manner of association is fairly well illustrated in figure
1, Plate XXV.
Such characteristic development of the amphibole as partial
rims about pyroxene, or as inclusions within it, is often explained by the theory that the amphibole has been derived from
the pyroxene through process of alteration. This explanation,
indeed, has been offered 3 for these intergrowths in this syenite.
One of the objoots of separating and analyzing the pyroxene
and amphibole by the writer was to test this theory.
An examination of these intergrown amp,hiboles and pyroxene
crystals clearly shows that the two are in oomplete' crystallographic continuity. Fig. 1, Plate XXV, showing both basal
1 Gool. of Wis., Vol. IV, p. 663 ..
2Dana's Mineralogy, 6th Eld., p .. 360.
3 Geol. of Wis., Vol. IV, p. 663.
H-G.
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and prismatic sections of the two illustrate this fact better than
any written description. There is, however, a sharp boundary
between the amphibole and pyroxene substance, each with its
characteristic cleavage and optical properties, although there appears to be no tendency whatever to form crystal faces between
the two substances.
As to whether these intergrown pyroxenes and amphiboles
are developed by processes of alteration, or by primary crystallization in the magma as original intergrowths, only the explanation which seems the most probable can be offered. As a
means of throwing some light upon the origin of the intergrowths, the chemical composition of the intergrown minerals
may be compared.
Analyses of Hedenberrgite and Barkev.ikite.

Pyroxene
Heden bergi teo

Amphibole
Barkevikite.

Fe.O. . ............................ .
FeD ................................ .

47.56
6.65
1.67
22 29

5.07
22 51

MnO ....... : ....................... .

trace

\ tra"e

SiD •.................................
A1.0 •...............................

~:~.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

K.O .............................. .
TiD •.................................
H.O at lO~)o_llO° .................... .
H 2 0 at red heat ..................... .
Total ......................... .

1 90
19.08
0.27
o 20

42.50
\J.9l

2.:39
11.35
1.92

365

none

trac~

0.12

o 1:),

0.19
0.36

99.86

99.85

'l'he chemical composition of the pyroxene IS seen to be radio
cally different in some respects from that of the amphibole.
The most notable difference appears to be in the content of lime
and the alkalies, a .difference difficult to explain on the hypothesis that the barkevikite is derived from the pyroxene by process
of alteration. The occurrence of much of the barkevikite, as' individual crystals, un associated with the hedenbergite and POilsessing the characteristic crystal fOM of amphibole, seems to
indicate that the barkevikite has been developed in such instances, at least, as original crystals. The intergrowth 'Of the
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pyroxene and amphibole is just as common in rock in which the
feldspar is free from alter ation as in that in which the f eldspar is partly altered. While problems of origin of this sort
cannot be con clusively pro'ven, it seems to the writer that the
most probable explanation of the' intergrowths is as a primary
development in the magma, and probably is somewhat analagous in origin to the interg~'awn feldspar snbstance of the microperthite so abundant in these rocks.

Olivine.
Ji'ayalite.-1'he occurrence" of fayalite as a rock-formin g mineral . is rare and hence its widespread distribution in many

FIG. 7. -l'hotomicrograph of q uar lz-syenite . x 60. 'l'h e cr ystals shown are fayalite, much f r actured. on the ,·ig bt. hedenbergite on the left, both surrounded in pa.rt by green ba rkev iki te. 'l'he hlack miner a l is magnetite,
a nd t he colorless crystal is a patite.

phases uf syenite of this area is of interest. See Fig. 8. The
mineral fayalite, it will be recalled, is the pure iron olivine, having the formula 2 FeO, SiO z, and the theoretical composition,
f errous oxide 70.6, and silica 29.4 per cent. The fayalite probably constitutes less than 1 or 2 per cent of this phase of rock,
though in some thin sections it seems to form as much as 5 per
cent.
As observed in this type of syenite the fayalite has a light
stone color with a sage green sheen . P leochroism is slight, the
1 Widespread Occurrence of Fayalite in Certain Igneous Rocks of
WisCOOlsin: S. Wleidman, Jour. of Geol., Vol. .. II, p. 551':561.
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green tinge changing from lighter to darker shades. . It has an
.imperfect pinacoidal cleavage, and an irregular parting or
fracture, normal to the imperfect cleavage. The extinction is
parallel to the longer axis of the mineral. The refringence is
about the same as that of ordinary olivine. The birefringence
is strong, apparently about as strong as for olivine.
While this mineral has the general optical properties of ordinary olivine, and has been perviously. described! as such, the minerals associated with it, such as an abundance of quartz, orthoclase, albite and microperthite were not the usual ones found
with ordinary magnesia olivine. The composition of the rock,
with its very small amount of magnema and the alteration product of the mineral wholly to jron oxide, free from serpentine,
led to the idea that it might be fayalite.
On account of its OOCUITence in small grains, and its close association with other minerals, it was very difficult to secure sufficient material from the rock for purpose of analysis. A rock
especially rich in. fayalite was selected for this purpose, crushed
to a fine powder. and the fayalite partially separated by mean'lJ
of the silver thallium. nitrate solution. A considerable amount of
the heaviest material of the rook •. which contained, besides the
fayal:ite, some feldspar and pyroxene, was analyzed to see if any
appreciable amount of magnesia was present, and to see if the
. theory that the yellow mineral was fayalite was probably correcl.
The material was analyzed hy Dr. Victor Lenher, and is seen
to have been largely iron oxide and silica, and almost entirely
free from magnesia, as follows:
'
Analysis of' impure Fayalite of Quartz-sY6nite of Wausflu~

SiO •. ,................ ...................................

32.10

AI.O....................................................

3.54

Fe.O a· •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. : •••••• '.. • •• •• 19.86
FeO ............................ : ........................ 37.56
MgO........ ..... ... ............ .... .... ............. ... 0.07
CaO ... ......... .... ............ ........ ..... ..... ......
0.57
P.05 ., .................................. , ......... :..... none
MnO ................................. '................... trace
TiO •................... :................................ none
Undetermined .................... '....... ;.... .... .... .. ..
6.aO
Total ...... , ........................................ 100.00
'1"C. W. Hall, Minn, .,Acad. Sci., vol. III, p. 258.
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F IG. 8.-0,. Hedenbergite quartz·syenlte (6639); x 20. 'l!ne minerals shown
are: a lka li· feldspar (te), quartz (q), f",ynlite (to,) , hedenbergite (h), barkeviki te (a), and magn etite, tile black miner",!. There is a lso present a s m a li
a m oun t of fluori te and a pat ite.
O. Hede nbergi te-m ica-syenite (6597); x 20. Tbe minerals sh own are: a lka llfeldspar (te), brown mica (m), hedenber gite (h) , fa.yalite (fa), and magn!'tlte.
A s mail amount of fluorite and a pati te 11;1 also present.
c. Hedenbcrgite·nepheline·syenite (6600); x 20. 'Pbe minerals shown Il>re:
a lk a li-feld spar (te), neplleline (n), h edenbergite (Ib) , fayalite (taL and magn etite.
d. Fayalite·nephelinc-sye>nite (5275) ; x 20. T h e minera.ls s h own are: alkalife ldspar (te), n ephelin e (n), hedenllergite (h), faya lite (ta), and magnetite.
e. Fayalite-n eph elin e-syen ite (5275) : x 20. 'rile min em ls sbown a.re: alkallfe ld spar (te) , nephelin e (n), fayallte (fa). and magnetite.
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After this preliminary test· a careful separation of the yellow
mineral was made. The heavy minerals of the rock were first
separated by the means of the nitrate solution, but it was impossible to separate the magnetic iron oxide from the fayalite,
as the two were'so intimately mixed by . alteration and. intergrowth. The magnetite was very largely 'removed by means' of
a magnet, and finally, sorting by hand had to be resorted to,
After oonsiderable work, 0.3610 grams of the nearly pure fayalite was separated, which was analyzed by Dr· Lenher and found
to be as follows: .
AnalYllill at FaynUt::; of Quartz 8yenite

0/

WaU8au.

SiO a ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••• h~·i~·.. ;.:. 33.77
Fe 2 0...... ................ .... .... .... ...... .... ... ...... 0.23
FeO .... , .. , ............... : .... '...................•.... 62.09
Undetermined .....................• :.. .... .... ...... 3.91
Total ..••...• , ..........• '., ....................... 100.00

The materials associated with ·the fayalite, and necessarily included in the analysis, were small partJicles of feldspar, quartz, .
pyroxene, and amphibole. The midetermined portion in this
seoond analysis, 3.91 per cent, as indicated by oomptrisonwith .
the first rough analysis, is very probably mainly ail'Wnina and
the alkalies which may be assumed to be combined with,perhaps 4 or 5 per cent 'of silica to fom the associated sili.~te;min
erals. An additi<>nal source of silica, probably 2 or' 3 p~r'cent,
was due to small included fragments of quartz. After'dooucting, therefore, an amount of silica-7 or 8 per cent-present in
mineral other than fayalite, it will be seen that the ferrous oxide
and silica occur in approximately the proportions fOlmd in fayalite. If 7.92 Si0 2 be deducted, and the remaining Si0 2 , 25.85,
be recalculated with the 62.09 FeO, 001 the basis 1)£ 100,the theoretic composition of fayalite is the result, as follows:
SiO..... •.......
.... .... ............................
FeO ....................................................

29;4,
70.6

Total ............................................... 100.00

Occurrences of faymite in othJer rocks.-The idea has prevailed,

to some e~tent at least, ihat fayalite, on account of its extremely
basic charaeter and its association with quartz in certaJin· rocks,

.
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and with spherulites and lithophysae in lavas and 'in furnace
slags probably had only an aqueo-igneous origin in rocks rather
than ordinary igneous origin. In this connection' it may be
well to call attention to the various occurrences of fayalite
previously noted.
It has often been observed in crystalline stags. The first natural occurrence of faya~ite observed1 was in 1839 in nodules in
volcanic rocks on the island 'Of Fayal (woonce the name is derived), one of the islands of the Azores. In the Mourne Mountains of Ireland it occur"" f"illing- drusty cavities in granite. PI''''
feasor J. P. IddingsS has described its occurrenoe with tridymite in spherulites and lithophysae in the obsidian of Obsidan
Cliff, Yellowstone N ahona! Park; and Iddings and Penfield 4
have described its occurrence in the recent obsidian flows of the
. Liipari Islands. It also occurs in large crystals, apparently in
"vugs," in a s()da granite at Cheyenne Mountain, Colorado, 5
and in a pegmatite dike in hornblende granite at Rockport,
Mass. 6 In the latter place, as des'cribed by Penfield and Forbes
it occurs as a lenticular shell of varying thickness, twelve to sixteen inches in diameter, filled on the inside with loose earthy
material and enveloped by a layer of magnetite one inch thick·
It is a fact worthy of note that this Rockport granite is a phase
of the alkali-rich rock of Essex County.7
It is' also found in cavities in the lava of Vesuvius erupted in
1631, occurring with sodalite and orthoclase. Lacroix has also
noted the occurrence of fayalite in cavities in the trachyte lava of
Mount Dore 8 , and in holocrystaUine schist of Collobrieres9 , aslPoggendorf's Annalen, Vol. LI, p. 160.
2Delesse, Bulletins de la Societe geologi/l"1/A3 de France, Vol. X (1853),
p. 571.
3J. P. Iddings, Seventh Annual R;{Jport, U. a.Geological Survey

(1885, pp. 270, 279.
4J. P. Iddings andS. L. Penfield, American Journal of Science, Vot
XL (1890), p. 75.
5W. E. Hidden and 'J. B. Macintosh, ibid., Vo1. XLI (1891), p. 439,
and Vol. XXIX (18B5), p. 250.
6 S. L. Penfield and E. H. Forbes, ibid., Vol. LI (1890), p. 129.
TH. S. Washington, Journal of Geology, Vol. VII (1899), p. 466.
8M. A. Lacroix, Bull. de la Soc fro de Min. T. XIV (1891)p. 10~H.
oM. A. Lacroix, Comptes Rendus Tome CXXX (1900), p. 1778~80.
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sociated with griinerite, garnet, apatite, and magnetite. In all
these instances, with the possible exception of the 11l8t mentioned, it will be noted that the fayalite occurs either in cavities, veins, or segregations, and on this account it has been
thought that it must necessarily be a product only of aqueo--igneous action.
. It may be well, therefore, to call attention to, and emphasize,
the fact that not only .does the fayalite occur as a pers:istent, and
in places a fairly abundant, constituent of the quartz-syenite, in
the vicinity of Wausau, as well as in certain other 'syenites of
this area (p. 236), but thati~ occurs here as a normal rock
constituent.
Mineral Association in the quartz-Syenite.-In this rock at
Wausau it does not occur in vems, segregations, or cavities, but
as a common constituent distributed throughout the 'rock, like
the feldspar, quartz, amphibole, and pyroxene with which it is
associated.. The fayalite does not occur in idiomorphic crystals,
but assumes shapes in its development due to the mutual interference of surrounding minerals. It occurs in direct contact
in mutual interference with quartz as well as with feldspar, amphibole and pyroxene.
It is more usually, however, closely associated with the pyroxene and amphibole. Quite often there is a rim of the ampp,ibole
partly surrounding both the fayalite and pyroxene· ~he fayalite and pyroxene appear to have developed nearly contemporaneously and the amphibole somewhat later. The development
of the pyroxene may have preceded that of the fayalite, for the
former sometimes, as seen in section, surrounds the latter; the
reverse relations not being observed.
Alteration.-Closely assoCIiated with the fayalite, as ill(Jllusions, and also as rims and as fine lines in the cleavage cracks,
is a variable amount of magnetite, very probably partly original,
Bnd partly a secondary alteration of the fayalite. YellQwishbrown inclusions occur to a small extent in irregular areas, and
may be the hydroxide of iron, gothite or limonite, developed by
alterations of the fayalite.
There are present in some of the thin se<'tions of this type irregular shaped areas like those characterstic of fayalite which
consist of an aggregated mass of magnetite and also numerou!!
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small grayish minerals with strong 'refringence and birefring.
ence, the latter often having a semi-rosette structure or a tendency to form in bunches· This unlntown mineral is probably
ferrous iron silicate derived by alteration from the fa.yalite. In
some of these areas is a small amount of, serpentine, evidently
derived by alteration of portions of the fayalite, containing the
magnesia-iron silicate molecule of ordinary olivine. There is a··
marked difference, however, in the character of the serpentine
and the above undetermined grayish mineral.
.
Mica-Lepidomelane.-The mica present is usually, if not
always, the brown or yellowish-brown variety. ~ile a small
amount of brown mica -occurs in the main mass of this rock
phase, it does not appear to bt very abundant. There is present, however, considerable biotite in the pegmatite veins in the
rapids at IWausau associatd with quartz, carbonate, graphite
and other mineral. (See page 295.)
Fluorite.-This mineral iSi a fairly persistent though minor
~onstituent of the general mass of the quartz syenite. It is
colorless,' has low birefringence, and has perfect octahedral
cleavage. On account of its extremely low index of refraction,
it produces the apparent anamolous appearance under the microscope of having a very high idex of refraction.
Apl}tite, zircon, and magnetite are present to a variable ex-'
tent in most thin sections. There is present in some of the
slides a reddish-brown mineral, with good pleochroism, which
has not been definitely identified. It has good crystal form with
fully developed terminal faces. The crystals noted were small
and elongated, the longer axes varying from 1 to 5 rum. in
length, and the shorter from oue-half to one-third the length
of the longer axis. The twinning and crystal form appear
to correspond to epiidote. Faces corresponding to 001, I 100
and 101 of epidote, with approximately similar angles of
intersecti6n and twinning, and composition face corresponding
to 100, were observed. Definite cleavage is not noticeable. Extinction is inclined 30 0 to the twinning plane. Most of this mineral was noted in the fine-grained phase of the syenite occurring
in the rapids atW ausau. In the medium-grained phase, a
larger crystal was noted, which appeared to be isotropic. This
mineral is probably a member of the epidote group and may be
either allanite or piedmontite. It was apparently one of the
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earliest minerals to develop. . Some of the. crystals are clouded
with inclusions.

STETTIN TYPE OF QUARTZ-SYENITE.

A phase of the quartz-bearing syenite closely related to the
Wausau type occurs in various parts of the town of Stettin,
northwest of WauS'au, and hence it may be conveniently referred to as the Stettin tYJ;>e. This type is more closely associa.ted in 'OCcurrence with the nepheline-bearing syeni,t,e than i,s the
Wausau type. It also contains less quartz and hence evidently
stands as an intermediate rock phase between the Wausau type
of quartz-syenite and the nepheline-bearing syenites. This
type is well developed on the tow ridge near Mr. J. Kolter's
place, in adjoining parts of sections 29, 30, 31 and 32 of T. 29,
R. 7 E., in the ridge in the NE. ~ of Sec. 29, in low outcrops
in the northern part of Sec· 20 in the same township; in the
vicinity of the center of the NW. part of Sec. 24, T. 29, R. 6 E.;
and in Sec. 15, T· 29, R. 6.

Macroscornc Oharacter.

This type of quartz-syen)~t-e is fine to ooarse-grained
and brownish to grayish in color. Feldspar, quartz, amphibote
and pyroxene are the principle minerals distinguishf,tble in the
hand specimens. This type or phase usually possesses a banded
appearance, due to the tabular development of the feldspar
paralTel to the brachypinacoid. (010). The average breadth
of tMse tabutar crystals is' 10 to 15mm., but they often reach
a breadth much greater than this. The textur.e of this type,
therefore is predominately trachytoid in contra-distinction
to the granitoid texture of the Wausau type.
Microscornc Oharacter.

Under the microscope, the principal minerals to be
obServed are the alkali feldspar, amphibole, pyroxene, quartz,
brown mica, fluorite, apatite, zircon, fayalite, and magnetite,
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and the usual alteration minerals developed from the alkali
feldspars. The mineral composition, therefore, is practically
the same as that of the Wausau type. The principle difference
between the two types is in the character of the pyroxene and
amphibole constituent, and in the abundant development of the
tabular feldspar. The remaining mineralS' need not be e~ecial
ly referred to.
Tabu~ar Microperthite.-The tabular feldspars appe.'1r to be
wholly microperthite. In the dominating occurrence of tabular
form of the feldspars, there is a textural similarity to phases of
the nepheline syenite described later, see p. 256.
Pyroxene.-The pyrox-ene of this type has very strong
pleochroism va.rying from light olive green to lizard groon. a is
lizard green, b olive green, c ;is ~zllird green~ The extinction is incllned to the prismatic cleavage 40 to 45 degrees. The
refringence and bi-refringence is· strong, about like that of
ordinary augite, and much less than that of aegerite. The
strong. pleochroism, however, separates it from ordinary augite.
It possesses no fine pinacoidal parting planes. In respect to
color, and structure, this pyroxene, therefore, is quite unlike the
silver-grey pyroxene with pinacoidal parting so characteristic
of the Wausau type.
This lizard-green pyroxene occurs in abundance in a prominent type of the nepheline syenite and from this latter type it
was separated and analyzed (See p. 240). The writer was
somewhat surprised to find it so closely similar to the silvergrey pyroxene in chemical composition. In comparison with the
silver-wey pyroxene there is a decrease in FeO and increase in
Fe 2 0 3 and Na2 0, thus showing a closer relationship than the
silver-grey pyroxene to acmite. Both the silver-grey pyroxene
and the lizard-green pyroxene should apparently be classed 8.'1
varieties of hedenbergite.
Amphibole.~The amphibole associated with the l'izard-green
pyroxene much resembles the barkevikite of the Wausau type,
but has the bluish p:texhroism charooteri&tic of aITVedSOlnite.
The arfvedsonite and lizard-green pyroxene are inter grown in
somewhat the same manner as the barkevikite and the silvergrey pyroxene, but apparentl'y not so intimately.

Relation of Stettin Type to Other Phases of the Syenite.-This
type of quartz-bearing syenite does not seem to be so important

•
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l{uantitatively as the Wau:sau type. As already observed, it appears to stand in chemical composition near to the nepheline·
bearing syenite, and its usrualoccurrence in the field is near to
nepheline-bearing rock.
On the other hand, this type also appears to be closely related tQ lbundant contact phases of the syenite, having a siimilar
mineral composition, but differing remarkably from it in
texture, due to a peculiar habit of enlargement or secondar)
crystallization of the alkali-feldspar constituent.

\-"

CONTACT PHASES OF QUARTZ· SYENITE.

Rock phases of unusual texture have a considerable distribution in the region west 'Of Wausau where quartz-bearing
and nepheline-bearing rocks are cQntiguous to included masses
of quartzite and othe::- older rocks. Surrounding the quartzite
'Of Rib Hill and the Miosi;nee Hills is a phase of the granitesyenite magma more quartzose than that in the immediate
vicinity of the nepheline-syenite which penetrates and encloses
in a complex manner the quartzite formation in many places,
developing a zone of mixed rock seV'eral hundred feet in
width.
In the region northwest of Wausau in the vicinity of the
lower course of the Little Rib River and within the general area
'Of quartz-bearing and nepheline-bearing syenites, there are, enclosed in the syenite comparatively small masses of quartzite
varying froJU minute fragments up to large fragmentary
masses one hundred feet or mON in thickness.
At the south end of the ridge near Mr. J. Kolter's house in
the NE. pa.rt of Sec. 31, T. 29, R. 7 E. (see. sketchi-map,
Plate IV) is a fragment of the quartzite about 60 feet across.
On' the south side 'Of the hill, in sections 27 and 28, and in the
NE. part of Sec. 29, Jf T. 29, R. 7, there is a considerable area
of quartzite enclosed within the syenite mass. In the vicinities
of these large fragmentary masses of the quartzite are abundant
small fragmlents of the same rock. In some places, also, as in
the S. liz' of Sec.' 27, other rock is associated with the quartzite as fragments in the contact rock, namely, a phase of black
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schist and a porphyritic rock. On the northwest slope of Rib
Hill near the west lend, several kinds of fragments· were also
noted in the enclosing igneous mass. The principal occurrence
of the contact rock is shown upon the outcrop maps,-Plate
IV.
Macroscopic Character.-These rock phases .are fine to medium-grained, and are quite generally of brownish color. The
feldspar· usually has a tabular development. Feldspar is the
principal constituent, the only other minerals noticeable in the
hand specimens being fine granular quartz and a sprinkling of
dark colored minerals.
Microscopic Character.-The principal minerals to he observed
under the microscope are alkali feldspar, amphibole, pyroxene,
brown mica" quartz, zircon, fluorite, apatite and magnetite.
The enlarged feldsp2r.-The feldspar is mainly m'icroperthite,
with minor quantity pf albite, orthoclruf3. and microcline in
some phases. To a very large extent, the feldspar consists
of microperthite which appears to belong to two generations' or
two periods of crystallization. The first generation consists
of medium sized crystals of microperthite in the form of cores
withiri an outer portion which evidently crystallized later than
the core. As selen in croBS-section, .therefore, these feldspars are
characterized by a pecul~ar core and rim structure like that of
enlarged feldspar and quartz grains in metamorphic sedimentary rocks.
The general appearance .vf these enlarged crystals is shown in
Plates XXVI and XXVII. The cores are generally bounded by
well defined crystal faces, although in some instances the corners
are somewhat rounded. Twinning, according to the Carlsbad
and Baveno laws, is common. The microperthite of the 00res
does not differ apparently in optical propertie8 and composition
from other microperthite of the syenite.
Along the boundary of the cores, as seen in cross-section, is a
line of quartz, rn:agnetite, amphibole, zircon, etc., and outside
this line is a sprinkling of similar grains of quartz, magnetite,
etc., the whole enclosed within microperthite in crystal continuity with the cores. The cores are free from inclusions, while
the enlarged rims are filled with included minerals, the two portions therefore standing out in sharp contrast with one another.
The inclusions are esi>eciapy abundant at the boundaries of the
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cores forncing lines, as aoove remarked. Between the microper. thite crystals with cores and rims are smaller crystals of similar
microperthite, with inclusions of minerals throughout. The
quartz Imd associated minerals in the rims of microperthite are
small grains usually about 0.01 mm. in diameter, while those
outside'these rims between the microperthite are about 0.1 mm.
in diameter. Bluish-green amphibole and magnetite are abund~t inclusions. Zircon, apatite and fluorite are also present.
The fluorite in places is ~latively abundant. The lizard-green
pyroxene is also present in some rocks of the contact phase, and
also yellowish-green aegerite.
Phases of Contaot Rocks.

A very abundant phll8e of the contact rock standing
very close to the normal Stettin type of quartz-bearing syenite is represented by specimens 6495 and 6496 from the north-ern part of the ridge in the SE. 14 of Sec· 30, T. 29, R. 7. A
large part of this ridge appears to be made up .of syenite mixed
with quartzite inclusions, and rock having the characteristic
features of the Stettin type. Megasoopically, this phase (64956) is seen to have well developed tabular feldspars like much of
the normal Stettin type.. Under the ncicroscope some of these
feldspars show the characteristic core and rim structure. The
contrast between the cores and rims is not very pronounced, yet
the borders of the cores are very distinct. Not all the feldspar,
which is wholly' microperthite, appears to possess the cores.
The other minerals in this phase are the lizard-green pyroxene
and bluish-green amphibole in good-sized crystals, and small
crystals of apatitie and zircon. The quartz present is in the interstices between the tabular feldspars, as is usual in pha.'Ses of
the syenite with tabular development of the feldspar.
In the NE. 1;4 IQf Sec. 29, T. 29, R. 7, and adjoining portion
of Sec. 28, there is a considerable area of quartzite surrounded
by various phases of syenite, both nepheline-bearing and quartzbearing syenite beiing presen1J, In this vicinity the nephelinebearing rock contains the pyroxene, aegerite, and some phaSes
of the rock with enlarged feldspars also contain relatively abundant aegerite, although most of the contact rook contains the
lizard-green pyroxene, hedenbergite, of the normal quartz-sye-
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XXVII.

PLATE

XXVI.

SECONDARY ENLARGEMENTS OF FELDSPAR IN A

METAMORPHIC SYENITE.

Fig. 1. Microsection of a contact phase of syenite containing
enlarged feldspar. Section 6644. With analyzer, x20. Section consists of microperthite feldspar with small amounts of
quartz, amphibole, biotite and iron oxide. Near the centre of
the field is shown a nearly square crystal of enlarged microperthite with' a smaller one above and to the right.
Fig. 2: Same ~ above, with increaSed magnification of the
two enlarged crystals, x50. Note the sharp angles in the \ or- .
iginal form of the two crystals, the distinct line of iron oxide
and quartz along the original boundaries, and the mutual contacts of the runes of later developed feldspar.
PLATE' XXVII. SECONDARY ENLARGEMENTS OF FELDSPAR IN
MlETAMORPIDC SYENITE.

Fig. 1. Similar to the above. E?ection 6610, x20. Note the
common feldspar twinning of the enlarged crystal in the centre
of the field· shown by the light and dark portions.
Fig. 2. Similar to the above. Section 6613. With analyzer,
x20. Note the parallel microperthite structure in the first and
second growths.
(224)
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nite. . The phase containing aegerite also contains considerable
fluorite, blue amphibole and magnetite. The blue amphibole is
probably crocidolite rather than riebeckite.
In the NE. ~ of Sec· 29, lIB well lIB at the south end of the
ridge near Mr. J. Kolter's house, in NE. ~ of Sec. 31 ,variou~
phases of contact rocks, quartzite, nephiline- and quartz-bearing
syenites are present.
Near the center of the ridge, near Mr· Kolter's, was observed
an unusual rock (6497-8), made up of rock fragments cemented
together by rock of medium-grained granitoid texture. Under
the microscope, this rock appears to be a quartzite filled with a
myriad of colorless, acicular crystals, apparently andalusite
and some magnetite and large crystals of brown mica. The
rook is probably an intrusive breccia, the andalusite, magnetite
and mica being' developed by contact metamorphism.
In the NE. ~ of Sec. 29, various phases of rock may be observed; made up of quartzite injected with minerals derived
from the syenite. .All gra.dations are present, from normal
syenite to the normal coarse quartzite, which makes up the summit of the pointed hill of this locality. See Plate XXVIU.
The rock next to the normal syenite is quite generally, if not
always, one in which the microperthite has the well developed
c()res above .described. Mluch of this phaSe' contains numerous
fragments of quartzite, the latter containing a vanabl"e amount
of' microperthite, .blue amphibole, magnetite and fluorite interspersed throughout These iritroduced minerals in the quartzite fragments 'are interstitial to the large quartz grains. .A variable amount of quartz of the fragnients is probably derived
from the syenite and added 'to the quartz iIi crystal continuity.
Some of the fragments are near:ly black or blu1sh, on account of .'
the abundance of magnetite and blue amphibole present. .As
the main body of the quartzite is approached, the qu.artzite
fragments become' more numerous and' the contact' rock grad~
ualiy changes from: a syenite Containing quartZite fragments
t() 'a quartzite cbntaining veins and stringymMseS of Syenite.
Where the cOntact rock' oonsists la.rgely of quartzitic material,
no oores in the feldspar were noted, and no pyroxene is present. '
In the phaSe ofcohtact rook large!'y Consisting
quartZite, '
the minerals derived from the syenite magma are the same 83"
those to be observed in the quartzite' fragments in the syenite,

of
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viz., . microperthite, blue amphibole, magnetite and fluorite.
These minerals occur in the interstices between the quartz crystals, and thiIs clearly show their insertion after the quartz was
formed. No doubt a large amount of quartz was also added to
the quartzite in the interstices between the original clastic
grains, but such additional quartz is in crystal continuity with
the clastic quartz. No enlargement of the clastic quartz in this
phase of the quartzite is to be observed, thus showing its similarity in this respect to the main body. of recrystallized quartzite of the Rib Hill formation.
, The feldspar developed in the quartzite is microperthite like
that of the normal intruding rock. In some phases, the micropertb'ite is red, on account of inclusions of iron oxide.
. The amphibole of the phase of syenite in which cores in the
feldspar are developed has the character of arfvedsonite, but in
the quartzite fragments of the contact rock where theamphtbole is probably developed by pneumatolitic processes, it is 'a bluish variety, apparently riebeckite. Thjs riebeckite occurs in acicular crystals and also in good' sized massive forms. They are
often developed in a radiate or rosette structure in the interstices·
between the quartz crystals.
Magnetite and fluorite are quite generally together in small
aggregates in the quartzite .fragments. The fluorite observed
is always colorless, like that in the intruding syenite.
In the 1\"W. 1,4 of Sec. 15, T. 29, R· 6 E., on and in the vicinity
of the farm of Albert :wendtorf, there is nepheline-bearing and
quartz-bearing syenite, quartzite and various mixed and contact
phases of rock. Besides the several phases already described,
which occur also to some extent in this locality, there is presen t
a peculiar spotted rock, often referred to in the field as "leopard
rock. "
The spotted character of this phase is due to the occurrence
of a dark-colored mineral, amphibole, enclosed in whitish feld. spar· Under the microscope, the principal constituents are
seen to be microperthite in fairly uniform small grains about
0.25 mm. in diameter, and numerous larger crystals of amphl:'
bole, generally between 1 and 2 mm. in diameter. The amphibole has the character of arfvedsonite, and has the form of rlkeleton-like crystals enclosing numerous smaller crystals of the mi-'
croperthite.· (See Figure 9, page 229). Small crystals of :fIll-
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PLATE XXVIII.

QUARTZITE AT

CONTACT

WITH

INTRUSIVE

. SYENITE.

Fig. 1. Phase of the Rib Hill quartzite formation showing the
injection of feldspar in the quartzite. Specimen 5999, threefourths natural size.
Fig. 2. Similar to the above. Specimen 6003. Consists of
fragments of quartzite impregnated with blue amphibole, magnetite, fluorite and abundant feldspar.
Fig. 3. Similar to the above. Specimen 6004. Consists of
about equal proportions of the quartzite and of quartz and feldspar from the syenite magma. There is an imperfect banding
in this phase iIot shown in the face photographed.
It is impossible to distinguish under the microscope the
magmatic quartz from the recrystallized quartz of the quartzite
in these contact phases. However, the fragmentary form of the
quartzite and its sacharroidal texture, as observed in hand
specimens, is never wholly obliterated by the metamorphism.
(228)
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orite and zircOill are often very abundant. A phase of this rock
contains nepheline and aegerite. Phases of this rock also contain abundant fragment81 of qaartzite, and inclusions of syenite
much like the enclosing rock. In those phases containing quartz-

FIG. 9.-Skeleton crystals of amphibole In syenite.
h, Amphibole. b, Feldspar. fl, Fluorite.

ite fragments, the minerals developed in the quartzite are similar to those already described in the quartzite fragments elsewhere.
Origrin of the Oontact Phases.

As already stated on previous pages there are present
all gradations between the normal granular syenite and the ordinary pUI1e quartzite where these rocks in the area northwest of
Wausau occur. A large portion of the contact rock, namely,
that in which quartzite fragments are present in small qauntity
or in abundance, was evidently formed by the mechanical mixture of the older quartzite" or sandstone by the intruding of the
syenite magma. It seems very probable, from the' disposition
and arrangement of the sedimentary rock in the igneous mass,
that the phenomena to be observed at the present land surface
was developed some distance below the surface existing when
the !intrusion took place. Hence the mixed rocks may be referred to as intrusive breccias, rather than ex"tru8ive breccias.
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. The contact phase of syenite of especial interest, is the phase
in which the feldspar shows the enlargements. These feldspars,
wholly of nricroperthite, do not show a zonal growth, but have
the characteristics of enlarged feldspars with cores and rims so
commonly observed in metamorphic sedimentary roc~: and in
.some metamorphic igneous rocks. (See PIs. XXVI and XXVII) .
While this phase is now a holo-crystalline hypidiomorphic
granular rock, like plutonic rocks in general, it is believed to
have been once a porphyritic rock containing phenocrysts of
feldspar in a ground:mass, The original phenocrysts are
now represented by the cores, which, in general, have well defined crystal form. In order to develop such idiomorphic forms,
they were probably first developed within a very fine-grained
groundmass approaching the character of glass, perhaps later
baving the size of grain like that of the quartz and amphibole
which immediately surrounds the idiomorphic cores and which
is of much' finer grain than the minerals later developed.
The shl}pe of the original feldspar phenocrysts WIlS both
equidimensional and tabular, with all gradations between, the
tabular developed feldspar apparently showing a close relation
to the normal syenite of the Stettin type. This phase, there-.
fore, resembled a porphyritic rock of trachytoid structure. In
this original porphyritic rock no phenocrysts other than feldspar appear to have developed. .Ap, the norma] syenite is approached a phase intermediate between the syenite and a porphyry (Sp. 6495-6) was developed. in which but a faint line
ma.rks the border of core and rim, and such minerals and amphiboles as those occurring in the normal syenite are abundant.
It is believed, therefore, that this contact phase of ~he syenite was once a porphyritic rock and was intruded as such into
the quartzite formation, surrounding and detaching blocks and
fragments of various size from the main mass, and also sending
out S'tringers a,nd veins some distance into the main mass. The
quartzite formation at the time of the intrusion was probably a
partially metamorphosed sandstone approaching the character
of quartzite, with· abundant. interstitial spaces between the
clastic quartz grains, into which· quartz, feldspar, riebeckite,
magnetite, and fluorite were injected by dilute liquids and gases
emanating from the intruding porphyritic magIIJ.a. The
stringers and veins of igneous material that left the main body
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of the magma and penetrated the quartzite appear to have had
the texture of the ground-mass, as no enlarged feldspars with
cores were observed in them. The intrusion of the porphyritie
phase probably marked a single stage in the very composite in.
trusion of the granite-syenite magma into the older rocks of the
region. After this stage of intrusion, when the £eldspar porphyry, trachyte, had come to rest in contact with the quartzite,
both were metamorphosed by later intrusions and by other
thermal and dynamic forces of metamorphism operating in the
region.
It is possible that the continuation of the development of crystallization in the porphyritic rock, by which the feldspar phenocrysts were enlarged, and new feldspar crystals and otht'r minerals were crystallized into larger crystals, was immediately
following the intrusion or first crystallization, with no important interval between the development of phenocrysts and their
subsequent enlargement. The interval between the two periods
of crystallization may have been comparatively short or com
paratively long. The occurrence of the enlarged feldspars in
this phase is taken as evidence conclusive that an actual break
or cessation oeeurred in the procesS" of the consolidation and
crystallizing of the rock. The exact manner in which the two
periods of the earlier and the later crystallizing was brought
about can only be conjectured.
•
The extreme metamorphism revealed by the Rib Hill quartzite formation .(see page 48-52) is a fact of much importance to
be considered in connection with th~ history of this rock phase
wlth enlarged feldspar. The quartzite formation of Rib Hill
and adjacent oCltliers is now whoUy recrystallized rook having
the microscopic texture of vein or granitic quartz. To have
produced such a holocrystalline, even-granular rock from a
sandstone or ordinarily cemented qUll:rtzite having rounded
clastic grains, must have required long continued, strong forces
of metamorphism. It is metamorphism of a similar character
which the writer is inclined to believe operated to bring about
the enlargement of the feldspar in this peculiar contact phase
of syenite.
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General Contact Effects of the Syenite Imtrusion.
The character o.f the mineralizatio.n o.f the quartzite enclosed
in the phasres o.f syenite intrusives has been generally descrihed,
and also the mixture of the quartzite and the intrusive along
the contacts of the two. formations.
The most prominent effect to be noted 1j-Iong the contacts is
probably the mechanical mixture of the quartzite fragments in
the intruding igneous rock. This is true whether the intruding
rock be the quartzose granite as in the region of Rib Hil1, or the
more basic syenite in the localities just described. In a general way, if not in all cases, it is not diftrenlt to distinguish the
quwtzite fragments from the enclosing igneous rock, even in
the most extensive areas of mixed rocks. While the enclosed
quartzite fragments are impregnated with mineral!j, such as feldspar, riebeckite, magnetite, fiourite, and presumably quartz, from
the intrusives, the original outlines of the fragments can be
readily detected, even in localities where later mashing has
tended to modify the l"esultant rock. There appears, therefore,
to be little blending or interfusion of the two rocks at their contacts. The same phenomena is illustrated at the contacts of the
granite and gabbro-diorite rocks (see page 193), where, over
large areas of contact zones, the intimately mixed diorite-gabbro
fragments in the granite is a prominent feature.
The impregnation of the enclosed quartzite with mineral from
the intrusive rock extends through all the small fragments, but
the larger fragmentary masses appear to be entirely free from
injected mineral in their central portions. Quartzite fragments
three or four feet in diameter have comparatively slight or no
impregnation in their interiors. This fact is especially well illustrated in the quartzite enclosures near Mr. J. Kolter's ho.use,
and also in the locality of the NE;4 of Sec. 29, T. 29, R. 7 E.
While the intruding magma appears to have filled all the open
fractures in the quartzite, and veinlets of syenite abundantly
("amify throughout, there seems to be but comparatively little
mineral developed through escaping vapo.rsand gases emanating
from the molten magma through the minute pore spaces in the
quartzite for any great distance from tlie contacts.
The effect of the quartzite upon the composition of the intrud-
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ing magma along the contacts appears to have been very slight.
The physical effecta very probably caused some variation in the
texture of the intruding magma., but practically little or no effect
by absorbing silica from the quartzite is apparent. 'This appeaI'IJ
to be indicated not only by the sharp boundary lines between the
quartzite fragments and the intruding rock, but also by the
fact that all the various phases of syenite and granite extent!
into the quartzite without any apparent modification.in composition. While nepheline-syenite was not found in actual contact with quartzi~, it is knOlWn to occur in direct contact
with closely related syenite containing abundant fragments ot
quartzite. In several localities, the nepheline-bearing rock is
well within the zone of mixed quartzite and syenite, an association which would not exist if the endomorphic effect of the
quartzite upon the intruded syenite magma was of much importance.
- On the whole, therefore, while the mechanical mixture of syenite magma with the quartzite is very extensive, and the development of certain minerals, mainly feldspar, riebeckite, magnetite, and :fluorite, characteristically borders the immediate vicinity of the contacts, the endomorphic effect upon the intrusive
rock appears to have been unimportant.

NEPHELINE-SYENITE.

The nepheline-bearing syenites occur as shown upon the map,
Plate 1, almost entirely in the region from 3 to 10 miles northwest of Wausau. As shown upon the sketch map of rock outcrops, they have a sporadic distribution within an area of about
one square township, in the central and eastern part of T. 29,
R. 6 E., and in the western part of T. 29, R. 7 E. See PI. IV.
rhe largest continuous outcrops of nepheline-bearing rock he
in Sections 1, 2, 11 and 12 of T. 29, R. 6 E. In Sec. 2, there is
a low ridge of nepheline-syenite extending north and south,
about three-fourths of a mile long and one-fifth of a mile wide.
About a mile east of the above, in Sections 1 and 12. there are a
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number of isolated small outcrops indicating a probable continuous ledge, from half a mile to a mile in length and one-fourth
of a mile wide. Betwoon these ridges there is low ground, the
rock beneath being unknown, but the prevailing rock may be
wholly or in part the nepheline-bearing syenite. On the whole,
the nepheline-syenite appears to be very abundant in this vicinity, constituting an area of 3 to 6 square miles, most of the
rock being nepheline-bearing.
A considerable area lies in the northeastern part of Sec. 27,
T. 29, R. 6 E. and adjoining sections. The nepheline-bearing
rock here has an aproximate extent of half a square mile. The
other outcrops in this region are small, but may be a part of a
considerable body in the immedi3ite vicinity oovered with soH..
This region, like other parts of the area of north-central Wisconsin, contains but little glacial drift, but the rocks are deeply
disintegrated in general, and a rich agricultural soil lies between the outcropping ledges. Along the ditches of the roads
and in the farm-house well,s nepheline-syenite is found 1n many
places.
A small outcrop was discovered a considerable distance from
this main area, SIOutheast of Wausau, in Sec. 21, T. 28, R. 8 E.
The outcrop here is probably not a part of an extensive body,
but it is of interest as an indication of the probable occurrence
of similar bodies outside the main area northwest of Wausau.
It seems very probable that in the future other small areas will
be found within the general area of the quartz-bearing syenite
and amphibole granite of this district.
ASSOCIATED ROCKS.

Within the area of nepheline-bearing syenite the rocks intimately associated with them are the closely related alkalic syenites occurring in both fine to medium-grained, as well as coarse
pegmatitic, phases. Immediately outside this area are massive
older rocks, mainly dark-colored gabbro, diorite, etc., commonly
called greenstone, with which the nepheline-syenite and associated rocks are in intrusive contact on the southwest, west 'and
northwest. On the southeast, east and northeam., the alkali-rich
phases of th~ series grad~ into the more quartzose phases of
quartz-syenite and granite, which still farther east are likewise
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in intrusive contact with the older rocks, mainly the greenstone
and rhyolite formations. Besides these older igneous formations the..e are the considerable bodies of Rib Hill quartzite, lying mainly along the southeast side of the nepheline-bearing
area, with which the alkali rock series is in intrusive contact. A
sedimentary series overlies the associated granites in the region
northwest and north of Wausau, but this later sedimentary rock
is not known to be in contact with the nephelin~bearing syenite.
KINDS OF NEPHELINE-SYENITE.

Two types or phases of the nepheline-bearing syenite appear

to stand in sharp contrast with one another in this area. In one
of these types, the yellow"green pyroxene, aegerite, is the prevailing and important dark~colored constituent, and in the other,
the lizard-green pyroxene, hedenbergite, and fayalite are the important or distinguishing dark-colored minerals. In the aegerite-bearing phase, sodalite is a more abundant constituent than
it is in the hedenbergite-fayalite-bearing phase. There are undoubtedly rock phases intermediate between these types, showing a close relationship to either or both, but the above principal or important types can be readily distinguished from each
other in thE; field, as well as microscopically, and hence it is convenient to describe them separately and group the related or intermediate phases about them.
The mineral composition of these two types of nepheline-bearing rock of course is but the expression of the chemical composition of the differentiated rock magma. The aegerite-bearing
phase is developed from a magma somewhat richer in· ferricoxide and silica than the hedenbergite-fayalite phase. The latter is develop'ed from a magma having a higher cOntent of ferrous oxide and lime than the aegerite-bearing phase.
Of the two types, the aegerite-bearing type is a fairly common
phase of nepheline-syenite outside of this area. The fayaIitebearing type, however, appears to be unique among the described
rocks of the ·world. For this reason, the latter may be conveniently referred to as the Marathon type, after Marathon county,
in which it OCCUI'S. The area of occurrence of these types is not
shown separately upon the maps.
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'l'HE HEDENBERGITE FAYALITENEPHELINE SYENITE.
THON TYPE.

MARA·

This rock phase or type occurs in Sections 1, 2 and 12 of T.
29, R. 6 E With the exception of a somewhat similar rock
noted in the SE· part of Sec. 14, this type is known to occur
only in the above sections, where it forms the largest continuous
outcrops of the nepheline-bearing syenite. It is not unlikely
that this phase spreads out into some of the adjacent sections
and forms a large connected mass in this locality, perhaps two
or three square miles in extent. Its apparently large area of occurrence near the center of the nepheline rock area is in sharp
contrast. with the much smaller areas of aegerite-sodalite-beal'ing rocks which are scattered over the outer borders of the region occupied by the nepheline-bearing syenite.
Macroscopic Oharacter.
Thi~ phase is generally medium-grained, with a variation to
fine-grained and coarse-grained phases. The color is grayish,
due to the whitish feldspar sprinkled with the bluish-gray nepheline and the greenish-black pyr?xene and amphibole. On the
weathered surface, the rock is pitted,· on account of the weathering out of the nepheline.
The minerals readily recognizable in the hand specimens are
feldsp.ar, nepheline and the pyroxene and amphibole. The
feldspar with bright pearly lustre generally, if not always,
shows a strong tabular development, the plates generally having a thickness between 1 to 4 mm· and breadth of 5 to 20 mm.
The bluish-gray or slate-ooiored nepheline occurs as roughly
quadratic and angular crystals, generally from 2 to 4 mm. in di·
ameter. The dark green pyroxene and amphibole generally occur in elongated crystals from 2 to 6 JIml.in diameter. The
fayalite present in these rockS' can hardly be distinguished with
the naked eye, on account of its close association and intergrowth
with the dark-colored pyroxene and amphibole. The rock is
brittle, and, on account of the tabular feldspar, breaks with an
uneven fracture.
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XXIX. PHASES OF NEPHELINE SYENITE.
Fig. 1. Nepheline ,syenite. Specimen 6570, three-fourths natural size. The light colored grayish mineral is feldspar, the
darker flesh colored mineral is nepheline and the black mineral
is soda-amphibole (arfvedsonite) and soda~pyroxene (aegerite).
Fig. 2. Fine grained nepheline syenite. Specimen 6002.
Consists mainly of feldspar and nepheline. The da;k inineral
is soda-amphibole, aegerit&and magnetite. This syenite contains a small amount of calcite ,and fluorite, see Fig. 2, Plate
XXXVII.
Fig. 3. Nepheline syenite, 5275, contains besides the feldspar and nepheline, from 1 to 5 per cent of fayalite, and considerable lizard green hedenbergite.
PLATE XXX. PHASE OF THE USUAL COARSE NEPHELINE-BEARPLATE

ING PEGMATITE.

Specimen 6024 B, three-fourths natural size. The white
mineral is feldspar. The large, dark flesh-colored mineral is
nepheline, and the black mineral is mainly aegerite.
(238)
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Microscopic Oharacter.
The minerals to be observed under the microscope are the alkali feldspar, nepheline, pyroxene, amphibole" fayalite, mioo.,
magnetite, fiourite, apatite, and various secondary minerals due
to weathering of the rock. On the whole, this type appears to
be much more simple and uniform in ita mineral and textural
oomposition than the aegerite-sooalite type.
Feldspar.-The predominating feldspar is one of apparent
uniform character, without polysynthetic twinning, or perthitic
intergrowths. The color is white with pearly lustre and pron9unced !!Ghil1er. On P (001) the extinction is nearly parallel.
This feldspar is believed to be anorthoclase. There is also
present in minor qu~ntity, feldspar with microcline habit and
perthitic intergrowths.
Tlie feldspar occurs quite generally in tlLbular plates. This
is especially true of the targer crystals. The alteration is to
grayish and white kaolin, giving the feldspar a cloudy appear·
ance. The alteration advances along the structure planes of
the feldspal.
Nephew-ne.-Next to the feldspar, the nepheline is thoe most
abundant constituent of the rock. Under the microscope it appears colorless and has the usual characrer of this mineral, as
usually described. It appears to tend stro~gly to a quardratic
development. Its alteration is most commOnly to minute crystals
of grayish natrolite. Muscovite and kaolinite in good-sized
crystals were observed as inclusions in the most altered crystals.
Sodalite.-Sodalite is present in this phase but apparently
only in small quantity. . It is colorless to grayish and shows the
same alteration minerals as· the nepheline.
Hedenbergi;te.-A dark green pyroxene is a fairly abundant
constituent. often closely associated with the fayalite and amphi,bole. The pyroxene ha,s very pronounced pteochroism, varying from light olive-green to lizard-green. a==li7,ard green;
b==olive-green; e=lizard-green. '£he extinction is inclined
to the prismatic cleavage ' at an angle of 40° to 45 0 • The index
of refraction and bi-refringence appears to be about that of or·
dinary augite and much less tlj.an that ·of aegerite. Its strong
pleochroism separates it from the ordinary augites and diop-
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sides. It possesses no' fine pinacoidal cleavage like the silvergray pyroxene occurring in, the fayalite-bearing quartz-syenite.
This pyroxene is often intergrown with tlJ.e fayalite and also occurs as partial rims about it. In some phases of this type the ,
pyroxene shows a variation towards the silver-green tones of
the 'silVer~gray pyroxene. The tendency towards thiS color
seems most pronounced in those crystalS most intimately intergrown with the fayalite. The pyroxene partially S'Ilrrounding ,
the fayalite is not an alteration, for it often bears the same relation 'to magnetite and porphyritic amphibole.
A phase of the rock especially rich in the lizard-green pyroxene was crUshed and this mineral separated by means of the
silver thallium nitrate solution. The analysis made by Victor
Lenher is as follows:
A,RalYRi8 of UZf1,rd.ureen Hedenber(1ite of Nephlll1.ne- Ryp,n1fe.

','"

SiO • . '................................................. 45.50
AliO .......... ,. ......... ..................................
5.9.'3
Fe.O ........................... '.............. : . . . . . . . .. . . 5.77
,FeO .,................................................... 18.81
MnO.................................................... trace
MgO.................................................... l.75,
CaO .................................................... 19.89
1-54
Na.O ......................................... ',' ., ..... ,"
K.O .......................,........................... , .. 0.16
TiO •.................................................... trace
H.O-I05°-110Q ..... '.......................... : ........ . 0.19
H.O-red heat ......................................... . 0.33
Total .................................. '............... 99.87

will

It
be observed that in this pyroxene the constituents next
in importance to the silica (Si0 2 ) are ferrous oxide (FeO) and
lime (CaO). It should prob$ly therefore ~ c1aBSed with hed~
enbergite, whose theoretic formula is CaFe (SiOs )2' Since it '
contains other constituents in important quantity, especially
alumina and soda, it should be classed as a soda-aluminous
variety of hedenbergite.
Attention is caJle4' to the close similarity, ~ oonipo6'ition of
this lizard-green pyroxene with that of the siiver-gray pyroxene,
occurrin,g in the fayalite-bearing quartz-syenite at WalUsa1l,
(see page 206). The most notable di1ference is perhaps the
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appreciably larger amount of Na2 0 and Fe2 0 3 in the lizardgreen variety, the acmite molecule being the cause of the
deeper coloring which it exhibits. This high content of Na 2 0
and Al 2 0 3 in this pyroxene reflects the high soda-alumina content of the rock magma in which it occurs., The relation of
these varieties of hedenbergite to the other pyroxenes occurring
in this rock magma is referred to in the description of the soda. alumina variety of pyroxene, percivalite (p. 294).
Barkevikite.-The amphibole occnring in this type is distinctly pleochroic in tones varying from yellowish-green to
green and bluish-green. It has the general optical appearance
of barkevikite, the amphibole associated with the hedenbergite
and fayalite in the quartz-bearing syenite (see page 204),
rather than the more distinctly bluish arfvedsonite.
The amphibole is quite generally present hut it is not so abundant as the pyroxene. It is' often closely intergrown with
the pyroxene, and also with pyroxene, fayalite and magnetite.
In some phases of this' type it appears to be a porphyritic mineral with idiomorphicform. In the porphyritic crystals it often
shows borders of green pyroxene extending with numerous projections out into the surrounding crystals.
Jiica.-Yellow-brown mica in small plates is a common nilineral. It is most abundant where the amphibole is in considerable quantity. In those rocks in which fayalite alone, or fayalite and pyroxene, are present mica was not noted. The color
of the mica corresponds to that of lepidomelane, the alkali-rich
vari~ty of mica
Ji"ayalite.-The iron olivine, fayalite, occurs as a persifrtent,
and at times important, constituent of this rook phase. In
some phases of the rock it appears to be the only dark-colored
constituent present. It probably does not constitute more than 4
or 5 per cent in any phase,rund in the average rook probably not
more than 1 or 2 percent. See Fig. 1, Plate XXXI,llJIld Fig. 8.
The general character of the fayalite, as it occurs in the
quartz-bearing syenite, has already been described (p. 211) .
Its microscopic appearance is practically the same in this type
as in the quartz-syenite. It probably has more of a honey-yel.
low color in this type than in the quartz-bearing rock. It is distinctly pleochroic, in tones varying from ligbt stone-color to
yellowish-green or honey-yellow tints. The birefringence is
I6-G.
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about like that of ordinary olivine. In some slides two fairly
well defined cleavages are noticeable, which are probably parallel to the pinacoids 001 and 010. (See Fig. 10. )
The fayalite occurs only in small crystals, generally varying
from 0.1 mm. to 1. mm. It occurs in very irregular grains,
with a tendency to elongation. Usually it is closely intergrown
and partially surrounded by pyroxene, or pyroxene, amphibole
and magnetite.

1"10 . 10.- Photomicrograph of fayn-lite in nepheline syenite; x 60. 'l'he fayalite. li ght-co lored, is surrounded on nea rl y a ll sides by a black border
of magnetic iron oxide. P ortion of it are in contact with f eldspar
and hedenbergite. Th e grea.test length of the fayalite in this section
is a long the c axis, para ll el to which is indistin ct parting or cleavage.

The alteration of the fayalite appea to be to iron 0 ide and
yellowish hydroxide of iron. :i\Iagnetite occurs partially surrounding the fayalite and also ,,-ithin it in fractures. Much of
the magnetite, however, closely a sociated with the fayalite, is
undoubtedly an original mineral, as much magnetite occurs entirely independent of the fayalite. On the whole, the fayalite
appears to be a more stable mineral than ordinary olivine
under similar weathering condition, fo~ in rocks in which
nepheline is considerably aitered. the fayalite shows but slight
discoloration along its fracture . and the interior portions are
perfectly fresh.
111agnetite.- Magnetite occurs as a persistent and fairly abundant constituent. It appears to be about as abundant as the

EPLANATION OF PLATE
XXXI.
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PLATE

XXXI.

MICROSEcTIONS OF SYENITE CONTAINING FAY-

.A.LITE.

Fig. 1. Microsection of nepheline syenite containing fayalite.
Seetion 5275. Without analyzer, x20. The colorless minerals
are feldspar and nepheline. The three minerals extending
across the middle of the· section are fayalite.The fayalite is
associated with some magnetite.
Fig. 2. Microsection of mica syenite. Section 6597. Without analyzer, x20. The section consists of feldspar, brown mica,
hedenbergite, barkevikite, and fayalite. The.fayalite is near the
c~lltre of the upper .left hand quadrant. For analy:sis of this
rock see page 274.
(244)
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Fig. 2.
~fI C nO,'E CTTONS

SnO\nNG FAYALITID IN NIDrllELlNE SYENITID AND MICA SYENITE.
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fayaJite. It is usually intergrown with the pyroxene and fayaJite,
but also occurs as free individuals in irregular grains.
Okerrvical Oomposition.

*

The chemical analysis of. the fayalite-bearing type of nepheline-syenite (5829) from the SW.
8E. 1A of 800. 2, T. 29, '
is as follows:
Ano-lY8i8 of Hedenbergite-Fayalite Bepheline Syenite.
BiO ••••..••.•••..........•••.•...••..• : ......•.•.. ,; ..... 54:.76
A1.0 ••....•.....•....•........•...............•......... 24.72
Fe.O •.•...............................................•. '2.73
FeO .. , ................... , ........ , ............. , ........ 2.35

MnO .......•............................•................
MgO .......................................................
CaO .....................................................
Na.O .....................................................
K.O ........... ; .........................................
R.O .....................................................

none
0.10
1.67
10.38
2.37

0.53

Total. ........ : .....................•.•..•...•.... " 99.63

The noteworthy features of the chemical composition artJ the
high alumina and soda, the relatively low lime and the remarkably low content of magnesia. Potash is low compared wi:tl),. the
soda, which probably accounts for the absence of leuci~an9. ~
latedpotassium silicates in th!3 rock. The molecular ratio of
Na..zO to K 2 0 in the rook, as shown by the analysis, is 6.7 to
1. The alumma and soda are remarkably high, probably bearing the maximum amount of these constituen1s in normal rook
magmas of large extent.
The low content of magnesia explains the development of the
fayaJite rather than magnesia olivine. The molecUlar proportions of FeO to Fe2 0 a is 335.7 to 170.6, or nearly 2 to 1. As.
much of' the Fe2 Os 00C1irs in magnetite (combined with FeO in
proportion greater than 1 to 1, see p. 251), there is left considerable FeO to enter into the minerals fayalite and the green
variety of b.edenbergite.
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THE AEGERITE SOD.ALITE NEPHELINE-SYENITE.

The aegerite-bearing phase of the nepheiine-syenite forms
small areas scattered over most of the region of the nephelinebearing rock. It occurs in considerable abundance in the NE.
14 of Soo. 27, T~ 29, R. 6 E. and vicinity; in the NW 1;4 of Sec.
24 and vi~inity and the NW. ~ of Sec. 15, of the same township;
and ill the NE. Corner of Sec. 31 and the NW. JU of Sec. 28
of T. 29, R. 7; and the 'small outcrop southwest of Wausau in
Sec. 21, T. 28, R. 8 E. So far as observed, all the coarse nepheline-bearing pegmatite veins bear aegerite. Isolated occurrences
of nepheline-bearing pegmatite occur in the southern part 6f
Sec. 3, T. 29, R. 6 E. and in the NE. part of Sec. 5, T. 29,
R.7 E.
Macroscopic Character.
The character of the rocks forming thE outcrops of
the aegerite-bearing type varies from place to plaoo, but, in general, .the usual rock is fine to medium-grained and of grayish
color. The minerals readily observed in the hand specimens
are feldspar, nepheline, aegerite, and sometimes amphibole and
brown mica. The most abundant mineral is the white or grayish feldspar, quite generally showing a tabular development,
and hence the parallel plates of feldspar are a charaGteristic
feature. The nepheline has the usual flesh-colored and vitreous
aspect of this mineral, which, with its brittleness, gives the rock
in which it occurs a character quite unlike that of any other
rock of the region. The aegerite is ,dark green and occurs in
small medium-sized crystals.
{The weathering and decomposition of the nepheline-bearing
rock, not only of this type but also of the other, is a charaCteristic feature. The nepheline, and likewise the sodalite, are the
first minerals of the rock to be decomposed and to be carried
away by action· of ithe rains. Wherever this rock, therefore,
has been exposed to weathering, it is seen to be ,pitted with
numerous depressions, due to the weathering and removal of the
~epheline. The pitted character of the weathered rock, as well
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as its vitreous, brittle character, and grayish-flesh color, allows
.it to be easily :recognized in the field, and to be readily separated
from the quartz-bearing rocks closely associated with it.
Microscopic Charadier.
In thin sections, the rock is' seen to be made up of the following minerals:· Alkalic feldspars, nepheline, sodalite, aegerite,
arivedsonite, lepidomelane, cancrinite,· zircon, fluorite, magnetite (idiomorphic mineral with high index of refraction and
strong double refraction, an d a grayish-yellow mineral with
medium index of refraction and medium double refraction)·
The usual weathering products, such as natrolite, kaolin, and
muscovite, are also generally present.
Feldspar.-The alkalic feldspars consist of anorthoclase, microperthite, microcline, and albite and orthoclase.
The prevailing feldspar of the nepheline--syenite rock, in
general appears to be anorthoclase and microperthite, the
former occurring as homogenous or finely lamellar crystals,
and the latter as a coarser mixture or intergrowth of the alkali
feldspars. Anorthoclase is a soda-potash triclinic feldspar with
a cleavage angle varying very little from 90 degrees, and a
composition in which sodium silicate or the orthoclase molecule
is usually present in larger proportion than the potash silicate
or albite molecule. Twinning according to the Carslbad law is
very common, and according to the Baveno and Manebach laws
is rare. The anorthoclase is sometimes twinned polysynthetically according to the albite and pericline laws and usually when
twinned the lamellae are very fine. Very often, however, in
some of the coarser rocks, pol'ysynthetical twinning is entirely
absent.
The anorthoclase, and also the microperthite closely associated
with it in the quartz-bearing syenite, generally occur in allotriomorphic crystals of nearly equidimensi(Jllal axes. On the other
hand, in the nepheline-bearing phases of the syenite, the anorthoclase usuaUy assumes a tabular development, parallel to the
brachypinacoid. The tabular crystals often measure from 10
rom. to 30 rom. along the a and c axes, while the length of the b
axis is usually not nrore than one-tenth that of the a and c axes.
In color and general appearance under the microscope. the
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anorthoclase is quite characteristic. In parallel polarized light,
it is clear to translucent, and under the cross-nicols, it has a
characteristic schiller or pearly lustre. In fact, the anorthoclase of this rock appears to be very similar, if nat identical,
in appearance, and in its association with microperthite, with
the anorthoclase or cryptoperthite so fully described by Broggerl
in the syenite rocks of southern Norway.
The alteration of the anorthoclase is similar to that of albite
and orthoclase, and kaolin and sericite are the usual inclusions
seen in the weathered phases of the syenite.
An abundant feldspathic constituent of some of the aegeritebearing phases is microperthite, which consists of a mixture or
intergrowth of orthoclase and albite or of miCTOCline and albite.
This microperthite takes the place of the homogeneous anorthoclase in many of the syenites, and the two are apparently identi(~al in composition. It occurs in nearly equidimenf>1anal crystals in seme of the syenites, and in elongated tabular crystals in
the -other phases.
Albite is usually not present in large crystals. Quite generally, if not always, the albite, where present, is of the second
gE.neration. This is especially. true of the nepheline-syenite in
the NE. 1,4 of Sec. 27, T. 29, R. 6 E., consisting of good-sized crystals of nepheline and microperthite or anorthoclase, with parallel laths of albite winding about and between them.
Microcline, with the characteristic rectangular grating structure due to cl'OEtl-twinning, while present in some of the thin
sections of this type, does not appear to be abundant.
Orthoclase, as free individuals, does not appear to be abundant.
When present, it is usually as one of· the coarsest con~itntents of the rock. Orthoclase as constitutent portions of the
microperthite is abundant.
Nepheline.-Nepheline'is an abundant constitutent of the aegerite-bearing type. In the area of nepheline-syenite, in the NE.
1;.4 of Sec. 27, T. 29, R. 6 E., the nepheline appears to be about as
abundant as the feldspar. In this locality the nepheline, often
reaching from 5 to 10 mm. in diameter, occurs in short, rectangular to quadratic, longitudinal sections. In other phases
of the rock in which the feldspars occur in tabular plates, the
lZeit.

fur

Kryst. Band. 16, p.'524.
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nepheline is greatly elongated in the direction of the c axis.
The nepheline, as seen in thin section, is colorless, with the low
index of refraction and weak birefringence characteristic of this
mineral. The most common alteration is to natrolite, which
gives the weathered crystals a cloudy appearance. Kaolin and
muscovite are also present in the extremely altered nepheline.
Sodalite.-The sodalite occurs in colorless, greatly distorted
crystals. This mineral is isotropic, with low index of refraction. It is closely associated with the nepheline and appears
to have crystallized about the same time as the nepheline. In
some phases it crystallized after the feldspar, and in other
phases before. The sodalite appears to be most abundant in
the phases' of this rock rich in amphibole, as in the- amphibolite
phases occurring in the NE. % of Sec. 27, T. 29, R. 6 E.
Sodalite is especially abundant in the NW. corner of Sec. 15,
T. 29, R. 6 E· In this vicinity the nepheline-syenite was observed in small dikes and veins penetrating fine-grained gree~
stone (gabbro). These veins are especialy rich in sodalite,
. and sodalite and fiuorite are present in the metamorphosed gabbro rock along the contact.
The sodalite is often clouded with secondary inclusions of
natrolite. Kaolin and muscovite are itlso alteration products.
Quit,e generally the sodalite is clouded with more secondary
natrolite than the nepheline.
Analcite was not definitely determined as present, but small
interstItial mineral's in some phases with very low index of refraction may be analcite.
The isotropic haiiyne, nosean, and leucite were searched for
but were not observed or recognized· Haiiyne and nosean may
be present in S'ome of the rooks. Leucite, however, on account
of the comparatively low content of potassium in the nepheline
rook of thiS' region, is very probably not present, for it will be
observed (see analyses, page 339) that these .alkali-rich rocks
free from quartz are per-sodic and not per-potassic.
A.egerite.-This mineral unlike the common pyroxenes, has
strong birefringence and pronounced pleochroism, and is quite
generally greatly elongated in the direction of the vertical axis.
It occurs in variable quantity in the normal phase of this type,
aDd is the prevailing ·or only pyroxene of the eoarse nepheline
bearing pegmatite. The aegerite varies in size,. in the normal
I
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phases of the rook, from a. fraction of a. millime~· in diameter
to two or three millimeters. The proportional length of the vertical axis to the horizontal ra.nges between 2 to 1 and 10 to 1.
The a.egerite is generally idiomorphic without terminal faces.
In some of the mashed and crumpled rocks, the crystals are of~
ten bent and broken apart. It is strongly pleochroic: a=pure
green;b=yellow-green to moss-green; c=light olivtl-grt'en to
yellowish green. The extinction is nearly parallel to the prismatic
cleavage, Xto c is 2° to 5°. The pinacoidal parting so common
in the silver-cgray -pyroxene of the quartz-bearing syenites is entirely wanting. Twinning was observed in a few instances.
The aegerite is. fresh and nn~ltered. In one instance a fracture hi the aegerite was noted filled with yellow-brown mica,
which may have been developed from. the aegerite. It is intergroWn in some instances in the amphibolitic phases with the bluish-green amphibole, but their bound&ries al'le sharp and distinct.
. Arfvedsontite.~A bluish-~n amphibole 'having the charooter of arfvedsonite is an abundant constituent in some phases of
the aegerite-bearing rock· This amphibole is strongly pleochroic: a = pal~ yellow-green, b -pale bluiS1h-green; c = deep
bluish-green.. The extinction angle on the prism face 010 is
about 15° t.o the vertical axis.
. This amphibole is abundant in small crystals in the bapded
and schistose phases in the NE. 14 of Sec. 27, T. 29, R. 6 E.,
and in the NW.14 .of Sec. 15. It is especiatly abundant in the
ooa.rse-grained rock with well developed tabular feldspar. In
the NE. of the SE. 14 of Sec. 7, T. 29, R. 7 E., where it is ass0ciated with but a small amount of aegerite. Where assoCiated
with aegerite the two are often intergrown with one another,
sometimes in -parallel structure, but the two are always sharply
defined.
Lipidomelatne.-A brownish-yellow mica is a common constituent closely associated with the aegerite and arfvedsonite.
The pleochroism is pronounced. The ray vibrating normal to
the cleavage is yellowish-green, much like the yellowish-green
tones of the aegerite and arfvedsonite. The ray parallel to the
cleavage is almost wholly absorbed. The optical properties are
those of the alkali biotite, lepidomelane.
The lepidomelane is often intergrown. with the arfvedsonite
and aegerite, especially the former. No alteration was observed·
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Lepidomelane is very abundant in some phases of the nepheline
syeniU; in the SE. ¥.t of Sec. 22, T. 29, R. 6 E.
.
Magnet'ite.-Magnetite occurs to some extent :in .most phases
of the rock, but only in small quantity. In places, however, the
magnetite is quite abundant. This is especially true in certain
of the outcrops in the SE. part of the SW. 14 of Sec. 22, T. 29,
R. 6 E. A thin section of this magnetite-rich rock contains, besides the magnetite; alkali feldspar, nepheline, sodalite, cancrinite, aegerite and arfvedsonite. The magnetite occurs in
small crystal aggregates, and
good-sized twinned individuals
fro~ 1 to 2 mm. in diamete~, evidently one· of the first minerals
to crystallize in the magma. On weathering, the magnetite is .
'the last mineral of the rock to decompose and hence stands up as
projections of black, metallic crystals.
The magnetite was separated from the rock, and analyzed by
Victor IJenher, with the following result:

as

AnftlYlli8 of Magnetite of Nephelinfl-llyenits.

Fe 2 0 a .................................................. 77.03
FeO .................................................... 21.41
SiO. ....................................................
0.44
AI,Os...................................................
0.10

MnO....................................................

trace

H.O .................................... ,.... ... ........

nODe

98.98

As the constituents, other than the iron oxide, occur as inclusions, the pure magnetite is calculated to be:
Fe,Os ......................................... ..........
FeO....................................................

78.25
21.75

100.00

The molecular proportion of Fe2 0 a to FeO is 4.89 to 3.02, approximately 8 to 5.
Camcrinite.-Aoolorless cancrinite is an abundant constituent
of many of these rocks. The index of refaction is very low,
the birefringence is strong, the interference colors being the yel.
low and blue of the 3rd order. The crystals are usually elongated in the direction of the c axis. Prismatic cleavage is noticeable, parallel to which is the plane of extinction. The cancl'inite occurs in long, columnar crystals; in thick prismatic crys-
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tals; and in irregular lenticular grains. The columnar forms
are most abundant in those rocks in which the other minerals
are in elongated fOrInS. Some of the cancrinite is slightly bluish and pinkish. White and yellow, however, are the prevailing
colors· The c01Il!llIon alteration is to natrolite, which gives it a
cloudy appearance.
Pluorite.-The fluorite has the general character of this mineral, as described in the quartz-bearing phases of the syenite.
No colored fluorite was observed.. Most of it shows very weak
birefringence. The octahedral cleavage is distinct and furnishes a ready means of distinguishing it from other colorless iso·
tropic minerals. It occurs in small, irregular crystals. fitting in
between the larger associated minerals. It is apparontly mmlt
abundant in the vicinity of contacts with the older alien l"\)(lks,
and, in some instances, 88 in the veins of syenite penetrating the
greenstone in the NIW. % of Sec· 15, T. 29, R. 6 E., it is present
with sodalite, in considerable quantity, along the contact with
the greenstone. Alteration or replacement of the fluorite wru,
not observed.
Apat~te.-Apat1te is present in most of the rock in small
quantity. It occurs in thick prismatic crystals and in long
needles.
Zircon.-Zirco~ is present in variable but small quantity in
most of the syenite. It generally occurs in short, prismatic
crystals with terminal faces· They are quite generally less than
a millimeter in diameter. The zircon occurs in abundant smali
crystals in the aegerite-bearing rock in the NW. 1M of Ste!C. 15,
T. 29, R 6 E., ana vicinity, and also in the isolated outcrops ad·
jacent to the quartzite in the NE. 1M of Sec. 31, and in the NW·
1M of Sec. 28 of T. 29, R. 7 E.
In the thin section of nepheline-syenite ;from the NE. 1M of
Sec· 27, T. 29, R. 6 E. were observed two minerals which were
not identified. One of these h88 the cleavage and general character of a member of the epidote group and may be piedmontite. The other mineral is distinctly pleochroic in tones of
light yellow to pink and corn color. It h88 an index of refrac ..
tion about like zoisite,and strong double refraction. It occurs
in small rounded grains and ·in elongated crystals with extinction nearly parallel to the longer axis. This mineral is llS'Ually
intergrown with aegerite. The general character of this min-
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eral and its association with fluorite and aegeritesuggests lavenite or mosandrite· The rock analyzed from this locality contains an appreciable amount of Zr0 2 , 0.28 per cent, but no zircon
WaB noted in the thin sections from this . locality. Hence it
seems likely that one or both of these undetermined minerals
may contain zircon and other rare elements.
Chemical Composition.

The aegerite nepheline-syenite occurring in the NE. corner of
Sec. 27, T· 29, R. 6 E. may be taken as a fair representative of
the type. The nepheline-syenite in this locality varies much in
texture, from coarse to fine-grained and ro coarsely banded
phaBeS. All are aegerite-bearing, however, and' contain a variable amount of sodalite and amphibole. The rock material analyzed WaB made up of representative portions of the various
phaBes (specimens 5462, - '3.,·'4, - '5, and -'8) in order to obtain
the composition of the average rock of this particular locality.
The analysis, made by Victor Lenher, is aB follows:
Analysis of Aegeritll 8(jdfl,litll-Nepheline-8"enit~ of NE. Xi: of Sec.
27, T. 2Q, R. 6 E.

SiO •.....................................................
AI.O a •.••.••.••..•••••••••.••.••••.••••••••••••.••••.•.•.
Fe.O a ..............................•..•..•.••........•..
FeO ......................................................
MnO ....................................................
MgO ....................................................
CaO .....................................................
Na.O ........................•...........................
K 2 0 ............ , ........................................
H.0-105 o _o110o. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
H.O-red heat...........................................
TiO.. .... ................................................
ZrO •................................'.....................
01 ., .....................................................
Li.O .....................................................
CO •.....................................................
F .......................................................
S ....... : ................................................
p.O. .................... ................................

57.82
24.23
1.56
] .03
trace
0.28
1.04
9.20'
3.03
0.14
0.59
0.30
0.28
0.15
none
none
none
trace
trace

Less oxygen equivalent of CI. ............................. ·

99.65
.03+

Total ..........................'...................... 99. 6:!
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This phase of the nepheline syenite is somewhat higher in
Si02 than the other phase analyzed (see pages 245 and 255).
The low content of ¥go is a llIOtable c:haracteristic of this nepheline syenite, as well as of '1ll the related rooks- The high content of Na2 0 as compared with K 2 0 is worthy of note. The 0.15
Cl indicates thepresen.ce of 2.1 per cent of sodalite. One of the
specimens, a small portion of which was included in the analysis,
contains a small amount of fluorite, obviously too small an amount. however, for the detection of fluorite in the analysis
when portions of the other specimens were mixed with it. In
some of the specimens represented in the analysis are several undetermined minerals, which constitute, however, but a small portion cf the rock as a whole. It is believed that some of these undetermined minerals are some of the rare silicates bearing zirconium.
A phase of the aegerite-,odruite-bearing rook from the NW.
14 of 800. 15, T. 29, R. 6 E., was analyzed, with the result as
stated below. The rock analyzed probably does not represent
the average composition of this type. It contains an abundance of bluish-green amphibole, and very little aegerite. The
amphibole appears to be arfvedsonite. The rock, however, is
very much like certain phases of the aegerite-bearing rock in the
NE. 14 of Sec. 27, where the phase rich in arfvedsonite appears
to show a constant gradation and mingling with that portion
in which only aegerite occurs. Tabular microperthite and nepheline are the principal constituents. Besides the sodalite, which
is especially abundant in this phase, and amphibole, there is
present a small amount of yellow-brown mi~a, magnetite and
fluorite.
The chemical analysis (Sp. 6426) made by W· W. Daniells is
as follows:
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AnalyaiR of Ae,qerite.-$odalite Nepheline-Syenite from NW.

74 Sec.

15, T. 29, R. 6 E.

BiOs .................. >................................
Al.O a ........... 00 .... 00 ............................ 00
Fe.0 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 00.00.........................
FeO ................... ......................... .......

MgO...................................................
CaO .............. '................... '. ; ., .. . .. . ... . .. ..
Na.O .................. 00 .. 00 .. 00'" 00 ... 00 .....,........
K.O ...................................................
TiO ........ ,............................................
ZrO. ......................................•............

Pa05...................................................
F...... ........ ............ ........................ ....
C1 ................................ :.....................

54.79
22.87
l.743.24
trace
1.92
10.75
4.06
0.31
0.07
none
0.14
0.70

Less O=F ............................................ .
Less 0=01 ........................................... .

100.59
0.06
.16

Total...... .......... .... .................... ....

100.37

--/1

It may be noted that the rOOk is especially rich in Al2 0 3 and
Na 2 0, and has only a trace of MgO/ thus showing its similarity
to other members of this soda-rich series. The 0.70 of C1. indicates the presence of 9.75 per cent of sodalite, a higher content
of sodalite than the average sodalite-bearing rock. The relatively high content of FeO indieates the amphibole to be, arfvedsonite.
'

INTERMEDIATE PHASES OF THE NEPHELINE-SYENITE

Besides the two types of nepheline-bearing syenite above described, there are rocks slightly different from these in mineral
composition and partaking of the character of both. Some o~
th~ intermediate phases differ aI:so from the normal types in

textural features.
1Attention is called to an error in the statement of the relative
amounts of M'gO and Cao in this analysis, as printed in the Journal
of Geol .• "Vol. XII, p. 552.

trace; GaO. 1.92.

The analysis

shou~d

read as above: MgO-
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NEPHELINE-SYENITE WITH TABULAR MICROPERTHITE.

In the northeastern part of the SE. 1.4 of Sec. 7, T. 29" R. 7
E., is a coarse-grained nepheline-syenite, a prominent feature of
which is the pronounced tabular development of the feldspar.
The rock is exposed in the ditch of the wagon road, and numerous blocks of it have been built into a stone fence along the road.
The general varying character of th<:> rock is best shown in the
loose boulders. A phatograph .of .one of these, about a foot in
diameter, showing the tabular development of the feldspar, is
well shown in Plate XXXIV. Other phases of the rock at
this place show a less pronounced parallel a~I'angement of the
feldspar" showing a gradation to the normal rock structure of
the nepheline-syenite.
A short distance to the south and southeast is a large mass of
the older greenstone formation, hence the contact is not far
away, probably 300 or 400 feet from the outcl'opping nephelinesyenite.
Macroscopic Character.
The minerals to be observed by the nake~ eye are the white
tabular feldspar with pearly lustre, nepheline, and very dark'
gr~en .amphibole. The tabular feldspars ha vea breadth generally varying from 10 to 30. mm. and a thickness from 2 to 6 mm.
The distribution of the tabular plates of feldS'par is in planes
approximating parallelism. The nepheline is greatly weathered
in this particular locality and the weathered surfaces of the
bouillers are greatly pitted. Both the nepheline and the amphibole occur in interstices between the feldspar tables.

Microscopic Oharacter.
The minerals to be observed Hnder the micrdscope are feldspar, nepheline, amphibole, magnetite, pyroxene, sodalite, cancrinite, apatite, and the usual alteration produets of the nepheIiIie.
Micropetkite.-The feldspar is almost wholly. inicroperthite
in fairly coarse intergrowths. These' micl'operthite feldS'pars
are perhaps better developed iIi this phase than i~ any other of
,

'

EXPLANATION OF PLATES
XXXII

.

AND
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17-G.

XXXIII.

XXXII. MICROSECTIONS OF MICROPERTHITE.
Fig, 1. Microsectio?- of microperthite. With analyzer, x?O.
Shows the relation of the microperthite laths to the twinning
. and .cleavage planes.
.
Fig. 2. Miicroperthite. Section 5823.3. With analyzer, x20.
Shows appearance of the microperthite in random sections.
PLATE XXXIII. MICROSECTIONS OF MICROPERTHITE.
Fig. 1; Microperthite in section 5~61.1. With analyzer, x20.
Shows appearance of themicroperthite in planes normal to the
.
brachypinnacoid twinning.
Fig. 2. Similar to the above. These are from the nepheline
syenite having tabular feldspar like specimen represented in
Plate XXXIV.
(258)
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WIS CONS IN SURVEY.

BULLETIN XY!., PL. XXXII.

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.
MICROSEC'l' IONS OF MICROPEH'l'HI'l'E.

W I SCONS I N SURYEY.

BUT.LETIN XYT., rT•. XXXTTI.

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

lIII CROSEC'l'IONS
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the area. They are quite similar, if not identical" in character,
with the micropert~lte in the Stettin type of the quartz~syenite
and in the peculiar contact phase of syenite with the feldspar·
cores..
In sections' cut parallel to the basal pinacoid 001 or' nearly
so, the strips run from right to left across the crystals, in geIi.~
eral parallel to the macro-diagonal axis. The appearance of
the microperthetic growths seen in this plane is shown in Figure
1, Plate XXXII.
,
Thus these strips of differently polarized feldspars are developed, so ·far as I have been able to determine, in numerous thin
sections, in planes parallel to the vertical axis and nearly parallel to the macro diagonal axis; that is, near the plane of the
macropinacoid (lOOh In the tabular crystals, therefore, the
lamellae are nearly parallel to the very short axis of the orystals.
Oomposition of the Microperth'llte.-The composition of the intergrown strips of feldspar constituting the microperthite is
variable within narrow limits. Examined in sections approximately parallel to the brachypinacoid face and the basal pinacoid, these perthitic lamellae extinguish at the angles corresponding to albite and orthoclase. Two kinds of feldspar are.
thus included in a single microperthite crystal.
Genesis of the, Microperthite.-The origin of theSe microperthite crystals which characterize this phase of the syenite is of
interest. It has been stated that the microperthite and anorthoclase appear' to take the place of one another in rocks of similar
composition, and that the composition of the homogeneous anorthoclase and heterogeneous microperthite is apparently ideot-.
ical. The question now arises as to why the feldspathic substance separates out as homogeneous anorthoclase in one place,
andmicroperthite in the other.
Is the microperthite a secondary development from the anorthoclase through processes of metamorphism T .A. secondary origin is offered by Brogger1 as the explanation of much of the micrope'rthite of the syenite-pegmatite dikes of Southern Norway
Ussing2 also explains the microperthite of certain Greenland
syenites as in part secondary and in part primary, a marked
difference 'in the character of' the two kinds being apparent.
~~~'-

'.

~Zllit.fiir

.

Kryst., u.·Min., B. 16, p. 537.
2Meddelelelser om Gronland. Heft. XIV, pp. 13-106, 1894.
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The writer1 has described somewhat similar micro~erthetic
feldsparEl in the meta-rhyolite of Utley, Wisconsin, which reveal their secondary development very clearly. In the Utley
metarhyolite the microperthite occurs as phenocrysts in a finegrained ground-mass along with other phenocrysts ofpolysynthetically twinned homogenous feldspars.
The microperthite phenocrysts of Utley differ somewhat in
their manner of intergrowth from those in the syenitic rocks of
this region, and also differ essentially in composition, containing a much larger amount of lime.
The original plagivclase, however, in the rhyolite2 of Utley
shows ,all the stages of regeneration into microperthite and also
contains secondary rims of secondary microperthite surrounding
the original cores of microperthitized feldspar.
In the peculiar contact rock characterized by microperthite
having the enlargements, it seems clear that the microperthite
of the riIIl!! is a secondary crystallization (see p. 221). The nucleal microperthite with crystal forms may have been original
or may have formed during the second stage of crystallization
of the rock.
The genesis of the microperthite in this coarse-grained syenite, however" is more obscure. It is possible that pressure may
have exerted (lonsiderable influence upon their developm~nt.
The lamellae in the microperthite are approximately in the
plane parallel, to the c axis, and diagonal to the b axis. III
cross-sections, the narrow edges of the lamellae in the planes of
the brachypinacoid' and basal pinacoid are seen to split off
and connect across with one another. They are seen to be
nearly or exactly parallel to the c axis in the brachypinacoid
face, while in the basal pinacoid face they usually are more irregular and run diagonal to the b axis, which may be explain~d
. 6y the fact that their development is modified somewhat by the
str11cture planes of the prismatic cleavage.
It is possible that when pressure was exerted upon the crystals subsequent to their original crystallization, these tabular
crystals may have had a tendency to rupture along the plane of
lWis. Geol.. and Nat. Hist. Surv., Bulletin No. III, pp. t3-27.
2Bulletin No. III, Wis. Geol. and Nat. Hist. Survey, Figs. 1.and 2,
Plate VIII, or BuUetin 150, U. S. Gool. Surv., Plate XXVIII, F1g~ A.

.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES
XXXIV, XXXV
(261)

AND

XXXVI.

PLATE XXXIV. NEPHELINE

SYENITE WITH

PARALLEL TAB-

ULAR FELDSPAR.

One-half natural size. The black mineral is mainly aeger~te.
The pitted surface is dlie to the weathering out of the nepheline,
leaving the tabular feldspar, microperthite, to stand out as
ridges.
.
PLATE XXXV. NEPHELINE PEGMATITE, CUT BY DIKE OF NEPHELINE SYENITE.

Three-fourths natural size: A pegm.atitic phase of the'nepheline syenite containing bands of coarse nepheline alternating
with bands ,. of :!iner grained rock 'rich iIi soda. amphibole and
aegerite. The dike which cuts across the banded structure is
a porphyritic· phase of the nepheline syenite.
PLATE XXXVI.: FOLDED PHASE OF THE NEPHELINE PEGMATITE•

. Three-fourtmr ,. natural size. The light colored 'bands are
mainly feldspar and nepheliriJ"; .the dark bands are mainly
aegerite and, soda amphibole. The banding is evidently an
original structure like the straight, banding illustrated in Plate
XXXV. The crumpling and folding of the bands is due to compression after crystallization f1S shown by the bent and broken
(rystals to be seen in microsootioos of this ,rock.
(262)
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the prismatic cleavage, a plane of weakness, and that these
areas, being in a state of strain, re-arrangement there' of thp
feldspathic substance would be likely to take place. The readjustment may have been somewhat analogous, therefore, to the
development of the micro cline structure. Thus the feldspathic
substance which crystallized out as an isomorphous mixture of
potash silicate and soda silicate, lmder a later set 'Of conditions
may have become unstable, and as a result the homogeneous anorthoclase was recrystallized and regenerated and the mixture
of the two feldspars was developed approximately in the plane
of the prismatic cleavage or macro-pinacoid of the parent crystal.
It is not believed that any actual rupture took place, the dismembered parts being later filled with new feldspar substance.
For, if actual splitting took place, the fracturing would have extended into the surrounding amphibole and nepheline, which
show no breaking apart whatever. It is merely suggested that
the original feldspar may have been.in a state of strain sufficient to cause a readjustment of the molecules in a manner somewhat similar to what is supposed to take place in the development of cross-twinning in microcline or in the twinning of calcite under strain.
In .the development of twinning there is presumably no
change in composition, but in the secondary development of mi~
croperthite from an originally homogeneous feldspar actual interchange and transference of substance must be presumed to
take place.
On the other hand, it is possible also, as Ussing states" that
micraperthite be developed as an original crystalltzation in the
magma. The absence of evidence of the secondary origin of the
microperthite in this particular trachytoid syenite of this· r~
.gion leads the writer to the belief thfLt they are probably an original development in the magma. Their growth as an original crystallization would be somewhat analogous to the pa~anel
intergrowth of hedenbergite and barkevikite (see page 209) or
of percivalit,e, ~rpcidoiite an!! albite (see page 289).. These
cpmplex ~ilica~, belonging to entirely different groups of minerals, possess certain chemical. similarities or affinities which
have apparently act(ld al'1 a bond of attraction .or union in
the processes of crystallization, and under especially favorable
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conditions of crystallizing, intima~ parallel growths are developed.
N epheline.-Nephe.line is an abundant constitutent. It does
not appear to have been abnormally developed in any particular
axial direction like nepheline in certain mashed and crumpled
phases occurring in the NE. y,., of Sec. 27, T. 29" R. 6 E. The
nepheline is much altered in most of the thin sections examined
from this locality. The usual alteration is to natrolite and muscovite. Sodalite and cancrinite are present' in small quantity
in many of the thin sections from this locality.
AmphiboZe.-A green amphibole with bluish tones is the principal dark-colored constituent. It does not show any marked
development in the directiollJ of the c axis. The amphibole ill
apparently arfvedsonite. It is remarkably fresh and unaltered.
The amphibole probably forms 4 or 5 per cent of the rock.
Pyroxene.-Pyroxene is present only in small quantity. It
W8B observed in only two of th~ slides. It is apparently aegerite,
but probably not the pure type, as it is quite dark green in color.
Magnetite is present in irregular crystals, probably constituting 1 or 2 per cent of the rock. Fluorite and apatite were also
observed.
On the whole, this ph8Be of syenite with prominent tabular
feldspa,r appears to stand closer to the aegerite-sodalite type
than to the hedenbergite-fayalite type.
SOME PHASES OF NEPHELINE-SYENITE' OF SMALL OCCURRENCE.

In the SE. y,., of Sec. 14" T. '29, R. 6 E·, there are abundant
low outcrops of syenite and coarse pegmatite. There is present
a small .amount of nepheline-bearing rock, 6590, near the SE.
y,., having the character of the fayalite-bearing type. It contains, besides the alkali feldspar and nepheline, a considerable
amount of the dark green hedenbergite, green amphibole, and a
small amount of fayalite.
In the immediate vicinity of the nepheline-bearing rock there
is much syenite bearing similar pyroxene and amphibole, but apparently free from nepheline and quartz. This phase much resembles the Stettin type of the quartz-syenite and grades into it.
This phase constitues most of the rock in Sec. 14 and conta,ins
I?umerous veins of the coarse quartz-bearing pegmatite.
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The nepheline-bearing syenite occurring in small quantity in
the NW.
of Sec. 24, T. 29, R. 6 E., apparently in lense-shaped
bodies or veins, associated with quartz-bearing syenite and coarse
pegmatite, is the aegerite-bearing type, having mineral composition and texture of rock similar to that occurring in the NE.
of Sec. 27 and vicinity.
.
In the NW.
of Sec. 15, T. 29, R.6 E., the nepheline-bearing syenite bears much amphibole and but a small amOWlt of
aegerite. This phase has already been described as being closely
related to the aegerite-sodalite type. This rock bears much sodalite, and is in contact with the older greenstone in this. vicinity~ which may in part explain its variation from the normal
type 0:( aegecite-sodalite rock.
The nepheline-bearing syenite in the northeastern part of
Section 31 and in the vicinity of the northwestern part of Section 28, T. 29, R. 7 E. is closely associated with the quartz-bearing syenite containing the feldspars with cores. The nepheline
syenite at both these localities also is closely associated with the
contact phases containing numerous quartzite fragments. ID.
both localities the nepheline-bearing rock; is quite similar in
texture and composition to the aegerite-sodalite type. The rock
is fine to medium-grained. The feldspar is microperthite and albite. Besides the nepheline, sodalite and cancrinite are present.
. Bo~p. aegecite and bluish-green amphibole, arfvedsonite, are
present :in abundance. Magnetite is also quite abundant, making up 2 ~r 3 per ~ent of ' the rock. Fluorite, zircon, and yellow-brown mica are also present. The zircon occurs innumerous minute crystals scattered throughout the
There is
also present an undetermined mineral with high index of· refraction and strong birefringence, probably a member of the
zircon-rutile group.

*

*

rock.

PHASE OF NEPHELINE-SYENITE CONTAINING

CARBONATE, PRESUl(-

ABLY CALCITE.

An interesting oceurrence of a carbonate is to be obseared
in the fine-grained nepheline-syenite in the northwestern part of
Sec. 28, T. 29" R. 7 E. This carbonate is colorless, and oecUl'l!l
in small grains up to .5 mm. in diameter. It occurs indiscriminately in contact with all the mineralsoomposing the rock. As
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seen in cross-section, it is sometimes surrounded entirely by
small crystals of feldspar, or by a single crystal of aegerite. It
is also in contact with sodalite, cancrinite and magnetite. It
contains inclusions of zircon. The usual twinning of the calcite
group is to be observed in the larger grains. See Pl. XXXVII.
This carbonate may be calCJite, siderite, or rhodochrosite, resembling the carbonate occurring in the pegmatite veins of the
syenite at Wausau and in the' coarse pegmatic veins in T. 29,
R. 7. (See page 301).
It is evidently not a product of atmospheric decomposition
of the associated minerals of the rock, for the rock is not only
poor in lime, but, on the whole, is unaltered, the nepheline aLid
sodalite alone showing a slight cloudiness" due to the secondary
development of natrolite. It is apparently not an infiltration
or incorporated product from neighboring limestone or other
carbonate rocks, for such do not occur in the vicinity. On the
other hand, it has every appearance of occurring as primary
grains in the rock.
The carbonate in the nepheline-syenite has a habit of occurrence' with respect to associated minerals similar to the fluorite
in these rocks. The carbonate, however, appears to be only a
sporadic development of the magma, for it was observed only in
th.e fine-grained nepheline-syenite from the above locality,
whereas the fluorite is quite generally distributed throughout
all the rocks.' Carbonate was searched for in association with
fluorite as a filling of the miaroEtic cavities in the coar3e feldspar ofthoe vicinity, hut was not ohserved.
. The' fact that carbonate occurs in dl'usy cavities and veins of
the' quartz-syenite at Wausau shbuld not betaken as a proof
fluorite' as' a filling 6i the miarolitic cavities in the coarse £eldthe most common minerals filling miarolitic cavities in the syenite of this region is fluorite, and fluorite is also finely disseminated :as an original mineral in the syenite and' related rocks
of this area. Fluorite is' generally considered an original con'stituent of the igneous rocks in which it occurs. The fluorite
'occurring in th~ miarO'litic; cavities of, the seyni,te, as well as
that o~curring in, inte,rstitialopenings of the quartzite adjacent
to, the contact of the syenite :magma, WaS very probably developed py con,tact ;m.etamol'Rhism, by the agency of solutions, bearing fluo~ite' and other minerals emanating frO'ill the syenite in-

EXPLANATION OF PLATE
. XXXVII.
(267)

PLATE

XXXVII.

MICROSECTIONS OF NEPHELINE SYENITE CON-

TAINING CALCITE.'

Fig. 1. Microsection of nepheline syenite. Section 5872.
Without analyzer, x50. The calcite is near the centre of the
field. Some fluorite is present.
Fig. 2. :Microsection of nepheline syenite. Section 6002.
Without apalyzer, x30. The section contains feldspar, nepheline, and the black minerals, amphibole and aegerite. The
calcite, with the characteristic rhomohedral cleavage, is shown
in the centre of the lower left hand quadrant and in the centre
of the upper right hand quadrant.
(268)
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trusions. The same explanation may V&ry well apply to the origin of the carbonate and associated quartz and biotite in tht>
drusy cavities in veins in the quartz-syenite at Wausau, as later
suggested.
Concerning calcite or other carbonate in igneous rocks, mention should be made of the nepheline-bearing syenite of Ontario,
Canada, described by Adams/ phases of which contain abundant
.calcite. The nepheline-syenite-bearing calcite described by
Adams is in contact with a Wli.de~read formation of crystalline
limestone, and calcite does not occur in the nepheline-syenite
where the wall rock is not limestone. From the occurrence of
the calcite along the contact and its general character, Adams
concludes that the calcite is foreign to the original magma and
occurs as inclusions derived from the limestone.
It may be mentioned also that the nepheline-syenite of the
island of Alno, described by Hogbom,2 is characterized by the
presence of calcite which is not of secondary origin, whose mode
of occurrence in many respects, as stated by Adams,s is very
similar to that of the calcite found in the nepheline- syenite of
Ontario.
The nepheline syenite in this region is nowhere in contact
with limestone, the latter formation not being known to occur
in the region, though a single small OCCUITt.>nce of calcareous
chert occurs about 2 miles north of the locality of the carbonatebearing nepheline-syenite. (See map PI. IV).
The rock in contact with and wholly enclosing this particular
phase of the nepheline-syenite is the closely related quartz-syenite, and in the immediate vlcinity ·is much vitreous quartzite included in small fragments and large masses in the surrounding
quartz-bearing syenite. Abundant inclusions of quartzite,
therefore, occur in the .timmediately surrounding rock, but none
of limestone.
The carbonate in this rock, which as previously stated, may be
calcite. siderite, or rhodochrosite, has a habit of occurrence like
lAdams, F; D.: On a· New Nepheline Rock FTom the Province of
Ontario, CallJada. Am. J. ScI., Vol. XVII. p. 2'11. 190'.
2Hogbom, A. G.: Ueberdas Nephelinsyenltgeblet auf der Insel Alno.
Geol. Fliren. I. Stockholm Flirh., Hift. '2. 1895. p. UO.
80p. cit. p. '272.
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the minerals. associated with it, wh!ich were clearly developed as
original minerals, and in view of the absence of associated rook
from w~ch it could have.been incorporated as inclUsions in the
magma, the writer is inclined to the belief that the carbonate is
a primary. constituent of the the nepheline-syenite of this local·
ity. It is a fact well worthy of note that calcite as a constituent of unaltered igneous rocb, either as an apparently primary
mineral or as inclusions,has been observed elsewhere in nepheline-syenite, which also is the only rock known to contain cancrinite, a mineral of primary crystallization containing an
abundant carbonate radical. In this connection also attention
is again called to the occurrence of calcite and other carbonate
in pegmatite veins in the quartz syenite in the rapids at Wausau
and in the abundant coarse pegrpatite of T. 29 R. 6.
A PHASE OF NEPHELINE-SYENITE

CLOSELY RELATED TO QUARTZ-

SYENITE.

There is a phase of the syenite associated with the above described nepheline-syenite, and standing intermediate between the
latter and p·revailing quartz-syenite of the vicinity, which presents several features of especial interest. This intermediate
phase has, in general. the reddish color of the quartz-syenite
rather than the grayish color' of the nepheline-syenite. In
texture it is fine-grained, having a more or less distinct foliation
.or gneissic strneture like the associated syenite of the vicinity
bearing abundant nepheline.
.
Mineralogically it closely resembles the syenite containing
abundant nepheline on the one band and the syenite of the
vicinity oontaining quartz on the other hand. It therefore has
the texture and mineral cOmposition of a gradational phase
the nepheline-bearing .and of. the qua;rtz-bearing syem"te.
F'or this' reason a representative rock of this phase was an~.l.
yiea and examined miCI'OSlCopically. Under the microScope this
phase closely resembled the nepheline-syenite containing ca]cite, in mineral composition,size of grain, and textural featureS'.·
Most of the roCIrconsiSts' of feidspar, ~nly albite, with some
microperthite. The felQspar fol"IDS. about Sf) per .cent of tl!.e
rock. Neither quartz nor nepheline was observed, although a
small amount of the latter mineral may be present. There is

of
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present an appreciable amount of cancrinite in small rounded
grains, perhaps one or two per cent. The presence of the cancrinite would .seem to indicate that its common associate, nepheline, also occurs. . Fluorite is also present in appreciable quantity. .The dark-colored minerals are amphibole, magnetite, yellvw-brown mica, and an undetermined member of the titanite
or epidote group. The amphibole has the bluish and brown,ish pleochroism of arfvedsonite, and forms 3 or 4 per cent of the
rock. Magnetite occurs in grains in only small quantity. The
yeRowish-brown~sh mica alSo is of small quantity, probably less
than one per cent. The undetermined mineral has distinct
pleochroiSm in greenish and brownish tones, and.' strong refringence and birefringence. It occurs in small irregular-shaped
grains, wiUt fairly good cleavage, and appears to be of monoclinic or triclinic crystallization. This mineral fo1'Jils about one
per cent of. the rock and may be one of the rare epidotes or
titanites. No- caI:cite was observed in this phase.
The chemical composimon of this roCk (specimen 6011), analyzed by W. W. Daniells, is as follows:
Analysi8 of Syenite containinq very small amount of Nephel·;'ne.

BiO.............. ........................................ 57.48
AI.0 3 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• : 20.04
Fe.O B • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5.64
FeO ........ .... ..... ............... ........ ............ 3.76
MgO ........................... :........................ 0.40
CaO..... ........ ....... ................ ................ 1.70
Na.O .. , ...... .......... .... ............ ............. .... 7.25
K.O ............................................. :.. ..... 3.65
B.O .............. ; .................. : .................. 0.25

Total.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 100 .17

The analysis of this rock is of interest, as it represents a phase
very near the border-line between the quartz-bearing syenite and .
the nephelineJbearing syenite, and just within the area of the
nepheline rock, as 'indicated by the presence of cancrinite, and
also by a few grains having the general appearance of nepheline.
The proportion of Na 20 to Al 2 0 s is such as to indicate a
small percentage of nepheline, as indicated in the' table. (Plate
XXXIX) .. This phase of the nepheline-bearing syenite, 'while
containing a smallel" amount of Si02 than the pegmatitic phase
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(see analysis, page 253), contains very little nepheline, while
the latter contains abundant nepheline and sodalite, on
account of the higher content of Al2 0 S and Na2 0. This phase
is relatively very high in iron, and while near the contact with
quartizite, it is not a border facies of the syenite magma, like the
pegmatites and pegmatitic phases of the syenite .
.:'HE PHASE OF NEPHELINE-SYENITE SOUTHEAST

OF WAUSAU.

The nepheline-syenite occurring in- the northern part of Sec.
21, T. 28, R. 8 E., about 7 mtiles southeast of Wausau, is 10 or
12 miles fro:r;n the main area .of nepheline-beaTIng rock.' -In this
locality an outcrop was not observed, but there are present numerous angular blocks ~istributed along the road throughout
the entire section. The angular blocks, to a great extent" are
. field stone. The ordinary quartz-syenite and also gabbro are'
present in this vicinity. As there is no glacial drift ,in this
locality the local occurrenoo of the angular blocks may be taken
as a sure indication of the nepheline-syenite in place in the
vicinity.
The nepheline rock in this vicinity appears to be of uniform
character. It is fine to medium-grained and grayish. A single
thin section from the rock of this locality shows a very large
prf>partion of nepheline, in fairly uniform small interlocking
grains, and only a comparatively small amount of feldspar,
wholly albite. Aegerite is practically the only dark-colored
constituent, forming from 5 to 10 per cent of the rock. .t,.
small amount of sodalite, cancrinite, zircon, and rutile are also
present. This occurrence therefore belongs with the aegeritesodalite type.
DIKE OF NEPHELINE-SYENITE.

In the NE. % of Sec. 27, T. 29, R.6 E., was observed a small
dike or vein of nepheline--syenite cutting directly across the
banded structure of the prevailing nepheline-syenite of this vicinity. The vein observed ~s not more than 2 inches thick, but
contains within it numerous small angular fragments of the intruded nepheline-syenite, thus showing its intrusive character.
Under the microscope the mineral composition of the dike is
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seen to be almost identical with that of the older intruded syenite. .Albite and nepheline are the principal constituents. The
albite occurs in elongated laths with a general parallel arrangement. There are present some larger porphyritic crystals, apparently orthoclase" which show zonal growth. Theaegerite
occuI'S in quite large crystals of porphyritic development, and
also as small crystals. Fluorite occurs in numerous small irregular crystals. Neither amphibole nor mica is present.
The similarity in mineral composition of this porphyritic
dike rock with the older nepheline-syenite is worthy of note. It
shows conclusively that magmas of similar composition were
erupted at quite different periods, for the older syenite, although its strongly marked banded structure was probably developed as an ofliginal crystallization, appears to have been
sUbsequently greatly mashed before the dike was intrUded. I~
is very probable also that the panded structure is in part due to
parallel intrusions of magma, hence the- resultant rock is a composite formation made up of quite similar magmas erupted at
quite different periods. The composite nature of the closely
related quartz-bearing· syenite may be observed wherever any
large rock exposures occur.

MllCA SYENITE.

In the northwestern part of the SE. 14 of Sec. 11, 29, R. 6 E.,
there are numerous low outcrops of a dark-colored rock caUed
mica-syenite in the field. A very similar, if not identical, rock
canstitutes the prevailing formation in the central portion of
Sec. 14. In Sec. 14, closely associated with this phase, is nephetine-syenite and also coarse quartz-pegmatite rocks. A similar
mica-syenite also appears as stringers in a later more feldspathic
syenite in the SE. 14 of the NW. 1M, of Sec. 15.
The rock oecurring in the NlW. % of Sec. 11 is a mediumgrained rock, and is espemally rich, in brown mica. T'
Ilolored constituents form 40 to 50 per cent of the rock.
18--G.
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Under the microscope the light-colored constituents are seen
anorthocla~ and
albite. Neither quartz nor nephelin.e could be identified ,in the
thin sections examined.
The dark-colored constituents are mica:, pyroxene, amphibole,
magnetite, and fayalite. The mica is the prevailing yellowbrown variety, probably lepidomelane, and ~orms from 20 to 25
per cent of the rock. The pyroxene is the silver-gray hedenbergite very similar lin C9lor to the pyroxene in the fayalite-bearing quartz-syenite at Wausau. The hedenbergite formS' 5 to 10
per cent of the rock. A small amount of green amphibole, ba!kevikite, is present. The fayalite is closely associated with the
pyroxene and. mica. It has the usual appearance of this mineral and forms not more than 1 or 2 per cent of the rock. It is
fresh and unaltered like the associated min.erahr. :Mlagnetite is
present iIi appreciable quantity, and a few small needle crytals
of apatite are scattered throughout the rock. See Fig. 2, PI.

to be mainly alkalic feldspar, apparently

XXXI.
A sample of this rock phase was analyzed, as it was believed
to represent the :most basic phase of the syenite magma OCCUl'ing in appreciable quantity in the district. The result of the
analysis" made by V. Leilher, is as follows:
Analysis of Ea.sic Mica Syenite.
SiO •............. : .......................................
AI.O •....................................................
Fe.O a ••.••••.•.•.•••.•.••.•. : .••••••••••.••••.•..•. , •.••
FeO .....................................................
MnO ....................................................
MgO ................................ : ...................
CaO ................................ , ....................
NasO ....................................................

K.O .....................................................
TiO •........................................... .' .........
P.05 ....................................................
H 2 0 at 1100 •••••••••••• •••••••••••• .•••••.•••••••••••••••
H.O at red heat .................................. :.......

47.16
12.56
11.01
13.30
trace
0.53
8.63
4.24
2.78
trace
trace
0.03
0.09

Total ................................................ 100.33

This rock phase differs from other phases of the syenite only
in the proportion of the minerals contained and not in the character of these minerals. It is much lower in alumina and the
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alkalies and much higher in iron and lime than the abundant
syenite of the district. The alkalies and alumina have combmed mainly to form alkali feldspar, making up about 45 per
cent of the rock. Probably 5 to 10 per cent of the iron forms
magnetite, the remainder of the iron occurring mainly in the
abundant mica, hedenbergite and barkevikite. The lime is
mainly in the hedenbergite. The low content of magnesia, the
striking characteristic feature of this entire rock magma, is
noteworthy. The low content of MgO in this rock is especially
remarkable when compared with the high content of associated
iron and lime. While the content of iron and lime in this rock
is from 4 to 5 times higher than in the average rock of this series, the low content of magnesia remains essentially uniform.
The absence of titanium in this basic phase is of interest and
suggests the possibility that this constituent increases with the
silica and alumina in this series, as it is known to be in appreciable quantity in the coarse pegmatites.
This lepidomelane-hedenbergite-fayalite-syenite is apparently
one of the most basic phases of the alkali-rich magma occurring
in quantity in this region. It probably represents a rock phase
somewhat analogous to the laurvikite or mica-augite-syenite of
the alkalic-rich magma of southern NorWay, described by
Brogger. A closer study of the mica-rich phases in this region, .
however, is needed before their relative importance can be determined. The occurrence of the hedenbergite and fayalite in this
phase, as well as the low content of MgO, estal;llishes its close
relationship with the hedenbergite-fayalite-bearing quartz-syenite and nepheline syenite.

THE S:YENITE-PEGMATITE.

Traversing the main area of the phases of nepheline and
quartz-syenite and bordering them,. near the contacts with the
older rock formations, are very coarse-grained rocks, or pegmatitic modifications of the syenite magma. Similar coarse pegmatitic rocks have already been described as occurring in the
related soda granites of the region, but in the normal-grained
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granite, pegmatitic modifications appear to be relatively unimportant. In the more basic portions of the soda-rich magma
northwest of Wausau, thes'e coarse-grained rocks are relatively
abundant and constitute a very important part of the rock formation.
General Mineml Compositwn.-The pegmatite modifications
of the syenite consist for the most part, at least, of the same
abundant minerals that constitute the normal-grained syenite.
Quartz and nepheline both occur in the pegmatite in about the
same proportions as these minerals occur :in the phases of the
l!ormal syenite. Feldspar is the dominant mineral of the pegmatite. Next to the feldspar in abundance is quartz, as quartzbearing pegmatite is the most abundant kind of pegmatite. Besides the feldspar and quartz in the quartz-bearing pegmatites,
there are amphiboles, pyroxenes, and micas, in varying proportions, and many other minerals, such as fluorite" zircon, rutile,
etc. In the nepheline-bearing pegmatite, besides the feldspar
and nepheline, occur pyroxenes, amphiboles, and micas of a
character differing from those occurring in the quartz-pegmatites, but similar to those occurring in SOme phases of the nepheline-syenite. In the nepheline pegmatite also occur sodalite,
zircon, rutile, and various rare minerals ,not yet fully deter··
mined.
It is not known definitely to what extent certain minerals occur in the pegmatite which do not occur in the normal syenite.
This subject is discussed more fully later and will only be alluded to briefly here. F'ayalite, hedenbergite, and barkevikite,
fairly abundant minerals in the normal-grained syenite" have
not been observed in the coarse pegmatitic phases. Magnetit~
occurs in appreeiable quantity in the normal syenites, but was
not observed in more than minor quantity in the coarse pegmatites. While the abundant minerals, such as feldspar, quartz
and nepheline, are of the the same character in the pegmatite
as in the normal syenite, there is a marked difference in the
~]llilracter of the dark-colored silicates in the two formations.
, The Texture of the Pegmatite.-The pegmatite is.a very coarsegrained rock, the principal mineral constituents generally vary·
ill g i:t;l size from one inch (2.54 cm.) to a foot (30.48 cm.) in diameter. To a grelit extent, the shape and arrangement of the
minerals are the, same. as in the ordinary and coarse-grained sy-
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enites. A very common texture is a. banding or zonal arrangement of the minerals, the feldspar on the outside, and quartz,
amphibole, or mica towards the interior.' Graphic intergrowths
of the feldspar and quartz, often referred to as the pegmatitic
texture, are not characteristic features, although graphic intergrowths. are common in the small pegmatite veins penetrating
the acid granites outside the area of the abundant pegmatite.
The pegmatite masses vary greatly in coarseness from place
to place. In places the feldspar is crystallized in radiating rosette forms of large size" attaining diameters of two and three
feet. In other instances the minerals appear to have crystallized in large drusy cavities and have well developed terminal
faces pointed towards the interior of the cavities.
General Form of the Pegmatite Occurrences.-The pegmatite
occurs generally in large veins penetrating the syenite and granite. Sharply defined walls between the pegmatite and normal
~enite are not always present, but instead a strong tendency to
gradation between them OF an intricate mingling of them, as in
the case of the eruptive masses of the varying phases of normal
syenite.
There are numerous narrow veins of pegmatite throughout
the entire region, but they are usually not very coarse-grained
and they often possess the graphic intergrowths. But the great
mass of the coarse pegmatite occurring in the western part of
T. 29, R. 7 E. and the eastern and central part of T. 29, R. 6 E.
does not appear as narrow veins or dikes in the medium and
coarse-grained syenite with which they are closely associated.
In the above area of abundant pegmatite, the numerous vein!
vary in width up to 10 or 20 feet or more, which alternate with
about equal amounts of normal rock.
The coarse pegmatite rocks may be divided into two elm,
as previously stated, whieh obviously do not overlap, and which
can De readily distinguished in the field, viz., the quartz-bearing
pegmatite, and the nepheline-bearing pegmatite.
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QUARTZ-BEARING PEGMATITE.

The coarse pegmatite bearing quartz is far more abundant
than that bearing nepheline.
The principal minerals of the
quartz-pegmatite, as already stated, are feldspar, ql1artz, am :;h ibole and pyroxene. Mica is also abundant. There are also
present numerous minerals in SIDa:ll quantity of promising interest, which have not as yet been fully investigated. The abundant constituents of the pegmatite, such as the feldspar,
pyroxene, amphibole, and mica, also have not as yet been adequately studied, and hence the present account of the coarse
quartz-bearing pegmatite must be considered only a partial or
preliminary description.
Distribution.-The quartz bearing pegmatite ooours to some
extent throughout the general area of the quartz-bearing and
the nepheline-bearing syenite northwest of Wausau. In portions of this area, the magma appears to have crystallized as
coarse pegmatite; in other portions, as the normal, medium and
coarse-grained syenite. In one part, therefore, the normal rock
predominates while in an{)ther the pegmatite. No very large
area of normal quartz-syenite occurs in the town of Stettin without the presence of pegmatite phases.
There is a marked predominance of the coarse quartzose pegmatite in sections 10, 11, 14" 15, 22 and 23, which 'is referred to
later as an area in which abundant coarse feldspar is present
\)f probable economic value. (See page 653). Besides the
Q.uartz-bearing pegmatite, this area contains the normal syenite
phases, both quartz and nepheline-bearing. Outside of the sections referred to, considerable coarse pegmatite was observed.
Within the main area of the basic syenite magma above referred
to, the pegmatite appears to have been erupted mainly as large
veins or dikes, as already stated, apparently as eruptive masses,
of coarsely crystalline phases of the normal syenite. In other
parts of the district there are small veins or dikes of pegmatite
which appear to differ somewhat in texture from that of the
large coarse veins. and may represent dikes leading out from
the large masses of pegmatite.
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MINERALS OF THE QUARTZ-BEARING PEGMATITE.

Some of the minerals of the quartz-bearing pegmatite have
been examined to some extent by chemical analysis and the microscope. The detailed examination of the minerals has been
by no means completed and hence the following account is only
a preliminary description of some of the minerals occurring in
the pegmatite. It is purposed to continue the investigation of
these minerals until a fairly adequate account of them can be
presented. Enough has been accomplished in the investigation
to show that a rich and promi~ng field for the mineralogist is
furnished by the coarse pegmatite rocks of this region.

FELDSPAR GROUP.

The feldspar in the pegmatite throughout the area of abunJant pegmatite in sections 10, 11, 14, 15, 22 and 23, T. 29, R. 6
E., occurs in crystals of various sizes ranging from a.n inch to
over a foot in diameter. The feldspar sometimes appears as
closely. packed crystals, as in an igneous rock of normal texture,
and sometimes as large crystals with radiate or rosette structure.
Microperthite.-Severallarge feldspars occurring in this area
were analyzed and found to be almost identical in composition.
Those analyzed are microperthite feldspar, the general structural features of which have already been described. The microperthite varies from white to pink in colar. No. I is pink microperthite, occurring in the form of a radial growth or rosette.
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A nalyses of Feldspar of Quarts-pegmatite. I

SiO •...............•........
AI.0 3 ••••••••••••••••••••••
Fe'l.,.o •.......................
Oau ....................... .
MgO ...................... .
Na.O ................... , .. .
KIO ...... ~ ..................

66.42
20.23
0.95
trace
none

B.O ....................... .

5.59
6.62
0.i4

Total .................. .

99.95

II
65.50
19.24
0.46
0.42
0.26
5.29

III
66.07
19.82

O.H
1.11

trace

0.14

5.63
7.27
0.24

99.66

100.58

8~35

1. Microperthite Feldspar: ~ roi. N. of SE. Oor. Sec. 22. T.29 R.6E.
Analyzed by Victor Lenher.
'
II. Microperthite Feldspar: SE. Oor. of Sec. 15, T. 29, R.1i E. Analyzed
by W. W. Daniells.
III. Microperthite Feldspar: 78 roi. S. of NE. Cor. of Sec. 22 T.29, R.
6 E. Analyzed by W. W. Daniells.
'

The analyses show these feldspars to be very similar in composition. The molecular proportion of soda to potash is greater
than 1 :1 in I and III, and less than 1 : 1 in II.
Albite.-Albite occurs in that phase of the pegmatite which
contains the soda-pyroxene &nd the soda-lithia mica, in the NW.
~ of Sec. 22, T. 29, R. 6 E.
AMPHIBOLE GROUP.

In the southwestern part of the NW. ~ of Sec. 22, T. 29, R.
6 E., just north of a small creek which appears to lie along the
contact between the greenstone and syenite formations, is much
coarse pegmatiti~ rock, consisting of feldspar, ,amphibole,
pyroxene, and quartz. The minerals vary in size up to several
inches in diameter. The rock is exposed at numerous places in
this vicinity and abundant fragments of coarse rock picked up
from the adjoining field of G. Rodart lie along the road and 1n
several large piles upon the latter's farm. The rock of this vicinity, which is bordered a short distance to the south by the
greenstone area, consists largely of very coarse pegmatite rock.
Crooidolite.-In this locality was observed an intimate intergrowth of blue amphibole and bronze-green pyroxene. Sufficient material for chemical analyses was collected, but no well
formed crystals of either with terminal faces were obtained.
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lVIegascopically the amphibole is a pronounced bluish-black in
color, and has the well developed characteristic prismatic cleavage of amphibole. Under the microscope /this amphibole has the
characteristic pleochroism of the alkalic amphiboles. Rays vibrating parallel to c are blue; parallel to b, blue; and parallel
to a, green. The extinction on the plane approximately parallel
to 010 appeared to be very small.
The composition of this amphibole (sp. 6608) from one-third
mile south of NW. corner of Sec. 22, T. 29" R. 6 E., analyzed by
W. W. Daniells, is as follows:
Analysis of Crocidolite of Quartz-Pegmatite.

Analysis.
SiO. ..................................
A1.0s ................................
Fe.O. ................................
FeO ..................................
MnO .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . ... .. ..
MgO .. . .. . . .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . .
CaO ..................................
Na.O ............... :.................

K.O .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. . ... . . . .. . .. . .. ..

TiO •.............................. " . .
B.O ..................................

48.20
1.16
15.46
20.40
2.57
trace
2.78
6.42
2.05
0.54
0.26

Molecular ratios.
.803
.011
.097
.283
.036
............... .

.o:m
.103
.022
.007
.014

Total. ........................... [-OO~-l~~~-:-:-:-:-

.

The specific gravity is 3.32. This amphibole is high in ferrous oxide, ferric oxide, and soda. It is thus a soda-iron
amphibole and since it is especially high in ferrous oxide it
is referred to crooidolite\. This amphibole differs slightly from
that usually classed with crocidolite in containing appreciable
quantities of .Al 2 0 a, -lVInO, and OaO, and in the absence of lVIgO.
The formula approximates 2(Na 2 0.Fe2 0 a .4 Si0 2 )+6(FeO.Si02 )
+!(GaO.Si0 2)·
The material analyzed was selected from a part of the crystal
. of blue amphibole free from intergrowth with the bronze-green
pyroxene, then broken into minute fragments and examined under the microscope before being submitted to the chemist.
Ricbeckite.-About a mile northeast of the locality from
which the blue amphibole, crocidolite, was obtained, in the '
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central part of the NE. ~ of Sec. 15, occurs a. very coarse phase
of the syenite containing large crystals of amphibole which :LPpeared to be quite similar to the above. This amphibole occurs
in large massive crystals. The color of the amphibole is a pronounced bluish-black in the hand specimen. Under the microscope it shows the characteristic blue and green pleochroism ..If
the soda amphiboles. Rays vibrating parallel to a are blue; parallel to b,' blue; and parallel to a, green. 'fhe extinction on a
plane approximately parallel to b, 010, is very small.
The chemical composition of thls amphibole, 6610a, near
south side of NE. % NW.~, Sec. 15, T. 29, R. 6 E., made by
Victor Lenher, is as follows:
Analy~i8

of Riebeckite of Quartz-Pegmatite.

_ _ _ _ _-'-

'SiO •. ,. , " , , ., , , , " ................ ,. .
AI.0 3 •.••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••.•••
Fe.O s .... ............................
1i'eO ................ '..................
MnO ... , ...................... '. . . .. . .
MgO .................................
CaO ..................................
Na.O ....................... , .... , .... '1
K.O .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . ... .. . . .. .. . ... . .. .
H 2 0 at 105" to 110" ................... [
at 110"+. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . ... . ..
TiO •................................

, a.o

~lySiS.
47,39
3.18
25.54
9.52
1.40
l.20
1.91
8.54
1.41
0.14
0.37

!MoleCUlarratiOs

I

.790
.031
.159
.132
.020
.030
.0340
.138
.015
............... .
.020
non~_ :...:.:...:.:...:..:...:.:....:..:..:..:....:..:..:.

'I __

Total ...........................

100.60

............... .

The specific gravity is 3.38. This amphibole is high in ferric oxide, ferrous oxide" and soda. Since it is relatively high in
ferric oxide, it is referred to riebeckite, with which it closely
corresponds in composition. The principal difference between
crocidolite and riebeckite appears to be ;in the form of the iron
oxide, riebeckite being high in Fe2 0 a and low in FeO, and crocidolite being high in FeO and low in Fe2 0.. The formula is
2(Na2 0.Fe2 0S.4 Si0 2 )+2(FeO.Si0 2) +1(CaO.Si0 2 ). The MgO
is considered with the CaO, the MnO with the FeO and the
AI 2 0. with the Fe2 0 S ' With the increase in the content of ferric oxide in the riebeckite, there is accompanying increase in
. alumina and soda. The appreciaple content of AI2 0 a, notably
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high for riebeckite, is a characteristic which finds expression in
the compootion of all the silicates crystallized in these rocks.
'l'he material analyzed was carefully selected and examined
under the microscope before being submitted to the chemist.
THE PYROXENE GROUP.

The minerals of the pyroxene group thus far investigated, in
the quartz-bearing pegmatite, vary in character within certain
limits and possess features of composition obviously due to the
high soda-alumina content of the roek magma in which they oc-'
cur. These pyroxenes of the quartz pegmatite are alike in CODtaining a high content of the alkalies, niainly Na2 0, and in this
regard are like the prevailing pyroxene of the nepheline pegmatite.
The order in which the pyroxenes are described is the, one
casually followed out in their investigation. A more logical arrangement may be ado.pted when these interesting minerals are
fully described and their character ana relation'Ship more fully
understood.
PercivaUte.-The pyroxene intergr<YW1l with crocidolite in: the
southwestern part of the NE.
of Sec.. 22, T. 29, R. 6 E. is
both massive and in large fibrous aggregates. As fibrous aggregates, it occurs with radiated structure and in irregularly intergrown elongated crystals. The color shades from yellowish, green to brownish-green, tending to an olive-green tint. Crystals, either massive or in aggregates, were observed up to 2 or 3
inches (5 cm. to 7.5 cm.) in diameter. This pyroxene is mainly
associated with quartz; feldspar, crocidolite, acmite, violetgray lithia-mica, and other minerals. The mineral for the
first analysis of this pyroxene was separated from a fairly
massive crystal of intergrown crocidolite and .pyroxene. The
pure pyroxene formed one end of the intergrowth, and the
crocidolite the other, with a mixed intergrowth between. It was
the opinion of the writer at the time this material was selected
for analysis that the pyroxene might be an alteraiton of the
blue amphibole, or vice versa.. The olive-green pyroxene was
readily distinguished from the dark blue amphibole because of
the marked difference in color; The pyroxene was broken up
into small cleavage pieces and the material subjected to examin-

*
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ation by a lense and microscope before being submitted! to the
chemist. The olive-green pyroxene portion of the intergrowth,
6607, analyzed by W. W. Daniells, is as follows:
Analysilf of 80da-alum'ina Pyroxene (Percivalite) from QuartzPegmatite.
Analyses.

49.81

BiOs .... · ..... · .. · ................... .

~!:g!.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :

.830

30.97

.. 303

0.76

.030
.011

3.95
2.21

FeO ................................. .
MnO ................................ .
MgO ................................. .
OaO .................................. .

Molecular ratios.

0.03
trace.
11.15
0.39

.025

..
,..............
. .............. .

~t:::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : --_._-----.
0.83

0.50

Total. ......................... ..

.

.180
.~

.010

.028

]00.60

The analysis showed the pyroxene to be lmusually high in
alu.mina and soda. The high content of alumina is' especially
noteworthy and apparently distinguishes this pyroxene as a new
variety, closely allied to jadeite.
Upon a later visit to the locality, this olive-green pyroxene
was especially searched for and new material collected for analysis. No crystals with well develaped forms were found in
the short time spent in the locality. The olive-green pyroxene
was observed to be free from, as well as intergrown with, the
blue amphibole. A' large crystal aggregate of the pyroxene 2
or 3 inches in diameter was broken apart and material carefully
selected for a second analysis.
The second analysis, made by Victor Lenber, is as follows:

.
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Analysi8 of soda-alumina Pyroxene (Percivalite) from QuartzPegmatite.
Analysis.

~i8: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
~~~6~' :'::: :::: :::::: :::::: ::: ::: :: : :: :
~:bO~.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :
MnO ................................. .
MgO ................................. .
OaO ................................. .
Na.O ................................ .

K.O ................................. .

Li.O ................................. .
H.0-105 11-1l0o ....................... .
HaO-red heat ........................ .
F .................................... .

P.O, ................................ .
S .................................... .

Rare earths (Th, Ce, Yt, etc .......... .
Cb.Olr , Ta.O •....... " ............... .
Total ........................... 1

49.77
trace
none
28.78
2.99
0.12
0.69
0.11
0.33
15.71
0.84
none
0.08
0.90
none
trace
0.024
none
none

Molecular ratios.
.829
•••••••

00

0

••

0

•

0

0

••

•

.................
. ~82
.019
.001
.009
.003
.006
.254
.009

.0

•••••••••••

.0

•••

0

••

0

••

0.0

••

0

••••••

.0

•••

•

0

•••

0

••••

.050
0

••

0.

'0

•••••

0

0

0.

••

•••

••

0.0

••

0

•

••••

•••••••••••

0

••

••••••

••

0.

100.344

This analysis agrees very closely with the former. While
somewhat lower in alumina and higher in soda, the two correspond as closely in composition as the average pyroxene or amphibole of the same variety. The pyroxene first analyzed contains meager growths of the blue amphibole, probably less than
one per cent, and on this account, as well as that of the close
proximity of the amphibole substance, the .second analysis is
believed to represent the purer type of mineral.
The composition of this soda-alumina pyroxene is remarkably
different from that of jadeite in respect to the higher content
of alumina and the lower content of silica.
A possible, perhaps the most probable, explanation of the composition of this pyroxene is to view it as a mixture essentiall~r
of the two molecules, Na 2 0, AI 2 0 s , 4 Si0 2 and Na0 2 , AI2 0 s ,
2Si02 the former the jadeite molecule, and the latter a molecule like the nephelite molecule, with a small additiooaJ' amount
of the hypothetical molecule (R'~.Rl2) (Al.Fe)2 Si0 6 •
, It is regretted that the physical' properties of this pyroxene
'cannot be fUlly described at the present time. Soome of its most
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obvious features only have been investigated, on· account of not
finding crystals of well developed forms.
The minerals ~ciated with this pyro:x:ene in the pegmatite
have already been mentioned. The color, as observed in specimens is yellowish-green, and it can be readily distinguished
from the bluish-blaGk amphibole, and the black acmite associated with it. It occurs in elongated, prismatJic crystals, like
aegerite, up .to several inches in diameter. Large crystals are
often found grown together" and these penetrated by numerous
small crystals which e:x:tend through the larger crystals· in various directions. Elongated, crystals arranged in radiate structure are also very common.
Under the microscope the color of the pyra.xene varies from
greenish-gray to pale yellowish-green. Pleochroism is weak as
compared with that of oogerite. Rays vibrating parallel to c
an<:l b are gray with silight tinge of greem.; those parallel to a are
pale yellow-green. The extinction angle with the c axis is small,
probably between 7° ,to 8°. 'The prismatic cleavage common to
all the pyroxenes is very prominent. The birefringence is much
weaker than that of aegerite,being comparable to that of acmite. The index of refraction also is lower than that of aegerite.
This pyroxene in chemical composition and physical properties appears to be a distinct variety or species, and the name
percivaUte, in honor of J. G.Percival, at one time state geologist of Wisconsin, is given to it. Percivalite may be defined as
a pyroxene containing about equal pro!,!ortions of the jadeite
molecule Na)!O, A12 0 g , 4Si0 2 and the molecule Na2 0, AI 2 0 g ,
2Si0 2 , with a small but unimportant amount of other pyroxene
molecules.
It is possible that percivalite should rank as a distinct species,
comparable to acmite" spodumene, or jadeite, or it may be considered as a variety of jadeite. Its real significance or importance will necessarily be decided by the general opinion of mineralogists, after it has been fully investigated,
It is believed that the orthosilicate molecule of this pyroxene,
Na Al Si0 4 , is of much significance and importance in a number of the pyroxene minerals, being present in the so-called
basic aluminous varieties. As various quantities of the diopside,
hypersthene or aemite molecules fonn' constituent portions of

· EXPLANATION OF PLATE
XXXVIII.
(287)

PLATE

XXXVIII.

MICROSECTIONS OF INTERGROWTH OF

AL·

BITE, PERCIVALLITE-ACMITE, AND RIEBECKITE-CROCIDOLITE.

Fig. 1. Microsection number 6610 a. Without analyzer, x60.
The black mineral is riebeckite (see analysis page--.--) the gray
. mineral is very probably percivallite, and the colorless mineral
.
is albite.
Fig. 2. Similar to the above. Section 6612 b. Without an·
alyzer, x30.
These parallel growths are obviously original and not a secondary alteration, for in immediate juxtaposition occur large
crystals of each of these minerals. The intergrowths were evidently developed away from the centres in which the large pure
mineral of each was formed, namely at the contacts. The
structural parallelism in -the growth or these minera!s probably
finds its explanation in the remarkable similarity of their composition, as illustrated in the following type formulae:-;Albite-Na 2 0, Al 2 0 g , 6 Si0 2 •
Percivallite-1(Na2 0, Al 20 g , 4 SiO)+11(Na 20, A1 2 0 3 , 2 SiO).
Riebeckite-1 (Na2 0, Fe2 0 g , 4 SiO) + 1 (FeO, Si0 2 ).
In this connection attention may be called to the discussion
of the composition and origin of jadeite in the extensIve work
on Jade, published by the Bishop estate, Vol. I., pages 121-166.
(288)

n UJ.LW£TN XVI .... PL. XXX VIII.

W I SCONSIN SU RVEY .

Fig. 1.

Fig. ~.
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. vari~ pyroxenes, in a like manner this orthosilicate molecule
probaly enters into the constitution of various aluminous members of the pyroxene group .
. The soda-alumina silicate minerals cl~ly associated with
this alumina-rich pyroxene are worthy of mention.' Besides
the intergrowths with crocidolite already described, there is also
to be observed an intimate parallel intergrowth with the soda
feldspar, albite. The albite, percivalite and crocidolite inter·
growths are shown in Plate XXXVIII. In certain rocks in
which percivalite is an abundant constituent, large, black, wellformed acmite crystals abound. In that phase of the rock in
which the two pyroxenes, acmilte and percivalite, were both
present, the amphibole crocidvlite was not observed.
Acmite of Analysis 1.-In the coarse feldspar rock occurring
along the road in the SE. Y-4 of Sec. 22, T. 29, R. 6 E., there
occurs a grayish- green pyroxene somewhat different in cOllor and
general features from the predominating pyroxene in the quartz
pegmatite rock. It occurs abundantly in the coarse rock in the
interstices between the feldspar, apparently as a crystallization
after the dominant feldspar. No crystal forms were observed,
but abundant fresh homOlgeneous material was readily obtained
for labo:r:atory examination. The pyroxene subjected to chern.
ical analysis was crushed to a fine powder and passed through a
solution of silver-thallium nitrate, and the small amount .of
quartz, feldspar, and fluorite associated with it was removed.
The analysis of this pyroxene, made by V. Lenher, is as follows:
Analysis of n,.mite 1.

Si0 2 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
TiO •.....................................................
AI.O •....................................................
Fe.O •....................................................
FeO .....................................................
MnO .....................................................
MgO•....................................................
OaO......................................................
Na.O ............................. '" ....................

50.03 .
trace
5.28
30.89 .
0.60
trace
0.22
0.17
11.14

~t.~. :::::::::::::::.: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~!

H.O at 110° .............................................. 0.03
B.O at red heat........ .... .............................. 0.33

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 99.70
19-G.
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The composition of this pyroxene in general resembles that of'
acmite and aegerite. It differs, however, from both the latter In
containing an appreciable quantity of Al2 0 3 " and from acmite
in containing very little FeO, and from aegerite in containing
very little CaO as well as very little FeO.
The microscopic examination of this pyroxene shows. it to
resemble acmite mo,re closely than aegerite. It differs from both
acmite and aegerite, however, in color and pleochroism. It
•
is very slightly pleochroic, the predominating color in thin section being a grayish-green, the axial colors varying but slightly
from a shade of grayish-green to light green. The brown of
acmite is not apparent and the deeper brown and yellowishgreen of aegerite is wholly absent. The maximum angle of extinction with ~he vertical axis is approximately 3° to 4°.
Acrnite of Analysis B.-The black pyroxene already referred
to as occurring in association with the brownish-green percivalite in the SW ~ .NW. ~ of Sec. 22, T. 29, R. 6 E. occurs in
well developed, greatly elongated crystals. This pyroxene occurs in a rock containing much quartz and feldspar. The crystals are greatly elongated parallel to the vertical axis, their
length generally being from 6 to 10 times their breadth and
thickness. The crystals are, so far as observed, elongated
prisms With M(llO) prominent. The orthopinnacoid (100)
and clinopinnacoid (010) are often wholly absent. Terminal
faces are entirely wanting ~o far as observed. Repeated striations, however, are sometimes present, indicating a tendency for
the devempment of steep pyramid faces, presumably 0(661).
The crystals occur in aggregates and nests, in contact with one
another at various angles. Parallel growths and twins are also
common.
A chemical analysis was made by V. Lenher, of carefully
selected material, with the following result:
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Analysis of Acmite 3.
SiO •.....................................................
TiO .......................................................
Al.O •...................................................
Fe.0 8 ••••••••• ; •••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
FeO. .................................... ................
~nO .....................................................
MgO ......................................................
OaO .....................................................
Na.O .......................... :........................
li.O.....................................................
H.O at 1100 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ;.. •••• ••• • •• •• ••
H 2 0 at red hoat ......................................... ,

49.48
trace
5.56
29.43
1.81
0.20
trace
0.38
8.14
4.27
0.02
0.55

Total ........................................ . . . . . . . . .. 99.84

The features of interest in the analysis of this pyroxene is the
notable quantity of Al2 0 s and especially the high content, 4.27
per cent, of K 2 0. The relatively high content of K 2 0 is especially noteworthy and apparently distinguishes this pyroxene
from all other analyzed pyroxenes to which reference can be
found in the literature. The chemical relation of this pyroxene
to the one just referred to, analyses No.1, is obvious and proves
that it differs from the latter only in degree and not in kind.
The optical properties of this pyroxene also indicates its close
relationship to the other two aluminous acmites described. T'he
microscopic examination shows this pyroxene to be essentially identical in color and pleochroism with the. others. In
thin section it is grayish-green and light green, with but
slight change in tint in the axial planes. The black color of
the crystals as seen in the hand specimens is obviously due to a
minute dissemination of magnetite in the microscopic fractures of
the pyroxene. Quartz 'is also present in small quantity in the
fractures. The maximum angle of extinction with the vertical
axis on 010 is appro,ximately 7° to 8° as compared with 3 0 to
4 0 of the pyroxene, analysis 1. Twinning parallel to (100) repeated in narrow lamellae was observed and is probably of fre-quent occurrence. The index of refraction and also the double
refraction are relatively high for pyroxene, but apparently not
so high as in aegerite. With regard in refraction, as well as
pleochroism, it stands nearer acmite than to aegerite.
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Acmile of Analysis 2.-In the same looality in whlich the
above pyroxene (analysis 3.) was observed, the SW. 1,4, NW. lA,
of Sec. 22, T. 29, R. 6 E., much smaller pyroxene, in a somewhat
finer grained phaae of the pegmatite, was observed. It occurs in
the rock in which the new variety of pyrochlore (see page 308)
was observed, and from which the latter mineral was obtained
for analysis. The principal minerals associated with it are
quartz and feldspar.
This pyroxene, as seen in the hand specimen, is black, and in
crystal form and general occurrence is' essentially identical
though much smaller than the coarser crystallizoo p~oxene of
analysis 3. The crystals are greatly elongated along the vertical
aXIs, with strong development of the prism faces and very slight
development of the pinacoids. The clinopinacoid (010) is quite
generally absent in these smaller pyroxenes. 'l'erminal faces
are wanting.
Fresh homogeneous material was selected for analysis, powdered, passed through a 100 mesh sieve, and separated by means
of the &pecific gravity soluticm of silver thallium nitrate. Tpe
analysis, made by Victor Lenher, is as follows:
.A nalYBis oj acmite2.
SiO •..................................... ·············· . 51.14
TiO •..................................... ············· .. trace
AI.O s ·················•· ............................... . 4.82
Fe.O s ..........•......•.....•..•....................... 30.44
FeO .... : .............................................. . 1.43
MnO ............................... ····················. trace
MgO .................................... ···············. 0.15
CaO ................................................... . 006
Na.O ................................................... 9.99
K.O ......... ...........................................
1.50
Li.O.................................................... none
B.O at 1100 ••••• • •• • •• •• •••• •••• • •• • •• •• •• •• ••• • •• •• ••••
0.08
B.O at red heat .... .' ............................... · .. ·. 0.16

Total ... ;................................... ...... 99.77

In composition this pyroxene stands nearer to that of analysis 1 than to that of analysis 3. This is specially true with regard'to the oontent of K 2 0. With respect to the other constituents, however, the three analyses are essentially identical. The
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microscopic appearance of tbis! pyroxene 'is essentially identical
with the others. The black color is not inhe~ent in the mineral
but due to finely disseminated magnetite in fractures. The
angle of extinction is 3° to 4° to the vertical axis, and in this
regard is like the pyroxene of lower content of K 2 0. 'l'winning
lamellae parallel to (100) are pr~sent.
General Relations of the Ac:mrite:.-These pyroxenes, of analyses 1, 2 and 3, are essentially alike, as already described, in
chemical composition, and in general physical properties. They
are essentially identical chemically, with the exception of the
pronounced variation in the content of Na 2 0 and K 2 0. In the
following table the analyses may be compared, and also their
molecular ratios:
Oomparillon of anr:..lyses and molecular ratios of aemite.

Analyses.
1.

SiO. ............... 50.03
TiO. ..............
trace
AI.Oa .............
5.28
Fe.O s ............. 30.89
FeO ....... .... ....
0.60
MnO .............. 1 trace
MgO .............. , 0.22
CaO ...............
0.17
~a.O .............. ]11.14
K.O ...............
1.01
Li.O ..... .;........
none
H 2 0 at 110 - ......
0.03
H.D

a~~:;.~

2.

I 51.14
trace
4.82
30.44
1.43
trace
0.15
0.06
9.99
1.50
nODe
0.08

1_ _
M_O_le_c_ll_la_r_r_a,--ti_Os_,_

__3_.__

1_1_'_1___

2_.__

3.

(9.48
.834
.852
.825
trace ....................... .
5.56
.052
.047
.054
29.43
.193
.190
.184
1.81
.008
.020
.025
0.20........ ........ .003
trace
.005
.004
0.38
.003
.001
.007
8.14
.180
161
.131
4.27
.011
.016
.Oi5
not det. 1 . ...... T .............. .
0 02 ....................... .

I

.•••• I_~~ ~~ ~I =~I=~I::~~::

The content of Si0 2 , Al2 0 s and Fe2 0 S is essentially alike in
the three analyses. The content of FeO is small and quite
variable. The content of MnO, MgO and CaO is unimportant.
The total alkalies are essentially identical, but the proportions
cf the alkalies Na2 0 and K 2 0 are remarkably variable, and obviQusly the tWQ alkalies mutually replace Qne another. As the
CQntent of Na 2 0 decreases, the K 2 0 increases, as in feldspar. A
fairly constant ratio exists between the total alkalies and the
total Fe2 0 S and AI 2 0 a, the proportion of the latter to the alkalies, however, being greater than 1 :1.
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The predominating molecule is the acmite molecule Na2F~
Si,012 with K and .AI isomorphous respectively with Na and
Fe. Then there is, as suggested by Prof. S. L. Penfield, a
limall amount of R!'O (R=Fe, Mn, Mg, and Ca) m;aking perhaps some RSiO g . And in addition some AI 2 0 g , Fe20 9 and H 20
in apparent excess to satisfy the theory.
With regard to the apparent excess of Al20 9 and Fe20 a in
this variety of pyroxene it may 00 stated that this feature is
characteristic of all the pyroxene and amphibole as well as many
other silicate minerals occurring in the granite-syenite of this legion.
The high content of K 2 0 in anlysis 3 strongly suggests the
possibility that a pure potash pyroxene of the type K 2 0, AI 2 0 g ,
4Si0 2 may occur in nature.
Both the chemical composition of these pyroxenes and their
physical properties clearly indicate their position as members ot .
the acmite species. The very persistent presence of Al20 9 in considerable quantity in these pyroxenes from different localities in
the quartz pegmatite ilnd in rocks of slightly variable character
is obviously a fact of much importance, and probably indicates
the presence
this pyroxene as the predominating one in
the. quartz pegmatite »f this region, as is the aegerite in the
nepheline pegmatite. The molecular ratio of AI.,O .. to Fe2 0 S ig
fairly constant, varying from 1 :3.4, 1 :3.7 and 1 :4. The variable
proportions of N~O andK2 0 is a comm()n characteristic of the.
alkali silicates. In analysis 3 the K 2 0 rises to marked importance the ratio of K 2 0 to Na2 0, being 1 :2.91, the potash silicate
molecule approximating 20 per cent, and the soda silicate 60 per
cent .of this pyroxene.
In two addiitional analyses of the acmite, made since the above
was in press, 5.80 and 6.77 per cent Al 2 0 9 are present. Thus a
fairly constant and important quantity of Al 2 0 g is shown to
occur in the acmite of this locality, and in this respect it differs
from the .acmite of Rundemyr, Norway. In Ithis connection attention may be called. to the appreciable and constant amounts
of Al 2 0 S .which especially distinguishes the hedenber~te of this
region. It seems probable that the high alumina in these pyroxenes and in the pyroxene percivallite is to be explained by the
presence of the hypothetical molecule R (Al)2 SiO o in which R
may be any of the usual bases including hydroxyl.

of
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MICA GROUP.

Lepidomelane.- Th~ mica present in the pegmatite veins in
the rapids at Wausau has the usual greenish-black or black
cQIQr of lepidomelane. PleochrQism is .strQng, in colors varying
from yellowish to brown. '1'he chemical composition of Qne
phase of the biotite in' the pegmatite veins, as determined by
W. W. Daniells, is as fQllaws:
Analysis of Lepidomelafte from Quartz-syenite oj Wausau.

SiO •.....................................................
AI.O s .....•..............................................
TiO •.....................................................
Fe.O s ................................... ...............
Ii'eO .....................................................
MnO:....................................................
OaO ..................................................... .
MgO .....................................................
Na.O .................................................. :..
K.O .....................................................
H.O ......................................................

36.32
11.91
4.036
7.87
26.01
1.34
0.76
1.15
7.0('>5
2.76

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 99.211

The analysis reveals an unusually high content of FeO, and a
very low content of M:g 0, thus shQwing the same chemical
characteristics as the other associated dark-colQred Slilicates in
this rock. The high content of Ti0 2 is also worthy of note.
With respect to' Ti0 2 it is like the lepidGmelane in similar rQcks
Gf sQuthern NQrway.l
This mica' shQuld be classed as a nQn-ma",onesian variety Gf
.biotite, lepidomelane, a variety Qbserved elsewhere ill a number
of IQcalities, thQugh apparently nGt in general Qf abundant uccurrence. Partial analyses Gf Gther micas occurring in these
CQarse segregations shQW a variatiQn in the cQmpQsition within
certain limits, the Mg varying from less than Qne per cent to' 3
Qr 4 per cent.
Mica occurs to' some extent in most phases Qf the quartz pegmatite. In the northeastern part Qf the NW. % of Sec. 15, T.
29, R. 6 E., in the vicinity in which the riebeckite (page 281)

°

lW. C. Brtigger,Zeit f. Kryst; B. 16, p. 189-194.
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is present in the pegmatite, black mica was observed forming an
abundant constituent of the coarse rock.
Lepidomelane.-An analysis of this mea 6612a, made by
Victor Lenher, is as foJlows:
AnalY8ill of LepidomeZ(meJrom Quartz-Pegmatite.

SiO..................................................... 31.97
AI.O •....................... , .......... :................ 22.83
Fe.O........ ........................................... 20.51
FeO .................................................... 10.85
MnO.................................................... trace
MgO.................................................... trace
CaO.................................................... trace

Na.O...................................................
KsO ....................................................
H.O at l05°-UOO ... ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
H 2 0 at red heat. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TiO. ....................................................

2.59
5.28
1 71
4, .19

0.22

Total ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 100.15

In composition this mica corresponds closely to lepid<J!Ilelane.
Too absence of magnesia is worthy of note. The low percent.age of silica, and high percentage of alwnina., characteristic
features of lepidomelane, a:re especially noteworthy of this mica.
The color is nearly black, Wlith tinge of green. Under the
microscope, the yellowish color of lepidomelane; is prominent.
Lithia-mica, Irvingite.-A nearly co~orlesSi mica 'Y'ith tinge of
yellow and red, and having pearly lustre, is a prominent mineral
in certain phases of the quartz-bearing syenite. Especially well
developed crystals occur in the phase of the quartz-bearing
pegmatite in the SW. 1,4 NW.1,4 of Sec. 22, T. 29, Ri. 6 E.,
which contains the soda-alumina py'roxene, percival[te, and the
crocidolite, acmite,- feldspar and quartz.
The analysis of this, mica, made by Victor Lenher, is as fol' "
lows:
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Anal.Y8ill oj Lithia-mica (Irvingite) from Q1,J,artz-Pegmatite.
SiO s .....•......... '.....................................
AlsO. .................................................
Fe"Oa .................................................
FeO ...................................................

CaO ...................................................
K 2 0. .................................................
Na.O ..................................................
Li.O ...................................................
H.O-I05 u ... 110o ,........................................
H.O-red heat. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. ........ . .. . .. ..
F ......................................................
TiO. ...................................................

57.22
18.38
0.32
0.53
trace
0.09
0.20
9.12
5.14
4.46
0.42
1.24
4.5S
0.14

Less oxygen equivalent of F . ..... ... . . ..... . .. . ... .....

101.84
1.93

Total............. ................................

99.91

MnO...................................................
MgO ......................... : .... ·.....................

The analysis shows the mica to contain a con&iderable amount
of lithia and fluorine and is unusually biigh in silic.a and soda.
It has some of the features of zinnwaldite, cryophyllite, and
lepidolite. but differs from rul of these in containing a larger
amount of soda, and in its hiigher content of silic.a. In content
of silica, it is more like the variety polylithionite occurring in a
somewhat similar rock lin Kangerdlaursuk, Greenland. It differs, however" from polylithionite in containing a much larger
amount of alumina and in possessing different proportions of
the alkalies, potassa, soda and lithia.
The physical properties of this lithia-mica. also appear to differ somewhat from those of other lithia micas. Many of the
larger crystals have, besides the well developed basal cleavage of
, mica, a very prominent prismatic parting. This parting enables
it to separate into laths and needles of variable width. The color
varies from grayish-white to yellowish and reddish. It is extremely tough and elastic, and possesses easy fusibihity. The interference figure in convergent light appears to indicate an axial angle somewhat larger than that of the lithia-micas lepidolite and zinnwaldite.
•
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In the following table the analysis of this lithia-mica is compared with that of representative analyses of' lepidolite, zinnwaldite and cryophyllite, and with that of the single occurrence
of polylithioriite:
Comprtrison of analysis of the varieties of lithia-mica.
I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.

,
SiO ............ :..
AI.O a .............
Fe.O a ............
FeO ........ .....
MnO..............
MgO .............
CaO ..............
K.O ...............
Na.O .............
Li.O .............

57.22
59.25
18.28
12.57
0.32..........
0.53
0.93
trace
..........
0.09..........
0.20..........
9.12
5.37
5.14
7.63
4.46
9.0i

..........

51.52
25.96
0.31
undet.
0.20
0.02
0.16
11.01
1.06
4.90

51.96
16.89
2.63
6.35
0.:!4
0.03
1.12
10.66
0.92
4.93

99.45

98.87

46.44
21.83
1.41
10.06
1.89
........ ..
........ ..
10.58
0.54
3.36

~:g:nig~+:::::
~:~;(
0.95
1.22 ........ ..
F ............. ....
4.58
7.32
5.80
6.78
7.62
TiO. ..............
0.1-! ...................................... ..
Tota ........ - - - - - - : - -----101.94
102. tl
101.89
102.73
103.74
Less O=F.........
1.93..........
2.44
2.86 ........ ..
99.91

1. Irvingite, from Wausau, Wis.; anal. by V. Lenher.
II.

Polylithonite, from Kangerdlaursuk, Greenland. (Quoted' by
Dana's Min., 6th Ed., p. 627).
III. Lepidolite, from Rumford, Me., anal. by Riggs. (Quoted by Clarke;
Bull. 220, U. S. G. S., p. 73).
IV. Croyphyllite, from Auburn, Me., anal. by Riggs. (Quoted by
Clarke; op. cit. p. 74).
V. Zinnwaldlte, from Zinnwald, Bohemil->. (Quoted by Dana's Min.,
6th Ed . p. 626).

It will be observed on comparing the analysis of the lithiamica from this locality with that of the other varieties of lithiamica that each has characteristic chemical features not possessed
. by the others. The cryophyo~ite, IV, and zinnwaldite, V, are
characterized by high content of iron and low sodium, while the
lithia-mica, I, and polylithionite, II, are essentially free from
iron and are high in sod~um, while lepidolite, III, is low in sodium and free from iron. The lithia-mica from this region, I,
differs esentially from polylithionite, II, in containing a higher
content or aluminum and lower content of fluorine, as well as
possessing di:ffierent proportions of the alkalies. On the whole,
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this lithia-mica, I, differs essentially from the other varieties, J.pparently being a new variety of this interesting group of lithia- .
fluorine micas, and hence the name Irvingite, after R. D.
Irving, is proposed for it.
Theoretica~ form1tla of Irvingite.-The Pfrcentage composition
and the molecular. proportions of the constituents of this lithia
mica are shown in the following table:
AnalysiJ( and molec-ulnr ratios of In·ingite.
Analysis.

Molecular
ratios.

SiO •..................................
TiO •..................................
AlsO •.................................
Fe.O •..................... : .......... .
FeO .................................. .

57.22

954
2

K.O ................................. .
Na.O ................................ .
Li.O ................................. .
F •....................................
H.O at 110°........................... .
H.O at red heat ...................... .

9.12
5.14
4.46

Total. ............................. .
Less O=F ..

101.84
l.93

~;8.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

0.14
18.38
o 32
0.53
0.09
0.20

180

2
8

3
96

83
149

4.58

120

1.24

69

o 42

99.91

As S1Uggested by the late Prof. S. L. Penfield, the ratio of the
essential constituents is approximately, Si02 : Al 2 0 S : (K Na Li) 2
F 2+0H IlB 6 :1.2 :1. It will be noted that there is not quite
enough Si0 2 in the analysis to satisfy the requirement of this formula, but the agreement is fairly close. The ratio, as suggested
by Prof. Penfield, corresponds to the formula of a tri-silicate,
R 2 0, (AI F 20H) 0, 3 Si0 2 • The 'alkalies in R 2 0 approximate
the following ratio, K 2 0 : Na20: Li 2 0 as 1:1:2 and in F 20H,
F 2 :OH as 2 :1. Assuming these proportions, the calculated ap. proximation to the theory for the above ratios is shown in the
following table:

°:

Prof. F. W. Clarke has pointed out that the ratios in this lithia-mica are
very near R'. Al X (F. OH), in which· X represents the acid radicals SiB
0 8 and Si0 4 in the ratio of 4:1. Regarding all the OH as F it could be
written: 4 R'. Al Si.O s F,
1 R'. Al SiO, F.

+
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Theoretical compo,ition of Irvingite.
Per cent.

Molecular ratio.

360
102
47.1
31

6 SiO •..............................
1 Al.O~ ........................... .

2

72 K.O .......................... .

Na.O ......................... .
~ 172Li.O
........................... .

30
6

1 \ %B.O ; ......................... .
? %F2 ............................ .

24

60.00
17.00
7.83

5.17
5.00
1.00
4.00

-·----1------·-100.00
600

FLUORITE.

Fluorite" a persistent mineral of this rock series, occurs in the
quartz-bearing pegmatite. It was noted in considerable abundance in the coarse pegmatite in the eastern part of Sec. 22, T.
29, R. 6 E. In this phase it occurs in crystals up to 6 or 8
inches (.2m.) in diameter. It is closely associated with quartz
and with pseudomorphs after~arbonate. Soda-amphibole, and
soda-pyroxene also occur in these coarse pegmatite rocks. On
weathered surfaces the fluorite is removed in solution, leaving
characteristic square depressions.
The fluorite in the pegmatite varies in color from 'white to
purple. The purplish color is especially noticeable, and in this
regard it is unlike the generally colorless fluorite observed in
. minute crystals in the normal rock. The bluish tones appear to
be most prominent where conditions of weathering and exposure
to ground water occur. The fluorite was tested qualitively, and
found to agree in physical an,d chemical properties with calcium
fluoride, ea F 2'
CALCITE GROUP.

The quartz-syenite forming the predominating rock formation of the rapids of the Wisconsin river in Wausau is traversed
by numerous narrow veins of pegmatite, varying from a few
inches up to a foot in thickness. These veins of pegmatite are
relatively :very small as compared with the much coarser pegma-
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tite veinS' ooourring in· great abundance within the general area
of the nepheline-syenite and related roeks in the town of Stet~in
from 6 to 12 miles northwest of Wausau. Very often the small
pegmatitic masses ~ the rapids at Wausau are merely small
lenses apparently having no connection with continuoUs veins
whieh traverse the syenite. Whether occurring in the form of
lenses or veins, however, these pegmatite occurrences clearly
have a oommon origin, as they are wholly identical in mineral
composition and texture.
.
The predominant- minerals of the small pegmatite veins at
Wausau are feldspar, quartz, brown mica, and amphibole. OcCu,rring in minor quantity, though quite generally present, are
fluorite, calcite, and occasionally graphite.
The general character and composition of the mJica has already
been referred to (page 295). The ~ccurience of carbonate and
its alteration, as well as graphite, in these pegmatite veins is of
special interest. Carbonate also OCCUI'S in the abundant coarse
pegmatite veins in the town· of Stettin, as later described, and it
also occurs in fine-grained nepheline-syenite, as already de-·
scribed (page 265). The carbonate therefore occurs in several
distinct Jock phases in this area in localities some distance from
one another.
The occurrence of c3.1mte and other carbonate in the pegmatite
veins in the rapids at Wausau was discovered by finding
pseudomorphs formed by the alteration of carbonate and in the
succeeding investigation of the source of these pseUdomorphs.
The order in which the investigation of the pseudomorphs and
the original carbonate, therefore, was carried out is the reverse
adopted in the present account of the carbonate and its alteration.
In the small pegmatite veins in Wausau, calcite was observed
in crystals from 1 to 2 inches (20 to 40 mm.) in diameter, intergrown with brown mica, quartz, feldspar, and amphibole. The
calcite varies slightly in color from pure white or colorless to
slate-colored. Orr surfaces long exposed to weathering, the calcite has been largely removed by solution, leaving numerous depressions in the rock mrface.
The phases of white and slate 'colored carbonate were kept
separate for ailalysis, as it was apparent that the carbonate
probably varied in composition from place to place. There-
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suIts of partial analysis of the two samples made by Victor Lenher on a relatively small quantity of material are as follows :
Analysis of Oalcite from Pe.qmatite vein8 ,in Quartz-Syenite at
Warsau.
I.

II.

---- ------Insoluble matter......................
Al.O ............ :....................
Fe.0 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FeO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2.18
0.56
0.21
1.01

MnO ........... ........ ..............
MgO .......... '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CaO ................. :...............
CO. ..................................

1.72
trace
52.26
42.42

Total ....... , ................... \

2.24
1.28
2.56
none
2.70 or
trace
50.28

~ ~~gJ:~~

40.~6

100.00--199.52

or 9;78-

I. White carbonate (calcite).
II. Slate-colored carbonate (calcite).

The insoluble matter in bath analyses is mainly Si0 2 occurrung throughout the carbonate, mainly in biotite and some
quartz, so finely disseminated as to make it impractical to separate them. The 002 was determined by evolution and was
weighed after absorption in caustic potash. In the white carbonate (I) there is almost sufficient 002 to satisfy all of the
Oa 0, Mn
and Fe 0. Essentially all of the maganoils oxide
and ferrous oxide is therefore combined with the lime as carbonate. 'T'he Fe2 0 a probably occurs as limonite.
In the slate-colored carbonate (II) the manganese constituent was calculated as Mn 0. If the lime is completely combined with the 0 02 there would be 0.96 per cent C O2 left over
which might be combined with 1.55 per cent Mn 0, leaving a
balance of 1.15 per cent, which, if calculated.as Mn 2 , in view
of the presence of Mn 02 in the pseudomorph, would give 1.41
per cent Mn 02'
The slate-colored carbonate differs chemically from the
wMte carbonate in containing a larger pereentage of iron and
manganese, and differs also in the form of combination of these
elements, since essentially all of the manganese and iron in the
former occurs as carbonate, while all the iron and a large part

°

"

°
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of the manganese of the latter probably occurs as hydroxide,
probably as limonite ~nd pyrolusite. As iron carbonate, siderite .,is well known to change, under conditions of weathering, to
the ferric hydroxide, limonite, a somewhat analogous change
probably also takes place in the manganese carbonate to the
hydrous manganese mll:Ilganate, pyrolusite, although the latter
alteration has not been described. Thus the slate color of this
carbonate is very probably due to alteration.
PSEUDOMORPH OF PYROLUSITE AND LIMONITE AFTER CARBON HE.

In the course segregations of syenite forming the rapids at
Wausau was observed a black nuineral with pronounced rhombohedral cleavage with metallic lustre on fresh cleavage faces,
which at first sight was taken to be iron carbonate. This mineral
occurs in crystals up to an inch in diameter, dn drusy cavities
and in veins, and is closely associated and intergrown with
quartz, feldspar, and biotite.
While this mineral is not apparently very abundant, in this
place yet sufficient quantity ~as obtained for a chemical analysis, which was made by Victor Lenher, as follows:
Analyllis of PReudomorph of Pyro7usite (1r1d Limoniip after (Jar
hOrl.atp.

SiO •....................................,............. ....
Al·.O s ...................................................
TiO •.....................................................
Fe.O •............... " ...................................
FeO .....................................................
MnO •....................................................
OaO .....................................................
MgO .....................................................
CO •.....................................................
p,O •.....................................................
HoO-at 105°-110· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
H.Oatred beat ..........................................
S .........................................................
F ........................................................
Oopper ..................... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Nickel ...................................................
Oobal t ........ '......................................... "

3.64
0.42
none
67.28
none
14.91
0.38
0.14
trace
trace
2.32
10.72
0.07
none
trace
none
none

Total .............................................. 99.88
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The analysis shows the material analyzed to be largely Fe2 0 S '
Mn 2 , and H 2 0. Most of· the insoluble matter is quartz, which
occurs closely associated with the pseridomorph. The small
amounts of A1:2 0 S ; Oa 0, and ~ are present as some silicate,
feldspar, mica, amphibole, or pyroxene abundant in the syenite
included in thl;} material analyzed. The small amount of sulphur probably occurs as iron sulphide.·
The manganese present was determined as MIl 02 by Dr. Lenher, and it WaJS defiwitely show'll; that all of the mtJInganese exists as. man,ganese atio'Xide. It is obvious, therefore, that the
manganese does not occur in the form. of the hydroxides,
pyrochroite or manganite, as might be the case if it was present as Mn
or Mn2 0 S ' On the other hand, the iron ~s obviously present as the hydroxide, very probably limonite. As
limonite, the 67.28 per cent of, Fe2 0 S would unite with 11.41
per Icent of H 2 0., very probably the most of the water of
crystallization present.
The occurrence of the limonite and manganese diioxide in
rhombohedral crystals at once sUllgested a pseudomorphous origin after a carbonate of lime, iron, or manganese, and upon a
subsequent visit to the locality, as already stated, carbOnate was
found similarly associated with quartz, feldspar a.nd biotite in
the pegmatite veins· in the syenite.
.
The manganese dioxide of the pseudomorph probably occurs
as pyrolusite or psilomelane, more probably the former. It is
. possible, of cour~e, that the Mn 02 present is not pyrolusite,
and yet its close a8SQciation with the ferric hydroxide in the
pseudomorph, in view of the fact that pyrolusite contains a
small amount of the hydroxyl molecule" so strongly suggests its
occurrence as such that it seems reasonable to refer it to pyrolusite, tentatively at least.'
The pseudomorph, free from inclusions of quartz and the
probable silicates containing the small amounts of AIPs" 00.0,
Mg 0, assuming the theoretic amount of H 2 0 with Fe2 0 S in
limonite, and the usually small amount of H 2 0 in pyrolusite

°

°

°

• Dana's Minerology, 6th Ed., p. 2"4.
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consists of the following calculated proximate percentage of
limonite and pyrolusite:
Limonite. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83.82
Pyrolusite............................................... 16.18

Origin of the Pseudomorph.-Tbe rhombohedral crystal form
and the chemical composition of the black mineral analyzed
strongly suggests its· pseudomorphous origin after a mineral of
the calcite group, and, as above stated, on a second visit to i,he
local'ity, carbonate in the pegmatite veins of the syenite was
searched for and found.
The carbonate is associated with quartz and mica in the same
manner as the pseudomorph. A considerable change in the color
of the carbonate was noted, the variation being from white (lr
colorless cal0ite to a slate-colored carbonate. No gradation or
mixture of the complete pseudomorphs of metallic lustre with
the carbonate was observed where the carbonate was found.
The slate-colored carbonate, the white carbonate, and the
pseudomorph all occurred in different pegmatite veins in the.
syenite.
An examination of the composition of the material: of the
pseudomorph shows a complete absence of CO 2 , no trace remaining of the original carbonate substance. The pseudomorph
and the white and the slate-colored carbonates, however" all occur under simil~r conditions of weathering, in separate, though
near-by, coarse phases of the syenite. While the two phases of
carbonate analyzed do not differ much in composition, yet they
are not identicaL and show appreciable variation. Two hypotheses concerning the manner of development of the pseudomorph are possible. The pseudomorph of limonite and pyr)lusite may be interpreted as having developed mainly by replacement of a calcium carbonate like those above analyzed,
or it may be ~nterpreted as a direct alteration in place, b~'
process of oxidation, of a manganese-bearing siderite.
The manner of the alteration of the analyzed calcite, I and II,
is of interest, as it is believed to throw much light upon the origin of the pseudomorph of limonite and pyrolusite above described. A close examination of the slate-colored carbonate
shows'the grayisb slate color to be due to finely disseminated
specks of black mineral throughout the mass of carbonate, ob20-G. .
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viously specks of the limonite and pyrolusite. These alteration
products do not form a shell surrounding the carbonate, nor are
they concentrated in zones along fractures and cleavage cracks,
but are throughout the body of the calcite. The analysis of the
slate-colored carbonate, as compared with the colorless carbon·
ate, shows a complete change of the iron carbonate of this phase
to limonite. Very apparently, therefore" the original iron car·
bonate disseminated in isomorphous combination with the calcium carbonate throughout the crystal has altered in place by the
procesl': of substitution of the C O2 of the ferrous caroonalte by
H 2 0 to form ferric hydroxide. That is, from the study of the
analyses and of the distribution of the secondary limonite
throughout the body of the carbonate, the limonite in the slate:·
colored carbonate is interpreted as the direct alteration in
place.
The marked difference in the composition of the pseudomorph
and that of the phases of the carbonate above analyzed is difficult
, to explain as wholly due to processes of alteration, in view of
the fact that all have been subjected to the same conditions of
weathering. The complete alteration of the iron carbonate of
the slate-colored carbonate to limonite, as indicated by the manner of occurrence" is obviously wholly due to alteration in place.
The writer therefore is inclined to the opinion that the paeud(\'morph of pyrolusite and limonite is a direct alteration of a
carbonate differing from those above analyzed, being derived
very probably from a manganese-bearing iron carbonate con·
taining but a small amount relatively of calcium carbonate,
rather than a replacemen.t of a nearly pure calcium carbonate
by the introduction of l~monite and pyrolusite.
Subsequent examination of the minerals of the abundant
ooarse pegmatite veins in the syenite of the town of Stettin in
Section 22 and in the surrounding area led to the finding of
abundant large crystals of limonite pseudomorphs after carbonate. At a number of places in Section 22 these pseudomorphs
were found. In a coarse pegmatite vein exposed in a field near
the center of the N:W. 1,4 of Sec. 22, near Mr. Radant's house,
these pseudomorphs were observed over a foot in diameter..
They form one of the most resistent minerals to final weathering
in the pegmatite, being removed mainly by mechanical processps
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of disintewation rather than by solution. The cleavage of the
altered carbonate is distinct, the pseudomorph breaking readily
into rhombohedral cleavage fragments" as in carbonate. In the
above locality, coarse crystals of bluish and purple fluorite are
often intergrown with the pseudomorps. NO~le of the original
siderite or manganic siderite was identified in the weathered
veins containing the large pseudomorphs, but there can be little
doubt that a few feet below the surface in the fresh rock, unaltered siderite will be found in abundance, from which the
pseudomorphs are derived.
GRAPHITE.

Graphite was obS'erved in small quantity in vein like streaks
in the pegmatite veins of the quartz syenite at Wausau. In the
recent construction of the dam for the electric light plant a considerable quantity of the syenite was removed by blasting and
in the fresh surfaces of the blasted rock the shining black crystals of graphite are readily seen.
. Graphite is also present in the narrow pegmatite veins of the
quartz-syenite at the quarry recently opened in the eastern part
of Sec. 14, T. 29, R. 6 E. The occurrence of graphite at these
widely separated localities may be considered as the indication
of the pI"esence of graphite in many of the pegmatite veins of
the area.
The graphite occurs in scaly foliated masses often showing
the characteristic rhombohedral form. It has the usual physical
properties of graphitic carbon and is unaltered by acids and is
infusible before the blow pipe.
The occurrence of the graphite is of interest especially in connection with the carbonate and fluorite with which it is associated. Other minerals ~sociated with it in the pegmatite are
feldspar, biotite, quartz and amphibole.
The graphite occurs in contact with and in intergrowth with
all its lUlSociated minerals, apparently 88 often with one as with
another. The manner of association of the graphite appears to
indicate that it was developed essentially contemporaneously
with the other minerals of the pegmatite, probably from heated
solutions of igneous origin.
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Graphite is well known to occur in many phases of igneous
rock and also in meteorites and hence it is without doubt in
many ingtances an original constituent of molten magmas. The
occurrence of free carbon in the pegmatite is of interest as
strongly suggesting the probable explanation of the carbonate
m~nerals directly associated with it as contemporaneously developed from magmatic solutions of igneous origin.
In connection with the origin of the carbonate associated with
the graphite reference should also be made to the occurrence of
the finely disseminated carbonate in unaltered nepheline syenite (see p. 265) in which occurs the original mineral cancrinite
which contains a considerable percentage of the carbonate radical', The large· massive crystals of carbonate now altered to
pseudomorphs of limonite in Sec. 22 of the town of Stettin,
from their massive character and associaiJion, likewise indicate
their development as original minerals of the pegmatite.
PYROCHLORE GROUP.

In that phase of the quartz pegmatite occurring along the
road in the SW. % NW. ~ of Sec. 22 T. 29 R. 6 from which
the acmite of analysis 2 (see p. - ) was obtained therE' was observed a number of small well formed octahedron crystals a de-tailed examination of which showed them to be a variety of the
rare group of pyrochlore 1 and consisting mainly of the rare
earth elements.
The mineralfll dil'ectly associated with the pyrochlore are
mainly alkali feldspar, acmite and quartz. In associated pegmatite phases of the immediate locality occur the lithia· mica,
irvingite, the alumina pyroxene, percivalite, and crocidolite,
rutile and zircon.
The pyrochlore observed is small, ran~ng from very minute
crystals up to those attaining diameters of about ¥s in. (2 mm).
It was observed in a phase somewhat weathered and disintegrated phase of the pegmatite whrich could be readily broken up
and crumble and on this account allowed the easy separation of
the pyrochlore from the associated minerals of the rock.
The pyrochlore occurs as previously stated in octahedrons, the
lFor a more detailed account of the mineral see S. Weidman amI
V. Lenher. "Marignacite. a new variety of pyrochlore" Am. J. Sci. 1907.
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the regular octahedron without development of other forms so
far as could be absorbed. (See fig. 11). Some of the crystalff
are somewhat distorted. Aggregates in parallel gr'Owths! are
common. (Fig. 11).
Cleavage is indistinct, fracture c'Onchoidal. The mineral is
brittle with hardness of 5 to 5.5 and specific gravity of 4.13.
The lustre is resinous. The color is brown, varying from dark
brown to light brown. Streak is yellowish brown. Under the
microscope the color is reddish brown to yellowish brown. The
index of refraction is relatively high.

FIG. 11.

CRYSTALS OF MARIGNA-CITE.

The well developed unmodified octahedron crystals unlike the
usual forms of the pyrochiore group and a preliminary chemical
test by Dr. Lenher showing the mineral to consist mainly of the
rare metals columbium (niobium) and tantalum with but a
small amount 'Of lime led to the conclusion that the mineral
was probably a new variety 'Of pyrocblore and hence material
was collected f'Or as compl.ete an analysis as possiMe.
The mineral c'Ollected f'Or analysis was first sorted from the
crushed r'Ock by hand and then powdered and separated from
the small inclusi'Ons of quartz, feldspar and pyroxene by mean,.
'Of the specific gravity s'Oluti'On 'Of silver thallium nitrate. Before being P'Owdered the crystals were carefully examined by a
hand lens, and m'Ost 'Of the associated mineral was removed.
Small inclusi'Ons of quartz and feldspar which were necessarily
included in· the powdered material, were easily rem'Oved by the
gravity method and hence.it is believed that practically pure
material was submitted f'Or analysis.
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. The analysis, made by Prof. Lenher upon approximately 5
grams of mineral is as follows:
A nalysis of Pyrochlore (Marignaete).

Cb.O •................................................... 55.22
Ta,O •....................................... ~..........
5.86
SiO. .................................................... 3.10
TiO, .................... ................................
2.88
AI,Os ......................................... , . .. .. . .. . trace
1<'e.O.................................................... 0.50
FeO...................................... ............. ... 0.02
OaO .................................................... 4,.10
MgO.................................................... 0.16
Oe,O.................................................... 13.33
Yt.O a ••••••••••••••.••••••••.••. ..•.•.••••...•••.••••••• 5.07
ThO. ................................................... 0.20
Na.O ................................................... 2.52

R,O.....................................................

0.57

H,O-110o ••••..•.....•.••.•..••.••..•••.••...•••••••••••
H.0+II0o •••••••.•. ••.••••••.•••••••...••••••.•••••••••

0.54
5.95

TotaL. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . .. . . . ..

99.93

A careful examinailion showed small traces of was, Sn0 2 •
MnO, Di 2 0 s, La,~Os,Er208and the entire absence of F, Zr0 2
BeO, D0 2 , Di 2 0 s , Li 2 0.
The analysis shows the mineral to consist of a columbate and
tantalate with some sjlicate and titanate of cerium, yttrium,
calcium and sodium. In small amounts also occur iron, potassium, magnesium and thorium and in traces are a number of the
rare metals as ~ndicated.
The manner of combination of the various constituents in the
composition of the pyrchlore is not understood. Attention
will be called mainly to certain features of the analysis which
distinguish this pyrchlore from those analyzed and described in
the literature. The amount of the acid radiclas, Cb 20 5 ,. Ta2 0 5
and Ti0 2 is about the same as in other pyroohlore and related
mineral but the presence in· essential quantity of Si0 2 ' has not
been recorded in pyrochloJ'e or the related columbates and tantalates. The absence of Al 2 0 a and the very low content of Fe20 S
indicat~ that practically no feldspar or pyroxene substance
was included in the material analyzed and it may reasonably
be presumed that very little or: no free silica as quartz was in-
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cluded. It is believed therefore that the SiO I is clearly an essential constituent and is probably combined with Ti0 2 as in
various titano-silicate minerals which often contain the rare
elements and which show a close relationship to the columbate
minerals.
In regard to the occurrence of Si0 2 as an original constituent
reference may be made to the composition of the pyrochlore from
Greenland analyzed by Flink. «<
A.naJyses of Varileties of the Pyroc7l,kn"e G'roup.

I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.

VI.

- - --- --- --- ---1---

58.27
Cb.0 5 . , •••••••••••
Ta.0 5 .••••••.•••.• .........
5.38
TiO •...............
SiO!!. .............. .
Fe,u a ............ . ........
FeO .............. .
MnO .............. .
10.93
CaO .............. .
MgO .............. .
5.31
Na.O ............. .
K.O .............. .
5.50
Ce,Oa ............ .
Yt.O •..............
Di.O a ·· ........ , .. .
La.O a ............ . ........
ThO •..............
4.96
5.53 1
UO •...............
SnO •..............
WOs ··············· ::::::::
BeO .............. . ........
ZrO •...............
F ................. .
H.Oat 110°+ ..... .
H,O at 110° ....... . 5

61.94
0.52
........
3.01
........
16.61
1.62
3.58 6
0.36'
6.89 2

........
........
........

34.24
55.22
26.22
7.74
5.86
27.39
68.43
29.83
4.20
2.88
1.61
3.10 ........ ........
0.50
0.26
0.42"
6.32
0.02
2.19
. ....... . ....... . ....... .... ....
4.10
C.OO 11.80
8.87
l.01
0.16
0.15
3.15 4
2.52
1.37
3.15
0.57
trace
. 'i2:34' " 'id7 5
13.33
5.07 ........ ........
0.23
0.63 ....... .
........ ........
0.71 ....... .
0.20 ....................... .
none
15.50
8.33
1.59

:::::::: ::~:} 0.30 ::::::::
........ ........ ........ ........

6:gg
0.34

( ~:!: ......~~~~.
~~~ :t::~:~~l}··~::~·
.)). ~:~~.
....
5
I

Total ....... .

0.55

101~~.~ 99.00-1

98.55- 98.90\100.25

1 With FeO; 2 with La, Di; 3 with 0.13 AltO.; 4 with 0.29 K.O;
• with
Di; ·calculated as Na; 'calculated as K.
I. Pyrochlore from Brevik, Norway, anal. C. F. Rammelsberg, cited
. by Bragger, Zs. Kr. 16, p. 511.
II. Koppite, from Schelingen, Baden. G. H. Bailey, J. Ch. Soc. 49,
p. 153. 1886.
III. Marignacite, from Wausau. Wisconsin. anal. V. Lenher. 1906.
IV. Hatchettolite. from Mitchell Co., North Caroline. O. D. Allen, Am.
J. ScL, 14, p. 128. 1877.
V. Pyrochlore, from Batutn, G. P. Tschernik. Zeit. Kryst, 39, p. 624.
1904.
VI. Microlite, Amelia Court House, Virginia. Dunnington, Am. Ch.
Soc. 3, p. 130. 1881.

---• SM >Jour. Chem. Soc. (London) Vo'. 28 p. 212. 1900.
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In the preceding table the analysis of the Wausau pyrochlore
is shown in comparison with representative analyses of the several varieties of the p~oohlore group.
The conten.t of cerium oxide, Oe2 0 3 and yttrium oxide Y~03
is higher than in other described varieties of the pyrochlore
group. The content of lime, OaO is lower than cOmmon while
the amount of soda Na2 0 is about the average for pyrochlore.
Fluorine, wh!ich is present in some pyrochlore, is absent In
this variety. The high content of water is worithy of note and
while it may be due to alteration it seemg much more likely to
be an original constituent of the mineral. While many of the
pyrochlore crystals tend to crush easily a microscopic examination shows them to be homogeneous in character and without
the uS1lal character of altered mineral. It will: be olliierved
also that all varieties of the pyrochlore group either contain
fluorine or water in essential quantity, and since these constituents are well known to be isomorphous it seems reasonable to believe that the water in thls variety, like the fluorine in
other varieties, is original. The rela.tionship here indicated between fluorine and the hyroxyl radicat also occurs in the mica
group of minerals as illustrated for example in lepidolite and
muscovite.
. This mineral differs in composition as well as crystal form
from the geyeral varieties of pyrochlore described in literature
.and hence the name mmrignacite, after the celebrated chemist
Marignac, is proposed for it. l\farignacite may be defined as a
variety of pyrochlore containing a smalt quantity of silica and
a relafively high content of ,cerium and yttrium oxide, low content of lime, and without fluorine but with important content
·:f the hydroxyl molecule. In some features it is like certain
previously described pyrochlore but as a whole it is unlike any
of the known varieties of this group.
ZIRCON GROUP.

J'IlSt before going to the press the completion of the analyses
of three zjrcons by:Mr. E. B. Hall was announced. The zircons
analyzed are from the N. W. % of section 22 T. 29 R. 6 Eo The
zircon of analyses 2 and 3 are from the southwest part of the
N. W. ~ of SM. 22, and that of analysis 1 from the northeast
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The zircons differ from one another in crystal form and
appearance and hence the separate analyses were made. The
analyses are a.~ follws:
Analyse8 of aluminou8 ziroon.
Analyses.
1.

2.

Molecular ratios.
3.

1.

2.

3.

--- --- --- --- --- --Si0 2
ZrO

•••••••••••••••

···············
AI, d
8 ••••••••••••••

Fe,O •.............
B,O at red heat ....
B.O at 105
0

••••••••

Total ........
Sp. Gr .............

28.87
57.79
7.80
4.47
1.61
.43
100JIT
4 28

30.89
60.89
5.11
1.54
1.41
.56

31.01
.514
.481
.496
62.12
.471
4.28
.077
.050
1.21
.010
.028
.078
1.76
.090
.24 ...............

.516
.506
.042
.008

T.......
.()g2

100AOI1OO~~~=.~=:-:-:-:4.30

I

4.65

l I

Lime, titanium and fluorine were looked for but not found.
Previous to the analyses by Mr. Hall. Prof. Lenher had made a
partial analysis of each showing the absence of thoria and other
rare earths and the presence of aJ.UIilina in appreciable quantity.
No detailed account of these zircons will be attempted at this
time and: only their principal features will be briefly described.
.All OCC.'Ul' in the quartz-bearing phases of the pegmatite.
The zircon of analyses 1 was observed in very coarse pegmatite
which contained besides feldspar and quartz, abundant fluorite
and also much altered carbonate. The crystals varied from
those of very small size up to those 1h inch in length. The zircon of this analysis invariably occurs in the usual or common
form of zircon, namely the fOTIllS bounded by the elongated
prisms (110) and terminated by the pyramid (111). The color
is reddish brown. Under the microscope the zonal growth so
characteristic of zircon is observed. In basal sections the
prismatic cleavage is distinct. Geniculated twinning like that
of rutile is observed.
The zircon of· analyses 2 occurs in a somewhat finer grained
phase of the pegmatite. The zircon analyzed was from a rock
thickly studded. with the zircon. varying in size up to % inch. in
diameter. The zircon made up about 25 per cent of the rock,

,
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which might be termed a zircon syenite. This zircon appears
to oc®.r mainly or only in crystals bounded by the pyramid
facea. The color of the crystals is reddish brown. Under the
microreope the zonal growth ana distinct prismatic cleavage are
characteristic. The dark opaque and light transparent zonal
bands or shells alternate. Sometimes there is a dark essentially
opaque interior with lighter transparent exterior, and sometimes
the reverse is true. The crystals as seen in the band appear to
be invariably distorted from the usual tetragonal form. This
distortion may be due to the unequal development of the pyramid
faces or to the unequal zonal growth.
'
The zircon of analysis 3 occurs in gooa sized crystals some of
them reaching over 1h inch in diameter. Its color is pale yellowish,to brownish and reddish yellow, much resembling,in color
and clear transp,arency the gem variety, hyacinth. Some
simple short prismatic forms were observed but most of the
crystals are complex: in form being bolinded by various crystal
faces, the crystals being approximately equidimensional. Under
the microscope the basal sections show the usual well developed
basal cleavage. No zonal structure was' observed. The tra.n.slucency of this type as observed in the crystals selected for
analysis would seem to indicate that the zonal structure is rare
or absent.
In general the color of each of the analyzed zircons, as seen
under the microseoP(\ is the same, namely n.early colorless with
slight tinge of yellow. This colorless portion, in those showing
the zonal structure,alternate with: the zones which are apparently nearly or wholly opaque. The sections cut nearly normal
to the base and showing the distinct prismatic cleavage in eacH
of the types analyzed show the characteristic uniaxial figure in
convergent polarized light.
In the above table showing the analyses of the zircons and the
molecular proportions of the constitutents, in addition to the
principal constituents of Zr 02 and Si 02 the occurrence of
Al2 0 s and H 2 0 is shown in appreciable quantity. While the
occurrence of Fe2 0 a in small quantity is usual in zi~on, the
presence of Al2 0 S is unusual and this constituent is known in
but.very few occurrences. The highest content of Al2 0 S is 2.52
per cent in the variety beccarite. In those minerals classed
under thorite which contain thoria and other rare earths as
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essential constitueilts in place of zirconia Al2 0 S is quite generally
present but only in very small quantity.
The presence of the appreciable quantity of Al2 0 s in the several phases of zircon analyzed from this locality shows them to
be a very unusual variety. However, as Fe2 0 S is a usua;I constituent of zircon" and since Fe2 0 S and Al2 0 S are mutually
isomorphous in the silicates and other minerals, it is wholly
reasonable to expect the occurrence of Al 2 0 S in appreciable
quantity in zircon. The occurrence of these aluminous vari~ties
of the zircon is bllt another illustrati('n of the unusually high
content of alumina in the syenite magma of this region.
The H 2 0 occurring in appreciable quantity, is believed to be
an original constituent. The microscopic appearance of these
zircons is not that of altered minerals. While the zonal structure may indicate a difference in composition of the alternating
zones, yet the zonal structure is a characteristic feature of most
ziroons. The 'fresh translucent to tra.nspa.rentnomageneous
character of the zircon of analyses 3 is especially worthy of note
and yet this type bears essentially the same amount of H 2 0 as
the others. While it is true that iron stain permeates the strong
cl~Vlage fracture of the zircons, there is no characteristic
bleaching or decomposition products developed at the expense
of the zircon substance. It is believed that the H 2 0, especially
that driveDI off above 105 degrees, plays the same role in the
original composition of these zircons as the H 2 0 in mica, amphibole and other minerals.
The molecular proportion of the constituents indicated in the
above table of analyses shows the ratio of zr0 2 :SiO: as 1:1.
The molecular proportion of the AlzO a, Fe2 0 S and H 2 0 is important. While the proportion of the sesquioxides vary, the
ratio of Zr0 2 to Si0 2 to H 2 0 remains e9!!entially constant.
Thp. erystal form of the zircons differ from one another, as
already described, but their difference inform may not be due
to the variation in the chemical composition. AdditiO'llal light
may be thrown upon this phase of the subject through later
study.
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NEPHELINE-BEARING PEGMATITE.

Distributi&n.-:Nepheline-hearing pegmatite occurs about one-

fourth mile north of the center of Sec. 5. T. 29. R. 7 E., in Ii
small ravine on the farm of A. Leubki: in the SE. 14 of Sec. 1,
T. 29, R. 6; [n the SE. 14 of Sec. 4, T. 29, R. 6 E.; in the northern part of Sec. 15, T. 29, R. 6 E., and in the NE. partt of Sec.
27, T. 29, R. 6 E. The nepheline-bearing pegmatite is probablY
present in many localities not yet discovered. In Sec. 1 no outcrop was observed, but numerous large crystals of nepheline, up
to one foot in diameter were norted imbedded in the soil. Most
of these occurrences of nepheline-bearing syenite occur at or
near the outer border of the area of the syenite rocks.
SOME MINERALS OF THE NEPHELINE-PEGMATITE.

The coarse. pegmatite containing nepheline is not so abundant as that containing quartz. Only a few of the minerals of
the nepheline-bearing pegmatite have been examined in detail
and hence only a very general description of this phase can be
given.
Feldspar is the principal constituent. Nepheline is also
very abundant. Aegerite and alkali amphibole are also generally present, especially the former. Mica is present also in cer,tain phases.
FELDSPAR.

The most abundant mineral of the netheline-bearing pegmatite is feldspar, although locally in some phases the nepheline
probably predominates. Feldspar, however, is not so abundant a constituent of the nepheline-pegmatite as of the quartzpegmatite.
Albite.-The predominating feldspar is albite of characteristic white or colorless aspect. Micropemhite, orthoclase and
microcline are also present in SO'Ille phases. The feld<lnfLr of the
pegmatite often occurs in two generations, the first or older
generation represented by large crygtals and the second by
much smaller ones interstitial to the larger mineral 'constituents
of the rock. Albite is quite generally the predominating feldspar of the second generation, as well as of the first.
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NEPHELINE.

In some phases of the pegmatite, nepheline appears to be the
most abundant constituent. It generally occurs in the pegma.tite in large individual crystals, as well as .small intergrowths
of many crystals. It possesses the usual features of this mineral. In thin section it is colorless, but the characteristic color
in the hand specimen is bluish-gray. It has a brittle fracture
and vitreous or greasy lustre. Quadratic forms of the crystals
are common. It weathers more readily than its associated minerals and hence forms depressions, giving the rock an uneven,
pitted aspect. The most common alteration product is greenish to grayish natrolite. Muscovite and kaollnite are also present as secondary inclusions.
Two analyses of the nepheline occurring in the coarse pematite at A. Leubki's place in Sec. 5, T. 29, R. 7 E., by Prof. W.
W. Daniells, are shown in the following uble in comparison with
the analyses of nepheline from other regions:
Analyses of Nepheline from Wau.au and other localities.

II.
I.
III.
IV.
--- --- --- --l:ii0 2 •••••• •
AI.O s ···· ..
Fe.0 3 •••••
MRO .......
OaO ........
Na.O.......
KabO ......
H •.......
'rota!. ..
1.

44.68
34.16
0.87
0.14
0.30
15.13
3.89
0.47

42.28
35.33
0.93
0.07
3.04
13.83
3.1'15
0.52

99.64

99.55

,14.46
30.97
2;09

........
0.66
15.61
5.91
0.95

V.

VI.

VII.

---

---

---

44.04
34.06
........ ........ 0.44
tr.
........ . .......
. ....... 2.01
tr.
15.91
16.62
16.36
4.52
4.55
5.05
0.!1
0.86
0.70

H.9S
34.49

43.74
34.48

45.10
33.28

........

0.43
15.60
4.65

........

- ---- - - - - - - -----100.65

100.25

100.!9

101.19

I

100.15

Nepheline from Wausau. Wis.; anal. by W. W. Daniells.

II. Nepheline from Wautlau, Wis.; anal. by W. W. Daniells.
III. Nepheline (Eleolite) ff'lm Hot Springs. Ark; anal. by J. S. Smith,
Am. J. Sci.. 2d Ser., Vol. XVI, p. 371,1853. cited Ark. Geol. Sur.,
. Vol. :2. p. 210.
IV. Nepheline (Eleolite) from Litchfield, Me; anal. by F. W. Olarke,
Am .•J. Sci .. 3d. Ser , Vb\. XXXI. p.268. 1886.
V. Nepheline (Eleolite) from Fredrikvarn, Norway; anal. by J. Lemberg. Zs. G. Gps .• V01. 28. p 518-9, 1876.
VI. Nepheline from Mt. Vesuvius, Italy. (Quoted by Dana's Mineralogy, Sixth Ed., p. 425).
VII. Nepheline from Mt. Vesuvius, Italy. (Quoted by Dana's Mineralogy, Sixth Ed., p. 425).
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The nepheline from this district,. as shown in analyses I and
II, differs slightly from the average nepheline ip. the relatively
h'igher content of alumina, Al2 0 a, and the appreciably lower
content of K 2 0 as compared with Na2 0. In most analyses of
nephe1ine Na:K as 4:1 or 5 :1, whereas in the two analyses of.
this nepheline Na:K as 6:1 approximately. The molecular
ratio of the alkalil*j and 1ime to alumina in most minerals, and
especially in the nepheline and feldspar groups, is 1 to 1. tn
both the analyses of the nepheline, however, there is an apparent
excess of Al2 0 s over K 20, Na2 0 and OaO. In analysis I the
excess of Al~P8 is .033 molecules, and in II the excess of
Al2 0 s is .045 molecules. The nephe1ine from this district,
however" is not wholly unique in this regard, for it may be observed on calculating the molecular ratios of the nepheline from
Litchfield (IV) analyzed by F. W. Clarke that this nepheline
contains an excess of .032 molecules, and that from Vesuvius
(analysis VII) contains an excess of .030 molecules over that
required for the usual formula. In .fact, most analyzed nephelines show an excess of Al 2 0 S over Na 2 0+ K 2 0+CaO. It seems
most probable, therefore, that H 2 0, usually present in appreciable quantity, is an isomorphous constituent with Na 2 0 and K 2 0
in nepheline as it is in many other alumino silicates.
An unusual feature of analysis II is the relatively high content of lime, namely, 3.04 per cent. In the analysis VI of the
Vesuvius nepheline, a content of 2.01 per cent of OaO is to be
noted. Lime appears to be a very common constituent of
nepheline, as it is of the feldspar group. The molecular ratio
of OaO :K2 0 in analysis II is 54 :38; hence the lime plays a more
important role than potash. The nepheline analyzed was examined under the microscope and found to be essentially uniformly homogeneous and unaltered. The only inclusions contained were very small crystals of albite, much less than one pel'
cent, and it was deemed impractical to attempt to make any
separation ~y specific gravity methods.
In reality, the formula of the nepheline of analysis II conforms more closely to the synthetic formula of nepheline, NaAl.
SiO 4 than any analyzed natural nepheline. In this nepheline, it
appears !that, not only does potassium, but also lime and hydroxyl, partly replace the sodium.

,
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.<SODALITE.

Sodalite is present in the nepheline-bearing pegmatite, but
it does not appear to be very abundant. No bluish sodalite
has been noted. The sodalite varies in color from grayish to
yellowish-gray.• Natrolite and kaolinite are the common alteration minerals.
PYROXENE.

The prevailing pyroxene constituent of the nepheline-bear
ing pegmatite is aegerite.
Aegerite.-This mineral appears to be by far the most
abundant dark-colored constituent of this rock phase. The
blUntly terminated crystals of aegerite prevail rather than tho
sharp-pointed ones of acmite.
The larger crystal!,! Un the pegmatite generally vary in size
from an inch to 6 inches (25.4 mm. to 152.4 mm.) in diameter.
To the naked eye the aegerite has a greenish~black color.
The distinct prismatic cleavages which c,ross each other nearly
at right angles (87°) is a prominent feature. The usually,
nearly rectangular prismatic forms of the crystals are c,haracteristic. Under the microscope it lis seen to be strangly
pleochroic in colors varying from pure green to yellowish
green. The refringence and birefringence are high, being
greater than for any other pyroxene. The extinction is nearly
parallel (2° to 5°) to thie prismatic cleavage.
The aegerite is free from alteration. Its fresh appearance
is in marked contrast with the associ~ted minerals in the
coarse pegmatite long exposed to weathering. The aegeritt>
stands out as the most resistant mineral of the rock, forming
sharply angular protuberances below which the relatively deep
pits of the nepheline crystals lie embedded. The fractures in
the aegerite are sometimes filled with yellowish mica. and
albite, but these are beliewd to be due to infiltration rather
than alteration.
Ohemical Oom,position.-Fragments of the large crystaJs 0ccurring in the pegmatite in Sec. 5, T. 29, R. 7 E. were carefully sorted and submitted to W. W. Daniells for analysis, with
the following result:
(IAnalysis I of the table).
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Analyses of Aegerite from WaU8au and other

II.

I.

III.

lo("alitie.~.

IV.

V.

SiO •..............
49.57
51.41
51.74
51.11
49.91
AI,O •............
2R3
1.82
0.47
2.47
1.24
23 17
23.110
26.17
. 22.80
22.83
Fe,Os ........... .
FeO ............. .
7.67
9.45
3.48
8.40
13.95
MnO ............ .
1.04
..........
0.46
[
..
'
1
'
g
2'
'·:~·gi.··
0.42
MgO ............ .
0.a1
1.79
0.21
0.39
OaO ............. .
5.56
2.03
5.07
1. 72
Na.O ............ .
9.70
11.88
11.02
9.49
K,O ............. .
0.31
trace
0.34.... ......
0.32
TiO •............. ..........
0.13 ............................ ..

I

H.O ............. .
Total ........ .

. .. .

9~'~: ~~:~~ ~~~:~~ lo~:: I:·~i~:~~~·

I. Aegerit~ from Wausau, Wiq ; anal. by W. W. Daniells.
II. Aegerite from Hot 8prings, Ark.;· anal. by J. L. Smith (Am. J.
Sci., Vol. X, 3rd Ser., p. 60, 1875; cited Ark. Geo!. Sur., Vol. II, p. 250).
III. Aegerite from Barkevig, Norway; ana!. by C. Doelter (Tscherm.
Min. Mitth., Vol. I, p. 378; cited Zr. Kr. H. 16, p. 297).
IV. Aegerite from Brevik, Norway; ana!. by F. Pisani (Camptes Rendus. LVI. p. 847, 1863; cited Ark. Geol. Sur., Vol. II, p 365.)
V. Aegerite from Kangerdlaursuk, Greenland. (See analysis 5, Dana's
Min. 6th Ed, p. 365.)

The above analyses of aegerite from various localities essen·
tially agree in composition. The aegerite from this locality i~
unusually high in CaO and A1 2 0 3 , and unusually low in Na 2 0
It is like III in its content of CaO, like IV in Al 2 0 3 and like V
in Na2 0. With respect to the high content of Al 2 0 g attention
is called to the alumina-rich variety of acmite in the associated
qUH:rtz-be,aring pegmatite of this locality, described Oil pag~
289-294.
AMPHIBOLE.

Amphibole does not appear to be an abundant constituent of
the nepheline-bearing pegmatite.
Arfvedsonite.-In the NE. part of Sec. 27, T. 29, R. ? E., an
amphibole closely associated with aegerite is present. This
amphibole has the lavender and yellowish pleochroism and
other optical properties of arfvedsonite. It occurs only in
small crystals in the above locality. It has not yet been found
in large crystals like the aegerite in this rock phase.
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MICA.

Dark-colored mica having the general character of lepidomelane occurs in some phases of the nepheline-bearing pegmatite, but does not appear to be very abundant.
OTHER MINERALS.

Titanite,rutile" zircon, fluorite, and several minerals which
have not yet been definitely determined occur in small crysta19
in the nepheline phase of the pegmatite.

RELATIVE DISTRIBUTl.oN AND C.oMPOSITION .oF PEGMATITES AND
N.oRMAL-GRAINED SYENITES.

The distribution of the nepheline-pegmatite with reference to
the prevailing type of n.ormal nepheline-syenite, the Marath.on
type, is obviously in localities near the border .of the dominant
nepheline type .of syenite, as sh.own by the occurronce of the
pegmatite at contacts with the older rocks. This is clearly the
relation at least of the known occurrences .of the aeg'erite nepheline-pegmatite and .of the dominant type of the nephelinesyenite. The finer grained phases of aegerite nepheline syenite
having :1. mineral compOb-ition closely resembling the pegmatite
occur in the region between the pegmatite and Marathon type
of syenite with an apparent closer association with the pegma
tite than with the Marath.on type.
It might be urged, since the distributi.on of the nephelinepegmatite and ass.ociated phase is at the outer border .of the
main area .of nepheline-syenite, that the pegmatite and also the
related aegerite phases of the syenite occur as dikes and veins
leading .out from the d.ominant type.
The explanation .of origin may in part be true .of the aegerite-bearing nepheline
syenite of some occurrences, for instance, .of those occurrences
which lie some distance from the main area .of nepheline rock,
88 near Mr. Kolter's house, in the NE. nart .of Sec. 31, and in
the NW. part of Sec. 28 of T. 29, R. 7 E., and in the occurrencE'
21-G.
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southeast of W.ausau in Sec. 21, T. 28, R. 8 E. In these occurrences, .however, another interpretation of origin seems PORsible. In these localities, the nepheline rock possesses such a
close mineral and textural similarity· to the associated syenite
to indicate a possible origin by local differentiation from
the immediately surrounding rock magma. The coarse nepheline pegmatites and the aegerite phases of syenite also have
not been found out in the area of the rock formation older than
the syenite-granite, as already stated, but occur within the
general border of the quartz and nepheline-syenite rocks.
The distribution of the abundant quartz-bearing pegmatite of
the region with respect to the normal-graine.d quartz-syenite,
Wausau type, is not in a zone or belt surrounding the latter,
but rather within an area lying on the northwest border of the
main quartz-syen!ite area. The quartz-bearing pegmatite is·
within the general a~ea of the nepheline-bearing rocks, the two
together forming a tongue or lobe extending northwest from
the general .area of quartz-syenite and amphibole-granite surrounding the ~egion about Rib Hill and Wausau. The area of
the quartz-pegmatite also lies to the northwest of the quartzsyenite with trachytoid structure (the Stettin type), the latter
lying between the two and possessing a mineral composition
showing a gradation between the Wausau type of syenite and
that of the coarse quartz-pegmatite.
With respect to the occurrence of the quartz-pegmatite on
the northwest border of the medium-grained quartz~syenites,
the same relative distribution is emphasized as shown in the
nepheline-pegmatite and normal nepheline-syenite, for the occurrences of the latter mainly lie to the northwest and to the
southwest of the nepheline-syenite, and is probably absent immediately southeast of the main type of the nepheline-syenite.

as

Intrusive

Rela~~on

of Pegmatite to the Normal, Syenite.

Numerous veins of the quartz-bearing pegmatite are
known to penetrate the medium-grained quartz-syenite. The
relations of the larger masses of pegmatlte to the normal
syenite is not so clear, but the smaller masses occurring· in
veins very probably are connected in origin with the larger
masses and thus indicate the relation of intrusions in the nol'-
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mal-grained rocks. The main masses of nepheline-pegmatito
were not found intrusive in the dominating phase of nephelinesyenite, but the clear cut dikes and dike-like masses of nephelinesyenite have the prevailing mineral composition of the pegmatitic phases and hence it is reasonable to presume that the intrusion and consolidation of the nepheline pegmatite was also
subsequent to that of the predominating phase of the nepheline
syenite, t.he Marathon type.

Oomparison of the Mineral Oomposition of Quarrtz-Pegmatite
with that of the Quartz-Syenite.
While the feldspar and quartz are dominant minerals in both
the quartz-syenite and the pegmatites, a notable difference in
the character of the prevailing dark-colored silicate minerals of
these rocks is very apparent as already stated. In the normalgrained quartz-syenite, fayalite, hedenbergite, and barkevikite
are the pl'evailing dark-colored constituents. This is not only
true of the predominating quartz-syenite with granitoid texture
but aIM largely true of the phase with tendency to develop the
trachytoid texture. In the quartz-pegmatite, on the other hand,
none of these more basic minerals were observed.
Magnetite also isa fairly abundant constituent of the normalgrained quartz-syenite, but was not observed in the quartz-pegmRtite. The mica, lepidomelane, and fluorite occur in both the
normal-grained rock and in the coarse pegmatite.
The dark-colored silicates in the quartz-pegmatite are mainly
the pyroxenes, acmite and percivalite, and the amphiboles,
crooidolite and riebeckite, none of which are known to occur in
the normal granitoid quartz-syenite. Aegerite and riebeckite,
however, occur rin some phases of the contact quartz-syenite
with trachytoid texture. The mica, lepidomelane, apparently
occurs in certain phases at least of both the quartz-syenite and
quartz-pegmatite. The minerals containing rare elements, such
as the rutile, lithia-mica and the pyrochlore, are known to occur
only in the pegmatite.
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Comparison of Minerals of Nepheline-Syewite and NephelinePegmatite.
The very, abundant minerals, feldspar, nepheline, and
sodalite occur in both the normal syenite and the pegmatite.
The dark-colored silicates of the abundant phase of normal syenite, however, are fayalite, hedenbergite, and barkevikite or arfvedsonite, none of which except arfvedsonite was observed in the
pegmatite. The dark-colored basic silicates of the abundant
phase of nepheline-syenite are much more like the basic minerals of the abundant quartz-syenite than the minerals of the nepheline-pegmatite. The dark basic minerals of the nepheline-pegmatite are mainly aegerite with smaller proportion of arfvedsonite and lepidomelane. Lepidomelane locally occurs in all
phases of the nepheline rock. Aegerite occurs only in the pegmatite and a phase of the nepheline-syenite occurring 88
"Schlieren" associated with pegmatite phases and near contacts
WQth other rocks presumably usually as dikes. Magnetite is Ii
fairiy abundant constituent of the normal-grained syenites of
both phases, but was not observed in the coarse pegmatite.
Fluorite occurs in all phases of the nepheline rock. Several min.
erals, presumably rare members of the epidote group containing the rare elements, was noted in considerable abundance
in some phases of the pegmatite, but were nowhere seen in the
fine-grained nepheline rocks .
.A marked characteristic difference in the mineral composition
of the predominating phases of both the quartz and nephelinesyenite, and the coarse nepheline .and quartz-pegmatites, is the
presence of fayalite, hed.enbergite, barkevikite and probably magnetite in the former" and the presence of aegerite without any
of the above mentioned minerals in the latter. On the other
hand, the phases of medium-grained rocks, with the tabular dewloped .feldspar, (trachytoid structure,) and !the mediumgrained contact phases, and dikes, contain aegerite and some of
the other characteristic minerals such 88 the blue soda amphiboles, which occur abundantly in the pegmatite. . FluQrite is a
persistent though minor constituent of all the' rock phases but is
believed to be most abundant in the pegmatites.
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Comparison of Chemical Composition o{ Normal Quartz-Sye'fllite
with tha,t of Quarlz-Pegmatite.
As the coars.e pegmatite rocks have not been analyzed, a COompa.rison of the composition of the normal-grained and of the
pegmatite phases of the rOock magma can not be made by
means of a series of direct chemical analyses. But a comparison of the mineral composition of the coarse and fine-grained
rocks, cOombined with the analyses of the latter, appears to
show certain marked differences in the relative acidity and
basicity of these rOock types.
The analysis Oof the nOormal-grained quartz-syenite (analysis
III, p. 339) shOoWS a silica content of 61.18 per cent and a
lime COontent Oof 2.64 per cent. As nOo analysis of the COoarse
quartz-pegmatite has been made, no direct comparison can be
made, but judging from the relative abundance of the chem.
ically determined minerals, the pegmatite appears to be higher
in silica and lower in lime than the corresponding normal·
grained syenite. The feldspar, which constitutes the dominant
mineral of the pegmatite" has a silica content varying from
65.50 tOo 66.42 peT' cent (p. 280). WheT'e the feldspar is not
by far the predominating mineral, quartz and the sOoda amphi·
boles riebeckite and crocidOolite, and the soda pyroxenes, acmite
and percivalite, are prominent minerals. The amount of quartz
in the pegmatite relatively increases locally at least with the
increase [n the amount of the amphibole and pyroxene. The
amphiboles and pyrOoxenes of the pegmatite contain little or no
lime, while those of the normal syenite are high in lime. Magnetite and fayalite are abundant in the normal syenite, but are
absent or very rare in the pegmatite.
On the whOole, while Oonly an eSltimate of the chemical compositiOon of the coarse quartz-pegmatite is available, yet, basing
judgment on the composition of the dominant minerals and
their proportion~, the composition of the pegmatite as com·
pared with that of the normal syenite is believed to be COonsiderably higher in silica, prOobably 65 or 66 per cent, as eompared with 61 to 62 per cent of the normal syenite, and much
lower in lime and ferrous oxide, as indicated by the character
of the sOoda pyroxenes and amphiboles of the pegmatite as
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compared with lime-iron pyroxenes and amphiboles of the normal quartz syenite. The magnesia content is too small to be considered of importance in any of the syenite rock phases.
With the increase of silica and decrease in lime in the pegmatite there is very probably a notable decrease in total iron,
with a much greater decrease in ferrous oxide than in ferric oxide as indicated by the high content of FeO in the composition
of the fayaEte-hedenbergite-barkevikite group of minerals of
the normal syenite as compared with the high content of Fe 2 0 a
in the acmite crocidolite and riebeckite of the pegmatite. The
mica in th~ quartz-syenite is also high in FeO, while that in the
pegmatite is high in Fe 2 0 3 . The abundance of magnetite, in
which Fe2 0 3 greatly predominates over FeO, explains the high
content of Fe2 0 3 in the normal syenite rocks.
There appeaJ's to be no decrease in the alumina as the silica
increases from the normal syenite to the quartz pegmatite. That
is, the Al 2 0 3 appears to hold its own, and may possible in£rease locally, as the silica rises and the lime and ,iron fall.
The approximate uniformity of the Al 2 0 3 is indicated by the
composition of the quartz-syenite (analysis III, page 339),
as compared with that of the llJ!icroperthite feldspars (page
280) which constitutes the greatly predominating mineral
of the quartz-pegmatite.
The total alkalies tend to rise and fall with the alumina, as is
usual in igneous rocks, the two alkalies occurring in about equal
quantity, as' expressed in the abundance of microperthite feldspar. This fact is readily seen on comparing the alkali content of the quartz-syenite of analysis III with that of the
feldspar of the pegmaJtite (see page 280). But there is a
strong tendency locally for the soda to greatly predominate
over the potassa in the quartz-pegmatite, just as the soda
greatly predominates in a general way in the phases of the
nepheline-syenite rocks.
, The great predominance of soda in the quartz-pegmatite, a
feature not present in the normal quartz-syenite, though obviously tending to develop lin the trachytoid phases, finds expression in the predominating development of the soda
pyroxenes and amphiboles over, the micas. This predominance
of soda with presumably no change in alumina finds its culminating expressiClJ1 in the development of albite and the soda
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pyroxenes, percivaliteand acmite, the composition O'f which indicates that with the decrease in pO'tassa the soda incl'8Hses, as
in the differentiation of the magma O'f nepheline-syenite rock.
In chemical composition, therefore, the quartz-syenite of normal texture is obviously lower in Si0 2 and higher in lime and
iron than the quartz-pegmatiter While the Si0 2 increases towards the. pegmatite, the Al 2 0 3 and total alkalies remain essen~
tially the same, thus relatively increasing with the strong tendency locally for Na2 0 to' greatly increase over the K 2 0.

Comparison of Chemical Composition of Normal NepheMneSyenite with that of N eIJheline-Pegmatite.
A comparison of the chemical composition of the prevailing
normal nepheline-syenite w!th that O'f the nepheline-pegmatite
may be readily seen by examining the twO' fO'llO'wing analyses:
A n(Lly.~e8 nf nepheline-fil.1fenite (l) <,.nd nppheline pegmatite \ I f).

SiO •..................................
AI.0 3 • . • • • • . • . • . • . . . • • . . . • . • . • • . • • • . •
Fe,Os ............................... .
FeO .................................. .
MnO .................... ·............. .
MgO ................................ .
CaO ................................. .
Na.O ................................ .

K.O ................................ .
H.O-105°110o ........................ .
H 2 0-red heat ........................ .
Ti0 2 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• •
ZrO •..................................

Cl ................................... .
Li.O ................................. .
CO ................................... .
F .................................... .
S .................................... .

P.05 ................................ .

1.

II.

1>4.·76
24 72
2.73
2.35

57.82
2423
1 56
l.03

none
0.10

trace

167

0.28
1.04

10.38
2.37

9.20
3 03

0.~5

o 59

not
not
not
not
not
not
not
not

det.
det.
det.
det.
det.
det.
det.
det.

99.63
Less oxygen equivalent of lll.......... ................

014
030

0.21l

0. 15
nOlle
nl)ne
none
trace
trace

99.65
03+
99.62
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While analy~s I, of the Marathon type of nepheline-syenite,
is probably a very good representative of this rock type, analysis II, of the aegerite-bearing phase, dOe& not represent the
prevailing, type of nepheline-pegmatite, but only a phase intermediate between normal aegerite-nepbeline syenite and the
aegerite-nepheline pegnwt.ite. The character of the variation
in composition, however, is indicated in the pegmatitic phase,
and thus the tendency, in the character of the chemical variation, supported also by the mineral composition of the pegmatite, may be pointed out. The analysis shows the aegerite
pegmat'itic phase (II) notably higher in Si02 than the normalgrained syenite, Marathon type, (I). The content of total iron
and lime is notably higher in I than in II, with a relative increase of Fe2 0 g over FeO in II. This chemical difference is
, expressed mineralogically by the presence of the fayalite, high
in FeO, and hedenbergite and barkevikite, high in CaO and FeO,
in t.he Marathon type of syenite as compared with the aegerite,
high in Fe2 0 g in the a6g'erite phase. The MlgO is relatively
important.
The content of Al2 0 g is essentially the same in the two analyses, and the same is' true of the amount of total alkalies. The
content of Na 2 0 greatly exceeds that of K 2 ,O in the nephelinesyenite, and there appears to bea relative increase of the K 2 0
as compared with the Na2 0 in passing from the normal abundant nephelline-syenite, Marathon type, to the aegerite al'f,
vedsonite-bearing phase of analysis II. In the prevailing
nepheline-bearing pegmatite, however, aegerite is the abundant
dark-colored silicate, .the very coarse pegmatite containing but
little aITvedS'onite.
In the prevailing type of nepheline-pegmatite, therefore, there
is not only very probably no marked change in the relative
greater abundanc-e of Na.2 0 over K 2 0 as compared with their
proportions in the normal rock, but very probably a still greater
predominance of Na2 0 over K 2 0.
In chemical compOSIition, therefore, the abundant type of normal' nepheline-syenite is lower in Si02 and higher in iron and
lime than the prevailing type of nepheline-pegmatite. Wh~le
the content of Si0 2 increases in the pegmatite, the Al2 0 g and
total alkalies remain essentially the same with a strong tendency
for the Na2 0 to increase over the K 2 0.

un-
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Origin of the Pegmatite.
On the whole, the very large and abundant veins and
irregular masses of pegmatite, such as occur in Sec. 10, 11, 14,
15, 22 and 23 of T. 29, R. 6 E., appear to be merely the coarsely
<'rystallized phases of the syenitic magma of this region, evidently developing into coarse pegmatite rock on account or
favorable conditions for the development of large crystals. The
oondHions favorable to the development of such coarse-grained
rocks may have been due to physical conditions of temperature,
causing slow and long continued crystallization, or to the chemical composition of the magma or because of the presence of
mineralizers, or to a combination of these causes.
It 'is the writer's view, therefore, that these pegmatites are
of truly eruptive origin, like the normal syenites of the district.
This belief is based upon various phenomena among which may
be mentioned the fact that the two phases of the pegmatites correspond to similar phases of the normal syenite of the district,
namely" the quartz-bearing and the nepheline-bearing syenites.
The texture also of the pegmatite differs mainly from tha~ of the
normal syenite only in the coarseness of the crystals and in the
peculiar association of minerals which large minerals are likely
to bring about. The occurrences of the pegmatite are, to a
very large extent, in large rather than in narrow veins and
dikes, and appear therefore to have been erupted in the main
like much of the normal syenite. The veins of pegmatite ramify throughout the no,rmal phases of syenite, and very obviously prove their eruption after that of the normal-grained
rocks. The normal phases of all the granite-syenite rocks, as a
whole, constitute a great batholitic mass, obviously formed by
long continued complex ~ntrusions rather than a single simple
intrusion. The pegmatites and syenites constitute phases of the
very extensive complex intrusion and were themselves composite in character.
Pegmatites are usually regarded as representing the final
stages of eruption of the rook magma from whieh they are fOirmFor a discussion of the origin of pegmatite, see the following: W. C.
Bragger, Zeit. fur. Kryst. B. 16 pp. 215-235; G. H. Williams, 15th
Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Sur. pp. 675-684; C. R. Van Hise, Mon. 47,
U. S. Geol. Sur. pp. 720-728.
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ed, and they are also usually regarded as invariably showing a
coarser texture and a more acid composition than the main mass
in which they occur. In this region the pegmatites do not
represent the most acid composition of the granite-syenite magma as a whole, but very probably represent the more acid crystallization of certain closely related and closely associated portions of this general magma from which the granite-syenites and
pegmatites as a whole are derived. As already stated, the pegmatites occur in two types or phases, the quartz bearing and the
nepheline-bearing.
The nephelinne-bearing pegmatite, which contains an abundance of aegerite, is characterized by the same minerals as the
aegerite-nepheline syenite, which on the whole is appreciably
more acid than the hedenbergite-fayalite-n0pheline syenite.
The most abundant nepheline-bearing syenite is the phase containing fayalite, hedenbergite, barkevikite, and magnetite, and
none of these basic minerals were observed in. the nepheline. bearing pegmatite. On the other hand, in the nepheline-pegmatite, the principal dark-colored silicate is aegerite, and numerous ral1e minerals like those of the normal aegerite-nepheline
syenite: In fact, the normal aegerite-nepheline syenite, ap·
preciably more acid than the fayalite-bearing type, stands so
close to the neph~line-pegmatite· in its field relations and in its
texture and mineral composition that it is difficult in most places
to draw any sharp line between them.
In a noteworthy manner also the quartz-bearing pegmatite
does not contain the basic minerals fayalite, hedenbergit9,
barkevikite, and magnetite, but is rich in quartz and in such
silicate minerals as acmite, l"iebecklte, soda-alumina pyroxenes
and micas, and various rare minerals. The quartz-bearing
pegmatite, theTefore,. is obviously a more acid rock: than the
normal quartz-syenite of this region, the most abundant type or
phase of which is characterized by the presence of fayalite,
hedenbergite, barkevikite, and lepidomelane.
, Tlie two phases of quartz and nepheline-pegmatites, therefore,
appear to represent the more acid crystallization of the corresponding quartz and nepheline-syenite magma immediately associated with the pegmatites rather than the more acid excretions of the great mass of magma of granite-syenite intrusions
as a whole.
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The views of the writer, therefore, are in general accord with
the views of Brogger, 1 who ascribes an eruptive origin to the
extensive pegniatite dikes of the nepheline-syenite and quartzsyenite of southern Norway. The mineral composition and
taxtures of the pegmatites and related syenites of Wisconsin
have 'much in common with the pegmatites and syenites of
southern. Norway. The Wisconsin magma differs from the Norwegian magma chemically in containing a lower percentage of
magnesium and potassium, and in a higher content of alUJUina
and soda but on the whole the broader features O'f the two
magmas with respect to general composition, rock textures, and
crystallization have much in common. The similarities and dissimilarities of the magmas of the two regions will be more apparent as the Wisconslin rocks are studied in more detail.

,

SECTION

n~.

,

RESUME.

THE GENERAL CHARACTER AND RELATIONS OF THE
IGNEOUS ROCKS OF NORTH CENTRAL WISCONSIN.
In the preceding sections of the present chapter an account
has been gI~ven of the igneous rocks intrusive in the lower sedimentary series and in the older igneous rocks of the region.
'fheoo intrusive rocks constitute by far the most abundant formation of the district, forming from 75 to 80 per cent of the
rocks of the area.. They faJI into three groups, viz., the rhyolitt·
series, the diorite-gabbro series, and the granite-syenite series,
named in the order of their eruption. In the order of their ap~
parent abundance, as indicated by their surfaoo extent and outcrops, these rocks appear in reverse order from that of their
eruption, the rocks 'of the granite syenite series being by far the
1

Zeit, fur, Kryst, B. 16 (1890), pp. 215-235.
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most abundant, formIng from 60 to 70 per cent of the rooks of
tlie area, the diorite-gabbro from 5 to 10 per cent, and the rhyolite. from 4 to 8 per cent.
CHEMICAL CHARACTER OF TEE RHYOLITE.

In the two analyses of the rhyolite, both of which were
representative of the average rhyolite of the locality, the content
of Na2 0 greatly exceeds that of K 2 0. Similar soda-rich rhyolites, described by the writer l and by W. H. Hobbs,2 and C. K.
Leith occur over a wide area adjacent to the Fox river valley of
southern Wisconsin. In the following table the composition of
the rhyolite of this area is compared with that of several localities (Anal. III to VI described by the writer and VII to XIII
described by Hobbs and Lieth), in southern Wisconsin.
AnalY8e8 of Wi8consin Soda-rhyolite8.

Rhyolites of NorthCentral Wisconsin

Rhyolites of Southern Wisconsin •

.

I.

II.

Ill.

IV.

Wausau
rhyolite.

Pine
River
rhyolite.

Utley
metarhyolite.

Berlin
rhyolite
gneiss.

74.60
13.04

73.09
13.43
2.57
2.29
1.03
3.85
1.58
0.72

73.65
11.19
1.31
3.25
2.78
0.51
3.74
1.86
0.44

V.

VI.

Baraboo Baraboo
KeratKeratophyre.
ophyre.

--BiO •...
AI.0 3 •••

72.68
16.40
0.99
1.53
1.56
0.48
3.85
2.10
0.37

.... ~:~ J.I

FebO •...
Fe .... J
OaO ....
MgO ...
0.61
Na 2 O ..
5.40
K.O ....
0.82
B.O ...
1.06
SO •.... .......... .......... . .........

-- - - -Total. . 99.96
99.63

98.56

73.00
15.61

..........
1.95
.79

r-·I~r
1.06

. ......... ,..........

71.24
12.20
1.71
5.44
0.98
.13
4.29
1.86
0.81
.97

-----------99.63
99.23
99.00

lB. Weidman, Bull. m, Wis Gool. &; Nat. Bist. SUrvey, p. S.
2The pre-Cambrians volcanic and intrusive rocks of the Fox River
Valley, Wisconsin. Bull. Univ. of Wis., 1907.
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AnalY8es of Wisconsin Soda-Rhyolites,
Rhyolites of Southern Wisconsin.

VII.
Obser-

I

VIII.

IX.

X.

XII.

XI.

XIII.

Mar-

MarMar- Endea- Taylor's Marvor
cellon quette
Farm
quette
Hill Aporhy- Aporhy- Aporhy- Aporby· Aporhy- AporhyAp<?rhy- olite
olite.
olite.
olite.
olite.
olite.
•
ohte.
rva~ry quette

Si0 2 •• •••••
AI 2 0 •......
Fe s 0 8 • • • • •
FeO .......
CaO .......
MgO.......
NabO ......
K •.......
HaO .......
Total ..

-1-

--_. - - -

---

74.46
15.28
1.95
.74
.92
.08
2.57
.3.01
.58

73.30
15.32
1.21
.96
1.33
.39
3.4.7
3.86
.26

73.09
15.40
.65
2.10
1.7,1
.12
4.57
2.01
.17

72.80
15.50
2.04
.60
.52

99.59

100.10

99.85

100.19

- - - - - - ----

.OR

5.70
2.52
.43

79.03 73.84
13.23 16.44
.50
.34
.68
.18
.65
.25
trace
trace
.07
4.23
3.95
3.«
3.07
4.08
2.28
.25
.19\
--- -- -.44
100.15 99.52 99.85
78.23
11.11
1.73
1.03
.28

An examination of the analyses shows a very close agreement
in the composition of the rhyolites over a very large area of
central and southern Wisconsin, as indicated by the characteristic feature of the marked molecular excess of Na20 over K 20
in all of them. From two of the local'ities the rhyolite is exceptionally high in Al2 0 S ' These rhyolites also all appear to
have been erupted in the same period. as indicated by their
geological relations. These rhyolites are essentially soda-rhyolites, and their geological relations and close agreement in chemical features indicates their consanguinity of relationship, as
rocks erupted from a common or parent magma.
With respect to analyses of rhyolites outside of this area and
that of southern. WisconSin, very few are avaiJable. In t.he
Menominee district Williams 1 describes a schistose quartzporphyry in which the percentage amounts of Na,20 and K 20 are
respectively 2.46 and 5.23. Williams quotes four analyses of
quartz-porphyries from the same locality, previously analyzed
by Credner, in all of which the K 2 0 greatly exceeds the Na2 0.
In the Marquette district, in the city of Marquette, is a phase of
1G. H. Williams. Bull. 62, U. S.

~ol.

Survey. p. 121.
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rhyolite, described as novaculite by Williams 1 which contains
3.65 per cent of K 2 0 and 0.56 per cent of Na2 0.
The red porphyritic rocks of Pigeon Point, Minn., described
by Bayley2 contain much more K 2 0 than Na2 0. These porphyritic rocks, however, Bayley thinks may be of metamorphic
rather than of eruptive origin.
The analyses of the rhyolites of the I.Jake Superior region,
therefore, so far as information is available, appear to differ essentially from the rhyolites of central and southern Wisconsin
in the proportion of tlj:e alkalies K 2 0 and Na20,. 'rhe rhyolites
and quartz-porphyries farther north, and those of central Wisconsin, may have been erupted at different periods, but whatever their age relations may be, they are unlike in composition .

•
CHEMICAL CHARACTER OF THE DIORITE-GABBRO SERIES.

The three analys1es of the diorite-gabbro series closely agree
in chemical features. The ro0ks analyzed were selected as repres.entative of the unweathered phases of diorite or gabbro of their
respective localities.
Analyses of the Diorite-gabbro

rock.~

of North Central WisconRin.
Marathon City Eau Claire river

Stettin diorite.

SiO..................
AI.0 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Fe.O s ................
FeO..................
MnO.................
CaO .................
MgO.. ..............
~a.O ......... ......
K.O .................
H 2 0 .................

Total. . . . . . . . . . .

gabbro.

48.56
18.80
4.61
7.60

gabbro.

46.87
17 .• 4
5.28
7.48
................ ................
0.38
10.24
13.30
11.10
.
6.08
6.82
7.01
3.17
1.56
2.63
0.12
0.21)
0.28
_ _ ~ _ _ _ 1.00_ _ _ _0_.~~_
100 .46

47.86
21.78
2.!l6
3.95

I

99.44

lOp. cit. p. 152.
2W. S. Bayley, Bull. 109, U. S. Geo!. Survey, p. 56.

I
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Noteworthy features of the composition of these basic rocks
are the marked excess of CaO over MgO, and of Na2 0 over
K 2 0 and the relatively hig'h content ofA1 2 0 s. In all these
features the three analyses closely agree. While the content of
Na2 0 usually exceeds that of K 2 0 in the basic rocks, the comparitively low content of K 2 0 in these rocks, while not unknown,
is at least exceptional. The excess of CaO over MgO is characteristic '-Of a large class of basic rocks, although as a whole the
amount of MgO in the basic rocks probably exceeds that of CaO.
The high Al2 0 3 usually attends the high OaO and high
Na 2 0 in igneous rocks, and finds expression in the development
of dominant lime-soda feldspar mineral.
The two analyses of the troctolite (page 169), the olivineanorthite rocks, are not included in t1;te above table, as these
were selected to represent extreme and unusual phases of local
variation of the basic magma, and they are also very much
weather.ed rocks. The three analyses of the above table very
probably represent the average composition of 95 per cent .}f
this basic rock seri'es.
The nearest areas of gabbro rocks to this region are those of
northern Michigan and northern Minnesota. An examination
of analyses of all the comparatively fresh and presumably representative rocks which have been cited by Washington t among his
superior analyzed femic rocks reveals the fact that in the great
majority of the gabbro-diorite rocks of northern Michigan, the
molecular proportion of JVIgO greatly exceeds that of CaO. On
the other hand, in the otherwise similar rocks of northern Minnesota, the molecular proportion of CaO exceeds that of MgO.
Of the 10 analyzed rooks from northern Michigan, which also
includes one or two along the Wisconsin boundary, 8 contained
more MgO than OaO, and of 13 rocks of northern Minnesota 9
contained more CaO than MgO. Thus the basic (femic) rockfll
of northern Michigan are characterized by dominant magnesia
and those of northern Minnesota by dominant lime.
These facts may be illustrated by citing the analyses of representative fresh rocks from the two regions. From the northern
Michigan region may be selected the three analyses of gabbro
tH. S. Washington, Professional Paper, No. 14, U. S. Geol. Survey.
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and gabbro-diorite rooks from the Menominee district described
by Williams.1
A (/,alUBes of Grr,bbro-diorite of

Menomin~e

di8trict; Michigan.

Upper
Falls
Quinnesec Falls Sturgeon
gabbro.
gabbro-diorite.

H .0 ..................
C 0 •...................

48.35
15.40
4.04
4.63
10.38
11.61
1.87
.35
3.60
.08

Total .............

100.31

SiO •..................
Al 2 0 s ..•••...••••...•
Feb0 3 ••••••••••••••••
Fe ..................
OaO ...................
MgO .................
N a.O .•................

K .u ...................

Lower
Quinnesec

gabbro-di~rite.

14.35
3.00
5.28
9.08
9.54
2.92
.21
3.30
.20

47.96
16.85
4.33
4.17
13.25
9.15
1.2;)
.30
2.89
.08

100.27

100.23

51.~

. - - - - - -------

It will be seen on comparison that these gabbro-diorite rocks
from the Menominee district essentially .differ in composition
from those of north-central Wisconsin. While the silica content is the same in the analyzed rooks of the two districtB, the
relative amount of the bases is radically different. The Menominee rocks are especially characterized by a much lower content
of Al2 0 s and a much higher content of MgO, the· amount of
Cao being essentially alike. With respect to the alkalies, while
Na2 0 greatly predominates in both districts, the N~O is relatively lower and the K 2 0 relatively higher in the Menominee
rooks as compared with the central Wisconsin rocks.
White the chemical composition of the basic rocks of the two
districts is unlike so far as known from available analyses, the
geological evidence seems to show that the basic rocks of both
districts were probably erupted during the same geological period.
From northern Minnesota may be taken analyses of the gabbro of Pigeon Point, Duluth, and Minnesota Falls.
lG. H. Williams, Bult 62, U. S. Geo!. Sur. p. 104.
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An I,ly.sell 0 f G.,bl)f"O II/" Norther,. Mlrw,esuia.

1.
Olivine· gabbro
Pigeon Point,
Minnesota.
SiO •..................
AI.Os··············· .
Fe.Os········· ...... .
FeO ................. .
CaO ............... ·.. .
MgO ................ .
Na.O ................ .

K.O ................. .
H.O ................. .
Other ............... .
TotaL ........... .

49.88
18.55

II.

Ill.

"Gabbro
Gabro·gneiss
Duluth, Minn. Minnesota Falls,
Minn.

45.65
Ii) .20

48.29
20.07

2.06

6.71

1.13

8.37
9.72
5.77
2.59
0.68

13.Bl
6.33
2.95
3.09
1.05

1.04
1.46

2.62

100.12

99.70

2.211

4.93
14.32
7.54

1.77
0.38
0.89
100.12

1. W. S. Bayley, Bull. 109, U. S. Gool. Sur., p. 37 (as cited
in Bull. 228, p. 88).
II. A. N. Winchell, Am. Gool., VoL XXVI, p. 293.
III. W. S. Bayley, Bull. 150, U. S. Geol. Sur., p. 372.
It will be seen on comparison that the chemical composition of
the gabbro rocks of northern Minnesota resemble quite closely
those of central Wisconsin. They are relatively high in AI 2 0;v
Ca
and Na2 0, indicating a predominance of lime soda feldspar among the mineral constituents.
While the chemical character of the central Wisconsin rocks
and those of northe~n Minnesota are essentially identical, their
geological age appears to be quite unlike, for the great mass 0'-[
gabbro of northern Minnesota is generally considered to be of
early Keweenawan age and thus of a much later pre-Cambrian
age than the chemically similar rocks of this region.
As previously stated, the analyses of gabbro here quoted from
northern Michigan and northern Mlinnesota are presented
mainly to emphasize the difference in chemical character of the
basic' rocks of the two regions. All the basic rocks of northern
Michigan are not dominantly magnesic, nor are . all those of
northern Minnesota dominantly calcic. The relativeabun..
dance of the dominantly magnesic rocks in· northern Michigan

°

22-G.
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and the dominantly calcic rocks of northern Minnesota is indicated, in part '1t least, by the relative molecular proportions
of magnesia and lime, as above described (page 335) from
the analyses quoted by Washington.
The region of northern Minnesota, and of the Rainy Lake region farther north in Canada. contains an abundance of gabbro, diabase, and a widespread distribution of the anorthosite
gabbro, the plagioclase compo.sition and abundant occurrence
of which strongly emphasizes the high lime, alumina and soda
vf the prevailing basic magma of that region. The anorthosite
g'abbro essentially a nearly pure anorthite-bytownite feldspar
rock, is known to occur in various localities farther east in
Canada and in the Adirondacks 'of New York. Their greatest
abundance, however, appears to he in a· region centering about
the western end of Lake Superior.
In chemical features, therefore, the gabhro-diori1lels of northcentral Wisconsin, with relatively high lime) alumina and soda,
bear a close resemblance chemically but not in age to the predominating gabbroitic rocks of the west coast of Lake Superior.
The central Wisconsin calcic gabbro-diorites may be considerJd
as the compltementaryfacies"apparently, of the dominantly
magnesic rocks of northern Michigan since they appear to be of
the same geological age.

CHEMICAIJ FEATURES OF THE GRANITE-SYENITE

RocK,S.

Eight a,nalyses of the granite-syenite ha,ve been made, the
rock mat-erial of each being selected to represent an average
rock of the locality and of the phase. The relative numoor of
analyses of the various phases of the syenite;;! and of the granites, however, do not represent the relative abundance of these
rockls, but rather the opposite.
Unlike the ather series of rocks analyzed, these have a wide
range in content of silica ahd in the basic constituents, the
range in silica being from 47.16 to 76.54 per cent. As the
chemical composition of these rocks, therefore, are viewed as a
whole, a considerable range in all the chemical constitunts is to
be noted. In the following table are gathered all the analyses
of the granite-Syenite rocks:
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Analysis 0/ rocks of the granite-syenite series.

I.

II.

--

III.

....'"
..t:I

~

'a
....
......'"

bII

'03
tIl

as

c:tI:;:

]~

<\I'"
...
b11

CD

caS

:9~

...
<\I

~~

SiOO· .... · 76.54 67.99
Ala 8 •••• 13.82 15.85
F8bOa ..
1.62
5.36
Fe ....
CaO ....
0.85
1.78
MgO ......
0.01
0.41
4.32
3.21
Na.O .....
2.31
4.81
K~O .......
0.20
0.30
H.O ......
.......
TiOd .. ····
.00 .......
Mn ......
ZrOa······ ....... .......
F ......... ....... .......
Cl ........ ....... .... ...

t

~

...as
'a

<to
l>o

99.71

I

VI.

VII.
CD

CD

CD

'a

'a
l>o
'"

'a

G5

G5 ~ gj

III
CD

CD

<D

CD~

.... <:.l
m:;:;:

=.....
CD'~

.S

.S

..... ca ai'

..t:I

..t:I

..t:ICII..t:I

G5

~

<to

~
CD

~~~

Z
Z
----- - - - - - - - 61.18 57.48 54.79 54.76 57.82
19.72 20.04 22.87 2i.72 24.23
3.71 5.64
1.74 2.73 1.50
1.32 3.76
3.24 2.35 1.03
2.64 1.7,
1.92 1.67 1.0!
trace 0040 trace
0.10 0.28
5.28 '/.25 10.75 10.38 9.20
5.66 3.65
,1.06
2.37 3.03
0.32 0.25
0.55 0.73
....... ....... 0'31 ....... 0.30
trace
....... ....... trace ,......
0.28
. ...... . ...... 0.07
none
....... ....... 0.14
....... . ...... 0.70 ....... 0.15
C?

--

00

~

VIII.

-- ---...,
...,
....
l>o

-------- 1-119.67

V.

CD

CD

..t:I<\I

----- - - - -<- '
C;l

Total..
Less

IV.

- - - - ---

Z

....as

'a
CD

l>o

III

<\I
<:.l

::i

-47.16
12.56
11.01
13.30
8.63
0.53
4.24
2.78
0.12
trace
trace

.......
.......
.......

---------99.83100.17 1100.59 99.63 99.65
100.33

O~F-K111········r·I····

1;::-r···· oo~:+I······

It will be observed on examination of the analyses that certain
chemical features charooterize the entire series. .As the content
of Si02 decreaseS from the granite to the nepheline-syenite, the
Al 2 0 S and also the Na 20 show a steady and marked increase, the
Oa
is variable and shows a comparatively small increase,
while thc contcnt of ]'e2 0 8 and FeO and MgO and K 2 0 though
variable remains comparatively station8.1j'/. The domtinant
features in the composition of this rock series, therefore, is the
relatively high content of alumina and the alkalies, especially
sod8l, which finds expression, of course, in the development of
the nepheline-syenite and associated rocks, relatively high in
nepheline and malite, and free from leucite. The. content 01
total iron, lime and magnesia remaiml essentially stationary
throughout the series, thus quite unlike that whieh woutd Be-

°

•
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company the decrease in silica 'in a granite-diorite-gabbro series.
One of the most remarkable features of this rock series is the
very low content of MgO throughout, a feature more fuUy discussed in comparing the nepheline and associated syenites of
central Wisconsin with those of other regions.
Nepheline-syenite and the associated syenites are comparatively rare rocks, and hence similar rocks do not occur in the
immediately surrounding region. Granites, however, are common in the surrounding region and a few chemical analySes are
available sufficient for comparison.

Oomparison of the Granite w#h that of the surrouncting Re'gion.
In the immediately adjacent region to the south, among the
isolated pre-Cambrian outliers of the Fox River valley of Wisconsin, are a number of occurrences of granite of which two representative analyses have been made, namely, of the Waushara
granite and of the Montello granite.
In the following table, the composition of the two granites of
thiS region may be compared with two from the Fox river valley:
Analyses of Granite from r'entral a,nd Southern Willconsin .

Granite
Heights
Granite.
--------.~-

----------

SiOs .........
AlsO.........
Fe 2 0 •........ }
Fe.O s ...... .
CaO .........
MgO
Na.U.........
}(2 0 ..... ....

H 2 0 ......... ,

76.M
13.82
l.62
0./!5
0.01
4.32
2.31
0.20

. Amphibole
Granite,
Eau Claire
River.
------~--

67,99
15.85}
5.36
l. 78
0.41
3.21
4.81
,0.30

Waushara
County
Grallite.

Montello
Granite.

--------_.--------17.18

74.62
10.01
3.85

.85
........... -...
2.82
4.48
0.12

l!.43
0.33
3.33
3.38
0.24

73.78

I

Total ....... 1----99.67-1-99.71-WO'~I-99.9i-

A characteristic feature of aU of these analyses is the relatively high NR:!O as compared with K 2 0, the molecular proportions of the Na2 0 being equal to, or greatly exceeding, the K 2 0
in all the analyses.
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Another characteristic feature of all these Wisconsin granites
analyzed is the very low content of Mg 0 as compared with the
Ca O.
All the available analyses of graniteS from northern MJichigan
end northern Minnesota are shown in the foliowing table:
4nalyses of Granites from Northern Michigan and Northern
1llinnesota.
I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.

Felch
Mountain,
Mich.

Felch
Mountain,
Mich.

Felch
Mountain,
Mich.

Pigeon
Point,
Minn.

Pigeon
Point,
Minn.

-- ----- - - - - - - - - - - - - 8iO •....
AI.O a •• •
Fe.O s·· .
FeO ....
CaO .....
MgO .....
Na 2 O....
.K.O.....
H.O .....
Other....
Total..

76.10
12.95
o 65
0.09

0.09

72.17
14.49
1.02
0.99
0.69
0.70
3.65
4.8,1
not det.
0.27

99.65

98.77

0.i2
0.14

2.36
6.50
0.65

----. ---- -

I

69.69
15.64
0.90
1.62
1.22
0.66
3.34
5.30
Dot det.
0.29

I

72.42
13.04
0.68
2.49
0.66
0.58
3.44
4.97
1. 21
.84

68.36
13.76
2.65
2.75
0.70
0.68
3.56
4.48'
0.98
12.90

------- ----

98.66

I

100.37

100.48

J

I. H. L. Smyth, Mon. 36, U. S. Geol. Sur., p. 389.
II. H. L. Smyth, Mon. 36, U. S. Geol. Sur., p. 389.
III. H. L. Smyth, MOD. 36, U. S. Geol. Sur., p. 389.
IV. W. S. Bayley, Bull. 109, U. S, Goel. Sur., p. 59.
V. W. S. Bayley, Bull. 109, U. S. Geol. Sur., p. 901

These analyses of granites from Felch Mountain, Mich., anel
Pigeon Point, Minn., are quite similar to one another. They are
in general higher in K 2 0 and MgO than the Wisconsin granites
and correspondingly lower in Na2 0 and Ca O. So far as known,
the above are the only representative granites analyzed available
for comparison with the Wisconsin granites.
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Comparison ()f Quartz-syenite and Nepheline-syenite of OentrOl
Wisconsin with similar rocks of other regions.
In comparing the relatively unusual nepheline-bearing and
closely associated rooks of this district with other similar rocks,
it is necessary to go outside the immediately surrounding reo
gion of Wisconsin, Michigan and Minnesota.
Probably the nearest known large area of nepheline-syenite
is that occurring in HaJstings county and vicinity in :eastern
Ontario, Canada, described by Adams l and others. In this region, nepheline-syenite and closely related rocks appear to be
in comparatively great abundance, looally scattered over a
large area, very coarse nepheline-pegmatite being especially
prominent in many places. A detailed account of the various
phases of nepheline-syenite and related rocks, 'with chemical
analyseS, has not 'yet been published, and hence a close comparison cannot be made of the chemica} character of the nepheline rocks of Ontario with those of Wisconsin.
Oil the whole, however, there appears to be a close resemblence
in the chemical cOmposition of the nepheline-syenites of these
two regions. From petrographic description, as indicated by
the abundance of sodalite, corundum and cancrinite, the Ontario rocks appear to be relatively high in alumina and soda,
and the character of, the dark-colored minerals Beem to indicate
minerals low in magnesia. The Ontario rocks, however, while
relatively high in CaO, do not appear to be so low in magnseia
as the Wisconsin rooks.
The. geological age of the Ontario nepheline rocks is preCambrian and mayor may not be contemporaneous with those
of Wisconsin.
In other parts of western Ontario, for instance at Heron Bay
on the northern shore of Lake Superior, analcite-bearing rockS
are known to occur which are relatively high in soda and
alumina. ,
The nepheline 2 rocks of Ice River, British Columbia, presumably of post-Cambrian age, present a fairly complete rock
lAm. J. Sci. Vol. XVII; p. 269-276 (1904).
aA. E. Barlow; Ottawa Naturalist, Vol. ~, pp. 70-76 (1902).
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series, and, while relatively high in Na2 0 and AI 2 0 a, contain
more magnesia than the nepheline rocks of Wisconsin anJ
eastern Ontario.
The nepheline"syenites and associated rocks of sauthwe!stern
Arkansas described by Williams 1 and Washington 2 are relatively
higher in CaO, Migo, and K 2 0, and lower in Al 2 0 a and Na2 0 than
the Wisconsin rocks. The higher content of MgO is indicated not
only by the chemical analyses, but also by the presence of aegerite-augite 3 and diopside as a common mineral constituent although the MgO is not high enough to produce olivine except in
some of the dike rocks. The high K 2 0 content is expressed in
the abundant occurrence of orthoclase in the ArkanSas rocks.
In EssE:lx County, 4 eastern Massachusetts, occur nephelinesyenites and related quartz-syenite and granites, which, on the
whole" appear to stand very close to these Wisconsin rock:..'l.
The diorite-gabbro rocks represented by Analyses XX to XXIV, 5
as given by Washington, are also very similar to the gabbrodiorite rocks of Wisconsin. The quartzJ,gyenites and nephelinesyenites of Essex County are probably very slightly lower than
the Wisconsin rocks in Al 2 0 s and CaO and Na2 0, and apparently very slightly higher in K 2 0 and MgO. The chemical
analyses, however, of the granite-syenite rocks from these regions
are remarkably close in agreement. Mineralogically also they
are alike in certain phases containing fayalite. and the blue soda
amphiboles.
In the Highwood Mountains of Montana, described by Pirr-,
son 7 and others, occur nepheline-bearing rocks as subordinate
phases of a rock magma which is relatively high in K 2 0, CaO
and MgO. In central Montana, as Pirrson 8 has pointed out is a
large petrographic province of genetically related rocks relative1.J. F. Williams, Ark. Geol. Sur., Vol. II.
~H. S. Washington, Geol. S'oc. Am., Vol. XI, p. 389-416.
sH.'S. Washington, op. cit., p. 4014(H. S. Washington, Petrographical Province of Essex County, Mass.,
Jour. of Geol. in Vols. VI and VII.
50pUS cited, Vol. VII, p. 481.
6Penfield & Forbes: Am. Jour. Sci., Vol. I, p. 129, 1896.
7L. V. Pinson; Igneous Ro~ks of Highwood Mountains, Bull. U. S.
Geol. Sur., No. 237.
s:Am. J. Sci., Vol. 170,p. 35 (190S).
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ly high in the alkalies, the magma having a composition intermediate between nepheline-syenite and gabbro-diorite. In the
syenitic rocks of central Montana, K 2 0 appears to be a more important constituent than Na 2 0, and leucite is a more common
mineral constituent than nepheline or L<;!odalite.
The nepheline-syenite of the well known region of southern
Norway, described by Brogger/ which, on the whole, is very similar to the Wisconsin nephe~ine and associated rock is relatively
higher in MgO and K 2 0, and lower in Al 2 0 g , CaO and Na 2 0
than the latter. An important difference in the composition appears to be the especially lower content of Al 2 0 S in the Norwegian syenite.
In comparing the quartz and nepheline-syenite and associated
rockls of central Wisconsin with similar· rocks of other regions,
it is readily seen that while the main chemical features of the
nepheline-syenites are usually alike, there are minor differences
in the composition of _these racks which appear to be characteristic of each region. These minor differences in the chemical
composition of the syenites of the various regions become marked
features of distinction and are very important in Istudying and
t:nderstanding the petrology of each.
Without calling further attention to the varying differences
in the various nepheline and associated rocks above referred to,
it may, however, be well to emphasize those features of chemical and mineralogical composition, which, so far as known, appear to distinguish these WiscoJ;lsin alkalic rocks from all others.
The granite-syenite rocks of this series, on the whole, are comparatively high in AI 2 0 a, Na2 0 and CaO, and relatively lvw in
K 2 0 and MgO. While K 2 0 is abundant and may even predominate in certain coarse microperthite pegmatites, it is clearly of
much less importance than Na,O in the series as a whole. On
the other hand,the low content of l\fgO is a very remarkable
feature of this rock series. The MgO may v.-ell be clalssed as
an unimportant constituent in these rocks, a fact not only shown
by analyses, but also by the mineral composition of all the rock
phase studied under the micrQscope· The conspicuous unim~ortance of MgO finds expression in the wid~read oocurren~e
PN. C. Brogger, Zeit fiir Kryst; B. 16, p. 81. Die Gesteine der
Grorudite Tinglait Serie Dar Ganggefolge des Laurdal1ts.
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of the magnesia-free olivine, fayalite, as well as in the presence
of the pyroxenes, amphiboles and micas, in which MgO enters
ir:. only very subordinate amount. It seems probable also that
the content of Fe2 0 a and FaO is relatively high in these granitesyenite rocks. While nat un$Ual, the content of iron may be
somewhat above the average for similar rocks elsewhere.
With respect to the minor chemical constitutents, Zr0 2 , Ti0 2
and F, these are relatively abundant. Indeed Zr0 2 and Ti0 2
very probably are both more important constituents of this rook
serioes than MlgO, for in the several analyses in which Zr0 2 and
Ti0 2 were searched for, they were found, and in each oose the
quantity of each was greater than that of the MgO present. MnO
appears to be an unimportant constituent. Fluorine is a pemstent constituent, as indicated by the presence of the mineral
fluorite as a persistent though a minor mineral constituent.
Lithium is prp/ilent in the lithia-mica, and such very rare ·elements as tantalum, columbium, cerium, yttrium, etc., are known
to be present in the pegmatite. These rare elements are especially apt to occur in rocks high in soda and alumina and hence
the rare elements may very well be relatively abundant in these
rocks.

THE GENERAL CHEMICAL CHARACTER OF THE IGNEOUS ROCKS.

In the accompanying table, PI. XXXIX all of the representative analyses of the intrusive rocks of the district are given, with
the molecular proportions of the chemical constitutents. The
position of the various rocks analyzed in the recently devised
quantitative chemical system is also indicated.
An examination of the table reveals the fact that in all the '1llalyses the moleular porportion of Na 2 0 exceeds that of K 2 0, and
in only two is the percentage weight of N8.:!O less than that of
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K 2 0. The proportion O'f OaO alsO' exceeds that of MgO in all
the rocks except me. These characteristic chemical features are
e81pecially emphasized when the means O'f the several analyses 'Jf
each group or rock series are cO'mpared with one another, as in
the follolwing table:
Mean of Analys8s of the Several Rock Ma.qmus and o/the Combined
.J.Iagmas.
I.

II.

III.

IV.

------ -------1------- - - - - - -_._-Si0 2

•••••••••

AI 2 0 a ". .•..•

Fe.O s ........
FeO..........
MgO.........

OaO..........
Na.O.........
K.O'..........

73.61
14.72
0.87
2.43
C.54
0.78
4.63
1.46

47.76
19.44
4.28
6.31
6.64
11.71
2,4,5
0.20

59.71
19.47
3.91
3.40
.22
2.53
6.83
3.58

59.03
l8.59
3.52
3.93
1.76
4.34
5.48
2.49

H~~~~;::::::: -9~~- ---9~~--I--iOi~-- --9i.~
I.
II.

III.
IV.

Mean of II analyses of
Mean of 3 analyses of
Mean of 8 analyses of
Mean of the above
grani te-syenite.

rhyolite.
gabbro-diorite.
granite-syenite.
13 analyses of rhyolite, gabbro-diorite, and

When the means of the several analyses of each rock group or
magma are compared with one another, it is seen that each and
all of them are charactrerized by the same chemical features.
Each of the three rMk groups or magmas are characterized by
relatively high AI 2 0 s, Na 2 0 and OaO, and relatively low K 2 0
and MgO. The total iron, as well as the proportions of Fe2 0 S
to FeO are not unusual when considered alone, but when compared with the low MgO, the FeO is probably unusually high.
It is of special interest and importance, therefore, to note
that certain dominant chemical features of the rhyolite, the
earliegf; of the intrusives to be erupted in the lower sedimentaries, also characterize the later eruption of gabbro-diorite
magma, and also the still later eruption of th1l great mass of
granite-syenite.
The charactemic chemical features of the intrusive magmas
are empliasized in the mean .of all the analyses which may be
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trken to represent an approximation of the average composition
of the several intrusive magmas as a whole. The chemical
features of the intrusive rocks of central Wisconsin reveal their
dominant charaeteristics, when compared with the average composition of igneous rocks the world over, aL9 calculated by Clarke,
Harker" and Washington.
In the following table"the mean of the several analyses of
central Wisconsin igneous rocks is compared with the average
composition of igneous rocks in general.
Cpmparison of composition of Central Wisconsin IgneoUii rocks
with that of Igneous rockx in general.
I.

II.

Si0 2 ••••••••.
59.03
59.71
18.59
15.38
AI.O •........
Fe20a ...... .
3.52
2.63
3.93
3.52
FeO ........ .
1.76
4.36
MgO ........ .
CaO ........ .
4.34
4.90
5.48
3.55
Na,O ....... .
2.!9
2.80
K,O ........ .
H.O at 100° ..
.60
,1.52
H.O ab.100J . }
TiO •........ . ............. \
.60
.22
p.O •.......... ..............
Total ....

III .
58.75
15.6!
5.3!
2.40
!.09
4.98
3.25
2.74
I

,.

2.23
.12
.02

I
I
I
\

j

IV.
58.239
15.796
3.33!
3.374
3.843
5.221
3.912
3.161

(~~~
1. 039

.373

-·99.~I-99~22-I-99.56- -100.5s;l-

-----1.
II.
III.
IV.

Mean of 13 anaylses of igneous rocks of Cen tral Wisconsin.
Mean of 830 analyse:> of American igneous rocks. (F. W. Clarke;
Bull. U. S. Geol. Sur., No. 168, p. 14).
Mean of 397 analyses of British igneous rocks. (A. Harker: Geol.
Mag., Decade IV., Vol. IV., p. 220.
Mean of 1,811 analyses of igneous rocks in general. (H. S. Washington; U: S. Geol. Sur., PP. No. 14, p. 106).

The method of calculating the mean of the analyses by the
several authors quoted varied !somewhat, but for the present put'pose need not be discussed. The main object of the comparison
is to show wherein the composition of the igneous rocks of this
region differs from that of igneous rocks over much wider areas
or of the world. It would not he expected, of oourse, that the
composition of the !several rock magmas of a limited area should
closely approximate that of igneous rocks in general. Such a
view would not, at least, be held at the present time, although it
might have been held up to within the last decade or two.
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The table of mean analyses serves to emphasize the dominating . chemical features of the Wisconsin rocks. While the
number of analyses of the rocks of th.jf; particular area is small
as compared with the much larger numbers represented in the
other calculated means, the analyses are believed to be at least as
representative of the rocks they profess to illustrate, as the
larger number of analyses are representative of the igneous
rockls of the much larger areas.
When the proportions of th~ several families or alasses of
rocks represented in the mean analyt;;es of rocks of central Wisconsin a,re compared with th08le in the much larger number
represented in the calculation by Washington, they are found
to agree fairly well, as may be noted on comparison of the table
(Pl. XXXIX) with the table cited by Washington. 1
While details are hardly warranted in a discussion of the compari30n of the several means of igneous rock analyses above referred to, it may be emphlUlized that on the whole the mean of
the Wisconsin rocks very probably represents a fair approximation of the average composition of the igneous rocks of the region.
It will be observed that the content of Si0 2 of the several mean
analyses is essentially alike, leaving the same remainder to be
distributed among the several basic constituents.
It will be soon in comparing the basic constituents of the
Wisconsin rocks with the basic constituents in igneous rocks in
general that the most prominent feature of these Wisconsin
rocks is the high Al 20 g and Na2 0, the Al2 0 3 being about 3 per
cent and the Na 2 0 about 2 per cent higher than the A1 20 3 and
Na2 0 in the average igneous rocks. The Foe2 0 3 and FeO aJ:"e
about the lsame in all the mean analyses. The remaining constituents, MgO, CaO, and K 2 0, because of the biigh A1 2 0 3 and
Na2 0, are lower than these constituents in the other mean analyses, II, III, and IV. In comparison, the K 2 0 is about.5 per
cent lower; the OaO is notably lower, about 1 percent; while
the M]gO is very much lower, being as much as 2 to 2.5 per cent
lower than the MgO in the mean analyses of igneous rocks in
general.
As compared with igneous rocks in general, therefore, these
lOp. cit., table VIII, p. 110.
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Wisconsin rocks are relatively high in Al 2 0 g and Na 2 0, and
relatively h)\\ in K 2 0, l'aO :-lnd l\IgU, especially in the latter.
As previously pointed out, these chemical features, which distinctively characterize the %soonsin rocks are not only true of
the average composition of/ all the rocks, but also of each distinct rock group or magma,
The most distinctive features of the several rock magmas represented, as abundantly emphasized in the comparison with ig'neous rocks in general, are the high Al 2 0 g and Na 2 0, and the low
MgO, and these dOilllinant features find their fullest and comp~etest expression in the development of the rock phases of the
nepheline-syenites of the granite-Syenite magma· And further,
the dominant chemical features of the rock magmas, such as the
high Al 2 0 g and Na2 0, find an even more emphatic expression, a
culminating expresison as it were, not only in the widespread
development of such minerals as nepheline and sodalite, but also
in the occurrence in certain rock phases of such high sodaalumina minerals as the soda-alumina pyroxene, percivalite;
!while the very low content, or essential absence of MgO, finds its
absence emphasized by the occurrence of pyroxenes, amphiboles,
and micas low in MgO, and especially in the widespread occurrence of the magnesia-free olivine, fayalite, in many of the
quartz and nepheline-syenites of the district.

THE RELATIONSHIP OF THill INTRUSIVE IGNEOUS ROCKS.

It has been pointed out in the foregoing account of the igneous rocks of the district that the rocks of each of the lseveral
groups or series closely resemble one another in chemical composition, mineral composition, and rock texture. All the rhyolites
of the region not only resemble one another very closely, but are
also like the rhyolites of the adjoinjng region in southern
WiSconsin. All the rhyolites of the region also, so far as can
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be observed, were erupted in the sarne period of igneous activity,
for all bear the same relation to the older and younger rocks of
the region.
The rocks of the gabbro-diorite series are also essentially identical: in chemical and mineral composition and textural features,
and were obviously erupted in the same period, as shown by
their geological. relations. The essential identity of the varioWi
phases of the granite-syenite rocks have also been shown to exist,
by the marked similarity in chemical and mineral composition,
and their identical geological relations to other rocks of the
region.
The similarity in character of the various rocks of each group
indicates a close relationship in origin of the memberS of that
group or series, a relationship to which the term "consanguinity" has been applied. The formulation of the principle that
certain rocks of a given region may be genetically related was
made by Judd,! who described such areas of genetically related
rocks as petrographic provinces. Later the same idea of the relationship in origin of certain rocks was elaborated by Iddings 2
under the term "consanguinity of igneous rocks."
At the present time a number of petrographic provinces of igneous rocks in various parts of the world have been studied and
described, among which may be mentioned that of Central Montana, described by Pirsson;8 of Essex County, Massachusetts, described by Sears and Washington;4 and that of southern Norway, described by Brogger.G
It is obvious, on a perusal of the literature of igneous rockl'l
with reference to the subjects of petrographic provinces and
consanguinity of igneouS rocks, that various writers have not
applied the same meanings to these terms. The term "magma"
also appears to be indefinite in its application. The general
usage of these terms need not be discussed in this place, and attention is merely called to the fact that in the present discussion
of the relationship of the ligneous rocks of this district the
liJ. W. Judd; Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc. London; Vol. 42, p. 44, i886.
lIJ. P. Iddings; Bull. Phil. Soc. Wasblngton; Vol. XII, p. 128, 1892.
3lL. V. Pirsson; Am. Jour. ScI., Vol. 170, p. 35, 190-;).
'IiI. S. Washington; Jour. of Geol., Vols. VI and VII.
GW. C. Bragger; Zeit. fur Kryst; B. 16.
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writer may not use these terms in the same sense that others
have used them.
The rhyolite rocks, with their andesitic phases, are similar to
one another in porphyritic texture, general mineral composition,
and chemical composition, and were erupted in the same period
of igneous activity. The eruption of the rhyolite was either in
the form of surface flows or \sills or both, with a variable amount
of volcanic breccia about the volcanic centers. The eruption
was obviously not a simple one, but complicated and complex,
and extended over a considerable period of time. The· rhyolite
rocks are associated with proportions of andesite, indicating
that the variation in composition was towards a relative increase of OaO and MgO over the alkalies as the Si0 2 decreased.
This fact is indicated by the occurrence of the common green
amphibole and the lime feldspars in the andesitic phases. The
rhyolite rocks, with their more basic andesitic phases, are believed to have been derived from a common magma.
The gabbro-diorite rocks of the district are similar to one
another in granular texture and chemical and mineral compoSition, and were erupted in the same period, as indicated by their
geological relations. The eruption of the gabbro-diorite rocks
was comp~ex, as illustrated at Mosinee, where several distinct
eruptions of the high lime and magnesic rocks are to be noted.
The variation in the rocks indicates that as the silica decreaSed,
the content of lime and magnesia increased, as in the rhyolite
series. These rocks are believed to have been derived from 8
common magma whose eruption clearly followed that of the rhyolite magma.
The granite', syenite rocks are similar to one another in granitic texture, chemical and mineral composition, and the variou'!
phases- bear similar relations to the associated rocks. The variation in the granite-syenite rocks was along an entirely different line from that exhibited in the earlier intrusive rocks. As
the silica decreased, the content of alkaliEfi, especially the soda,
increased. The eruption of the granite-syenite rocks was a
very complicated one and a variety of rocks were developed, intrusive in one another. All the rocks of the granite-syenite
series are believed to be closely related in origin and to have been
derived from a common magma.
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It is the view of the writer, therefore, that the rocks of the
rhyolite group, gabbro-diorite group, and granite-syenite group,
each repreisent a distinct magma, and that the various phases
within each group represent rocks of consanguineous origin or
a petrographic province.
When the chemical features of these separate and distinct
rock groups or series are compared with one another, it is obvious that all of them reveal similar chemical features, as already
emphasized, of high Al2 0 a and excess of Na2 over K 2 0, 'and
OaO over MgO. It seems obvious, therefore, that in the association of these broader, chemically similar groups there is indicated a still higher order of relationship or the existence of a
more remote common origiri. It is this more remote relationship existing between the separate rock groups which the writer
wishes to keep distinct from that exhibited by the members
within each group. These relationships are of different orde~
and indicate different degrees of consanguinity, in the broad
sense, although, as above stated, the term "consanguinity", it is
believed, should be applied only to the closer relationship exhibited by the various rock phases derived from the same magma,
the members of which exhibit the same textural and mineralogical characteristics, and, as proven by their geological relations,
were erupted durip.g the same period of igneous activity.
The close r.elationship of the var~ous rock phases within each
group is not only exhibited by a close correS!pondence in chemical character, but also by ·essential identity in mineral character, textural features, the development of local gradational
phases, and the close association and intrusion of rocks of almost
identical character. In fact, the various. kinds of evidence
cited by Iddings, mineralogical, chemical, and geological, as
proof of consanguinity and derivation from a common magma,
is illustrated by the various rock phases of each group. This
close relationship is best shown in the granite-syenite series, especially by the quartz-syenite and nepheline-senites, but the
opinion is justified from the microscopic study 'of the other
groups that if the latter were as abundant and as closely studied,
the same close relationship would be found to exist, although
very presumably not to the same degree of detail as exhibited
in the highly differentiated nepheline-syenite and closely associated rocks.

°
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The more remote relationship existing between the three rock
groups, or series, erupted into the lower sedimentary formations and older igneous rocks of the district is mainly expressed
by their close correspondence in domino;nt chemical features.
These dominant chemical features, as previously emphasized, are
the relatively high alumina, excess of CaO overMgO and of
N~O over K 2 0 repeated in each group. This close correspondence in the pronounced chemical features of the three magmas
is not believed to be accidental or by chance, but asignable to
definite causes, although the causes may not be understood. As
!J.dditional evidence of relationship in origin may be cited the
fact of associated occurrence and eruption in the same geological age. In the character of the rocks themselves, however, the
more remote relationship between the rock groups or magma&
is mainly, if not entirely, chemical, for minerJl,logically, texturally, and in mode of eruption or character of consolidation, they
vary widely.
If a comparison of the three groups or magmas of igneous
rocks intrusive in the lower sedimentary rocks be made with the
older igneous rocks in the district and with younger "igneous
rocks of widespread occurrence in the surrounding region of
northern Minnesota, since younger igneous rocks are absent or
of very slight importance in this district, a still more remote relationship will probably be found to exist between the igneous
rocks over a very wide region, as illustrated and indicated in
the broadly similar chemical features repeated in each and all
of them.
Chemical analyses are not available at present showing the
composition of the abundant granitic rocks of the basal group
whose extensive metamorphism and geological relations indicate
their probable eruption in the period preceding the deposition
of the lower sedimentary formations., and long antedating the
abundant intrusive rocks of the district. These older schistose
and gneissoid phases of granite, however, are predominarltly
characterized by the soda-feldspar, albite, rather than th"e pot·
ash feldspar, orthoclase, and hence indicate a chemical similarity in composition of excess of soda over potash.
A much more pronounced similarity is to be noted in the
gabbro-diorite magma of this district when compared with .the
"23-G.
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extensive ·gabbros, diorites and diabases surrounding the west
coast of Lake Superior erupted in the Keweenawan period and
much later in age than the gabbro of this district. Some of the
representative analyses of these Keweenawan gabbros have already been referred to (page 337) and the marked similarity to the WiscOnsin gabbros in chemic8J. features pointed out.
The facts here referred to briefly comparing the intrusive
rocks of this district with much older rocks, and also with
much younger ones seems to indicate a still more remote relationship between the igneous rocks over wide regions. and of
quite different geological ages. This more remote relationship
has often been pointed out and the suggestion has been made
that broad areas or zones within the continents may be shown
to possess igneous rocks of similar chemical features showing
intermediate characteristics from one region to another.
The igneous rocks of any given region may therefore closely
approximate one another in character, although· erupted at entirely different periods. For this reason, therefore, it is imperative that the consanguinity of .the rocks derived from a common magma should be proven by their geological relations as
well as by chemical and mineralogical and textural similarities.

THEORY OF ROCK DIFFERENTIATION.

The preceding account of the very intimate relationship of the variuos rock phases of the same group or
series of the district, and of the more remote relationship of the
several groups, as well as of the still more remote relationship
exhibited by all the igneous rocks of the district and of the
outlying ~gion, logically leads to a discussion of the origin of
the various igneous rocks, a problem largely hypothetical, and,
in our present state of knowledge of tHis subject, generally admitted to be fraught with many difficulties.
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The variation in ig'neous rocks is gen,erally assmned by students of petrology to have been formed through proces"SeS of
differentiation, although the manner and causes of the process
or processes of differentiation are not fully understood. Various theories of differentiation have been proposed, among which
may be mentioned those depending upon or determining the act
of crystalization and those depending upon some form of differentiation antedating crystallization.
The character of the variation of the rocks of the granitesyenite magma, especially of the highly differentiated phases
of nepheline-syenite and quartz-syenites with their .pegmatitic
phases appear to strongly suggest the probability that the
process of crystallization was instrumental in causing a part of
the differentiation. The phenomena appealed to as evidence
favoring this view is the mineralogical character and distribution of the nepheline-syenite and corresponding pegmatitic
facies, and of the quartz-syenite and corresponding pegmatiti0
facies already described (pages 321-8). In the description of
the pegmatites and related syenites, it has been shown that the
phase of the nepheline-syenites forming the main body of the
nepheline rock is more basic than the pegmatitic phases, the
latter appearing about the borde"r or partly surroUliding the
former on three sides at least. The main body of the nepheline-syenite, the Marathon type, is characterized by the abundant presence of fayalite, hedenbergite and barkevikite, silicates high in ferrous oxide or ferrous oxide and lime, while the
pegmatitic phases are characterized by the silicates high in soda
and ferric oxide, such as aegerite and arfvedsonite and riebeckite.
'fhe mineral and chemical composition, as well as the relative
distribution of the phases of nepheline-syenite with the more
basic and uniform grained rock in the centre and the more
acidic pegmatite and related trachytoid phases about the border
seems to indicate a variation due to progressive crystallization,
the dominating basic type first crystallizing in the interior and
the more acidic phM1eS having higher alumina and soda with
accompanying rare elements being consolidated later along the
border. (Compare with order of differentiates at 1\fugnet Cove,1
Ark.)
'""\

l

1 washington:

Bull. Geol. Soc. Am., Vol. II, p. 389-416.
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A similar relation in characte~ and manner of distribution of
the normal quartz-syenites with respe~t to the corresponding
quartz-pegmatites also holds, and may therefore, for the same
reason, be urged as evidence of the operation of the force of
crystallization in the differentiation of these phases, and the
same phenomena applies to the amphibole granite and associated normal grained granite as compared with the aplitic and
pegmatitic dikes which are developed.
A phase of the gabbro-diorite magma also, namely, the
troctolite rocks, with the marked variation locally in content
of anorthite, on the one hand, and of olivine, on the other, with
the tendency to develop a pure anorthite rock, in one case, and
a pure olivine rock, in the other, strongly suggests the force
of crystallization as being effective in producing such a rock
variation, namely, by the same forces and in the same manner
that the anorthite, on the one hand, and the olivine, on the other,
are developed as minerals from the liquid magma.
On the other hand, when the more remote relations of one rock
group with another, one distinct magma with another, is considered, it seems obvious that the force of crystallization could
not have been operative in producing the broader phases of
variation. Differentiation more remote than that of crystallization must have prevailed in the development of the individual
groups. Even in the rhyolite andesite series itself, rocks which
were originally largely uncrystallized material when brought to
the surface and consolidated, the main differentiation or the
acquirement of certain chemical features appears to have been
developed before eruption.
It is the view of the writer, therefore, only tentatively expressed, that the principal part of the differentiation, the acquirement of certaindominent chemical feaitures, of these igneous intrusives' was probably of remote origin, and that locally, under favorable conditions, both chemical and physical,
the processes of crystallization have been important factors in
modifying the individual magmas, producing thereby some
of the more highly differentiated rocks, such as the phases of
the troctolite of the gabbro-diorite magma, and phases of the
quartz and nepheline-syenite, and associated pegmatites of tho;>
granite-syenite magma.
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CHAPTER V.

THE UPPER SEDIMENTARY SERIES.

The various formations believed to constitute the oldest series
of sedimentaries in the district have already been described.
Overlying this older series of sediments and also overlyi~g
most of the igneous formations of the area are numerous outcrops and patches of foledimentary rocks here grouped into an
Upper Sedimentary Series. These isolated areas of sedimentaries for the sake of ctearnegs and brevity are described separately and are givens S'pecial names, after the places in or near
which they occur. In accordance with this plan, therefore, the
formations of this series are described as the Marshall Hill.
graywacke, the Marathon City conglomerate, the Mosinee conglomerate. the Arpin quartzite, the North Mound quartzite, and
certain isolated areas of conglomeratic rock forming areas too
small to be given a special name.

MARSHALL HILL GRAYWACKE.

This formation is mainly a graywacke grading into conglomerate on the one hand and into a shale on the other ,and forms
a large part of the broad upland known 88 Marshall Hill, located
about 6 miles north of Wausau.
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GE~""ERAL

DISTRIBUTION AND EXPOSURES.

The Marshall Hill graywacke makes up a quite continuous
area five or six miles north of Wausau (See map, PI. I), lying
on both the east and west sides of the Wisconsin river, and covering the whole or portions of sections 6 and 7 of T. 29, R. 8 E.,
and of sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 10, 11, and 12 of T. 29, R. 7 E., and
of sections 33, 34, 35, and 36 of T. 30, R. 7 E. A smaller area
of this formation lies in Sec. 19, T. 29, R. 8 E., and vicinity,
and also several outcrops in the southeastern part of Sec. 8, T.
29, R. 8 E. Small isolated outcrops of this formation also occur
in the near vicinity of the sections above referred to.
TOPOGRAPHY.

On account of the resistant character of the graywacke and
conglomerate it forms rather steep sloopes along the Wisconsin
river in the area of its occurrence about the Brokaw Paper Mill.
Northeast of Wausau, in the vicinity of Sec. 19, T. 29, R. 8 Eo,
it forms a few abrupt exposures protruding through the soil
along the hill sides. The formation appears to be approximately as resistant to weathering and erosion as the rhyolite
and massive phases of the granite associated with it and appreciably more resistant than the coarse phases of granite and
quartz-syenite about Wausau.
PETROGRAPHICAL CHARACTER.

Microscopical.-The rocks of this formation are mainly graywacke and conglomerate. Small portions of the formation may
be "termed a shale and still smaller portions may be called slate.
But by far the most abundant rock is graywacke, which is pre-.
vailingly a medium to fine-grained variety, and is usually
closely associated with beds of conglomerate. The conglomerate
is composed in many places, especially near the base of the formation, of coarse pebbles and boulders, the latter often a foot
or so in thickness.
The most extensive exposures of this formation occur in the
vicinity of the paper mill at Brokaw, where there is exposed a
nearly vertical wall about 200 feet high of the graywacke and
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conglomerate. On the west side of the Wisconsin river, at the
end of the dam, the basal conglomerate forming the lower portion of this formation is seen to be resting upon the rhyolite formation. The conglomerate, in places in this vicinity, contains
fragments and bOlllde\s of the rhyolite a fnot or more in diameter. Farther north, on the same side of the river, the prevailing rock is a medium grained graywacke, interstratified here
and there with coarser conglomeratic beds, and dipping to the
northward at an angle of 30 to 45 degrees.
The conglomerate lying upon the rhyolite along the railroad
a short distance north of the small stream in the northwest quar. ter of Sec. 12, T. 29, R. 7 E., contains boulders of the rhyolite,
many of which are over a foot in diameter. The conglomerate
quickly passes upward into medium to fine-grained graywacke
and slate, the finer grained beds being often closely folded and
crumpled. The graywacke exposed along the wagon road on
the south slope of Marshall Hill in Sec. 12 apparently dips to
the westward at a low angle of 30 to 40 degrees. Along the
Wisconsin river on the west side of the hill the bedding appears
to dip mainly to the east at a low angle. Immediately northeast
of the village of Brokaw in the vicinity of the southwest quarter of Sec. 35, T. 30, R. 7 E., along the south side of a small
stream, is a nearly vertical wall 20 to 30 feet high, of the medium
grained graywacke, containing some beds of conglomerate, the
graywacke being quarried and used for foundation walls in
Brokaw. In this exposure the bedding dips slightly to the south.
The outcrops of this formation along the south side of the
small stream near the center of Sec. 12, T. 29, R. 7 E., consist
for the most part of angular fragments of volcanic tuff and
rhyolite imbedded in a matrix of water worn sediment. For a
time it was believed that this conglomerate was of volcanic
origin, the matrix being composed of lava or volcanic mud; but
the close association of the beds of conglomerate containing the
angular fragments of volcanic rock with conglomerate containing ordinary rounded fragmental materi8.I would seem to indicate that the rock most probably is a sedimentary deposit formed
adjacent to a rocky shore of volcanic tuff and rhyolite.
This formation .in the area of Sec. 19, T. 29, R. 8 E., is mainly
conglomerate, the pebbles and coarse fragmental material of
which consists of a much larger proportion of sedimentary rock,
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such as shale, slate, chert, and quartzite, than is found in the
conglomerate about Marshall Hill.
The graywacke is much mashed near the granite formation
northeast of Brokaw in Sec. 35, T. 30, R. 7 E. There is also
considerable shearing to be seen at the w.est end of the dam at
Brokaw. While this formation is much folded, schistose phases
are rare and the formation as a whole does not show effects of
extreme metamorphism like the formations of the older sedimentary series.
Jlficroscopic.-The thin sections of the prevailing rock of this
formation, the graywacke, show the graywacke to consist of a
variable amount of fragmental grains of quartz and feldspar
Imbedded in a matrix mainly of fine quartz and chlorite with
lesser amounts of mica, sericite, cal:cite, magnetite, and sometimes epidote. Phases of the graywacke vary from those containing a large proportion of the coarser grained quartz and
feldspar to phases containing no large grains and wholly composed of the fine-grajned matrix portion. Thus there are all
gradations between what was originally very fine-grained silt
and very coarse arkose.
The thin sections of the conglomerate show the presence of a
variety of rocks in the pebbly contents of this formation. In
the thin sections examined, rhyolite pebbles appear to be the
most abundant. Next to the rhyolite various phases of sedimentary rock, such as fine-grained quartzite, chert, slate and
graywacke, were noted. A few rounded grains of diorite and
granite were also noted. The thin sections of the conglomerate
made up of the angular fragments, near the center of Section
12, T. 29, R. 7 E., show this conglomerate to have a matrix of
water deposited material and not of lava. Mingled with the
larger angular fragments in the conglomerate are many small,
rounded grains and pebbles of water worn rock not apparent in
the hand specimens.
The thin sections of the conglomerate show the conglomerate
to be made up of detritus of the subjacent formations in much
larger proportion than would be suspected from an examination
of the hand specimens. About Marshall Hill on the east side
of the Wisconsin and also west of Marshall Hill, on the west
side of the Wisconsin river, the conglomerate is mainly made up
of pebbles and detritus derived from the rhyolite formation;
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while farther south in the vicinity. of Wausau in Section 19, T.
29 R. 8 E., and also in the vicinity of Sections 8 and 9, T. 29,
R. 7 E., the conglomerate contaiils a large proportion of sedimentary rock.
TmCKNEBS.

The, thickness of this formation exposed on the west side of
the Wisconsin river at Brokaw, where the base of the formation
is seen to be resting upon the rock floor of rhyolite and where
the formation has a dip to the north at an. angle of 30 to 45
degrees for a distance ~f one-third to one-half of a mile along
the river north of the rhyolite, would appear to approximate
1,500 to 2,000 feet. The formation exposed about Ma~a1l Hill
seem<; to lie in gentle undulating folds, showing an approximate
thickness of 300 to 500 feet. On the whole, while the estimate
of the thickness of this formation must be considered only an
approximation, it seems reasonable to believe, when the large
continuous area of this formation north of Wausau, as well as
the considerable thickness of this formation, exposed on the west
side of the Wisconsin river north of Brokaw, are considered,
that the Marshal:l Hill graywacke formation is somewhere between 1,000 and 2,000 feet thick.
RELATIONS TO ADJACENT FORMATIONS.

The basal character of the conglomerate forming the lowest
portion of· the Marhsall Hill graywacke has already been mentioned, and a number of locations where the conglomerate is
seen resting against an older floor have been described. The
character of the conglomerate is such as to indicate that the Marshall Hill graywacke is separated from the associated formations
by a great unconformity. As already described, the conglomerate contains pebbles of all the surrounding widespread forma- .
tions of the vicinity where this. formation -occurs, such as granite, diorite, the various phases of the rhyolite formation, and
also of the oldest sediments of the district, such as graywacke,
slate, and quartzite. It has already been shown in the previ()us
chapters of this report that in the immediate area about Wan.':'
sau the oldest rocks are the Rib Hill quartzite and the Wausau
graywackes and slates. Following the deposition of these oldest
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sediments came the intrusion of the rhyolite formation, and
then a vast body of basic igneous rock, described as various
phases of diorite, and gabbro. Following the extrusion of the
basic rocks and the rhyolite, there was intruded the widespread
granite and syenite rocks whose magma penetrated throughout
the older formations, metamorphosing them, and separating them
into many areas. Long after! the intrusion of this compleoc
plutonic magma represented by the granite, the quartz-syenite,
ana the nepheline syenite, the sea came in and the period of
igneous intrusion and erosion gave way to a period of sedimentation, d::tring which the Mlarshall Hill formation was laid down.

MARATHON CITY CONGLOMERATE.

This formation is mainly a conglomerate occurring in the near
vicinity of the village of Marathon in Marathon county.
AREA.

The Marathon City Conglomerate has but a small extent.
The formation forms small patches lying against the granite on
the south side of Rib river, in Marathon City, and for a mile
immediately west. It forms small outcrops in the vicinity of
the southwest corner of Section 6, T. 28, R. 6 E., and in the
sauthern part of Section 1, and the adjoining northern part of
Section 12 of T. 28, R. 5 E., as shown on the map (PI. I).
PETROGRAPmC CHARACTER.

Macroscopic.-As already slta,ted, the formation consists mainly
of conglomerate. Various kinds of boulders and fragments
make up the conglomerate, some of the boulders being over a
foot in diameter. The conglomerate is quite generally mashed,
having the usual aspect of conglomerate-schist. The pebbles
making up the conglomerate are' of quartz rock, fine-grained
quartzite, slate, rhyolite, diorite and granite. At a number of
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places gQQd sized pebbles and boulders Qf the granite, to' all appflarances like that fQrming the side of the hill on which this
fQrmation rests, were noted. The various phases Qf sedimentary
pebbles Qccurring in the formatiQn indicate the Qccurrence at an
earlier date Qf a cQnsiderable variety Qf Qlder sedimentary rQcks
in this vicinity. A fine .grained quartzite or nQvaculite-like rQck
was struc~ in one Qf the wells in the eastern part Qf the village,
having much the character of certain fragments. and pebbles
in the conglomerate. Thin layers of silt-like sediment were also
noted interbedded with the cQnglQmerate and hence it is uncertain whether the rQck in the well is an Qlder formatiQn or is a
part Qf the cQnglomerate formation.
Miscroscopic.-Under the microscope the thin sections of conglomerate show the pebbles and fragments Qf the latter to be enclosed in a medium to' coarse grained matrix consisting mainly
Qf quartz and feldspar. The matrix has the appearance of
arkQse, being evidently formed frQm the detritus of the granite
rocks adjacent. The microscopic appearance Qf the pebbles of
granite i~ similar to the microscQpic appearance of the granite
formation adjacent. There were arso nQted in the thin sectiQns
small fragments of basic rQck and Qf slate. One of the thin sections shows a portion of a rhyolite pebble, the rhyolite being a
banded phase and much devitrified.
THICKNESS.

The thickness of this fQrmation at MarathQn City is nQt great,
and prQbably dQes not exceed 100 feet. It appears to be the
basal conglomerate PQrtiQn of a much thicker sedimentary formatiQn which has been eroded away.'

,
RELATIONS TO ADJACENT FORMATIONS.

The rQck formatiQns immediately adjacent to the cQnglQmerate
are two, the granite fQrmatiQn and the diQrite-gabbrQ fQrmatiQn.
It has already been stated that the conglQmerate cQntains pebbles
and bQulders of the granite fQrmatiQn against which it lies Qn
the valley slQpe at MarathQn. The character of the pebbles and
boulders of granite in the conglomerate is such as to leave no
dQubt that'the granite forms the rock flQQr upon which the CQnglomerate was depQsited, and that the granite and cQnglQmerate
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are separated by a great unconformity. The diorite and gabbro formations which are exposed in several low ledges on the
south side of the Big Rib river in the southeast quarter of Section 1, T. 28, R. 5 E., are intruded by the granite formation.
Along the wagon road just west of the Scott Creek bridge about
a mile west of Marathon, and also where the railroad crosses
Scott Creek in this vicinity, the granite is seen to be intrusive
in the basic ,rocks. Small pebbles and fragments of basic rock
were also noted in the conglomerate, and since the granite is
intrusive in the greenstone it is clear that the conglomerate rests
unconformably upon the basic rocks as well as upon the granite.
The pebbles of rhyolite, of quartzite, and of slate, indicate also
that the conglomerate is later in origin than the rhyolite and an
older sedimentary series.

THE MOSINEE CONGLOMERATE.

This formation, like that occurring at Marathon City, is mainly
cong~omerate.

AREA.

The conglomerate near Mosinee occurs in scattered exposures
on the upland area east and southeast of Mosinee, as shown on
the map (PI. I) .. Most of the.outcrops Deted .arealong.the ..
wagon road ODj the section line in the SE. ~ of Sec. 28, and
along the south side of Sec. 27 of ·T. 27, R. 7 E. The conglomerate also occurs in loose blocks in the SE. ~ of Sec. 32,
and the adjoining portion of Sec. 33, and in the well in the SE.
co~el' of Sec. 32 of T. 27, R. 7 E. This formation occurs along
the road south of the west q~ stake of Sec. 4, T. 26, R. 7 E.,
for half a mile or more, being well exposed in the vicinity of the
small stream flowing southeast in the SW. ~. of Section 4.
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PETROGRAPHIC CHARACTER.

Maorosoopio.-As stated above, this formation as observed in
its isolated ex;posures is mainly a conglomerate. In only one or
two places was finer grained rock noted, mainly in the SW. y.1
of Section 27, T. 27,R. 7 E., where the rock is mainly a finegrained brittle slate or chert. In the NW.
of the SW.
of Section 33, a mashed graywacke-like rock was struck in digging a well. The conglom.erate throughout the area contains
more pebbles of rhyolite than of any other rock. So numerous
are the rhyolite pebbles and boulders that the rock resembles
closly a volcanic conglomerate, formed by a surface flow of acid
lava enclosing fragments of an older rhyolite flow. In a few
places, conglomerate like specimen 5929, made up mainly, if not
entirely, of granite fragments and pebbles, was noted. The
granite of the pebbles is in all respects like the granite formation
having a widespread distribution in this vicinity. Besides the
rhyolite and granite found abundantly as pebbles in the conglomerate, there are also pebbles of slate and of fine-grained
diorite.
Microscopic.-The several fine-grained phases of this formation, such as graywacke and brittle quartzose slate, when ex.. amined under the microscope, are seen to be wholly crystalline
and appear to be very much like rocks of igneous origin. In
the absence of traces of bedding in the field exposures, it is often
difficult and sometimes impossible to separate the arkose and the
fine-grained slates from the granite and the rhyolite. The thin
sections of the conglomerate made up mainly of rhyolite fragments show the matrix to be com.posed of very fine quartz, sericite and chlorite. The pebbles of granite in the granitic conglomerate are often much altered to epidote.

*

*

THICKNESS.

The thickness of this formation can only be surmised, but is
not thought to be great. Its distribution in small patches would
seem to indicate that it is only the small remaining portion of a
much more extensive formation long since eroded away.
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RELATIONS TO ADJACENT FORMATIONS.

Associated with this conglomerate formation are the granite,
rhyolite, and basic rock formations. Pebbles of each of these
formations are found in abundance in the conglomerate, and
hence there can be no doubt of a vast unconformity separating
this conglomerate formation from the associated igneous formations of the vicinity. While no older sedimentary formations
were found in this vicinity, the presence of sedimentary fragments and pebbles in the conglomerate indicates the presence of
an older series of sediments in the rock floor upon which this
formation was deposited.

THE ARPIN QUARTZITE.

•

In the vicinity of Powers Bluff and immediately south of
Arpin in Wood county is a considerable formation of quartzite
which may be conveniently described as the Arpin Quartzite.
AREA.

This formation is shown in numerous exposures on the southwest slope of P6wers Bluff. As shown on the map (Pl. I),
it is mainly confined to the whole or porti?ns of Sections 26, 27,
28, 33, 34, 35, and 36 of T. 24, R.. 4 E., and Sections 1, 2, 3,
4,5,8 and 9 of T. 23, R. 4 E. The formation lies near the base
of Powers Bluff, forming low, sloping land, which, though covered with only a thin layer of drift and soil, has a relief so
slight that the quartzite is very generally hidden from view.
The places where the formation is known to be exposed are
shown on the detailed sketch map (Pl. XII). One of the best
exposures of this formation is in the railroad cut near the center of Section 34, T. 24, R. 4 E. The formation crops out in
several places .along the wagon road running east and west
through the middle of Section 33, and several good exposures
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also occur near the road in the SE. 1,4 0 fthe NE. 1,4 of Section
5,-T. 23, R. 4 E.
This formation is not so resistent to weathering and erosion
as the fine-grained quartzite making up the main portion of
. Powers Bluff adjacent, on the northwest. The formation, however, is neither so flat-lying as a large portion of the surface of
the pre-Cambrian formation of the immediate area adjoining it.
PETROGRAPHIC CHARACTER.

Macroscopic.-Although quartzite is the predominant rock of
this formation, conglomerate, graywacke, and probably slate,
with all gradations between these different phases, also occur.
The quartzite is generally medium-grained and grayish in color,
thus having the usual appearance of graywacke. The conglomerate, in its several exposures examined, apparently contains more pebbles and fragments of quartzite than of any other
formation. Slate is also represented in the pebbles of the conglomerate in the outcrop in the railroad cut near the center of
Section 34, T. 24, R. 4 E. Along the wagon road in the SE. :14
of the NE. :14 of Section 5, T. 23, R. 4 E., conglomerate is exposed in the near vicinity of the Powers Bluff quartzite. The
conglomerate at this place consists of rounded and angular pebbles of the various phases of the Powers Bluff formation, such
as coarse-grained and very fine-grained chert-like quartzite imbedded in a matrix of coarse and fine quartz. (See PI XLI,
Fig. 1.)
The conglomerate and quartzite exposed in the l!ailroad cut,
above referred to, is considerably mashed and much weathered.
On account of its weathere~ condition many of the pebbles could
be readil'y taken out of the conglomerate and these were closely
studied. 1V[oElt of these pebbles, as above stated, were of quartz
rock, the various phases of the Powers Bluff quartzite, such as
the coarse-grained quartzite and gradations of fine-grained pinkish iron-stained chert-like quartzite, .being abundant. Angular
and partly rounded fragments of slate were also frequently
noted. Pebbles of granite and diorite were searched for at the
railroad cut. but none were found to a certainty. Several granite and diorite •pebbles were noted, at this place. but these may
have been derived from the t.hin layer of drift covering the
quartzite and conglomerate.
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Microscopic.~Under

the microscope the quartzite is seen to
consist of rounded. grains. of quartz and of quartzite imbedded
in a matrix of fine-grained quartz and sericite and chlorite. The
rounded grains of quartzite are very small and in all respects
are like the close fitting interlocking quartz of the Powers Bluff,
formation. This matrix portion of the quartzite makes up from
twenty to thirty-five per cent of the formation. There is a
marked difference in the microscopic appearance of the Arpin
quartzite formation and the Powers Bluff quartzite, which is
represented in the pebbly constituent of this conglomerate. A
specimen of the older Powers Bluff quartzite, or of a pebble of
it in the conglomerate, consists of similarly sized grains of
quartz, which are not separated from one another by a finegrained matrix, but which interlock and dovetail with one another in an intricate manner. On the other hand, the Arpin
quartzite formation with its basal conglomerate, always possesses
a matrix of fine-grained material in which the larger grains of
quartz and pebbles of quartzite are imbedded.
The fine-grained graywacke occurring in a well in the NW.
14 of the SW. 14 of Section 36, T. 24, R. 4 E., is an evenly
granular rock consisting of about equal portions of clastic quartz
and plagioclase in a fine-grained matrix of quartz, chlorite, seri,
cite, biotite and iron oxide.
Thus there is a wide difference in the microscopic character of
the Arpin quartzite and the Powers Bluff quartzite formations,
the older formation being apparently a wholly recrystallized
rock, whereas the younger, while firmly consolidated and cemented, still retains its original fragmental character. The dif,ference in the amount of metamorphism of these two formations
is again referred to in a later portion of this report.
THICKNESS.

As the position of the bedding could not be determined in the
few exposures of this formation it is impossible to estimate the
thickness with any degree of accuracy., Only an intelligent
guess can be hazarded. On account of the fairly continuous
distribution of this formation over an area of eight or ten square
miles, it seems not unlikely that this formation is 200 to 500
feet thick and probably represents the remnant of a much thicker
formation.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE
XLI.
(369)
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Fig. 1. Conglomerate phase of the Arpin quartzite formation
Specimen 6547, three-fourths natural size. The specimen consists of pebbles of the Powers Bluff quartzite embedded in the
usual matrix of fine qu~rtz and feldspar~ The specimen illustrates the relation of the Upper Sedimentary Series to the
Lower Sedimentaries, the latter being represented in the pebbles
of quartzite.
Fig. 2. Folded and crumpled greenstone schist. The specimen illustrates a miniature mountain fold, a characteristic
feature of the pre-Cambrian formations.
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RELATIONS TO ADJACENT FOBlU.TIONS.

The pebbles of the Powers BIttff quartzite in the conglomerate
of this formation point clearly to the Powers Blu:ff formation
forming a part of the rock floor upon which this conglomerate
and quartzite were deposited. It is also believed that the massive granite formations of this vicinity formed a portion of the
rock noor upon which this conglomerate was deposited.

NORTH MOUND QUARTZITE.

DISTRmUTION AND TOPOOBAPlIY.

North Mound is located about 5 miles northwest of Babcock
in the southeast comer of Section 6 and adjoining parts of Sections 5, 7 nd 8 of T. 21 N., R. 3 E. The base of the mound
covers an area of about one-fourth of a square mile. Its highest portion probably does not rise more than 125 to 150 feet
above the surrounding area, but being located in the. broad,
marshy tract of this part of Wood and adjoining counties it can
be seen for many miles about.
The rock forming North Mound is mainly a quartzite grading
into a :fine ·conglomerate. Laminated .and schistose rhyolite also
occur to a small -extent. Some low elevations about 40 feet
of Sechigh lie about a mite east of North Mound in the SW.
tion 4, consisting of quartzite similar to that of North Mound.
South Mound, which: lies about 4 miles southwest of North
Mound, in Section" 25 and 26 of T. 21 N., B. 2 E., which was
tentatively referred to in a report· of the former Geological
Survey 1 as probably consisting of Pre-Cambrian qua~zite, eonsists wholly of Potsdam sandstone.

*

11\701. II, p. 503.

•
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PETROGRAPHICAL CHARACTER.

Macroscopic.-The rock of North Mound, as above stated, consists of quartzite and conglomerate and a small amount of rhyolite. The rhyolite is mashed and laririnated and looks so much
like fine-grained sedimentary rook that it generally requires a
microscopic examination to distinguish it from the quartzite.
The quartzite is medium to coarse-grained, with rapid changes
to conglomeratic phases. The conglomerate is not generally
coarse, and in only a few places were pebbles as large as 5 inches
in diameter noted. The rounded pebbles and angular fragments
in the conglomerate consist of rhyolite, fine-grained quartzite,
and coarse quartzite. One especially large pebble or boulder
about 10 inches in diameter was seen on the northeast side of
the Mo~d, which consisted of fine-grained pinkish quartzite
very similar to the fine-grained quartzite of Powers Bluff.
Stratification is well marked in the qaartzite, and cross-bedding
is shown at several places.
Microscopic.-Under the microscope the quartzite is seen to
be made up of rounded grains of quartz and of rounded and
sub-angular pebbles of fine and coarse grained quartzite. The
conglomerate contains an abundance of these rounded pebbles
of quartzite. The matrix of the conglomerate and quartzite
consists of fine quartz, occasionally some feldspar, and an abundance of chlorite and sericite. The quartzite of these pebbles
consists of close fitting grains of quartz without matrix, having
the character of the recrystallized quartzite of the Rib Hill and
the Powers Bluff formation. Granules of iron oxide, probably
hematite and limonite, are scattered through the rock, and also
forms. films surrounding the quartz grains. Biotite, muscovite,
and epidote are also important constituents of the matrix. Some
phases of the conglomerate are :illade up entirely of angular and
rounded fr&gments of rhyolite, the latter showing principally
the spherulitic and poicilitic textures. The quartzite and conglomerate are generally mashe.d, as shown in the fracturing and
grannlati,m of the pebbles, the undulatory extinction of the
quartz grains, and tIle streaky arrangement of the chlorite and
sericite in the matrix.

..
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STRUCTURE AND TmCKNESS.

The quartzite is much folded on North Mound, but further
than this nothing determinative could be made out concerning
the prevailing position of' the beds of the rock. The thickness
of the quartzite may be from 200 to 500 feet. The quartzite
now exposed in North Mound is only a remnant of a formation
much more extensive in pre-Cambrian time.
RELATIONS TO ADJACENT FORMATIONS.

The only formation of pre-Cambrian rock found in contact
with the quartzite and conglomerate are a few exposures of
rhyolite which very evidently forms a portion of the rock floor
upon which the quartzite was deposited, as indicated by the
abundant rhyolite pebbles and fragments occurring in the conglomeratic phase of the quartzite. The conglomerate also contains abundant pebbles of an older vitreous quartzite formation,
and in this respect this conglomerate resembles the conglomerate
phases of the Arpin quartzite, about 18 miles northeast of North
Mound, which lies upon the Powers Bluff quartzite.

ISOLATED OCCURRENCES OF CONGLOMERATE.

SECTION

4,

TOWNSHIP

30

NORTH, RANGE

6

EAST.

In the southeast quarter of Sec. 4, T. 30, R. 6 E., fine conglomerate and graywacke is exposed .along a small stream flowing to the southwest. The fine conglomerate, as shown by thin
sections, contains an abundance of small rounded pebbles of
quartzite, slate, granite, and basic eruptive rock. . The matrix
of the fine conglomerate and the graywacke is fine quartz, chlorite, and sericite. The formation is somewhat mashed and the
bedding crumpled. Nothing concerning the thickness or the
position of the bedding in the small exposures of this area could
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be made out. The relations to the adjacent formations, how·
ever, are very clear. The massive granite formation exposed on
the east side of the outcrops of graywacke is apparently a· part
of the floor upon which the latter was deposited, as the conglomerate is quite coarse next to the granite, and pebbles of
massive granite were noted in the :fine congiomerate. The extensive Hamburg slate, though not found in contact with this formation, is believed to be represented in the slate fragments which
are abundant in some of the outcrops of fine conglomerate.
Most of the pebbles in the conglomerate in this vicinity seem to
be made up of an older sedimentary series, and the fact that the
belt of fissile slate lies immediately west of this makes it appear
very probable that the black Hamburg slate is a portion of the
floor upon which the graywacke and fine conglomerate were deposited.
SECTION

25,

TOWNSHIP

31

NORTH, RANGE

6

EAST.

Three miles south of Merrill, a short distance south of the
small stream in the NW. 1,4 of the SW. 1,4 of Sec. 25, slate
crops out in the ditch of the road. Similar slate was also struck
in rear of farm house at a depth of 8 feet in drift. Back of
the house, also, are a number of angular blocks of conglomerate,
similar to the· conglomerate of the upper series, which are believed to be not far removed from their original position.
SECTION

4,

TOWNSHIP

30

NORTH, RANGE

7

EAS'I', AND VICINITY.

About five miles south of Merrill,.in Section 4, T. 30, R. 7 E.,
and vicinity, along the wagon road and in the farmers' wells,
there are a number of occurrences of slate and conglomerate,
indicating an area of sedimentary rock perhaps two square
miles in extent. Most of the sedimentary rock in this vicinity is
slate. In two places, however, conglomerate occurred, one in
the well of O. Dumman in the ~. 1,4 of the NW.
of Sec.
4, and the other a surface exposure in the road in the SE.
of
of Sec. 3. The conglomerate taken from the well
the SW.
has a quartzose matrix, and contains rounded fragments of finegrained Quartzite and of basic igneous rock. The conglomerate

*
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exposed in the road is approximately in contact with. the granite
of that vicinity, and consists of a matrix of arkose containing
fragments and pebbles of granite.
The slate associated with the conglomerate in the above localities in Sections 3 and 4, T. 30, R. 7 E., and in Section 25, T.
31, R. 6 E., is ordinary fissile slate, and it is not known whether
the slate l?elongs to a formation of which the conglomerate is the
basal portion, or whether it is an older formation upon which
the conglomerate is deposited. .
SECTION

7

AND

8,

TOWNSHIP

29

NORTH, RANGE

5

EAST.

As shown on the sketch map, the SW. ~ of Section 8, the
southern portion of Section 7, and vicinity, contain several occu.rrences Of graywacke and conglomerate. 10 this vicinity is a
small valley opening eastward into the Rib River valley. The
south slope of the valley consiSts of granite, but in the valley
bottom at the corner of the road in the NE. corner of Section 18,
graywacke, slate, and conglomerate occur, having the usual
character of arkose, containing fragments and pebbles of the
granite formation exposed in the near vicinity. In the field in
the SE. part of the NW. ~ of the SW. ~ of Section 8 is a small
outcrop of conglomerate, showing large pebbles of the granite, of
f~ents of slate, and of rhyolite-schist. In the well at the farm
house in the SW. ~ of the SE.~ of Section 7, a fine-graintld
chert-like rock occurs, and on the south side of the road, opposite
the farm house, in Section 18, is' an outcrop of conglomerate
containing pebbles and fragments· of rhyolite and fine-grained
diorite. At the last named place the rock is not mashed, but the
exposures to the east and also to the west are generally schistose
conglomerate, or slate. On account of the lack of sufficient exposures, the position of the beds of the conglomerate and graywacke could not be made out. This locality of sedimentary rocks
appears to be about a square mile in extent, and is bounded on the
south ~ stated,. by the massive granite, while to the north OCCUnl
the rhyolite and diorite. The composition of the conglom~rate, as
above described, is such as to indicate that it was deposited upon
the granite, diorite, and rhyolite of the vicinity, and also upon
an older sedimentary series of rocks.
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AT PONIATOWSKI, SECTION 14, TOWNSHIP 29 NORTH, RANGE 4 EAST.
About two miles west of the last mentioned locality near the
ctmter of Section 14, T. 29, R. 4 E., southwest of the gOOre at
Poniatowski, conglomerate and granite occur in contact, in the
bed of a small stream. This conglomerate is mainly made up of
angular fragments of granite, but it also contains pebbles and
fragments of various phases of basic igneous rock and quartz
rock.
SECTION 16, TOWNSHIP 24, RANGE 6 EAST.
About two miles southwest 9f Junction City conglomerate wafi'
found in an old test pit, located in the NE. lJa. of the NE. lJa. of
Section 16, T. 24, R. 6 E; This conglomerate is massive, and
contains numerous fragments of the quartzite, having the character of the medium grained pink quartzite of this vicinity. No
granite pebbles were found, either in the hand specimens, or in
the thin sections, though the masSive granite occurs in another
test Pit a few paces south of the one showing conglomerate.
SECTION 22, TOWNSHIP '24 NORTH,

RANGE

6 EAST.

About two miles south of the locality last described, in the
SW. corner of Section 22 along the railroad and the wagon road,
is an outcrop of graywacke and fine conglomerate, and in the
adjoining field to the southeast are numerous ,loose blocks of
conglomerate. The outcrop .on the railroad consists of finegrained laminated graywacke with phases of fine conglomerate.
The conglomerate contains a good sized pebble of chert or fine
quartzite, and numerous fragments of granite diorite, and
shale. The matrix portion of the rock consists of fine quartz and
feldspar, biotite, sericite, chlorite, and some epidote.
SECTIONS 13 AND 14, TOWNSHIP 24 NORTH, RANGE 6 EAST.
At the farm house wells and also along ditch of the road in the
SW. ~ of Section 13 and SE. ~ of Section 14, graywacke and
conglomerate were found. Conglomerate also occurs in numerous loose fragments in the adjoining fields. The conglomerate
contains pebbleS' and fragments of, fine quartzite, and has the
general character of the conglomerate of the Upper Series.
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The various formations and occurrences of sedimentary rock
above described have much in common. All are largely coarse
sediments and all bear similar relations to the rock formations
associated with them. With regard to the associated formations
the well defined areas in all cases rest upon them, as abundantly
shown by the character of the coarse debris making up the con-·
glomeratic phases of the formations. Where these formations.
are associated with the Powers Bluff quartzite, the rocks of the
latter formation furnish the principal pebbly material of the
conglomerate; where they lie in contact with the Wausau graywacke the latter :florms the pebbly content; where they lie in contact with the Hamburg slate the latter occurs as pebbles
in the conglomerate, and where they are associated with the massive igneous intrusives, as at the Mosinee and Marathon City occurrences, these igneous intrusives constitute the predominating material from which the conglomerate is formed. .
Because these various formations, quite widely separated from
one another, are similar with respect to character of rock and relation. to associated formations, they are placed in the same
series. . They appear to belong not only to the same series, but,
on account of their close similarity, they may very well belong
to the same formation. But while it is true that all these sediments lie at the base of the series to which they belong, it cannot be stated that all of them were deposited contemporaneously,
hence it is possible that not all of the formations described belong to the same horizon as formations of the pre-Cambrian
rocks. They are therefore placed in the same series, but the
question as to their relative position in the series is left an open
one. The position of this series in the stratigraphy of the preCambrian as a whole is discussed in following pages.
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CHAPTER VI.

THE CORRELATION OF THE PRE-CAMBRIAN AND
THE UNIFORMITY BETWEEN THE PRECAMBRIAN AND PALEOZOIC.

SEC'1'ION 1.

THE, CORRELATION OF THE PRE-CAMBRIAN.

The Basal, Group.-The oldest rocks of the area eonsist of a
eon;tplex mass of igneous roeks sueh as oontorted and erumpled
granite-gneiss, diorite gneiss, grani~ sehist, syenite-sehist au'')
fine-grained diorite sehist. The gneiss and sehist forms a belt
whieh ean be fairly well outlined, extending from the vieinity
of Stevens Point and Grand Rapids in a northwesterly direetion
to Neillsville. The various members of this basal 'group are
elosely interwoven and intermingled with one another and have
been subjeeted to extensive dynamie and thermal metamorphism.
Each small: area of this belt eontains 3 or 4 members of the
group mingled together and in complexity of intrusion and
mP'tamorphism these members are quite different from the
younger and more massive formations. The zone or belt in
whi~h thiS' group is largely comprised lies between the areas of
later igneous and sedimentary rock to the north and those to the
BOuth, and hence appears to have the position of the arch of an
anticline. This basal group is intruded by later formations of
rhyolite, diorite and granite. Schism of sedimlentary origin
were not observed as a portion of this baaal group although
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such sedimentaries may· possibly occur.. Sedimentary rocks
were not found in contact with this group, and hence its position in the stratigraphy of the pre-Cambrian can only be inferred. On the whole, however, it sooms very probable that this
group is very near, or at the base of the generally recognized
pre-Cambrian column, and it is believed should be placed with
the igneous formations lying below the Huronian sedimentaries,
presumably the Laurention as defined 1 in the recent revision of
the pre-Cambrian nomenclature.
Lower SedrimentalfY Series.-The next group of rocks are of
sedimentary origin and consist of quartzite, tllate and graywacke.
These formations include the quartzite of Rib Hill and vicinity,
the quartzite of Powers Bluff and vicinity, and the quartzite in
the vicinity of Junction and Rudolph, the slate of the towns of
Berlin, and Hamburg, and the graywackes in the vicinity of
Wausau. These formations are almost entirely of fragmental
origin and only rarely contain phases of caroonaceous,calcareous or ferruginious deposits. The floor 'upon which these sediments were deposited could not be definitely determined or
located, the contacts with associated formations showing either
later intrusive igneous rocks, or later overlying conglomerate.
The quartzites throughout are extremely metamorphosed and
to all appearances completely recrygtallil.ed. The slates anu
graywackes do not reveal as much metamorphism as the quartzites although in placeS' rocks presumably belonging with the
slate formation have been changed to staurolite oordi"rite and
garnet-bearing schists. These sedimentary formations appear
to bear the relation of great fragmentary masses entirely surrounded by later igneous intrusives. They constitute the lower,
or oldest sedimentaries of this area and while their strati.graphic position in the pre-Cambrian column can only be inferred they are believed to be of Lower Huronian age.
The Group of Igneous Intrusives.-The next group of rocks in
t.he stratigraphy of this area is of igneous origin. This group
forms about 75 per cent of the rocks of the area and in the order
of their intrusion are: 1st-rhyolite j 2nd-basic series of diorite. gabbro and peridotite; and 3rd-a series consisting of gran1 Report of International committee on Lake Superior Geology.
Jour. of Geol. Vol. 13, pp. 89-104, 1905.
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ite quartz-syenite, nepheline syenite· and related :rocks. Of
these the last named is the most abundant, the granite alone
forming nearly 50 per cent of the surface rocks of the area.
1'he various members of this large group of igneous rocks are
intrusive in the oldest, basat group of the area, and also in
the lower sedimentary formations. They are in turn overlain
by later pre-Cambrian sediments. The period involved in the
outflow of the various igneous formations or this group must
bave been a very long one and evidently constitutes an important portion of the pre-Cambrian era for the granite-syenite
series itself represents a complex magma of variable, though related, rocks, intruded at different dates. In the stratigraphy of
this area this group of igneous intrusives is one of the most
important, not only in quantity of rock formations represented,
but also presumably in the time required for its origin and
development. It occupies a well defined position between the
Lower and Upper pre-Cambrian sedimentaries of this area and
may be appropriately referred to as the Huronian group of igneous intrusives in contra-distinction to the older basal group,
presumably of the Laurentian group.
The Upper Sedimentary Series.-The second or Huronian
period of igneous intrusion was followed by a very long period
of erosion, and subsequently by a period of sedimentation. This
period of sedimentation was probably a long one, though but
remnants of the formation deposited during this period now
remain in the area. This group of sedimentary rocks is represented by the Marshatl Hill conglomerate and quartzite, the
Arpin conglomerate and quartzite, and the conglomerate at
Marathon City, at Mosinee, at North Miound. and at various
other places in the district. This group constitutes the Upper
sedimentary rocks of this area and is mainly conglomerate and
other fairly coa:rse cla."ltic dep<>sits, evidently the basal portion
of a once widespread and more abundant sedimentary formation. No pre-Cambrian sediments are known to overlie this
group nor are later intrusives known to penetrate them. This
group, however, has but a small areal extent and it is not ~n
likely that dikes of igneous rock may later be found intruding
them.
The Upper sedimentary series of this area may be the equiv-
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alent of the basal portion of the Upper Huronian (Animikie),
or it may be at the base of the series preceding the Animikie
(the Middle Huronian). It is believed to be more likely the
basal portion of the Middle Huronian than of the Upper Huronian, for reasons which may best be brought out in a discussion of the probable correUation of the upper sedimentaries of
this area with the Baraboo series of pre-Cambrian in the southern part of the sta.te and of the Middle Marquette of the Marquette district in northern Michigan.
In the Baraboo district! of southern Wisconsin is a well defined pre-Cambrian sedimentary series unconformably overlying igneous rocks, the sedimentaries consisting of the following
formations, beginning with the youngest:
Baraboo Series:
.
Freedom Formation (dolomite and iron-bearing rock)
Seeley Slate (gray clay slate).
Baraboo Quartzite (quartzite with conglomerate at base).
Uneonf orrrvit'y .
Igneous Rocks.
Rhyolite" Diorite, Granite.
The rhyolite of the Baraboo district is 'Tery similar to, that of
north central Wisconsin which occurs abundantly near Wausau,
with respect to general massive character, comparative deformation, and metamorphism, and is also practically identical in
chemical composition, the rhyolite from both districts being unusually rich in soda. The granite and diorite of the Baraboo
district a.re massive and not schistose rocks, and can be readily
duplicated among the prevailingly massive and abundant granite and diorite rocks farther north. The lithological similarity.
of the igneous rocks of the Baraboo district to the massive igneous intrusives of central Wisconsin, is, on the whole, quite
marked.
The sedimentary formation immediately overlying the igneous rocks in both districts is conglomerate and quartzite.
The character of Baraboo quartzite is very mmilar to the
uppermost quartzite of north central Wisconsin occurring at
1 The Baraboo Iron-bearing District. Bull. XIII. Wis. Geol. & Nat.
Hisl Survey. 1904.
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North Mound, west of Babcock, and at Arpin. In each, as seen
"t;nder the microscope, the quartzite .reveals about the same
amount of metamorphism and the original clastic grains can be
readily in ali cases distinguished from the secondary interstitial
quartz material. On the other hand, the Baraboo quartzite and
the older quartzites farther north, such as the white quartzite
of Rib Hill, are strikingly dissimilar, not only in structural
relation to the associated igneous rocks, but also in the general
t6xture of the rock, for the older quartzites have throughout
been wholly recrystallized and all· trace of boundaries between
the original clastic sand grains and secondary interstitial quartz
material has been obliterated. It may be added that the conglomerate of the Baraboo quartzite formation, like the conglomerate at the base of the quartzite 'of the upper sedimentarias in
llorth central Wisconsin, contains pebbles and fragments of
older highly metamorphosed quartzite as well as of slate and
jaspilite, thus indicating that in the surrounding Baraboo
region there are sedimentary rocks older than the Baraboo
quartzite, similar to the older quartzites and slates in the central Wisconsin region.
On the basis 'Of unconformable relationship to similar igneous rock and to older sediments, and of similar lithological
character, the Baraboo quartzite formation might well be the
equivalent of the quartzite of the uppe~ost sedimentary series
of the pre-Cambrian in the north central Wisconsin district. At
the same time, it should be noted that the upper quartzite in
north central Wisconsin, so far as known, is nowhere such an
extensive or thick formation as the Baraboo quartzite, and also
. is nowhere known to be associated with overlying slate, iron formation, or dolomite, or other later conformable sediments, as is
the case with the Baraboo quartzite. Formations later than the
quartzite of the Upper sedimentaryserias of central Wisconsin
may once have been present, however, which have been removed
by erosion, just as without doubt is the case with the entire
series of the Baraboo quartzite and overlying formations, in the
region iDimediately surrounding the Baraboo. district. On the
whole, therefore, while the question of the equivalence of the
two series must rema.1n UDS'Olved for the present, it seems probable that the uppermost series of pre-Cambrian sediments .iii.
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north central Wisconsin is contemporaneous with the quartzite
of the Baraboo series.
The writer 1 has previously noted the marked similarity of the
Baraboo series with the middle series of the Marquette district,
as indicated in the following table:
BARABOO DISTRICT.

MARQUETTE DISTRICT.

Unconformity.
Negaunee formation.
(Iron bearing formation).

Freedom formation.
(Dolomite and iron bearing
formation) .
Seeley slate.
Baraboo quartzite.

;:;iamo slate.
Ajiblk quartzite.

Unconformity.

While the character and succession in these two series are
nearly identical, there is some variation in the thickness of the
individual formations in the two districts. The Ajibik quartzite is probably between 700 and 1000 feet thick, while the Baraboo quartzite is probably from 3000 to 5000 feet thick. The
Siamo slate and Seeley slate have approximately the same
thickness of 500 to 1000 feet. The Neguanee iron bearing formation has a thickness of 1000, to 1500 feet, while the Freedom
iron-bearing formation has a known thickness of 1000 feet and
may have a thickness considerabbly greater. It should be
noted in regard to the iron-bearing formation of the two districts that only the lower member of the Freedom formation is iron bearing, whereas the Negaunee formation is ferruginous throughout its whole thickness of 1000 to 1500 feet.
There is, however, considerable ferruginous carbonate and ferruginous chert throughout the Negaunee formation, thus indirating conditions of origin similar to those of the dolomite of
the Freedom formation. While there is more or less dissimilarity between the Baraboo series and the Middle Mlarquette series,
on the whole their main features, the general character of the
formations and the succession, are the same, and hence it is not
unlikely that the two series are stratigraphically equivalent.
1 B9.raboo Iron Bearing District, Wis. Geol. &: Nat. Hist. Survey,
Bull. XIII, pp. 170-171.
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While it is impossible to definitely or correctly locate the U pper Sedimentary series of this area in the pre-Cambrian column
it seems probable that it is the equivalent of the basal portion
of the Baraboo series, as previously noted. Since the Baraboo
series closely agrees in character with the Middle Marquette
series, (Middle Huronian, as recently defined) then the Upper
sedimentary series of central Wisconsin may likewise be correlated with the Middle Huronian.
If the Upper sedimentary series is pre-Animikie then the entire pre-Cambrian of central Wisconsin is in the lower portion
of the pre-Cambrian column, which conforms very well with th{'
igneous intrusive geology of the area and the extreme metamorphism of the lower quartzite. It is, of course, possible, that .
while the igneous intrusives and Lower Sedimentaries are of
Lower Huronian age, the Upper Sedimentary series may be separated from them by a double gap, and that the Upper series
may, therefore, be equivalent to the Upper Marquette, series, the
Upper Huronian (Animikie). In the absence of definite proof.
however, it seems more reasonable to place the Upper series in
the series next overlying the Lower Huronian, and thuS' with
the Baraboo series which lies upon similar igneous formations,
as already pointed out.
'
If this view of the stratigraphy of the pre-Cambrian of thi:-.
area be correct, then it is at once apparent that the two later
pre-Cambrian series of sediments, the equivalent of the Upper
Huronian (Animikie) and the Keweenawan, are not represented
in this area. If they were once present in the area they hav!'
since been entirely eroded. Whether it is ID0re probable that
either or both of these absent series were once present, and have
been subsequently eroded, or whether neither was ever present .
in this area, nothing can be said, except, perhaps, that there appears to be ample evidence of sufficient pre-Cambrian erosion in
the area. to remove rock formations the equivalent of either or
both of these unrepresented series.
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SECTION II. 'l'HE UNCONFORMITY BETWEEN THE
PRE-CAMBRIAN AND THE P ALEOZOICL
The rook formation next overlying the Upper Sedimentary
series of pre-Cambrian in this area is the nearly horizontal formation of Potsdam sandstone (Upper Cambrian of the Paleozoic System) described in the succeeding chapter. Between the
pre-Cambrian and the Paleozoic is an unconformity signifying
a long period of erosion during which was developed a class of
geological phenomena of significance and interest comparable to
that developed during a period or periods of sedimentation or
of igneous intrusion.
The general surface features of tlW pre-Cambrian are those of
. a broad plain capped here and there with ridges and hills of
sandstone and glacial drift and trenched by valleys of varying
depth and width. The extensive erosion of the pre-Cambrian land
is, perhaps, nowhere more impressibly shown than in this area
where the various rocks of the pre-Cambrian are seen in tilted
and close-folded pooitions, overlain by the approximately horizontal beds of Upper Cambrian sandstone.
In the sequence of geological events of this area, therefore, it
appears appropriate that a brief description of the erosion and
weathering of the Pre-Cambrian in pre-Potsdam time be givoo
in this place. In a following chapter, the results of this erosion
are described from the view point of the physiographic development of the area.
THE PRE-CAMBRIAN PENEPLAIN OF

EROSION.

If one should climb the hill immediately northwest of Wausau
and look eastward across the narrow valley of the WiscoIlSin
to the flat-topped uplands, ridges" and valleys beyond, he would
see that the uplands rise approximately to his own elevation
and form an even crest-line along the horizon. If he should
look northward, the even sky-line would seem to rise gently but
persistently to the northeast. Looking to the west, the even
25-G.
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crests of the hills are seen to return to an elevation equal to his
own. However, if he should turn to the south, Rib Hill and the
adjoining Mosinee hills, six miles southwest of Wausau, would
rise before him and obstruct his 'view of the even sky-line which
swings away beyond and falls not only far below the summits
of Rib Hill, but also much below his own position. The approximately even surface of the main upland area is the most
striking feature of the landscape and at once suggests an ancient
plain sloping downward to the south, below which the Wisconsin River and its tributaries have sculptured their valleys, and
above which project a few isolated pointed. ridges and hills
like Rib Hill and the Mosinee hills.
'
The great variety of rook and the tilted and folded structure
of the pre-Cambrian hIlS 8.lready been dElscribed. Wherever
the rocks are exposed, their schistosity and bedding are seen to
be dipping steeply at vari~us angles, and along the valley bottoms the streams flow qver the upturned edges of the formations.
Hand specimens chlipped from ledges show rock crump lings on
a minute scale, and the dipping beds of hillsides are the rem. nants of large rock folds that once roofed over broad spaces
from a few hundred to a thousand feet across. Everywhere the.
rocks stand on edg~ and are folded and crumpled, and reveal a
structure like that seen in the Alps, the Alieghanies, or the
Rockies. (See Plate XLII.)
While the rocks of the pre-Cambrian area have typical mountain structures, there is nothing in the present land surface
to suggest mountain topography. The tilted beds and schists
stop abruptly at the even sky-line formed: by the crests of the
flat-topped hills. There is thus an entire lack of sympathy, a
striking unconformity, between the topography of the gently
sloping summits of this main upland area and the internal structure of the rocks. This indifference of surface form to internal
structure could be developed in. only one way, namely, by the
process of degradation of a pre-existing mountainous region.
Discordance of land s:urface an~ :rock structure of other regions like tbat 'of this pre-Cambrian are,a has been so adequately
explained and so generally accepted by geologists, for the last
two or three decades, as the resultant of long-continued erosion,
that it seems reasonable to conclude at once that the sloping,
. flat-topped uplands about Wausau are the remnants of what
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was formerly a level land surface lormed by the wearing down
by erosion of a once mountainous region to an approximate
plain. The mountain folds of the pre-Cambrian have been cut
off by erosion at the sky-line of the area, just as the fibres of a
great tree are cut across at the even surface of its sawed stump.
The complete degradation of the mountains was notaccom-·
plished, as is evidenced by, such isolated hills as Rib Hill and
t.he Mosinee hills which project above the flat-topped uplands,
and hence the region must have been, not a plain, but a peneplain of erosion.
Out of this ancient plain of erosion the present valleys about
Wausau are seen to be in p.rooess of construction, and hence
this part of the region may be described as a dissected peneplain.
As one goes south from the vicinity of Wausau, however, the
dissection of the peneplain gradually grows less, and the Wisconsin valley, and also the side valleys, gradually grow shallower, until their flool'lS app·roximately coincide with the level
of the peneplain (compare Figs'. 1 and 2, Pl. LXVII). Cappings
of erosion remnants of Potsdam sandstone begin to appear in
the slightly dissected peneplain in northern Wood and Portage
counties, and become quite numerous about Grand Rapids at
the border of the sandstone district. . South of Grand Rapids,
at the rapids of Grand Rapids, Port Edwards, and Nekoosa;
the Wisconsin river has exposed crystalline rock, showing the
latter in the river bottom" and the overlying, nearly horizontal
Potsdam sandstone outcropping above it in thin patches along
the, river bank. Away from the river the sandstone extends in
low ridgy exposures dotting the tow plain of the sur,rounding.
sandstone district. The dissected peneplain about Wausau thuS
gradually changes to the undiS'Sooted peneplain about Grand
Rapids, where it is covered with thin sandstone outliel'lS, and
for some distance .into the !'I8Ddstone district the pre-Cambrian
rocks are seen only in the river bottom, the adjacent flat-lying
land being covered with Potsdam sandstone. The deScent of
the penepllllin (summits of the even-topped hills) 7 miles north
of Merrill to Grand Rapids, a distance of about 60 miles, is between 550 and 600 feet, indicating an average slope of 10 feet
per mile.
'West of the Wisconsin river are the Yellow and Black rivel'lS,

•
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which also lie across the pre-CaIIJ;brian diSltricts, showing at
numerous places the truncated edges of pre~dambrian covered
by the horizontal sandstone. The descent of the pre-Cambrian
surface along the Yellow river is approximately between 11 and
12 feet per mile. The r~te of descent of the crystalline area
along the Black river from Neillsville, with an elevation of 996
feet, to Black River Falls, with an elevation of 812 feet, is about
9 feet per mile.
,
The Age of the Peneplwin.-The deeply dissected peneplain
seen about Wausau thus passes into the slightly dissected peneplain covered with isolated sandstone remnants, in northern
Wood and Portage counties, and at Grand Rapids, Pittsville, and
Neillsville it is seen to slip under the Potsdam sandstone and become a buried peneplain (see Fig. 3, PI. LXVII). Hence we
must conclude that this plain was made in pre-Potsdam time.
From the foregoing it has been concluded that the pre~Cam
brian land was a worn-down country, a peneplain of erosion, before the Potsdam sandstone was deposited upon it, and that later
it was elevated, and through the work of ellosion is in theprocesl:l
of being uncovered and dissected. The evidence upon ~hich
the pre-Potsdam age of the crystalline peneplain is based is the
uniformity in slope of the dissected and buried' portions of the
pre-Cambrian land. Ordinarily such evidence as this would be
deemed conclusive" and it may be so considered in this instance;
but, besides the evidence of the uniformity in slope, which may
be considered purely physiographic, there are other geological
evidences in the partially uncovered portions of the pre-Cambrian area which also point clearly, it is believed, to the prePotS'dam age of the peneplain.
Residual may at the Surface of the pre-Cambriam.-Lying at
the contact of the gently sloping pre-Cambrian and the Potsdam, apparently everywhere except about the pre-Cambrian
monadnocks, is a widespread formation of partly decomposed
crystalline rock and clay.' The clay.oocurs not only at the edge
of thE) sandstone outcrops, but, as shown by a number of well boringS', it is also at various distances from these now exposed places
and beneath a widelj- variable thickness of sandstone. Theclay
varies considerably' in thickness, but generally has a depth of
10 to 20 feet, thougb in places it is known to reach the unusual
thickness of 40 feet. It occurs in !mch abundance that it has
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been used quite extensively for many years for making brick,
and is outlined on Buckley'sl and Ries's2 maps of clay deposits of
Wisconsin, and shown to be distributed along the boundary of .
the crystalline and sandstone district. It contains no evidence
of sedimentation, and hence could not have been deposited by
water. On the other hand, as pointed out by Irving3 a number
of years ago, there is every evidence, as shown by correspondence in structure and composition, as well as gradation downward into the hard rock beneath, that the clay formation had
its origin in the weathering and decomposition of the crystalline
rocks. It was Irving's belief that the clay, though confined to
the pre-Cambrian region, having more or less of a sandstone
I~=--"",-~~I

Poi3dam Sandstone
RC?sldvl:I\ Cla~
rl1ilWl11 Decomposed Gmnite
~

IWlllll2I H~rd

qranrre

FIG. 12. S\letlon at Stevens Point sho"lng relation of the residual clay to
the sandstone and the underlying crystalline rock.

covering and· often occurring beneath a few layers at least of
sandstone-which fully agrees with the writer's definition of the
area--had nevertheless been formed subsequent to the· decomposition of the Potsdam sandstone which covers it, instead of
antecedant, as believed by the writer.
In !the two sections on the Wisconsin river, ('Figs. 12 and 13),
the position of the clay beneath the sandstone is clearly shown.
Immediately south of the Wisconsin Central Railway bridge at
StevenS Point on the west side of the Wisconsin river, relations
similar to those appearing in the above section are shown. At
this place is 10 or 12 feet of decomposed pre-Cambrian rook,
overlain by sandstone along the river bank, while 40 feet west
Bull. VII, Wis. Geol. & Nat. Rist. Surv., Plate I.
2IBull. XV, Wis. Geol. and Nat. Rist. Surv. Plate II.
8 Trans. Wis. A'Cad. of S'el., Vol. H, pp. 13-17; and Geol. of Wis.,
Vol. II, p. 468.
1
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of the river is a well showing 4 feet of sandstone overlying 12
feet of clay, and 100 feet still ·farther west, on the west side of
the wagon road, on higher ground, is a well showing 12 feet of
sandstone and below this 12 feet of the kaolonized pre-Cambrian
rock overlying hard crystalline rock. Similar thicknesses of the
clay formation were noted beneath the sandstone mounds in
which the sandstone quarries are located, on the west side of the
river at Stevens Point. Instances of sandstone mounds overlying the clay 'is shown in many localities. About a' mile
I
north of Stevens Point is located the Langenberg brick-yard,
the source of the clay here used being a thickness of 15 or 20
feet of the decomposed pre-Cambrian schists. This clay-bed is

NN.

FIG. 13. Section at Grand Rapids' showing relation of the kaolin to the underlying weathered rock and the overlying sandstone. After Irving.

about a mile and a half from the Wiscansin river and is not
overlain with sandstone, though the latter formation lies at a
higher level, forming a low broad hill one-fourth of a mile
to the north.
It seems hardly necessary to multiply instances of the occurrence of a. variable thickness of the decompOlSed pre-Cambrian
lying beneath an equally variable thickness of the Potsdam sandstone. The relations shown in the above sections are found
wherever the sandstone and pre-Cambrian occur,. whether it be
in natural exposures along the river banks or in the wells dug
through the sandstone located far from the streams.
As already stated" it was Irving's belief that the clays were
formed after the deposition of the sandstone, two possible explanations1 being offered by him: one, that the clays were formed
by processes of weathering during the existing cycle of erosion,
hut mainly in pre-g~acial times; and the other, that "surface
lGeol. of Wis., Vol. II, p. 464.
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waters, percDlating through the porous sandstone-in ea'rlier
time much thicker than now-have formed natural water CDurses _
along the junction between it and the less easily penetrable
crystalline rocks, and have thus exerted an unusual disintegrating action; whilst the sandstDne itself has subseqoontly acted as
a pregerver of the kaDlinized rock from the ordinary eroding
agencies. " It seems hardly necessary tD enter into the details
of the explanations offered by Irving1 and accepited by Buckley2 fDr the post-Potsdam development of these clay deposits.
It should be borne in mind that the evidence Df the peneplain
character of the pre-Oambrian land of central Wisconsin formed
before the deposition of the Potsdam sandstDne, which is believed to be a fact of great significance in conncetion with the
. origin of the clay, was unknown to Irving. Indeed, the idea of
peneplains Dr base-levels of erosion had hardly been promulgated at the time of his writing in 1876. While it is probable
that the processes suggested _by Irving may have operated to
some extent in the develDpment of the clay formation, it is not
thought that either or both combiood could have been important
factors.
It is believed by the writer -that the wide-spread 0ccurrence of the thick deposit of clay as a subjacent formation
of the Potsdam sandstone obviously points to its origin and its
presence there before the sandstone was deposited upon it. This
view is entirely in harmony with and strongly supported by
what has already been stated concerning the geographic evidence
of the peneplain characte'r Df the pre-Cambrian land in prePotsdam time; for if the pre-Oambrian land surface were, degraded to the near level of the sea, it is very_evident that the
conditions fDr deep weathering and decomposition of the surface
would prevail over large portions of the plain. In the process·
Df degradation of the pre-Oambrian, the less resistent rocks
would first be cut down to the limit of slope below which the
streams could no l0'nger transport the IDose material from the
surface, and at this stage of the degradation, when erosion would
cease, the mDst favorable conditi0'ns f0'r chemical metamorphism
would prevail, and the weathering and decomposition Df the rook
into clay would be likely to extend even to depths -below the
1

Ibid., pp. 463, !64.

2Bull. VII, Wis. Geol. & Nat. Hist. Surv., p. 217.
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level' of the sea. In fact, we could hardly expect the degrading
of a land area consisting mainly of the silicate minerals like
the pre-Cambrian rocks, to the near level of the sea without considerable weathering of the flat-lying surface. Hence the position of the clay beneath the sandstone" in view of the peneplain
character of the pre-Cambrian land in pre-Potsdam time, obviously points, it is believed, to its development there before the
deposition of the Potsdam formation.
The Time of the Construo,tion of the Peneplain and the Deep
Weathering of the Surface.-The period of the .uplift of the preCambrian horizon and the construction of the peneplain of centr~ Wisconsin, and the deep weathering and decomposition of
the gurface, must have occupied a long period, even 88 time is
reckoned in geological chronology. This period is certainly
somewhere between the age of· the youngest rocks of the peneplain, the Mliddle or the Upper Huronian, and the age of the
sandstone overlying them, the Upper Cambrian. It seems very
probable that pre-Cambrian rocks .younger than the Middle
or Upper Huronian, namely, the Keweenawan, may also be included in this old peneplain in adjacent parts of the state on
the south slope of the crystalline district, for these later preCambrian rocks are abundant in the adjoining pre-Cambrian
area of the north slope along the shore of Lake Superior. It
seems, therefore" that this period of erosion represents at least
the whole of the Lo,wer and Middle Cambrian periods, and that
it may also have reached back for some distance into pre-Cambrian time.
The Peneplain Buried Beneath.the Cambrian.-It will at once
be seen that if the pre-Cambrian land of north-central Wisconsin is an old peneplain of erosion formed in the period preceding the deposition of the Potsdam sandstone, it is extremely
probable that this peneplain has a wide extension beyond the
border of the area here d~scribed. It may be of interest, therefore, to point out briefly the general slope of the surface of the
pre-Cambrian beneath the adjacent area of the Paleozoic rocks.
It has already been shown that the general slope of pre-Cambrian of the area is about 9 to 12 feet per mile. Thirty miles
south of Pittsville, at Necedah, is a mound of pre-Cambrian
quartzite having an elevation of 75 to 100 feet above the surrounding alluvial plain. Recent explorations in that vicinity
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with the diamond drill shows the pre-Cambrian to lie between
200 and 225 feet below the general surface at Necedah (see page
519). The elevation of the railroad at Necedah is 908 feet
above the sea level, while that of the buried pre-Cambrian at 4
plaees, about the quartzite knob is shown to be' abou~ 700 feet
above sea level. The general elevation of the pre-Cambrian surface at Pittsville is 1033 feet, while 30 miles south at Necedah
the buried pre-cambrian surface has an elevation about 700 feet
or 330 feet lower, indicating an approximate downward slope to
the south of 11 feet per mile.
Fifty-five miles south of Grand Rapids, at Kilbourn City,
(shown in PI. LXVII, Fig. 3), the pre-Cambrian surface is
struck at a depth of 385 feet, or 515 feet above sea-level.
In the Baraboo district, where explorations for iron ore have
been carried on, the maxiJIlUm depth of the surface deposits and
the Potsdam sandstone appears 1 to be about 57.0 feet below the
860-foot contourline,indicating the general elevation of the preCambrian plain to lie about 300 feet above sea level.
At Madison, the pre-Cambrian occurs at a depth of 810 feet,
or 70 feet above sea-level. In the wells at both Kilbourn City
and Madiron the p're-Cambrian rock struck was called a /3hale;
and it is apparentl'y very, similar to the decomposed clayey sehists
about Grand Rapids. Furtherm6re, no conglomerate was found·
at the base of the sandstone. From Grand Rapids to Madison,
therefore, a. distance of about ninety miles, the surface of the
pre-Cambrian descends from an elevation of 1000 feet to 70
feet above the. sea~ and thus the slope of the buried pre-Oam~
brian surface to the south continues in a remarkable manner
at the same rate of descent, about 10 feet pel" mile, that is exhibited by the uncovered and di9ilected peneplain between' Merrill and Grand Rapids (see Plate LXVII, Fig. 3). Between
Grand Rapids and Kilbourn City is the Necedah pre-Cambrian
quartzite bluff with an elevation of about 1080 feet, and between Kilbourn City and Madison are the Baraboo pre-Cambrianquartzite b~u:ffs, whose highest pOints reach an elevation of 1600
feet. The Necedah quartzite probably attained an appl'oximate
elevation of 280 feet and the Baraboo quartzite ranges an eleva,
l(8araboo Iron Bearing. District, Wis. Geol. & Nat. Hist. Survey,
Bull. 13, p. 94-6.
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tion of 1200 to 1400 feet above the surrounding pre-Cambrian
plain. These two elevations of the pre-Cambrian surface. consist of hard" resistant rock, and bear a similar relation, it is
believed, to the surrounding bUried pre-Cambrian that the
Powers Bluff and Rib Hill: quartzite monadnocks bear to the
slightly dissected and deeply dissected portions of the peneplain
farther north.
Southeast of the pre-Cambrian area and also southwest there
is a much steeper slope to the pre-Cambrian surface, 88 indicated'
by the a.rtesrian wells at Oshkosh and La Crosse. To the southeast are the gre-Cambrian outliers of rhyolite and gran,ite along
the Fox river, which are believed to have been monadnocks in
the pre-Cambrian plain.
. The uplift and consequent warping of the region. which has
produced the present slope of the uneovered pre-Cambrian in
central Wisconsi:Ja, as well as that of its buried portion farther
south, is of interest. Briefly Sitated, as generally accepted,!
there is a broad anticlinal extending southward from central
Wisconsin into Illinois, with a corresponding synclinal depression extending into Michigan on the east and a similar one into
Iowa and southern Minnesota on the west. The uniform upward slope of the buried pre-Cambrian from Madison, Baraboo
and. Kilbourn City, to the uncovered peneplain about Wausau, is
thus along the anticlinal. It is believed that the buried preCambrian to the east, at Oshkosh, and to the west, at La Crosse,
also had a common peneplain slope with the now exposed portion of the pre-Cambrian, in pre-Potsdam time, and that the
steeper slope in these directions at the present time is to be explained .88 the corresponding synclirials, in the pre-Cambrian,
formed since the beginning of Potsdam time.
The Magrvitude of the Unconformity.-The unconformity between the pre-Cambrian and the Paleozoic of' this region, therefore, is very great, and in the hiatus: represented by this. unconformity the pre-Cambrian was reduced, by sub-aerial erosion,
to the peneplain" and over most parts of this peneplain deep
residual soils and clays 'were developed before being submerged
by the Upper Cambrian sea. The general degradation of the
pre-Cambrian land to an approximate plain in adjacent portions
!1T. C. Chamberlin, Geol. of Wis., Vol. IV, p. 424.
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of the now expOS"ed pre-Cambrian of the Great Lakes region, as
well as of large portions buried beneath the surrounding Pal"
eozoics, is now quite generally accepted. It indicates a generally
wide extension of the pre-C'ambrian continent in the period preceding the general submergence of the land by the early Paleozoic sea. The unconformity between the pre-Cambrian and
the Paleozoic 'may therefore be co~idered as one of the first .
magnitude. Perhaps nowhere else can this great unconformity
be seen to better advantage from a purely physiographic, as well
as geologic point of view, than in this region of north-central
Wisconsin, especially in the driftless area along the Wisconsin
river, where not only has the original slope of the pre-Cambrian
land been preserved with very slight change through all the long
subsequent ages following the pre-Cambrian, but here also this
early land surface has not been buried and obscured by the
accumulations of the Pleistocene glaciers.
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PALEOZOIC GEOLOGY.

CHAPTER VII.
THE POTSDAM SANDSTONE.
The only formation of the Paleozoic series occurring in this
area is the Potsdam (Upper Cambrian) sandstone. In adjoining parts of the state, to the southeast,south and southwest,
near the outer borders of the state, overlying the Potsdam sandstone, occur later formations of limestone and sandstone belonging to the Ordovician, Silurian and Devonian systems.
In the followting table is presented a statement showing the
complete succession of the Paleozoic systems in North America
and those portions of these systems represented in the southeastern, southern and southwestern part of Wisconsin, and also
the single formation occurring in the area of North Central
WiSlCOnsin :
TABLE OF PALEOZOIC FORMATIONS IN AMERICA AND WISCONSIN •
North America.

Southern WiscolHlin.

I

...

North Central Wisconsin.

Permian system.... .... .. .. .. ....................•........... ............ . ............... .
Pennsylvanian system ..................................••..................................
Mississippian system. . . .. .... ................................ . ............................ .
D

.

evofl~n

sys e

S'l
1

. n

ur~

1

Upper ..•.•............................................................... ",
Middle.... .... Hamilton limestone. .... .. . ............................ .
.. . . Lower. . . .. . .. ........ .....................•. ... . ....................... .

sya m ....

{Upper ......... Waubakee limestone beds ..............................••
Middle ........ Niagara limestone beds ...........................•.......
Lower ..................................................................... ..
(Upper. .... .... Hudson River shale ..................................... ..

Ordovician ~ Middle ........ {~:.!:~nli~:=:~:::: :::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ::::::
sysrep .... I L
{St. Peter sandstone ..................................... .
Lower. . . . . .. . . Lower magnesian limestone ...... " .................... ..
Cambtrian
};ifd~f~
~~t~~~.~ .s~~~.s.t.~~~:. :: :: :: :: . ~~~~~~~ ~~~~~.~~~: ...... .
sys em .... ~ Lower ..............•.............................

5

:: :: :: :: .

< • • • • • • • • • _, • • • • • • •- • • • • • • •
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An ex:aminatiQll1 of the table shows that in the southern portion of Wisconsin only portions of the Cambrian, Ordovician,
Silurian and Devonian systems are represented. The Mi!'\Sissippian and Pennsylvanian systems, formerly known as the Carboniferous system, and the Permian system are wholly unrepresented. In North Central Wisconsin only a portion of one.formation of the Cambrian, the Potsdam' ~andstone, is present.
.

POTSDAM (UPPER .cAMBRIAN) S'ANDSTONE.

Forzning the base of the Paleozoic strata in Wisconsin is the
Potsdam sandstone formation, a fairly uniform rock in composition and general character. In those parts of the state where
the entire formation remains intact beneath overlying strata,
this sandstone attains a thie.kness, generally varying between 700
and 1000 feet. In this area, however, only the lower portion of
the formation is present, as remnants in isolated patches and
mounds; in certain portions of the district. It probably does
not exceed, in the mounds and ridges of this area, a thickness of
300 feet.
DISTRIBUTION.

As sho,,'1l on the general map (Plate I), the Potsdam
sandstone occurs in isolated patches in the southeast and western parts of Marathon County, in the southern and western parts
of Taylor County, and over the whole of Clark, Wood and Portage counties. This formation appears to be entirely absent in
Lincoln County, and those parts of Langlade, Price and Rusk
counties included in this area.
The general base level condition of the pre-Cambrian rocks.
previous to the Paleozoic era, has already been brie:fly referred
to. The sandstone, therefore, lies upon a comparatively flatlying rock floor or peneplain. In the northern part of the area,
where the pre-Oambrian crystalline rocks mainly constitute the
surface formations. the sandstone occurs only in a few isolated
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patches. The streams flowing southward from the area of the
pre-Cambrian have cut tb,rough the sandstone beds to the crystalline rocks for many miles after entering the main sandstone
district of the southern part of the area. The sandstone diStrict
.and the pre-Cambrian therefore dovetail with one another,the
sandstone outliers extending far north upon the divides into
the· general pre-Cambrian dimrict, and the crystallines being
abundantly exposed along the stream beds far to the southward
within the general area of the sandstone.
In the reportl of the former Geological Survey, the sandstone
boundary was placed in the vicinity of Stevens Point, Pittsville,
Marshfield, Neitlsville, and where the Eau Claire river crosses
from Clark County into Eau Claire County. The present investigation of the writer, however, on account of the greater
accessibility of the district and from data derived from farmers'
wells, has shown that the sandstone extends much farther northward into the pre-Cambrian district than was formerly suppvsed.
The occurrences in the various counties are described in some
detail in subsequent pages.
GENERAL CHARACTER.

The sandstone largely consists of rounded grains of sand partially ctlmented by silica and by iron oxide. The formation
varies from a fairly pure sandstone to a rock containing much
clay material associated with the sand. The formation is rarely
a firmly cemented rock, but generally consists of a mass of incoherent sand which readily disintegrates and falls to pieces
when exposed to the weather. There is therefore a considerable
variation in the firmness and coherency of the various beds of
the formation, and· for this reason certain beds disintegrate and
are eroded with much greater ease than others. Beca~se of unequal resistance to weathering, therefore, the moundS' of sandmone which occur in certain portions o~ the area present rock
walls formed of a series of projecting and receding beds. Invariably a hard bed of coherent sandstone forms the capping
layer of these mounds, which has S'erved as a protection to the
underlying strata. The underlying beds crumble away readily
lGeol. of Wis., Vol. II, pp. 529-532; and Geological Map, Plate 1.
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and fo:rm either the vertical-walls of receding and projecting
beds" or gentle talus slopes of loose sand leading down from the
resistant caps to the lbw-Iying ground surrounding.
.In a few places only is the sandstone firm enough to be used
for building purposes. In the northern part of the sandstone
district, where the sandstone occurs as a remnant outlier; lying
upon the crystalline rocks, the sandstone is useually a hard,
coherent formation-in fact, its hardness and coherency have
undoubtedly been the cause of these patches remaining intact
while the surrounding less resistant portions were eroded.
Hence these smaH mounds in the interior of the area constitute
fairly firm rocks and many of them are quarried for building
stone. In certain parts of the area, as in southwestern Clark
County, the formation appears to contain considerable clay rna
terial, the rock approaching a sandy shale which disintegrates
into a sandy, or a sandy loam soil. . Further west, in Eau Claire
County, the upper portion of the ·Potsdam contains many calcareous beds.
Fossils were not noted in the sandstone of this area. While
fossils were not especially searched for, the Potsdam formation
throughout the area appears in general to be deficient in traces
of life. The most likely places for the occurrence of fossils are
the clayey strata intercalated with the sandstone. Th'e calcareous beds farther west in Eau Claire County contain abundant
fossils.
The sandstone occurs in beds lying in approximately horizontal position, with slight dip to the south and southwest. These
beds vary in thickness from feWt inches to a foot or more.
Jdinting is common, both horizontal and vertical joints being
present, thus causing the formation to weather into rectangular
masses.
At the base of the sandstone formation occur, in a few places,
the coarse conglomerate beds made up of the debris of the under~
lying crystalline rocks. The conglomerate is especially abundant about the quartzite and granite knobs 'which apparently
formed monadnocks in the peneplain of the pre-Cambrian continent. While conglomerate consisting largely of quartzite pebbles is abundant about the quartzite knobs, coarse beds at the
base of the sandstone are generally absent over the residual clay
deposits o~ the crystalline peneplain. The occurrence of the
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coarse conglomerate about the monadnocks in the. peneplain
seems to Clearly indicate that these hard rock hills furnished
rocky shore lines against which the waves of the Potsdam sea
eroded and deposited coarse debris.
TOPOGRAPHY •

The sandstone furnishes distinctive features to the topography
only in Portage, Wood and Clark counties, where it forms
mounds varying in height from 15 to 20 feet up to 200 feet.
The sandstone mounds are especially abundant only in the area
of the thin drift or the alluvial flats of these counties. While
sandstone is known to occur farther north, it is there usually
covered with the drift formations.
Sandstone forms vertical walls from 10 to 20 feet high atong
many of the small streams and the rivers in the main sandstone
district in the southern and southwestern parts of the area.
The mounds of sandstone in Portage, ,Wood and Clark counties
add a picturesque appearance to the otherwise monotonous plain
in which they occur.
With the progress of erosion the sandstone mounds come to
assume various forms according to the different degrees which
their several· parts are weathered and eroded. The mounds are
capped with thick coherent beds of sandstone, beneath which lie
less coherent and resistant ones. Two types or kinds of mounds
may be specified, those with relatively resistant beds beneath
the protecting caps and those with relatively soft beds beneath
the capping strata. The former weather into mounds with ap"
proximately vertical walls, the erosion proceeding chiefly along
the joints and along the layers of softer sediments, dividing the
mass into fluted and corrugated escarpments of great beauty,· as
shown in Plate LXIX. The latter weather into mounds with
gentle talus slopes of loose sand capped above by the projecting
resistant strata, as shown in Plate XLV.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION.

Marathon Gounty.-In the southeastern portion of Marathon
County, sandstone is known to oceUI' in Sec. 30, T. 28, R. 9 E.
This oociIrrence of sandstone is of small extent, perhaps not
more than 2 or 3 feet thick, lying immediately upon crystalliLa
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rock. A sandstone ledge occurs in the N. ~ of NE. % of Sec.
26, T. 26, R. 8 E. In Town 26, Range 9 E. are several other occurrences of sandstone, some of which are quarried for building stone. In townships 26 and 27, R. 10 E., isolated OCCllI'rences of sandstone probably occur beneath the thick drift covering, although in this vicinity none were observed by the writer.
In western Marathon County, sandstone was not found farther
east than T. 29, R. 2 E.; sandstone outcrops along the road
where the small stream crosses in the NW. % of NW. 1;4 of
Sec. 21, town of Holton, (T. 29, R. 2 E.). In a number of wells
in sections 18 and 19, in Holton, sandstone was struck. Sandstone occurs in several wells in the village of Abbotsford.
In the town of Hull, T. 28, R. 2 E., found sandstone only at
one place, in well of H. Weller, Sr., in the SW. 1;4 of SE. % of
Sec. 30. 'rhe sandstone appears to be but a few feet thick and
occurs in the wells on both sides of the road at this place.
In the town of Brighton, T. 27, R. 2 E., sandstone was struck
in a number of wells about 2 miles southeast of Unity, in sec·
tions 7,,8, and 17. The sandstone in this vicinity lies beneath
18 to 30 feet of drift and but a few feet of sandstone is reported.
In the town of Spencer, T. 26, R. 2 E., sandstone is quarried
at several places in the southern parts of sections 33 and 34.
largely used for building stone in the city of Marshfield. The
sandstone in this vicinity attains a thickness of 30 or 40 feet.
There is no record of the occurrence of sandgi;one in other parts
of this town, although it probably occurs in many places beneath the drift.
About 6 miles northwest of ;Wausau upon the farm of A.
Luebke" in Sec. 5, T. 29, R. 7 E., occur a number of loose blocks
of sandstone, indicating the probable presence of sandstone in
place in the near vicinity. These loose blocks occur in an area
of very thin drift and probably are not far removed from their
original position, although no outcrop was found.
Portage Cmtnty.-Ioolated areas of sandstone occur over the
whole of Portage County. They are' especially numerous in the
southern part and but spa'rsely distributed over the northern
portion. East of the Wisconsin river occurrences of sandstone
were noted along th road in the NE. 1;4 of Sec. 36, T. 25, R. 7 E.,
and in considerable abundance in the vicinity of the NE. corner
of Sec. :31, T. 26, R. 8 E. Sandstone also occurs in considerable
26-G.
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abundance along the road in the SE. % of Sec: 21, T. 25, R. 8 E.
Farther east, in the towns of Sharron and Alban thick drift
is abundant and no outcrops O'f sandstO'ne were noted.. :But few
wells in this region penetrate entirely through the drift and in
the few recorded instances crystalline rock was struck beneath
the drift.
In the tO'wn of Hull which includ~ a PO'rtion of T. 24, R. 7 E .•
and the whole of T. 24;, R. 7 E.; sandstone is fairly abundant.
Some of the more prominent occurrences are in Sec. 11, T. 24,
R. 7 E., in Secs. 1 and 2 of T. 24, R. 8 E., and near the centre
of NE. 14 of See. 36, T. 24, R. 8 E., at the latter place the sandstO'ne is quarried for building stone.
, .
In the NE. % O'f the NW. 1;4 of Sec. 7, T. 24, R. 9 E., in
town of Sharron, are several knobs and low hills O'f sandstone,
furnishing excellent stone fO'r building purposes. The Polish
CathO'lic church in Polonia was constructed of this stO'ne.
In the northwe~ern part of Portage· CO'unty, west of the Wisconsin river, sandstO'ne was observed at O'nly a few places in the
tO'wn O'f Eau Pleine. Low hjlls of disintegrated sandstone occur
in the NE. 1~ of the SE. :LA, of Sec. 27, T. 25, R. 7 E. Sandstone occurs along rO'ad ilear centre of SW. 1,4 of SW. 1,4 O'f
Sec. 23, T. 25, R. 6 E .., and near Milladore, along road in NW.
% O'f Sec. 30 and also NW. ~<t of Sec. 31, of T. 25, R. 6E. In
the town of Carson sandstone is fairly abundant, and in the
town of Linwood are numerous large low mounds and hills of
this formation. Sandstone is especially abundant, 'as shown on
the general map, forming ridges in Sees. 7,8,9.,11,12,14,15,16,
17 and 18, of T. 23"
7 E.
The sO'uthern half O'f Portage County is very probably quite
generally ~overed with sandSitone beneath the al:l.uvium and
drift. -These l'ater formatiO'ns, hO'wever, are so abundant in this
portion O'f the county that few occurrences. of sandstone appear
at the surface. TwO' sandstone outcrops occur in the NW. 14
of Sec. 12, T. 23, R. 8 E. Numerous sandstone mounds occur
in the vicinity O'f Stevens Point O'n both sides of the river, as
shown on the map. . Those in the western part of the city. are
extensively quarried. A low sandstone mound quarried considerably lies in the NE. :LA, of the SE.1,4 of Sec. 15, T. 23, R. 8 E.
Several sandstone mounds and pinacles occur in the vicinity of
Bancroft, in Secs. 14, 23 and 24 of T. 21, R. 8 E.' All of these
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mounds furnish quarry stone. They have an elevation varying
from 75 to 175 feet (estimated) above the surrounding alluvial
plain. :M~osquito 1\1iound in the SiW. % of Sec. 24 is the most
prominent of theS'e, having an elevation of about' 175 feet. The
topmost layers only are quarried for building stone the lower
beds of the mound being too incoherent for constructional purposes. Over the summit of the mound is a thin cQvering of
glacial .arin. The thickness of alluvium in the vicinity of Bancroft, at the C. & N. W. R. R. station is at least 97 feet and hence
the sandS'tone formation of Mosquito Mound is very probably at
least 300 feet thick.
In the eastern part of the county, that portion covered by the
thick Wisconsin drift, numerous outcrops of sandstone were observed. The formation undoubtedly rapidly grows thicker toward the southeast, though the formation is quite generally covered by the thick terminal moraine deposits of the Wisconsin
drift sheet.
Wood County.-The sandS'tone occurs in isolated patches, .~
already stated, over the entire area of Wood County, being
sparsely distributed over the northern part and fairly abundan1
over the southern portion. As shown on the outcrop map, (Plates
XII and XV) the occurrences in the northeastern part are generally quite small. They are also relatively of slight thickness.
Sandstone is abundant in the southern part of the county, the
general distribution of which is shown on the general map,
(Plate I). Outc1rops of consiqerable extent occur along
the Yellow river in the NE. :tU of Sec. 27, and in the SE. corner
of Sec. 35 of T. 25, R. 2 E. A sandstone mound of considerable
extent occurs about a mile north of Lindsay, in the NW. :tU of
Sec. 17, T. 24, R. 2 E. Sandstone is abundant in low hills in
the southern part of the towns of Hansen, of Sigel, and of '
. Rudolph. In the NE. l,i of Sec. 30 and NW. 1,4 of Sec. 29" of
Rudolph, the formation- is a fairly hard firm" rock and is used
to a considerable extent for building purposes. Sandstone is
exposed in numerous places along the Wisconsin river from
Biron's Mill to Nekoosa overlying the residual clays and crystal:line rocks.
In the broad alluvial plain of southern Wood only one noteworthy outcrop of sandstone occurs,~the South Mound about
6 miles southwest of Babcock, in the vicinity of the NW. %
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of Sec. 25, T. 21, R. 2 E. South Mound is probably not more
than 50 or 60 feet high but it is a feature of considerable prominence in the surrounding alluvial plain.
Olark OQUnty.-Clark County like Wood and Portage counties
lies wholly within the area .covered by isolated auterops of the
sandstone. The northeastern part of the county is covered with
thick drift and in this portion most of the outcrops. noted are
located along the streams. Quite generally. however, in this
part the wells have struck sandstone. The wells as a rule do
Dot penetrate more than 5 to 10 feet of sandstone, a few feet
of the sand furnishing an abundance of water.
Where the Wisconsin Central railroad crosses Black river in
the NE. corner of the SE. ~ of Sec. 32, T. 29, n,. 2W., is a
sandstone quarry on the east bank of the river showing the following section, as described by W. D. Smith:
Covering of drift. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4 feet.
Loose sand, white and yellow ............................... 1 to 2 feet.
Alternating layers 3 to 6 inches thick of shalysandstone and
sandstone. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 feet.
Sandstone beds 6 to 12 inches thick. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. 3 feet.
Alternating strata of red and blue shale and thin strata of
sandstone. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 to 3 feet.
Thick bed ofsandstone. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7 feet.
Bluish shale ................... , ............................ 6 inchel!.
Yellow ilandstone beds 6 to 12 inches thick ................... 3 feet.

The sandstone becomes thieker in the central part of Clark
County. In T. 27, R. 2 W. e.re numerous wells reported by Mr.
Sundemeyer of GreenwooQ, which show a thickness of 15 to 25
feet-of sandstxme. In the northern part of T. 26, R. 3 W. (see
map Plate I) are three large and prominent sandstone
mounds known as South Mound, Middle Mound,and N.orth
Mound. Theae mounds reach an elevation of 100 to ~50 feet
above the surraunding low plain.
In the southwestern part of the county in the area. of thin
drift, the sandstone or its disinegrated equivalent very largely
forms the surface rock, forming numerous ridges and hills .
.A few miles northwest of Neil:1sville are several sandstone
IJloundl {see Plate XLIX~, which lie wilthin the area of thick
4r1ft. In the southern. part of the county prominent sandstone
knobs occur in the eastern. part of Sec. 28, T .. 23, R. 1 E., and hi
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the NE.
of SW. 1,4 of Sec. 23, T. 24, R. 1 E. Sandstone hills
are very abundant in the town of Dewhun:>t, T. 23, R. 3 W .
. Prominent-hills of sandstone also occur in the SE. 1,4 of S'ec.
12, T. 24~ R. 1 E., and in sections 11 and 12 of T. 24, R. 1 W.
TOIJjwf' Oounty.-Sandstone is known to ooour in only a few
lJlaces in Taylor County. This formation in thin strata caps the
decomposed pre-Cambrian rock along the Black river in the NE.
of NE lJt of Sec. 8, T. 30, R. 1 E. Sandstone was struck in a
well beneath 50 feet of drift at Halliday's mill in the SE ~ of
Sec. 30, T. 30, R. 1 E., and also in a well in the SE 1,4 of SW
34 of Sec. 36, 1'. 30, R. 1 W The above are only the occurrences
of sandstone in Taylor County on record,. but it seems very probable that this formation lies in considerable abundance in isolated patches beneath the thick drift in thesouthwesern pQ.rt of '
the county.
In Lincoln Couny, and those portions of Langlade, Price, and
Rusk counties described in this report, no occurrences of sandstone were found. Lincoln· County and Price County are well
within the general area of the pre-Cambrian. rocks, and it is
very probable that no sandstone oocurs in these counties. The
southeastern portion of Langlade County and the western part
of Rusk County are probably within the area of sandstone outliers.

*

FORMER EXTENSION OF THE PALEOZOIC OVER

'tHE PRE-CAMBRIAN OF

NORTHERN WISCONSIN.

How far to the north, over the pre-Cambrian district, the Potsdam sandstone was once distributed is not now definitely known.
As already stated, the present survey has shown the presence of
remnants of the sandstone much nearer the centre of the preCambrian ditrict than it was formerly supposed to occur. The
Paleozoic formations of Wisconsin surrounding a central core
of older pre-Cambrian rocks appear to owe their characteristic zonal distribution to a general uplift of the region combined
vlrith subsequent erosion: The period elapsing between the uplift of the Paleozoic and the present is certainly long enough for
a vast amount of erosion to take place with the subsequent removal of vast quantities of rock.
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A set of phenomena is preSented in this region which appears
to strongly support the theory that the pre-Cambrian of a large
part, if not the whole, of northern WiSIConsin was submerged by
the early Paleozoic sea and covered with thick deposits of the
Paleozoic formations.
The class of evidence referred to is physiographic and is furnished: by the history of the development of the drainage system
of iliiB. area, which is fully described in the following chapter on
physiography. Pages (617-621).
The abnormal features of the valleys in the pre-Cambrian of
this area indicate clearly that the drainage lines which carved
these valleys out of ilie pre-Cambrian had their inception upon
• overlying Paleozoic 'strata in consequence of uplift, and, that,
finally sinking through overlying gently sloping beds, at last met
with the underlying pre-Cambrian crystallines and was superimposed llpon the latter.
Briefly stated, therefore, the positipn and course of the valleys
in the pre-Cambrian rocks are obviously those developed, not
by oonsequent streams upon the pre~Cambrian, but by streams
which were originally developed cmiseqU:ent upon uplift of overlying Paleozoic strata, and were later superimposed upon the
pre-Cambrian. The superimposed character of the drainage is
best illustrated in the region about Wausau, in the non-glaciated
area, but it is obvious from the study of the drainage in the driftless area that the rivers and valleys have the character of superimposed drainage oveI: a large portion of the surrounding re¢on,
if not the entire surrounding region, of the drift-covered preCambrian, in which no trace of ilie P"aleozoic now remains. This
supposition, if true, can be fully demonstrated when the location
of the pre-glacial valleys in ilie drift-covered parts of northern
Wisconsin are studied in detail and mapped with respect to the
various pre-Cam~rian formations.
Another set of phenomena, of paleontologic nature, which lies
outside this particular area,_ but within this general region, may
be appealed to in connection with the theory of the former extension of the Paleozoic formations. It is well known that large
areas of the formations overlying the upper Cambrian, such as
the Trenton and Niagara, occur in considerable abundance north
of, and essentially surrolmding, the Lake Superior region. The
occurrence of fauna in the Niagara formation norili of Lake Su-
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perior similar to that fartl1er south is of such a character as to
indicat.e that the Niagara sea may very likely have extended continuously across the Lake Superior region, thus giving rise to
favorable conditions for the similar life development north and
south of Lake Superior.
To the above evidence may also be added that furnished by the
general. and widespread degradation by erosion of the pre-Cambrian continent in pre-upper Cambrian time, the condition of
the low-lying pre-Cambrian being obviously such as to greatly
facilitate submergence during the Paleozoic transgression.
Furthermore the general incoherency and unconsolidated character of the Potsdam sandstone and of the later sandstones and
, Slhales of the Paleozoic of this part of the continent is such as
to indicate that these formations could easily have been eroded
with relatively slight uplift during the long period since the
Paleozoic.
Thus not only the evidence of the secondary character of the
drainage 81uperimposed upon the pre-Cambrian but also paleontologic evidence in the surrounding region, to which may be
added the evidence of the basecleveled condition of the pre-Cambilian continent, and the easily weathered character of the Paleozoic formations all support the view that not only the Potsdam
sandstone, but also the overlying formations, up to the Niagara,
may once have extended over the pre-Cambrian of northern
Wisconsin, and have long since boon eroded.
THE EROSION INTERVj\L FOLLOWING THE PALEOZOIC SEDIMENTATION.

To what extant the deposition of the lower Paleozoiic formations extended over this region asaoove stated, is. not defiJnitely
known. The formations in the genaral geological column between the Potsdam sandstone and the next overlyitng formation
in this area, namely the Pleistocene drift ana alluvium, are indicated in the following table:

•
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Table of Geological Furmationll.
North America.
Cenozoic Series:
Pleistocene.. .... .. . . . . .. .. . ...
Tertiary:
Pliocene
Miocene
Oligocene
Eocene

North Central Wisconsin.

Pleistocene ddft

Mesozoic Series:
Triassic
Jurassic
Cretaceous
Paleozoic:
Permian
Pennsylvanian
Mississippian
Devonian
Silurian
Ordovician
.
Cambrian •....................

1 Potsdam Sandstone

(Upper Cambrian)

As iJndieated in the table, nearly the whold of the Paleozoic
series, namely, all above the Upper Oambrian (Pot.sdam) , the
whole of the Mesozoic series and the Cenozoic series up to the
Pleistocene is 'lIDrep,resented in this area.
This region, during the deposition of theso unrepresettIrted systems, was evidently above sea level (with the probab:le ~xcep
tions above referred to) and was therffiore swbject to the usual
process of degradatidn of land masses, such as weathering and
erosion. The d~wad:ation of the land during thlis long int~al
of SlUb-aeriaJ. erosion was one of profound extent. In magnitude,
it is, perhaps, comparable to that earlier period. of land waste
during which the pr~-Cambrian land was worn down to brure
level.

GENERAL OHARAOTER OF DRIFT AND IOE /1HEETB.
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PLEISTOCENE OR GLACIAL GEOLOGY.

CHAPTER VIII.

THE GENERAL CHARACTER AND ORIGIN OF THE
DRIFT AND OF ICE SHEETS.'
. GENERAL INTRODUCTION.

The long period of weathering and erosion of the Oambrian
sandstone and later Paleozoic formations of Wisconsin continued
to the beginning' of the Pleistocen~ 01" Glacial Age. Tlris long
interval between the Paleozoic and Pleistocene, as already stated,
. is represented in geological history by the whole of Mesozoic and
Tertiary time. So far as at present known, there are no records of marine or other depos.;,ts formed! in Wisconsin in this
interim: Deposits of the Cretaceus period (·Mezozoic Age) are
known to occur, however a few miles west of Wisoonsin, in
Minnesot8j, and it seems quite probable that the land of Wisconsin Was not only near sea level but partly or wholly submerged during the Oretaceus period, and possibly also during
other geologic periods, but, as above stated, no records of a
Cretaceous or other submergence have ever been found.
the Paleozoic to the Pleistocene the State appears to have been
subjooted to erosion, very probably however, at a very nonuniform rateJ, because of changes in the elevation: of the land
which we may reasonably suppose must have occurred.
The beginning of the Pleistocene period was not, however,
, brought about by submergence of the land below sea level, but
by the inception of marked climatic changes, and the invasion
of the region by a succession of ice sheets. Under t~ name
of the Glacial Period, or the Ice Age, an lIDWllIal episode in

From
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the geological history of the Northern Hemisphere is denoted.
The change of temperature from the eomparatively warm clima.te, which marked the close of the immediately preceding
Tertiary, to the alternating cold and warm intervals of the

Fro. 14. Map of North America wowing pOirtlon covered by the tee In the
glacial period.
.

Glacial or Pleistocene, not only affected the northern portion of
North America, but also extended over a large part of Europe.
In the Western Hemisphere the ice in1nllBions extended as far
south as central New Jersey on the Atlantic coast, to the Ohio
and Missouri l"i"\ners in the Mississippi Valley, and into northern
Washington on the Pacific Coast (see map Fig. 14). In Europe
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the ioo sheetS extended over most of the British Isles, northern
Gei-m~y and north..western Russia.
The work of a glacial invasion includes that of the erosion
and the removal of the soils and superficial deposi~ as well as
'that of' ,the deposition of the various heterogeneous materials
carried forward by the ioo. Glaciers, like mighty rivers, are
powerful agents shaping land topography, and like rivers, carry
on the work of erosion in certain portions of theIr courses,
while in other portions they are mainly oceupied with the work
of deposition: In the district of north central Wisconsin the
work of the various ice sheets was :Inainly that of depoSli.:ting
rock debris, rather than that of the erosion and removal of such
material'. The reaSons for this can best be Understood as the
general sUCQession of events in the glacial history of the area is
described.
, The roCk debris, eroded, transported, and deposited by ~ ice
sheet tis' called glacial drift, or merely drift, and is spread, with
unequal: thickness, like a mantle, over the surfaoo of the land.
The drift 'consists of a mass of clay, sand, gravel and boulders,
the materials of which may be confusedly commingled, or more
or less assorted. and separated into stratified layers. The character of the drift varieS, therefore, from place to place; here
there are heaped up ridges of coarse bouldery materi~, and
there there are broad plains of sandy' stratified deposits, and in
still .other places there occur a commingling of various types' of
deposits. The varia1iion in the character of the drift deposits
very largely aepEmds upon the manner of deposition, whether
directly-by the ice, or by water accompanying the ice.
It has already' been inferred that the Glacial Period consisted
of, a sUccession of 'ice invamons; each of which extended over a
oonsiderable' time. 'After 'each' invasion there' was a loilg
interludeoi -mild 'climate durmg which the fauna' and flOra
Spread northward' and OOOUJpi6d their former' hablitatS.' The
general succession of events has' been llirgely the 'same in. Europe
and in America with various local modifiCations.
'
'
' .'
Since the'Glacial geology-of the district here described lis Complex, 'alid includes a series of glaciatiOD~. it is thought advisable,
first, to dismlss briefly the general origlin and work 'of gl8.clers,
the origin and nature of glacial deposifB and their manner of
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distribution, and then to' treat each stage of glaciation occurring
in the dlistrict in detail in the ..order of its succession.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN ICE SHEET.

The origin of alternating long' periods of cold and warm climate nM not here be discussed. There is abundant evidetlJOO in
geologic mstory that climatic change is a coID!IDon f6iLture of the
earth's atmosphere, and especially is this true of too later geol~
gic ·periods. Changes in climate are undoubtedly slow, and,
measured in years, require considerable time, very probably tens
of thousands of years. Suffice it to state that as the temperature
of a region gmdually grows oolder and coldel', and the' winters
grow longer and longer, the summer's heat, :finally, is insufficient
to melt the winter's snow and perennial snow fields are. formed.
When once thlis process is inaugurated the depth of the snow
would increase from year to year, until" finaJly in the course of
time, and under favorable conditions, the extent of the snow
fields would reach very large dimensions, ,and the depth of snow
would become very great.
As the snow field attains great thickness its lower portion
would eventually be converted into i~, on acoount of the slow
granuJ:ation and crystaUizationof the snow as it agmmes a more
compact form, on aooount of the seepage of water from the p8,rtial melting at the suriaoo, and of the pressure of the overlying
snow. When too thickness of the snow and ice has beeome consideMble, the pressure upon its l~ portion wiD become ~i.
Under progn'Jr!Sive granular g'l"(l'W'th a,nd g;peat preamre lee exhil1it8 the eharacleristics of a semi-fluid body and m capable of
':flowing with extreme slowness. The ioo fietd. W'6Il1l.d, therefore,
:flow outW8rd from the center of the field:, and the region:snrrounding the area. of accumulating snow would be gradually
invaded by the spreading ice.

W I seON:';l1\' SUUVEY.

[' ig. 1.

BUL.LE'l' I N XV!., PL. XL llJ.

"lEIY Ol~ C LA CII, H S n O " "IN C Dr-BHIS AND S,[' Il{; C'J'T1Hlc OF Til E 1(' 8

Fig. 2.

C fIARA CTERI STI C END OF A GREENLAND GL ACIE R.
VIEWS OF THE GRJiJENfJAND GLACIER:;.
(F rom Chamberla in & Sali sbury's Geol ogy.)
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.An excellent example of the conditions surrounding the
growth and movement of a vast ice sheet is afforded by Greenland to-day. A large part of the half million square miles
which this island contains is covered· by a vast sheet of snow·
and ice thousands of feet thick. In the interior portion· of the
island the snow is accumulating and gradually changing to ice.
In this vast field there is continual, but slow, movement,and the
ice creeps slowly towards the border of the island, moving forward until its margin finally becomes melted and evaporated by
the wal"lOOI" climate adjacent to the ocean. In many places the
margin is pushed out into the sea and broken off lin fragments
that float away as icebergs. See Plate XLIII.
On a smaller scale the growth! and movement of glaciers is
welt illustrated in the Alps and the Rookies, and other regions of
high altitude. In the mountains the snow fields accumulate on
the upper slopes whence they move down into the ravines and
valleys, changmg to ice and becoming veritable rivers of ice~
moving slowly but steadily to the lower levels and eroding and
deposi1:ling rock fragments, clay, and sand along their courses.
The glaciers descend until they reach the lower and warmer portions of the mountltin slope, where they are melted, and their
course down the rest of the valley is taken by a stream of muddy
water formed by the melting of the ice.
Glaciers, though naturally more ablIDdantly developed at the
present time in the frigid climate of the Arctic and Abltarctic
regions, are also in any latitude where a sufficient snow fall accumul'ates and remains throughout the year. They occur in the
Himalayas and the Andes along the equator as well as in the
Alps and the Rockies in the temperate zone.
The gladiers in the mountainous regions are typical valley
glaciers, or rivers of ice, and are confined to the steep valleY
slopes, whereas those developed in the broad tract of Greenland
and elsewhere in the polar region can best be designated as ice
sheets. In the regions of the ice-sheets, Or i~ps, the ice attains a thickness of thousands of feet (1n the South Polar Circle
estimated to be 10,000 feet thick), and only the highest mountain tops remain unconcealed.
The drift mantle distributed over parts of North America and
Europe during the Ice Age was undoubtedly d~posited by broad
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ice sheets like those now prevailing in Greenland and the polar
regions rather than by valley glaciers such as those now existing
in the high mountains. DI{ring the Ice Age most of the northern
,half of the North American continent was covered by successive
ice sheets which had their origin in the region of Hudson Bay
and from there moved outward from one or more centers under
the pressu:rie of their own weight, and advanced to the southward. The total area of the maximum development of the· North
American ice sheet has been estimated at 4,000,000 square miles,
about 10 times that of the present ice field of Greenland.

THE WORK OF AN ICE SHEET.

As the ice advanced over tOO land it gathered up and carried
forward in its mass more or less debris from the surface over
. which it moved. The work of an ice sheet, therefore, is very
much like that of a river as it moves along its channel, and consists of erosion, transportJation and deposition. The beds of
glaciers now Jiving in the A).ps and in Greenland present the
same features as those exhibited by the drift mantle of this region where glaciers no longer exist; henc.e we can obtain a clear
conception of the effects of the Pleistocene glaciation in thlls
region by examining the phenomena now attendant upon living
ice sheets.

Eroding Work of an Ice Sheet.
The erosion by an ice shoot is afliected only to a small extent
by the direct contact of the moving ice against the hard rock; it
is mainly accomplished by the rubbing of boulders, gravel and
sand held within the :mass of the ice. The debris, in the grasp
of the ice as it creeps along is pressed against the hard rock surface, moves over each little inequality, and is continually wearing, grinding and polishing: the rock over which it advances.
The work of the ice sheet 8B it slowly moves, therefore, consists
in gathering up the loose material in its course, wearing down
the inequalities 'in the land surface, and polishing and grooving
the rocks in its wake. The material held within the ice is also
ground up and made finer and finer as the ice advances.
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The abrasive effect of a'moving sheet of ice like that which
prevailed over the North American Continent was very great.
Almost every inch of land surface over which the ice moved

.FIG 15. A hill before the Ice passes over It.

would be subjected to loss of material. The sharp, pointed hills
and the angular faoos of cliffs would be :filed off and smoothed
down to such forms as would offer less and less resistance to the
moving ice.
The erosive effect upon the land surface depends largely upon
local conditions of topography. Hilly regions, which nooessarily
offered greater resistance to the invasion of the ice, would be
more affected than fiat plain-like areas. Valleys, when they
were parallel to the ice movement, would tend to be Widened

FIG 16. The same hill after It has been eroded by the Ice. A is the stoss
side, B the lee side.
.

and deepened and would be subjected. to much greater erosion
in general than those lying transverse to the direction of ice
movement. The character of the rock, of the land surface,
whether relatively hard or soft, as well 88 that held within the
ice, as abrasive tools, would cause a relative variation in amount
of erosion. The general total effect of ice erosion, while deepening valleys here and there, would in all cases be a softening of
the land relief, and a modifying of rugged contours to those
more gentle.
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Transporting Wark of an Jc.e Sh.eet.
The traDsporling power of a vast ice sheet is·enormous. Due to
the semi-rigidity of its m8S9 it is capable of carrying forward
great blocks of solid rook as well as the :finest particles of sand
and clay.
The larger part of drift transported by ice is carried in the
basal: portion of an ice sheet and hence the work of transporting
. and eroding' is accomplished in the. same movement. The basal
drift of an ice sheet is especially abundant in plain-like areas
devoid of hills.
In a rough country there is a marked tendency for the drift
to work up towards the interior portions of the ice sheet, the
elevation to which it would rise apparently being closely related
to the height of the hills and mountains.
In vaJley glaciers most of the glacial: debris is carried on the
.surface of the ice on acoount of the falling of debris from the
steep slopes and cliffs above. In thick ice sheets, however, which
advanced over comparatively gentle slopes, like those prevailing
over northern Wisconsin, but little drift was -probably carried
on the surface of the ice. There is more or less shifting., however, of the iee drift, due to various causes, in its forward movement, especially at the margin of the ice, tending to distribute
the drift from base to surface of the sheet.
The distance to which drift is transported is known to be
v~ great, and is ~nly limited by the center and circumference
of the ice sheet. The great majority of the stony material;,
however, can be traced to the local rook of each distric:t where
. it occurs, .and has come mainly within a distance of a few miles.
While mhIch the larger 'Percentage of the rock debris travelled
but a few miles, yet there is always present more or less drift
which must have been carried hundred' of miles in the ice, and
in regions of vigorous' glaciation' great quantities of foreign material are present.
The direction of ice movement is indicated by transported debris from known sources and by the rock striae and grooving
made by the eroding ice.
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Depositing Work of an Ice Sheet.
On melting, the ioo sheet leaves in its bed the debris, eroded
and transported during its advance. The usual tendency is for
the ice to carry forward to its margin a large part of its load
and there drop it as the ic~ edge is wasted by melting and
evaporation. Much of the drift, however, 88 above stated, is
carried but a short distance from its source before it is lodged.
Hence the drift is accumulating along the base of the ice shoot
as well as at its margin.
'
A characteristic featare of the glacial deposits is their structural heterogeneity. See Fig. 1, PI. XLIV. The unequal distribution of the drift is another feature of the deposits. Figs. 17
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FIG. 17. Diagrammatic sectl<>n showing relati<>n <>f drift t<> nnderlying rock,
where the drift is thick relative to the relief of the rock. a and b repre·
sent the location of post·glacial valleys.

an 18. Unequal distribution is due to the varying conditions of
ice erosion, as well as a variation in the deposition of rock debris.
In hilly and rocky regions more debris would be removed from
the land surface, the ice would carry larger loads, and more
drift would by deposited by the ice. Where it was hilly also
more drift would be lodged beneath the ice. As a great proportion of the drift is left at the margin of the ice on melting,
it follows that the longer the marginal portion remained stationery, the larger would be the quantity of drift accumulated
there. On account of various causes, such as the inequalities
in the ruggedness of the tand surface, the Unequal hardness and
resistance of the rock to ice erosion, the varying thickness of
loose material along the course of the ice sheet which would be
available for collection by the ice, the unequal amotunts of material carried by different portions of the ice, and the varying
oonditions of deposition under the ice and at its margin, the
mantle of drift left by an ice sheet must necessarily vary greatly
27-G,
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in thickness, both locally and over large areas, of the glaciated.
regions.
The great ice sheets modified greatly the topography of the
regions they invaded, not only by the erosion they effected, but
also by the deposits they formed. Valleys were :fil:led and hills
covered. New hills and ridges of drift were accumulated and
even plains arid broad valleys were formed through the distribution of the ice-borne debris. Along the margin of the ice

FIG. 18. Diagrammatic section showing relation of drift to underlying rock
where the drlft is thin relative to the relief of the underlying rock.

sheet, belts of drift hills and ridges were constructed, and on
account of the un~ual deposition of material, depressions were
left on retreat of the ice. in which water usually oollected, thus
forming the numerous lakes and ponds characteristic of drift
covered regions.
CHARACTER OF THE DEPOSITS OF AN ICE SHEET.

The 'outward forms and shapes and the internal structure of
the deposits made by an ice sheet and its accompanying water
varies greatly from place to place, the general character depending upon whether deposited by ice alone, water alone, or by a
combination of ice and water.

. Deposits Formed by Ice Alone.

Unstratified Drift.

Till.

The deposits. made by iee alone are not stratified, but are made
up of a heterogeneous mixture of various' kinds of boulders,
gravel, sand and clay. This is becaIuse ice cannot assort material) as water does, but on melting the debris is left commingled. the finer parts fGrmllg a matrix for the coarser boulders. So characteristic is the heterogeneity of glacial drift with
regard to physical structure and character of rook material,
that, taken together, these two features afford a safe criterion

WISCONSIN SURVEY .

Fig]1.

F ig. 2.

BULLgT I:N XVI., PL. XL T\".

CUT I N DR IFT SH OW ING ITS CHARACTE RI STIC HETEROGENEITY.

e HA RA C'l'ERI STI C G r.;ACIA'l'F.D STONES.

(l?rom BUll . V. , Wi s. Sur.)
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for distinguishing ice-made dep<lSits from all other fo:rma.tions.
The striation and grooving made upon the transported blocks
of rock by the rubbing of the .boulders .against the surface of
the rock passed over, and also by the wear of boulder upon
boulder within the ice are a~so characteristic features of glacial
deposits. See Fig. 2,Pl. XLIV.
The shapes or topographic forms ~UJlled by glacial deposits
on account of the internal movement of the ice are usually
characteristic, the topography depending upon the place of deposition, whether at the margin' of the ice or some distance back
of the margin beneath the ice. In the broad sense, all deposits
made by glacier ice are moraines, and those ~ade beneath the
ice and back of its edge constitute ground moraine, and those
made at or near the ice margin are terminal: moraines.

Depos·its Formed by Water Accompamying the Ice.
Drift.

Stratified

All the ice of an ice sheet, except that portion which was
transformed into vapor, finally passed away as water, and to
this was added the rains of the summer seasons which fell upon
the ice field. fWbile a very small amount of erosion may be
attributed to glacial water, its principal: work was that of depositing the finer glacial debris in the region of the ice margin.
Since an ice sheet has a marginal belt throughout its whole
history, water must have been active along this belt, not only at
the margin of the farthest advance of the ice, but also at the
margin during its entire advance ahd retreat. Therefore, the
deposits made by water combined with ice, or by water alone,
occur throughout the entire region of glaciation.
One of the principal characteristics of the water-formed depooits is the assortment and stratification of the material. Stratified drift, therefore, is considered to be the work of glacial
water or the combined work of ice and water. The stratified
.deposits consist of the finer debris carried by the glacier, such
as clay., sand, and gravel, the coarser boulders obviously being
heavy to be transpoTted any distance and assorted by th~
water. White the stratification of deposits made by the water
ismlUch like that of other stratified formations, yet the great
variety of rock represented in the pebbles and finer material of

too
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the deposits is such as to indicate that they have been carried
IQng distances by t.he ice and are derived from the sallle rock
'fQrmations that the" largoe bould~rs have come frQm.
Stratified drift deposits assume various forms, depending upon
the relative positiQn of the water and ice. Many deposits are
found in the comparatively stagnant waters of lakes and PQnds
associated with the ioo margin. The work of the water may be
wrought at and beyQnd the margin of the ice sheet, Qr upon, or
within, or beneath the ice sheet. The shape of the deposits depends upon the conditions under which they are fQrmed, whether
beneath the ice, in sub-glacial streamS',or at the edge of the ice
by streams or beyond the edge Qf the ice as outwash plains Qr
valley trains, o,r in stagnant water at the margin of the ice.
But few deposits are probably formed by the water flQwing
upon and within the ice S'heets. Beneath the ice, however, subglacial streams in tunnels were able to build up extensiv·e and
chai'l:1cteristic depQsits. The bases of the tunnels were of rock
or drift and the sides and top of ice. Along these sub-glacial
channels deposits of sand and gravel of varying width were
formed. Sometimes the deposits were in the form of long sinuQUS ridges Qf gravet, called eskers, which vary frQm a fraction
Qf a mile to several miles in length. Very often also the subglacial stream elbowed sidewayS' and built up irregular plainlike deposits. At the edge Qf the ice sheet there are characteristic deposits built up by sub-glacial streams on emerging frQm
beneath the ice. These deposits at· the edge of the ice, in the
reentrant angles Qf thoe ice sheet,colll.IllOnly have the form of
short ridges of gravel and sand, and are known as klJIDes.
Beyond the edge of the ice the glacial water often formed
extensive stratifioed deposits. If a valley ted out trom the ice
margin, and if the valley slope was of proper gradient to cause
deposition, valley trains of gravel and· sand were built up.
Sometimes, however, the waters that iESuoed from the margin of
the ice found themselves on an ordinary plain or slope and in
such case they tended tOo build up a plain of stratified material
in the shape of an alluvial fan. These plains are knQwn as
overwash plains, or outwash ptains, and where conditions of
slope .were favorable extend for several miles beyond the edge
of the ice sheet The waters that issued from the edge of the
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ice SIOmetimes flowed into stagnant water, or a lake fringing
'the ice sheet, and in such cases delta deposits and sub-aequoous
outwash plains would be built up. There latter deposits would
differ from the former in having steep delta fronts.

Deposits Formed by Ice and Water Oomb,ined. IntermingVing
of Stratified and Unstratified Drift.
The stratified and unstratified drift ar-e sometimes distinctly
separate from one anothell, but more usually they are intermingled with great complexity. The work of water combined
with that of the ice gav.e rise to deposits which neither alone
could form. The intermingling of the water and ice deposited

FIG. 19. Cut through a terminal moraine showing the Intermingling of stratified and unstratified drift.

material is readily understood when it is remembered that glacial
waters are active in all stages of an ice sheet movement, both
during the advance and retreat of the ice edge, and that the ice
edge is subject to more or less oscillation in advancing and retreating, so that at each advance the stratified material is likely
to be covered up with the unstratified material. Furthermore,
most land areas have been subject to more than one gla0ial invasion or ice epoch and hence the stratified and unstratified
drift of differoent epochs would tend to be more or less mingled.
The glacial streams associated with the ice, those back of the
margin, either upon the surface, within, or beneath the .ice.
would be active in. assorting the drift enOOllIltered ani! would
tend to mingle the, stratified with the purely ice dePosited nu;Lterial at the margin and beneath the ice in all stages of glacial
invasion.
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While there are certain characteristic forms of glacial deposits, therefore, largely due to deposition by ice, and othe~
entirely due to deposition by the water, accompanying the ice,
there is also much drift deposited by the combined. work of ice
and water.

ZONES QF GLACIAL, EROSION AND OF DE,WOSITION.

The work of aD. ice sheet ,li8.s been. deseribed.as that of eroSion,

transpor'tatloiiand.d~position. The importan.ce Of each phase of
this work varies:ili. different parta of the courSe 0:1: the ice sheet.
At the margin of the ice sheet, where the ice is melting, the greatest amount-of material is dropped, as shown by thegrea:t accumulation of' drift att,h.e edge of the living glaciers, as well as by
those marginal ridges of drift undoubtedly marking the border
of the extinct ice sheets. The zone ofgi.eatest erosion i~ neither
at the margin of the ice shoot nor at its center, but somewhere
between; it is more probably nearer the margin, however, thari
the center. While from the center to the circumference of the
ice sheet,erosiolll., transportation and deposition would be car-ried on, the maxiIIljum erosion woul'd be,some distance back of
. the margin, and 'the maximum deposition,' at the margin. And
it foll'ows also that because the margin of the ioo- sheet is continually advancing during the expansion of an ice sheet and
-continually receding during its retreat or contraction, the area
or zone of greatest erosion and of deposition is, continually
changing. However, the rate of advance and retreat of an: ice
sheet was-not uniform and the margin- stood! in certain areas
much 19ngel" than in others, hence there was much-greater- deposition in certain places than in -others. The margin-of the ice
sheet, however. probably stood in equilibriutmt, without mueh retreat or advance, when the ice sheet was at its mmmlum ex-
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pansion, hence usually -the extreme border of an ioo sheet is
marked by an excessive accumulation of drift as compared with
that deposited farther back in its course.
The district of north oontralWisconsin happens to be a region
where the several successive NOrlh American ice sheets reached
their maximum extent, and hence, as shown in succeeding pages,
it is largely an area of glacial deposition rather than of glacial
erosion.
GLACIAL DEPOSITS.

The deposits formed by an ice sheet, 38 aoove descri~, have
an internal structure and outward form dependent upon the
manner of their deposition, whether by ice alone, water alone,
or by a coptbination of ice and water; and also dependent upon
other conditions under which they are formed, whether beneath
the ice or at the edge of the ice, and in the case of water alone, beyond the edge of the ice, whether within valleys, or upon plains,
or in the standing water of mal-ginal lakes. Glacial deposits,
therefore, are classified according to the manner of their origin,
and have received names upon this basis.
Ground Morllline.

The ground moraine, namely that which is lodged beneath thr.
ice and that left on its retreat, forms a large part of the body
. of the glacial drift. It is sometimes referred to as boulder clay,
or till, and is almost as widespread 'as the area of the. ice shoot
itself. The ground moraine is unstratified and has the general
characteristics of g'acial debris entirely deposited by the ice,
and is, therefore, a mixture of boulders, gravel, sand and clay.
The. thickness of the ground moraine of any single ice sheet
varies from place to plaee. depending on the readiness of the
rock surface pMSed over by the ice to yield material to the ~ce,
and also to the irregularities in the land surface invaded. Much
of the soil and the loose rook material covering the land invaded entered into the composition of the ground moraine.
The topography of the ground moraine, as left by the. ice in
it.s final retreat, is usually gently undulating. The undulations
do not take the forms of abrupt hills and depressions but of
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broad swells and shallow depressions, producing land forms of
gentle contours and slight mlrface relief.

Termtnal Moraine.
The terllllinal moraines are the thickened belts of drift accumulated at the margin Df the ice sheets, where the edges of the
ice remained essentially constant fDr any length of time. All
materials gathered by the under surface of the ice wDuld finally
find themselves at the margin Df the ice sheet, if not dropped
before, on account of the general advance of the ice and the
wastage of the margin by melting and evaporation. BDth in its
advance and retreat the margin of the ice sheet must have stood
at all points covered by it, hence there would be a tendency for
terminal mDraine to' be deposited over the entire area glaciated.
But it is O'nly where the ioe edge stood in equilibrium, where
melting Df the margin kept pace with the advance of tl1.e ice for
a cDmparatively lDng period, that thick accumulation of mar. ginal drift was accumulated.• As the margin of the· ice sheet
r-emained statiDnery, Dn account of climatic changes, at variDus
intervals, bDth in its general advance and general retreat, terminal mDraines of variable extent were built up, locally. thrOlughout the entire course of the ice sheet.
Since thoere is an abundance of water at the ice margin it
follows that there is mDre Dr less stratified drift closely intermingled with the drift Df the terminal moraine.
The cha.racter Df the drift Df the terminal moraine is much
like that of. the grDund moraine. It differs from ground moraine, however, in goenerall'y carrying a larger prDpDrtion of
coarse boulders that have been transpDrted long distances, and
there is a~so usually a much greater abundance Df stratified
drift mingle'd with it. The thickness Df terminalmDraine is
generally mnch greater than that of the ground mDraine, the
former usually being from 3 to 5 times as thick as the ground
mDraine back of it. The comparative thickness of terminal and
ground moraine deposited by the several ice sheets varies a
great deal, but mOOlt drift shoots, if not all have a distinctly more
pronounced accumulation of drift formed at the extreme ice
margin than back of the margin.
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The topography of the well developed and prominent terminal
moraines is a stcikingly charcteristic feature of the latest drift
formations, especially of the Wisconsin formation. The most
distinctive features of the later terminal moraines are the billowy forms of the hillocks and short ridges of drift, closely
mingled with which are abrupt depressions and sags without out.
lets. Sometimes there is a well developed frontal' ridge running
parallel to the ice margin, back of which is a belt or zone of
variable width characterized by abrtl1pt "knobs" and "kettles."
The width of a terminal moraine may vary from 2 or 3 miles
up to 15 or 20 miles. There are belts of terminal moraine marking the recessional stages in advance or retreat of an ice sheet
as well as at the margin of farthest advance. Because the advancing ice overrode the terminal moraines built up while advancing, it is only those which were left in the recession~l movement that now remain as characteristic topographical features.
Generally the largest terminal moraines are built up at the
farthest advance of the ice sheet. The belt of terminal moraines
marking the margin of the last great ice sheet (the Wisconsin)
is a pronounced feature of the landscape, its drift hills often
rising 100 to 200 feet above the surrounding land. This m0raine can be traced not only across the area of north central
Wisconsin, but also across the entire North American continent,
from' Long Island on the Atlantic to Vancouver Island on the
Pacific. Other giacial epochs, however, have not developed so
pronounced terminal moraines and hence they, vary in importance from those giving distinct topographic features to the land
surface, to those consisting of :m.ere swells of thicker drift at
the margin of the drift sheets, and to those having very thin or
attenuated edges. For views of the late terminal moraines see
Plates LV and LVI, of the old moraines see Plates XLVI and LI.
Outwash Plalins and Valley Tralins.
Outwash plains and valley trains consist of stratified gravel,
sand and clay, and were built up out beyond the edge of the ice
sheet. by the waters is~illng as streams from beneath the ice,
which were formed by the melting of the ice and from the :rains.
Under favorable conditions of slope where the waters issUing
from the edge of the ice flowed out into valleyS', gravel trains
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would be built up ;/!.lld where the water flowed. out on gentle
slopes, alluvial fans would be formed, which woul'd tend to join
one another, thus building up' plains marginal to the ice sheet,
called outwash plains, overwash plains, morainic plains, or morainic aprons. Valley trains may follow valleys for long distances from the ice m.argin and hence have their greatest extension in the direction leading away from the ice sheet. The
outwash plains generally do not extend more than 2 or 3 miles
beyond the ice margin, and therefore have their greatest extent
parallel to the ice margin. Not everywhere along the ice margin
were stratified deposits by the glacial waters built up, but only
where the slope of the land, the character of the formation especially with respect'to porosity, and the level of the ground
water :\n front of the ice sheet were favorable for the development of such formations.

FIG. 20. Characteristic outwash plain' bordering the terminal moraine. The
outwash is generally built. up to the crest ot the morai-nel.

The surfaCIe features of the valley trains and outwash plains
ate similar, to alluvial deposits in, general. The character of
the material and the distinct slope, of the surface away from
the terminal moraine which marked the location of the ice edge
indicates that quite generally the deposits were formed in rather
swiftly flowing, water., The deposits theoretically consist of
coarser IJ?aterial near the terminal moraine and' finer material
farther away. Large boulders caught in the grip of ice flQeS
are often transported by glacial streams down valleys some distance from the margins of the ice sheets.

Drumlins.
Drumlins 'are hilis or domes of drift' elongated in the direction
of ice movement, 'and are generally in th~ area of 'grOlind m~
raine. They are supposea to I>e formed beneath the ice, 'prob~
a~i'y mainly by ~osion of drift 'previo~ly ,depositt:d. No' w~ll
defined drumlins are known to occur in this district.
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Kames.
Kames are stratified deposits of gravel and sand forming short
ridges, generally in the area of terminal moraines. They are
believed to be made by sub-glacial streams as they emerge from
the edge of the ice sheet and are probably made in the embaymenm of the ice margin.

Eskers.
Eskers or asars are ridges of gravel and sand formed by
glacial streams flowing in tunnels beneatli the ice. They often
assume the form of railroad embankments and vary in length
from a few hJundred feet to 10 or 20 miles. Eskers are relatively rare and none, well developed, are known. to occur in
this district.

. Loess.
Loess consists of fine silt and clay. of a varying mineral composition which mayor may not be stratified. The origin. of loess
is a problem which has given rise to much discussion. By some
it is thought to have been formed by wind and by others to
have been formed by glacial waters. Whether deposited by
eolian or fluviatile agencies, it appears to be closely connected
in origin with glacial conditions.. Loess is often associated with
the older drift sheets, that associated with the Iowan formation
in Iowa, Kansas and .Missouri, being of exceptional: extent.
Loess occur"! as a widespread mantle in southwestern Wisconsin, in valleys associated with alluvium, and upon the uplands
far above the alluvial ,deposits. In this area of north. central
Wisconsin deposits of loess are not known to occur, .although
deposits of loess. have been observed a few miles farther west in
the adjacent Gounties of Eau .,Claire and Chippewa.
GLACIAL AND ;INTERGLACIAL STAGES.

Having' described 'the' general character of glaciiation,· the
work of ice sheets and the deposits made by them, it seems essential that a brief view of the succession of the epochs or stages
Of glaciation which constituted the Glacial Period be alluded to.
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It waS customary when the drift first began to be studioo to
refer all the glacial deposits to a single ice invasion. Subsequently, however, as the drift was .more closely examined, it
was thought that all the drift was not deposited by a single ice
sheet, but by at least two ice sheets which were more or less
. distinct from one another. The custom of referring all the
drift to a single ice shoot is mustrated in one of the earlier rep<>rts, namely, Vol. n, 1877, of the former State Geological
Survey, and to two gla.cial epochs in the later general report,
Y01. I, 1881. As the investigation of the gla~iat deposits was
continued, however, the drift came to be referred to three distinct stages, and then to four, until now there are recognized as
many as six distinct stages of glaciation, separated by well defined intervals of deglaciation ..
In what has already been considered it will at once be; seen
that the main theme has been that of. glacial phenomena, that
which has occurred during a glacial phase, when the ice was
on, and not the phenomena of the intervals between glaciations
when a mild climate pred(}minated over the land and the ordinary geological forces,' such as those now existing, prevailed in
the region. The glacial deposits, while they constitute an important portion of the rock material of the land, do ~ot furnish,
in themselves, the entire records of the Ice Age. During the
long interludes between the periods of glaciation, after each
of the ice sheets had disappeared, there were developed important rcords of geo~'ogical phenomena, which, while not furnishing prominent features of the landscape, are none the less
significant and imp<>rtant in geological history.
The evidence of the separation of the glacial deposits into
drift sheets of distinct epochs consists of the occurrence of de>posits that could not have been. formed by glaciation, which lie
inter-bedded between drift formations and which indicate the
prevalence of an intervening period of mild climate before the
next overlying drift was deposiW. These interglacial deposits
are forest beds, soils, deposits coIl:taining remainS' of land animals, deposits of bog iron ore, and lake; and sea deposits containing fossilS' of animals which could thrive only in a mild
climate.
Greater amounts of weathering and erosion shown by one
drift sheet as compared with that of another also indicate dif-
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ferenOOBI in ag~ of the drift. The greater amount of weathering
of the drift materials of the older drifts ,as compared with the
younger is a characteristic feature. DifferenceS' in direction of
ice movement as indicated by distribution 'Of terminal m'Oraine,
ice grooving, and transported boulders are also lines 'Of evidence
for the separation of the drift sheets into· distinct epochs.
The 'Origin 'Of the c'Old and warm climates which brought on
the glacial and interglacial phases 'Of the glacial period is a
mooted questiQn and need not here be discussed. It is sufficient
to state that the glacial epochs necessitate the frigid climate .Qf
the PQlar region, and the interglacial epochs the mild climate
'Of the temperate zone. There is a marked difference in the
general character, topographic f'Orms and distribution of the
drift in the several parts of this district, such as to warrant the
differentiati'On of several distinct glacial epochs. There is abundant evidence, not only in this region but elsewhere in the area
of the Pleistocene ioo sheets, for the conclusion that a general
displacement of climatic zones took place and that these displacements occurred at irregular intervals in glacial times.
THE PLEIST'OCENE F'ORMATIONS 'OF THE MISSISSIPPI VALLEY.

The deposits of drift left by a single glacial invasion is called
a glacial formation, and the more superficial deposits formed
during an interglacial phase are interglacial f'Ormations. The
succession 'Of glacial and intergl3Alial f'Ormations and sub-stages
n'Ow recognized in the Mississippi vaHey, where the series is probably best devel'Oped and has been most fully studied, is as f'Ol10ws, 1 beginning with the youngest or uppermost:
13. The Champlain Sub-stage (Marine).
12. The Glacio-lacustrine Sub-stage.
11. The Late' Wisconsin formation: Glacial.
10. Interglacial deposits.
9. The Early Wisc'Onsin formation: Glacial..
8. Interglacial deposits (Peoria, T'Oronto Beds).
7. The Iowan formation: Ghicial.
6. Interglacial deposits (Sangamon beds).
5. The Illinoian formation: Glacial.
1

Chamberlin and Salisbury.

Text-book of Geology. Vo1. III, p. 383.
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4. Interglacial deposits (Yarmouth Soil, etc.).
3. The Kansan formati~n: Glacial ..
2. Aftonian beds: Interglacial.
1. The Sub-Aftonian formation:. Glacial.
.
In the glacial series there are 6· well defined glacial formations and 5 less well defined interglacial formations. The discrimination of interglacial formations largely depends on the
separation of the glacial fo:r:matiops. and interglacial deposits
furnish, therefore, only part of the criteria for this separation.
For this reason, therefore, the interglacial formations have not
been so fully differentiated as the glacial formations.
LIFE OF THE GLACIAL PERIOD.

The terrestrial life of the non-glacial parts of North America
during the glacial period was characterized by the presence of
gigantic sloths, armadillos, and water hogs which had migrated
from South America during the close of the Pliocene period.
Their remains are found as far north as Pennsylvania and Oregon.
Another group in the temperate zone inhabiting the region,
included the mammoth and Ill88todon. both of which appear to
have lived through the glaeial period, and to have become extinct after· the latest ice invasion. . The remains of both mammoth andl mMtodl)n have been found in various parts of Wisconsin within the driftless area, namely in. Richland, Grant, and
Vernon counties.
Several species of horse have bt!len found in the We&t. A gigan.tic elk ranged from New York to Kansas and Mississippi.
Two or three species of ,buffalo ranged over the Mississippi valley to the Gulf of Mexico. Arctic animals such as th'3 muskox
and reindeer, have been found as far south as Virginia and
Kentucky.
In the glaciated parts of the continent the whole fauna and
flora was forced to migrate before each ice invasion, or become
extinct. The arctic specioesalong the ice border crowded upon
the sub-arctic forms immediately south· of them, and the latter
crowded upon the cold temperate forms. and these in turn upon
the warm temperate typoes. When the ice. border retreated to
the north during the periods of deglaciation of the interglacial
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stages, a reversed migration took place. It is believed that five
or six migrations were experienced during the glacial period in
Europe and America, and that the southward and northward
swing of these movements was from one or two hundred miles
to, perhaps, one or two thousand miles.
. In a general way the life of the int~rglacial stages was probably the same as at the present time. :lVIigrations of the flora
and fauna took place on account of the' glacial invasions, llS
abovtl stated but :qo significant change in the life ,developmen~ of
the continent has been wrought since the beginning of glacial
time.
DURATION OF THE GLACIAL PERIOD.

The duration 0'£ the glacial period is interesting, largely, perhaps, because the events of this period approach, so closely upon our own period of human affairs. Geologists who have
studied the drift in the Mig;;issippi valley have furnished esti- .
mates at various times, the results of which may here be briefly
stated.
The time unit in calcul.ating the duration of the Pleistocene is
the period which has elapsed since the Wisconsin drift began to
be exposed to erosion, and for the entire glacial period has been
expressed as follows :1
From the Late Wisconsin to the present. ... .......
1· time· unit.
From the Early Wisconsin to the present.... ...... 2 to 2~ time· units.
From the Iowan to the present ................. _. _ 3 to 5 time-units.
From the Illinoian to the present ........... _..... _ 7 to 9 time-units.
From the Kansan to the present ........... ___ .... 15 to 17 time-units.
From the sub-Aftonian to the present. . . .
X
time-units.

Estimates of the number of years that have elapsed since the
retreat of the last ice sheet have been based on the rate of erosion
of the Niagara River below the Niagara Falls and of the Mississippi River in the gor~ below St. Anthony Falls. There is a
wide range in the est~mateS' of the time required for the erosion
of these gorges, varying from 10,000 to 30,000 years for the
Niagara, and 8,000 to 16,000 for the St. Anthony gorge, to which
the estimates of the retreat of ice must be added. The total approximates 20,000 to 60,000 years since the climax of the last
1

Chamberlin & Salisbury, Text-book of Geology, Vol. III, p. 414. \
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ice invasion. Using the table of relative duration above given,
the following dates for the climaxes of the several ice invasions
may be calculated:
Climax of the Late Wisconsin ........... .
Climax of the Early Wisconsin .......... .
Climax of the Iowan ....... , .........•...
Olimax of the lIIinoian .................. .
Climax of the Kansan ................... .
Climax of the sub,Aftonian ............. .

20,000 to
60,000 years ago.
40,000 to 150,000 years ago.
60,000 to 300,000 years ago.
140,000 to 540,000 years ago.
300,000 to 1,020,000 years ago.
y
to
z
years ago.

The main value of these estimates lies in the sense of proportion which they give to the periods of the various invasions,
rather than as·a statement of the actual number of years for the
glacial period.

THE PLEISTOCENE FORMATIONS OF NORTH CENTRAL WIS·
CONSIN.

The Pleistocene formations of the district, which includes, besides the glacial drift, some deposits in the driftless portions, as
well as the alluvial formations in the valleys, are described in the
following order:
.
THE GLACIAL FORMATIONS.

The First drift formation.
The First interglacial stage.
The Second drift formation.
The Second interglacial stage.
The Third drift formation.
The Third interglacial stage.
The Wisconsin drift formation.
THE ALLVVIAL DEPOSITS.

Valley terraces.
THE DRIF'lLESB AREA.

THE GLAOIAL FORMATIQNS.
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CHAPTER IX.
r~.

I'

THE GLACIAL FORMATIONS.

In the present account of the drift of this area. of North,Qenira! Wisconsin no attempt will be made to definitely correlate'
l the drift formations older than th~ Wisconsin, W'iththose
r outside the area. . The Wisconsin drift formation received
) ,its 'n~'because of its typical development in Wisconsin.
i 'On account of the fact that It is the latest and therefore the'
uppeI"IDOSt of the series, and' also on account of the abundance
and pro:m.!nenoo of its deposits, it can readily be traced and correlated' in' all parts of the continent invaded by the Wisconsin,
ice sheet. The older drift formations of this area, p,owever, are,
widely separated from adjace:p.t regions where the older formations have b€en' studied, and hence cannot, without much more'
detailed study, be cO'rrelatedand definitely placed in glacia.!
stratigraphy.
Since the field work in the district of North Central Wisconsin has been completed a large part of the adjacent region fur-:
ther to the west has been surveyed. The writer has been. a1lSist~d
in this areal wOl"k farther west 'mainly by Mr. E. B. Hall. During th~ ffil1lUner of 1906, Mr. Frank Leverett, of the United'
States Geological Survey, with R. T. Chamberlin as field as-,
SlSt8.D.t, began the work of mapping the Pleistocene formations
of southeastern Minnesota with a view of correlating the northern Wisoonsin and Minnesota formations with tho!re of Iowa ana
6f the southwest. Probably one or' more field seasons will yet
be required before the work of correlating the pre-Wisconsin
.drifts of northern Wisconsin and Minnesota ~ be completed.
During the past two years the several drift sheem of north-

i
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central Wisconsin have been traced to the Minnesota border,
and the continuation of these formations to the west are shown
upon the map, Fig. 21. It is not unlikely that some changes
will be made in the mapping of the several fOTmation81 by later
work. but limch changes it is believed will be of only minor importance.

FIG. 21. Map of Wisconsin, showing the four drIft sheets. (A preliminary map.)

.

.

This preliminary map is presented at this time in order to
show the general exten.t of the several pre-Wiscoll.81in drifts in
northern WiS'OOnsin. As stated later, when the geological report
of· the northw.estern part of the state is completed we will
probably be able to indicate definitely the position of the Sleveral
drift formations in the Pleistocene series.
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The greater portion of this district of North Central WiseonBlin, the exception being only its southtlrTI. margin in Portage
Wood and Clark counties, has been previously considered· as
drift covered, and has always been mappe'd as such. 'l'he present
more detailed study· of the drift, however, shows a. much larger
part of the district than was formerly supposed to be essentially
free from· glacial drift, namely, an area of considerable width
along the Wisconsin River (see map, Plate II) in Portage, Wood,
and Marathon counties. The.account of the driftless portion of
the district can best 00 given after the description and distribution of the several drift formations is understood.
In the follOWIng account of the glacial deposits of North Central Wisconsin no specific names will be given to the older drift
formations, but these will be referred to numeri~ally in the order
of their succession. The present account of the glacial geology
of the district, therefore, may well be considered a preliminary,
or a first, report of this phase of the geology.

SECTION 1.

THE FIRST DRIFT FORMATION.

The drift of the glacial stage here referred to provisionally
as the First in this district is a comparatively thin formation.
As shown on the map (See PI. II) it appears as the surface
formation in the southwestern part. of Marathon, over most of
Wood, and the southwestern part of Glark counties. It probably lies under the later drift of the northwestern part of MJarathon County, most of Lincoln and the whole of Clark and Taylor
counties. It is not believed to be present in Portage County although it is near the northwest· border, nor in the eastern part·
of Marathon County. It may not be present in southw08Stern
Lincoln County and adjoining parts of Langlade, though it is
believed to be present in most of the :first named county. In the
region farther to the west it is known to extend southward over
most of Eau Claire, Dunn and western Pepin counties.
This formation varies' in thickness up to 65 or 70 feet. In
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inany 'places the till is very thin or entirely absent although
scattered boulders are generail'y present. It has a probable
average thickness of le&<:I than 5 or 10 feet. Usually the soils of
this area are either, much modified or wholly of glacial drift
origin. 'However, in the sandstone area of southwestern Clark
County the drift is quite generally too thin to appreciably affect
soil conditions. This formation extends out to the driftless and
forms the boundary of the glacial and non-glacial tracts over a
large part of the district. The edge or border will first be
described, and then the area of the ground moraine back of the
border.
BORDER OF THE FmST DRIFT.

In Western Marathon Oounty ..
. In ·the vicinity of the village of Rib Falls, 13 miles west of
Wausau, there emerges from one of the Y01Lllger drift sheets
(Third Formation) an old drift whose border extends nearly
south and thus nearly at right angles to the east-west border of
the overlying formation. The border of this older drift has
been traced to the south for a diStance of nearly 40 miles, to the
vicinity of Grand Rapids, where it makes an abrupt turn to the
west.
In the vicinity of Rib Falls, where this older formation
emerges from the younger, no striking difference in the topographyof the borders of the two is to be noted, such as that which
may invariably be seen where the older drifts emerge from
. beneath the greattermin31 morain€S of the Wisconsin drift formation. The comparatively .slight difference in the surface
features of the two borders in the vicinity of Rib Falls is due
mainly to the small magnitude of the two formations and the
relatively slight effect wrOOIght by the occurrence of each upon
the uneven surface of the underlying crystalline formation.
However, a detaHed examination of the two formations unmimakably reveals much younger features of topography, such
as slight rid~ and shallow depreSsions locally developed here
and there in th~ overlying formation, which cannot be found in
the underlying one. An examination of the till also shows a
relatively sharp difference in the amount of weathering and de-
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composition of the two formations, a difference clearly indicating the overlying formation to be much later in origin than
the underlying formation.
Where the drift of the two borders, therefore, h.a.s some considerable thiclmess, and exposures of till are available for examination, they can be discriminated from one another, but where
scattered boulders only occur in the vicinity where the two borders are in close prOximity, the source of these scattered boulders
cannot always be determined.
The main border of the younger drift extending east-west
across the Rib River valley, crosses the valley a mile or two
above Rib Falls. The much older drift border of the First
formation attains appreciable' thicknesS also in the vicinity of
Rib Falls, and, hence, the ice border of the two sheets, apparently, came to rest in approximately the same part of the· valley of
the Rib River.. Extending down the valley of the Rib are
numerous boulders and fiuvio-glacial gravelB contributed very
probably by both ice invasions. While the main border of the
two sheets can be separated the source of the material of the
outlying bouldery belts cannot be definitely discriminated. The
erosion of the Rib River. in this locality also h.a.s undoubtedly
tended to commingle the drift of the two formations along this
part of the valley since the drift of the two formations was deposited. Hence the location of the border of the two ice sheets
in the vicinity of Rib Falls can only be approximated. The border indicated upon the map is based on observations made of
the limit of the drift several mites back from the Rib River.
Going west from the village of Marathon on the road over the
uplands bordering Scott Creek no drift is found until the vicinity of the small branch stream in the eastern. part of Section
10, T. 28, R. E., (Cassel) is reached. Here occur boulders
whose polished glaciated surfaces are in marked cont.rast with
angular surface stone of residual origin along the road totha
east. Boulders occur.in increased numbe1'8 on the main travelled
road to Edgar untilthe upland in Sections 17 and 20 is reached,
where till is. abundant at the surface, and the wen records show
a thickness olIO or 15 fOOt of drift. In this locality the underlying rock 'is granite which is often disintegrated to depths of 5
or 10 feet. Drift is well exposed in the C'Ilts of the Chicago and
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Northwestern railroad in sec. 24, T. 28, R. 4 E. (Wain) and
shows a thickness of 5 to 10 foot. Along the slopes of Scott
Creek at Edgar the till is, generally thin. The valley 9f Scott
Creek itself is broad ~d flat and very probably contains alluvial
filling to depths of 100 feet or more in conformity' with the depth
of alluvial filling of the Wisconsin valley at Wausau.
North of Edgar and west of Rib Falls, upon ilie flat summited
uplands, in the area of StlCtiOIis 19 and 20 of. T. 29, R. 5 E., and
Secti~ns 24 of T. 29, R. 4 E., the drift has a known thickness in'
a number of wells of 25 to 40 feet. In the southwestern part of
Sec. 19, T. 29, R. 5, no rock is reported to depth of 64 feet. The
depth of drift reported in this well is unusual and may be open
to question, but in several wells upon the flat uplands farther
southwest, in the western part of the town of Wein, 40 to 60 feet
of drift is reported. The thick drift of the above mentioned
localities has the character of the older First formation, while,
that north 'of Edgar is within two miles of the border of the tater
Third drift. In the southwest part of the town of Cassel a few
wells shOw depths of 20 to 30 feet of drift.
In general it may be stated, that the border of the old First
drift in westernMaratho;n County is marked on the outer side,
next to the driftless, by a .fringe of scattered boulders with very
little or no o'bserved till. This outer fringe of scattered boulders
is generally from o:ne to two miles wide, and may in part be due
to original ,deposition by the ice, and in part to subsequent
~ran.sportation by wash and stream work. Within the fringe of
boulders ~ drif~ generallyattains.a thickness of 10 to 30feet
on the uplands, with very little drift, along the valley slopes
where conditi~s for effective erosion are prevalent. Unusual
thicknesseSs of the drift along the bomer reach 40 to 64 feet.
~'shown upon. ~,map the border of
drift extends soUthward from Rib Falls th1'O'Ugh the' centraJ: portion of the town of
Cassel. tlirough Emmett and BeTgen, Cl'OSSillg ~ Little, Eau
~ieine River in the vicinity of Riee Lak~ . ,
,,'
,
'
'.' TJle gen~~ .~ter Qf the.thickened edge, of the drift sheet
~ain~ the sain.e~ghOut tills ~on of Me.rathon cOunty.
Th~ Peo app~t .changein the external ~ of the land
ai~)llg ~e termiJlus. but 'tb.~ is .!Lmarlred c~ge in the internal:
J

trus

is
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character o£ the surface and soil formatiolhS. As one zigzags
across the border, notmg the character of the surface formation
eXPQsed along the ditches of the roads, the change observed is a
striking one. Out in the area of· the drift, glaciated boulders
are abundant, and the farm wells show a fairly constant depth
of drift varying from 5 feet to 10 and 20 feet. In marked contrast With the glacial soil is the comparatively thin residual soil
containing angular stQne in the driftless area.
The terminus of this drift fQrmation in western Marathon
County can be located fairly definitely where the lands are
opened to agricuJture, and farm wells and graded rQads have
been constructed. Where these conditions do not prevail, however, there is little tOo guide Qne in locating the edge. Furthermore, the unsettled parts were usually not traversed because of
the difficulty of travel and because the generally prevailing
geological conditicins.did not appear to warrant it.
ThrQugh the western parts Qf the towns of Cassel and Emmet,
therefore, the. terminus is approximately located on the map.
South of this to the central part of the town of Mlilladore, Wood
County, the country is nQt settled, and hence the terminuS' between these points is conjoectured. The soil conditions along the
east-west road between the Big Eau Pleine and Little Eau Pleine
riveI'Sl indicate that the terminus continues southward crQssing
the Little Eau Pleine at Rice Lake. This lake is a brQadened
portiQn of the river and its presence may be due to an accumulatiQn of terminal moraine in the valley at this place.
I

In Wood County.
Thereis an abundance of drift along the line of the WiscQnsin Central railrQad from Marshfield as far southeast as the
village of Sherry, farther east of which the surface dePQsits
are thQse prevailing in the dri:ftless area. The terminus therefore extends south from Rice Lake through Milladore, crosshig the raIlrQad in· the vicinty of the village of Sherry
and tlience exte~ding SQuthward to the vicinity three miles
'west of Grand Rapids. The bQrder lies approximately acrQSS
the central parts of the towns Qf Milladore, Sherry, and Sigel,
in Wood CQunty. There are no ridge'! of drift in this 'l"icinity
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and the border is somewhat obscure, but it is believed to be approximately as indicated upon the :m,ap.
In the vicinity about 2 miles west of Grand Rapids, the border apparently makes a sharp turn tQ the west. The bQrder in
this vicinity is characterized by considerable drift apparently
in the form of hills and ridges, the general composition of the
drift being typical of terminal moraine. These drift ridges'
a're in part at least merely drift remnants capping the sandstone and 'Qwe their present form wholly to the work of erosiQn.
Several of these drift covered hills lie in the westel'n half of
Section 10, T. 22 N., R. 5 E., and immediately west in the northern half of Sections 7, 8 and 9 in the same township,. The
plongated hills and ridges stand from 20 to 40 feet high, and
are covered with sand, pebbles of quartz, and various igneous
rock, and large blocks of the Powers Bluff fine-grained pink .
quartzite, and boulders of diorite and granite. The hills and
ridges do not lie in parallel positions, but trend in various directions, though several of the longest ridges trend NE-SW.
An espec:ially long ridge, aoout a mile long, trends NE-SW
from the N. W. 1,4 NW. %, of Sec. 8 to the NW. 1M SW. 74 of
Sec. 7, T. 22 1\\., R. 5 E.
This ridge is from 15 to 30 feet high and from 150 to dOO feet
wide. MOist of the drift Qf this ridge consists of sand, with
\which is mingled many angular and rounded pieces Qf finegrained quartzite and a few large blocks Qf the fine-grained
PQwers Bluff quartzite and of granite and diorite .
. About a mile and a half farther northwest, in the vicinity of
Altorf Postoffice, there are several drift ridges and much drift
present. There are drift-cQvered ridges ;:tlso in the northern part
of section 31 and southern part of SectiQn 30 of T. 23 N., R. 4 E.
Three miles southwest Qf Pittsville, in sections 8, 9, 16 and 17,
a group of drift ridges were noted extending east and west and
varying in elevation from 10 to 25 feet.
,
Thus there appears tQ be a zone 2 O'r 3 miles wide marked
by scattered drift covered ridges, extending east and' west
across W QQd County, frQm Grand Rapids westward. This belt
lies immediately north of the Green Bay and'W estern Railroad
and is approxim~tely at the boundary of the fiat, marshy PQrtiQn Qf the county Qn the south and the well-drained land tQ
the north.

THE GLACIAL FORMATIONS .

•
There is therefore a marked difference in the surface formation south of these drift ridges as compared with that to the
north. The formation overlying the sandstone to the south in
the marshy area is sand and gravel capped with peat and
muck, the ground water level being approximately a few feet
below the surface, while to the north boulders are abundant
and coarse drift forms a mantle varying from 2 to 20 feet in
thickness overlying the hard rock formation.

In Jackson Oounty.
The terminus of this drift continues westward from Wood.
County through Jackson, very probably lying immediately
north of the East Fork of the Black River.
.
In the immediate vicinity of City Point and to the south is
the broad flat expanoo of sandy and marshy land. In the bedof the river at City Point is a large boulder of diorite lying
upon the sandstone formation. About half a mile north the
slightly rolling surface is covered with coarse boulders and
drift, and coarse drift appears abundantly farther north.
At Pray similar conditions prevail. Np boulders occur at
Pray and to the south, but immediately north they begin to be
abundant. Going north of Pray from the East Fork of Moore's
Creek in the SE. 1M of Sec. 21, T. 23, 1 W., in Clark Countyz
the drift gradually grows more abundant, the soil being a
sandy loam to a sandy soil. North of Moore's Creek the soil
is. appreciably mo·re clayey, the drift averagingfroin 1 to 3
feet thick with here and there a well defined ridge covered
with drift.

In Olark Oounty.
The drift border can be traced across the southwest corner
of Olark County from the vicinity of the mouth of the East
Fork of the Black River in a northwestern direction to the
northwest corner of the town of Dewhurst, crossing the Neillsville branch of the Chicago, St. Paul, Miimteapolis & Omaha railroad a.bout 5 miles northeast of Merrillan, and erossing the main
line of the same railroad about 5 miles northwest of Merrillan.
About 2 miles .I;lOutheastof numbird, there are a.fewsandstone
ridges covered with drlft, and a variable amount of coarse
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bouldery drift was observed along the wagon road leading
northeast to Neillsville. A mile or so west of Humbird, however, coarse crystalline boulders are rare, and upon the slopes
and summits of the uplands is a mantle of loess like that prevailing in the region of the sonth';Vestern part of the state.
This loess is a later' formation. than the first drift but was not
found to extend as far east as Clark County.
Outside of this district, in northwestern Jackson and southwestern Eau Claire counties, the edge of this drift sheet has
been followed· to some extent and found to continue some distance to the northwest as shown by Chamberlin and Salisbury
. in 1884,1 as the border of the drift and driftless areas. The lobate form of this drift sheet is of considerable interest and importance in understanding the occurrence of the driftless area
in Marathon County farther east, and this feature will therefore be more fully discussed in the account of the driftless area
of the district.
THE GROUND MORAINE.

Back of the border of this drift, between the border and the
.next overlying drift sheets, namely, the Third formation in
.northwestern Marathon County, and the Second in southwestern Marathon County, northwestern· Wood and in Clark
.County, this drift presents no features of special interest.
The drift is quite generally present upon the summits of the
upland areas but along the valley slopes and in most of the
-smaller stream bottoms the underlying indurated rocks prevaiL The drift appears to be thicker in general in the western
part of Marathon County than eleswhere. In Wood County
also the drift is relatively thick. In Marathon and Wood
counties the thicmess generally varies up to 20 or 30 feet, the
probable average thicknes being about 5 feet.
In Clark County,· on the other hand, in the area where the
':potsdam sandstone is the prevailing underlying rock, eonsiderable areas are almost wholly devoid of drift. This differ-ance, it is believed; is very largely due to the greater ease of
erosion weather:iIlg and disintegration of the sandstone. Drain. 1 Preliminary paper on the Driftless Area of the Upper .Mississippi
VaHey; U. S. Geol. Survey. VI Ann. Rept., PIla.1:e :Z7.
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age of the Black River system, which has steeper gradient and
the stream a more rapid flow than the drainage of the Wisconsin, also would tend to bring about greater erosion of the drift
in Clark County.

In Marathon OO'Un.ty.
The drift in the cuts along the railroad between Fenwood
and Edgar shows at least as much alteration and decomposition
as the drift in the terminal moraine of the Second drift formation at Marshfield. The drift at Marshfield is later in origin
and therefore the earlier First drift should reveal as much, if
not more, than the drift of the Marshfield moraine. It is
compared with the Second drift at Marshfield in view of the
fact that well e:l\:posed deposits of the latter were examined iIi
company with Prof. T. C. Chamberlin, who pronounced it, in
the locality studIed to be as deeply weathered and decomposed
as any drift ever observed by him. This advanced alteration
should' not be interpreted as indicating the drift to be older
than some other formations such as the Kansan or sub-Aftonian, but that its extreme weathering indicates the probable
pooit.ionof these older drift formations near the base. of the
Pleistocene series. In general, the basic rock pebbles and also
some of the large granite boulders of the First drift have entire(ydisintegrated and the feldspar constituent is largely ali ('red to kaolin. Where the underlying granite is exposed
beneath the drift' it disintegrated to depths of sev-eral feet.
, Some sandstone was' noted in the drift in th~ southwestern
part of Marathon County, thus indicating that the ice' movement was from the west or northwest in this locality, an indication of the direction of ice movement in harmony with that indicated by the location of the terminal moraine of this formation immediately to the east.

is

In Wood Oounty.
The area of this drift formation in Wood County, as indicated on the map, extends from the vicinity of Grand Rapids
·to the viciiiity of' Marshfield where the terminal moraine of
the' Second drift formation is located. In central 'Wood
COuilty, the Potsdam sandstone is conimon surface rock', and

a
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hence, where abundant, the drift is appreciably m.ore sandy
than that prevailing in n.orthern W.ood and farther north.
Al.ong the line of the Wisc.onsin Central Railroad, from
Marshfield to Sherry, the drift of this f.ormati.on is unllBuaJly
thick. At Hewitt the known maximum thickness is 55 feet,
, at Auburndale 67 feet, at Sherry 32 feet. This b'elt .of thick
drift forms the divide between Mill Creek .on the south and a
number .of smail streams fl.owing n.orth to the Little Eau Plaine
River. Both to the n.orth and to the s.outh the drift is very
much thinner than al.ong this divide. In other parts .of the
county this drift formati.on is characterized here and there by
eroded ridges and hills .of drift. The belt.of drift c.overed
ridges .of the border extending east arid west in the southern half
.of the county has already been described. N.orth of the border
also are to be found a few ridges .of drift, among 'which may be
mentioned the ridge' extendipg northwest-s.outheast across the
n.ortheastern pat1i .of the NW.14 of Sec. 34, T. 24, R. 3E., sh.owing a thickness .of 50 feet .of drift. C.onsiderable accumulati.ons .of drift also .occur in the southern half .of Sec. 2, T. 23,
R.SE.
In the area .of t1).is drift f.ormati.on in lJOuthern W d.od C.ounty
there is a variable am.ount .of clay derived fr.om the decomp.osition .of the pre-Cambrain crystaJ.line r.ocks, which evidently
was f.ormed in pre~Potsdam time, as it .often forms a thick layer
beneath the sandstone, as well as up.on p.ortions .of the crystal.
line peneplain fr.om which the sandstone has but recently been
removed. This clay is worked up into the drift and gives it
'a much more clayey content than it would otherwise obtain.
The PowersBl1/,ff Boulder Train,;

A feature .of special interest c.ollcerning the drift .of this formation in W.ood County is the well developed boulder train
derived from and extending southeast of Powers Bluff This
bluff, whose summit reaches an elevation of 300 to 400 feet
above the surrouriaing valley bottoms consists .of a much fractured and jointed fine-grained pink quartzite, quite unlike the
'prevailing igneous r.ocks of the vicinity. When the First ice
.gheet invaded this region it envel.oped this quartzite run, and as
,the ice moved onward
, it dislodged and carried from it thou&"
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ands of q~te boulders, which are now found strewn over
,the land ~o the southeast, indicating in no UIllXli$ta.kable manner
,the direction of the ice movement in this vicinity.
, Going westward from Grand Rapid!> on the Pittsville road,
'boul<lers of the Powers Bluff qaurtzite are first seen in the vicinity of the school-house in Sec. 3, T. 22, R. 5,E. In this vicinity and immediately southwest in the drift covered, ri(,lges,
the,fine-grained pink quartzite occurs in large boulders as well
as small ones, and constitutes perhaps 40 per cent of the stony
material of the drift. With the quart~ite were also. observed
. boulders of the pre-Cambrian conglomerate formation ov~rly
ing the Powers Bluff quartzite. Sandstone forms· 40 to 50 per
cent of the stony material of the drift in this vicinity.
Boulders of the Powers Bluff rock are abundant ,as far west
.as Hemlock Creek,being quite abundant in the road about
~>ne-third mile east of Hemlock Creek in the NE. %.of Sec. 34,
T. 23, R.4' E. West of Hemlock Creek the quartzite is scarce
or entirely absent. The drift covered ridges ·about two and a
half miles east of Pittsville contain, no Powers Bluff quartzite,
and' the' boulders along, the road are quite aJmndant in this vicinity,·though none of quartzite were observed.
The general direction' of ice movement in this vicinity, as
indicated bytb.e distributiQn of the quartzite boulders, was S.
45degre~s E., the ·same .direction of movement, as that indicated by the location of the drift border in this part of, the
area. See map, Plate II.
The occurrence of this well developed boulder train leading
out from the Powers Bluff quarl:zite, and the absence of boulder
trains etxending from such similarly situated high, rocky
quartzite hills as Rib Hill, the Mosinee HiIls and nardwood
Rill, in the drlftless area" indicates the marked difference in the character of these adjacent areas, with respect to evidence
of glaciation.

In. OZark Oounty.
That portion, of Clark· County,' the soutllem a.nd southwestem pax,t, cover~by', this drift formation, is largely within .the
sandstone .distn.ct, thecrystaUine formation occuring mainly
only alonlr the beds of the 'Streams. The drift therefore is a sandy
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fOl'rl:ul.tion, and clayey drift containing abundant crystalline
boulders is the exception in this part of the area. The sandstone becomes very abundant in the western part of the county,
where numerous hills of sandstone dot the rolling plain.'
In the southern part of the county there area number 'of
drift covered ridges, among which may be mentioned the group
in the northern part of Sec. 8, T. 23, R. 1 E., and single ridges
in the southern part of Sec. 12, in the northwestern part of
Sec. 14, and in the southeastern part of Sec. 27 in T. 23, R. 2 W.
West of the Black River the area of this formation is mainly
sandy land, and the country is opened but very little to agriculture. But little of this part of the comity was traversed
outside of the railroads and two or three wagon roads crossing
it. So far as could be observed, the drift was seen to have a thickness of 15 to 20 feet in but comparatively few places. Throughout there is a plentiful scattering of coarse crystalline. boulders
over the surface. On the whole, howe~er, the drift (lovering
southwestern Clark County is relatively very thin. On the
Butler farm in the N. W. 14 of sec. 14, T. 27, R. 4 W., a large
drift ridge shows a thickness of 42 feet of drift.
.
Along the railroad between Greenwood and Fairchild, drift
is shown abundantly along the track as a veneer to many of
the low sandstone hills. Upon the tops of the high mounds,
such as South Mound, in sec. 21, T. 26, R. 3 W., no drift could
be found.
THICKNESS.

The thickness of this drift formation at various plBCes in the
area has been referred to. The maximum known thickness is
67 feet at Auburndale in northern :Wood County. In a large
number of places the drift is but a few feet thick, and over considerable areas in certain parts, the drift is nearly entirely absent.
There is an appreciably greater thickness of drift in a zonp.
3 to 6 miles wide forming the border of this drift sheet than
there is farther back in the area of the ground moraine. If an
estimate be made of the average thickness of the belt of terminal moraine, a fair approximation fwould appear to be about
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15 to 30 feet in Marathon and eastern W Oo.d and in Clark
co.unties. The thickness back Qf the terminal moraine is very
probably less than 5 or 6 feet. If the entire drift, including
the thickened edge and back Qf it, was spread o.ut evenly o.ver
the area o.f this .fo.rmatio.n, it very probably Wo.uld no.t exceed
a thickness of 5 0.1' 10 feet.

EFFECT UPON TOPOGRAPHY.

'l'he effect o.f the depo.sitio.n of drift and the erosio.n of the
ice sheet o.f this glacial stage unquestionably tended-to. variously mo.dify the pre-existing topo.graphy. In places this
mo.dificatio.n must have been appreciable and in o.ther places
hardly noticeable. While the main features of the pre-existing
topography remain, there can be no doubt that the older
land surface was greatly mo.dified in ri1any places. It is not
improbable that so.me large valleys have been obliterated by
th~ drift of this fo.rmation. Many small irregularities in the
o.lder land surface, must have been smQQthed Qver, and very
pro.bably in many cases small streams had their co.urses
changed. In Maratho.n CQunty, alo.ng- the Wisco.nsin River,
the deep valleys of the smaU streams, as well as the large Qnes,
seem to. have no. regard fo.r the o.ccurrence Qf the drift Qf this
fo.rmatio.n, but in W o.o.d and Clark CQunties, alQng the divide
between the Wisco.nsin an'd Black rivers where the streams
are no.t deeply intrenched, the terminus of this drift sheet appears to. fo.rm the divide between so.me Qf the small streams.
The head streams o.f the East Fo.rk of the Black River have
an unusual co.urse, the features Qf which are referred to. again
in the chapter o.n physiQgraphy. The branches o.f the East
, Fo.rk flo.w towards the Yello.w River fQr a distance of 15 0.1' 20
miles and have the characteristic location and course of streams
that were originally developed as branches of the Yellow River.
A few miles we.'1t of the Yellow River at Dexteriville are numer-
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ous ridges of drift constituting the terminal moraine of this drift
formation, and in this vicinity these streams now forming the
main pranch of the East Fork of the Black River l¥ake a ,sharp
turn and flow west to the Black River. The occurrence of
eroded drift ridges in, the vicinity where the sharp turn to the
west of the East Fork is made would seem to indicate that the
accumulation of drift here may have been a partial cause of
the change in the deflection of these streams from the Black
to the Yellow River.
The features of many of the valleys within the area of this
drift sheet has been greatly changed by extensive alluvial filling in their lower courses. But the valley filling took place
subsequent to the first glacial invasion, the alluvium being
superimposed upon the drift. The change in topography due
to alluvial deposition should therefore be kept distinct from
that wrought by the earliest glaciation of the district alone.
It is possible t~at the above changes referred to in the drainage of the Black" and Yellow rivers were brought about by
alluvial filling rather than by glacial deposition.
The glaciru erosioo wrought by this ice sheet was very
probably considerable in the area. A good example of glacial
erosion of a rocky point whose prominence made it a special
object of wear by the moving ice is furnished by Powers Blufl'.
The ~ell developed boulder train leading out from this rocky
point indil:lates ina noteworthy manner the amount of rocky
'material dislodged and carried away in the course of the moving ice sheet.
, The sandstone, hills of this area were very likely also much
er04ed, although the incoh~rentcharacter of the sand-rock
would fUl"Ilish only loos~ material and but few boulders. It
might be urged ,that the rugged, pinnacled forms of most of
the sandstone hills. hI Clark and Wood counties indicate an
absence of glacial ero~ion.
the vicinity of Neillsville there
are sUlI1.Il}its of sandstone mounds Which PQssess only the cori;ugated forms. due',
sub-aerial erosion (Plate, XUX)"
'whose bases, ho:w,ever, are surrounded by nearly, a hlmdred
'feet of glacial drift of the Second fqrmation. , These ,summits,
like',tb.ose within, the area of ,the First drift, undo~btedl'y once
p{)ssessed the, ro,undeq, subdued formS. of glaciated' hills,' but' a
Su:ffi.rue~t period has elapsed since their glaciation to obliterate
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the rounded glacial contours and to develop in their place, under
later sub-aerial conditions, the forms due to weathering and
erosion.
AMOUNT OF EROSION AND WEATHERING OF THE FIRST DRIFT.

If the drift had been deposited with uniform thickness over
a level surface, as is generally the case with marine and alluvial deposition, the amount of material removed by erosion
could be closely approximated. But the drift was deposited
by the ice sheets in deposits of unequal thickness upon an uneven land surface, and hence the amount of drift eroded cannot be definitely measured .
.An idea of the general or approxi'mate amount 01 erosion
of the drift, however,can be obtained by the examination of
the relative distribution of the drift in valleys where Arosion
must have been greatest, and upon the upland divides where erOsion has been least. A study of the distribution of the drift show~
it to be comparatively thick upon the broad uplands, relatively
thin on the upland slopes, and nearly wholly absent in the valley bottoms of most of the streams. (In tliis cop.nection it
should be remembered that the broad flat-bottomed valleys
of large parts of the region are filled with alluvium of comparatively recent origin.) Upon the summits of the uplands
the drift of this formation is known to attain a maximum
thickness of 64 to 67 feet, and over most of the uplands and
upper slopes it varies from 10 to 30 feet. In the region where
these thicknesses of drift prevail the streams flow upon bed
rock, thus indicating the probable removal of 10 to 60 feet
of drift.
The general features of stream erosion superimposed upon
the drift, in place of the features due to glacial deposition,
also indicate a great amount of erosion wrought in the drift,
. for the complete removal of glacial features of topography requires avery large amount of sl;lbaerial degradation. In the
southern part of Wood County and in southeastern Clark the
drift is appreciably thinner than in northern Wood and western
Maratbon, the marked differnce in present thickness probably
being due, as already stated, to the greater ease of weathering
and erosion of the sandstone prevailing in the former region,
~9--G.

.
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combined with the steeper gradient and swifter streams of the
Black River drainage in Clark County aSI compared with that
of the Wisconsin in Marathon and Wood counties.
The amount of weathering of the First drift is well shown
by the brownish yellow color of the boulder clay, a feature due
to the extensive oxidation and disintegration of the iron-Waring
minerals of the drift. The feldspar in the igneous rocks of the
drift are O'ften changed to kaolinite to depths of 10 and 15
feet from the surface. Thin seams O'f clay and grit usually
have the cO'nsO'lidated characterO'f shale. The drift is cO'mpact
and well cO'nsolidated, a characteristic only attained by extensive disintegration, settling and cementation O'f the material.
Most of the· boulders and pebbles O'f the basic rock, and also
many of the granitic boulders are readily cleaved with the
spade in excavating the drift, and fall to pieces upon exposure
to the air.
The extent O'f erO'siO'n wrought in the First drift sheet is
therefore very great as compared with the very little erosiO'n
of the latest drift formation of the region. The glacial features of topography, which once characterized the formation,
have long been remO'ved and the more rugged features, due to
long continued stream erosiO'n, sustituted in their place. The
deep erosiO'n of this drift evidently has required a relatively
IO'ng time, corroborative eviden.ce of which, is also shown· by the
deep wea.thering and alteration of this drift formation.

,SECTION II.

FIRST INTERGLACIAL EPOCH.

After the drift of the Fi,rst glacial epoch was deposited, a
long interval elapsed in which the ordinary present day climatic conditions prevailed in the regioUf' This interglacial
epoch probably lasted at least as long as the preceding glacial
epoch, Md, measured in time, extended over thO'usands of
years. Soils were developed upon the drift of this formation
and are now encountered in sinking wells through the over-
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lying formation in various parts of the district. A buried soil
occurs on tlie farm of C. Ehlert one.sixth mile west of the N. E.
c~rner of sec. 15, T.,26, R. 1, W. In this well, which has a
total depth of 89 feet without striking rock bottom, a thickness
of about 2 feet of black soil is reported at a depth of 58 feet,
below which is 27 feet of drift. The record of this well is as
follows:
Surface soil. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Clay. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Saud .............................. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Clay containing pebbles. . .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ....
Black soil like that at surface....... .... ..... ..........
Sand .......... . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Clay and sand ...................... " . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ..

2
13
5
38
2
2
25

feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.
feet.

Total .. " ...................... ................ 87 feet.

The principal evidence at hand of this interglacial epoch
lies in the d,ifference in character, location and thickness of the
two drift sheets mapped and described as the First and Second.
formations. The unconformity of the two is shown in the
following account of t~e Second drift. The difference in character and areal distribution in the two formations is such as
to indicate that they were formed by distinct ice sheets separated from one another by a well defined interglacial epoch.

SECTION III.

THE SECOND DRIFT FORMATION.

Forming a broad, curving ridge, upon which ar(' located
Neillsville and Marshfield, is a pronounced thickening of drift
which obviously represents the terminal moraine of one of the
older sheets of the drift series. This ridge has been followed
for a distance of about 7 miles across southwestern Marathon,
northwestern Wood, and through Clark County. Its continuation to the northwest has· also been located in the adjacent
area of Chippewa County, where it disappears beneath the late
drift of the Wisconsin epoch jus,t east of the Chippewa River.
Its continuation to the north of Marshfield. across northeastern
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.Clark County into Taylor County, is less definite, but its approximate location in this vicinity is believed to be about as .located upon the map. A thick ridge of very old drift also occurs in the eastern part oJ this district, being exposed in e.ast- .
ern Portage County and in northwestern Langlade County, whose
general surfacoe features, internal characters and thickness indi('ate it to belong very probably with the same formation as
the moraine extending from Marshfield to Neillsville. Outside of this district, in northwestern Wisconsin corresponding
thick ridges of drift have been traced across Barron, St. Croix
and Pierce counties. See map, Fig,. 21.
THE TERMINAL MORAINE IN THE WESTERN PART OF THE AREA.

The Second moraine extends across northwestern Marathon,
northwestern Wood, and through Clark. counties in such a
. manner as to form a broad letter "U," the base of' the "U" being directed toward the southeast and the arms spreading outward to the north and the northwest, being covered with the
thin Third drift in northern Clark and finally disappearing
under the thick Wisconsin drift in eastern Taylor and central
Chippewa ~ounties. It has the location, therefore, of a moraine deposited at the terminus of a great lobe of ice that
moved intO' this particular locality from the north-n ort.hw est.
This terminal moraine may be conv-eniently referred to as
the Marshfield moraine or the Marshfield-Neillsville moraine,
since it has, perhaps, its most pronounced development in the
immediate vicinities of Marshfield and Neillsville, and between
these cities. This PO'rtion of it, therefore, may appropriately
be described first, and then its continuation to the northwest
into Chippewa County, and to the northward intO' Taylor
County.
The Marshfield Moraine.

This moraine, as indicated on the map, (Plate II) fO'l'ms a
broad curve, upon .which are located, besides the cities of
Marshfield and Neillsville, the "illages of Bakervi1le, Lynn
and GrantO'n. Throughout its course from Marshfield to Neillsville it stands out as a broad ridge from 75 to 150 feet above
the surrounding lower land to the south and southeast, and
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from the south it can be seen for distances of 10 to 20 miles.
From the northwest, in the region of thicker drift back of
this moraine, it appears less pronounced, but still is a distinct
topographic feature of the landscape.
A view of the moraine four miles east of Neillsville, as seen
from the front (from the south), is shown in Plate XLVI. This'
view was taken one and one-half miles from the summit of the
ridge. The appearance of the moraine at Neillsville as seen
from the rear (from the north), is shown in Plate XLVII, The
two views are taken from directly opposite sides of the moraine.
The moraine is nowhere a sharp ridge, bnt is broad, with
gently sweeping slopes. A vieow about half way down the
south slope is presented in Plate XLVIII. The base of the
moraine is generally from one to three miles wide, and the summit from one-half to two miles wide. The moraine does not
possess the abrupt forms of recent glacial topography, but
quite generally exemplifies the features of long continued erosion of the drift by streams and rains.
Both slopes of the moraine are gentle, with the outer slope
to the south in g-eneral somewhat less gentle than theinner slope.
The steeper outer slopes are pronounced in the vicinity of :Marsh-.
field and Lynn. At Neillsville the O'Niell Creek is cutting
against the inner side of the moraine, which probably explains
the less gentle slope of the north side of the moraine at this
place.
Numerous wells upon the slopes and summits of the moraine
reveal thicknesses of drift varying from 60 to 170 feet. The
ground water level is approximately at the base of the moraine
at the level of the streams of the vicinity, and hence all or
nearly all the wells penetrate to the bottom of the moraine in
their respective localities. Upon the sketch map (Plate L)
is represented the thickness of the moraine from the vicinity
of Marshfield to Neillsville, as shown by well data. At Marshfield the maximum known depth of drift is 87 feet, at ~akers
ville, 156 foot, about three miles north of Lindsay, 16'0 feet,
and in the vidnity of Neillsville are several wells 120 to 160
feet in drift.
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Northwest of N eiUsville.

A mjle west of Neillsville the morainic ridge turns to the
north, extending northward along the Black River as far as
Greenwood, and thence to the northwest, entering the south~
east (lorner of Chippewa County. The bend in the moraine
west of Neillsville stands out sharply when seen from the
south and west. Along the Black River the erosion of the
river has greatly modified the moraine, yet it stands out prominently when seeJ} from the west. The marked difference in
the rich soil conditions of the moraine as compared with the
light soils of the thin First drift overlying the sandstone farther west is 8j pronounced characteristic of this part of the
country. The moraine and the thick drift to the east is laid
out into thriving farms, while to the west the sandy land has
been avoided by the farmer.
For some distance northwest of Greenwood the moraine lies
in a thickly wooded country and cannot be well defined, but
southwest of Thorp, and south of Stanley, in Chippewa County,
farms have been developed upon it and it is seen to stand out
in marked contrast to the flat sandy land to the south. Its
lack of prominence in this locality is probably due to removal
by erosion. It has been traced, across southeastern Chippewa
County and is found to be crossed by the Yellow River a short
distance west of Cadott ,and passes beneath the terminal moraine of the Wisconsin formation just east of the Chippewa
River.

North of Marshfield.

At Marshfield, as at Neillsville, the moraine makes a'sharp
turn to the north., The' moraine, stands out as a, distinct fla ttopped rise of land as far north· as McMillan; where 'it is
crossed by the Little Eau Pleine River. Along the road between Sections 28 and 29 of T. 26, R. 3 K, wells shaw thicknesses of 90, 106, 108, and 120 feet of drift. A mile or so far-
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ther northeast the moraine is brooder and the wells are not so
deep but show thicknesses of drift varying from 30 to 75 feet.
The moraine bends to the northwest from McMillan, and, owin, i 0 the dense forest covering this part of the moraine, could'
not,lJe well outlined. Between McMillan and Unity there is
appreciably higher land on the east side of the Little Eau
Pleine River, where the drift in places is known to be at least
90 feet thick.
At Unity there is an appreciable thickening of the drift, as
shown by both the topography and well records. North of
Unity to the vicinity of Medford the moraine is not well defined topographically, but there is somewhat higher land along
the line of the moraine, as located upon the map, the drift along
this line being much thicker than in the area. to the east.
From Unity to the Black River at Little Black, the moraine
is believed to form the divide between the streams flowing to
the Wisconsin River on the east and those flowing to the Black
on the west.
In the vicinity of Colby and Abbotsford, the moraine is over
ridden by the Third drift whose relatively thin deposits have
tended to obliterate the surface features of the older morame.
The erQsion by the head streams of the Little and Big Eau
Pleine rivers in this locality, and some distance farther south,
also tended to reduce the prominent features of the old moraine. By a combination, therefore, of stream erosion and
later glaciation, the moraine is indistinct in northeastern Clark
County and .along the border of Marathon County farthe'"
southeast.
There is an appreciable thickening of the drift into a more
prOnoUllced broad ridge immed}ately west of Little Black, extending northward on the east side of the Black River and disappearing under later drift northeast of Medford. The general
surface features of this old drift ridge are similar to the moraine at Marshfield and Neillsville, and it is believed to represent a uortion of the same moraine. The drift of this ridge
is well exposed beneath the bridge across the Black River 2
miles sO'lth of Medford, and the general character of the formation exposed at thfs place, with respect to alteration and
consolidation, is strikingly similar to that of the drift of the
moraine at Marshfield. In both places the drift has the charae-
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teristic features of a very old glacial formation. '1'0 the east
of this ridge, at Medford, and also to the west, the drift forms
an appreciably thinner mantle. The drift outside of the
moraine, in western Marathon County, has the general characteristics of the First drift formation, as already described, the
thickness of drift in this part of the district being much less
than that pnwailing within the area of the Second moraine.

THE TERMINAL MORAINE IN THE E,ASTERN PART OF THE
AREA.

In eastern Portage County, about 6 miles e'ast of Stevens
Point there emerges from the billowy terminal moraine of the
Green Bay lobe of Wisconsin drift an old ridge of drift which
extends southward for about 20 miles and there disappears
again beneath later alluvial deposits and Wisconsin moraine.
In this locality where the old ridge is exposed to view the border of the Wisconsin formation 'makes a mild re-entrant to the
east. This re-entrant is evideptly the place of separation of
two minor lobes of the Green Bay lo~e of the Michigan glacier. As described later the upper minor lobe lies opposite
Green Bay, while the lower Jies opposite Lake Winnebago.

The Arnott Moraine.
It is in this re-entrant, therefore, formed by the secondary
lobation of the Green Bay lobe of the Michigan glacier, that
the old ridge of drift, which may be conveniently referred to
as the Arnott moraine, lies expos-ed to view. It forms a prominent and picturesque feature of the broad plain fronting the
Wi~:consin moraine. appearing like an ancient redoubt thrown
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out in advance of the brood. belt of billowy drift hills of the
much younger moraine to the east.
While the border of the older drift can be traced 3 miles
, north of Stockton and Custer, it is only in the locality of these
places on the Wisconsin Central Railroad that tl),e old drift
begins to appear as a' distinct ridge. From Stockton it extends southward as an essentially continuous ridge to the vicinity of Bancroft, where the Chicago and Northwestern crosses
its southern end. It is broken down in only two places, namely,
at Keene, where the head of the Buena Vista Creek crosses it,
and two miles, farther south where it is crossed by one of the
branches of Duck Creek.
The rid~ is not narrow and sharp but has a broad summit
with gently sloping sides deeply trenched by stream erosion.
The average width of the base is about one-half mile and the
summit about one-fourth of a mile. The height generally va.ries from 50 to 80 feet. Its western flank is somewhat more
abrupt than its eastern, but only slightly so. (See figures
1 and 2, Plate LI.)
The ridge retains its average height of 50 to 80 feet above
the adjacent alluvial plain as far south as the head branches
of Duck Creekj. South of this it gradually decrease,S in height
and appears as a mere swell where crossed by the railroad
near Bancroft. South' of this it is wholly absent, there being
a broad open gap occupied by the alluvial plain between its
southern end and the Wisconsin terminal moraine to the east.
North of the distinct ridge at Stockton, as already stated, the
border of the old drift has been traced about 4 miles, to the
vicinity about a mile southwest of Polonia. Between Stockton
and Polonia where the old border appears, the later drift has
overridden the continuation to the north of the old drift ridgb.
For a long distance north of Polonia the older drift is CQmpletely buried by the Wisconsin drift. In northeastern Marathon County and in Langlade CQunty, hQwever, the Qld drift,
as des!cribed later, again appears Qutside Qf the Wisconsin
mQraine.
SQuth of the south end or"the ridge at BancrQft, th~ presence
Qf scattered bQulders and also the character Qf the SQil, indicates that the old border continues southward in line with the
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ridge farther north, very'probably to the vicinity' of Plainfield:
beyond which it is wholly buried by the later drift.
The topographic features of the old drift ridge from Stockton to th(' vicinity of Bancroft were obviously wrought by
long continued subaerial erosion, the erosion features of the old
Arnott niorru.ne being in marked contrast with the glacial features of the much younger Wisconsin moraine to the east. Perhaps nowhere in the Mississippi valley is there a better locality
for a comparison of these two types o:f topography so characteristically developed in the earlier and the later Pleistocene forma.tions. The break in the ridge at Koone is an interseting one for it
has every' featul'e of a gap, cut through the ridge by a stream.
Farther south where the head streams of the Duck Creek cross it,
the features of long continued erosion are apparent. Hence it
seems very probable that its entire absence a few miles' farther
s~)Uth may be largely due tQ removal by erosion. Its disappearance in this locality may also be due, in part, to burial by the subsequent filling of 100 to 200 feet of gravel and sand of the alluvial formation.
The character of weathering and oxidation of the drift of
the Arnott moraine is like that of the Marshfield moraine. One
mile west of Arnott where the Green Bay and Western railroad cuts through the ridge, the sandy, bouldry, drift shows
the usual features of an extensively weathered formation. The
. clayey content is brooWnish yellow, the sand is brownish red
through surface weathering, and many of the basic pebbles
are wholly disint~grated. In the vicinity of Custer where the
later drift is present· the older weathered drift is worked up
into the overlying deposits and can be distinguished from the
latter with comparative ease.
,
The farm wells on the slopes of the ridge penetrate to
depths' of 30 to 75 feet in the drift, the depth depending on
their pnsition on the ridge. Judging from the thickness of
the later alluvial gravel and sand in the pJain adjacent to the
ridge, and the height of the later above the plain: it is reasonable to estimate an average thicknesS of 75 to 150 feet for
the drift ridge.
'
The general internal· character, 'surfa~e, features' and thickness of drift of this bouldery ridge in eastern Portage. C01mty
is apparently identical with that of the Marshfield moraine
"
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and hence it is correllated with the latter, as forming the border of the Second drift sheet, though formed at the margin
of a different lobe of this early Pleistocene ice sheet.

In Northeaster1t Marathon and Langlade counties.
In northeastern Marathon County, in the vicinity of the eastern part of the town of Harrison, are deposits of very old drift
whose weathered cha,racter and !surface features readily distinguish them from the drift formations to the east and also to
the north. This older formation is bounded on the east by the
Wisconsin terminal moraine, on the north by the Third drift,
on the west by the driftless area.
The drift is a clayey, bouldery formation of a prevailing
yellow brown color, much decomposed and consolidated, the
weathered character of the drift being in sharp contrast with
the fresh deposits of drift to' the east and to the north.' The
old drift in this locality is not of notable thickness, varying
from nothing up to 30 or 40 feet. In this region also it does
:riot have ridged character, but has the appearance of representing merely the remnants of much thicker deposits which
may have originally been in the form of moraine ridges .
. Nowhere to the' east, because of the complete burial by the
thick formation of Wisconsin drift, has this older formation
been observed, but to the nortn, in western Langlade County,
under the comparatively thin Third drift, this old ridge has
been recognized. In the western part of Langlade County,
forming the divide between the branches of the Eau Claire
River on the east, and the Pine River on the west, is a thick
formation of old drift deeply trenched by streams and having
the general aspect of the Second terminal moraine. This old
moraine is covered here and there with small ridges' of drift
and shallow sags the usual features of the Third formation.
In regard to the surlace features, the drift in this locality is
essentially identical with the general appearance of the old
~Oraine in TaylOr, Chippewa and Barron countie;; where it is
covered by the thin deposits' of the Third formation.
The thickness of the old' drift in western Langlade is conRiderable, wells in the eastern part of sec. 28. T. 33, R. 9 E.
showing depths of 54 to' 62 feet without striking rock. Welis

a
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in the eastern part of T. 32, R. 9 E. and western part of '.0. 32,
R. 9 E. and western part of T. 32, R. 10 E. show similar thickness of 50 and 60 feet up to 122 feet without rock bottom.
The farm well in the N. E.:IiI, of S. E. :iii, of section 24 T. 32, R.
9 E.' and the western part of T. 32, R. 9 E. has a depth of 122
feet in the drift.
Considered alone, the drift in northeastern Marath'ln County
ana. western Langlade County might be viewed as bt:longing
with the First drift ·formation rather than with the Second.
The thickness of this drift, in one place at least 122 feet, how·
ever, is much greater than that known to occur aaywhere ill
the area of the First drift. In fact the thicknes~ at this placp.
is nearly. twice that of the maximum thickness of the First
drift. The location of the old drift in this locality is also
much more in harmony with the view that it is the conti.uuation to the north of the old drift border represented by tht..
Arnott ridge in eastern Portage County. As already stated,
also, the surface features of the drift in western Langlade,
where the old drift is overridden by the Third ice sheet, is
strikingly similiar to the features of the overridden SeoonJ
moraine in Taylor and Barron counties.
The various ice invasions of the Pleistooene were undoubtedly guided in their advance to the south by the large basins
of the Great Lakes and the occurrence of the old drift in eastern Marathon, western Langlade and eastern Portage counties,
forming a border line approximately parallel with the western boundary of the Lake Michigan basin. is fully in harmony
with the view that the old drift border in this part of the state
was very prol;Jably deposited by an ice sheet that spread out
over the depression of Lake Michigan.
It seems very probable therefore that the worn down drift
ridges in eastern Portage continue northward beneath the
thick Green Bay moraine of the Wisconsin' formation,reappearing again where the latter bends to the east to join with
the Langlade lobe in the re-entrant east of Antigo. Where
the old drift border passes beneath the Langlade moraine in
northwestern Langlade County, it is still represented by thick
drift deposits but farther south, in the town of AckleY,Langlade Connty and in northeastern Marathon Connty, the old
moraine is very largely removed.
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At first thought it would seem improbable that so considerable a part, some 15 or 20 miles in length, of the old thick moraine was so largely removed, but knowledge of the great erosion of this terminal moraine in other parts of the state, is
fully in harmony with this view. It see~s likely, as later
pointed out that a much larger river than the present Eau
Claire, once flowed through this great gap in the old moraine
west of Antigo.
THE GRUUND· MORAINE.

The area within the lobe of the Marshfield Moraine may conveniently be described as the region of ground moraine, although probably not all the drift deposits in this region are of
ground moraine origin. The area within the lobe of this moraine is characterized by a much greater abundance of drift,
as should be expected, than that imemdiately outside of it in
the region of the First drift.
The topography of the ground moraine has none of the
characteristic features of recent glacial deposits, but has the
features of complete ,drainage wrought into a thick mantle of
drift by streams eroding for a considerable period. The area
contains no lakes, or swamps holding stagnant water. The
streams flowing through the area of the gro~d moraine, like
those cutting across the terminal moraine, have, in general,
penetrated to the underlying pre-Cambrian crystalline rocks
or to the Potsdam sandstone. Numerous rapids occur in the
Black River and tributaries, but none are known of boulder
origin.
THICKNESS•..

The general thickneS'S of the drift of this formation, as is usual
with glacial formations. varies between wide limits. It may be
said to vary in thickneflS from zero to at least 170 feet, In
many places thel'e was no drift deposited originally, and in
many places also, as shown by the faet that most of the streams
are flowing on bed rock, the drift has been subsequently removed.
By processes of consolidation also, this drift formation has become mOl'e compact than when originatly deposited, a fact which
should be considered when comparing the thickness of ' the drift
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of the older formatioI).s with those of comparatively recent origin.
The' known thickness of the terminal moraine. varies from 30
to 170 feet. The average thickness of the moraine in'its thickest
portion, that is, the broad summit of the ridge from one-half
to one mile wide, is probably between 50 and 75 feet. This
thickness will at least hold for that portion between Marshfield and
Neillsyille where best exposed to view, and where numerous wells
have penetrated it.
The drift back of the mOraine varies from a few feet up to
100 feet. No wells were noted in the region of the ground
moraine having a greater depth than 100 feet of drift. Many
well records show a thickness of 20 to 70' feet of drift. It should
be remembered, however, that most of the farm-houses are built
upon the glently sloping uplands, where the drift is appreciably
thicker than along the stream bottoms. If the drift of this
formation, including also the drift of the First formation underlying it. were spread out with uniform thickness over the area
it would form a mantle probably between 20 to 30 feet thick.
In Marathon and Wood counties the thickness of the Second
drift is probably 3 or 4 times as great as that of the First drift.
In Clarke county on the other hand where the soft sandstone is
the underlying rock the second drift is apparently about 10
times as thick as the First.
EFFECT UPON TOPOGRAPHY.

The effect of the deposition of the drift of this formation upon
the pre-existing topography is quite marked. It has not only
filled up valleys but has also buried many hills and ridgy divides.
The entire area of this drift fOl"Ill!8.tion is underlian, here and
there, by the Potsdam sandstone. The northeastern part of
Clark County and the adja.cent ar~a of Taylor County lie in the.
region of the gently sloping pre-Cambrian peneplain. In the
southwestern part of Clark, outside the area of this drift forma ...
tion, there are numerous sandstone hills and ridges. This area
of hilly land extends for some distance beneath the thick drift
. farther east. The surface of tht. drift, therefore, is less rolling
in the northeastern part of Clark county than in the south·
western. part; on account of the more rugged character of the
pre-existing topography.'
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The Marshfield moraine as a topographic feature has already
been referred to. It stands out for a large portion of its course
as a well defined ridge from 50 to 150 fOOt above the surrounding lower land. Its outer slopes are in general steeper than the
inner slopes, as is usually the case with terminal moraines. The
moraine is gently. sloping along the sideS', and the summit also
is III broad slope, the whole features of the moraine being in sharp
contrast with the pointed ridges and steep slopes of the tater
terminal moraines.
The Arnott moraine 'in eastern Portage County is' of lesser
height than the Marshfield moraine, but otherwi~ has similar
features of topography. Its lesser height is prob~bly partly due
to partial burial by alluvium.
The terminal moraine, as well as the ground moraine, has no
undrained areas, the topographic forms being those of stream
erosion, a sufficient period having elapsed since the deposition of
the drift for the streams to erode through it to the underlying
bed rock.
AMOUNT OF EROSION AND WEATHERING OF THE SECOND DRIFT.

Erosion.
The extent of the erosion of too Second drift cannot of course
be quantitively measured in feet. Qualitatively it may be said
to be very great. as compared with very little erosion wrought
in the latest, Wisconsin, drift of the region. The drift is comparatively thick upon the flat topped uplands, relatively thin
along the vaHey sides, and practically absent in the valley
bClttoms, thus indicating unmistakably, the extel1sive work of
stream and river erosion The terminal moraine of this drift
sheet where streams cross it is tmtirely cut· down to the bed
rock beneath, indicating in these trenches through the moraine, the removal of 75 to 150 feet or more of drift. Over a
considerable area, also, the terminal moraine ridges arp. entirely
gone, though. they originally must have been present, as the
great magnitude of this drift sheet indicates the extreme probability that a fairly continuous belt of thick drift ri:1ges must
have marked its entire border. The absence in many places of
thick drift ridges along long stretches of the border of this
formation may therefore be taken 88 due to removal by ero

•
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sion. In some instances the removal of the moraine may be
tl'a~ed to the work of" streams which now extend across it, but
the largest gaps in' thtl old moraine, as in southern Langla.de County, were very probably wrought by large rivers O'f
the earlier Pleistocene time and which, through changes Caused
by later glaciation or crustal warping, no longer persist or are
.
replaced by minor streams.
The amount of erosion wrought since the depositon of this
~rift format.ion may also be comprehended from a study of tho
topographic features of some of the mounds of sandstone t,ha~
prO'ject through the drift upon the upland areas. PlateXLIX
illustrates the very prO'nO'unced erO'sion. features characterizing these sandstO'ne mounds. The View here presented
is O'f a castellated mound far remO'ved frO'm stream actiO'n, and,
hence the rock erosion is entirely that of weathering combined
with corrasion by rains and the winds. The erosiO'n proceeds
alO'ng the jO'ints which traverse the rock, and alO'ng the beds O'f
sO'fter sedimentatiO'n dividing the cliff faces into sharp prO'jwtiO'ns and recesses, and also alO'ng hO'rizontal and vertical
joint lines. These erO'sion features are in sharp contrast to the
smoothened surfaces made by glaciers and such castellate'i
mO'unds as these are O'ften cited as evidence 'that the regions
in which such toPO'graphic forms occ'UThave never bOOn invaded
hy glaciers.
Yet the mounds here depicted are in an area
twice glaciated, and portiO'ns O'f their bases are lJUried beneat,h
nearly a hundred feet of drift. These sandstone mounds also
have such! an abundance of taluS debris lying upon the drift
and surrounding them O'n aU sides as to indicate a period O'f
considerable length in the process O'f accumulating such debris.
Such castellatedmO'unds as theEle are commO'n in sO'uthwestern Clark County in the area O'f the First drift. They were
O'nce undO'ubtedly smO'O'th and rO'unded by glacial actiO'n, but
a. sufficient time has elapsed since their glaciatioo fO'r the charp.cteristic features O'f sub-aerial erO'siO'n to be supe";mpO'sed
UPO'n them.

Weathering.
The amount of weathering O'f this drift fO'rmatiO'n is exten- "
sive down to depths O'f 10 to' 20 feet, the clay and sand matrix being oxidized to a characteristic yellO'w brown colO'r. Many O'f the
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pebbles and boulders of basic rock are wholly dooomposed. and
bave lost their identity. Some of the granite boulders and
pebbles, also are wholly disintegrated, and are readily cleaved
with the spade and crumble to pieces when exposed to the air.
Numerous veinlets ramify through the till which mark the pas~
sage of percolating under gI'cm.nd water and the extensive oxi~
dization of the clay and. sand along these openings \s a pro
T1o11ncd feat.ure of the alteration of the deposits. Thill layers
of sand mixed with clay have assumed through processes of
cementation the consolidated character of shale. The exterRive weathering and consolidation of the drift is well shown
wherever exposures have boon made to any appreciable depths.
Excellent exposures for the study of the drift of tile Second
terminal moraine are shown in the Wisconsin Ceni-ral railroad cut in the northern part of Marshfield, and also in the
south bank of the Black River, at the bridge about two miles
south of Medford.
The drift of the ea.rlier as well as the later formations of this
nart of the state contains no apprec;able content of limestone
material, and henoo the method of determining the relative age
(.f. the drift by ascertaining the iepth of the leacillng of the
lime carbonate cannot be applied. In most otner parts of tlw
Mississippi valley, where the old c~riit sheets have been studi.d
this method of determining the r~lative age of the drift by the
amount of leaching of the lime carbonate has been successfully
applied and.it can also be applied in studying the old drift
farther west of this particular area in Wisconslli. In this part
of the state, however, the amount of weathering and the age
i" indicated by the extent of the' oxidization and kaolinization
of the minerals, the cementation and consolidation ~i the drift,
find the disintegation of the boul1ers and pebbles.
On visiting the railroad cut in the moraine in the northern
p·arl of Mamhfieldl with Prof. Chamberlin a few years ago,
when the cut had but recently been made, and the exposures
were fresh, the later pronounced the extent of weathering of
this drift to be as great as that of any ever obscrv(.d by him.
This opinion of course should not be interpreted as expressing
the belief that this drift belongs to the oldest drift sheet, but
m~rely that the amount of weathering that it reveals is appar30-G.
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ently equivalent to that of any of the other older drift sheets.
As a matter of fact, poth the Kansan and the pre-Kansa.n dricts
appear to he so old that very little difference in the extensive
;'veathering of the two can 00 detected.

SECTION IV.

THE SECOND INTERGLACIAL STAGE.

After the deposition of the MJarshfield terminal moraine and
its accompanying groUI).d moraine and the Arnott moraine in
Portage, Marathon and Langlade counties there followed a
long period o~ sub-aerial erosion before the next overlying
drift formation of this district was deposited. The interglacial
deposits above the Second formation and ooneath the next
overlying formation are believed to be the extensive alluvial ileposits of the region. The principal evidence for the separation
of the Second drift from the next overlying, however, is the
extensive erosion and weathering of the former previous to the
deposition of the latter, for the next overlying formation as
subsequently described has the general topographic aspects of
drift comparatively little changed by subsequent erosion and
weathering. Hence it may safely be presumed that a very long
period has elapsed between the deposition of the formation just
described as the Second drift of the area, and that following
described as the Third.

SECTION V.

THE THIRD DRIFT.

'Extending-over the northern pa.rt of Marathon, '(See' map;
Plate II) southwestern' Lfinglade, southerb LincbiIi;'south~
eastern Taylor' and . northern Clark countles 'is adrift' fo:i-nuition which' is here prOvisionally designated as the Third in the
series exposed in northern Wisconsin, The border of this drifL
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formation is not everywhere marked by prominent terminal
moraine features, but is obscure and indistinct ill many places.
When examined over any considerable area, however, the border can be fairly accurately located. This formation has been
mapped in the region farther west and its border found to lie
a~ross southwestern Chippewa, southern Barron and Central
St. Croix counties, crossing the St. Croix River into Minnesota
from the northwest corner of Pierce County. (See map, Fig. 21.)
THE DRIFT BORDER.

The border of this drift formation extends from northeastern
MarathoIj. County across the northern parts of Marathon and
Clark counties in a direction slightly oouth of west. The border, as a rule, :eroduces no· prominent feature of the landscape,
'being marked only here and there by drift ridges and morainic
topography.
Marathon Oounty.

The drift of this formation is exposed just outside the prom"
inent Wisconsin terminal moraine in the northeastern corner
of Marathon County, in the e:1stern part of the town of Harrison. In this particular area, the much older drift of the Sec,.
ond formation also occurs, and being in a locality as yet but
little opened to farming the border of the Third drift can only
be approximately located. Farther west, however, in the
toWIlS of Hewitt and Texas, where the older drift is not present, and, therefore, where the Third dnrt border marks the
boundary between the driftless and drift covered regions, the
b~rder can be accurately located. The border through Texas
and Hewitt where it has been definitely located, to all appearances continues eastward through' the central part of Harrison and passes under the Wisoonsin moraine in the. east~rn
part of section 24, T. 30 R. 10 E.
The border ill' the town of Texas, Hewitt and Harrison is
not known to be marked by any mo~c topography, such. as
sh:8.rp ridges and basins, but such f-eatures will very probably
be found later when the region is more opened to agriculture
and better facilities for study are at hand. In the town of Harrison and northeastern Hewitt the land at the border and far-
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ther north is characteristically more poorly drained than the
land to the south beyond the border. Semi-swampy tracts
occur here and there within the border of this drift and other
features of comparatively new surface topography are prevalent.
In the town of Texas and in northeastern Hewitt, the compara.tively deep valley of the Trapp River lies close within the border of this drift. The border is generally characterized by
glacial boulders and thin till deposits along the margin,
back of which, within a mile or two, the till often a.tta,ins a
thicknE'ss of 30 or 40 feet, as illustrated by ~ell records in
the central part of section 14 in the eastern part of Texas.
There is perhaps no better locality in the immediate vicinity
of Wausau than in the town of Texas for a compara.i1\ve study
of the driftless area and the area of one of the older (pre-Wisconsin) drifts. The contrast between the gla~iated and nonglaciated parts of this locality lies mainly in the difference in
the internal character of the soil and surface deposits. There
is no sharp difference in the topographic features or in the
relative abundance of the field stone in the twO' areas. The
lack of any sharp contrast in the topography is (iue to the relative thinness of the Third drift formation, the want of sufficient accumulations of drift to produce pronounced topographic
features. The crystalline character of the rock of the region,
through the weathering of which a stony residual soil has been
developed in the driftless a;rea, has tended to produce no essential difference in quantity of loose field stone in the two
areas. But as one examines the character of the surface deposits and of the stone in the two tracts, a sharp difference is
at O'nce apparent. South of the drift border the clay-loam soil
is uniformly thin, the underlying crystalline rock, mainly granite and greenstone, generally being present within a foot or
two below the surface. The stones from the soil picked up
from the cultivated farms and accumulated along the highways, in stone fences, and in heaps in the fields, are remarkably angular and sub-angular, and all are of the same kind
as the immediately underlying rock. In the drift area, on the
other hand, there are dep.osits of clay and stone of variable
thickness up to 10 or 20 feet upon the underlying country
rock, and the smooth and polished surfaces of most of the
loose stone are in sharp contrast with the rough surfaces of the
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stone in the driftless soil. The great variety of the polished
stone and boulders in the drift, many of which are derived
from rock ledges many miles to the north, is also quite different from the l.lhiform character of the field stone in the soil of
the driftless area.
West' of the Wisconsin River, in Marathon County, the border of the Third drift has been traced and found to mark the
boundary of the driftless as far as the vicinity of Rib Falls.
West of Rib Falls this drift sheet lies upon the much older,
First drift already described. As shown upon the map, the
main border continues in a southwesterly direction from the
vicinity of Granite Heights on the Wisconsin to Rib Falls on
the Rib River.
The border in the northwestern part of Sec~on 33, T. 30 R. 7
El.and in the adjoining part of sec. 32, is marked by some relatively large drift ridges. The drift ridge in sec. 33 is well
exposed along the wa.gon road. These ridges are not sharp
but broad at the top, with relatively steep sides and lie. upon
the south slope of the valley of a small stream. They are from
30 to 50 feet high and consist largely of gravel and other stratified material. They may be kame deposits formed at the ice
margin by glacial streams issuing on a steep southward slope.
The main border of the drift appears to continue nearly
westward from the above locality to Rib Falls, and is everywhere marked by relatively thick deposits of drift. But there
is a thin covering of drift in the valley of the Little Rib River,
out beyond the main border, which seems to have been deposited during a temporary advance of the ice down this valley.
At first thought it would seem more likely that the ice would
have advanced farther down the channel of the main stream
of the area, namely, the Wisconsin, rather than one of its small
tributaries, but an examination of the topographic maps1
shows that ihe Wisconsin River valley in this locality is only
a narrow gorge, while the valley of the Little Rib River is comparatively very broad. The highest upland areas of Marathon
County (exc~ting the monadnoek peaks of the Rib Hill
quartzites) are in the vicinity of the border of this drift on
Wausau and Marathon Special Topographic Maps. U. S. Geol.
Survey.

1
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both sides of the Wisconsin River, at Granite Heights and Brokaw, and these heights very ervidently were effective in holding back the ice margin from advancing down the narrow
channel of the Wisconsin River, while the Little Rib River
immediately west allowed an easy advance of the ice down its
broad valley.
Over the slopes of the valley of the Little Rib, therefore, occurs a scattering of boulders as far south as the broad fill of
the Big Rib River. These boulders are found well up on the divide between the Little Rib and the Wisconsin, and their occurrence here is in marked contrast, with the absence of glacial
boulders on the east side of the Wisconsin River immediately
northeast of Wausau. The drift seems to be most abundant
on the east side of the Little Rib, there being apparently no
glacial boulders upon the divide, between Stettin postoffice and
Rib Falls.
The most prominent deposits known in the area of this temporary advance down the Little Rib valley is near the center
of the·N. W ..14 of Sec .. 28, T. 29, Ri. 7 l)J., just south of the edge
of the broad table land of this locality. Here there are two
small mounds of drift lying about half way down the south
slope of the upland. The drift consists, apparently, mainly of
gravel and sand with some boulders on top, and seems to have
been deposited by .streams issuing from the ice margin when
the latter was located upon the upland above. The surface
features of these drift mounds are like those prevailing in the
Third drift, and this fact combined with the relative position
or the Little Rib River Valley with regard to the Third drift
ice sheet is taken as sufficient evidence for classifying these
drift mounds with the Third drift, rather than with the First
drift, or with some other drift sheet.
, In t.he vicinity of Rib Falls, as already stated, the Third
drift comes in contact with and overrides the -First drift.
East of Rib River in. sections 9, 10 and 11 ·of the town of Rib
Falls, the Third drift is relatively thick.· West of Rib River,
~pout 0ne-half mile north or Poniatowski, there are ridges of
the Third drift. Between .the above places, namely, down the
. valley of the Rib River, the ice advanced a! few miles farther
than upon the uplands adjacent, its southern limit app'arently
extending as far south as the village of Rib Falls.

•
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. ~tis ,impossible ~o ,exactly lo~ate , the. thin border of, this
drift upon the older First drift in the northwestern part of
'th~ county. The approximate border maYb'e located, how'
ever, by a general differEmce in topography which in some
,plac'es is quite ~arked, whil~ in otherS it is but'sl~g~t. . ~s, !1
rule the area of the Third drift is marked by swampy, poorly
ai-'ained" t~acts, with now' and' then
iravel ridge or' a' low
huinmocky tract characterized by shallow sags and mounds.
The two drifts where exposed to a depth of a few feet can readily..~e s~parated . from each other, but very. often no such eX:pos~res' areava~lable along ~he. border. The border in this
part of the county is therefore only approximatdy loca,ted,
and later work may require som,e change in the map, although,
very probably, the. border will not be shifted more th~n a mile
or so in any locality.

a

In Clark Oounty.
One mile west of Colby, in the southeast corner of section
14, Town of Colby, is agravel pit having the general character
of·the 'rhird drift rather than that of the older First or Second
formations. In sections 16,17 and 20 of Colby are considerable
ridge-like accumulations of drift whose surface features and
character of drift indicate them to. be Third drift. Similar
drift hills occur a few miles farther west in the valley of the
South Fork of Poplar River, in the southeast one-fourth of sec.
22, town of Green Grove, and also in the vicinity of Longwood.
In the vicinity of Colby the Third drift overrides the Second
drift but in this locality the Second moraine is apparently
greatly eroded and is barely distinguishabl~ In the area
north of these drift ridges there are occas~onally shallow sags
and undrained areas indicating comparatively young topography, while to the south the land surface is characterized by
relatively sharp valleys and complete drainage everywhere.
The drift of these ridges and that of the surface to the north
is quite fresh and not much weathered. while that to the
south is characterized by the yellowish brown color and advanced decomposition 0'£ the older drift formations.

·
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West of the Black River the border is marked by a belt of
shallow sags' and low hUIDlll'ooky dlrift ridges extendIing
·through the central parts of the towns of Reseburg and Worden. As in the eastern part of the county, the land north of
this belt of isolated patches of sags and low ridges is marked
by the younger features of the Third drift while that to the
south is characterized by the features of the much older drifts.
A few miles west of Clark County, in Chippewa County, the
border of the Third drift runs approximately parallel for a
short distance to the terminal moraine of the Second drift.
The extension of the Third drift, somewhat farther south in
Clark than in Marathon Co·unty to the east, or in Chippewa
County to ,the west, is in harmony with the southward extension of the other drifts in his locality. The First and S~(lond
ice sheets developed a very prominent lobe in this po·rtion of
the state, as shoWn upon the map. The Wisconsin ice sheet
which came to rest farther north, also developed in this region
a large lobe, though located somewhat farther to the west. The
southward extension of the Third ice sheet in Clark County
is therefore in harmony with the general lobation of both the
earlier and the later ice invasions. The lobation of the Third,
however, is not so pronounced or so prominent as that of the
other periods. The possibility of a more pronounced lobation
of the Third sheet in this locality was kept in mind, however,
and a careful search was made for the occurrence of the Third
drift farther sooth along the Black River, than it is shown on
the map;. but farther south, only the older drift with the characteriatic pronounced erosion features are to be observed.
RECESSIONAL MORAINES ANI> GROUND MORAINE.

The area of this ~ormation, as shown on the map (Plate II),
eocttmds over the northern parts of Marathon and. Clark counties, the southwestern part of Langlade, southern part o·f Lincoln and the southeastern part of Taylor counties. North of
the border of this drift $hee:t, and thus within the general
area of this formation, there are a number of interesting features which may be briefly des~riped. USllaIly the drift' is rel~
atively thin throughout the area and in many places of considerable extent it is scarce or entirely absent. Where absent
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the want of drift may be due to lack of original deposition
or to removal by subsequent erosion. Immediately north of
the driftless portion of the area only the Third drift appears to
be present, and over tlie uplands of this part there appears to
be but a relatively small amount ()£ drift. A good locality illustrating .the conditions of very thin drift is the high upland
area west of the Wisconsin River, opposite Granite Heights.
This locality reaches an elevation of 1500 to 1560 feet, and the
granite bed rock is almost wholly free from glacial boulders
and drift.
In those parts of the area where one or both of the earlier
drifts lie under the Third drift, the underlying rock formationsare quite generally covered with drift. In the areas of
the underlying older drift, however, the yellow brown clay of
the older· formations often shows through the Third forma,..
tion, sh,owing that the latter formation usually makes but a
thin covering upon the earlier glacial deposits.
In many places, however, throughout the area of this formation there are relatively thick accumulations of the Third
drift; developing in such localities typical features of glacial
topography, such as drift ridges and hummocky mounds associated with sags and basins. The sags and basins are sometimes occupied by swamps and sometimes by shallow 'ponds
and lakes. The occasional occurrence of small areas of knobs
and basins is·a characteristic feature throughout the Third
drift, and in this respect the surface features of this formation
are quite unlike those of the older, deeply eroded, drift sheets.
The knob and basin a,reils constitute typical terminal moraine deposits, and undoubtedly indicate where the margin of
the ice stood for some time in the recessional movement to the
north. The knobs and ridges of these terminal deposits uSually
rise but 10· or 15 feet above their surroundings, and the basins
and depressions fall but a few feet below. (See PlateLIV.)
In places, however, the ridges may rise to 30 or 40 feet and the
depressions are correspondingly deeper.
The drift material of these knobs and ridges generally consist of a few good. sized boulders on top with much gravel a,nd
sand beneath the surface, the gravel greatly predominating.
Locally these ridges are often called cc gravel knolls" or
cc gravel ridges." Some of the ridges, however, are made up
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of course boulders to a very large extent. These terminal
morain'e 'deposits of knobs and basins sometimes occur appar~
ently in wholly isolated patches, but more often they appear to
lie in short belts extending in ,an east-west direction. The de~
posits Undoubtedly represent recessional moraines, and while
they do not form a cO!lltinuous belt for any great distance,
they are at loeast as' c,ontinuous and are as pronounced morainic features as are developed along the border of this formation at the farthest advance of the ice sheet. The recessional moraines of this formation, therefore, are approximately
of the same magnitude as the terminal moraines.
On account of the general similarity of drift features, both
to the south and to the north of these recessional moraines,
they cannot be traced continuously across the area. It may be
possible, however, at a later date, when the re.gion is everywhere cleared of the dense forest and the extent of farming
lands greatly increased, that these' small recessional moraines
may be traced out with so~e considerable degree of accuracy,
in a manner somewhat like that of the much more prominent
recessional moraines of the Wisconsin drift. For the present,
however, only the most prominent of these moraines of the
Third formation can here be described. Their occurrence is
shown· by appropriate symbol upon the map. '(,Plate II.)
In the vicinity of Merrill there is' relatively a great abundance of the Third morainic deposits as compared with their
abundance in other parts of the area of this formation. These
knobs and sags are especially numerous in tOO valley of the Wisconsin River, and occur as far southward as the mouth of Pine
River. As shown· upon the map (Plate II), this belt of
moraine extends along the Pine River for several miles and then
apparently ends, though it is probably a part of the same recessional moraine as that to which some of the terminal deposits belong farther east. West of the Wisoonsin River this morainic
belt can be traced fairly continu~msly for 10 or 12 miles and lies
along the divide separati.ng the waters of. Devil Creek and Copper River on the north, and those of the Rib River on the south.
Farther southwest it may be represented by the knobs and
basins in sections 16 and 17, Town of Hamburg, and possibly
with the ridges lying across Black Creek about a mile northwest
of Athens.

I
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Some of the drift ridges and .kn'Obs in the vicinity 'Of Merrill
aitain a h~ight of
to 50 feet above their ~m~~te surroimd,
ings~ The most prominent ridges appear to be in the northern
parts 'Of sections 21 a;nd22 Of T.31, R. 6 E. Mo&t. 'Of the kn'Obs,
however, are from '10 to 20 feet high. The northern part of
Merrill, on the west side of the Prairie River, is characterized by
numerous depressiollB and b'Ouldery drift. These depressions,
with 'Occasi'Onal drift ridg.es, are common features of the br'Oad,
flat area north and n'Ortheast of Merrill in the vicinity of Lake
View and along Little Hay Meadow, Creek. This locality ap"pears to be an old valley b'Ottom, perhaps once occupied by the
Wisoonsin River whose earlier channel seems likely to have been
along the preSffilt line of the. Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul
railroad. It is in the broad flats of wide valleys that morainic
deposits 'Of this drift formati'On are the most abundant. This is
n'Ot only true ?f the m'Orainic deposits in the Wisconsin Valley
at Merrill hut has also been 'Observed to be a characteristic fea.
ture 'Of the Chippewa Valley and 'Of the St. Cr'Oix Valley farther
. west.
The greater abundl1nce 'Of terminal moraine deposits iIi the
broad valleys lying parallel to the C'Ourse of the ice sheet, than
UP'On the adjacent uplands, is probably due to a somewhat
greater thickness 'Of the ice in' these valleylt and t'O a higher
rate 'Of m'Ovement thereby accomplishing more glacial w'Ork in
the valleys. The greater abundance may also be due t'O the fact
that the drift in the broad valleys lies in a positi'On more fav'Or·
able t'O preservation fr'Om erosi'On, than that lying 'up 'On the up·
land sl'OPes.
The absence 'Of terminal m'Orainedeposits al'Ong the Wisc'Onsin
River at the border 'Of this drift sheet is very probably' due t'O
the narr'Ow gorge-like channel 'Or the river at the border. Farther
north on the 'Other hand, where the valley is broad, the m'Oraine
depo&its are abundant. .
.Terminal moraine deposits also appear to be unusually abundant in the large valley 'Of the Pine River. The valley 'Or this
riv~r is unu~ally br'Oad and WM probably 'Once occupied by a
very much larger riveI' than the present Pine, perhaps the Wisconsin whMe earlier Pleistocene course may have extended fr'Om
the vicinity or Rhinelander through this channel. Moraine
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ridges are -especially abundant· in' the vicinity of seetion 11, T.
31, R. 8 E. and in sections 27,.28 and 29 of T. 32, R. 9 E.
In places where these broad valleys lead back from the Third
drift to the Wisconsin drift and morainic deposi1ll are abundant
in the earlier drift, the exact border of too two drifts cannot
always be discriminated. Where the borders of the two formations, however, can be traced to the adjacent uplands, the distinction can readily be seen.
In the western part of the area. there appears to be a belt of
recessional' moraine extending along the boundary of Clark and
Taylor counties. In sections 4, 9 and 16 of the town of Hixon
the drift is accumulated' in ridges of considerable size, some of
the ridges reaehingheights of 30 or 40· feet above their surroundings. The ridge near the south quarter post of sec. 4 is cut
across by the wagon road and coarse bouldery drift is exposed.
This ridge trends slightly west of north. Near the center of
section 9 the Wisconsin Central railroad has cut through 10 or
15 feet .of. drift, showing the characteristic fresh drift of the
Third formation overlying 5 or 10 foot of the very old yellow
red till of the Second formation. The lower drift is very much
weathered and consolidated and is quite different 'in these re-.
sprots from the overlying fresh gray drift. East of the moraine
ridges in this vicinity the land is flat without any observed ter~
minal moraine features to the vicinity of· section 2, 3 and 4 of
the torwn of Hoard. These iSOolated' patches of moraine de~ts,
however, may very well mark the border of one of the recessional
stages of the Third ice.
In the western part of the town of Little Black is a fairly continuous belt of gravel ridges which ~tend northward to the
vicinity of Medford and' farther northeast. Drift ridges are
es:Peciallypronounced in the northeast part of sec. 8, and northwest part of sec. 9{ of the Wwn of Little Black just south of the
bend in the Black River. South of the bend of the Black River,
in plaees, there appeal"Sto be a c:onsiderable valley leading southwest towards th", North Fork of the Poplar River. As later
described, this valley may represent the C01lrse of an early PIeistooene river of considerable siz~, but it is now blocked up with
morainic depomts.
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Within a radius of ,about two miles of Medford there are
abundant occurrences of the characteristic knob and basin
topography of the Third drift. Not far below the surface in
Medford, however, the oldyell:ow brown drift is present,andin
the bend of the Black River in the southeast one·fourth of Sec.
3, Town of Little Blaek, is well ex;posed, a deep section of the
very old drift formation underlying the Third drift.
KAMES.

In a few places within the area of this formation there are
considerable acc'umulations of drift in the form of gravet hUll"
that are not usually immediately aBSOOiated with morainic ridges.
These hills and ridges, w1;Uch consist ahoost wholly of stratified
gravel and sand with a few large boutdera, appear to be usually,
if not always, located on the l~er slopes 'or in the bottoms of
Valleys. An interesting example of this sort is too ridge of
gravel in the southern part of Athens which is used to a considerable extent as railroad ballast. A similar gravel ridge ocC'Ul'S in the valley of the Little Black Riyer, in the northeast
. corner of 800. 1, town of Little Black, Taylor County. Another
gravel ridge of thl:l same sort. occurs" in a valley in the southeast
part of .Sec. 5 in the northern part of the town of M'8.ine, Marathon County. These gravel ridges and hills appear to be kames, .
. formed by glacial streams issuing from the margin of the ice
sheet.
.
OUTWASH.

Outwashgr:avel in the form of a valley tr8.in 'extends from the
recessional moraine at the mouth of Pine River several miles
down the Wisconsin Valley. As is usual: with glaeial outwash,
the. graveld!eposits reach nearly to the. top of the moraine at
Pine River and .rapidly thins out over the older valley filling,
within three or four miles down the valtey.
No outwash, however, appOO.rs to be present in the valley of
the Wisconsin at the border of this drift sheet. As already
described, the valley at the border is but a narrow winding
gorge,and conditions, very probably, were not favorable for the
deposition of terminal moraine or outwash in this locality). Even.
if outw88h had been deposited in ·the vaHey at this place it would
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have been subsequently removed by erosion for the river now occupies nearly the entire width of the channel at this place.
None of the usual features of outwash gravel deposits border
. the margin of this drift where it crosses the Rib or the Black
Rivers. Very likely, howevel'1, considerable gravel wa."Icarried
far down these valleys by str~ during the period of ice invasion.
LOESS.

Loess, a fine clayey deposit occurring over the uplands in
abundance in the western and south western part of the state is
present just outside the area of this report in western Jackson
and in ea..<rt6rn Eau Claire and Chippewa counties. Deposits of
loess however are not known to occur in this area although it is
possible that they muy be present. The most likely locality for
their occurrence is the western part of Clark county.
The loess of southern Chippewa Oounty lies upon the terminal
moraine· deposits of the Third drift, and thus bears an interesting and important structural relation to the Third formation.
The loess or this locality, though occurring in a relatively small
area, about 15 'or 20 square .miles in extent, po~es the characteristic features of the main area of loess of widespread distribution farther southwest.
TB;ICKNESS.

The thickness of this drift formation along the border varies
from a few feet Uip to 50 or 60 feet, Some of the drift hills
along the border and also those which mark the stand of the ice
at recessional moraines have a height of 10 or 15 feet up to 40
or 50 feet above their immediate surroundings. The ground
moraine probably does not exceed anywhere a thickness of much
more than 10 or 15 feet. Over large parts of the 'area it is but
a few feet thic:k, merely a very thin mantle of 2 or 3 feet, and
over other parts of the area the drift of this formatiO'Il is absent.
On the whole, therefore,'the thickness of this' formation probably
does riot exceed an average of' 5 or 6 feet, and very probably the
thickness is even much less than this. It was by far the thinnest
drift formation,' at time of deposition, of the series represented
in this area. '

-
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TOPOGRAPHY.

Topographic Features 'Of the Thlird Drifit.
The topographic features of the Third drift are the small knobs
and basins which occur'in discontinuous belts or isolated patches
throughout the area, and also the broad fiat landS which prevail
over many parts of the formation. The most prominent morainic features- have already been pointed out and need not, be discussed again. It is t:be knob and baBin features ~f this drift,
however, combined with the fea~ of the fiat lying traets,
which especially charaterize this formatioIlb and which distinguish it topographically from the earlier drifts of the area. The
morainic features and the broad fiat poorly drained tracts are
the characteristics of comparatively young topography, a topogl"aJphy still retaining many of the fea~ due to glaeiat deposition, while the older diifts to the S()utbj. have all the features
of an old topography in which the work of ordinary stream and
rain erosion have greatly modified the f()rmation~ and have
CO!llpletely obliterated and worn away all the glacial feaiures
which _they once possessed. _
Owing to the comparative thinness of the Third drift~ it is
usually where the drift has been aecumuIated in morainic deposits that these most prominent elui,raeteristic topographic featinres a.re developed. Over -nwst of the area of this formation
predominates the older features of the land: surface existing before the Third' drift· was deposited. For this reason, therefo~,
lat"ge parts of this fOl'IIliation m,ay be passed over without ob-serving any difference between its features of topography and of
that of the older drift or thed'I'iftless to the lJOuth. HOWever,
no considerable portion of the area_ can be traversed with01lt obsei-ving, here and there, small accumJolations of drift ridgeS and
morainic depOsits, or fiat tracts in which drainage is immature,
ali of which indicate cloo.rly a relatively recent glaciation ·as
pared with that·of the region farther BOUth. The fresh characterof tht' Third drift alSo is- fully
harinony with the topOgraphic
evidence that this formation is one of the latat in the Plcistocene series_
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Effect on the Earlier :topography.

The deposit of Third drift laid down unequally throughout its
area of distribution has· wrought certain changes in the earlier
land surface over wbiich it is spread. These changes and modifications of the earlier topography are a class of phenomena
digtinet from the. topographic features of this drift itself and,
henee, may lJ.edis(mSS'ed as the general effect of the deposition
of this drift upon the earlier topography. Perhaps the most
obvious effects wrought by the depoSition of the drift are those
which have caused changes in the courses of rivers and streams.
One of the most interesting of these changes in the river
courses is that of the Pine River near its j1unction with the Wisconsin. The lower course of th~ Pine, within two miles of the Wisconsin, is a narrow V-shaped valley, mainly a mere gorge with a
series of raplids known· as the Dells of the Pine. Above this
gorge the valley is broad for many miles, the difference in the
size of the valley in the two parts being a striking one . (See
Plate LXXIV). The apparent continuation of the broad
portion of the valley lies about half a mlile north of the gorge
and is now filled with glacial drift,as shown by well data. The
deposits of f', recessional moraine lie across this portion of the
Pine River and there appears but little doubt that the course of
the Pine, previous to the deposition of this moraine, was in the
drift-filled larger valley to the north, the river then joining the
Wisconsin a mile above its present junction.
The large size of the Pine valley farther up stream strongly
suggestsitsoooupation by a much larger river than the Pine in
early Pleistocene time, a larger river whose course may haVE'
been changed near the headwaters of the present Pine by the
deposition of this drift sheet. Such a change,however., may
have been wrought at an earlier date as a result of the general
alluvial filling of the valleys of the region, similar to some of the
changes in the river oourses of other parts of the state.
The Wisconsin river north of Merrill, also, seems likely to
have once occupied a course.in the valley of Little Hay Meadow
Creek, along the· present location of the Chi. Mil. & St. Paul
rasilroad. Such a change of oourse, if it occurred, took pbJOO
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dluring or before the. deposition of the' Third drift, and possibly,
therefore, by the deposits of the Third drift in this valley.
Southwest of Medford in the northern p'art of the town of
Little Black, where the Black River turns to the north, there is,
apparently, an old valley filled with morainic deposits. The
natural drainage slope of this locality is to the southwest,' and
on time of floods, the water from the Black overflows the south
bank and jo~ns one of the tributaries of the main river flowing
southwest. The drift-filled valley crosses the Black at the bend
of the river and continues nearly south apparently joining the
north· Fork of the Popla,r. The earlier course of the Black
seems to have been throu~h tfuis valley now obstructed by
morainic ridges.
There are other changes in the courses of the streams, wrought
by the deposition of this drift formation but they have not boon
worked out in sufficient detalil to be described.
The general result of the Third deposition has been to soften
111e rugged contours of the earlier land surface. The modifying
influence of this drift has been much more appreciable in the
western part of the district, namely, in northern Clark County,
where the rugged hills of sandstone occur, than in Marathon and
Lincoln counties, where the gently sloping uplands of crystalline rocks dominate. The fiat lying tracts of this. formation
\\ ithin the area of the crystalline rocks were probably origl~nally
nearly level surfaces of the old pre-Potsdam peneplain, the drift
merely modifying the older surface and by the unequal distribution of the drift causing changes in the earlier drainage. These
broad gently sloping tracts are most pronounced in the region of
the southeast part of Lincoln County and in adjacent portions
of Miarathon and Langlade ~tieS', and in northwestern Marathon and in eastern Taylor cOlmties near the outlying divides of
the Wisconsin and Fox river drainage on the east and of the adjacent Wisconsin and Black River drainage on the west. It is
upon the divides in these parts of the area that the old crystal• line peneplain was but little trenched by stream erosion, and
hence in these parts the thin deposits of the Third drift bve
tended only to slightly modify the pre-existing mUd features,
and to obstruct th.e earlier immature drainage.
3l-G.
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AMOUNT OF EROSION AND WEATHERING OF THE THIRD DRIFT.

Erosion.
The erosion of the Third drift varies in amount in different
parts .of the area. In that part of the area 'in which the hard
crystallin€! formation forms the bed rook, namely in Marathon
County and vicinity, the erosion has been less than in that part
in which the Potsdam sandstone is the predominant bed rock. In
that part of the area also in which the surface slope is more
gentle namely wlithin the drainage of the Wisconsin system the
erosion has been leS'S than upon the steeper slopes of the drainage ~a of the Black and Chippewa systems. This difference in
erosion in the different parts of the area also characterizes all
other formations of the region; but it is especially important
that it should be taken into acoount in considering the erosion of
this relatively thin Third drift sheet. There is a notable difference in the amount of erosion of the drift in different parts of
the arell\, therefore, which is due to a difference in the underlying rock structure, and in the slope of the land, and not due to
any speclial difference in the character and thickness of this drift
itself in different parts of the areaL
The amount of erosion of the Third drift as compared with
that of the two earlier drift sheet'>, the First and the Second is
small, for as already described, the older drifts have the characteristic deep valleys and other features developed by a mature
stream drainage, while the surface of the Third formation where
the drift is abundant is usually characterized by glaCial features
of topography.
The surface featThI'es of the Third drifl1, as already stated, are
more like thoge of the Wisconsin formation than those of the
older d~ifts, yet there is ample evidence not only in thiS' area but
especially farther west in Barron County, that this drift has
been much more eroded than the Wisconsin formation.
The shape and form of the valleys eroded in the Third form.ar
tio'll as wen as the configuration of the terminal moraine deposits
both indicate greater amount of erosion than corresponding
features developed in the Wisconsin formation.
With regard to the character of the valleys, dire'ct c~arisoli
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can be made with those developed by the main branches of the
Wisconsin River in the Third drift with those of similar tributaries of the Wisconsin in the Wisconsin drift. A comparison
of the valleys in the two formations shows those of the Thlird
drift to be much broader and to exhibit much greater lateral
erosion than the "alleys of similar streams in the Wisconsin drift.'
The essential difference.in the oonfigturatJion of the valleys in the
two formations is in their width and not in their depth, for the
depth is mainly determined by the ever-present crystalline rocks
of the region, whose hardness and resistance to erosion has been
sufficient to prevent but little downward corrasion since the deposition of the s~veral drift sheets. The greater width of the
valleys in the Third drift than in the Wisconsin, wrought by a
greater meanderiing of the streams sidewaySl, is well illustrated
by the valleys of the Pine and Eau Claire Rive~, within the
area of the third drift as compared with the narrow valleys of
similar tributaries of the WisconSin within the latest drift. The
lateral erosion of the lower part of the Prairie River, and of the
little Hay Meadow Crook in 1;4e vicinity of Merrill, as well as
that of Devril Creek, in the Third drift is much greater tl1an that
of the Somo and Tomahawk rivers at Tomahawk in the Wisconin drift.
In a similar manner the tributaries of the Black and Chippewa in the Third drift in the western part of this area show a
greater amount of lateral erosion than the streams in the Wisconsin drift. This difference is illustrated by the larger valleys
of the Little Black River in the, Third drift as compared with
the small~ valleys Qf the main branch of the Black River within
the Wisconsin drift. A similar difference is illustrated by the
valleys of the branches of the Eau Claire River of the Chippewa
system within the respective areas of the two drift sheets.
The configturation of the terminal moraine deposits, including
also the kame deposits, of the Third drift appear to show the
effects of greater sub-aerial erosion than similiar glacial deposits
of the WiscoD.sin drift. There is 'a di:fIerenoo of oourse 'in the
magnitude of these depositS in the two formations which may,
in pari account for the milder features of the smaller Third deposits. as compared with the more rugged and more abrupt contour of the larger Wisconsin deposits. The milder featul'es of
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the Third .deposits with their characteristic shallow sags and
basins, and low and broad ridgy accumulations, are such as
would be developed by rain and stream erosion, and henoo it
s~ reasonable to attribtute a· part ·at lea8t, of the less abrupt
features of the Third deposits, as compared w1ith those of the
Wisconsin moraine deposits, to the greater extent of erosion of
the Third formation.
The amount of general erosion of this drift upon the hill
slopes as compaJ.'ed with that of Wisconsin drift is difficult
to estimate an account of the relatively slight thickness of the
Third formation. Over la~ge parts of the area very little
Third drift was originally deposited and hence the total absence or small amount of Third drift over considerable parts
of the area cannot be attributed to subsequent removal by erosion.
In the eastern part of Barron County and in the western
part of Rusk County, a locality outside of the area described
in this report, there are topographic feature;s which furnish
conditions for a comparison of the erosion of the Third drift
and of, the Wisconsin drift. The features referred to are
within. the area of the Barron quartzite hills, which are in
part covered by the Wisconsin drift, and in part covered only
by the Third drift. A direct comparison, therefore, can be
made 'i'etween the feLtures of erosion developed in the quartzite hills since the Third glacial invasion. Such features as the
more rllgged cliff walls of the quartzite and the much greater
accumulation of the talus debris about the quartzite hills
within the area of the Third drift as compared with that developed within the area of the Wisconsin drift indicates a much
greater erosion and weathering of these hills since the Third
glacial invasion, than that which has taken place since the
Wisconsin invasion. The difference in erosion features in the
quartzite hills within the areas of the two drifts, therefore, is
thoroughly in harmony with the evidence of the greater erosion
of the, Third drift as compared with that of the Wisconsin exhibited in Clark, Marathon, and adjacent counties.
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Weatkering.
The amount of weathering of the Third drift appears to be
small. Decomposition and disintegration of the stony material
of the drift is relatively slight. On the whole this drift appears to be about as fresh and unconsolidated as the Wisconsin drift. There is a marked difference in the fresh chara.cter
of the drift as compared with the deeply weathered and oxidized character of the two older drift sheets of the area. There
is a very .great difference, therefore, in the amount of weathering of this drift sheet as compard with that of the older drifts,
, and a very slight difference as compared with that of the latest
or Wisconsin drift.

SECTION VI.

THE THIRD INTERGLACIAL STAGE.

During the later stages of the ice invasion which deposited
the Third drift sheet just described, a change of climate is believed to have occurred causing the ice field to melt away and
finally to disappear fr"om the land. The succeeding interval
of mild climate was probably characterized by temperature
conditions simila.r to those prevailing in the region at the present time. The length of this interglacial stage is unknown,
but comparatively it must have been much shorter than the
.epoch intervening between the period of glaciation in which
was built up the Marshfield moraine and the period of the
deposition of the formation just described. The reason for this belief is based upon the fact that the morainic deposits of knobs
and basins of the Third drift, still retain the characteristic
features of glacial topography and are but little modified by
the forces of sub-aerial erosion to which they have been exposed since the ice sheet retreated. However,it is believed
that the period elapsing between the deposition of the Third
drift of this area, and that of the succeeding Wisconsin for.mation should rank as a distinct intergl&eial epoch.
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The Third drift possesses distinct topographic features, and
as such can be separated and mapped. Its border is not parallel to the border of the Wisconsin drift but is overridden
and crossed by; the larg~ Wisconsin terminal moraines. The
unconformity in the distribution. of the Third drift and that
of the Wisconsin is even more evident in the region farther
west (Bee Fig. 21.) Furthermore the two drift formations each
extending over large areas are not of the same magnitude.
The Third moraine and its accompanying drift indicates a mild
period of glaciation quite uiiIike that of the Wisconsin stage,
which apparently was a period of very extensive glaciation.
The non-conformity of the two drift sheets, therefore, and
also their marked differences in amount of drift indicate that
they were formed by distinctly different ice sheets.
The length of the interglacial period intervening between
the deposition of the Third drift .and that of the Wisconsin
drift is indicated mainly by the difference in the amount of
erosion of the two formations and also by certain evidences of
a change in the elevation of the region which took place in
the interval between the two glacial periods.
The valleys carved by streams and rivers in the Third drift
are distinctly wider, as already described, than those in the
Wisconsin drift. The Little Hay Meadow Creek, for example,
northeast of Merrill, has developed a ·meandering channel in
the Third drift, the erosion of this stream being in marked contrast with that accomplished by similar streams in the Wisconsin drift immediately north. 'l'he streams in the Wisconsin
drift, even the most prominent ones, like the Wisconsin river
itself have wrought but little erosion in the Wisconsin drift.
Farther west in the drainage area of the Black River and of
.the Chippewa, the stream erosion has been greater in both the
Third drift and in the Wisconsin drift than in the area of other
drifts in the WiscoI).sinRiver drainage, but here also, the
rivervaUeys in· the Third drift show distinctly the effect of
greater erosion than those in the Wisconsin ·drift. There are
no prominent rock hills in this region upon which to· make
a comparison of relative amounts of erosion wrought· in the
bed rock since the Third drift was deposited, but farther west,
in eastern Banon County, there occur the prominent hills of
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Barron quartzite which are located along the border of the
Wisconsin drift and out in the area of the ~hird formation.
The evidence of much greater erosion and weathering of these
quartzite hills.in the Third drift than that shown by these
hills in the Wisconsin drift is at once apparent, the extensive
accumulation of talus stone on the slopes of these hills in the
Third drift being in marked contrast with the general absence
of ac.cumulated talus debris in the area of the Wisconsin drift.
A change of elevation during the interglacial interval seems
to be indicated by the occurrence of the well developed outwash. deposits in the Wisconsin River valley south of Merrill
fringing the recessional moraine of the Third drift, while such
outwash deposits are absent a few miles farther no,rth where
the Wisconsin terminal moraine crosses the valley though the
general width and topography of the valley in the two places
are very similar.
'
Conclusive evidence of a change in elevation between the
two periods appears to be shown outsiJe t~ area of this report
in the northwestern part of Barron county,· near Brill, where
the Long River has developed a broad erosion terrace in the
outwash deposits of the Third drift, upon which was later deposited the Wisconsin terminal moraine, without the accompanying development of outwash along the latter. In this, locality the character and rela,tion of the glacial deposits and the
features of erosion indicate that favorable conditions prevailed
for the deposition of fluvio-glacial gravels when the Third ice
sheet
present, and that this locality was subsequently elevated, developing conditions for the erosion of the gravel
formation, and that still later the Wisconsin moraine was deposited upon the eroded gravel formations without the accompanying conditions of elevation and slope favorable for the
deposition of outwash along the Wisconsin ice.
There is another geological relation exhibited just outSide
the area of this report, in southeastem Chippewa County,
whieh indicates a marked difference in the age of the Third
. drift,· and that of the Wisconsin formation. This relation is
the .occurrence of loess upon the Third drift like the loess
;overlying the driftless· area of the !Wuthwestem part of the
state and which is not known to occur anywhere UPOll the
Wisconsin drift formation.
l
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An acco.unt o.f the Io.ess and itsrelatio.n to. the Third drift
will be discussed in a later repo.rt o.f the geology of the northwestern part o.f the state.. The occurrence o.f the lo.ess uPo.n
the Third drift is fully in harmony with the various evidences
abo.ve cited, fo.r the essential unity o.f the Third formation and
its separation from the Wisconsin· formation by a distinct interglacial stage of some co.nsiderable length.

SECTION VII.

THE WISCONSIN DRIFT FORMATION.

The Wisco.nsin drift formation constitutes the latest glacial
depo.sits in the district. This fo.rmation forms the surface deposits over a lar,ge portion of the northern part of North AmerIts tt'lrm:nal nrolraine, thrcmghout, is a distant topoica.
graphic feature, fo.rmil1g a belt of billowy drift hills from (1 to
20 miles wide which rise from 50 to 200 feet in height. This
terminai moraine can be traced across the entire co.ntinent,
from Long Island on the Atlantic Coast to Victoria Island on
the Pacific.
This fo.rmation in the district of North Central Wisco.nsin,
as elsewhere, is a very prominent one, and wrus evidently dePo.sited during an epoch ~f long co.ntinued and vigo.ro.us glacial activity. The fo.rmation is no.t o.nly characterized by prominent terminal deposits built up at the farthest advance of the
ice sheet, but also, in places, by recessional moraines formed at
the margin of the ice sheet during its retreat. The gro.und
moraine ,also. ?s a mantle of co.nsiderable thickness which has
appreciably mo.dified th~ pre-existing to.Pography.
A glance at the map, Plate II, shows the terminal moraine
of this formatio.n to. lie. acro.ss the eastern and northern parts
of the district. The terminal mo.raine enters the southeastern
part of the district about midway across the southernbo.rder
of Po.rtage County, thence trends northward, cro.ssing to Marathon County in the vicinity o.f the PIo.ver River. In eastern
Maratho.n the front o.f the mo.raine faces the no.rthwest, the
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terminal deposits being distributed along the course of the
Plover River. The moraine forms the divide in northeastern
::\Iarathon between the Plover and Eau Claire rivers. whence

\,// \;, I Third Or/ff
FIG. 22.

Ijv"yvjl W/sconsi.., Drift-

Map of the drift in the vicinity of Antigo.

it swings to the northeast into Langlade County, keeping well
to the Routh and east of Antigo.
Twelve miles northeast of Antigo (See small sketch map, Fi~.
22) the terminal moraine changes its course and bends
sharply to the northwest, forming a sinuous belt to the northwestern corner of the county.
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In the northwest cornel" of Langlade County the belt of terminal moraine again makes a sharp turn to the southwest, so
that its position is parallel to that of the moraine located 25
miles to the southeast in southern Langlade County and in the
adjacent portion of Marathon. The southwest-northeast trend
of the moraine extends from the northwestern part of Langlade
County across Lincoln County to the vicinity of the Wisconsin
River, where it changes to a northwesterly course to th.e viciility of Spirit Lake in northeastern Taylor County.
From northeastern Taylor County it bends to the southwest
again, making minor lobate curves across Taylor County, entering Chippewa County from the sO"utheastern corner of Taylor.
It will thus be seen that the belt of terminal moraine makes
wide detours, curving in various directions across the several
counties of the district. The location of the terminal moraine
and its curvatures can perhaps be best explained. when the
ice sheet producing it is considered in some detail.
THE WISCONSIN ICE SHEET.

The great continental ice sheet of the Wisconsin epoch very
probably had its origin in Labrador, from which source the ice
advanced into the outlying regions. The position of the terminal moraine in the Great Lakes region obviously indicates
that the direction of ice· movement was largely ,governed by
the Great Lake basins into which the ice was deflected, and
from which it flowed 'out beyond into adjacent portions of the
bordering region.
A great ice tongue crept down the the basin of Lake Michigan, taking the general form of the lake but being much larger.
Another tongue passed doW'n Green Bay and the Fox River
,Valley and spread out over the eastern part of the State.
Other important tongues evidently came through the larger
bays of the south shore of Lake Superior, such as the Keweenaway Bay depression and the Chequamego!ll Bay region, passing
southward through the valleys of the Wisconsin and Chippewa
rivers. A very lar.ge ice lobe evidently was thrust down
through the head of Lake Superior into the northwestern por-
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tion of the state and the adjoining portions of Minnesota and
Iowa. (See map, Fig. 23.)
The greater of these ice tongues occupied the main basins

"

!

."

....

Fig. 23.

Tile lobation of the Wisconsin Ice sheet.

of Lake Michigan and Lake Superior, the ~inor tongues their
principal bays.· .The tongues of the great ice sheet that lay
across this portion of the state were those deflected through
Green Bay and the large bays of Lake Superior.
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The Green Ba;y Ice Lobe.
The margin of the ice lobe extending through Green Bay,
and known as the Green Bay ice lobe or ~lacier, separated from
the Delavan1 lobe of the Michigan glacier in Walworth COlinty,
whence it curved westward as far as the Baraboo Bluffs in Sauk
County, and thence continued in a northeasternly direction
across Adams and Waushara, entering this district and form.ing the terminal moraine which extends across eastern Portage
and Marathon to ~e western part of Langlade County.
In eastern Portage County the terminal moraine makes a
slight re-entrant to the east near the center of the town of
Beuna Vista, and again in the southern part of the town of
Sharon at the village" of Polonia. These re-entrants indicate
a secondary lobation of the Green Bay lobe, probably, as later
described, corresponding to the depression of Lake Winnebago
on the south, and Green B8:Y proper on the north.

The Langlade Ice Lobe.
Into Langlade County there evidently advanced a distinct
ice lobe, the direction of ice movement being towards the southwest.. The terrniIial mOlraine of this ice lobe extends from
the southeastern part" of Langlade to the northeast corner of
this county. This terminal moraine may have been deposited
by a tongue which passed through KeeweenawanBay, although
this cannot be finally known until the retreatal moraines are
mapped between L~glade and th'e lake shore. The drift of
this ice lobe is described as the Langlade moraine.

The Wisconsin Valley Ice Lobe.
From this comparatively small Langlade lobe of moraine another lobe separates extendb;tg across Lincoln County to the
vicinity of Rib Lake and Spiri1i Lake in Taylor .County, practically reaching across the drainage system of the Wisconsin
River. The ice lobe, depositing this portion of the Wisconsin
format~on, evidently was moving directly towards the south
through the Wisconsin Valley, the portion of ice confined to
1 W. C. A'lden, The Delavan lobe of the Lake Michigan Glacier, P. P.
No. 34, U. B. Gao1. Survey.
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the center of the valley keeping well in advance of that which
lay back upon the divides. The margin therefore lies across
the Wisconsin drainage in the form of a curve, convex towards
the south, the principal axis of the ice lobe approximately
coinciding with the course of the Wisconsin River. The drift
of this lobe is referred to as the Wisconsin Valley Morajne.

The OJuippeW'a VaZley Ice Lobe.
Across the drainage system of the Chippewa River there extends another' lobate margin, reaching from the Wisconsin
River divide on the eaSt, to the St. Croix divide on the west:
The ice tongue depositing this lobate margin advanced towards the southwest, the principal axis of the ice lobe coinciding with the valley of the Chippewa River, the ice advancing farther to the southwest, through the center of the valley,
than along the sides, upon the divides. Only a portion' of this
margin" is represented in this district, namely, that part lying
across Taylor County, extending from the northeastern part
to the southwestern part of the county. The drift of this lobe
" is ;eferred to as the Chippewa Valley moraine.
GENERAL CHARACTER OF THE MORAINE.

The areal extent of the terminal moraine deposits of the Wasconsin drift is quite large in this portion of the state. The
entire area of this formation in POTtage, Marathon and Langlade counties. with the exception of so~e "Outwash: plaIns, ap~
pears to bewholly occupied by drift ac.cumulated at the margin
ofthe ice sheet, either at its farthest advance or at its edge when
retreating towards the east. Lincoln COuiltyalso, east of the
Wisconsin River, appears to be wholly covered wtith terminal
'moraine drift. That portion of the mom.ine west of the Wisconsin is only ~e or four miles wide and hence the northwestern one-fQl\lrth of Lincoln is largely an &rea of ground
moraine. In Taylor County the wtidth of the terminal moraine
is ahQlllt 10 or 12 miles, the northwestern. part of the oounty and
adjacent portions of Rusk and Price being occupied by al"e8.S of
ground moraine.
The distinctive feature of the terminal moraines is the peculiar topography of abrupt hdlloeks and short rid~ associated
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with depressions without outletaThe hills and ridges of the
moraine generally vary from 50 to· 250 feet in height. The
terminal drift hil:ls are in general of much less height in Portage and Marathon Counties than in northern Langlade, northeastern Lincoln" northea.stern Taylor and adjacent portions of
Price counties.
THE GREEN BAY M;ORAlNE.

The glacial drift deposited by the ice of the Green Bay lobe or
glacier in the ,eastern. part of this district is to a very large extent terminal: moraane. But a smaliportion of the area is
covered with ground moraine.
An old ridge of Second drift which lies just west of the Wisconsin moraine forms a conspicuous feature of the drift topography in POrtage County. This ridge, as already described,
evidently marks the fart1rest' advance of the ice of one of the
early Pleistocene stages. Immediately e88t of the old drift
ridge is the belt of short ridges, hillocks and depression of the
Wisoonsin mor8Ane which in places, extends up to the earlier
moraine. The topographic features of the two moraines are iri
sharp. contr88t and the drift of the two can be ooadily separated
in the field.
Between the old moraine and the main belt of Wisconsin
moraine to the east there is a broad flat area of sand and g'l'avelly loam. having a width of one or two miles to four miles.
A glance at the general map (Plate II) shows the location
of these moraines and the intervening areas described.

The Terminal Mooratine.
The terminal moraine of the Wisconsin drift is characterizlld
throughout by the pecU1~ar topograPhy of terminal moraine
deposits, such as billowy drift hills and short ridges associated
:mth many depressi()ns without OIUtlets, usually occupied by lakas,
swamps and bogs. The abrupt undulating featnres of the ter~inal 'moraine (See Plate LV) are very largely due to. th~
unequal amounts of debris carried by the ice mar~n and to .the
periodic oscillations of the margin primarilly caused by unequal
rate of melting, or changes in the rate of th~ flow Of.' the ,iee.
In
its recession the iee ina.:i-gm pl"Qbabl'y did .not always reinain
.

.
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parallel to its former position and thus the deposits bluilt up at
the margin in its new poffition would have an irregular distribution. If the margin advanced again temporarily the deposits
made during the. period of recession would be over-ridden and
modified.
If the ice marghn retreated and advaneed repeatedly during
a considerable period, the details of the margin would frequently
change and therre would result a complex llI.8SS of ridges and hills
of variable height. . Between these irregular ridges and hills
there would be depressions of variolus si7JeS and shapes.
The tangle of tel'TIlinal moraine in. eastern Portage continues
for an undetel'TIlined distanoo eastwards into Waupaca County.
It is not everywhere so billowy and uneven as within 3 or 4 miles
of its western border, but throughout the county the characteristic terminal moraine topography associated with numerous
lakes and basins prevails. For some considerable areas the
land is gently sloping, with few abrupt depressions or hms,. and
with these are areas of nearly level-stratified deposits of outwash
which reach from one morainic ridge to another. The sharp
bends in the wagon roads, ,as shown upon the general map, to
avoid depl'8SSions and abrupt hIills and the numerous lak~, indicate the uneven land surface of the area. The area is characterized by but a few ~wamps, doubtless due to the sandy porous character of the drift.

The Minor Lobation of the Gre'en Ba;y L8be.-The distribution of the terminal moraine in easrtern Portage County obviOlUSly
indicates a minor lobation of the Green Bay lobe. .AP,. shown
upon the map!, the terminal moraine in the town of Almond
trends northeastward, the northeast trend continruing to the centml part of the town of Buena Vista, where there is a sharp reentrant in the moraine to the east. From this re-entrant the
moraine bends out. to the west. turning to the east again and
forming. anotherre-entrant neal' the village of Polonia.From
Pol:onia the moraine trends northwest into south eastern Marathon County, then northeastward to join th~ Langlade moraine
northeast of Antigo.
The minor lobation of the Green Bay glacier in eastern Pbrt.
age appears to have developed a small lobe lying between two
largeri lobes, the larger lobe on the north probably being due
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to the influence of the depression 'of Green Bay proper on the
advance of the ice an~ the larger one on the south to the influence of the depression of Lake Winnebago, The minor lobation of the moraine between these two large lobes is probably
due to some minor depression lying between the larger depressions to the north and to the south.
The Green Bay moraine in Marathon County does not present
so many distinctive features as in its course acrosS' Portage
County. The Plover River lies between a narrow belt of termimil moraine hills and ridges on the west and the main belt of
the moraine on the east. No well defined plains of out~ash of
any extent are associated with the terminal moraine either in
front of the moraine or along the Plover River within the moraine. The western border of the moraine is quite pronounced
from the southern border of the county northward to the C. &
N. W. railroad. For a few miles north of the railroad the drift
hills· are small, but reappear again in considerable force 3 or 4
miles to the north and thence continue in considerable prominence .across the remaining portion of the county, passing about
a mile east of Hogarty post office and crossing the county line
about 3 miles northeast of Hogarty.
A large part of the towns of Franzen and Elderon do not possess the pronounced hummocky topography of terminal moraines,
but depressions, swamps and drift hills occur here and there sufficient to give it the prevailing features of terminal moraine
rather thah of gro~nd moraine. The broad streams of the W 01£
River drain a large portion of this corner of the county and the
land over large areas is fairly wen drained.
Crooked Lake, Pike Lake, Gatoit Lake and Sunflower Lake
are some of the larger lakes of this portion of the moraine. The
drift hills range from 50 to 100 feet in height. Occasionally
there are a few level stretches of outwash fringing the outer
moraine and also occuring Within the moraine belt, but these
are of small extent. The rook of the pre-Cambrain plain generally appears 88 the surface formation but a short distance west
of the moraine.
The terminal moraine of the Green Bay lobe in Langlade
County extends northeastward ,across ~ northern halt of the
town of Rolling, the southeastern part of the town of Antigo,
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the northern part of the tO'wn O'f PO'lar to' the vicinity of the
northeast corner of Polar. The location of the moraine east of
the city of AntigO' in Langlade County is shown on the small
map. ('Fig. 22.)
This portion of the moraine appears to be a continuous formation and not separated into frontal and recessional mO'raines.
Merely the IO'cation of the front of the moraine was studied in
this portion of the 'county. Fringing the moraine in this vicinity there appears a broad stretch of land consisting mainly of
gravel, sand and clay, which' widens out into a broad area of
considerable extent spreading abO'ut AntigO' and reaching to' the
terminal moraine to the east and north.
The terminal moraine in the town O'f Rolling, west of the
Chicago and NO'rthewestern railroad" lies immediately east O'f
Springbrook Creek. East O'f the railroad the moraine stands up
prominently abovE' the plain in front, and as this portion of the
county is fai.rly well settled the terminal moraine, can be seen
for some dist,anoo. At no place!. however, dO' the drift ridges
appear to have an elevation o~er 100 feet above the plain in
front. The morajne as seen from the fringing, gravelly plain
in front is illustrated in Plate L~1. The Green Bay moraine
joins the Langlade moraine in the vicinity O'f the northeast corner of the town' O'f Polar. The Green Bay moraine continues
as a portion of a morainic belt formed jointly at the margins
of th03 Green Bay lobe and the Langlade lobe. The cO'ntinuation of this interlobate illO'raine to the northeast has not been
outljned,
Thl9 01ltwash Deposits.

Under favorable conditions of deposition outwash gravel
and sand often' form deposits fringing the border of an ice
sheet. In eastern Portage County is a broad nearly level tract
of sandy, and in places gravelly, land which at first might
be taken as typical deposits of outwash' from the Green Bay
ice lobe. The sand and ,gravelly plain of eastern Portage
County, however, is a part of the great plain which extends
for many miles to the westward along the Wisconsin River,
and like the broad sandy plain along the Black and Chippewa
rivers farther west is believed to bem'ainly, if ~ot wholly, of
H~,'

,
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alluvial origin and also much older than the Wisconsin drift.
The ongin of the sandy plains' of Portage and Wood counties
is described under the alluvial deposits of the district, and will
therefore be only briefly referred to here.
The ma,terial of the plain surro'unding the very old drift
ridges in eastern Portage consist of sand and gravel mixed
with clay and a variable quantity of very coarse boulders.
This clayey and bouldery material is not found far beyond the
recognized surface distribution of the old drift of the Arnott
moraine, the part of the plain extending farther away consisting mainly of sandy material. Farther north along the Plo'Ver .
River, where the Wisconsin moraine over-rides the older drift,
and also farther south where the same conditions' prevail in
Wausha,ra County the sandy plain extends up to the Wisconsin
drift. There is, therefore, an appreciably more fertile. soil in
the plain immedia,tely surrounding the old drift ridges, named
the Bancroft gravelly loam in the soil report, and which can
be readily separated in mapping from the more sandy soil bordering the Wisconsin River and its main tributaries. It is the
opinion of the writer that the' material of the gravelly loam
fringing the old drift ridge is due mainly to' the local erosion
of the old drift, and the more sandy tracts outside to the work
of strea:rns and rivers carryin~ material from a more distant
source.
While some outwash material was probably deposited along
the border of the Wisconsin ice in this locality, the amount of
this material is belie"'ed to have been small and unimportant.
The broad sandy and gravelly plain of this locality was apparently formed long before the Wisconsin stage of ,glaciation.
Farther north in southeastern Marathon County the Wisconsin moraine lies upon the gently sloping crystalline rocks and
in northeastern Marathon County upon a thin covering of old
drift over the crystalline rocks. Along the moraine some outwash gravel was ~eposited, but no well defined important deposits occur.
In the vicinity of Antigo fronting the Green Bay moraine on
the southeast and Langlade moraine on the north, is a broad,
gently sloping tract which spreads out for some considerable
dimance to the west. This tract is generally characterized' by
gravelly loam, with some boulders, with an occasional depres-
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sion or sag, and by swells of coarse drift. This plain about
Antigo has the characteristic features of an old alluvial plain
Dver-ridden by the Third drift, and, like the plain in Portage
County, is believed to have been formed before the Wisconsin
stage of glaciation. It is difficult to separate the gravel and
sand of this older plain from that which may have been formed
as outwash from the Wisconsin ice, but material of the latter
sort is believed to be insignificant in amount. The slope of
this gravelly plain in front (north) of the Green Ba,y moraine
in this vicinity is downward to the south, thus sloping downward towards the moraipe, a condition. of slope inconsistent
with the theory that any important part of it was deposited by
streams issuing from the Green Bay ice lobe.
.THE LANGLADE MORAINE.

•

This name is applied, as already stated, to a well defined,
comparatively short lobate moraine, which separates frDm the
Green Bay moraine about 12 miles northeast of AntigD, and extending northwest across Langlade County, joins the terminal
moraine of the Wisconsin Valley lobe in the northwest co!,?-er
of the county. This moraine was obviously formed by an ice
lobe· which advanced southwest into this district, whereas the
portion of the Green Bay lobe tha,t moved into this area
advanced towards the northwest, and the lobe which deposited
the moraine lying across the drainage of the Wisconsin River
moved directly southward.
The Langlade moraine, unlike the adjacent moraines, does
not appear, however, to have been formed by an ice tDngue advancing through a valley. The ice probably advanced into this
area directly across the region now drained by the streams
flowing to Green Bay, and along the divide between the Green
Bay and Wisconsin waters. It is probable that when the recessional moraines are mapped, lying between the terniinal mo·
raine and the Great Lake basins, that the· geneml course of this
ice lobe will be fully understood. It may be that the more
vigorous and la~ger ice lobes advancing either side of it governed its course; or it may be that topogmpbic conditions farther back near the lake basins guided the ice mov~ment.
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The Terminal Moraine.
The location of Ute Langlade terminal moraine, as shown on
the mapsPl. !I and Fig. 22, is entirely within Langlade .
County. The terminal moraine is in the form of a curve, COD.vex towards the southwest, the center of the ice lobe advancing.
farther to the southwest than the sides.
The moraine consists of short ridges and billowy hills, associated with depressions forming a belt of undetermined width,'
probably 10 or 12 miles. The drift hills and ridges are appreci/l.bly higher for a large part of the moraine than those of the
adjacent Greoo. Bay moraine in Marathon and Port/l.ge counties.
In general they reach an elevation of 100 to 150 feet above
the surrounding lower land to the southwest. The railroad
elevations, above sea level, along the Chicago & Northwestern
railroad from Antigo northward across the plain, and for some
distance into the' hilly moraine, are as follows: Antigo, 1483
feet above sea level; Deerbrook, 1536; Koepeni~k, 1683; Summit Lake, 1729; and Elcho, 1639.
The elevation at Summit
Lake, in the midst of the moraine, is probably ~t the present
time, 1906, the highest railroad elevation in the .state. In general, the slope of the plain upward to the moraine from Antigo
is about 10 feet per mile, while that of a. line extending through
the low gaps in the moraine is about 20 feet per mile upward
to Summit Lake and from Summit Lake about 20 feet per mile
downward to Elcho.
The hills and ridges of the moraine,
of course, stand from 50 to 100 feet above the elevation of the
slope just indicated. If the irregularities in'the terminal moraine were leveled off, the slope of the moraine would probably
average 40 to 50 feet per mile.
Where the Langlade moraine separates from the Green Bay
moraine, 12 miles northeast of Antigo, the moraine presents a
complex tangle of drift hills and ridges. Following northwestward across the 'county, the front of the moraine forms a fairly
continuous ridge standing out prominently· and sharply from
the low land in front, as is usually the case along these portions of the moraines where fringed with alluvial deposits.
In the n..orthwestern part of Langlade County, west of the head
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waters of the West Branch of the Eau Claire River, the moraine lies upon a high upland area.
A group of numerous lakes lies among the drift hills of the
terminal inoritine in the town of Upham, the more important
lakes being Great Bass Lake, .Swamp Lake and Lower Bass
Lake. Some of the small lakes in the moraine are without
outlet but the large ones are drained' by the Eau Claire and
Prairie rivers, flowing to the Wiscon.sin River, and to the Wolf
River, a tributary of the Fox. Swamp Lake and Great Bass
Lake are but a few rods apart, the former being joined with
the EauClaire River, a part of the Mississippi drainage system,' .
and the latter with the Wolf River of the St. Lawrence system.

The Outwash Depom!s.
The broad plain in the area surrounding Antigo strongly
suggests the possibility, as already inferred, that this 'plain
may have been developed as an outwash plain bordering the
Langlade ice lobe on the northeast and the Green Bay lobe on
the southeast. This plain, hOlWever, as already'stated, is believed to be older in ori~n tlian the Wiscons~ drift. It is
probable, however, that some outwash ,gravel was depoSited
along the border of the Langlade moraine, although deposits
of such a character were probably small.
The topographic features of this plain and the material of,
which it is formed indicates that it is very probably an old
alluvial :filling over which is spre8.d the thin mantle of the
Third drift. Plains of this character far removed from the border of the Wisconsin ice sheet are common throughout the district.
THE WISCONSIN VALLEY MORAINE.

The ,Wisconsin Valley terminal moraine was formed at the
margin of an ice lobe which advanced southward into ,this
area through the Wisconsin Valley. The belt of terminal mo-

raine foi'ms a curve, convex towa.rds the south, indicating th~
lobate form of the ice, due evidently to the more rapid advance
of -the iee down the centre of the valley than alOng the higher
slopes of the divides. The dtrift of this lobe lies between the
Langlade moraine on the east 8n1d the Chippewa Valley moraline
on the west.
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The Terminal Moraine.
As shown upon the map, this terminal moraine separates
from the Langlade moraine in the northwest corner of Langlade County and extends in a southward bending curve across
the central portion of Lincoln County, and beyond -into the adjacent portions of Taylor and Price counties, coalescing with
the Chippewa moraine in the southeast corner of Price County.
The width of the belt of terminal moraine varies greatly, being
wide and prominent east of the Wisconsin River and narrow
'and much less conspicuous west of the Wisconsin. The minor
curves in the frontal border of the moraine indicate the minor
lobate character of the ice margin.
The moraine east of the Wisconsin River stands up conspicuously above the lower land to the south bordering the Prairie
River. Its highest hills and ridges probably reach an elevation
150 to 300 feet above the surrounding lower land and can be
readily seen for 10 or15 miles from the south. The entire area
of northeastern Lincoln County, east of the Wisconsin River,
is characterized by the usual topography of terminal moraines.
The terminal moraine continues northward 'into Oneida County
for an undetermined distance b'eyoJid W oodboro' and Rhinelandill'. Throughout this area occ.ur the billowy drift hills and
depressions formed at the margin of the ice sheet in its re- .
treatal movement. The moraine is dotted with numerous lakes,
the more important ones being. Tug Lake, Bass Lake and Pine
Lake.
The terminal moraine west of the Wisconsin River lies in the
vicinity of the course of the New Wood River, crossing into
Taylor County in the vicinity of the headrw:aters of the Big
Rib River. Throughout its course in Lincoln County it appears to be but a narroW' belt 2 or 3 miles wide, the highest
hills being about 100 feet in elevation. Farther to the northwest, in the vicinity of Wood Lake and Spirit Lake, the morainic belt is more prominent. In the town of Hill in Price
CdUnty, where the Wisconsin and Chippewa moraines meet,
the mOi'aine presents a complex tangle of high -billowy drift
hills, many of them apparently reaching an elevation of 200
to 300 feet above the surrounding lower land.
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The. Gro-und, MOIf"atine.
That portion of Lincoln County lying west of the Wisconsin
River north of the narrow belt of terminal moraine, along New
Wood River and south of the Somo River, is largely an area
of ground moraine. The land is ,gently rolling, with numerous
large swampy areas, but without steep· drift hills and pronounced depressions. This area of ground moraine is continued westward into Price County, covering large portions of
the to'wns of Brennan, Knox and Prentice. In ·the vicinity of
Spirit postoffice, the land has been opened to agriculture and
many thriving farms have been developed. The gently rolling
topography of the ground moraine in this vicinity is in sharp
contrast with the abrupt drift hills of the terminal moraine
bordering it on the west. Seen from the area of the ground
moraine in the towns of Brennan, Knox and Prentice, the inner
border of the belt of terminal moraine stands up prominently,
being as sharply defined from the area of ground moraine to
the north as the frontal border of the terminal moraine is from
the older drift areas bordering the south.

Recessional MOIf"aine.
About 10 to 15 miles north of the inner border of terminal
moraine is located a belt of hilly moraine which marks the
stand of the ice margin for a considerable period in its retreat
to the north. This recessional moraine lies along the course of
the Somo River in northern Lincoln County, trending northeast across the southwest corner of Oneida County and coalescing with a, well developed recessional moraine of the Chippewa
Valley lobe 5 or 6 miles north of the Soo railroad, near the
bOUhdary of Oneida and Price counties.
Between the terminal moraine and this recessional moraine,
on the west side of the Wisconsin, lies the area of ,ground moraine above referrd to, with gently undulating relief, whereas
east of the Wisconsin the entire region is occupied with terminal moraine. North of the Somo and Wisconsin rivers in
Lincoln County, the topography is mainly tha.t of marginal
drift deposits. In thc vicinity of Hea.fl'ord Junction is a group
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of lakes, the principal ones being Clear Lake, Portage Lake,
Deer Lake and Lake Muscallonge.

Outwash.
There appears to be very little stratified sand and gravel
fringing the front of the terminal moraine of this lobe. The
terminal moraine on the west side of the Wisconsin River extends through a thickly forested area not yet opened to farming and hence not readily accessible to study. Wherever observed, however, t.."here appears tol be very little or no outwash
material along this portion of the moraine. About one mile
north of the Copper River, extending over an area from 2 to
6 miles west of the Wisconsin is a broad marshy tract which
may be due to outwash but the topography between this area
and the moraine does not appear to favor such an origin.
East of the Wisconsin River there is some outwash fringing
the morl1inealong the Prairie River in the vicinity of Parrish
and for some distance to the'southwest. There appears to be
very little outwash material adjacent to the junction of the
Langlade and Wisconsin moraines. The same also apppears to
be true, as already inferred, where the Wisconsin and Chippewa moraines meet. The lack of 'outwash deposits at these
places where the ice lobes joined would seem to indicate that
the topographic conditions bordering the ice margins were not
it. vorable to the formation of such deposits.
THE CHIPPEWA VALLEY MORAINE.

The Chippewa Valley moraine was formed by an ice lobe
which advanced southwestward int!} this district through the
Chippewa Valley.
The terminal moraine ~tretches entirely
across the drainage system of the Chippewa River, formi1tg a
lobe convex towards the southwest, due to the more rapid advance of the ice down the middle of the valley than along the
divides. This moraine lies between the Wisconsin Valley moraine on the east and the moraine deposited by an ice lobe
passing through St. Croix Valley on the west.
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The Terminal M01"(Mne.

Only the eastern extension of the terminal moraine of the
Chippewa Valley lobe lies across the area. included in this report. As sh()wn upon the map, it separates from the adjacent
Wisconsin Valley terminal moraine in the town of Hill in southeastern Price County. From this vicinity it sweeps to the
southwest in a ,sinuous belt across Taylor County, entering
Chippewa County about 5 miles north of Stanley.
The width of the belt of terminal moraine varies from 6 to 20
miles.
The abrupt drift ,hills constituting it are especially
prominent east of Ogema in the town of Hill where it is joined
to the adjacent Wisconsin Valley terminal moraine. The belt
is about6 miles wide in the vicinity of Ogema, widening out to
the southwest where it f()rms a broader area of termin&l deposits but of lesser height.
Quite generally the frontal oorder stands out sharply from
the lower land to the southeast. Exceptions to a sharp contrast, however, prevail in front of the moraine between Medford and Rib Lake where the terminal deposits of an earlier
drift sheet form a belt of much smaller drift· hills and ridges.
The terminal moraine is sharply separated fr()m the area of
ground moraine to the north, the change of topography being equally as abrUpt as that between the area of older drift
to the south and the terminal moraine.
There are a number of lakes scattered throughout the terminal moraine, among which may be 'mentioned those north of
Rib Lake, and in the vicinities of Chelsea and Perkinstown.
Branches of the Black River and the Big Rib River extend for
some distance up into the terminal -moraine but much the
larger portion of it is drained by branches of the Chippewa
River.
The Gr01tnd Moraine.

Bordering the terminal moraine on the north is a broad area
of, ,ground moraine, characterized by undulating slopes and
nearly level plains. As already stated, the topography of this
area of ground moraine is in sharp contrast with the abrupt
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drift hills and deep depressions of the belt of ternrinal moraine
lying to the south.
The ground moraine extends o'ver the entire portions of Rusk
and Price counties included in the area of this report. It is
known to extend about 6 miles north of the line of the Soo
railroad to a prominent recessional moraine trending northeast
and southwest which marks the second stand of the Chippewa
Valley lobe in its retreatal movement. This recessional moraine is joined to the corresponding' recessional moraine of the
Wisconsin Valley lobe which extends along the course of the
Somo River.
Between the recessional moraine on the north and the terminal moraine on the so~th lies the area .of ground moraine
which is mainly drained by the Jump River and its branches.
The area is very largely unopened to agriculture. The soil
is a clay loam, the land surface being gently sloping and usually well drained.
Outwash.

There was observed no appreciable amount of outwash material fringing the terminal moraine in Taylor County. It is
not unlikely that small areas occur, but if present they are of
comparatively small extent.
Usually the gently sloping
plains of outwash are especially valuable for agricultural purposes and are generally cleared and settled for farming earlier
than adjacent lands in the immediate surroundings. But no
such areas have been cleared along the border of the moraine
in this area.
Where the Wisconsin valley glacier and the Chippewa valley glacier coalesced, a large amount of water probably issued
from the ice margins, but no area of outwash of any extent
was observed in this vicinity. The Big Rib River appears to
have drained the .glacial margins of this vicinity but the
br:mches of this river south of the terminal moraine appear to
have cut their channels entirely in the older drift formation.
CHARACTER AND TmCKNESS OF THE WISCONSIN DRIFT FORMATION.

The drift deposited by an ice sheet necessarily consists of the
dt bris of the rock formations over which the glacier advanced.
If the course of a glacier isl through a regti.oDi mainly of cry-
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S'talline formations the drift is larg~y of crystalline rock, and
if through an area of limesrone or sandstone, the drift is mainly
the rock of such formations.
The Green Bay ice lobe entered th~s area from the east, its
course being through the region of the Paleozoic sedimentarias
of the eastern part of the state and hence the drift of the Green
Bay moraine consists largely of boulders and pebbles of sandstone, limestone and chert mingled with a la~e amount of
loose sand. This is especially true of the moraine in Portage
County and the southeaste'rn part of Marathon County. Farther north in Marathon County and the adjoining portion of
Langlade County the moraine contains many coarse granite
boulders derived from the coarse granite formation prevailing
throughout this section of the area. While the Green Bay moraine·in Portage County and the adjacent portion of Marathon
in the region of the Potsdam sandstone is a sandy formation,
farther north in the crystalline area the drift contains a larger
proportion of clay. Throughout the sandy portion there are
of course numerous coarse boulders of the crystalline forma~
tions and much crystalline gravel derived from the crystalline
region far to the northeast.
The Langlade moraine, the Wisconsin Valley moraine, and
the Chippewa Valley moraine in this area, consist almost entirely of crystalline rock material. Boulder clay is an abundant constituent of the drift, and clayey soils therefore prevail over a very large portion of the area of these moraines.
Exceptions to this general rule of clayey soils, however, occur
in the area of the recessional moraine in Lincoln County. In
northeastern Linclon. County the hilly terminal moraine is characterized by the presence of much gravel derived from the disintegration of coarse granite, while north and northwest of
Tomahawk are broad, ,gently sloping plains of sandy formation.
The thickness of the Wisconsin drift formation variNI
widely throughout the area. It probably ranges from zero up
to 350 ,feet in thickness.
Judging from the elevation of the
belt of terminal moraine as compared with that of the land
lyin~ to the front and rear, the maximum thicknea; of the terminal moraine appears to be about 125 feet for the Green Bay
moraine and somewhat greater for the terminal moranies
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trending across the northern part of the district. The Langlade terminal moraine is especially prominent and the same
is true for a lal:~ge portion of the Wisconsin valley terminal
moraines east of the Wisconsin River; The thickest portion of
the terminal moraine is very probably in the town of Hill in
southeastern Price County where the terminal moraines of the
Chippewa Valley alid of the Wisconsin Valley coalesce. The
highest drift hills in this vicinity, as previol1sy stated: appear
to reach 250 to 300 feet above the s;urrounding area of ground
moraine to the east, north and west and therefore probably
represent a maximum thickness of 350 feet.
The average thickness of the terminal moraine is of course
much less than its maximum thickness. If the drift of the
terminal moraine was locally leveled off within its area of distribution and made of uniform thickness, the average thickness would pro·bably be found to be 75 to 100 feet.
The thicknes of the ground moraine probably has an average
of 25 to 50 feet. The area of, ground moraine of this drift formation in this area, is not well settled and sufficient well data
showing thickness of the drift is not at hand. In considering
the probable thickness of this formation of drift, account
should be taken, of course, of older underlying sheets of drift.
EFFECTS ON TOPOGRAPHY.

The topography of the drift, the' characteristic features of
the terminal moraine, and of the ground moraine, have been
described. It now remains to discuss briefly in a, general way
the more prominent features of .topography due to this sheet
of drift upon the area as a whole.
The general slope of the area and its principal valleys are
features much older than the Wisconsin drift formation. Usually, therefore, the drift mantle only modifies the relief of
these older land forms. Generally, however, the belts of terminal moraine furnish important features of the landscape.
The terminal moraipe is not a prominent feature ~hen compared with the reliefs in mountainous or even moderately hilly
r~gions, but over the gentle slopes of this area",as over other
portions of the plains of the Mississippi valley, the moraine
stands out as a prominent feature of the land surface.
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The top(),graph~c reliefs wrought by the Wisconsin ice sheet
a.ppear to be mainly due to the distribution of the deposits of
drift, and not to ice erosion. This is probably because the
area is one in which the ice mainly halted, and not one where
it was largely going forward in its course.
The Green Bay ice lobe advanced into this area from the
east, over a rising slope, up the valley of Green Bay and the'
Fox River, the ice margin coming tOo a halt approximately on
the divide between the Fox and the Wisconsin Rivers. Farthersouth, in Sauk County, this lobe advance~ beyond the divide
and even beyond the Wisconsin River itself, its margin resting
upon the high ridges of the Baraboo Bluffs. The locatiOon of
the extreme ice margin, therefore, does not appear to have been
controlled either by the divide or the valley of the Wisconsin.
It is not unlikely that the distribution of the drift of the terminal moraine over the gentler slopes of this area may have
shifted the divide between the Fox and the Wisconsin somewhat to 'the west, and a larger area is :p.ow drained by the Fox
than before. It is not probable, however, that the divide was
shifted to the west mOore than a few miles. The Green Bay
moraine in this area and as far south as Kilbourn in Columbia
County forms the divide between the Fox and the Wisconsin,
and hence ihis portion of it separates the drainage systems of
the St. Lawrence and the Mississippi.
The Green Bay moraine in this area, as previously described,
consists of ridges and undulating hills and depressions, the
hills and ridges varying from 50 to 100 feet high. The moraine
lies upon a slope rising to the north, the vertical range in the
elevation of the slope being about 600 fe~t. In southern Portage County the elevation of the plain ·upon which the terminal
moraine rests is abOout 1100 feet; about 30 miles farther north
at the boundary of Portage and Marath'On C'Ounties it is about
1160 feet, a rise of about 2 feet per mile. Across Marathon
and into Langlade County to the junction of the moraine with
the Langlade mora,ine the slope is steeper, rising about 450 feet
up t'O an elevation of about 1600 feet, in a distance along the
moraine of 45 miles. The lower gradient 'Of the slope is in the
district of Potsdam sandstoue, the higher gradient over the
slope of the pre-Cambrian peneplain.
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The terminal moraine is approximately parallel to a line
dlawn through Green Bay up the lower Fox River to and
through Lake Winnebago, probably the axi8J. center of the
Green Bay ice lobe. As indicated by the location of the terminal moraine, the ice advanced about an equal distance into
the interior of the state from its axial centre, without special
rl1gard to the local differences in the elevation of the land of
the interior.
The terminal moraine, extending across Langlade .County
referred to as the Langlade terminal moraine, was evidently
. formed at the margin of an ice lobe that advanced to the southwest along the region of the divide between the streams flowing
into Green Bay and those flowing to the' Wisconsin River. In
the absence of a topographic survey of this region, only approximate elevations of the terminal moraine can be stated.
. Th(' arproximate elevation of the plain bordering the front of
the terminal moraine where it is crossed by the Chicago &
Northwestern railroad at Kempsteris about 1600 feet. The slope
of the land in this vicinity is downward to the southeast and
this portion of terminal moraine lies at a higher elevation
than at the reentrant, northeast of Antigo where this moraine
separates from the Green Bay moraine. Northwest of Kempster the land is notably high, but in the direction of the Wisconsin Valley moraine it appears to have a slight descent towards the Prairie River.
The elevation of the La:ri:glade terminal moraine at the apex
of the .lobe where the ice advanced farthest to the southwest
is evidently as high or higher than where, it is joined to the
adjacent moraines. ~he direction of the flow of drainage both
back of the terminal moraine and in front of it also indicates
that the axis of the ice lobe waS located upon higher land than
the margins where joined to the adjacent lobes.
The Eau Claire, the Pine and the Prairie Rivers flowing
southeast to the Wisconsin River find their source in this terminal moraine, these streams evidently leading off the glacial
waters during the halt of the ice sheet in this vicinity.
The Wisconsin terminal moraine, as already stated~ lies directly across the WIsconsin River draJinage, forming the divUe
between its minor side streams. The range in elevation across
the valley along the course of the terminal moraine is between
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200 and 250 feet, being about 1450 feet above sea level in the
center of the valley and about 1600 feet upon the divides. The
belt of terminal moraine is '3 or 4 miles wide on the west side
of the river but on the eastern side it covers the entire area of
the northeastern part of Lincoln County.
The Chippewa valley is nearly twice as wide as the Wisconsin valley and probably twice as deep, yet the ice lobe occupying each advanced a.bout equal distances from the Lake Superior basin. With regard to the depth of the valleys Qf the
Wisconsin and the Chippewa rivers perhaps a word of, explanation is necessary. The elevationl1l given refer to the elevation of the terminal moraine where it crosses the Wisconsin
and Chippewa rivers and where the moraine crosses the divide
from 12 to 20 miles farther north. If the elevations were taken
directly normal to the trunk streams, no notable slope would be
apparent, for in many cases the Chippewa and Wisconsin are
located in deep and narrow valleys with the high upland areas
continuing up to the rivers' banks. The valleys as a whole,
therefore, are not notable sags and are slight depressions compared with the enormous thickness of the ice sheet. The Chippewa terminal moraine in that portion of its course which is
included in the area of this report hai'l a width varying from 6
to 15 miles. It is of considerable prominence throughout the
gently si<?ping area over which it extends. It is especially
prominent, its highest elevation reaching 200 to 300 feet, in
southeastern Price County, where it is joined with the moraine
of the Wisconsin Valley lobe. The ar-ea of the ground moraine
immediately north of the terminal moraine, like that north of
the Wisconsin terminal moraine west of the Wisconsin River,
is a gently undulating plain, but a slight modification of the
pre-existing topography.
.
On the whole the topo.graphic effect of the terminal moraine
deposits of the Wisconsin formation including the recessional
moraines and the interlobate moraines is quite prominent over
the gentle slopes of this area. These marginal deposits of
drift. varying generally from 75 to 150 feet in thickness and
sometimes considerably more, serve to modify, or form entirely,
the d,ivides between the small rivers of the area. With regard
to the divides between the large rivers, such as the Fox, the
Wisconsin and Chippewa, the moraine very probably only
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m.odifies the pre-existin~ divides, but in case .of many .of the
smaller sIde streams .of the Wisc.onsin and Chippewa the terminal m.oraine in this flat lying district may, in numerous instances, have contr.olled the drainage and f.ormed entirely new divides.
.
The deposits .of the drift pr.obably filled a number .of the preexisting river channels and may have deflected many '.of the
small streams and even s.ome .of the larger ..ones fr.om their
f.ormer courses. These changes in .old channels by drift filling
h.owever can only be determined after at.oP.ographic survey
.of the r~gi.on is made and when the area is weil .openea t.o agriculture and abundant well data is available sh.owing depth .of .
drift.
ER.oSION AND WEATHERING .oF THE WISC.oNSIN DRIFT.

The WisC.onsin f.ormati.on is the latest .of the Pleist.ocene .or
Glacial series, and is thE!ref.ore the last drift t.o be dep.osited in
this area and in the adj.oining regions. The period which has
elapsed since the disappearance .of the last ice sheet, 'usually
call~d the Recent Period .or the Age .of Man is clearly very
short c.ompared with the time which elapsed between the earliest ice invasion and the Wisc.onsin invasi.on. The youth of
the Wisc.onsin drift as c.ompared with the .old age .of the .older
drifts is sh.own by various ge.ological phen.omena, chief .of
which is the extenjlive er.osi.on and weathering .of the .older
drifts as c.ompared with that .of the Wisconsin drift.
The lack .of er.osi.on and weathering .of the Wisc.onsin f.ormati.on is ..one .of its distinguishing characteristics. And yet since
.the dep.ositi.on .of this drift sheet the ever present f.orces .of erosi.on and weathering have been active, and have wr.ought some
appreciable, th.ough c.ol!lparatively slight, change in the t.oP.ogra.phic features .of the f.ormati.on.
.

ErosilYn.
With resp'ect t.o er.osi.on the stream.s and rivers have devel.oped fixed lines .of drainage in the drift. The depth .of' the
drainage channels'is very shallow withiin the area .of theWisoonsin Ri~ system. Within the area .o~ the Black and Chippewa
river systems the channels' ar~ appreciably deeper than tho!le
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of the Wisconsin system. The stream erosion mainly or entirely
baa been confined to downward oorrasion.
The features of the lakes and ponds, formed by the unequal
distribution of drift, have changed somewhat in all parts of the
area. The lakes and ponds tend to grow smaller as the drain·
age lines in the drift become deeper, and as other modifications
in the topography take place. Many of the lakes therefore
are seen to have been once of larger extent than at present, as
indicated by old shore lines and swampy tracts about their
present borders. Considerable change has been wrought in the
lake features of Portage County since this section was opened
to agriculture. But even before this part of the area had beE."n
opened to settlement the extent of the lakes had been grea,tl.y
changed from the original size. As an example Clauds Lake
occurring in the terminal moraine near Almond may be cited.
This lake once had a well established outlet (See map, Plate
II,) leading to Ten Mile Creek which, however, became extinct long before the first white settlement of the region.
Clauds Lake is now greatly contracted as compared with the
extent indicated by its original shore lines.

Weathering.
The amount of weathering of this drift is very slight. The
drift is relatively fresh and unaltered as compared with thE."
characteristic features of extensive alteration of the First and
Second drifts of the. area. Disintegration of the stony material of the drift has taken place to some extent but chemical
decomposition and consolidation and cementation is hardly
appreciable. The small amount of weathering and erosion of
this drift indicate its relatively very recent deposition, the lat.
est of the glacial formed deposits of the region.
33-G.
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CHAPTER X.

THE ALLUVIAL DEPOSITS.

The streams flowing through the land are constanty at work,
and are either eroding, transporting or depositing sediment. In
times of extensive floodS!, during the rainy seasons of the year,
the streams, on account of the increased Velocity and volume
become very activ~, and in places along their courses where
ordinarily they were depositing material, or were merely passive,
tht'y become effective agents of erosion and of transportation.
During periods of increased elevation .of the land or of subsidence of the land, the change in the sl.ope and gradient of
the streams has a marked effect upon the character of the work
of streams. If the region is uplifted, the erosive power of the
streams is increased and the valleys are deepened; and if the
region is lowered the streams become sluggish and erosion
cease,sf, the streams deposit sediment along their courses, and
the valleys become filled.
Changes in the volume of strea.IIlEl, due to a general increllBe
or decrease in rainfall, or in the periodic distribution and occurrence of the same amount of rainfall, .or changes in the
vegetal protection of the land surface, also affect the character
of stream work. Thus: for various reasons the work of the
rivers and streams changes. At one period the streams may
be deeply el'oding their channels, whlle at another, they may be
occupied in filling them with great quantities of land WlIBte.
An examination into the history of the streams of this regioIll,
reveals the fact that, at an ,earlier period, all the streams flO!Wed
in much deeper channels than they do at present. Subsequently
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a change W8B wrought, causing large portions of the valleys to
become filled with debris, and the streams to flow over deposits
of their .own construction. Still later another change W8B made,
the streams were revived, and they began· to erode through the
alluvial sediment previously deposited in porti.ons of their valley courses. 'I'he p:resent valleyEt theref.ore, are in part filled
and terraced valleys.
Over a large P.ortion of the southern part .of the arelll, in Portage, s.outhern Wood and Clark counties, and the adjacent counties .outside .of this area to the south and southwest, the surface
f.ormati.on consists largely of these alluvial deposits. In the
southern part .of the area in the, regi.on of the soft Potsdam
sandstone, the characteristic topographic f.orms are the broad
valley bottoms, with but few hills and rock pinnacles along the
stream divides. In the central and northern p.orti.on of the
area!, characterized by the undulating hills of hard crystalline
rock mantled with a variable amount of glacial till, where the
landis of higher elevation, the vaUeys are comparatively narrow and deep, and valley deposits occur only along the courses
()f some of the large rivers and certain porti.ons of their side
streams. The distribution of the alluvial deposits is shown on
the general map .of the Pleistocene. Plate II.
GENERAL CHARACTER.

The valley deposits consist .of clay, sand, gravel, and occasionally large pebbles or boulders. It mainly consists of sand anJ
gravel. a quite por.ous f.ormation, into which the rainfall :r:eadily
sinks to the approximate level of the adjoining streams. Here
and there. also, are clay deposits, suitable f.or brick making,
interbedded with the sand and gravel. These clay beds appear
to be lenses of variable thickness up to 10 and 20 feet,· underlain and overlain by a variable thickness of stratified sand and
gravel. Brick clays occur' 8B a portion: of the valley deposits
near Wausau in Section 31, T. 29, R. 8 E., and al.ong the Little
Rib River in Section 29, T. 29, R. 7 E.
In the vicinity .of Stevens p.oint and Grand Rapids, clays derived from the decomposition ,of the crystalline rocks are extensively used for brick making, and it is not unusual to :find
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alluvial clays immediately overlying these residual clays, and
the whole overlain with considerable gravel and sand. Brick
clays have also been observed in the broad valley plain of
Juneau County, at Necedah and near Mauston.
Rarely, large boulders occur in the vaHey deposits imbedded.
in the stratified gravel and sand. 'These boulders occur not
only along the present river courses but also far out in the
sandy plains of the southern part of the area. Boulders have
been encountered in the ditches of the cl'anberry farms of
southern Wood County.
The coarser material of the stratified valley deposits consistB
mainly of crystalline rock of various kinds, abundantly occurring throughout the region of the pre-Cambrian formations. In
southea.stern Portage County some Paleozoic chert pebbles were
noted.
THICKNESS.

The thickness of the stratified valley deposits is quite variable
from plaoo to place, although it seems quite probable that the
thickness in the deepest parts of the valley in the southern part
of the area is quite iUlliform. The thickness is known to vary
from zero up to a maximum of 200 feet. The greatest known
thickness occurs in the broad valley bottom of the sandstone district. Throughout the valley plain, deep wells are not necessary for "..ater supply, and hence there is a lack of data relating to the thickness of these deposits.
The. Wisconsin River from Merrill to the lowest crystalline
rapids at Nekoosa flows over a series of rock rapids alternating
with long, gently sloping stretches of river deposit. Nowhere
do these rapids occur in the narrowest portions of the valley,
and it is certain that if the river was shifted to one side or the
other:, a deeper portion of the buried channel would be uncovered and the rapids thereby avoided.
At Merrill the valley deposit of purely river origin has a.
considerable but ,unknown thickness probably at least 100 ~eet
for here glacial outwash and other glacial deposits occur in the
valley and mainly from the glacial formations has been carved
th('! present channel of the river.

,
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FIG 24. Section at Wausau showing relation of the filled valley to the present course of the river. Base line is 1,000 feet above sea level.

A test well at the Wausau water works near the level of the
river in Wausau shows a thickness of 134 feet to the crystalline
rock. The alluvium in the Wisconsin Valley at Wausau therefore has a prohable thickness of 150 to 200 feet. The deepest
part of the Wisconsin channel lies to the east of the present
course of the river which now flows over a series of rock rapids_
The relation of the Wisconsin rIver to the filled valley is illustrated in Fig. 24.
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FIG. 25. Section at Mosinee showing relation and extent of the filled valley.

The river immediately south of W llIusau, at the junction of
the Eau Claire and the Big Rib, has carvel benches and terraces
into the valley deposits to a depth of 40 to 60 feet, which, combined with depth of wells sunk into the lowest terraces, shows
in many places' a thickness of 100 feet or more of the stratifiptl
:gravel and sand.

FIG. 26. S,ectlon at Stevens Point showing extent and relation of the filled
valley. The old valley extends some distance farther to the east.
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Sl'uth of Wausau the valley deposits are considerably wider
than to the north, and hence it may be inferred that they have
generally greater depth. At Stevens Point, Grand Rapids, and
NekO<JSa, there is exposed a thickness of only 30 to 40 feet of
alluvium, but at these places the river flows upon the Ulltrenched. pre-Potsdam peneplain, and entirely outside of its old
{Jhannel which obviously lies farther .east of its present location.
At Bancroft, on the line of the Chicago and Northwestern
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FIG. 27. S'ection at Grand Rapids. The pre~ent location of the Wisconsin river
is at the western margin of the filled valley.

railroad a ueep weH was sunk to a depth of 97 feet in gravel
and sand without striking rock bottom.
In Figs. 25, 26 and 27 are illustrated the relations of the present Wisconsin River course to the filled valley and to the older
pre-Oambrian formations. At Mosinee the present course of the
river is on the east side of th~ filled valley.
At Stevens Point
and Grand Rapids the river is at the western margin of the old
valley. The earlier cO\l~ of the river very probably lay some
miles to the east of Stevens Point and Grand Rapids. (Note the
difference in the horizontal scale of these cross sections.)

Alluvium at Necedah, Juneau County.
Perhaps one of too most instructive localities showing the
thickness of the alluvial deposits of the Wisconsin Valley is at
Necedah, about 15 miles south of the area described in this report, but in the continuat1on of the aUllvial formation of Portage and Wood counties. Recent explorations about the Necedah quartzite by diamond drill show a thickness of 30 to 198
feet of sand and gravel overlying the buried sandstone of tIllS
locality. The location of the drill holes about the Necedah
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FIG. 28. Map of the vicinity of Necedah showing location and log of drill holes.

quartzite knO'b and a diagram of the drill hol.e secti()ns are
shO'wn O'n the accO'mpanying sketch map. (Fig. 28). A generalized crO'ss sectiO'n showing the formations is presented in
Fig. 29. HO'le NO'. 2, showing 198 feet O'f sand and gravel,
is located O'n the present flood plain of the Yellow River about
20 feet below the level of the broad valley plain. At this place,
therefore, the original thickness mum have been about 220 feet.

FIG. 29. Section at Necedah showing extent and relation of the alluvial gravel
and sand to the undei-lying Potsdam sandstone and pre· Cambrian rocks.
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The material overlying the sandstone and pre-Cambrian in
·the plain about Necedah is very largely sand and gravel, although in places at too surface, good brick clay is interstratified
with the sand. No large boulders were struck, though the drillers report that in some of the drill holes small boulders were
crowded aside in driving down the casing. Most of the material is sand and silt, with smaller amounts of gravell the latter
varying in size up to 2 or 3 inches in diameter, and consisting
largely of crystalline rock.

Valley Deposits in the Baraboo District, Sauk Oounty.
Still farther south of the area described in this report, in the,
Baraboo district,t an area bearing the same geographic rel~tion
to the Wisconsin River valley and to the region of thick drift
formations of the state as the area about Necedah, the valley
filling is known to reach a maximum thickness of 218 feet.

Alluvial Deposits in Other Parts of the State.
In the broad valley plain of northeastern Monroe County, in
the vicinity of Tomah, are several wells 100 feet deep in the
sand and gravel, and at V alley Junction is a !well 100 feet in
sand and crystalline gravel.
It is well known that the Wisconsin River valley in the southwestern part of the state in several places is filled to a depth of
150 feet or more, and the same is true of many of the other
large rivers of the southern part of the state, the Rock River
at J aThesville being filled to a depth of 350 feet.
The Black River at Black River Falls a few miles outside the
area of this report exposes a thickness of about 90 feet of river
deposit overlying the crystalline rock rapids. Further up the
Black, the valley' deposits grow shallower, :while down stream,
towards the Mississippi, they are undoubtedly much deeper.
The valley deposit in the Chippewa River valley/, indicated by
depth of erosion, at Eau Claire has a known thickness of 140
feet. and at Chippewa Falls 110 feet. The entire thickness at
Eau Claire is very probably much greater than 140 feet.
1

S. Weidman: Baraboo Iron-bearing District, Bulletin 13, Wis. Deol.

& Nat. Hist. Survey, pp. 80-89.
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These various places outsic.e the immediate area of this report are mentioned in order to show the widespread distribution
and depth of the valley filling in the central and southern parts
of the state, the geology of which, it is believed, is identical with
that of the valley filling of thi~ area in north central Wisconsin.
DETAILS OF EXTENT AND DISTRIBUTION.

The stratified deposits of sand and gravel filling the valleys
01 portions of the area are important formations in Wood, PortaR'e, Marathon, and Clark counties. They are of especially
widespread distribution in Wood and Portage counties, extending' over an area of about 325 square miles in each, or one-third
of each of these counties. (See map-Plate II). In Marathon and Clark they are of lesser extent; in the former county
they have' an area of about 100 square miles, and in the latter
apparently not more than 25 square miles. In Taylor and Lincoln, with the exception of a small area alonl? the Wisconsin
River in the latter county, the surface deposits in the valleys
are glacial drift, into which the streams are eroding their channels.
In the southern part of the area tpe valley deposits of the
Wisconsin River extend westward from the border of the Wiscousin drift in the central part of Portage County entirely
across southern Wood County. In this part of the area the
alluvial plain occupies almost the entire width of the valley of
the Wisconsin and its tributarie~ joining across with the alluvial plain of the Black River along the course of the East
Fork of the Black; in the towns of Dexter and Remington, of
Wood County. In this broadest portion of the valley plain are
a number of islands of sandstone and pre-Cambrian crystallines,
projecting' above the plain.
Farther north in the area at Stevens Point, the valley plain
has a width of 6 or 8 miles, and at Mosinee only about 3 miles.
Immediately south of Wausau, where the tributary valleys. of
the Big Rib and Eau Claire riV'ers join the Wisconsin, the
valley plain is 5 or 6 miles wide, and this considerable width
extends for some distance up the side valleys. Immediately
north of Wausau the valley narrows to a width of one-half to
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two miles, with steep vaney escarpments of crystalline rock rising two and three hundred feet on either side.
At Merrill the valley of the Wisconsin is occupied by drift
of the Third formation, with undulating pitted plain topographYi, into which the river cha.nnel has eroded in a few places
to the crystalline rock beneath. North of Merrill the river
channel is carved out of the Third and 'Wis~onsin glacial formations, which form a thick blanket extending over the northern
part of the area.
On the east side of the river, the main tributaries of the
Wisconsin are bordered by alluvial filling for certain distances
up their courses. The Plover River has alluvium extending up
to and probably beneath the Wisconsin drift sheet. The alluvial plain' along the Big Eau Claire doos not extend beyond
the lower end of the gorge of the DeUs, in Section 23, T. 29,
R. 9 E. The Trapp has its valley filled with alluvium only a
few miles up from the Wisconsin river. The old channels of
the Pine and Prairie rivers are probably filled in part with
alluvial deposits, although their present channels are carved
from overlying glacial formations.
On the west side of the Wisconsin river the Little Eau Pleine
has an exceptionally brbad alluvial plain quite unlike that of
the Big Eau Pleine immediately north. Along the Little Eau
Pleine the alluvial plain has an average width of about 2 miles
as far as Rice Lake, a bro,ad portion of the rivel", beyond which
it gradually grows nal"1''Ower and shallower and finally ends in
the vicinity of Section 28, T. 26, R. 4 E. In the valley of the
Big Eau Pleine, the alluvial deposits extend up stream about
an equal distance from the Wisconsin river, the valley. however, being comparatively narrow throughout.
The Big Rib river has well defined alluvial formation as far
up stream as Rib Falls. Beyond Rib Fallsi, the river descends
rapidly from the northwest, quite generally flowing over bed
rock, but showing abundant terrace remnants along the valley
sides as far up stream as section 30, T. 30, R .5 E. The branches
of the Big Rib. such· as Little Rib River, Scott Creek, . and
Black Creek, have alluvial plains some distances up their
courses as indicated upon the map (Plate II). Farther north
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III Lincoln county the tributaries have no terraced alluvial
valleys.
The Yellow River, which joins the Wisconsin some distance
south of this area, has alluvial bottom-lands extending up along
its cour~ to the vicinity of Pittsville.
The Black River, showing extensive valley filling at Black
River Falls, posseses alluvial teIT'aces as far up stream as Section 8, T. 23, R. 2 W., about 7 miles, south of Neillsville. Farther
north the swift c'urrent of the river finds its way through glacial
drift and bed rock of sandstone and crystalline formations.
The tributaries of the Chippewa River in the northwestern
part of the areru, within the area of the Wisconsin drift, have
no alluvial deposits. The extensive alluvial filling of the lower
part of the Eau Claire River extends far up this river, but
ends within the western part of Clark County.
It may be urged that alluvial filling once extended up these
rivers beyond the localities here gliven as the termination of the
filling, and that it has been subsequently removed by ,erosion.
The most important phenomena for the determination of the
extent of the valley filling is the fact of the actual thinning out
of the alluvial filling in the localities indicated. The alluvium
becomes shallower and shallower as the rivers are followed up
stream. At the limits indicated they thin out, and beyond, no
terraces are found.

Distribution of Alluvium Relative to the Drift Formation.
The general distribution of the alluvial deposits has been described. It is now purposed to discuss briefly their distribution
relative to the four glacial formations of the district. For the
sake of clearness it may be necessary to repeat some of the
statements already given.
It will be recalled that the Wisconsin river rises far within
the area of the Wisconsin drift sheet, flows southward through
drift hills and the recessional moraines, emerging from the Wis.
consin drift about 6 miles north of Merrill. Between Merrill
and Wausau it CrOsses the border of the Third drift the formation next older than the Wisconsin drift, as indicated upon the
map (Plate II). In its entire course south of Merrill through
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this area it is flanked by alluvial deposits. Beyond this area it
continues its course in an alluvial valley as far as Kilbourn,
where it re-enters the Wisconsin drift sheet, re-emerging again
at Sauk City and then continuing again through terraced alluvial deposits to its junction with the Mississippi.
At Merrill the drift sheet older than the Wisconsin formation
described as the third of this district has well developed .r6cessional moraine extending along the south divide of Devil
Creek on the west side of the Wisconsin, and the south side of
the Prairie River on the east side, too moraine forming a loop
projecting for several miles further south down the narrow
channel of the Wisconsin to the vicinity of the mouth of the
Pine River. Too formation in the valley of the Wisconsin at
Merrill has the characteristic features of terminal moraine such
as ridges of coarse drift and depressions. Several well exposed
sections of too drift may be seen along the Prairie River in
the northeastern part of too city, showing a thickness of 15 to
20 feet of unstratified and stratified glacial formation overlying
stratified sand and gravel; the latter may be either glacial or
fluviatile in origin. This drift very evidently, as previously
noted (page 480), filled the lower end of Pine Valley next to
the Wisconsin River and caused the Pine River to flow in its
new channel through the dells of the Pine.
All the terraces at Merrill therefore appear to be carved out
of the third glacial formation, the upper terrace being a terrace of erosion and not of deposition, as is the case with the
alluvial terraces along the river south of this drift sheet.
The margin of the ice sheet of the Wisconsin epoch lay across
the valley about 6 miles north of Merrill, building up a very
prominent terminal moraine. The alluvial formation fringing
the present course of the Wisconsin River, however, as already
stated, does not extend north of Merrill. Neither does a formation of stratified gravel and sand lead up to the terminal mo;-aine along the Prairie River and Little Hay Meadow Creek.
"'here is indeed an entire absence of outwll8h fringing the Wisconsin terminal: moraine in this vicinity, the formation immediately in front of the terminal moraine, and evidently extending
northward beneath it, being the bouldery drift of the Third
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drift sheet with its undulating topography of low drift hills and
undrained areas, basins and small lakes. In like manner the
alluvial formation, also, filling the old vallew of the Wisconsin
River above Merrill, probably extended much farther north in
the old valley but is now buried beneath later drift.
While it is true that there are deposits of sand and gravel
fringing -the banks of the Wisconsin River north of Merrill,
both in front of, and within, the Wisconsin drift formation,
these stratified deposits are believed to have the general nature
of glacial and not of alluvial deposits.
The east tributaries of the Wisconsin in Portage County have
their source in the terminal moraine of the Wisconsin drift
sheet, and their channels in front of the moraine are carved
throughout from stratified sand and gravel formations. On the
other hand, the Eau Claire river, in Marathon County, has
alluvial terraces only along its lower course, terminating some
distance below the Wisconsin moraine within the driftless part
of the district. The Big Sandy Creek and the Trapp River,
neither of which reach up, to the Wisconsin drift sheet, have
alluvial bottoms extending some distance up their lower courses,
the former being wholly within the driftless, and the latter
wholly within the area of the Third drift formation.
On the west side of the Wisconsin, in Wood and southern
Marathon counties, the Yellow River, Mill Creek, Little Elliu
Pleine and Big Eau P1eine rivers did not connect with any
drainage courses leading from the Wisconsin ice sheet, nor with
that of the ice sheet next older than the Wisconsin; yet they
have well defined alluvial bottoms long distances up their
courses. In the valleys of these tributaries the alluvial bottoms
do not terminate at the terminal moraine or border of any of
the drift sheets, but end within the area of the oldest (First)
drift formation.
The main branch of the Big Rib River drained the Wisconsin
and next older ice sheets, but alluvial deposits occur only below
section 19 of the town of Hamburg. Black Creek, Scott Creek,
and Little Rib River, branches of the Bib Rib wholly located
within the areas of the First and Third drifts. have well developed alluvium at about the same elevation as the alluvium
on the main branch of the Big Rib.
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The Black River bears much the same relation to the various
drift sheets and stratified deposits as the iWisconsin River. The
Black has the source of many of its streams in the terminal
moraine of the Wisconsin drift sheet, flows southwestward across
each of the older drift formation~ and across the stratified
gravel and sand plain of too southwestern part of the area and
beyond, to the Mississippi. Beginning at the south, the stratified gravel and sand extends up along the Black, spreading out
for many miles on either side, as far as the vicinity 6 or 7 mites
below too well defined terminal moraine of the Second drift
sheet which lies across its valley at Neillsvile. From its source
to 7 mites below Neillsville the river flows through formations
of bouldery drift, sandstone and crystalline rock, its channel
being in marked contrast with the terraced river deposits beginning 7 miles south of Neillsville. Thus along the Black
River, the valley deposits do not continue northward to the
Wisconsin terminal moraine, nor even to the thick moraine of
the Second drift.
The Ean Claire River in western Clark County has well develope,d alluvial deposits far UP, its course from the Chippewa
River, but these terminate within the area of the oldest drift
of the district in western Clark County.
With respect to the distribution or the alluvial filling and,
the several drifts, it may be stated that the filled valleys extend
indiscriminjltely across the area of the F'irst drift sheet.
The alluvial filled valleys, are present in the area of the Second
drift sheet in Portage County. Valleys filled with alluvium, also, occur in the Second drift in the western part
of the state. In most cases the alluvial filled valleys in this
district end far below the termtinal m\oraine Iof the Second
formation, as illustrated by. the Black River alluvium below
Neillsville and by the alluvial deposits of the Eau Claire River
in western Clark County. The filled valleys of the Big 'Eau
Pleine do not reach up to the Second terminal moraine but end
far within the area of too First drift.
With respect to the later drift formatioIlSl, the Third, and the
Wisconsin drift, it has been shown that some of the tributary
Valleys on the. east side of the Wisconsin, mainly those in Portage County, have alluvial filling extending up to the deposits
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of the Wisconsin drift, but farther north, in Marathon Coonty,
the valley filling ends far below the Wisconsin sheet. The alluvial filling of the main valley of the Wisconsin River extends
up to the Third drift formatioIlj, but not beyond, except as it
is continued beneath the Third drift, and does not reach the
Wisconsin fl)rmation. The Big Rib River, which haS its source
in the moraine Qf bOoth the Third and the Wisconsin drifts, has
alluvial filling only in its lower course. While alluvial deposits
occur up the Big Rib as far as section 19 town of Hamburg, it
is believed that these deposits have been over ridden by the
Third ice sheet.
It appears, tOOrefore, that the alluvial filling, when CQnsidered as a whole!. bears no relation in distribution to the terminai
moraines of any particular one of the several drift formation~
of the area. On the other hand when the distribution Qf tOO
filled valleys is studied in comparisQn with the general elevation
and slope, well defined relations aroe observed to. exist.

Distribution of Alluvium Relative to Elevation arnd Slope.
A toPQgraphic map Qf Qnly a part uf this district is available. Combining other data ofelevdtion with the topographic
map, however, a general aCCQunt Qf the relative distributiQn of
the alluvium, sufficient for the purpose, can be given.
The elevation of the alluvial plain at Wauslliu, where the Eau
Claire and Big Rib rivers join the Wisconsin, is between the
1,200-foot and 1,220-foot COontour lines. If the Eau Claire River
be followed up stream, this alluvial plain is found to slope upward more slQwly than the river. The alluvial filling grows
shallower and shallOower until it finally ends in the vicinity of
the sQutheast corner Qf Sec.22, T. 29, R. 9 E., SQme distance below the gorge of the Dells. The alluvial plain ends approximately at an elevation of the 1260 to 1280 contours. Above this
for 10 or 12 miles the channel Qf the river is mainly bottomed in
crystalline room, for this is within the driftless part of the district. Within this lQwer part Qf its CQurse of 10 or 12 miles,
the river valley ascends 150 feet, and beyond this is the more
gently sloping regiQn of the. Third drift and of the Wisconsin
drift, through which· the main braneh and its tributaries have
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t.l;lmr .course. 'l'he Big Sandy creek, the :main tributary of the
Eau Claire in Marathon County, has alluvial filling up to approximately the same elevation as its main, namely, to the 1260
to 1280 contour. 'fhe tributary, unlike its :main, is wholly confined. to the driftleSs part of the district.
1'h{" alluvial filling of the Big Rib river extends. as far up
stream J1S Sec. 19, 'f. 30, R. 5 E., to the elevation of the 1260
. contour. The alluvial plains bordering its main tributaries, the
Little Rib RiveIl, Scott Creek, and Black Creek, reach aprorimately to the same elevations. Thus there is a marked uni·
formity in the maximum elevation reached by the alluvial filling
of these two opposite tributaries of the Wisconsin river. As indicated upon the map, Plate II, the alluvial deposits along the
Big Rib and also the Little Rib river are believed to have been
O'verridden by the thin formation of Third drift.
In the vicinity of Merrill the purely alluvial filling is some
what obscured by outwash and drift d.;posits of the Third
formation, and as previously stated the upper terrace at MerriJ I
appears to have been formed by erosion rather than by deposition. The lower portion of the valley filling at Merrill is wholly
or' mainly stratified gravel and sand, while above it lies a
coarser deposit tentatively' ascribed to' the Third drift fO'rmation, very probably of outwash and glacial origin.
In the vicinity of Merrin, purely alluvial deposits do not appear to extend higher than the 1260 to 1280 contour line. North
of Merrill the present river course is in crystalline rock and
glacial drift, but in its earlier channel noW filled with drift the
alluvium probably extended for many miles above Merrill.
Alluvial fining along the Trapp River extends up to the 1280
contour. There is no alluvial filling of the Pine Valley unless it
lies beneath the glacial deposits.filling this valley (See page
480), and the same also very probably holds for the Prairie
River.
In the vicinity of Knowlton on the Wisconsin river, the elevation of the alluvial plain is between the 1120and 1140 foot contours, nearly 100 feet lower than that of this formation at the
mouths of Eau Claire and Big Rib rivers at .Wausau. Joining
in this vicinity are two large tribut!Lries from the west, the Big
Eau Pleine and the Little Eau Pleine. The alluvial filling along
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the Big Eau Pleine extends up to' the 1160 cO'ntO'ur line and that
O'f the Little Eau Pleine apprO'ximately to the same elevatiO'n.
Similar elevations are reached by the alluvial deposits alO'ng the
Little Eau Claire and Little Sandy creeks O'n the east side of the
river. The alluvial deposits O'f the Little Sandy jO'in across with
those of Bull Jr. Creek farther north, and the latter with the
filling alO'ng the Eau Claire, as shown UPO'n the map.
The broad alluvial plain in PO'rtage CO'unty extends up to the
Wisconsin drift. All the tributaries O'f the Wisconsin from the
east in this part O'f PO'rtage CO'unty flO'W through the alluvial
plain frO'm the terminal moraine to' join the main stream. AlthO'ugh this part of the district has not been surveyed topographically, the elevations O'f railroads available, seems to indicate that nO'whe,re does the alluvium lie mO're than 30 O'r 40
feet above the general level of the plain immediately adjacent
to' the WiscO'nsin river. Where the elevatiO'n is greater than
this nO' alluvium is present. On the west side O'f the river the
alluvial filling on Mill Creek extends to' an elevatiO'n O'f 30 or 40
feet above the plain along the WiscO'nsin.
The plain O'f the alluvium O'~ Yellow River ext~nds but a
few miles abpve Pittsville, to' the same elevatiO'n as the alluvial
filling of the tributaries flowing into the Wisconsin River in the
vicinity of Grand Rapids.
In the western part of the district the alluvial filling O'f the
Black River extends up to an elevatiO'n O'f 900 to' 920 feet.
Slightly higher elevatiO'ns are reached by the alluvial plains
al(mg Chippewa River and its m8.in tributary, the Eau Claire,
in western Clark CO'unty.
It will thus be O'bsel"Ved that there is a close agreement in the
elevatiO'ns to which the alluvial' deposits extend alO'ng the tributaries 'O'f the WiscO'nsin. Tributaries jO'inuig the main in the
same'locality, whether on the same or the O'Pposite sides O'f the
main, have alluvial filling extending up stream to' approximately
the saine elevatiO'n. The distance to which the alluvial filling
extends up the tributaries from the main depends uPO'n the
slope or gradient O'f the valley, thesteepet valleys reaching the
maximum elevatiO'n within shO'rter distances than those O'f more
gentle slO'Pes, On account O'f the steepnes$, therefore, the alluvial deposits bordering ·the Trapp River extend but a shO'rt dis~
~~4-G·
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tance Up this stream, while those along the Eau Claire, having
a valley of more gentle slope, the' deposits extend much farther,
and those of the Big Rib, with a still more gentle slope, extend
still farther up stream. The stream volume is a factor of minor
importance to be considered in connection with the valley gradient in the deposition ofallnvium.
'l'he elevation attained by the alluvial filling of the Black
River is much below; that of the Wisconsin, but agrees clorely
with that of the Chippewa River. This difference is obviously
due to the difference in relative position of these tributaries to
their mailll, the Mississippi, with respect to valley slope and other
factors 0:1] drainage depending for their d.evelopment upon the
law of land structure. As a result of structure and relation to
main, the Wisconsin valley has a gentler slope than that of the
, Black and Chippewa and hence reached grade earlier, and its
alluvial filling necessarily extended farther up stream to higher
elevations. The Black River as later described (page 630) is
very probably post Second glacial in origin.
In connection with the distribut.ion of the alluvial depOSIts ot
the district, attention should perhaps be called to some earlier
maps1 of the Pleistocene formations of this and adjacent regions.
Upon these maps the alluvium (valley trains) is erroneously
shown toexte-nd continuousy up the rivers to the Wisconsin
drift formation.
ORIGIN OF THE ALLUVIAL DEPOSITS.

The alluvial deposits in the valleys of the district were very
obviously deposited by water flowing as rivers through their
valleys. The character of too deposits, as well as their distribution along the rivers, is proof of their alluvial origin. The
coarseness of the material, SUJch as the coarse sand and gravel
deposited in alternating layers, indicates that too material was
transported and deposited by the swiftly flowing water of rivers
and not by the stagnant waters of lakes or estuaries'. , The Sllr1 Quarternary Map of the Driftless Area and Environs, Plate 2'7,
Sixth Annual Reprort; U. S. Geol. Survey, 1885.
quarternary map of 'Wi'3consin, Illinois, and Adjacent Area (bas.m
in part on above) P. P. No. 34, U. S. Gtlol. SurVey, 1904.
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face of the plains, as well as the constituent strata, slopes downward in the direction in which the streams flow, and indicates
that the deposits were very evidently built up by successive
floods and overflows of the rivers. No other explanation of
origin could possibly apply to the formation in the narrow valLeys of. the area, and sinee the narrow valley plain of the Wisconsin in the hard cryst.alline region is continuous both in slope
and character with i~ broad valley in the soft sandstone district
farther south and passes gradually into t.he latter, it seems :::'ea·
sonable to believe that the entire valley filling was formed under
similar conditions and by the same agency. It is not improbable
that floating ice, either as detached blocks from the margins of
ice sheets during glacial periods, or as ice floes derived from the
frozen rivers during glacial or interglacial periods, may have
been instrumental in transporting some of the large boulders associated with the sand and gravel.
The conditions necessary for the extensive filling of a valley
by its river is usually due to a decrease in the velocity of the.
current sufficient to cause the river to drop its load instead of
carrying its load forward and eroding its channel deeper. The
decrease in velocity of current is brought about by decrease in
the gradient of the river sufficient to change the work of the
river from that of erosion to that of deposition, from that of degrading to that of aggrading its course. Other factors may 00t~r. such as change in volume of the stream and in character and
supply of sediment induced by glacial ~vasions, but the primal
cause of an extensive system of valley filling is the decrease in
the gradient of the river and in the velocity of current accompanying subsidence of the land.
The probable age of the alluvial deposits is briefly discussed
following the accounts of the erosion terraces which have been
developed in the filled valleys.
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THE RIVER TERRACES.

Origi;n of the Terraces.
River terraces may be formed in two ways,-by erosion and
by deposition. River terraces, as a rule, are formed by erosion
rather than by deposition. The evidence upon which the erosion of the terraces is based is two-fold, and is furnished' by
the structural relations of the terraces and by their surface
features.
If the terraces were the records of sedimentation rather than
the records of erosion, an unconformity and evidence or weathering would exist between the successive deposits, as indicated

FIG~

30. Diagram Illustrating the formation of river terraces by deposition.
, unusual occurrence.

Of

in the sketch, figure 30. On the other hand, if they ate the
records of erosion, no break wO'\lld occur in the strata below
the point where the terraces meet, as illustrated in the sketch,
figure 31. These terraces consist of conformable strata like
that r~presented in figure 30 ,rather than unconformable
strata represented in figure 31.
Terraces due to erosion are usul),llJl', if Ilot always, furrowed
by old river channels and do not possess the even surfaces of
built-up plains formed by Successive overflows. The surfaces
of these terraces carved below the alluvial plain are remarkably furrowed and uneven, and are in marked contrast with
the highest fiat of the alluvial plain of the valley.
After the valleys of the district were filled with waste, the
rivers were revived and began to erode channels into the built-up
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floQd plain. This change in the action of the rivers was primarily due to elevation of the region and a consequent inerease in
the gradient of the rivers, with accompanying increase in velocity of CllTrellt. Other contributory causes may have operated,
such as decrease in the supply of land waste from the headwa.ters, or because the lower courses of the valley were deepened.
Uplift seems to have boon the most probable cause of the change
. of action in this area, since the change appears to have had a
widespread application over the region.

Fig. 81. Diagram Illustrating the formation ot river terraces by erosion. Of
usual occurrence. The upper terrace, I, Is due to deposition whlle 2, 3 and
, are due to subsequent erosion.

The streams since their uplift, therefore, have intrenched new
channels in the previously filled valleys, and in the process of
excavating new channels, the terraces or benches have boon
'eroded out of the alluvium of the filled valleys. The part of
the valley plain remaining above the new channel is called an
alluvial terrace or simply a terrllJle. The present flood plain
may be conveniently referred to as the Lower Terrace, and the
oldest flood plain, the plain of the filled valley, the Upper Terrace: The terrace developed by the present flood plains of the
rivers are usually mooh wider than the narrow course occupied
by the ordinary volume of the stream.
Di~m'bution

of. Terraces Along the Rive>rs.

The depth which the rivers have intrenched themselves into
the old flood plain varies considerably along different streams
and also along different portions of the same streams. Where
important side streams join the Wisconsin, there is usually considerable erosion of the valley deposits and the construction of
one or more erosion terraces. The presence of rapids also appear to have caused more or less meandering. of the rivers and
the constl"uction of minor local terraces.
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The Wisconsin River from the vicinity of Merrill to the
southern borden of this district and beyond has intrenched its
co~ in the filled valley to a depth of 10 to 50 feet.
Over the
rapids the new channel is not intrenched so deeply as through
the level stretches of alluvial deposits between. 'fhe side streams
have cut down to the level o:ll the trunk stream: and have terraced valleys as far up their courses as the alluvial filling extends. Upon the accompanying map, Plate IL, is shown the location of the principal erosion terraces and abandoned courses of
the Wisconsin and some of its side streams along those portions
of the river where especially well developed.
Sixteen miles south of this district, .at Necedah, the alluvial
filling has a thickness of at least 198 feet. In this locality the
buried surface of the pre-Oambrian formation lies at a depth of
202 to 229 feet below the present surface. '1'he rapid rise of
the pre-Oambrian slope to the lwrth brings it to the level of the
Wisconsin River channel at Nekoosa, and to the general land
surface in the vicinity of Grand Rapids. Below Nekoosa the
river is intrenched wholly in alluvial deposits, but above, the
crystalline formations often occur forming rapids in the river
bottom. Below the Nekoosa rapids there are two erosion terraces, and. in places a third of minor importance, between the
upper terrace (surface of alluvial plain) and the present flood
plain of the river. As a rule, the terrace system does not remain
intact on directly opposite sides of the river, on account of removal by erosion, and hence the cross-sections showing profile of
the terraces are usually from immediately subjacent parts of the
river. About a mile south of the Nekoosa rapids on the west
side of the river are two erosion terraces below the alluvial
plain, approximately 20 and 35 feet below the upper terrace.
Just below the rapids on the east side are three, approximately
15, 20 and 35 feet below the upper terrace. A generalized
cross-section is shown in figure 32.
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Profile of

Wi.~con8in

River from Mouth to Source.
Distance.

Descent between points.

Station.

8~
0"
... 0

~8

1
2
3
.4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

Mouth of river, low water.. .... ....
0
0
60L
Muscoda bridge ..................... 43.5 43.5 669.
Prairie du Sac.... .... .... . ........ 93.5 50.0 740.
Merrimac .......................... 102.
8.5[ 754.
Portage........................ U8.
15.51 784.
Kilbourn, below dam ............... 1;{8.
20'1815.
Lemonweir river, mouth of ........ 148.5 10.5 836.
Yellow river, mouth of ............. 159.5 11.0 858.
Petenwell bridge, opposite Necedah 174.5 15.01 878.5
Nekoosa dam, below dam.. ........ 207.6 33.1 921. 8
Nekoosa dam, above.... ..... .....• ...... ... .. 938:8
Port Edwards dam, below dam ..... 211.1
3.5 948.5
Port Edwards dam, above dam ................. 958.5
South Oentralia dam, below ........ 212.6
1.5 962.0
South Centralia dam, above.... . . .. ...... ...... 971.
Grand Rapids dam, below .......... 215.1
2.5 982.
Grand Rapids dam, above ...................... 1004.
Biron dam, below .................. 1218.1
351008.
Biron dam, above... .............. ..... . ..... 1018.
Plover Paper Mill dam, below ...... 231.6 13.51034.6
Plover Paper Mill dam. above .................. lOi3.6
Wis. R. Paper and Pulp Co. dam,
below ............. '.............. 232 3
0.71044.3
Wis. R. Paper and Pulp Co. dam,
.
above ........................................ 1060.9
Stevens Point W. C. Bridge ........ 234.8
2.51066.01
Jackson Milling Co. dam, below .... 235.0
0.21069.7
Jackson Milling Co. dam, above ................ 1076.7
Little Eau Pleine River ............ 2bO.7 15.71089.C
Knowlton C., M. & St. P. R. R.
. bridge.......... . .............. 256.
5.31097.6
Line between Rs. 6 and 7, E ........ 26.3.
7. 1106.
Mosinee Highway bridge ........... 265.2
2.21114.
Mosinee dam, foot ................ ~65.4
0 21!22.
Mosinee dam, crest ............................ 11~7. 7
Black Creek, mouth ............... 268.R
3.41129.3
Cedar Greek, mouth.............
272.3
3.51133.5
Eau Claire R., mouth .............. 277.6
5.31142.
Big Rib River, mouth .............. 278.9
1.31145.8
Wausau lower bridge ............... 281.
2.11153.5
Wausau dam, foot ................. 282.
1. 1174.
Wausau dam, crest ................. : .......... 1180.
Brokaw, below ..................... 287.3
5.31185.7
Brokaw, above ................................. 1201.2 1
Trapp R., mouth of ............ '" 292. I 4.71203.7

65.
1.5
71.
1.4
14.
1.6
30.
1.9
31.
1.5
21.0 2.0
22.0 2.0
20.5 1.36
43.3 1.38
17.0 ...... .
9.7 2.8
10.0 ......
3.5 2.3
9 ...... .
11.0 4.4
22.
4.
1.3
10. ..
16.6 1.2

19.0[ ......
0.7

1.0·

16.6 ......
5.1 2.0
3.7 17.5
7.0 ......
12.3 0.8
8.6 1.6
&.4 1.2
R.
3.7
8.0 40.
5.7 ..... ,
1.6 0.5
4.2 1.2
8.5 1.6
3.8 3.0
7 7 3.7
20.5 20.5
6 .......
5.7 1.1
15.5 ......
2.5 0.5
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Profile of Wi8con8in River from Mouth to Source.
Continued.
Descent between points.

Distance.
Station.

Q

al

SoB

0
Z•

_.

43
~4
4,5
46
~7
~8
~9
. 50
51
52

53
5~
55
56

57
58
59
60
61
62
63
6~

65

661

67

05

~S

"''''
....
~

~.S

c!8.

C

.sa
.....

'"

I>
al

f:il

.!!

~-;
al_

rf~

- - - - - - - - --.- --

Pine R., mouth of .................. 296.~
~.~ 1216.3
Lindore dam, Merrill, below ........ 301.8
5.t233.0
Lindore dam, Merrill. above ........
Upper dam, Merrill, below ......... '304:i . "2::d~!g'~
Upper dam, Me1'rill, above ......... ............ 1250.8
Copper R., mouth of ............... 307.2
3.1 1256.7
Bill Cross Rapids, Sec. 13 and 14,
T.32, R. 5E ..................... 311.2
4.1 1274.
Bill Cross Rapids bet. R. line 5 and fI 311.6
0.4 1280.
Grandfather Falls, foot, T. 32 1.'.33 314.4
2.8 1293.5
Grandfather Falls, bet. Sec.30 and 315.4
1.0 1340.5
31 ...............................
Grandfather Fails, head of ......... 316.2
0.8 1385.
Grandmother Falls, bet. Sec. 3 and
10, T. 33, R. 6. East .............. 321.~
5.2 1401.
Little Pine Creek, mouth .......... 32~.1
2.7 1~1O.
Gilbert Station .................... 326.4
2.3 1415.5
Tomahawk dam, below ............. 328.4
2.0 1~I7.0
Tomahawk dam, above ............. ...... ...... 1431.
Nigger Island ............ ; ......... 3~~.4 16.0 1454.7
Whirlpool Rapids, head of ......... 346.4
2. 1470.1
Hat Rapids ........................ 351.~
5. 1482.7
Rhinelander dam, below. . ......... 357.4
6. 1528.5
Rhinelander dam, above .... .... ... ...... . ..... 1558.5
Otter Rapids, head of .............. 392.4 35. 1570.7
Sec 30, T. 41, N.R. 10, East ........ 40'~,4 10. 1592.7
Sec 6, T. 41. N. R. 10, East ........ \416,4 14.
IM4'1
.Lac Vieux Desert.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... 428.7 12.3 1650±

...:6
al..,

r:~

-.-

-

12.6 2.9
16.7 3.1
114 ......
1.1 0.5
5.3 ......
5.9 1.9
17.3 4.2
6.0 15 .
13.5 ~.8
~7.

~7.

~~.5

55.6

16.
9.
5.5
2.5
1~ .
23.7
15.4
12.6

3.1
9.3
2.4
1.2

~5.8

30 .
12.2
22.
51.3
6.0

1.5
7.7
2.5
7.6
0.35
2.2

S.6

0.5

Authority No. I-No.5 and 53 to 55 and 6i to 67 inclusive U. S. Engr.
6-58 WIeand U. S. Geological Co-operative surveys in charge of L. S.
Smith. 59 to 67, C. P. Pride's Survey.
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Above Nekoosa the tlrosion terraces on the west side of the
river gradually thin out and entirely dis3ippear at Grand Ra.pids,
8 miles above. On the east side of the river, however, there is,
at Grand Ra.pid$, a well developed erosion terrace, about 20 feet
above the present flood plain and 15 feet below the upper ter-

race. The profile directly acl'OSS the river at Grand Rapids is
shown in figure 33. The absence of terraces on the west side
of the river is obviously due to the entire removal of the alluvial
deposits on that side down to the general surface of the pr·e-.
Cambrian formations. Too presence of the terraces on the east
side is due to the greater thickne~ of the alluvial formation on
the east side. The conditions existing here indicate that the

FIG. 33. Section at Grand Rapids, showing the alluvial terraces only on the

east side.

deepest part of the filled valley lies farther to the southeast.
The tributaries below Grand Rapids on the east side, Buena
Vista Crook, Duck Creek, and Ten Mile Creek have intrenched
their valleys deeply from 30 to 40 feet inro the alluvial formation. The first two join the Wisconsin at the Port Edwards
rapids. For a considerable distance up stream these branches
have developed a system of erosion terraces, located, oowev:er,
far above the elevation of the rapids at their junetion with the
main stream.
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FrO'm Grand Rapids to' BirO'n's Mill, the river· bottom is
crystalline rock., and in this stretch of the river is a long series
l)f continuous rl1pids kn()IWD as the Grand Rapids of the WiscO'nsin. Above these rapids to the foot of CO'nants Rapids, 3
miles below Stevens PO'int, the river channel is in the alluvial
formation.
'roo vicinity of Grand Rapids and Stevens Point is at the
bO'rder of the sandstone and
crystalline districts. In this
region the ancient pre-Cambrian pen.eplain dips downward to
the south beneath the nearly hO'rizontal sandstone at a much
higher angle than the much later plain of the alluvial fiUed valley. Where the river flows directly down the slope, as at Ste¥ens
Point and Conants and from Grand Rapids to Nekoosa, rapids
occur, but where the river flows obliquely along the peneplain
slope the river winds lazily through deep te,rraces in the filled
valley plain. Throughout the rapids the river is corroding vertically!, and through the level stretch between, or at least in certain portions of it, lateral erosion is mainly iV process. Between Biron's Mill (below dam) and Grand Rapids (below dam)
there is a fall of 25.7 feet within 4 miles, an average descent of
ci 4 feet per mile. (See table, Profile of Wisconsin River.) In this
section of the river the terrace benches are not prominent, the
channel being generally not more than 20 feet in depth. Between.
the foot of Conants Rapids, (Lowar Paper Mill), and Biron's
Mili, there is a fall of 16.1 feet in 12.5 miles an average fall of only
1.3 feet per mile, and in this' stretch of the river, with comparatively slow current, considerable meandering and la~ral erosion
has been accomplished, as indicated upon the map.
In this
vicinity the present flood plain is intrenchad nearly 40 feet below the old flood plain.
Upon the map (Plate II) are shown sOme abandoned channels in
the vicinity of Stevens Point and,channels through which a flow
takes place in times OD high water. The channel along Rooky
. Run, as its name implies, is through almJost continuous crystallin~ rook. The cut-off through the spur below Conants Rapids
in the southeast part of Section 17 is of special interest. The
go;vernment land survey'made in 1854 does not show this channel occupied by the river. Previous to' 1880 the bed was a slough.
and between 1880 and 1900 at times of high water Qnly it was
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ocqupied by overflow from the river. Since the high water of
1900, a time of unusua:J. flood, the cut-off has been continuously
used and at present is the channel of probably one-eight to onesixth of the volume of the river. The flow from this cut-off is
continually increasing, and, left to itself, it seems only a ques.:tion of a comparatively short time when all the water of the
. Wisconsin will take the course of the cut-off and desert the bend
to the east, thus developing an abandoned meander.
Between Stevens Point and Mosinee the channel is very broad
up to the vicinity of the mouth of the Little Eau Plaine River,
and beyond this point it is comp,aratively narrow throughout.
For 12 miles above the rapids at Stevens Point the river has accomplished much lateral erosion, much more, indeed, than
within any other part of this district. The accompanying map
(Plate II) shows the width of the erosion terrace in this section and the location of several abandoned and new courses of
the river.
The comparatively extensive lateral erosion of the river
above Stevens Point is due, of course, to the slow current of
the river between Knowlton and the Stevens Point rapids. The
total descent of the river between Knowlton and Sec. 23, T. 24
N .. R. 7 E.. where fast water begins, is only 16.4 feet within
a digtance of 17 miles an average fall of only .97 feet per mile.
This section of the river POISsesses the lowest gradient and slowe<;t
current of any portion of the river and on this account there is
extensive lateral "rosion in this locality.
At Stevens Point the present flood plain is but a few feet below the level of the old flood plain, the two nearly coinciding,
the river being able to erode but little into the crystalline rock
obstruction forming the rapids since elevation and the revival of
river erosion. . There can be little doubt that the deeper part of
the filled valley lies to the east, as the Plover a few miles east
has eroded a deep channel 40 or 50 feet below the level of the
alluvial plain. The low slope of the river for 17 miles above
fast water at Stevens Point has allowed it to reach grade iIi tills
poi'1;iion of its course, and for a long time it has been mainly occupied in lateraleroffion. As time goes on, the graded portion
will extend nearer and nea,rer to the rapids at Mosinee until its
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base-level of erosion. between these r&pids is finally completely
established. The utilization of water p()Wer by the erection of
dams at the rapids' will very probably reduce v~caJ. erosion
at the rapids to a minimum; therefore unle981 C1'IUStal warping
takes place the grading of the entreneh~ valley between these
rapids will eventually be completed.
At the mouth of Hay Meadow Creek above Stevens Point the
erosion terrace of the Wisconsin has considerable width. During
the high water of 188Q, 1881, and 1900 and 1905, this lower terrace was :flooded. The Hay Meadow Creek at an earlier. date
was perhaps of larger volume than at present, as indicated by
an abandoned channel leading up to the terminal moraine of the
Wisconsin drift. Immediately east of the Hay Meadow (see
map) is an abandoned channel extending from the Wisconsin
River to the swampy tract bordering the terminal moraine. It
is possible that this abandoned channel was formed by a stream
during the last glacial period, through the gathering in of gla.cial waters.
The Big Eau Pleine and the Little Eau· Pleine have wide
channels for some distances up their courses, the former but a
short distance; but the latter from 2 to 3 miles up stream. The
bend of the Wisconsin at the mouth of the Little Eau Pleine is
nearly a cut-off spur, as indicated upon the map. Another cutoff is being formed on the west side of the river, beginning at
the bend just below the mouth of the Little Eau Pleine. These
cut-offs 8J"e now oocupied by the river only in times of :floods.
Between MJosinee and the mOllth of the Little Eau Plaine
River, the channel is comparatively narrow, as above stated. ,
The total descent in the river from the rapids at the south line
of Sec. 31, T. 27, R. 7 E. to Knowlton isn.S feet in 7.5 miles,
an average. descent of 1.57 f~ per mile. In this part of the
river, therefore, the current is sufficiently strong to cause vqrtical erosion rather than l!1teral erosion.
Another noteworthy lOcality where the Wisconsin has meandered to a considerable extent is immediately above the rapids
at Mosinee. Tbe' meandering here is evidently due, like that
above the Stevens Point rapids, to the hard: crystalline rook
forming the rapids at M'OSinee, and the inability of the river to
cut its channel through these rapids to. grade with its channel
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above and below. However, in this favorable locality for lateral
eroSion and the develQpment of meanders, the Wisconsin has
nQt fQrmed a wide erQsiQn terrace, the recQrd Qf erQsiQn being
a series Qf abandQned meanders and QxbQW lakes. (See map,
Plate' II). The Qldest abandQned meander is one of CQnsiderable size, the channel shifting resulting in the shQrtening of
the river course twO' or three miles. The forming Qf the Qxbow
lake in sectiQn 20, nearly finished by the river, was artificially
completed, in 1845, by lumbermen, in O'rder to shorten the CO'urse
and facilitate the rafting O'f lO'gs and lumber.
Immediately south of Wausau, where the Big Rib flows into the'
Wisconsin from the west and the Eau Claire from the east, there
are broad erosion terraces extending far up along these side
streams as shown uPO'n the map. There appears to' be little
meandering Qf the WiscO'nsin River itself in this vicinity, the
principal develQpment of erQsiQn terraces in the valley being due
to' shifting Qf the side streams where jQined to the WiscQnsin.
Several abandoned courses O'f the Eau Claire are shown upon
the map (Plate II). The Qldest abandoned channel appears
to' have been jQined to' the present course of Cedar Creek.
It seems very probable, frQm the. extent of the erosiQn at the
mouth of Cedar Creek, that the channel O'f the Eau Claire persisted in this course fQr SQme time. It was deflected from this
Qld course by coming in contact with hard crystalline rock in the
SW. 14 of section 21. Mter abandO'ning this course, and before
assuming its present Qne, it oceupied a channel passing through
the SW. 1,4 of sectiQn 16, sectiO'n 17 and sectiO'n 18, jQining the
WiscQnsin in the southwest CQrner of section 13, as indicated
UPO'n the map.
The Big Rib River has cut broad terraces O'f variable width
fO'r a distance of about 5 or 6 miles up its course. The develop-ment Qf meanders along the lower course of the Big R.ib is especially nO'tewO'rthy. ErosiQn by cutting sideways is a much more
pJ;'Ominent feature in the lower course~ Qf the Big Rib and Eau
Claire rivers than Qf the Wisconsin River adjacent.
Sioo-;ootting of streams and the development of meanders dO'
not begin until the streams have graded their valeys.. It is evident, therefQ~e, that..in this particular IQcality the Big. Rib and
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the Eau Claire, for several miles, probably 8 miles of the Big
Rib and 3 miles of the Eau Claire, have developed graded valleys
in the old valley deposits, while the Wisconsin has not yet
reached this stage. This differenoo in stage of development of
tributary and trunk in the same locality is in part due to the
difference in the volume of the tributaries, as compared with the
volume of the trunk, the tributaries of smaller volmne reaching
grade earlier on steeper slopes than the mai'n trunk of larger
volume. The valley slope of these tributaries for a considerable
distance up stream, however, is actually not so steep as that of
the :Wisconsin above their junction. This is due to the relative
position of the tributaries and the main with respect to the slope
of the region, for the slope of the area is downward to the south,
and down this slope the Wisconsin flows, while the Big Rib and
Eau Claire, wh-ere they have reached grade, flow east and west
respectively, and obliquely across the slope. It is not unlikely
that both causes, the smaller volume as well as the relative position of the streams with respeet to the land slope, may have contributed in bringing the development of meanders to the tributaries earlier than to the trunk immediately adjacent.
Farther south the Big and the Little Eau Pleine rivers arC!
likewise graded in their lower eourses and are meandering in
their flood plain terraces I to a greater extent than the Wiscon·
sin River immediately adjacent.
Between Wausau and Merril the valley of the Wisconsin ill
comparatively narrow and in the narrowest places the present
flood plain of the river extends entirely across the valley floor
to the rock walls on either side. In the broader portion of the
valley, however, there are eroded bottoms of considerable width.
At the mouth of the Trapp there is a well developed erosion terrace 20 to 30 feet below the upper surface of the filling.
At Merrill (see map PI. II) there are well developed eroded
terraces and also an interesting abandoned river channel of the
WiSICOnsin River. In the aband<m:ed channel the river had cut
down through the drift deposit to 'hardl rook beneath', the rock
obstruction evidently causing the change in the course. It seems
probable that the older course was abandoned at a period earlier
than the oonstructioll' of the lower erosion terrace upon which the
principal part of Merrill is built.
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Profile of Rlack river."

Distance.

zo

Station.

- ------ ----I

From
mouth.

Hetween
points.

Miles.

¥iles.

1 La Crosse Inear) .......... 1. ... ....
2 Black River Falls, below
55
dam ._ •••..............
3 Black River Falls, above
55
dam .................. .
4 R. R. bridge. C., St. P.,
58
M.&O ................ .
61.6
5 Halls Creek, mouth of ... .
67
6 Halcyon....... . .... _... .
7 Hatfield R. R. bridge .... . 71.2
74.2
8 East Forks, mouth of. ... .
77.5
9 Dells Dam, below ....... .
78.5
10 Wedges Creek; mouth of ..
11 Cunningham Creek,mouth
of ..................... .
84.8
12 Center Sec. 22, T. 24, N.,
86.8
R.2W ................ .
13 O'Neill Creek, Neillsville ..
90.8
14 Bridge, ~ec. 9 and 16, T.
98.8
25 N., R. 2 W .......... .
15 Bridge, Sec. 2l and 28, T.
27 N., R. 2 W
. .. .... 103.5
16 Bridge, Fairchild & N. E.
Ry ........ ..... ....... 107.8
17 Site New Greenwood Dam 109.3
181 Between Sec. 27 and :!2, T.
27 N., R. 2 W .......... 110.3
19 Hemlock Dam, 600 feet
below.... .... .... ...... 113.5
20 Hemlock Dam. above..... 113.6
21 Bridge. Sec. 20 and 29, T.
29 N., R. 2 W........... 119.6
22 Bridge. Wis. Cen. Ry.
West of Withee........ 125.1
23 Bridge. Wis. Cent. Ry.
Duluth llranch. .... .... 131. 7

Descent Between Points.

Eleva
tion
above
sea
level.

Total.

Per
m!le.

Feet.

Feet.

Feet.

........

628

55

749

121

0.0

763

14

3.0
3.6
5.4
4.2
3.0
3.3
1.0

766
776
793
838
846
874
893

17
45
8
28
19

2.tl
3.1
10.4
2.7
8.5
19

6.3

909

16

2.0

2.0
4.0

929
989

20
60

8.0

1,034

45

5.6

4.7

1,070

36

7.9

4.3
1.5

1,094
1,105

24
11

5.6

1.0

1,107

2

2.0

3.2
0.1

1,132
1,151

25
19

8.0

6.0

1,167

16

2.7

5.5

1,187

6.6

............... .
2.2

1

3
10

20
11

10

15

7.3

I

3.6
1.7

*L. S. Smith. Preliminary Report on Water Powers of Wisconsin. W. S.
Bull. 156 U. S. Geol. Survey. 1906.
Authority. No.1 (low-water elevation) Mississippi River Commission.
2 to 23 .Joint Survey of Wis. Geol. and Nat. Hist. Survey and United
States Geological Survey.
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Well developed erosion terraces occur in the alluvial formations bordering the Black River in the southern part of Clark
County. The profile of the Black Riv-er from its junction with
the Mississippi to the Wisconsin Central railroad near Withee
is shown in the table. As previously described, the alluvial
filling of the Bla,ck River valley extends as far up stream as
Sec. 6 T. 23, R. 2 W., about 8 miles below Neillsville.
The Black River through()lut this area and as far south as
Black River Falls flows intermittently over crystalline rock and
sandstone with a very steep gradioent from Withee to Black River
Falls, as shown by the profile of the river. The steep gradient
continues farther north with approximately the same slope. At
Neillsville the course is in the old glacial deposits, but beginning
6 mil~ south it flows through the alluvial plain which rapidly
widens out to the sOuth. Within the glacial drif1l, as woell as
within the alluvial plain, it is a downward cutting stream, as
would be expected with such a steep gradient. Where the river
enters the alluvial plain below Neillsville, crystallline rapids are
on the level of the alluvial plain, but as the river flows southward, its valley, eroded down to the buried crystaUine peneplain, becomes -entrenched deeper· and deeper into the alluvial
deposits. At. Black River Falls, the southern-most point at
which the crystalline peneplain has been uncovered of its alluvium, the valley is narrow and deep, the river below the
rapids being approximately 90 feet below the level of the
alluvial plain.
OCCURRENCE OF SAND DUNES ALONG THE VI'lSCONSJN RIVER,.

Sand dunes which consist of mounds and ridges of sand
formed by the action of the wind, occur along the east side of
the Wisconsin River about 5 miles north of Stevens Point. The
dunes form a narrow belt extending through the eastern part of
section 11, southeast part of section 2, and northwest part of
section 1 of T. 24, R. 7 E. The dunes are generally from 10 to
20 feet high but some of them may reach 30 or 40 feet above the
upper terrace of the' alluvium: upon which most of them are
located. Depressions and undrained basins are associated with
the dunes producingtopograpbic 'features :resembling recent
glacial moraines.
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In the southeastern part of Section 11 is a small pond surrounded by marshy land formed by the construction of a sand
dune across a small valley. The pond is n(}w artificially drained
through an opening cut through the dune. Some of the dunes
are located upon the crystalline rock bordering the alluvial
plain and the basins between the dunes. are often covered with
stone from the crystalline formation. In places the farmers
have picked up the loose wne and thrown them along the fences
upon the sides and summits of the dunes, giving the dunes superficial features indicating an origin other than by the action of
the wind. Some of the dun~ are relatively old, though upon
some the shifting movement ofilie sand is a feature of present
day occurrence.
The occurrence of sand dunes elsewhere along the Wisconsin
River bottoms was not observed, though' they are likely to be
present. They probably occur only on the east side of the
river for they universally owe their origin to the prevalence
of strong winds from the southwest.
Over the broad sandy alluvial plain of the southern part
of the area there occur a few shallow sags and low mounds
of sand that may have been formed by the work of the winds.
The mounds of sand however ma,y in part be due to the disintegration of Potsdam sandstone mounds.
AGE OF THE AJ,LUVIAL DEPOSITS AND TERRACES.

It will not be attempted at this time, to express any final
conclusion concerning the age of the extensive alluvial deposits
of this area. In a forthcoming report on the Pleistocene geology of the northwestern part of the state, a part of the state
in which the alluvial deposits are relatively a more important
surface formation than they are in this area and where their
relations to associated formations are more clearly shown, a
more detailed account of the geology of these formations will
be given.
.
Since rivers and streams are continually at work during the
entire period of their existence it is possible that the age of the
alluvial deposits may vary greatly in different valleys or in
different parts of the same valley. Some parts of this area,
and of the entire state, have been exposed to the conditions of
35-G.
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subearial degradation, not only throughout the entire period of
the Pleistocene, but also for a long time before. But the con·
ditions most favorable for the depositions of the alluvial formations and the extensive filling of the valleys of the area apparently did not prevail throughout the entire period of /Jub·
aerial degradation, but only throughout a certain part of this
period.
Briefly stated the geology of the filled valleys indicate the
existence of three periods in their development: first, a period
when the land stood higher than at present and the rivers with
relately high velocity flowed over the bed rock in the valley
bottoms; second, a following period when the land was lowered
and the stream gradient decreased producing the condition of
stagnant rivers, and thereby causing the valleys to be filled
with alluvial sediment; and third, a period in which the stagnant rivers were revived by elevation of the land, followed by
the consequent erosion of terraces in the filled valley deposits.
These periods were probably not characterized by simple uniform movements, but each was probably complicated and the
three were very probably of unequal duration. The change
in the elevation and slope of the land was probably not great,
nor was the rate of movement uniform. It may be said tt.at
the total result of the geological work of the rivers during the
first period referred to was that of erosion and the development
of deep valleys, during the second period that of alluvial deposition and filling of the deep valleys, and during the third,
that of the erosion of the filled valleys.
With respect to the probable age of the period of alluvial
deposition it is the belief of the writer that it occurred in the
interval between the deposition of the Second drift of the area
and that of the Third. This interval is a long one as indicated
by the great amount of erosion and weathering developed in
the First and Second drift sheets previous to the deposition of
the Third drift. It seems most likely that the preceeding period
of extensive erosion of valleys in the First and Second drift, as
well as the succeeding period of erosion of the va.lleys filled
with the alluvium, was also largely, and perhaps wholly, within
this long interval.
.
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This belief as already sta.~ed, is n()t presented as a final c()nclusion, though it is based upon considerable evidence concerning the age of the erosion terraces as indicated by their extent
of weathering, as well as the relation indicated by the stratigraphic position of the alluvial deposits and erosion terraces
to the several drift formations, not only within this area, but
also within other parts of the state.
It may be stated perhaps that the view here expressed concerning the probable age of the valley alluvium is thoroughly
in harmony with the extent and distribution of these deposits
and their origin as already described.
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,
CHAPTER Xl.

THE DRIFTLESS AREA.

A glance at the map of the surface formations of the district
shows an area of considerable extent in the central part of
Marathon and adjoining parts of Portage and Wood counties,
mapped as non-glaciated or driftless. This driftless area is
bounded on the east by the Wisconsin and Second drift formations, on the north by the Third drift and on the west by the
First drift, while on the south it is covered with alluvial deposits and is evidently continuous with the laxge driftless area
of the southwestern part of the state. In previous accounts
of the Pleistocene formation of Wisconsin in the reports of the
State Survey,t and of the United States Geological Survey 2 this
particular area has been mapped, with adjoining parts of the
district, as drift-covered.
.
It may be observed, on compa,ring these earlier maps of the
drift formations with one another, and with the present map,
that the tendency has been to considerable change the extent
of the driftless area as the Pleistocene formations are studied
in greater retail. In the earlier map referred to of the Quarternary formations of Wisconsin, the drift-covered area is mapped as extending over the whole of Dunn, Pepin, and Buffalo
comities. Later, when a closer study of this portion of the
state was made, it was shown that the large driftless area of
1 T. C. Chamberlin:
General Map of Quarternary Formations of
Wisconsin; Atlas,' Plate II, 1881.
2 T. C. Chamberlin & R. D. SalIsbury: Quarternary Map of the Drl1'tless Area and Environs; U. S. Gool. SurVey, SIxth Ann.- Rapt., Plate
27, 1885.
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the state extended much farther n0'rth than had previ0'usly
boon supposed, and that a large part 0'f southeastern Dunn,
Pepin, and nO'rthern Buffal0' c0'unties was driftless. The n0'rthward extensi0'n 0'f the driftless area in the western part 0'f the
state bears the same relati0'n to' the west side 0'f the central
lobe of old drift in Clark and Wood counties as the northward
extensiO'n here described, in P0'rtage and Marath0'n c0'unties, t0'
the east side 0'f this central I0'be. Both n0'rthward extensions
of the driftless area, therefore, bear the same relatiO'n in P0'sition to the old drift shecl;s, and evidently owe their 0'ccurrence t0' the same. influences governing the m0'vement 0'f the
Pleist0'cene . ice sheets. The pr0'bable 0'rigin 0'f the driftless
area will be briefly referred t0' after the driftless P0'rti0'n 0'f the
district is described.
The extent O'f the driftless area 0'f this district is ab0'ut 1500
square !niles, nearly half 0'f which is c0'vered ,by valley dep0'sits
which are believed to be mainly 0'f purely alluvial 0'rigin. The
allu:vial dep0'sits f0'rm the surface formation in s0'uthern W00'd
and sQuthwestern P0'rtage c0'unties, and in a belt of cO'nsiderable, but variable width, farther north along the Wisconsin
River: It is 0'nly upon the upland areas O'f the district, theref0're, above the valley bottoms and valley plains, that the features 0'f er0'si0'n and the residuary pr0'ducts characteristic 0'f
the driftless area are discerned.

CHARACTER OF THE DRIFTLESS AREA.

The absence of glacial deposits, which f0'rm S0' characteristic a feature of gla,ciated districts, is of C0'urse the principal
phenomena for. the rec0'gnition of a driftless area. The residual character of the soil, the develO'pment 0'f which is hardly
C0'ns0'nant with a glaciated district, is an equa.lly pr0'minent
feature of the driftless area. These tW0' features, theref0're,the absence 0'f glacial drift, and the presence 0'f.a mantle 0'f
residuary pr0'ducts,-c0'nstitute the principal evidence 0'f the
non-glaciated character 0'f the area.
.
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The Abs61We of Drift.
The occurrence of glacial till, consisting of coarse boulders
in a matrix of clay, or clay and sand, possessing the characteristic heterogeneity of a glacial formation, was not observed
within the area mapped as driftless. There is, however, to be
obsel!Ved within this area, pebbles and .gravel, sometimes occurring in thin deposits of stratified sand and clay, but more often
merely as scattered pebbles in the soil, which suggests at first
sight the possibility that the area is covered with a very thin
coating of glacial drift. This gravel will be fuliy described
later. It is sufficient to state at this time that this gravel and
the associated deposits O"Ccurring. upon the uplands do not possess the characteristic features of a formation deposited by ice,
such as coarse boulders, or unstratified deposits of boulders and
clay, but possess, on the other hand, the characteristics of material deposited in water. Some of the largeT pebbles reach
6 or 8 inches :iD. diameter, but most of them are less than 4
inches in diameter. Aside from the occurrence of the gravel
and fineT material scattered over the area, no foreign material
was observed in the driftless area.
A tongue of the Third glacial drift is bhown upon the map,
northwest of WauBiu, extending some distance beyond the general border of the Third drift, but this minor drift lobe can
be traced back, as already stated, to the main drift sheet farther north. It is not unlikely however, that much smaller
extensions of the drift project out beyond the main sheet in
the unsettled parts of the district, which escaped observation.
Aside from the possible occurrence of minor undulations along
the border of the drift, as mapped, and the' occurrence of
glacial boulders carried out beyond the drift border by subsequent erosion, it is believed that no glacial drift occurs in the
area mapped as driftless.
Perhaps the most convincing evidence of the non-glaciated
character of this driftless area is furnished by a comparative
study of the prominent rocky quartzite hills, such as Powers
Bluff, within the oldest drift formation, and Rib Hill and the
Mosinee mlls in the driftless area.
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The well developed boulder train extending southwest of
Powers Bluff, consisting of boulders of the hard, resistant,
fine-grained quartzite of which this bluff is composed, has already been described (page 444). This boulder train is characterized bya large quantity of angular, sub-angular, and
rounded quartzite boulders of various d~ons up to s.weral
tons weight strewn over the land to the southeast of the bluff,
in the direction of the ice movement. The development of
this train illustrates in a noteworthy manner the peculiar, and,
at the !'lame time, powerful, erosion effects wrought by an ice
sheet.
In striking contrast, on the other hand, is the entire absence
of trains of quartzite boulders leading out from the rocky
quartzite hills, such as Rib Hill, the Mosinee Hills, and Hardwood Hill, in the adjacent driftless area. Indeed, there was
nowhere observed in any direction beyond the base of these
hills even the sporadic occurrence of quartzite boulders" although the character of the rock of these hills is such as to
readily produce talus slopes of angular quartzite blocks, which
could readily have furnished abundant material for the development of boulder trains. The absence of quartzite boulders
strewn about these prominent hills furnishes the strongest kind
of evidence of the non-glaciated character of the vicinity, for
it would seem inevitable that if an ice sheet, even of a very
weak or non-vigorous character, passed over this locality, evidence of it would be abundantly shown in the distribution of
glacial boulders about these prominent quartzite hills.
The absence of a commingling of the rock fragments of one
crystalline formation with those of adjacent formations is also
a noteworthy feature of the driftless area. The surface rocks
of the driftless area in Marathon and adjacent counties consist
of the crystalline formation of various igneous rocks and of
metamorphic sedimentaries. In many places the weathering
and disintegration of these formations have developed upon the
surface great quantities of small and large angular fragments.
These loose fragments in the driftless area, however, are not
scattered indiscriminately over the land, but are confined to
their respective formational areas. These abundant fragments
are universally angular and quite unlike glacial boulders. The
metamorphic sedimentaries and schistose igneous rocks usually
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we'ather out into abundant angular fragments, along cleavag{'
planes, and it is the rock of these formations that furnishes the
most abundant surface stone. The lack of the commingling of
the angular fragments of adjacent formations, to be observed
in the fields of the cultivated uplands, combined with data
furnished by the· rock exposures along the wagon roads and in
farmers' wells, enabled the writer to map the various crystalline formations in the ariftless area with a fair degree of accuracy. Such favorable conditions for the delineation of the
boundaries of the crystalline formations, however, do not prevail over the drift-covered portions of the district, and could
not have prevailed in the driftless area if it had been over-ridden by an ice sheet.
The ReSid4UJr*!J Products.

.A prominent feature of the driftless area is the mantle of
residual rock products which constitutes the prevailing surface
formations within its border. This mantle usually consists of
clay mixed with angular fragments of the underlying rock of

FIG. 34. Section In a. driftless area showln/Z relation of residual soli to the Bo1111
rock beneath. Compare with figures 15 and 16.

various sizes. The gradation downward of the finer-grained
portion of the mantle into coarser phases, with a larger proportion of rock fragments, and finally into the partially disintegrated rock, and then the solid rock beneath, is shown abundantly in the shallow ditches along the country roads of the
driftless area.
The character and .relation of the residuary
mantle conclusively shows its origin through processes of surface weathering of the underlying rocks. (See Plate IJXII and
Fig. 34.)
The mantle of residuary products produces ~n excellent loam
soil over most parts of the non-glaciated area, and has been
described and mapped in the soil report as the Marathon loam. 1
1

Bulletin No. 13, Wisconsin Survey, pp. 39-43. Map, Flate I.
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Fig. 2.
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Ov~r that part of the area, however, underlain by coarscgrained granite and syenite, a coarse gravelly soil has boon developed, described as the Mosinee gravelly soil.l The photographic views, Figs. 1 and 2, Plate LXII, illustrate the characteristic features of these types of residual soils. The character
of the overlying residuary soils depends very largely upon the
grain of the underlying rock rather than the mineral composition, the fine-grained rocks developing a fine-grained, fertile
soil, containing much clay, while the coarse-grained rocks produce a mantle of coarse soil, containing but little clay.
The thicknes of the residuary mantle of decomposed and
partly disintegrated rock in the driftless area varies considerably, but is generally from 2 to 3 feet in thickness upon the
fine-grained formation, and much thicker than this, though
much coarser, upon the coarse-grained rocks. Upon the finegrained rock formation the clay loam portion genm-ally has a
thickness of 4 to 8 inches, grading rapidly downward through
clay mixed with abundant angular fragments to much-fractured
disintegrated rock at a depth of 3 or 4 feet. The coarse-grained
rocks, on the other hand, have but a thin covering of clayey
loam, probably in ,general only 1 or 2 inches in thickness, grading down to a loose mass of angular fragments of qua,rtz and
fieldS!par about one-half inch in diameter, having a thickness
often reaching 10 or 15 feet, and sometimes even 20 feet. The
rain readily sinks deeply into the coarse residuary mantle, but
is retained near the surface in the fine-grained type, thereby
causing in the latter still greater rock decomposition near the
surface and furnishing other more favorable conditions of soil
fertility.
The abundant angular stone in the soil of the driftless area
has already been remarked, the angular fragments "being most
abundant in the areas of fine-grained crystallines having cleavage and jointing strncture highly developed.Through weatherering processes. mainly by freezing of water in the minute
rock crevices, and by the penetrating ,growth of roots, a larg;~
amount of loose, angular stone is formed which lies sprinkled
thickly throughout the residuary mantle of the respective
formational areas.
Where favorable condition for the de-

lOp. Cit. p. 43-44.
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velopment of such angular stone occur, farmers, in cultiva,ting
the soil, have gathered the fragments into great heaps, which
dot the fields, and, in many instances, have used them in the
construction of stone fences. Th~ quantity of surface stone
suggests the presence of ,glacial debris, but the character' of
the material, the angularity of shape, and uniformity of rock
composition is wholly. unlike the rounded, heterogeneous
boulders of glacial deposits. The only foreign stone to' be observed mingled with the angular blocks are the scattered pebbles and gravel which lie over portions of the driftless area.
These pebbles, as later described, are believed to' be mainly
derived from the disintegration of Potsdam conglomerate
which once extended over the crystalline peneplain, and thus
are probably of residual O'rigin.
.
The greatest thickness of the· purely residual products is
upon the fia,t-topped upland areas of the crystalline formations.
Along the valley slopes it has a tendency to removal by erosion.
In the valley bottoms there is quite generally abundant filling
by wash from the uplands, under present conditions, and also,
even to much greater extent, by filling, probably due to widespread alluvial d~ositiO'n during an earlier period.
Erosim Features of the Dr'iftless A1"ea.

The reliefs of the driftless area, with the exception of the
filled valley bottoms, have the characteristic forms developed
under conditions of rain and stream erosion. As the topography developed in the area of the older drift fO'rmations of
the district is likewise principally due to the erosion of rain
and streams of the very old drift sheets, there is to' be observed
no striking difference in the topography of these adjacent
areas There is a difference in relief due to the differences in
character of surface formations, but, on the whole, it is of
minor consequence, because in a notable manner the erosion of
the old drift, superimposed upon the pre-glacial topography,
has produced broad slopes with gently sweeping contours quite
similar to those carved out of the resistant crystalline rocks
of the pre-Cambrian formations. There is, on the other hand,
a marked difference in the sub-aerial erosion features of the
driftless area and those of the two latest drift formations both
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of which are usually characterized by the glacial forms of topography.
The similarity in surface reliefs of the old drift sheets to
that of the driftless area of this district and its marked dissimilarity to that covered by the drift of the Wisconsin epoch
has already been referred to. It is very probable that this
similarity in topography of the area of the old drifts and of the
driftless led to the error of considering this driftless area as
drift-covered in former reports upon the geology of this part
of the state.
The peculiar surface relief of the thick residuary mantle developed from the coarse-.grained granite and syenite in the town
of Mosinee, and adjacent area, constitutes features of erosion
thoroughly in harmony with all other evidences of the nonglaciated character of the area described as driftless.
The
relief developed upon this covering of residuary material,
which in many places in this locality reaches from 10 to 20 feet
in thickness, consists of a peculiar hummocky topography, at
first sight suggesting the abrupt topography of characteristic
terminal moraine.
The abrupt relief developed upon the
coarse-grained rocks is in striking contrast with the surrounding area of gently sweeping broad contours developed upon
the fine-grained rocks. The hummocky topography of this
coarse residuary mantle, however, unlike terminal moraine, is
thoroughly drained. The hummocks have a height usuaJIy
varying between 15 and 30 feet; the height very probably depending upon the thickness of the residual mantle, into which
the small drainage lines forming an intricate network have
eroded their narrow valleys. The topography much resembles
that to be observed in places in the deeply weathered, coarse
crystallines in the non-glaciated portions of the Southern Appalachains, and the necessary conditions for its development in
this locality could hardly have prevailed over so considerable
an area, or have been so characteristic a feature of the coarsegrained rocks, if the area had been subjected to glaciation.
i
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THE PEBBLE AND ASSOCIATED DEPOSITS OF TEE DRIFTLESS AREA.

·Owr the non-glacial portion of this dristrict there is present
a sporadic occurrence of scattered pebbles, sometimes
mixed Wlith stratified clay and sand, but much more often
as isolated pebbles imh~dded in the upper portion of the residuary mantle. While the prevailin.g soil of the area may be
classed as mainly residual, yet no portion of the area of any
extent can be passed over without observing more or less transported water-worn material, such as pebbles and gravel, either
lying in place in the soil or scattered along the roadside, where
it has been thrown by farmers from the adjacent cultivated
fields.

Character and Distribution of the Pebble Deposits.
The pebbles rarely reach a diameter of 7 or 8 inches. Much
of the gravel is 4 to 6 inches in diameter, but by far the greater
portion of it is much less than 4 inches in diameter. In a few
places upon the upper slopes and upon the summits of the
broad uplands., the gravel has a thickness of 5 to 15 feet, but
in such deposits the gravel occurs mainly or only at the base,
and the overlying material is stratified sand and clay.
The
gravel deposit upon the uplands, in the faw places where it
shows an appreciable thickness, is quite unlike that to be found
in the valley bottoms of the district. In comparison, that upon
the uplands consists of a much lar:ger proportion of clay, the
stratification is less pronounced, and the dep'osits show much
more decomposition than the sandy gravel formation filling the
valley bottoms. The deposits upon the uplands are a clay loam,
while those in the bottoms are very sandy loams or sandy soils.
The predominance of the gravelly portion, mainly at the base
of the deposits, whereas coarse gravel occurs at all horizons in
the valley deposits, also appears to be a characteristic difference of the two formations.
A good illustration of the character of the pebbles is shown
in the upland districrt in the vic.inity of WaUSlau. In examining
the soil and rock east of Wausau along the road and adjoining fields, through the central portion of Section 32 and 33, T.

I
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29, R. 8 E., nQthing but scattered pebbles, varying from Qne
inch to. two. o.r three inches in diamerter, were nQted. AlQng
the road Qn the .eastern side of Section 28, T. 29 R. 8 E., no.
large bQulders Qf fQreign origin were seen, althQugh scattered
pebbles occur in considerable abundance. In the vicinity of
the east quarter post of SectiQn 29. T. 29, R. 8 E., there is much
gravel, and in the well Qf J. Riedelfauch, in the NW. lA, of
Sec. 29, there is repQrted 12 feet Qf clay with 2 feet Qf gravel
at the bQttQm. An abundance Qf water is furnished by this
well, and hence the gravel bed is probably quite· extensiv-e.
The cultivated fields in this vicinity shQwed the presence of
cQnsiderable gravel, but no. lar.ge bQulders.
Farther east in this part Qf the Co.unty, between the WiSCQnsin River o.n the west and the bQrder Qf the drift fQrmatiQns Qn
the east, there are abundant scattered pebbles mingled with.
the soil.
The soil is quite generally a cQmparatively stQny
So.i, mainly Qf residual origin, the stQne being angular and
lik~ that of the solid rock fQrmation beneath. Mingled with
the angular stQne is an abundance Qf rich clay lQam, partly Qf
residual Qrigin and partly Qf transPQrted material. In the cultivated fields, as already described, there are great heaps Qf
stone picked out Qf the soil, the prevailing angularity Qf the
stQne being in striking CQntrast with the rQunded, PQlished
bQulders o.f the stQne piles in adjacent areas where glacial
debris cQnstitutes the SQil fQrmatiQn. Upon many farms alSo.
there are well CQnstructed stone fences made almQst entirely
Qf angular rock, frQm the fQrmatiQns . abundantly eXPQsed
alQng the roadside and outcropping in the adjacent fields.
West Q:fl the WiscQnsin River the cha.ra.cter Qf this gravel
is in all respects like that east of the river. In the SW. lA,
of the SW. % Qf Section 23. T. 29, R. 6 E., there is eXPQsed
alQng the rQad, and also. in a basement Qf a large barn, a thick,ness· of 3 Qr 4 feet Qf transPo.rted material Co.nsisting of fine
graovel scattered thrQugh a sandy IQam. Over the upland area,
UPQn the tQPS Qf the even-summitted hills and alQng their sJQPes •
the stony material is mainly angular, and Qf local residual origin, with here and there a well-rQunded and polished large
pebble, up to. 6 or 8 inches in diameter, and abundant scattered
small pebbles. The ditches alQng the road cQntinually expose
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the prevailing crystalline rocks, such as granite, greenstone,
and rhyolite.
About the lower slopes of the quartzite mounds of Rib Hill
and Hardwood Ridge there occur numerous pebbles scattered
up the slopes to an elevation approximating the 1400 to 1460
foot contour lines. Above this elevation, which is about that
of the general elevation of the even-summitted uplands in the
vicinity, no pebbles or small boulders were noted, although
ihey may occur,.
Along the roads west of Hardwood Hill and south of Marathon City, pebbles and small boulders appear to be quite numerous. Sometimes for quite a distance none were found, and
then a.gain they could be seen imbedded in the disintegrated
crystalline rock in the ditches of the road, but nowhere were
they too numerous to be easily counted. The largest pebbles
were generally not more than 4 or 5 inches in diameter.
The northwestern part of Portage County lies within the
driftless area, and this portion of the county, being underlain
by the crystalline formations, the gravel formation is in all respects like that prevailing in the driftless area of Marathon
County. In the southern part of Portage and Wood counties
the hard rock formation is mainly sandstone, and upon the surface of the mounds of this formation no pebbles and gravel
were to be observed. In the low areas between the mounds of
sandstone, occupied by the old peneplain surface, there is more
or less clay, which may in part be due to wash from the uplands,
or to the residual weathering of the crystalline peneplain.
In the southern part of Portage County, in the SE. 1M, of Sec.
23, T. 21, R. 8 E., is located Mosquito Mound, whic~ reaches an
elevation of about 200 feet above the surrounding alluvial
plain. The summit of the mound consists of very hard sandstone, which is quarried for building purposes. Upon the summit is a thin covering of surface material, reaching in pla.ces,
3 feet in thickness, while on the sides of the mound there is
considerable gravel. The surface material consists of small
crystalline rock pebbles, most of them being less than 5 or 6
inches in diameter, mingled with angular and polished subangular blocks of sandstone, reaching over a foot in diameter,
the whole mixed with much sand. ;At the base of the mound
is a large, :tine-grained granite boulder, 5 or 6 feet in diameter,
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in the road in front of the farm-house just east of the mound,
and a large, coarse granite boulder was noted in the field immediately south of the farm. house.
Granite boulders like
these, however, were observed in considerable abundance in
the ridge of old terminal moraine of the Second drift formation,
about a mile east of Mosquito Mound.
The pinnacle of sand rock, about a mile south of Bancroft,
near the center of Sec. 14, T. 21, R. 8 E., likewise shows the
presence of numerous crystalline pebbles near its upper slope
about 70 feet above .the alluvial plain. This latter sandstone
peak is about 2 miles west of the terminal moraine of the
Second drift.
A deposit of clay of unusual character in this district occurs
near Milladore, mention of which perhaps should be made in
connection with the surface deposits in the driftless area. The
deposit occurs on the property of Mr. Wells, in the NE. 14
of Sec. 23, T. 25, R. 5 E., near the border of the driftless area.
The deposit is covered by from 4 to 6 feet of surface clay, beneath which is calcareous clay, in places extending to depths
of at least 33 feet. The pa.rtial chemical analysis made by
A. S. Mitchell is as follows.
SiO •...................................................... 52.60
AI.O a .....•....•...... '. .•••. •••.
. ••..••..•.......... 12.60
Fe.O •................................................... 3.82
GaO.... .... .... .... .... .... ....
. ..................... 12.77
MgO ..................................................... 3.22
Loss on ignition. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. ...... . ............. 12.49
97.50

The calcium carbonate occurs in lumps as well as finely disseminated particles throughout the body of the clay. No other
calcareous clays were found in the vicinity, though especially
searched for. The upper 4 to 6 feet of surface clay probably
represents the orilinary clay of the deposit leached of its lime
centent.
The probable origin of this calcareous clay is unknown. It
lies so near the drift border that it may have been developed
by glacial agency.
In southwestern Clark County is the border of the oldest
drift sheet and outside of this border lies the driftless area extending over a large part of southwestern Wisconsin. About 3
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miles west of Merrillan, in Jackson County; along the Green
Bay and Western R.ailroad, several deposits, mainly made up of
chert and erystalline pebbles, were noted. The ch~rt of these
deposits is derived from the Paleozoic limestones, and chert
deposits of this character are ~bundant in the driftless region
of the state farther southwest.

Origin and Age ofth6

Pebb~e

Deposits.

The pebbles scattel:"ed over the uplarids of the driftless area,
and the stratified deposits with which they sometimes occur,
as previously stated, do. not possess the characteristic features
o.f glacial depo.sits. 'rheir area of distributio.n is identical with
the driftless Po.rtion of·the district, the non-glaciated character
of which, as already described, is believed to be fully demonstrated by the widespread occurrence of residuary clays, and
the entire absence of clistinctive evidence of glacial erosion or
glacial deposition.
The scattered pebbles occurring upon the summits of the
crystalline uplands in Marathon County and adjacent parts of
Portage and Wood counties are who.lly of crystalline roCik, so
far as observed, and their character and their occurrence upon
the uplands stro.ngly suggests their o.rigin, as remnants of the
Potsdam conglomerate which once extended o.ver the area.. The
even summited uplands as already described (page 392),
represent the old peneplain surface of the pre-Cambrian rocks
formed by' erosion in pre-Potsdam time and upon this pene. plain, as shown in the southern part of the area, where the
plain is still preserved. was deposited a variable thickness of
gravel in the form of the Potsdam conglomerate. The occurrence of congloIi1~ate at the base of the Potsdam. sandstone
upon the crystalline rocks is a common feature though this
conglomerate is not usually thick.
Through the process of erosion to which the region has been
subjected the sandstone has been wholly removed from the
northern parts of the area; and only in the southern part i9
there an abundance of the san~one remaining upon the
crystalline peneplain. The isolated pebbles therefore occurring
upon the crystalline uplands in the northern part of the drift.
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less area are not now directly associated with sandstone or
with conglomerate yet they occur upon remnants of the peneplain surface of the old land upon which the Potsdam formation was but recently removed by erosion. It seems reasonable to believe, therefore, that so long as parts of the old
peneplain sur:£ace remain the resistent pebbles of the once
overlying formation may be found upon them.
Direct -evidence of the origin of the iilolated pebbles upon the
crystalline uplands, in the manner indicated, is well illustrated
in the vicinity of Casimir five miles north of Stevens Point.
In this locality, namely in the northwest one-fourth of section 12
T. 24 R 8 E. and adjacent vicinity, is an abundance of polished
rounded and sub-angular, pebbles and small boulders, strewn
over the surface and gathered in heaps along the road.
At first sight the large quantity of polished pebbles and boulders strongly suggests the occurrence of a glacial deposit. A
closer examination however reveals the fact that the pebbles
and small boulders are largely of quartz rock, both vein quartz
and quartzite, with but few pebbles of other crystalline rocks;,
and that these oc~ur in a number of places still enclosed in a
cemented sand matrix in the form of angular and partly disintegrated blocks of Potsdam conglomerate. Along too road ill
the same locality may be observed the usual deposits of residual
clay derived by weathering of the crystalline rock lying between
the disintegrated Potsdam conglomerate above and the granite
formation below.
This locality of disintegrated conglomerate at Casimir so well
illustrates the origin and source of the pebbles over the crystalline rocks of this partioular part of the driftles~ area that it
seems reasonable to conclude, that a large part, if not the whole
of the pebbly formation upon the crystalline peneplain farther
north, originated in the same mannClI1. It may be urgad how-,
ever that the locality about Casimir and Stevens Point is well
within the general area of the Potsdam sandstone, and quite unlike that farther north about Wausau where remnants of sandstone or conglomerate upon the uplands is not known to occur.
The amount of erosion of the crystalline rooks in the two
parts of the driftless area however does not difiergreatly. Immediately adjacent to the locality of the disintegrated con36-0,
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glomerate at Casimir is the valley of the ;Wisconsin River. probably filled to a depth of 150 to 200 feet, indicating conditions
of extensive erosion of the crystalline rocks quite comparable to
that existing in the area farther north. The conditions for the
disintegration of the Potsdam conglomerate and the retention
of its pebbly content upon the remnants of the peneplain would
not differ greatly in the southern and northern parts of the
driftless area.
The entire absence of the sandstone over the northern part
of the driftless area, where residual pebbles still remain is very
probably due to the unconsolidated character of the Potsdam
formation and the comparative readiness with which the soft
friable sandsrtone is removed by diiS'integration and el'Osl.oo.
If therefore the pebbles and gravel occurring upon the crystalline uplands is derived from the disintegration of the Potsdam
conglomerate formerly ~xte'Ilding over this area, moot, if not all
the pebbles and grav.elly deposits occurring along the slopes of
the valleys and: hills may be readily understood as having originated by the wash of rains and streams from the uplands above.
Only the gravel ,upon the crystalline rock areas are probably
the residuary pebbles of the Potsdam conglomerate. There is
present upon the high sandstone mounds in southern Portage
County some crystalline gravel whose position far above the
horizon of the Potsdam conglomerate requires some other explanation of origin. Since these mounds, namely, Mosquito
Mound and those in the immediate vicinity, are near the border
of the known deposits of the Second drift formation, it may be
possible that the gravel upon the sandstone in this locality may
have originatoed in some manner by glacial agency, either as. outwash or by ice transportation.
It is also possible that some of the pebbles occurring upon
the uplands in the crystalline area may have an origin similar
to that of well known high-level gravels so widely distributed
in the Mississippi Basin south of the limits reached by the
Pleistocene ice sheets. Such gravels are known to occur at various points in southern Illinois, in Indiana, Missouri, Arkansas,
Kentucky:, Tennessee, and farther south. Similar gravels are
widespread in the western states.
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Similar gravel 1 has been found at various points as far north
as Adams County, Illinois, where it was found to underlie the
glacial drift. Mpre recently Prof. Salisbury 2 has described the
occurrence of gravels on the Baraboo bluffs near Devils Lake,
and has suggested the correlation of this gravel with other gravelly deposits in Wisconsin and farther south. It has long been
known that gravel occurred at various points in Wisconsin from
Crawford County, on the south, to Dunn County, on the north.
These gravels generally consisted of nothing more than scattered
pebbles, though beds a few feet in thickness have been found in
the village of Seneca, in Crawford County.3
While it seems likely that most, if not all, the gravel over the
crystalline rocks in the driftless area is derived from the disintegration of t.he Potsdam conglomerate and is of residual
origin, it is possible that some of it may have originated in the
same manner as the gravel occurring upon the Paleozoic uplands
in the main driftless area farther southwest, and in other loooJities, though the origin and Source of these high-level gravels is
not understood.
'l'he chert and crystalline pebble deposits in the vicinity of
Merrillan in eastern Cl'ark County occur along the streams and
are not unlikoely derived by subaerial wash from higher levels
during the period of the general filling of the val1eys with alluvium.
The source of the gravel in the valley bottoms may be easily
accounted for as the work of streams and rains under present
conditions of. erosion. That occurring upon the uplands of the
driftless areal, howevel" dates back to a much eartier origin as
already indicated.
.
ORIGIN OF THE DRIFTLESS AREA.

The driftless portion o{this district in Marathon County and
adjacent portions of Portage and Wood is obviously connected
in origin with the large, driftless area of the southwestern part
of the state, as it is but a contiguoos portion of this larger area.
The same causes, therefore, which operated to form the driftless
R. D. Salisbury, Bull. of Geol. SOciety of Am., Vol. III, p. 183, 1892.
Pre·gla'cial Gravels of the Quartzite Range of Baraboo Bluffs; Journal of Geology, Vol. III, pp. 6':>5-667.
3 M. Strong: Geol. of Wis., Vol. IV, p. 88.
1

2
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region as a whole .obviously g.overned in the dev,elopment of all
its details. The location of a large, non-glaciated tract in the
midst of a region covered not merely by one" but by several
successive ice sheets, is a striking phenomena, and various suggestions have been made to explain the seemingly anamolous
occurrenoo. The very fact, however, that the adjacent regions
were repeatedly glaciated, and the driftless area repeatedly
avoided, demonstrates that the cause was a constant one, operating throughout each of the glacial incursions.
The region of the driftless is not a conspicuous elevation, but
rather the opposite. In topographic features and attitude it is
essentially like the surrounding region. The cause of its driftlessness, therefore, does not appear to be due primarily to the
area itself, but to causes and influences operating outside of the
district. The most plausible explanation, as suggested by
WinchelV Irving,2 and: Chamberlin,3 lies in the -oopographic
features of the land farther north, which tended to ·divert the
gia.c'ial currents from the driftl.ess area.
The topographic features believed to have been mainly instrumental in influencing the glacial movements in the adjacent
region are the highlands of the northern part of Wisconsin and
upper Michigalli, in combination with the adjacent capacious
Valleys of Lake Superior, leading to the west, and of Lake Michigan, leading to the south. When the ice sheets of the several
successive epochs, moving in a southward course from Canadian
territory', reached these lake valleys, they were led off to the
southwest through Lake Superior and to the south through Lake
Michiganl, the highlands between acting as a wedge tending to
assist in diverting the ice to either side. The highlands, offering gl'eater l'esistance to the ice movement, prevented the advancement to the south of those sheets which sucooeded in surmounting it, while the ice lobes diverted into the adjacent lake
IN. H. Winchell: Gool. & Nat. Hist. Surv. Minn., '3th Ann. Rapt.,
p. 36, 18'77.
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D. Irving: Geol. of Wis., Vol. II, pp. 632--634, 1877.
C. Chamberlin: W'is. Gaol. Survey, Ann. Rept. 1818, p. 21232.
of Wis., Vol. I., p. 269, 1881. T. C. Chamb'erlin & R. D. Sa.lisbury,
GeoI. Surwy, 6th Atm. Rept., pp. 312-322, 1885.
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valleys tended to advance for to the south into Illinois, Iowa
and Missouri.
The main driftless area of the upper Mis-sissippi Valley lies
immediately south, in the lee of the highlands, and therefore
beyond the limits of the ice which surmounted it, and to the
north of the point of union of the glacial lobes deploying farther southward through the depressions of Lake Superior and
Lake Michigan. The absence of glaciation in the driftless area,
therefore, is believed to be due to its position relative to the
highlands and depressions situated to the northeast.
The non-glaciated area of Marathon County and adjacent territory extends to the north from the main driftless regioili, similar to the northward extension of the driftless into Bau Claire,
Pepin and Dunn counties, farther west, the two extensions
reaching north, nearly to the same latitude. The extension in
Marathon Oounty is to the east, while that of Dunn County is
to the west, of the lobes of old drift in Clark, Wood, and western
Marathon counties. The relative position therefore of the two
minor extensionS! of tha driftlac3S area to the north is the same
with respect to the early ice invasions.
The altitude and general features of topography of the driftless area in Marathon and adjacent counties is in all respects
like that of the surrounding drift-covered regions. This driftless area in Marathon County, like the main area of the driftless of Wisconsin, therefore owes its origin, not to its altitude
and other features of topography, but to its position with respect to the highlands and great valleys farther northeast, which
diverted the glacial currents outside of its borders into the surrounding region.
RESUME OF PLE,ISTOGENE OR GLACIAL GEOLOGY.

The account of the Pleistocene formations of the area naturally falls into three pam one part relating to the glacial
formations, one pa.rt relating to the alluvial formations, and one
part relating to the character and features of the driftless portion of the area. The account of the geology is not in chronologie
order, for the formations of the several parts overlap one another with respect to age and geologic succession. The division
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into the three parts is based upon origin, ilie geologic phenomena
of the several parts being unlike in general character and origin.

The GUwial Ji'oi11mations.
There are four glacial formations in the area, each believed
to have been developed by a distinct glacial invasion.
The'drift of the two earliest invasion$, the First and Second
formations, forms a distinctly lobate area in the west central
part of the area. This lobate area of the old drift may he conveniently referred to as the ceritral Wisconsin lobe. The boundaries of each formation can be definitely determined over a
large portion of this lobe of old drift wherever the region of the
border of either formation is well settled and conditions for its
study are favorable. 'fhese lobate areas of drift were obviously
formed by two distinct ice sheets. A well defined border marks
the limits of large portions of each formation. The borders of
the two drift sheets are not parallel to one another, as is usual
with retreatal moraines of the same drift formation, hut they
widely diverge in their course across the area.
The terminal moraines of the Second formation occur in eastern Portage County· and also farther north in Marathon and
Langlade .counties. Its occurrence in the eastern part of this
area along the border of the Green Bay lobe of Wisconsin drift
indicates its origin here as the terminal moraine of an ice' lobe
of the second ice sheet which advanced into this area across the
basin of Green Bay and Lake Mlichigan. This lobe may be
referred to as the Lake Michigan lobe of the second ice sheet.
The average thickness of the First drift formation, as indicated by numerous wells, is probably between 5 and 10 feet,
whereas the average thickness of the Seoond drift appears to be
between 20 and 30 feet. The maximum thickness oftha drift
at the border of the First drift is 50 to 70 feet, while in many
places, the terminal moraine of the Second sheet shows a thickness of 100 to 160 feet. Hence the Second drift formation is
from two to three times as thick as the First formation. This
result, based rupon numerous well records, corresponds very well
with the relative topographic appearance of the drift deposits.
The presence of buried soils between the First and Second
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drifts indicates that a period of mild climate prevailed over the
region in the interval" between the deposition of the two drift
sheets and that the later ice sheet rode over the weathered deposits formed upon the earlier one.
The ice invasion producing the thinner drift, the First formation, advanced much farther south in the central lobe than the
ice sheet which deposited the thick Marshfield moraine, which
marks the terminus of the Second drift in the central lobe. On
the other hand in the eastern part of the area the lake Michigan
lobe of Second invasion advanced further than the First invasion. Whether either or both of these ice sheets had their
inception in the glacial center west of Hudson Bay, the Kewatin,
or the center to the east, the Labrodorian., can only be conjectured.
The location of the central lobe of First and Second drift,
with respect to the topographic features and drainage of the
region and the distribution of the later drift, seems to indicate
that the later ice sheets pursued a course quite independent of
the earlier ones in the northern part of the state. This of COUl'l'le
applied only to this particular region, for if the distribution of
the older and younger drifts of adjacent regions is compared,
the advances of the various ice sheets appear to have been along
broadly simlilar courses.
The First and Second ice sheets advancing towards the southeast moved diagonally across the southwestward sloping portion
of this district. There seems little doubt that the pre-Cambrian
area of northern Wisconsin has served as a water-shed for a
very long period and that the general courses of the drainage
of a large portio!' of the state has suffered little change thrnno-hout long geologic periods, probably long antedating the Pleisto~
cene. These· ice lobes, howevert, evidently did not advance
through an immcliately local valley' into .this area, but appear
to have moved independently of both the dominant slope of the
region and the minor valley features. It seems likely, therefore,
that this part of the state has been tilted somewhat through
crustal warping, since the earliest ice invasions.
The weatheing of the two drifts was studied, but no appreciable difference in amount of weathering could be determined.
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BQth drift sheets are deeply weathered and both are deeply
trenched oy sub-aerial erQsion. Weathering has extended to a
depth Qf 10 to 20 feet in both formations, and in both most Qf the
streams have cut dQwn to' bed rock. The thickness of the First
drift in the area of the sandstQne is much less than it is in the
crystalline area, the difference probably being due to' greater
erosiQn in the sandstO'ne area.
The topographic effect O'f these drifts upon the area is marked.
The Second drift posesses a ridge of terminal mQraine constituting a fairly prQminent feature of the landscape over considerable portions O'f the district. A thickened bO'rder also occurs
along certain portiQns of the margin of the First drift, as well
as within the area Qf the grQund moraine O'f bQth drift sheets.
These ice sheets added a mantle of rock debris 25 to 30 feet
thick to the area as a whole thrO'ugh which the streams subsequently operating thrO'ugh a long period, have cut to' the bed
rock beneath, and by process of weathering and erosion have,
superimposed upon the glacial formations the topographic
fO'rms of sub-aerial erosion.
The Third drift sheet is a much yQunger formation than
either of the older drifts, as indicated by its glacial features of
tQPography and its unweathered drift.· The toPQgraphy Qf this
drift resembles that of the WiscQnsin, but this formation was
evidently formed during a period Qf glaciation antedating the
Wisconsin stage.
The Third drift emerges frQm the WiscQnsin drift in the
northeastern part of Marathon county and extends Qver northern
Marathon and Olark. It has a well defined terminal mQraine in
places, the general thickness of the terminal and ground moraine
being somewhat comparable to that Qf the First fQrmatiQn. The
terminal moraine Qf this drift sheet is roughly parallel to the
terminal moraine of the Wisconsin fQrmatiQIl;, but is Qver-ridden
by the latter in several places, the Green Bay lQbe apparently
advancing O'ver it entirely. This drift fO'rmatiQn is very much
thinner than the WiscO'nsin sheet and evidently was fO'rmed
during .a much shorter 0'1' less vigorous. period of glaciatiQn than
that Qf the Wisconsin epoch.
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The Third drift formation had produced a considerable effect
on the topography of its area. Its terminal moraine consists of
drift hiils from 20 to 50 'feet high and within its area are laked,
ponds, drift ridges and other features 'Of glacial top'Ography.
The Wisconsin drift formation the latest in origin covers the
eastern and northern parts of the district. This formation has
a distinctly lobate character, and at its margin is a well developed terminal moraine of variable .but considerable width.
The drift of this formation in this district is largely terminal
moraine, deposited at the terminus of the Green Bay lobe advancing towards the west, of the Langlade lobe advancing
towards the southwest, of the Wisconsin Valley lobe advancing
towards the south, and of the Chippewa Valley lobe advancing
towards the southwest.
The terminal moraines of the vari()lus lobes of the Wisconsin
ice sheet usually f~rm the divid€S between streams. The terminal
moraine of the Green Bay lobe forms the divide in this area between the Fox River drainage and the Wisconsin River drainage,
that is, between the St. Lawrence and Mississippi systems. The
Langlade terminal moraine also largely separates the drainage
flowing to the Fox river and Green Bay from that flowing to the
Wisconsin river. The Wisconsin Valley and the Chippewa Valley terminal moraines lie across their respective valleySl, forming
the divide between some of their side streams.
The Wisconsin formation is very probably the thickest formation of the area, although the Sec'Ond formation may originally
have approached very closely the magnitude of this iormation.
The top'Ographic effect of the Wisconsin drift sheet upon the
area covered by it is very pronounced in this gently sloping region. The terminal moraine consists of drift hills and ridges
mingled with depressions and undrained areas. The drift hills
generally rise from 50 to 100 feet ab'Ove the surrounding lower
land, and in a. few places, as in southeastern Price County, they
stand much higher than this, probably reaching 250 feet III
height.

The CorrelatJion of the Drift and Alluvial Forma,tions.
The correlation of the drift formations older than the Wisconsin formations, as already stated, cannot be determined at
the present time. The position of the three older sheets, the
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First, Second and Third, in the stratigraphy of the Pleistocene, cannot be definitely known until they have been traced
into Minnesota and Iowa, and their positions there relative
to the older drift shee1B are discovered. It is hoped that whdll
the report on the northwestern part of the staw is completed the
position of these dcift formations will have boon determined.
It may not btl out of place, however, to state at the present time
what seems to be the most probable position of these older
formations in the drift series. The two older drift formations
of the district, the First and Second, are clearly very much
older than the two younger formations, the Third and Wisconsin. It is the opinion of Prof. Chamberlin that the extreme
weathering and the advanced sub-aerial erosion of the Second
drift at Marshfield is at lesat equal to that of the ,oldest well
developed drift sheets in Iowa and Kansas, the Kansan formation. The thickness of the Second drift also is about equal
to that of the Kansan formation. Hence it is suggested that
the Second formation maY' be the equivalent of the Kansan
formation in Iowa. The First drift may be the Sub-Aftonion,
or the pre-Kansan with which it is closely comparable in general thickness and extent of weathering and erosion. It is possible, however, that the Second drift may be of the pre-Kansan
age, and the First of still earlier date. '
The Third drift has some of the characteristic features of
the Early Wisconsin stage, as developed in southern Wisconsin and in Illinois, in its topographic features and thickness.
This formation, however, is characterized by erosion fea.tures
which are much older than those of the Wisconsin formation
and its position beneath deposits of loess in Chippewa County
and farther west seems to indicate that it is the Iowan drift.
The sand and gravel deposits occurring in the valleys of
large portions of the district, are believed to be largely, if not
entirely of alluvial origin. The broad alluvi'al plain of the
southern part 'of Portage and Wood counties is CIOntinuous
with the narrow filled valleys of the northern part of the area,
and was evidently formed in a similar manner by rivers and
streams depositing sediment through valleys of low gradient.
The distribution of the alluvial filling is determined by the
slope and the elevation of the valleys with respect to main
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trunk streams and not by the distribution of any of the drift
formations or the ice sheets producing them.
No final conclusion is reached concerning the age of the
alluvial deposits but the belief is expressed that they were
lar.gely if not entirely formed during the long interval intervening between the deposition of the Second and the Third
drift formations.
A considerable part of the area occurring in the central part
of Marathon County and the eastern part of Wood County
and the western part of Portage County is driftless. This
driftless area has an extent of about 1500 square miles and is
not only characterized by the absence of glacial drift but also '
by other features of non-glacial tracts. The driftless portion
of, this area is bounded on the east by the Second and the Wisconsin drifts, on the north by the Third drift and on the west
by the First drift while on the south it is continuous, beneath
the alluvial deposits, 'with the main driftless area of southwestern Wisconsin .

•

PART II.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC GEOLOGY.
( 573 )

OUTLINE.
Under physiographic geology is described the origin and development of the present land surface of the area~ 'This part
deals with the history of the present scenery, the origin and
development of the, plains, hills, valleys and the rivers and lakes.
The physiographic geology is presented in one chapter, Chapter XII, which is divided into three sections:
Section I. The general topographic features.
Section II. An outline of stream and rain erosion.
Section III. The origin of the topographic features.
(574 )
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CHAPTER XII.

PHYSIOGRAPHY.

In the foregoing chapters an accoUnt haa been given of the
various rock formations of the area in the order of their age
and stratigraphic succession. These rock formations fall into
three large groups: The crystalline rocks of pre-Cambrian
age j the sandstone of Potsdam, or Upper Cambrian, age j and the
glacial and alluvial formations. of Pleistocene and Recent age.
The topographic aspect of each formation h88 already been described in some detail, mainly, however, for the purpose of imparting a knowledge of the geology of the formation-that is,
the character or origin of the rock.
It has been observed that the surface features of some parts ot
the area are very: old, while those of other parts are comparatively young. The method of origin of the land surface of some
parts, also" is quite different from that of other parts. It is purposed,- therefore to present a brief account of the surface features from the viewpoint of their age and origin-that is, a
history of the development of the topography of the area.
In a noteworthy manner the surface features depend largely
upon the character and arrangement of the rocks that underlie
the surface. Hence it is logical that the history of the topography .of the area should follow the description of the character
and distribution of the various rock formations.
The study of the rocks of the area has revealed the fact that
they have originated in various ways and that the region, as a
whole, has passed through many changes. The volcanic rocks,
the sediments of marine, glaeial and alluvial origin, furnish the
records of past physical conditions which have prevailed through-
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out the whole or parts of the area and indicate the various vicissitudes through which the region halt passed in its evolution.
It is only, however, those records of the past that throw light
upon the history of the present surface features of the area that
will be appealed to in the account of the physi?graphy.

SECTION I.

GENERAL TOPOGRAPHIC FEATURES.

The general elevatiOl11 and slope of the -area has a.l.ready been
briefly referred to, page 1. The area slopes to the south and
southwtlSlt.
The lowest elevation in the area is on the Black
River at the southern boundary of Clark County which is very
probably about 845 feet above sea level. About 40 miles to the
east, the Wisconsin River at the southern border of Wood
County has an elevation of about 915 feet, and thus about 70
feet above the lowest elevation on Black Rliver. The highest
point in the area is the summit of Rib Hill, near Wausau, which
reaches 1942 feet above sea level. The FIllIllmit of Rib Hill however is about 500 feet above-the surrounding up1and area about
--Wausau.
In the absence of a topographic survey of the entire region
only estimates of the ehwations of most parts of the area can be
g:i.ven. Farther north the main upland area has in-IIUllI1iY places
elevations exceeding 1600 and 1700 foot. The railroad .at Pennington, in southern Price County has an eleva~on of 1635 f~t,
and at ~ummit Lake in Langlade County, 1729 feet. There ard
elevations in southern Price County, in the town of Hill, which
probably exceed 1750 feet and some of the drift hills of the terminal moraine near Su:m.mtit Lake; in Langlade County, probably
- exceed 1850 foot.
The highest elevation of the general upland area is probably
-in the northeasttn'Il part of the area. The lowest elevation is on
Black River in the sOuthwestern part of thie area.
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VaUeya'Yld Uplaind Features.

The southern part of the aroo. in southern Portage, Wood and
Clark counties is characterized by broad valley bottoms j the central and western part in Marathon and Clark by comparatively
narrow and deep valleys j and the northern and eastern part, in
Lincoln, Langlade and 'faylor generally by shallow and broad
valleys. Too valley bottoms in the southern part of the area.
constitute the. main land area there being but few diV'ides and
upland ridges. In tha central part the valleys where narrow
lie from 100 to 300 feet billow the main upland area. A V'i'ew of
the broad valley bottoms west of Grand Rapids in southerD.
Wood COllnty is shown in Plate LXI. A view of the narrow
valley north of Wausau is shown in Plate LIX. A view of
the relatively broad valley south .of Wausau is shown in Plate
LX. There is a gradual increase in the width of the valleys
in passing from the northern to the southern part of the area;
and vice versa,' an increase in the 'Upland area, in going from
the southern to the n.orthern part of the area.
The topography of the region oowaver as illustrated in valley
and upland area is not simple but complex, the change from one
part of the region to another baing characterized by a laek of
simple uniformity and regularity. The lack of simple uniformity in the main topographic features is due to the gaologicaJ
character and structure of the rocks, as well as changes due to
elevation and glaciation, as later described in the account of the
origin of the topographic features of the area.

Drainage of the Area.
The principal rivers draining the area ara the Wisconsin alld
the BIMk, and numerous branches of the Wolf River on the east
and of the Chippewa River on the northwest.
The Wisconsin is the principal system of the area draining'
about two-thirds of the district. The Wisconsin River flows
southward through the eastern portion of the area. Its principal tributaries from the east are the Plover, Eau Claire, Trapp,
. Pine and Prairie rivers. Its principal tributaries from the west
are the Yellow, Little Eau Pleine, Big Eau Pleine, Big Rib, Copper, New Wood, Somo and Tomahawk rivers.
3;-U.
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On the eastern border of the area are the head streams of the
Wolf River the principal tributary of the· Fox River. The W oif
River belongs to the Great Lakes and the St. Lawrence system.
The Wiseonsin River is a part of the Mlississippi system. Hence
the eastern border of the area represents a portion of. the CQntinental divide between two of the great drainage systems, the
St. Lawrence and the Mississippi rivers.
The Blaek River in the southern part of the area has but .a
narrow dralin:age basin. The priIliCipal tributaries in the northwestarn part of the area, flowing to the Ohippewa River,a,re the
Eau Claire, Yellow and Jump rivers.
DATA RELATING TO THE TOPOGRAPHY ANp ELEVATIONS OF THE

AREA.

A topographic surv~ of a large part of Marathon County
and the adjoining parts of Langlade, Lincoln and Taylor, namely two 30 minutes quadTangles, has been made by the United State
Geological Survey. These topographic maps 1 are desigriated
the W lIlusau Special Map and the Marathon Speoial Map, and are
l"eadily' available, and should be utilized by students and others
especially interested in the geology and topography of the area.
The elevatiops of the bench markis, established by the United
States Geological Survey, within the two quadrangles surveyed
are indicated. upon general maps Plates I and II. Upon the map,
Plate II, is shown the rlllilroad elevations of ,most of the stations
in the entire area. Additional elevations, of stations are shown
in the following tables of elevation. The data. refffi"!'l to the elevation of the rail at the station as determined by the railroad
companies.
There is also sl).oWn on the map; Plate II, the elevations in a
large number of plac.es of the water level on th~ Wisconsin River
and the Black River as determined by the joint River 'Survey' of
the, Wisconsin and United States Geological surveys. These
elevations ·are also indicated in the tables, pages 535 and 543.
The ,elevations of the water level were determined largely when
the river was 'at ord~nary flowage..
1 These maps may. be obtained for 5. cents each from the Director of,
United States Geological Survey, Washington, D. C.

.
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There is shown in the foHowing table th~ elevations of the railroad !rtations in the area.
Elevations of Railroad Stations in North Central Wisconsin.
County.

Station.

Elevation.

Clark ............. .. Abbotsford." ......... ", .......... .
Chili ............. " ............... .
Colby ............................. .
Curtiss ........................... .
Dorchester ........................ .
Eidvold ........................... .
Granton .. '...................... .
Humbird .......................... .
Lynn ............................. .
Neillsville. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ......... .
Omaha J ct ... , .......... : .......... .
Owen ...... "....................... .
Romadka ......................... .
Thorpe .......................... ~ ..
Withee ............................•

1,420
1,233
1,353
1,370
1,420
1,135
1,112
1,022
1,139
997
1,177
1,242
1,212
1,217
1,268

Taylor ..•.......... Chelsea ........................... .
Hannibal .......................... .
Little Black. . . . . . . . . . . .. . ........ .
Medford ...... " ............. " ..... .
Stetsonville ..................i ••.••.
Westboro .......................... .
Whittlesey ........ : ..........•......

1,523
1,262
1,414
1,408
1,H5
1,502
1,463

Marathon ......... . Dancy" ........................... .
Dessert J"cf ....................... .
, Eau Pleine ..... '..................... .
Hatley ............................ .
Heights, ...... : ................... .
KeHys ............................ .
Knowlton ... '" .................. ..
Marathon ......................... .

Wausau(C;, M. & St. P. R. R.) .... .
Wausau Jct ....................... ,

1,130
1,167
1,122
1,258
1,219
1,209
1,123
1,286
1,155
1,277
1,206
1,306
'1,219
1,331
1,218
1,191

Lincoln ....... : ... . Bradley .... ~ .................. : . : : :
Combs ............................ .
Gilbert ...•.........................
Heafftlrd J ct ...................... .
Irma ............................... .
Merrill ..................•..........
Pine River ........................ .
Tomahawk ........................ :

1;473
1,344
1,437
1,492
1,508
1,263
1,233
1,450

,~~:;~e~::
:::::::::::::::::::: : :::::
Schofield .......................... .
Spencer ...•.•......................

~~~¥y ~~~~:: :::: :::: ::::::::::::::::
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Elevations of Railroad Stations in North Gentral Wisconsin.-Con·
tinued.
County.

Station.

Elevation.

Portage ........... . Amherst .......................... .
Amherst Junction ................. .
Bancroft .......................... .
Custer ..................... _ ..... .
J unction City ..................... .
Lake Emily ...... .. ............ ..
McDill. ........................... .
Nelson ........................... .
Plover ............................ .
Stevens Point (W. C. R. R.) ........ .
Stockton ......................... .
Webster .......................... .

1,065
1,099
1,086
1,173
1,140
1,124
1,079
1,053
1,074
1,084
1,144
1,091

Wood ............. . Arpin ............................. .
Auburndale ....................... .
Babcock .......................... .
Dexterville ........................ .
Grand Rapids (C., M. & St. P. R. R.)
Hansen ........................... .
Hewitt ............................ .
Marshfield (W. C. R. R.} ........... .
Milladore ......................... .
Nekoosa ......................... .
Pittsville .......................... .
Pittsville Junction ............... ..
Port Edwards .................... ..
Sherry ............................ .
Veedum ........................... .
Vesper ............................ .

],149
1,213
977
994
1,010
1,064
1,253
1,283
1,19Q
95!l
1,032
1,015
1,184
1,021
1,090

Langlade " . . . . . . . .. Antigo ........................... .
Deerbrook ........................ .
Elcho ............................. .
Koepenick (Weather Bureau) ...... .
Summit Lake .................... .

1,4R3
1,536
1,639
1,683
1,729

Price. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Ogema ...................... " .... 1
Pennington .. . .................. '1
Prentice .......................... .
\ Prentice Junction .................. 1

. 1,459
1,635
1,540
1,542

Rusk .......•........ / Hawkins ......................... "1
Ingram ........................... .

1,365
1,301

969

Before taking up the discussion of the origin and development of the p'~incip'al physiographic features of the area, however, it may b~ well to describe briefly:, the general proeesses and
forces operating in the production of the topography.
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AN OUTLINE OF RAIN AND RIVER EROSION.

The genera.l process of sculpturing and shaping th~ lImd surfaoo is divisible into several sub-proces8'eS, such, aa weathering,
ercsi.on, tra.nspor.ta.tion and deposition.
Weatharing is the term appHed to the processes of disintegration a.nd decomposition of the rooks. It is mainly accomplished
by t;h(l solvent action of the water, ebmges in temperature causing the disruption of rock particles by expansion and contraction, and the work of plants and animals. Soils are developed
ma.inly by proc6\!8eS of weatp.ering.
Th~ produc.tS' of weathering are tranSported by the force of
gravity, by winds, by glaciers, and by running water.
The work of the wind is not relatively importa.nt in this area
under p,resent oomatic conditions at least, though in th~ past
the wind may have been an eff'ective ag03nt in shaping the land
wrface. The action of the wind is not a negligibld factor, however, for in the dry sandy formations of the area, wind Mown
sa.nds are a common feature. The sculpturing of the sandlstone
mounds of certain parts of the area is p,robably largely due to
the action of the wtind.
The sand dunes occurring in certain
parts of the area (page 544) also are products of wind action.
Glacie,rs are no longer activ'), though in the past they wer<.>effective in tb.e development of the topographlie fo3atures of the
region. The work ()f glaciers, in eroding, transporting and depositing rock debris, has already been described (Chap. VIII)
and need not be repeated here.
The most important agent of sub-aerial erosion is running
W8iter. AJJ SOffi)J as the sea bottom is elevatdd into a land area
it is attaked by the rain and the strea.ms, and these rapiJy
modify its surfacd. Some of the water that falls as rruin evaporates at once and has but little eff'ect; some of it sinks beneath
the surface to join the ground water; and some of it runs off'
over the surface developing streams and performting the work
characteristic of streams.. It is only the water that gathers into
streams that modifies the land Slll"fooe.
'

----------
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The Development of Gullies amd Valleys.
The rains that fall upon the land surface tend to gather into
the depressiQns, however slight they may be, and Qnce concentrated in the depressions, both the volume and rate of flow are in·
er-eased. The watElr, flowing faster, erodes the depressions deeper
and: . as a result gullies are started. This tendency ,for the
rains to gather into rills and to wash out gullies is jllustrated
upon amoSit every hillside after any considerabe shower. Should
there Qe no irregularities in slope the rain at the (Jiutset WOUlJ
fail of concentration. But thOugh the rain would flow off ill
sheets the lines of easy erosion in the underlying material would
s,oon develop into depress~ons and become sites for greater ero:',
Slon. Either original ineqUality Qf !dQpe or inequality of material woulddl3termine the location of a gully, and one of these conditiO'Ils is usrually present. Once started, each gully tends to
p~rpetm:a;te 'itself, for the gully started by Qne shower is inevitably enla;rged by the next. The enlargement effected by suceessive showers effects the gully in all dimensions. The water
coming in at the head of the gully (larries the head farther back
into the land, thus lengthening it; the water coming from tha
sides widens it; and'the water flowing along the bottom deepens
it~ 'Thus the gullies grow into ravines and the ravineS grow into
l"aUeys by the simple process' of wash by running water. The
C'onditions 'of inequality or land slope and inequality Q1f material
which deterinined the development of the initial gully, alSo gov'the develo',pmelnt of the tributary gullies.
In its growth
the tributary repeats the 'history' of its main.

ern

How a Valley Gets a Stream.
V.l111eys sometimes attain ·considerable size without possessing
permanent S'trea'!lli., for at the beginning. grullies and vaJleys are
started by merely the ,run off of rains after h~avy showers or
~rom. the melting, snow. $.o<mer 1"1' lat.er howeve~ the valley gets
a permanent str~aI)1. AII:d this is acquired when the valley bottom is. cut d0'wn .to ~he rlewlof the grolUldwater of the surro-qnding· I;Lre8r. WbEm ,the ialley 'b<>ttom rea~hes just. below the l~vel
of the ground water, below .wll.i~;hr level all t,h6 openings in the
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I"OICks ar~ filled with water, the water from the sides seep into
it in the same manner that water seeps into a well. The tendency is :!lor the ground water to fill the valley to the same l~vel
as the ground water in the adjacent land. Instead of the water
accumulating in the valley as in a wtlll it tends to flow off, and
thus lower the level of the ground water. At the same time the
bottom of the valley is sunk deeper by constant flow thus tending to retain the permanent stream. There is usually a stage
in the deve~ opment of valleys, however between the periods of
possessing temporary and permanent streams, called the intermittent stage, when the valleys possess streams only during wet·,
seasons of the year,
" "" ,-"
As soon as a valley acquires a permanent S1tream its development goos on wit.hout interruption. N(Hltr(J1lP! !Ioweyercan cut
below a 'Certain gentle gradient froffisOurce ·to mouth. When a
stream haS' reached a gradient below which it cannot cut, it may
b~ said to be at grade 'and the valley hag reached base ~ev"e~.
Weathering, wash, and lateral erosion tend to widen a valley
long after its charuiel has reached base hwel. The, final reEJUlt of
the widening of val1~yS' is to rtlduce all the area which they
drain to a broad base level.

Relation of Tributary to Main.
In the development of tributaries along main streams a characteristic f.:lature is the angle at which the tributaries join the
main. ,The main st.ream follows down the main slope of the
lwd to the sea because it is up this main slope that the greatest
ltmgthen.ing headward takes place. If a tributary gully were to
start at right ~ngles from the main most wat& would come from
the side sloping upwllrd. There would also be a tenq,encw for
the, gully to lengthen upward from th~ seaward side and thus the
head would be brought .toward parallelism with the main vallElY.
I,n general therefo~ tIjlmt,ary streams under normal condition~
join their main at ,an obtuse, angle down stream. Where this is
not t1}e case SIOIW factor has interfered with the normal deVelopment" While most ,of 1(h~ tributaries of North Central Wisconsin join th~ir m,ain at I:ln obtuse angle down stream there ar,e,seyeral which do nat!. namely,th~ 0:( the Black River, w.bose~b
normal relations ar~funy described later.
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The Relation of Underground Water to StreGllnS ..
It has already been stated that a valley acquires a permanent
stream when it is Ciut down to the level of the ground water table.
But the level of ground water fluctuates from season to season.
It is depressed when the season is dry, and raised wh~n the seaSOIl is wet.
A vaJley has only an intermittent stream when it
has been cut down to the higher level of ground water during the
wet seasons of the year. Figure 35 illustrates the relations

~
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35. Diagram Illustratlug relations 0'[ gJroundwater to streams aud wells.
The dotted line A A represents the usual groundwater I~vel which rises to
A" A" In wet seasons and sinks to A' A' In dry seasons.

of ground water to streams. The upper dotted line; representB
the highest level of ground water when the valley has a stream
and th~ water in the adjacent wells stands high. The lowest line
represents the ground water level in a dry seru>on when no water
flows into the vaHey, and the latter tho:m possesses only a dry
stream bed. Permanent lakes like permanernt streaIllS lie just
below the level of the ground water table of the adjacent land,
and, fed from the ground water, they are kept at an approximate
uni form leveL The levels of lakes change. the;refore, with the
level of ground water and streams.
While the ground water level fluctuates from season to season
it also gradually changes from year to year, and in certain porous land £ormations permanernt ch~nges in the ground water
level are often wrought which exert a profouud effiect upon the
smaller tributaries and lakes of the locality.
On account of permanent changes in the level of the ground
water in the area of the porous alluvial formations of North Central Wisconsin, once permanent streams have become inter:rnrittent
stream8 or wholly extinct, and certain lakes have greatly dimin·
ished in size and some have been wholly obliterat~d. The process
of the extinction of lakes is described on page 612.
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.A striking illustration of the effect of changes in the level of
underground water upon permanent streams as illustrated by
Spring Brook Creek in the porous alluvial plain about Antigo.
When lumbering began in this region a dam was built across thd
upper portion. of the creek for the purpose of impounding water

FIG. 36. Map of upPer portion of Spring Brook near Antigo. On account of
the permanent lowering of 'the groundwater the dam Is now located
upon a dry stream.

for driving l~ down the stream to the saw mills below. At
present hoWever this dam stands high and dry far above the
living stream. The position of the dam with respect to the living and dry stream is illustrated in Fig. 36.
A CycZe of Eroswn.

When a land area is just elevated above the sea and a system
of valleys with permanent streams is acquired like that above
outlined the valleys would at first constitute but small and narrow depressions separated by broad elevations representing the
origdnal land surface. Such a condition of young valleys in a
new land area is represented in Fig. 1, Plate LXIII.
By consltant erosion the valleys lengthen and broaden out and
the intervalley ar'eas gradually become narrower and narrower. '
By pr()(',esseg of weathering and wash down the valley sides and
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the developing of side tributaries the broad highland areas between the valleys finally become cut up into small uplands, short
ridges, and hills, as shown in Fig. 2, Plate LXIII. By the development of side tributarieS' the original surfacd is lowered· mnch
more rapidly than by merely widening the principal valleys.
The successive stages in lowering the land surface is shown .in
Fig. 37 which represents a series of cross sections of a land

FIG. 37. Cross sections showing va.rlous stages of erosion in a cycle. The
upper section represents young and narrow valleys. the low~r sections
older and broader valleys.

ml}SS in process of degradation. The uppernrost secrtiD'Il represents a level surface crossed by young valleys. The next r<lpresents the same surfacd ata later stage, when the valleys are
grown larger and broader, while the third and lowest section
represents sltill later stages in the process of degradation.
In this manner a series of rivers under favorable conditions
of erosion and weathering finally reduce great land rn.asses to a
very low levd, approximately to the level of the sea. The new
level would be developed earliest near the sea and the areas farthest from the sea would: be the'last to be reduced. The time
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necessary for the development of such a surface is known as a
cycle of erosion and the resulting surface is a base level plain.
4. penep~a~n" is a .surface of erosion brought near to base level.
Yalleysand land surf~ces are spoken of as old or young intheir
~Qn,b.i$ryaccording to the stage of advanc.ement in the proces;;~i ~Jevding, The pre-Cambrian land of Northern Wi&'
oonsiIl;, ,88 later described, is an excdlent illumration of a peneplain of e~on,
During ,the general procesBS of the d~gradation of a land JIl8Bf3
lty taan ~dstream erosion, the softest rooks are the first to be
worn away, an,d the hardest ones remain th~ longest, and :fi.Il;ally
constitute mere ridges in the partly degraded plain. SU0h hard
rooks as thel Rib Hill quartmite constitute the remains of a v~ry
old land area in the re'gion abO'1lt Wausan. The quartzite rocks
on.a~oount of their extreme resistance to w~athering and eI"OSion
were n9t worn to the level of th~ surrounding softer rocks, and
now ~ain as prominent elevations standing abov~ the old
pe~plain of the crystalline land mass.
Falls and Ra-pids.
<)FkiI~ 'and rapids are a cdmmon feature of the rivers and
StreamS' of Northern Wisconsin. These ar~ developed in the valleyswhere the streams CftO&.>l from a more resistant rock to a less
resistant 'one. Where the roclrs a.re relatively easy' to erode do
low stream gradient is soon acquired, but where the rocks are
hard erosion is slow, ,and hence a series of stepS' or rapids are
formed IlB the streams alternately flow over the hard and soft
f6rma~ions. In course of time however the streams will succeed
in cutting down the hard rocks of the rapids to grade with the
stream above and, below,.' They belong t~erefor~ to the youthful
stag~of !t.valley history rather than to that of old ~.Vie~s
of rapi9s are illuStrated in Pl ates LXII, LXIII and LXVI. '
, W ~tetfalls and rapjqs at~, a~ important 'n~tural r6soo:tOO6 of
this ar,ea, ,and,~y o~ the~ have alre~y ~~e si~ f~ the
deve~op'Il!:ent' of Tval~able water powers. , 'The location of ~l the
~ties iqn. theWi!roOnsin RiVer, and'~l~ ~n ~ Bia:ek, h~ booh
determined hythe presence of ray~ds.: ... ' ' .
.
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N arrOW,s and G()'f'ges.
Where a stream crosses a hard rock formation a much narrower
channel is carved than where it ero!IIeS the softer rooks. As a
general rule the harder the rook the narrower the valley, and
the softer the rock the wider the valley. In the area of Northern
Wisconsin the narrow channels and gorges in the rocks are quite
generally called dells. Nearly all the streams of this area are
characterized by one or more dells. They constitute one of the
moo picturesque features of the region. A partial view of the
dells of the Pine River i!! shown in Plate LXxiv.

Relation of Erosion F()II"'I'lW; to Rock Structure.
The rocks of Northern Wisconsin fall into three groups: the
folded crystalline furmations; the horizontally bedded sandstone;
and the glacial dri:flt and alluvium. While the processes of river
erosion are essentially the same, whatever the character and
structure of the land mass upon which the erosion operates, yet
the various slopes of the valleys and hills developed by erosion
in a folded crystalline area differs essentially from the forms de.
veloped in horizontally bedded rook like the Potsdam sandstone.
Once developed, the rivers Widen their valleys and lengthen their
courses and finally bring the area drained to nearly sea level,
without regard to the character and structure of the land mass.
But in the intermediate stages of the degradation of a land mass,
the fol"lIlS of the valleys and the hills vary in aCICOrdance with the
strtucture of the rocks.
The erosion of a formation like the sandstone tends to. dlevelop
forms which are largely determined by the chQ.racteristic verticaJ
joints and horizontal bedding of the fm-ma.tion. As a ~ult
the upland areas in the sandstone are generailly carved into huge
blocks or buttes with n:early vertical 6SC8Il"pments along tble sides
and flat lying beds on: the tops. These
are most easily attained, because the plaJins of easiest erosion and weathering are
the plaill8 of horizontal bedding on· thl!J on~ hand and t1re planes
of the vertical jdinting on the other. Soo the illustrations of
sandstone mound shown in Plate XLIX.

forms
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'!'he .folded schists and strata of the crystalline area h<JWever
possess no well :defined and regular system of planes of easiest
.erosiDn on account Df their great variatiDn in structure and hard
ntlSS'. The jointing planffi Df the crystallines nDt Dnly extend
vertJiooJly but they also dxtend in various other directiDns. As
a result Df great variation in the character and stl1Ucture Df the
folded crystalline rocks the valleys and hills developed in them
are carved into gdlltle contours, as a rule, and gently rising
slopes from valley bottoms tD the upland su.mmits' prevail. See
Plates LXIV and LXV.
The drift formations Dn aecmmt Df their lack Df stratification
and bedding planes and jointing, and the great variation in the
character Qf the material, alsQ possess nQ well defined planes Qf
easiest erosion, and as a result, erosion forms are develQped quite
similar tQ those in the fQlded crystalline rocks. CQmpare Plate
LXIV with Phlte LXVIII.
.

Topographic Forms of Stream

Depo~ts.

The rock material eroded by the streams is carrie.i down the
slQPes Df the valleys in their CQurse tQ the sea. .While the final
gQal Qf the weathered detritus is the sea bQttom, much Qf the
material is deposited along the way for IDnger or shQrt~r periods.
The fQrms which the material assumes where depQsited in the
valleys are variQus. A CQmmQn form is known as alluvial
cones, fQrms which are depQsited at the fODt of steep slopes by
temporary streams after showers.
A CCIDlmQn fQrm which streams and river deposits assume in
valleys are the broad alluvial plains develDped by rivers upon
their flood plains. A river carrying sediment towards the Sda
will drQP its load wherever the slQpe Qf the valley becomes so
low as to check the current. The alluvial deposits in'the valleys
Df NQrrthern Wisconsin are very extensive and their general origin have already been described in Chap. X.

The Rejuv'enation of Streams.
After the degradatiQn Qf a land area to a. base-level pla.in,
the plain may be elevated by uplift, and the streams on aeoou.nt
Df the increased elevation will again deepen their valleyS and will
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3.'lSume. the characteristics of youth. In like manner on a.ccount
.of uplift the streams and rivers oocup,ied· in filling their valleys
may be Njuvenated by uplift. After uplift they will CeaBe de.positing material and begin to cut new channels in the old flood
plain. The rejuvenation of the rivers in the filled vall~ys ?f this
area have caused the 6IXtensiv~ development of terraces in many
of the valleys, as already described. See Figures 24 to 27.

Disturbamces of Stream

Dev~wpment.

A river system once developed upon a land mass remains as
one of the most persistent features of ll!atlure. It is very seldom,
however, that a river is permitted to pass through all stages of
development from youth to old age in a regular and normal manner. The most importanJt interruptiOOllll are due to conditio'ls
arising from elevation or SlUbsidence and glaciation. Some the
effects of changes of elevation in filling the valleys: with alluvial
deposits, and later the eroding of the river tarraces have already
been described, pages 522-3. The effects of glaciation in filling
the rivers and turning aside the rivers into new and narrow channels has also been referred to, pages 414-418.

or

The Adjustment of River Systems to the Lamd.
A stream developed upo~ a new land area in cOllSlequence of
upLift, like those already doocribed, is ca.lled a consequen.t stream.
A consequent stream is one wh08ie course is determmed by the
conditions of slope and structure of the land mass in which it
occurs. The river81 developed upon the Paleozoic rooks of Wisconsin, as illru:;t.rated in the driftless area, are consequent streams
developed upon uplift of the Paleozoic formatiOIl81. The aevel9pment of their cqurses and of thair valley features bas been determined by the slope and structure of the Paleozoic land.
A s'ubsequent stream is ona developed after the youthfui stage
of this system, usually along a line of softer rocks. Subsequent
streams are common in glacial areas. An antlecedent st:r-eam is
(me which has maintained its original consequent course without
regard to the upheavals within the basin in which tha stream
flows.

WISCO='S IS

SURYI~Y.

BUI.LJ.:'I' I :\

T Il E \Y1 SCONS I)/ HlYEH ON T il E C1\])If;f; I '; ( " I '~ 1l l 'EXEl ' LA1:,\ ,
Tbe [ ' ppe l' Papel' ~Iill Dam , COll allts Hn pids,
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A superimposed stream is one whose COUTSe has been determined by the stl'll1cture and slope of a previously existing surface which has been partly or wholly removed by erosion. The
course of a superimposed river system is not determined by the
character and structure of the land in which it is now located,
but by that of the land surface which once lay above it, but is
. now removed by erosion. The river systems of Wisoonsin as

FIG. 38. Diagram illustrating the development of a superimposed stream.

later described (p. 617-620) are oonsequent upon the Paleozoic
formations, and superimposed upon the underlying pre-Cambrian.
The development of a supeTimposed river is lllustrated in Fig.
3S. The river, after carving its valley through the overlying
mmrly horizontal strata, ccim:es in contact with the underlying
folded metamorphic rooks The ~ructure and character of the
underlying rocks upon which the river system nO'W begins to
erode is quite different from that of the overlying sediments
through which it has just cut its valleys. Nevertheless, unable
to chiange' its course, it continueg to sink its vailleys into the
underlying formations, though wholly out of harmony with the
rock structure there existing: Instead of developing a system
of valleyBI, therefore, in the lower and older land mass.
harmony witlil the structilreof the older land, there is sraptn"im-

in
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posed upon it a system whose courses have been wholly determined by the 81tructure of the overlying formations·.

SECTION III.

THE ORIGIN OF THE TOPOGRAPHIC FEATURES.

The principal topographic feature of the area is the plain of
the pre-Cambrian rocks. '!.'he subordinate features are due to
formations depositd upon the pre-Cambrian plain, or to their
subsequent erosion. The subordinate features fall into several
groups: those relating to the Potsdam sandstone; those relating to the glacial drift and alluvium; and those relating to the
lakes and rivers.
'fHE PLAIN OF THE PRE-CAMBRIAN ROCKS.

If one should stand upon one of the fiat-topped hills immediately nor1<hwest of Wausau, where neither the sandstone nor
glacial drift obscures,the topography of the pre-Cambrian, and
should look eastward across the narrow valley of the Wisconsin
and its tributaries" he would see that the uplands rise approximately to his own elevation and form an even crest line along the
horizon. To the northward the even crest line would seem to
rise gently but persistently, while to the southward the even
sky line formed by the fiat-topped uplands is seen to descend,
and not only fall below his own elevation but also far below the
summits of Rib Hill and Mosinee Hill, which lie a few miles to
the south. The even summit surface of the main upland is the
most striking feature of the landscape and at once suggests an
ancient plain, radiating to aU points of the compass, below which
the Wisconsin River and its tributaries have eroded their valleys,
and above which project a few isolated hills and ridges, like
Rib Hill and the Mosinee Hills.
At Wausau the elevation of the pl(l.in, represented by the
sTunmits of the even crested uplands, is approximately 1420 feet
above the sea; 20 miles north of Wausau in the vicinity of Merrill it is 1550 and 1600 feet above sea level. Going south of
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Wausau about 20 miles, in the vicinity of the boundary of Marathon and Portage counties, the plain of" the pre-Cambrian descends to an elevation of about 1200 feet; .and 20 miles still
farther south, in the vicinity of Grand Rapids, it is 1000 feet
above the sea.
As the plain gradually descends to the southward and the border of the Potsdam sandstone district is approached, the preCambrian is seen to be covered with isolated outliers of the
sandstone formation. The valley of the Wisconsin and its tributaries grows shallower and shallower, the valley bottoms of the
river ever rising nearer and nearer to the level of the pre-Cambrian plain. Forty miles south of Wausau, in the vicinity of
Grand Rapids, at the approximate border of the sandstone district, where the plain is 1000 feet above the sea, the valley bottom
of the Wisconsin practically coincides with the level of the preCambrian plain, as illustrated by the numerous crystalline rock
rapids of the Wisconsin, capped on either river bank by the
thin beds of nearly horizontal sandstone.
To the westward in the region of the Yellow and Black rivers,
there is an abundance of drift obscuring the general surface of
the pre-Cambrian, but in these parts of the area, also, the surface of the pre-Cambrian is seen to .slope gradually downward
to the south arid the thin edges of the sandstone are seen to lap
upon it.

Origin of the Plain.
Wherever the various kinds of pre-Cambrian rocks are
exposed, their schistosity and bedding are seen to be dipping at
various angles, and along the valley bottoms the streams flow
over the upturned rock edges. Hand specimens chipped from
ledges show rock crumplings on a minute scale; and the dipping
beds are the remnants of rock folds that once were evidently
continuous and roofed over broad spaces from a few hundred to
a thousand feet across. Everywhere the rocks stand on edge and
are folded and crumpled, having a structure similar to those of
the Alps, the Alleghanies or the Rockies.
While the rocks of the pre-Cambrian plain have typical moun.
tam strnctures, there is nothing in the present gently sloping
larid surface to suggest mountain topography. The dipping
?8-G
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beds and schists .everywhere stop abruptly. at the even plain
formed by the sliInInits of the flat-topped hills. There is thus
.an entire lack of sympathy, a striking incongrnity, between the
gentlyslopmg surface. of the pre-Cambrian area and the internal structure of the rocks.
It is a well established fact of geology thatapproxinrate level
u·acts of land, or plains, are formed in only two ways, either
by the formation of new land areas by sedimentation, or by the
leveling of the old land areas by degradation and erosion. If
formed by sedimentation, the general slope of the land necessarily closely coincides with the stratification of the sediments.
Plains formed by erosion, however, need have no regard for the
folded or otherwise complicated structure of the underlying
rocks. The pre-Cambrian land with its plain-like surface and
its internal mountain struct~res must therefore have been developed by the process of degradation and erosion of a preexisting mountainous r8gion.
The development of a plain out of folded rock formations with
its marked discordance of land surface and rock structure, like
that of this pre-Cambrian area, has been so adequately explained
and so generally accepted by geologists as the resultant of long
continued erosion, that' it seems reasonable to conclude at once
that the sloping, flat-topped U:plandsabout Wausau represent a
nearly level land surface produced by the wearing down of a
mountaiuous region to an approximate plain. The mountain
folds of the pre-Cambrian have been cut off by erosion at the
even sky-line of the area, just as the fibres of a great tree are cut
acrOSS at the even surface of its sawed stUIIip. The complete
degradation of the mountains was not accomplished, 88 is evidenced by such isolated hills as Rib Hill and the Mosinee Hills,
which project above the flat~topped uplands, and hence the
rf:gion must have been, not a plain, but a peneplain of degrada,tion.
A view of the pre-Cambrian peneplain before the Paleozoic
transgression is illustrated in Plate LXVIII.
In retrospect, the pre-Cambrian area was once a mountainous
region. Subsequently the mountainous area was worn down by
erosion to a peneplain. At a later period the peneplain was uplifted and "again subjected ta erosion, which is continued -into
the present time. Out of tIns ancient plain' of erosion' the pres-
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PLATE

LXVIII.

TOPOGRAPHIC FEATURES OF THE

AREA

AT THE

CLOSE OF THE PRE-CAMBRIAN.

Diagram illustrating the structure of the Pre-Cambrian rocks,
and the surface features of the area at the close of the preCambrian· erosion, the final stage in the production of the peneplain of erosion. The broken lines represent the boundaries of
the several" counties of the area. See maps, Plate I and II. In
eentral Marathon County are the quartzite monadmocks of Rib
Hill and the Mosinee Hills, and in Wood County are Powers
Bluff and South Mound which were not reduced by erosion to
the general level of the plain.
PLATE LXIX.· TOPOGRAPHIC FEATURES AT CLOSE OF THE PALE0zOIc SEDIMENTATION.

Same as above, after the transgression of the Paleozoic sea
and the deposition of the Paleozoic formations. The Paleozoic
formations up to the Niagaran may have been deposited over
the area.
PLATE LXX. TOPOGRAPHY AND DRAINAGE AT CLOSE OF' THE
PRE-PLEISTOCENE.

This plate represents the area after the long erosion of the
formations which extended up to the beginning of tho
Pleistocene period. Only a small portion of the Paleozoic,
namely the Potsdam sandstone, is left in the southern and southwestern parts of the area. Compare with map, Plate I. The
drainage developed on the Paleozoic in consequence of uplift is
now superimposed in all its deiails upon the resurrected preCambrian peneplain. The quartzite monadmocks of Rib Hill
and Powers Bluff appear as before. The depth of erosion and
dissection of the pre-Cambrian probably uniformly decreased
from north to south where the sandstone yet remains. The
Wisconsin River probably continued directly south of Stevens
Point. The Black River probably extended only a short distance north into Clark County.
PLATE LXXI. TOPOGRAPHY AND DRAINAGE AT THE PRESENT
Paleozoi~

TIME.

This plate represents the area at the present time, after the
transgression of the Pleistocene ice sheets, and the filling of the
valleys with alluvium and drift. Compare with map, Plate· II.
( 596)
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ent valleys about WauBau are seen to be in process of construction and hence this part of the area may be described as a dissected peneplain.

1'he Age of the Peneplain.
Going south of the crystalline area about Wausau and ap. proaching the region' of the Potsdam sandstone in northern
Wood and Portage counties, as previausly stated, the valleys in
the pre-Cambrian become appreciably shallower, the dissection
of the peneplain is seen to grow gradually less, and the surface
of the pre-Cambrian becomes dotted with outliers of the Potsdam. Still farther south, along the numer0U8 rapids of the Wisconsin .in southern Wood and Portage counties, the pr&-Cambrian is seen to occur only in the vatley bottoms with the cappings of sandstone lying upon it along the river banks, and in
this vicinity the pre-Oambrian plain is practically intact and untrenched by valleys.
Going still farther sooth below Nekoosa, the crystalline rocks
are no longer seen even in the river bottom, and the overlying
sandstone or the alluvium becomes the only surface rock.
The deeply dissected peneplain about Wausau thus passes into
the slightly dissected peneplain in northern Wood and Portage
counties, and at Grand Rapids and Nekoosa it is seen to slip
I under the Potsdam sandstone and becomes a buried peneplain.
Hence we must conclude that this peneplain was made in prePotsdam time and was later submerged by the early Paleozoic
sea and covered by the Potsdam formation.
A view of the pre-Cambrian peneplain after the Paleozoic
transgression, after it was covered with the Potsdam sandstone
and later formations, is shown in Plate LXIX.
The evidence upon which the pre-Potsdam age of the peneplain
is based is the continuity in slope and the uniformity in character ,of the dissected and uncovered portions of the pre-Cambrian plain with that sloping beneath and buried under the Potsdam formation. Ordinarily such evidence as this would be
deemed conclusive and it may be so considered in this instance,
but attention is called to the evidence, previously described (see
pages 388-392), in certain portions of the pre-Cambrian area,
consisting of an abundance of resid~al clays...lying beneath the
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sandstone, the occurrence and relation of which, it is believed,
fu:rn.ish additional proof of ,the pre-Potsdam ,age of the peneplain.
. Th.e PenePlain made: by Sub-aeriail Erosion.
Peneplains are formed by SlUb-aerial erosion-the work of rains
and streams; by marine erosion-the work of sea-waves beating
against a coast line; and by Ii combination of these processes.
It was formerly believed· that only sea-waves could accomplish
the work of reducing land areas to the near level of the sea.
But the presence of the residual clay formations beneath the
sandstone, indicating widespread weathering and decomposition
of the pre-Cambrian surface before the Potsdam formation was
deposited upon it, and also the fact of the occurrence of Potsdam conglomerate only about the isolated pre-Cambrian monadnocks, obviously indicate that the region must have been flatlying and very near to sea-level a long time before the encroachment of the Potsdam sea. Hence the 'sea waves could have had
little to do with the leveling of the pre-Cambrian to a penepla~,
for the degradation. was evideJ}.tly accomplished long before the
sea was present. .

Mornadnooks in the Disseotea Peneplain.
In our. view of th~ region surrounding Wausau it was
noted that certain hills and ridges projoot above the
flat-topped uplands of the pre-Cambrian plain. Thes,e are the
conical Mosinee Hills and Hardwood Hill, and the sharp ridge,
Rib Hill. The above named hills' consist for the most p,art of
very coarse quartzite" undoubtedly the most resistant rock in
nature, and for this reason they were not worn down during the
general degradation of the surrounding area in pre-Cambrian
time. These nronadnocks. with their pointed crests, ere in
marked contrast with the flat tops of the. uplands forming the
peneplain. They are the re~ants of a land surface older than
the even-crested hills, and are typical monadnocks. like Mount
l\fonadnock of ~~w Hampshire, which bears a similar relation JO
the peneplain of erosion of southern. New England~ ..Rib Hill,
. the most prominent of these monadnocks, has an elevation of
1,942. feet above the sea and of 500 feet .above the surrounding
dissected peneplain. Its summit reaches over 700 feet above
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the nlain of. tpe Rib and Wisconsin rivers lying at its base, and
it .h~s the distinction of being probably the highest hill in the
~ate; Upper MOsin,eeHill reaches about 200 feet above the
peneplain, ~Qwer Mosinee Hill about 100 feet, and Hardwood
Bill abo"Q.t 1-80 feet.

Monad~cks in the Slightl;y Dissected Pen~pla;in.
AbOut 35 riilles gouthwest of Wausau in central Wood
County is Powers Bluff, consisting of fine-grained quartzite
and chert, whose elevation is not knoWn, but which apparently
reaches about 300 feet above the surrounding area of the slightly
dissected peneplain. This bluff stands in the midst of isolated
thin sandstone re:miJ.ants lying upon the surrounding crystalline
plain, and wrapped about its base are' patches of Potsdam conglomerate. Powers Bluff bears the saine relation to the surrounding slightly dissected peneplain that Rib Hill bears to the
deeply dissected .peneplain about Wausau. In adjacent parts
of Wood County, farther south, there are other monadnoclrs of
resistant quartzite and granite, some of which rise from 50 to
100 feet above the. general slope of the pre-Cambrian plain.

Vlilleys in the Dissected Peneplain.
Since the pre-Cambrian and overlying formations have
been elevated, as previously described, the rivers and streams
have not mily uncovered large portions of the pre-Cambrian but
have deeply dissected it, while other portions are still largely
.covered with sandstone and have been but slightly or not at all
trenched by streams. The Wisconsin River meandering across
the pre-Cambrian from Merrill to Stevens Point has carved a
prominent winding va,lI'ey with steep sides and variable width in
the peneplain. North of Merrill in the region of thick drift, the
valley is much modified by glacial deposition. That part of the
v.alley between Merrill and Wauasu in the area of old thin drift
and driftless, has a depth of 200 to 300 feet (see Plate LXVII).
The .Wisconsin' valley gradually grows shallower tOward the
south, and twenty 'miles south of Wausau the valley bottom is only
about 100 feet below the peneplain, and about twenty miles still
, farther south, at Grand Rapids, the valley bottom is on a level
. w~th the descending slope of the peneplain. The branch rivers
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of the Wisconsin, such as the Big Rib, Big Eau Pleine, and Little Eau Pleine OIl, the west, and the Pine, Trap and Eau Claire
on the east, are U-shaped for about one-quarter to one-third of
their distance from theWiS'consin, ,and then pass into narrow
V-shaped valleys, and finally into broad V-shaped valleys near
the flat-topped uplands. North of the branch rivers just named
the drift is very thick, and the side valleys, like the Wisconsin,
are either wholly post-glacial or much modified by glacial action.
South of these branch rivers, in the region of the sandstone outliers, the side valleys, like the valley of the Wisconsin, gradually
grow shallower until their floors coincide with the level of the
peneplain.
In the western part of the area in the drainage· of the Black
River, the surface features are largely due to the sec~ndary
features of eroded sandstone and old drift superimposed upon
the plain of the pre-Cambrian. In this part of. the area it is
only here and there that the old crystalline plain is to be seen
through the overlying surface formations.
Throughout the entire extent of the region, however, the plain
of the crystalline rocks, whether appearing at the surface, as in
the driftless area about Wausau, or a few feet below, as in those
parts covered with drift or sandstone, pre-eminently forms the
dominating topographic feature of the region. The pre-Cambrian peneplain of erosion, made in comparatively early geologic
time, furnishes the platform upon which, the subordinate features of the landscape are imposed.
THE MOUNDS OF SANDSTONE.

In Portage, Wood and Clark counties numerous isolated
mounds, hills Hnd ridges of the P~am sandstone occur lying
in nearly horizontal beds upon the plain· of the pre-Cambrian
rocks. The sandstone was deposited in early Paleozoic time
(Upper 'Cambrian) upon the weathered crystalline peneplain,
and was clearly, at an earlier date, a mnch more widespread formation than at present. It is extremely probable that the 'sandstone once extended over the entire pre-Cambrian of this district of north central Wisconsin, and later investigation may
show its probable continnation over the whole of northern Wisconsin.
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The position of· the sandstone overlying the crystalline rocks
indicates, .as previously briefly po~nted out, that the pre-Cambrian land, after having been reduced to approximately base
level by sub-aerial erosion, and having remained near sea-level
for a time sufficiently long for the deep weathering and de~
composition of its surface, finally sank below the sea. And in
the succeeding sea bottoms a great thickness of sandstone and
perhaps still later formations accumulated. The depth which
this sandstone reached is not known, but it may have reached
500 or 700 feet over most parts of the area, for remnants, probably 300 feet in thickness, still remain in the southern and southwestern parts of the area. From the amount of accumulated
Paleozoic sediment in adjacent parts of the state, it seems very
probable that the ancient plain of the pre-Cambrian remained a
very long time beneath the Paleozoic sea.
Finally the region was slowly elevated above the sea, and
immediately the forces of weathering and erosion, the streams
and rains, attacked the uplifted ocean sediments, carrying the
fine debris of sand and silt down the slopes to the adjoining
seas. The streams assumed a position dependent upon the slope .
of the elevated region, ever growing larger and larger as the
area of land surface increased, and ever eroding deeper and
deeper into the sediments as the region was lifted higher above
the sea-level, until finally the region became covered with a network of meandering rivers and streams, trenching the ancient
ocean beds into hundreds of valleys, ravines and gorges.
At last through the overlying mrata the truncated edges of
the pre-Cambrian rocks began to appear again at the surface.
The str~ams cutting down through the softer Paleozoic l'Oeks
reached the hard rocks of the underlying crystalline peneplain,
denuding large portions of the pre-Cambrian plain of its overlying sediment. The streams, settling down upon the underlying
platform of crystalline rocks could not cease their work but
continued their erosion, trenching numerous winding valleys
into the once deeply buried peneplain.
A view of the pre-Cambrian peneplain after the partial removal of the overlying Paleozoic formations is illrurtrated in
Plate LXX. The drawing is designed to illustrate the general
features of the area just previous to the first glacial transgression.
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The . various processes bringing about the. changes involved in
the erosion of the sandstone and the uncovering of the buried
peneplain and its dissection are still continuing throughout the
firea. In some parts, as in southwestern Clark and southern
yVODd and Portage. counties, the sandstone is still the predominating rock at the surface; in other parts, as in the vicinity of
Stevens Point, Grand Rapids, Pittsville and Neillsville, it is
largely .removed from the pre-Cambrian; and in still other parts,
as in the region about Wausau, the sandstone has been almost
entirely removed, and deep valleys have been trenched into the
:underlying peneplain. The process of removing the sandstone
from the ancient plain of erosion was begun a long time ago,
and is still continuing, as clearly illustrated in various parts of
the area.
It is only in Portage, Wood and Clark counties that the santi·
stone formation still remains to furnish features of topography
to the area.
The various processes above depicted for the general erosiull
of the mantle of sandstone overlying the pre-Cambrian is fully
es:emplified in the erosion of the mounds, ridges and plains of
sandstone where these still remain and constitute prominent
features of the land. surface. The general distribution of the
sandstone in the various counties of the area has already been
described. (See pages 400.-.405.)
. The prominent and picturesque topographic features of the
sandstone lands are the irregular shaped ridges and mounds,
especially the latter. All the hilly features are formed ·in the
same manner, by processes of erosion, and represent but the
remnants of vast beds of sandstone which once es:tended continuously across from mound to mound. The mounds occurring
in the area of the old thin drift (FirSt Drift) and in the old
thick drift (Second Drift) have clearly acquired their subaerial erosion features subsequent to the early ice invasions.
The mounds are capped with resistant beds of sandstone, beneath which lie leS'S coherent and resistant beds. This is shown
by the fact that in many of the mounds it is only. the stone at
the summit .that· is strong enough to be quarried for building
purposes,as illusrated b~ the quarries opened upon the SUilllllit of Mosquito Mound in $Outhern Portage County, and upon
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Saddle Mound in northern J ackson C.~unty. The mounds,
therefore, in many instances, prob/tbly owe their' exisrence to
locally protecting beds of hard sandstone. While the distribution of.streams and rivers.may have.determined the location of
some as ridges and mounds along divides, the general unstable
character of the formation seems to indicate that many of them
owe their existence to differential erosion and to the removal
of surrounding less resistant beds.
'fwo types of mounds may be differentiated, those With nearly
vertical escarpments, and those with gentle talus slopes. Between these two extreme types there are all gradations. .
In the fOmier, relativeiyresistant beds lie beneath the protecting caps and hence the entire succession of beds weather
more slowly into mounds with approximately vertical walls, the
erosion, proceeding chiefly along the vertical joints and along
horizontal layers of softer sediments, dividing the mass into
fluted and corrugated escarpments of great beauty. The latter
have relatively soft beds beneath the overlying hard strata at
the summit, and these develop into mounds with gentle talus
slopes of loose sand. Compare Plates XLIX and XLV.
In certain parts of the area, mainly in n:orthern Wood and
northeastern Clark counties" the sandstone lies beneath a thick
mantle of drift through which in only a few places it protrudes.
Beneath the drift it probably constituted land forms similar to
.
.,
those outside the thick' drift areas:
The sandstone over .large parts of its area. of di~tribution
forms only thin sheets a few feet thick, extending over broad
level tracts of the pre-Cambrian plain. This is~specially true
immediately north of the alluvial plain region of southern W QOd
and Portage ·counties. It is not unlikely that the sandstone is
very thick ~nderneath the principal portions of the sand plain
of Portage, Wood and adjoining parts of Jackson county., Farther south the sandstone undoubtedly grows very thick ari4 appears buried hills and, ridges beneath the thick mantle of alluvium of northern Juneau and northern Adams counties (see
page 519), presumably similar in relief to the broken ridges, .
hills and mounds of sandstOne in southwestern Clark county.

as
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THE GLACIAL DRIFT HILLS AND V.ALLEY PLAINS.

In certain parts of the area there is an abundance of glacial
drift, while in other' parts there is much alluvium. The drift
forms hills and rolling surface featur~ upon the uplands, and
the alluvium forms levet stretches in many of the valley bottoms.
Both glacial and alluvial features are superimposed upon the
older topography of the crystalline peneplain and the sandstone formation, and very often these otder land features show
through the_later drift arid alluvium. The latest topographic
features are therefore but modifications of the ancient peneplain,
here deeply dissected, and there but partially uncovered of its
mantle of sandstone.
A view of the area showing the superficial features of drift
and alluvium upon the older features of ereded sandstone and
crystalline peneplain is given in the diagram Plate LXXI.
The features of the Pleistocene and Recent topography fall
into three groups, dependent either upon the structural characteror the age of the deposits, and relate to the topography
of the old drift formations; of the young· drift formations; and
of the alluvial or valley plains.
,

THE OLD DRIFT.

The older drifts. (that of the First and Second formations)
were deposited by ice sheets that invaded this district from the
east and northwest. These drift sheets were deposited in the
earlier part of the Glaciat Age and subsequently have been subjected to a considerable period of stream erosion. The drift,
therefore, no longer possesses the characteristic features of
glacial topography but everywhere presents forms of sub-aerial
erosion wrought in the relatively soft, incoherent drift. rhe
streams have usually trenched entirely through the drift mantle to the sandstone or crystalline formation beneath, and the
entire area of the old drift, with a' very few exceptions, is well
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drained, with gentte slopes leading up from the' rook-bound
streams to the thick drift-covered upland above. It$ topography
is therefore in marked ~onti'ast with the abrupt topography of
steep slopes an'd deep undrained areas char~terizing the regions
oecupied by the later drif~' sheets.
'
The MO/l"shfi,eld Moraine.

Chief among the topographic features due to the old drift
is the drift ridg~ extending in a broad curve through
Marshfield, Lynn, Granton and Neillsville, (see Plates XL:VI
and XLVII). This ridge, standing from 100 to 150 feet
above the flat-lying tand to the southeast, south and southwest,
is the terminal moraine of the Second drift sheet and can be
seen for many miles from the southward. The continuation of
this ridge northwest of Marshfield, is not prominent except in
the vicinity of Medford, but north of Neillsville it has been fol·
lowed across Clark County and for some distance into ChipI'ewa
County, and constitutes an important surface feature throughout its course. It is generally from one to two miles wide and
from 75 to I150 feet high, with gentle slopes leading up to a broad
indulating summit. Such a ridge would hardly be observable in
a hilly or broken country, but in this area of plains it constitutes
an important feature of the landscape.
The Arnott Morraine.-In, the eastern part of Portage Comity'
is a prominent ridge of old drift, named the Arnott MO"I"OIine,
representing the eroded terminal moraine of the S€eond drift,
and thus is of the same age as the Marshfield moraine. Views
of the Arnott moraine are shown in Plate LI.
Otl1er features are the short drift ridges and hills from 20 to
40 feet high, which. occur here and there over the area of
old drift. A belt of these lies west of Grand Rapids along the
terminus of the First drift sheet. Other ridges occur scattered
over various parts of the area. These hllls were built up at the
margin of the ice sheets, and while greatly modified by ero!f.ion,
they are characteristic fo:rmg of hills and are quite different in
origin from the erosion hills of Potsdam sandst6ne.
.
The prevailing surface of the area of old drift is targ~ly but
the m.odi.fication of the bard rock topography beneath, the general tendency being'to superimpose upon the more rugged
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topography" of the older land, a series of more gentle contours
and broad curving slopes, while upon the undissected portion of
the older land a slightly more uneven surface has undoubtedly
been developed through the unequal deposition of the drift deposfts. Thus the old land forms of the pre-Cambrian peneplain
• or the later mounds of sandgtone superimposed upon it ever reflect through surface of the old drift veneer. The relief of
southwestern Clark County, partakes mainly of the erosion
topography of the sandstone, while upon the broad crystalline
uplands of western Marathon and northern Wood, the mantle of
old drift and its erosion contours modify appreciably the older
land features.
THE NEW DRIFT.

Over a small portion of the southeastern part of the area
and over a large portion of the northern part occur deposits of
late· drift of the Third and the Wisconsin glacial epochs. As
shown upon the map (see Plate II) the area in the north"
ern part has a widely curving boundary extending east and
west, while in the southeastern part the border continues in a
fairly· straight ·line northwestward.
The surface features of the new drift aI"e not due to stream
erosion but partake largely of the constructional forms of glacial •
deposition. The topographic features of the new drift, therefore, are due to the manner in which the various characteristic
deposits, such M the terminal moraine, the ground moraine, and
the outwMh plains, were formed by the invading ice sheet.
Terminal, Moraines.

'The terminal moraine is the most prominent feature of the
new drift and constitutes a belt or zone characterized by abrupt
hills and ridges assooiated with depressions and undrained areM,
the hills and ridges generally reaching from 50 to 150 feet above
the surrounding lower land. The terminal moraines extend
. across the district in broad curves. and were formed beneath the
lobate'margiDs of great ice lobes that projected into the area.
The whole or parts of the terminal: 'moraines of four distinct ice
lobes of the Wisconsin ice sheet are evidently present in the
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district. . 'Lihe location of these terminal moraines h88 al,ready
been deScribed in 'some detail" and also the ice lobes producing
them (pages 490-493).
Green Bay Moraine. In the southeastern part of the area in
eastern Portage and e88tern Marathon counties is the terminal
moraine fo ...med at the margin of the Green Bay lobe which extends as far north as iO or 12 miles northeast of Antigo. Outside of this district this lobe extends 88 far south as Walworth
county. In the southern part of Portage county the terminal
"moraine of this lobe stands up prominently above the alluvial
plain bordering: it on the west. In this locality is the old drift
ridge, designated the Arnott moraine. The entire area of the
Wisconsin drift in the eastern portion of Marathon county con~
sists of the charq,cteristic hill and sag topography of terminal
moraine.
Langlade Moraine. In Langlade county, beginning about 10
miles northeast of Antigo and extending northwest acroSs the
county, is a comparatively short terminal moraine belt curving
outward toward the southwest, and evidently built up by an ice
lobe that entered this area from the northeast. This terminal
moraine has been named the Langlade Moraine and its steep
drift hills and deep basins constitute the prevailing surface
features of northe88tern Langlade county. In the vicin[ty
northeaSt of Antigo, where the Langlade and Green Bay
moraines meet, is a considerable area of nearly level land bar-,
dering the front of the terminal moraine, consisting of alluvial
\
plains overriden by the 'Third drift. .
Wisconsin Valley Moraine. . In n,orthwestern Langlade county
there branches off from the Langlade moraine a terminal moraine
which extends in a broad southward sweeping curve directly
across the drainage of the Wisconsin river. This terminal
moraine' has been named the Wisconsin V alley moraine and waS
evidently formed by an ice 'lobe advancing southward into tliis
area d()wn the Wisconsin valley. East of the Wisconsin river
in Lincoln county this terminal moraine COVers most of the
northeastern part of' the county, but on the west side of the
river it forms but a narrow belt extending to the northwest a
short distance into Taylor and Price counties.

/
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Ohippewa VaUey Moraine. In northeastern Taylor county,
at the divide between the Wisconsin river drainage' and the
Chippewa drainage there branches off a prominent belt of terminal moraine forming a broad swe'eping curve convex toward
the southwest and extending across the entire drainage basin of
the Chippewa river. This is caJled the Chippewa valley
moraine, and in that part of it occurripg in thi~ district it forms
a belt from 6 to 12 miles wide extending from northeastern Taylor county in a southwesterly direction into central Chippewa
county.
In the area of new drift the terminal moraines, as already
stated, constitute the prominent surface features, and in this
region of broad plains they can. be seen for many miles distant
The hills of the moraine belts generally vary \n height from 50
to 100 feet, although in many places they :l-each an elevation of
over 200 feet above the surrounding lower land. Where the
hilly terminal moraine occurs, it constitutes the predominating
relief, but back of the teminal moraine belts, in the region of
the ground moraine, the topography i!:r that of the pre-Cambrian
plain modified by the over-lying mantle of d~ft.
Terminal moraine of the Third drift. The lobesof terminal
moraine just described mark the border of the late Wisconsin
drift sheet, the latest of the drift· formations. . In southern TJincoIn county extending across the Wisconsin river at Merrill is an
older belt of less prominent drift hills which is the recessional
moraine of an' ice sheet earlier than the Wisconsin. The usual
height of the drift hills of this moraine is from 20 to 40 feet.
In the northwestern part of the. area in northwestern Lincoln
county and in southern Price and adjacent parts of Gates and
Taylor counties is It broad belt of gentle rolling land which repre·
sents ground moraine of the Wisconsin drift sheet. This area
does not differ greatly in topography from that of the region
of 'the older drift lying to the south of the border of the Wisconsin drift sheet;' however, streams have trenchoo: but little in
the ground moraine and the area as a whole possesses the broad
swelling contours common to recently glaciated areas.,

,
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Relation of Terminal Moraines to the Draim,age.
The terminal moraine of the Green Bay lobe in the eastern
part of the area is the divide between the drainage of the Wisconsin river, a 'branch of the Mtississippi, and the drainage of
the Wolf and Fox rivers, which lead into the Great Lakes and
the St. Lawrence river system. The moraine itself appears to
be superimposed upon a divide previously formed by these
river systems, although there may have been some minor shifting of the drainage by the deposition of the terminal moraine.
The Langlade moraine appears to lie upon a continuation of this
divide between the Mississippi and the St. Lawrence systems.
. The Wisconsin valley moraine which lies across the drainage
of the WisconSin· river forms minor divides between the tributary branches of the Wisconsin, while the interlobate moraine
formed at the junction of the Langlade lobe on the east and the
Chippewa lobe on the west, forms major divides between the
drainage of the Fox and Wisconsin on the east and the Chippewa and Wisconsin on the west. Like the Wisilonsin valley
moraine the Chippewa moraine forms minor divides between its
side streams, while its interlobate moraine adjacent to the Wisconsin moraine, as above stated, marks the bounds of its drainage area on the east.
THE ALLUVIAL PLAINS.

Bordering certain portions of the Wisconsin river and many
of its side streams and also the lower course of the Black river
is a broad area of flat-lying alluvial plains of variable width.
The plain covers a large part of Portage and Wood counties and
the adjacent area farther to the southwest. It narrows northward along the Wigconsin river and along the side streams as
these are followed to their sources.
The material of these plaiIL~ consists of stratified sand and
gravel and was evidently deposited by the rivers and streams
which flow through them. The probable origin of the alluvial
plain has already been discussed. Briefly stated, at an earlier
dnte, the larger rivers of the area, such as the Wisconsin and
its main tributaries, flowed in valleys much deeper than at present. In the southern part of the area the valley bottoms were
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prDbably Dver 200 feet belDw their present elevatiDns, while
farther nDrth they were probably between 100 and 200 feet
belDw. Sub~equently the area, with the Dutlying regions, was
depressed, the streams and rivers became sluggish and began to'
deposit sediments in their valley bottDms where at an earlier
date they were swiftly flDwing and constantly eroding. As the
region slowly sank, the river bDttDms became filled with successive .layers Df sediment until finally broad valley plains were
formed, where before were the slDping sides of deeps valleys.
Where the valleys were originally wide, the alluvial plains are
brDad and where they were originally narrDW the alluvial plains
are but narrow strips along the rivers.
Not all parts of the rivers of the area are bordered by alluvial
plains. They are mainly confined to the lower cDurses of the
streams outside the areas of the latest drift deposits. The allu~
vial plain of the Wisconsin river does not extend farther north
than the immediate vicinity of Merrill. The latest drift deposits appear to be· of later age and to overlie the extensive
filled valleys of the area. The alluvial plains are broad and extensive, forming the main land surface in those parts of the area
where the pre-Cambrian plain has been but partially uncovered
or little dissected, namely, in southern Portage and Wood
counties. They are narrow, forming the valley bottoms where
the plain of the crystalline rocks has been trenched into deep
valleys, as in Marathon county.
Since the alluvium was deposited in the valley bottoms, tho
region as a whole has been uplifted, the rivers have become more
active, and, as a result, they are nDW busily eroding and entrenching their courses in the filled valleys. In consequence,
new channels are sunk into the built-up flood plain, and terraces
Dr benches are developed along the rivers. . The former level Df
the flood plain is generally referred to' as the upper terrace and
the present flood plain of the river, the lower terrace. UsuaUy
two or three intermediate terraces. are develDped between the
oldest and the present flDod plains.
CHARACTER OF THE DRAINAGE.

Perhaps attention should be called, in this place, to the character of the drainage in the driftless area, in the old drift area,
in the ntl'W drift area, and in the alluvial plains area. The
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Pleistocene map, Platen, shows the di~ribution of the several
areas referred to. A glance at the map shows the driftless area
well drained. The areas of the old drifts, the Fi:r;m and Second
formations, are also well drained and covered with a network of
interlocking streams like the driftless area.
On the other hand, the area of the later drift, the Third and
Wisconsin formations, is charac:t~rized by imperfect drainage.
l\furshes, ponds and lakes are a common accurrence. The area
of the alluvial tracts is also characterized by poor surface drainage as indicated by the accurrence of broad marshes in southern
Wood and Portage counties.
The drainage of the old drift areas, like that of the driftless
is essentially complete and pedect, while that of the new drift
area and the alluvial plains is incomplete and imperfect. This
marked contrast in the development of the drainag~ is due to
the fact that the dl"iftleS'Sl and old drift areas have been subjected to the processes of sub-aerial erosion long enough to estaalish pedect drainage upon them, while the newer drift and the
alluvial deposits were so rec~ntly formed in the history of the
area that complete and perfect drainage has not yet been established upon them.

THE LAKES.

Lakes are important features of the scenery, mainly in the
region of the newer drift in the southeastern and northern parts
of the district. The lakes of the area are of two kinds, the
most important occurring in the glacial drift, the less important
in the alluvial tracts, The existence of any hollow which is
capable of hOlding water may give rise to a lake and hence many
of the sags and depressions in the terminal moraines are occupied by lakes and ponds.
Many lakes in glacial regions are due to the depressions of
drift in pre-existing valleys. AU the lakes in the drift of this
area, however, appear to be shallow and their bottoms do not
extend appreciably below the general level of the surrounding
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land upon which the drift was deposited. Furthermore they
are confined to the areas of terminal moraine where the unequal
distribution of drift into billowy drift hills has developed numerous sags and depressions in which water readily accumulates
to form lakes and ponds.
The lakes of the area are comparatively recent in origin and
do not date back beyond the formation of the last two drift
sheets. They are mainly confined to the terminal moraine of
the Wisconsin ice sheet, but some small lakes in southern Lincoln county, such as Lake View at Merrill and those near
Bloomvillj3, were formed by the Third ice sheet. The few lakes
in the area which have not been formed by the ice sheets during
the later glacial invasions owe their development to the work of
rivers. Reference may be made to Rice Lake in southern Marathon county, formed by the enlargement of the Little Eau
Pleine river. Other lakes are those formed in the abandoned
meanders along the Wisconsin river, namely, the Ox Bow Lake
immediately north of Mosinee, and a few small lakes in an
abandoned course of the Wisconsin river 5 or 6 miles north of
Stevens Point.
Lakes probably once existed in the area of the older drift in
eastern Clark, western Marathon and different parts of the ad·
joining counties, but have become extinct, for lakes are rela.
tively but fleeting features of the landscape and sooner or later
become obliterated by constant changes wrought in the land sur-

iace.

.
The Extinction of Lakes.

The usually recognized processes operating to destroy lakes
are three: the down cutting of the outlet, thereby draining the
lake; the filllng of the lake basin by detritus eroded from the
lake-shore or brought in by streams; and the accumulation of
organic matter, both vegetable and animal, such as peat and
marl, and sometimes chemical precipitation, formed in the lake
itself. The relative importance of these processes varies greatly
in different lakes, owing to the locaI conditions, for some lakes
have no outlet, others have little debris which can be eroded
from the lake shore, and others do not appear to pos;;ess the
physical conditions congenial to the life of ol"ganisms, or for
chemical precipitation.
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There are other processes operating to extinguish lakes which
do not appear to have been generally recognized by those who
have studied lake phenomena, namely, the processes operating
to lower the level of ground water in the area in which the lakes
occur.
The level of lakes coincides with that of the ground water in
the adjacent land and any change in the ground water level
is soon reflected in the lake levels. The various causes, therefore which rend to permanently lower the ground water will
operate to destroy lakes. One of the principal causes of per.
manent lowering of ground water is the opening of the land
to agriculture, with its accompanying clearing of the forest
growth and the cultivation of the soiL These changes due to
cultivation appreciably increase the amount of run-off after
rains and hence much of the rain-fall does not sink into the
ground and reach the table of underground water. These processes of lowering the level of ground water vary greatly in dif.
ferent areas, depending upon local conditions, mainly the character of the underlying rock. In land areas underlian by dense
crystalline rock but little change in the level of ground water
appears to take place. But in porous formations of gravel and
sand where the upper surface of the ground water is nearly level
over large areas, the changes wrought by agricultural settlement
appreciably affect the level of ground water and quite generally
lowers it permanently.
The effect of the lowering of ground water level upon the
extinction of lakes is especially well shown in southeastern Port·
age county where the surface formations consist largely of
gravel and sand and are ther.3fore quite porous throughout. In
the broad level areas of alluvial plains bordering the Green Bay
Miorairie in this part of the area, the level of ground water has
been lowered to depths varying from a few feet up to 40 feet
since the region was opened to agriculture. It is a noteworthy
fact also that in this area where the ground water has been ap·
preciably lowered the lakes have become greatly contracted and
many of them are entirely extinct. Most, if not all, of these contracted lakes, long ago lost their outlets and their'bottoms do not
contain an appreciable amount of filling due to wash or to organic agencies. The natural inference, therefore, is that these
lakes are being destroyed by the same causes which have operated
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to lower the level of ground water of the area. In those parts
of the area where the underlying formation consists of an abundance of clay or other impervious rock, where little change in the
level of ground water has been wrought by cnltivation, this
process of lake extinction is relatively unimportant.
The nplift of a region, through crustal warping, causing a
lowering of groundwater level, also exerts a powerful influence
on the life of lakes. The various causes operating to lower the
level of groundwater are regional in extent, and probably exert
·as strong an influence on the life of lakes as the local changes
wrought within the lakes themselves or their outlets.
~hese processes, like the others, therefore operate in different
degrees in the lakes of the area. While the various changes
are slight when observed from year to year, yet these processes
of lake extinction are certainly operating, and it is only a question of time when the lakes of this area will be destroyed.

THE RIVERS AND STREAMS.

The drainage of this area consists principally of the Wisconsin
River and its tributaries, and the Black River and its tributaries. In the northwestern part of the area are branches of the
Chippewa River,and in the southeastern part rise some of the
head streams of the F'ox River.
THE WISCONSIN RIVER.

The Wisconsin is the most important of the rivers, and the
history of this principal stream and its tributarIes will furnish
in outline the principal features of de;velopment of the drainage
system of the area.
The Wisconsin flows in a southward course through the middle
of the eastern half of the area. Its main tributaries on the
east are the Prairie, Pine, Trapp, Big Eau Claire and Little
Eau Claire, and Plover rivers and. the Buena Vista\ Duck and
Ten Mile creeks. Its main branches on the west are the Somo,
Spirit, New Wood, Copper, Big Rib, Big Eau Pleine, Little Eau
Pleine and Yellow rivers, and Mill Creek.
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The Featttres of the Wisconsin River Drainage.
If we turn our attent,ion to the courses of the WisconsillJ River
and its prillC!ipal tributaries it will be found that all the
tributaries from the west side pursue a similar course, in
approximately parallel directions, toward the southeast to join
the Wisconsin, while those from the east have likewise similar
parallel courses running towards the southwest. All these stream
valleys, moreover, are meandering and winding throughout, a
feature no less true of the tributaries than of the Wisconsin,
whose <;ourse is in a meandering valley throughout the area.
Another feature of the Wisconsin and its tributaries is the
lack of confinement of their courses to one kind of rock, for
everywhere the drainage courses lie indiscriminately through
rocks of varying hardness and resistance. This is especially
true with regard to the drift, sandstone and crystallines, but attention ;s called, for the present, only to the distribution of the
streams in crystalline rocks.
The. Wisconsin itself shows this feature the most strikingly.
Through Lincoln County and farther south in Marathon County
Its course lles through crystalline rocks, which vary greatly in
their hardness and resistance to erosion. Usually the valley is
narrower in the harder rocks than it is in those of a softer nature, but throughout its winding course it lies indiscriminately
l1cross the various crystalline formations. The tributaries, especially those in Marathon County, where the valleys are rockbound in crystalline formations, likewise flow indiscriminately
from hard to soft rocks, now running parallel to the rock cleavage and now directly across the cleavage, with a total disregard
for rock structure of every ~ort.
The branch valleys farther north in Lincoln County lie in
drift and crystalline rock, and those in Portage and Wood in
sandstone, alluvium, and crystalline rock There is, therefore,
throughout, an utter disregard shown by the rivers for the characterof the rock over which they flow in their course towards
the sea.
Attention may now be called to another characteristic feature
of the drainage system of the area; namely, the lack of harmony
between the size of streams and their corresponding valleys. In
the lower courses of ordinary streams, whether they are large or
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small, the valleys are correspondingly larger than in their upper
courses, where the streams are smaller. Yet this is quite the contrary with the valleys of the Wisconsin and those of its tributaries in this area, for, as previously observed in noting the topographic features of this area, the valleys of the Wisconsin in
southern Lincoln and Marathon counties,· are much deeper and
more prominent than farther down stream in Portage and Wood
counties. Betlween Merrill and Wausau the valley is 300 feet
deep, at Mosinee less than 200 feet, and at Stevens Point and
Grand Rapids but a few feet deep. The valley of the Big Rib
in northern Marathon is much deeper and more prominent
than that ~f the Big Bau Pleineoin southern Marathon, although
these two streams are comparatively the same size. Likewise
the valley of the Little Bau Pleine is much deeper than that of
Mill Creek farther south, though these two streams are of similar size.
The features common to the Wisconsin River and its tributaries are their meandering courses and their complete disregard for the varying character of hard and soft rock <,)ver which
they flow. The most striking feature of the drainage is the lack
of harmony between the size of streams and their valleys in
different parts of the area.

Origin of the Wisconsin

R~ver

Drainage.

Now it has boon shown by numerous observations on the development of rivers in othar parts of the world that under
normal conditions, streams, when they have the usual steep grade
and current, tend, not only to flow in nearly direct courSes, but
also to avoid the harder rocks, thus seeking to establish their
courses upon the softer formations 'and to move along lines of
least resistance. Rivers and streams of all land areas flow
through valleys of their own shaping and it has been shown by
countless observations that under normal conditions the larger
the streams the deeper and wider are their respective valleys.
In the lower course of the normal streams, therefore, whether
they be large or small, the valleys are correspondingly much
larger and deeper than in their upper courses where the streams
are correspondingly smaller.
The Wisconsin and its branches, therefore, do not appeal' to be
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normal, but the contrary, and 'since all possess these abnormal.
features there seems to be some caUse which has acted upon all
alike which has modified.the entire drainage in a similar manner.
The cause which has produced the abnormal features of the
drainage is to be sought for in the geological history of the area.
It has already been shown that the oldest land of the area is
the pre-Cambrian plain, the mountain structure of its various
rock formations indicating that they have been compressed and
elevated into mauntainranges. Throughout the entire period
when the land existed as a montainous region, it was SUbjected to
the forces of weathering and erosion. ' Finally the region was
worn down by erosion, to approximate sea level, and only a few
isolated mounds of the most resistant rocks, mainly quartzite,
remained as manadnocks standing in the plains as remnants of
the pre-existing mountain land. This erosion interval probably began far back in pre-Cambrian time and certainly did not
end until the Upper Cambrian epoch of early Paleozoic time.
Throughout this great period, extending doubtless over millions
of years, the pre-Cambrian is believed to have been above sea
level. If at any- time it was below sea level no record of its submergence now remains. During this tong interval, the pre-Cambrian was not only worn down to approximate sea level, but during the closing stages of its period of degradation its surface
rocks became deeply weathered into residual clays and soils.
The transformation of the mountains of the pre-Cambrian to a
plain required a vast amount of time, but when it was completed,
the rivers and streams which brought about the change had
fixed their courses in the softer rocks and had avoided the more
resistant ones, as shown by the existence of such quartzite hills
as Rib Hin, Mosinee Hills, Hardwood Hill, Powers Bluff and
Some granite knobs which stand as monadnocks in the ancient
peneplain.
During upper Cambrian time the plain of the pre-Cambrian
land sank beneath the Paleozoic sea, the then existing sluggish
drainage was obliterated and buried beneath beds of sand, the
Potsdam sandstone, laid down in horizontal strata upon the
truncated and deeply weathered rocks of the peneplain. After
a long period of submergence and sedimentateion the region
was elevated and appeared again above the sea, covered with the
sandstone and perhaps later formations as well. The region

"
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was 'evidently elevated by simple vertical uplift, as indicated by
the very gentle dip of the sandstone formation.

Dralinage Oonsequent Upotn the Paleozoic OII'/Jd Superimpoosed
Upotn the pre-Oambria;n,.
It has been shown by observation in other part.8 of the world
that when the bedded deposits of the sea bottoms are
elevated by simple uplift above the sea; the streams that gather
upon the land surface produce a set of primary streams running
in a general direction at right angles to the axis of uplift, and
therefore along the direction of the dip of the beds, and a set of
secondary streams whose courses are directed 'along the strike
of the strata and approximately at right angles to the primary.
The strata also break into vertical joints along the dip and strike
of the beds which tend to guide respectively the courses of the
primary and sec.ondary streaIilS'. River systeIIl8that have been
initiated as the result of emergence of an area clffllposed of
stratified rocks which were originally horizontal have been described by Gilbert1 as consequent upon the structure and hence
consequent streams would, if conditions were. uniform, run in
straight lines, and the main direction of these streams is usually
nearly straight, but in actual emergence of rocks many minor
inequalities are developed which tend to divert the streams from
side to side, giving them sinuous courses. The secondary tributary stream will only be approximatel3r at right angles to its
primary stream because the inain slope of the region is along the
dip of the beds and hence the tributaries generally run obliquely
to the strike joints of the beds to join the trunk streams, as weH
as to develop sinuous courses from side to side.
It has already been shown that the Wisconsin River has a
meandering course southward down the main' slope of the area
and that its tributaries are meandering streams flowing nearly
at right angles to it. Hence these streams have the position and
meandering c.ourse~ of primary and secondary consequent
streams developed upon an uplift of gently sloping strata such
as WP. know this region must have been, when, with its covering
of Potsdam sandstone, it was elevated above sea level. Oompare Fig. 38 with Plates LXIX and LXX.
1
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This view of the orizin of these streams is strengthened by
the distribution whicht'he primary trunk streams have assumed
in radiating from the pre-Cambrian Highlands of northern
Wisconsin. All the streams flow down the slope of the pre-Cambrian and down the dip of the surrounding Paleozoic beds to the
Miississippi find Great Lakes on the outer borders of the state.
But the distribution and meandering courses of the streams
flowing from the pre-Cambrian highlands across the Paleozoic
strata to the outer borders of the state is not all the evidence
available, for if one should visit the.streams along the border of
the Paleozoic and pre-Cambrian districts in Portage, Wood and
Clark counties, today the meandering consequent streams, developed upon the Paleozoic sediments, can be observed in the very
process ot sinking their channels through the overlying strata
into the crystalline rocks beneath.
Perhaps one of the best streams in which to observe the process of drainage superposition is the Wisconsin River itself.
In Wood and Portage counties, this river, while everywhere apparently bottomed in crystalline rock, shows in' many places,
just above the water's edge, the low escarpments of sandstone,
while upon the surrounding low plain below which the river
has sunk but a few feet there are numerous remnants of the
sandstone dotting the partially uncovered pre-Cambrian plain.
Here the Wisconsin, therefore, is seen to have just penetrated
th:::-ough the sandstone and to have just begun the process of
sinking its channel into the crystalline rooks beneath.
Attention has already been called to a prominent characteristic
feature of the drainage of the area, namely, the lack of harmony between size of streams and their corresponding valleys.
We now have the explanation of this abnormal feature. This
apparent lack of adjustment of valley to stream finds its explanation mainly in the relative case of erosion of the sediments
. overlying the pre-Cambrian, as compared with that of the hard
and more resistant pre-Cambrian. Portage and Wood counties
lie at the border of the Paleozoic and pre-Cambrian districts,
where the streams have. been able to remove most of the soft
incoherent sandstone, and have not yet had time to carve valleys
in the underlying resistant crystalline rooks. As time goes on,
the valleys in the southern part of the area will become deeper
and more prominent in the crystalline rocks, like those farther
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north in Marathon County, where a sufficient· time has already
elapsed for deep channels to be sunk into the pre-Cambrian
since its denudation of overlying sandstone. This lack of harmony between stream and valley in the area is therefore in
consequence of the initiation of the older consequent drainage
pattern upon a rook structure· with which it is wholly out of
harmony, and, is the natural result of the superposition upon
the pre-Cambrian, of a drainage system, which had been previously developed upon the overlying Paleozoic strata.

Resume of Development.
We may therefore conceive the initial course of the Wisconsin
and its tributaries and other main streams to have begun' as
soon. as the Palezoic sediments emerged above the sea and became dry land. Upon this new land surfac~ the streams flowed
and established their courses in harmony with the conditions
there existing. They were uninfluenced by the buried topography of the -pre-Cambrian and pursued their courses on the
slowly rising land surface as consequent streams. Gradually
they sank their valleys deeper and deeper into the Pal:eozoi~
sediments until finally, one by one, they reached the underlying
crystalline peneplain. The highest land was the first to rise
above the sea and therefore, being subjected longest to erosion,
was earliest denuded of the overlying sediments.
The primary streams first reached the crystalline rocks arid
then the secondary tributaries. The structure and character of
the crystalline rocks upon which the streams now began to flow
was extremely complex and entirely different from that of the
overlying sediments thrOlUgh which they had just cut their val:leys. On reaching the buried pre-C'ambrian the drainage was
immediately out of adjustment with the conditions there existing, for in place of the soft, gently sloping, strata. of sandstone·
there was met the steeply dipping schists and beds of various
formations of great hardness trending and dipping in various
directions. Nevertheless the streams unable to alter their courses
continued to sink their channels into
crystalline rook below
with the same meandering courses which they had acquired upon
the sloping beds of overlying sediment. Thus it came about
that these streams cutting into the various rocks which they
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happened to uncover would here erode a hard rock and there a
softer one, as each chanced to appear in their courses. In this
manner, therefore, a dzoainage system which had been developed
in harmony with the condition of slope and structure existing
in the overlying Paleozoic sediment became fixed in' the underlying! pre-Cambrian, although out of adjustment with the conditions of structure and character -of rock thereexisiing. Thus
the consequent S'treams developed upon the Paleozoic with their
meandering course along dip and strike of the gently sloping
strata continued their meandering ~bit as superimposed streams
upon the underlying ':r>re-Cambrianpeneplain.
The Wisconsin and' its tributaries, in this district at least,
very evidently developed their initial COlll'Be8. far back in time,
even as geological chronology is reckoned. The extreme proba.bility that they had their inception in strata overlying the preCambrian is not only shown by their distribution and meandering courses in this district, but all the streams of the state, as
aJ.i.6ady stated, are -seen to radiate to all parts of the compass
from the crystalline highlands, crossing, without any break or
unconformity at the contact, to the outer zone of gently dipping
Paleozoic formations over which they continue their courses
along the dip and strike of the strata in the manner of consequent streams developed by symmetrical uplift of horizontal:
strata.
At the border of the pre-Cambrian and overlying Paleozoic
the streams have largely removed the soft sandstone, and the
recently superimposed streams are just beginning to sink their
vaJJ:eys into the underlying crystallines. Farther north, where
the pre-Cambrian has long been denuded, the superimposed
&'treams have carved deep valleys into the crystalline plain.
Farther south, where the sandstone and other Paleozoic strata
still lie in great thickness upon the pre-Cambrian, the WiBC'Onsin
and its tributaries have likewise sculptured d~ep valleys in the
Paleozoic plain'.
The Modifications Wrought during the Pleistocene Pe'f'i<kJ;.

But while the WisconsJn river drainage' of the area is consequent upon the Potsdam sandstone and superimposed upon the
pre-Cambrian crystalii~erock as a whole, it is not consequent
or superimpoSed iIi all its details. ' It remains now to describe
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some of the local modifications of the drainage and the causes
which have produced them.
In Lincoln County the iWisconsin and its tributaries flow in
shallow valleys somewhat similar to those in Wood and Portage
counties, although this part of the area would ordinarily b~
supposed to have deeper valleys than Marathon Gounty, because
of its higher elevation, and under normal conditions its crystalline rocks would be subjected to longer erosion since its denudation!, and in consequence there would be development of
deeper valleys. It has already been shown, however, that m<>st
of Lincoln County is covered with abundant glacial drift of
comparatively recent deposition, and very probably the accumulation of the drif~ in pre-existing valleys has greatly modified
the pre-glacial drainage lines of this part of the area. In other
parts of the area, especially in t.he southern part, there is an
abundance of alluvium in the valleys through which the drainage lines now have their courses. In the broad tracts of alluvium some minor streams appear. to have been recently modified
and others may have been entirely developed.
In this connection, therefore, it may be well to call attention
to some general changes in the area due to subsidanoo and reelevation, and to the glacial invasions, du.ring the Pleistocene
period. Before doing so, however, the probable development of
the drainage at the beginning of the Pleistocene period will be
pointed out. See, also, Plate LXX.
It has already been shown that previous to the time of the
valley filling and the deposition of the wide areas of alluvium in
southern Wood and Portage counties, the streams of that part
of the area flowed from 100 to 200 feet below their present
elevations. In order that the stream could flow at this lower
elevation the area as a whole must have been correspondingly
higher above sea level. This period of greater elevation of the
area appears to have been in the early part of Pleistocene time,
although it may have been somewhat earlier or even later than
this. But whatever the date, there evidently was a time when
the region stood higher above the sea than at present, when
neither alluvium nor glacial drift covered the sandstone and
crystalline rocks of the area. This period, on account of the
greater elev~tion also, was one during which t~e streams :fI.ow:ed
more swiftly than at present and when erosion of the land was
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correspondingly more rapid. At that time the streams had uncovered the pre-Cambrian plain as far south at least as Necedah
in central Juneau County, and this part of the state was deeply
furrowed with valleys in the sandstone. Farther north in
Portage, Marathon and Lincoln counties, the valley of the
Wisconsin was much deeper than at present and the sida streams
for certain distances up their courses were correspondingly
deeper. The entire area at this time, with other parts of the
state, was trenched by deep rock-bound valleys in which the
rivers and streams flowed to the sea. At this time the drainage
in all its minor as well as major details was consequent upon
. the Paleozoic or superimposed upon the pre-Cambrian rocks.
This condition of deep valleys marked the close of what appears to have been a very long period of almost continuous
erosion of the land s'Ucc€.3ding the emergence of the Paleozoic
sediments. During this long period the rate of uplift and consequent erosion may have greatly varied from time to time but
there is no record in this area that stream work entirely ceased
on account of submergence of the region below sea level'.
Finally the changes wrought during the Pleistocene period
Were brought about. In the glacial drift of various parts of
the area are the records of four successive glacial invasions, and
in the valley alluvium are records of subsidence and re-elevation.
The sinking of the land and its re-elevation may not have been a
single continuous movement and the land may have been raised
andsunkmore than once, but the sum total of the movements as
recorded in the vaHey deposits is that which might· have been
brought about by a single movement of considerable subsidence
followed later by a slight uplift. Through the deposition of
drift by the successive ice sheets in different parts of the area
and the filling of valleys by the rivers, the valleys through
which the rivers and streams flowed were greatly modified.
In the area occupied by the earlier ice sheets the streams have
re-opened many of their former valleys, while in the northern
and southeastern parts of the area where the extensive deposits
of the WiscOIisiri drift occur, but little change has been wrought
by the streams since the disappearance of the ice. Through
subsidence of the land, th~ valleys of the southern three-fourths
of
area in Marath~n, P()rtagel.Wood and Oark cOUillties
were·· filled with much alluvium, the broad sloping valleys of

the
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the southern part of the area being replaced by nearly level
tracts of vaHey deposits. After the larger valleys of most of
the area were filled to a certain extent, the region was uplifted
and the rivers and streams began to intrench new channels in
the alluvial bottoms, where formerly when at lower elevations
they were doepositing material.
The Wisconsin River has very probably been shifted to some
extent to the west in southern Portage and Wood counties where
extensive filling of its former valley has occurred. From Stevens Point to Merrill the Wisconsin lias persisted in its present
course since its initial development consequent upon the emergence of the Paleozoic strata. Nortli of Merrill the course of
the Wisconsin, just previous to the Wisconsin stage of glacia.tion, may have been along the Little Hay Meadow creek and the
small stream flowing to the north, the present location of the
C., M. & St. P. railroad, as this valley is much more pronounced
than the onoe in which the Wisconsin River is located. The
Pine River, which at an earlier date joined the Wisconsin north
of the present junction, has a very prominent valley throughout
its coursa, so prominent indeed as to strongly S!Uggest its former
occupation by a more important stream, in pre-glacial tImes, as
this valley may be continuous with the valley of the Pelican
River, which joins the iWisconsin at Rhinelander. Minor changes
in the course of the Wisconsin between Wausau and Stevens
Point, caused by meandering from side to side in its alluvial
plain, are especially noticeable north of Stevens Point and above
the rapids at Mosinee. A slight change has been noted in the
course of the Wisconsin at Merrill. The changes in the channels of some of its tributaries, such as the lower courses of the
Pine, Eau Claire and Big Rib, have been referred to. That of
the Pine is due to the filling of its lower valley with glacial drift
(see p. 480) while changes in the Big Rib and EauClaire near
Wausau are due to the work (see p. 541) of these respective
streams in their endeavor to adjust themselves in their :filled
valleys.
In southem Portage County, in the outwash plain and alluvial :flat bordering the terminal moraine, Buena Vista, Duck
and Ten :Mile creeks evidently originated upon the alluvial
plains. These streams mayor may not have been larger du.ring
the presence of the Wisconsin ice sheet to the east. '};. stream
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at one time flowed from Clauds Lake northwest to join Ten
M!ile Creek, but became extinct long ago, probably soon after
the retreat .of the Wisconsin ice ~heet. See the abandoned river
and stream courses shown on the Pleistocene map, Plate II.
THE BLACK RIVER.

The Black River, which drains a large portion of Clark and
eastJern Taylor eounties, lies between the Wiscollifin drainag'1'
on the east and the Chippewa drainage on the west. 'l'his river
has the source of many of its head branches in the t.erminal
moraine of the late Wisconsin drift, and flows southward across
the older drift series of the district. The sandstone is the prevailing bed rock beneath the drift in Clark County, but farther
north, in Taylor County, the crystalline rocks of the preCambrian peneplain prevail. In the area of the crystalline
peneplain the land is quite flat and covered with much drift
of both the earlier and later stages. In the area of the sandstone, however, the relief is more broken, the valley of the main
river is comparatively narrow, and many crystalline rock rapids
occur in the river.

General Features of the Black River.
The profile of the Black River shows it to have by far the
steepest grade, and therefore the S"wiftest current, of any
river of its size within the state. The rivers flowing north to
Lake Superior, while having quite generally swifter currents
than those flowing to the south, are much smaller than the
Black. The profile of the Black from Withee to Black River
Falls, as far south as crystalline rapids extend, is shown in the
profile, page 543.
The elevation of the river immediately oolow the rapids at
Black River Falls is 749 feet above sea level, and at the WisCent. R. R. bridge llh miles west of Withee it is 1,187 feet,
a difference in elevation of 436 feet within a distance approximating 70.1 miles, thusl possessing an average gradient o'f 6.2
feet p.er mile, the maximum gradient reaching nearly 20 feet
per mile.
The drainage district of the Black River. above Black River
Falls, has an approximate area of 1,600 square miles. Much
more than one-half of this drainage area, namely 1,100 square
411-G.
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miles, lies east of the .main stream, the two principal tributaries
from the east being the East . Fork and the Poplar River.
The Black River drainage system presents a number of inter.esting physiographic features, only the briefest account of which
can be given in this report. The Wisconsin River and its
tributaries in this district has already been described as a drainage system developed consequent upon emergence of the Pal(lozoic strata, and late~ superimposed upon the underlying crystalline peneplain. The abnormal features of the Wisconsin drainage are readily explained as the necessary resultant of this
process of superposition, with some minor . changes due to subsequent glaciation and valley filling.
The Black River likewise illustrates a drainage system developed upon the gently sloping sandstone which is now in
process of becoming fixed in the underlying crystalline peneplain. The Black, however, and its tributaries, have become
but slightly intrenched within the crystall~ne formations, for it
lies mainly in a region where the sandstone is yet the principal
surface rock. The abnormal features, due to superposition,
therefore, will become more pronounced as the drainage sinks
deeper into the underlying crystalline formations.

Abnormal Features.
The abnormal features of the Black River, to which attention
is directed, are the lack of harmony in the courses and in the
location and distribution of its variO'us tributaries with respect
to one another, and to the adjacent drainage lines of the Wisconsin and of the Chippewa rivers. The abnormal features,
therefore, are due to the inharmonious courses of the streams
rather than an incongruity due to' the relative size of the valleys.
'1'he location of the Black River and its tributaries and adjacent drainage lines of the Wisconsin on the east and the
Chippewa on the west is shown iIi the accompanying map.
(Plate LXXV).

Examples of Stream Piracy.
Attention may first be called to the lar~st tributary of the
Black, the East Fork, which joins the main stream about 10
miles below Neillsville. It may be observed that the main
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brancheS' of the East Fork, located about 25 miles up stream,
have a southeasterly course, whereas the main stream below these
branches flows in the direction nearly opposite, namely, northwest.
One of the most striking characteristics of the courses of
streams is, that, as a rule, the tributaries join their mains with
an obtuse angle down stream, for under normal conditions a
main and its tributaries are developed upon the same slope, and
hence all would flow in the same direction. Local irregularities
sometimes interfere with these normal relations, but the uniformity in character of the sandstone upon which these stveams
were developed very probably does not furnish the necessary
irregularities of rock or surface features for the development
of such abnormal features. A glance at the course of the Wisconsin Rive.r and itS' principal and secondary tributaries, or of
other streams of the state, shows them invariably joining their
mains at an obtuse angle down stream. The fact, therefore,
that the head tributaries of the East Fork have an opposite
course from their' main, joining the latter at an acute angle instead of an obtuse angle down stream, is a striking abnormal
feature. Now a comparison of the courses of the head streams of
the East Fork with those of the Yellow River, a tributary of
the Wisconsin, shows the former to be parallel with the adjacent
tributaries of the latter and clearly directed toward the main
valley of the Yellow. The head streams of the East Fork of
the Black River, therefore, have the course and location of'
streams originally develuped as tributaries of the YeHow River.
Some time after their development 'as a part of the Yellow River
drainage, they were eviden,tly deflected to the Black River system. This change was brought about by the capture of these
head streams from the Yellow by the East Fork, favorable conditions' for their capture being caused' in part perhaps by the
changes due to glacial or alluvial deposition in this part of the
district. The capture by a stream of the tributaries of another
is .often referred to as river or stream piracy and is not an unusual proceeding in the life-like behavior of streams.
The course of the Poplar River, the next largest tributary
of the Black, which joins its main 4 miles north of Greenwood.
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is also unusual, for its main branches, the South and North
Forks, after their junction, continuing in the course of the
South ]'ork, have the abnormal feature of joining the main
Ppplar at an acute angle down stream. '1'he course of the South
Fork is northwest, while that of the main is but slightly southwest. The south branch of Rock Creek, which joins the Black
at Greenwood, runs parallel with the abnormal course of the
South Fork of the Poplar. The course of the South Fork of
the Poplar, strongly suggests itsl original development as a part
of the Wisconsin River drainage either as a tributary of the
Yellow or of the Little Eau Pleine. The courses of the small
branches flowing into the South Fork in the towns of Unity and
Green Grove, strongly suggest a southeast flow of the main
branch in harmony with the Wisconsin drainage system when
thes~ minor tributaries were developed.
An unuS'Ual feature of tIle course of tha Black River itself
is the bend two miles south of Medford, where it changes its
course from the southwest to the' northwest, and, after flowing
to the northwest for 10 or 12 miles, turns to the south again.
NormalliY, it should continu-e its course down the prevailing
southwest slope of the region in general parallelism with its
southwestward flowing tributaries in this vicinity, That the
course of the Black at the bend should be to the southlwest
rather than the northwest is shown by the fact that in times
of high water there is an overflow in this vicinity from the main
channel of the Black through a southwestward flowing tributary
which reaches up to it. The course of the overflow is shown in
the map PI. LXXV, in the S. W. corner of T. 31, R. 1 E. There
is a line of gravel ridges extending southward from the bend in
Black River, through a slight depression, and approaching very
near or up to the drainage of the North Fork of the Poplar,
which may represent the course of a pre-Pleistocene or early
Pleistocene stream. The tendency for the ove,rflow of the Black
River to pass through its tributary southwest of the bend instead of the round-about way occupied by the main stream is
in harmony with the law that the drainage of an area normally
takes its course down the main slope of the land. In this part
of the district, the dip of the sandstone beds, as well as the
land slope, is to the southwest, and normally, therefore, the
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main river and its tributaries should flow to the southwest. The
local channel of the main and its overflow tributary have not
been studied in detail, but it seems likely that, if left to itself,
the tributary will, in time, sap its trunk, capture the head waters
of the main, and become finally the main channel of the river.
The tendency illustrated in this particular locality, where the
actual process of stream capture can be observed, very likely
furnishes the explanation of most, if not ail, the abnormal features of the cours'es of the east tributaries of the Black River
system. The conformity in slope of the land to the dip of the
strata is the necessary accompaniment of the evolution of the
land sculpture of a region in accordance with the law of structure. It has already been shown that the general S'lope and dip
of the sandstone in the western part of this district is to the
southwest. Normally, therefore, the drainage of this part of
the district S'hould assume a southwesterly course, such as that
required by the Chippewa tributaries farther northwest.
The capture of the East Fork of the Black of some of the
tributaries of the Yellow River is very probably mainly due,
therefore, to the strong tendency of the Black River drainage
to follow the law of structure. The tributaries of the Black
flowing down the slope of the land in conformity with the dip
of the sandstone have been enabled to erode faster than the tributaries of the Wisconsin in this locality, whose courses lie across
the land slope. The former, 'therefore, eroding through the
dividing ,ridges which separated them from the latter, were enabled to capture some of the upper branches of the -Wisconsin
system.
All of the above described diversions are by east tributaries
of the Black, whose positons and courses are infull accord with
the land structure.
In sharp contrast with the larger east branches of the Black
are the smaller west branches, the latter being relatively very
weak. The west branches not only show no captures of adjacent tributarieS', but appear themselves to be in danger of
capture by the southwestward flowing tributaries of the Eau
Claire, a principal branch of the Chippewa system. The tributaries of the Eau Claire are vigorous because their positions and
courses are in harmony with the land structure, and for this
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reason, therefore, they have extended their courses remarkably
close up to the Black Rivoer itself. In sections 8 and 17, of T.
28, R. 2 W., branches of the Eau Claire are within one-half
mite of the main channel of the Black.
Thus there is clearly aparent a very strong tendency, shown
in .the drainage of the Bla~k River and of the Chippewa on the
west, for the drainage lines of each to' develop according to
the law of structure, and for this reason, since in this part of
the district the prevailing .surface rock, the sandstone, dips to
the southwest, the drainage of the Black has been ext.ended to
the northeast into' the territory of the Wisconsin system, while
the drainage of the Chippewa, in the same manner, and for the
same causes, holds sway in the apparently legitimate territory
of the Black.
Theory CdrncerrtJing the pre-glacial extent
dralina,ge.

of

tlve Black River

While the Eau Claire tributaries are dang'8rouS'ly near to the
channel of the Black River, there is, however, no obvious instance
of the capture by the Eau Claire of a branch of the Black. And
this fact, combined with others, strongly suggoests the possibility
that the entire upper portion of the Black River drainage as: a
part of the latter's system maybe comparatively new. Another
feature of the Black River drianage which strongly suggests its
youthful age is the very narrow valley possessed by its main
channel north of Neillsville as comparec;i with the valleys of
rivers of similar s:ize of thisparl of the state.
. It is noL the purpose, however, of the writer to go into details
concerning the most probable cou~e of development of the
Black River drainage system, and only suggestions are here
offered which may be fruitful of further res.earch and a more
complete later investigation when the necessary data, such as
abundant well records and topographic maps, are available.
It is suggested, therefore, that the upper head waters of the
Black River may at one time have belonged to the Eau Claire
River, and was originally joined to it somewhere in the vicinity
where the tributari.es of the latter at present encroach close to
the Black, and if this were true the drainage would have been
entirely in harmony with other parts of the Chippewa drainage,
in harmony with the law that land drainage doevlopes in accor-
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dance with the structure, and also in harmony with the tendency
to be observed at the pr~sent time, for the drainage to flow to
the southwest. It is suggested that the Black River Rysteril extended originally only some distance above Neillsville, and included only those tribu:taries that have southwest courses in
harmony with that portion of the system below NeillS'Vill-e. And
it is further sugg-ested that the causes which may have brought
about the diversion of the main branch of the original Eau CIl),ire
to a branch of the original Black was the work o~ the ice sheets
which deposited the very old drift in, this part of the district.
The probable pre-glacial divide between· the Black and the
outlying drainage is indicated on the map, Plate LXXV.
The glaciation producing the First drift sheet may not
have been adequate to bring aoout the change suggested,
but that of the Second, with its terminal moraine
gen.erally from 50 to 150 feet thick, and. often over 200 feet
thick, was evidently sufficiently vigorous to bring about considerable changes in the pre-existing drainage of a region with such
slight relief as this. The capture of the Wisconsin tributaries.
as already suggested,· was very likely due, wholly or partly, to
changes wrought by the deposition or the old drift or to allJuvial
filling.
.
The various changes suggested in the Black River system are
supposed to have been brought about in the early part of the
Pleistocene period, and hence a comparativ~ly long time has
since elapsed, dnring which the present drainage has carved
deeply into the old drift formations, developing a perfect drainage upon them, and in many places eroding deeply into the
underlying sandstone and crystalline rock. The Black River
drainage, therefore, at the time of the Wisconsin stage, and also
at the preceding stage of glaciation, was in most, if not all, its
details, the same as at present, and its upper tributaries gathered
into its main channet the glacial waters of the adjacent borders
of these ice sheets. In pre-glacial time, however, as above suggested, the Black River maynot have extended far above Neillsville, the territory now drained by the upper Black then being
draineq by tributaries of the Wisconsin and the Chippewa
jointly!. but mainly by those of the Chippewa, the entire drainage then being consequent upon uplift of the sandstone and in
harmony with the taw of structure.

PART III.

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY.

(633)

OUTi,INE.
Under economic geology is described the various geological
formations of the area which have or may have a commercial
value. The economic geology is described in one chapter, Chapter XIII divided into three sections:
Section I. The Mineral Resources.
Section II. The Water Supplies and Water Powers.
Section III. The Soils.
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CHAPTER XIII.

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY.

'rhe geological resources of the area are: the mineral resources,· consisting of various rock and mineral supplies; water
supplies, and water powers; and soils.

SECTION 1.

MINERAL RESOURCES.

The mineral resources include various kinds of stone, such.as
granite, used for building and monuinental purposes; sandstone,
used for building purposes; boulders, used for building; sand
and gravel, used in the manufacture of cement and concrete ;
granite and other igneous ,rocks used for macadam and road ma.terial; clays used in the manufacture of brick; crushed quartz,
used mainly for abrasive purposeS'; and carbonaceous schists,
and iron-bearing rock, used for mineral paint.

MONUMENTAL AND BUILDING STONE.

'rhe stone of this area used for monuments is granite. For
building stooo, granite, glacial boulders and sandstone are used.
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GRANITE.

One of the earliest granite quarries operated in Wisconsin is
located at Granite Heights, ten miles north of Wausau. The
granite quarried is generally a bright red variety, a phase of the
widespread granite formation of this area (see pp.179-187), and
is quite generally known as the Wausau granite, or the Wausau
red granite.
In the vicinity of Granite Heights station the granite forms
the steep valley sides of the 'Wisconsin River. the valley at this
place being about half a mile wide and between 200 and 300 feet
bel{)w the surounding upland area. Granite is obtained from
both sides of the river. Formerly it was largely quarried from
the steep slopes of the east side of the valley near the station,
but at present it is largely obtained from separated blocks of
granite, or granite boulders, from the west side of the river.
Granite of similar red co]{)r and texture is also quarried from
large blocks and boulders about seven miles southeast of Granite
Heights in Sections 34 and 35 of T. 30, R. 8 E.
Character of Gr'awite.

The color of the granite in the vicinity of Granite Heights is
red, reddish brown, and gray. At present, however, the only
granite quarried and placed upon the market is the bright red
variety from the west side of the river. The granite ~sts of
quartz and' feldspar of medium and fairly uniform size, with
very little mica and hornblende. The feldspar generally forms
about 60. per cent of the rock and is of a reddish color. The
quartzes are clear and transparent, which, combined with the
red feldspar, gives the rock, when polished, a bright red pleasing
color.
The chemical composition of samples from Anderson Brothers
and Johnson's quarry, west of the river, analyzed by Prof. W.
W. Daniells is as follows:
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Analysis of granite.
SiO •...................................................... 76,54

~!:8:' ::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ::: ::::: lr:~~

FeO ................................................... .
CaO ................................................ .... 0.85
MgO ................................................ : .... 0.01
K2 0.. ............ ......... ............................. 2.31
Na.O ........ .... .... ........ ........ .... .... .... ..... ... 4.32
H 2 0. .... .... ................ .... ..... ....... .... ......... .20
99.67

The physicial tests of Wausau granite made by Dr. E. R.
Buckleyl shows the granite to be adapted to the usual contstructions for which granite i~ uS,ed. The compressive strength as
oEtermined by cruShing two-inch cubes varies from 22,507
pounds to 27,200 pounds per square inch. Transverse tests,
made upon small rectangular pieces, gave an average modulus
of rupture of 2,518.5 pounds per square inch.
The Wausau granite was originally largely used for building
stone and paving blocks. At present the stone is used almost
entirely for monumental purposes.

INDIVIDUAL OPERATORS.

Anderson Bros. arnd J olmson.
The quarry operated by this firm is located on the west side of
the river at Granite Rerights, the cutting sheds and polishing
mills being located at the railroad station on the east side of the
river. The stone is quarried from large blocks covering the side
of the hill near the natural outcrop. The supply of stone of
ordina.ry- dimensions is very abundant. A large block, without
a detectable seam, measured 15 feet by 19 feet by 4 feet. The
stone is the bright red variety. The blocks are usually not
weathered deeper than two inches, and are essentially free from
voeins or discolorations. The plant of this firm is well provided
with engines, derricks and polishing machines.
1

Bulletin IV, Wis. Geol. and Nat. Hist. Survey, pp. 13F7.
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Maratkorrt- Grami,te 00.
The quarry operated by this ,company is located in Sec. 34
and 35, Town of Texas, T. 30, R. 8 E. The cutting shedS and
polishing mill are'located in Wausau. The stone is hauled. by
team from the quarries to the mill. The stone is quarried from
large blocks covering a solid ledge, the supply of the ordinary
dimensions, being sUfficiently abundant to last for years. The
stone is the bright red variety and is at present used exclusively
for monumental purposes, being identical with that obtained by
Anderson Brothers and Johnson. The cutting and polishing
plant of this firm is well supplied with modem machinery.
A new quarry was recenty opened by this oomp&ny in the
western part of Sec. 13, T. 29~ R. 6 E. The rock (a phase of
quartz-syenite) has a greenish tone of very pleasing color.
S'1'1UJlJ Qu04'ries.
~umerous small quarries in the granite and related igneous
rock are operated on a small scale for building stone throughout
the area.. In the nor.thwestern part of Wausau the red quartz
syenite is quarried for building stone, and about three miles
northwest of Mosinee, granite is quarried.

BOIUZders.

Most of the stone used for building in Marathon, Lincolil, and
parts of Portage and Wood counties is .the ordinary field stone,
either glacial boulders or the lOOSe blocKs weathered in. place
from outcrops. Over the area of the First drift sheet, (see map,
Plate II), the loose stone and blocks, weathered in place,_ are
largely used. In the region of the thick
drift deposits, suitabl-e
I
boulders for building basements can readily be obtained from
the glacial deposits, as well as from the loose blocks weathered
in pl'ace.
UNDEVELOPED GRANITE LOCALITIES.

Granite suitable for monumental and building stone occurs
at various localities throughout the area. Outcrops of granite
s,uitable for quarrying and the market shOlUld not only be of the
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right quality in regard to durability, ease of quarrying, .and of
suitable color and texture, but should also be conveniently located for transporting to the market.
In the few localities cited. below are granite outcrops that are
worthy of investigation for quarrying purposes. In the vicinity
of Granite Hoeights is an abundance of granite on both sides of
the river, in which various openings have been made. This
granite is mainly the red variety, but brownish red and gray
granite also occur in places. In some of the opoenings the stone
is mainly suited for building stone and in others it is well
adapted for monuments. In this vicinity on both sides of the
river, for several miles along the river the granite forms the
valley sides, either as steep escarpm~mts or gentle slopes. Much
of this granite is the bright red variety, such as that being quarried at present.
A gray granite of fine to medium grain occurs in abundance
at the dells of the Prairie River in Lincoln County, where the
water power is now being deve19ped. The granite at this place
appears. to be of an excellent grayish color, of good quality, and
in SlUfficient abundance for quarrying.
It has weathered into
rectangular blocks of various dimensions and has the appearance
of an outcrop easily worked. Lack of transportation facilities
is perhaps the chief obstacle in the way of operating at this
place.
At Irma in the central part of Lincoln County, an opening
has been made by O. J. Jenks in a granite outcrop, of schistose
or laminated structure, -which, from tests made by E. R. Buckley/ appears to be suited either for building or monumental
work.
At Cherokee in western Marathon County is a vertical wall
of granite exposed for some distance along the east bank of the
Big Emil Pleine River. This granite appears to be of good
quality and color and readily workable. This locality, however,
is not favorably located for transportation by rail.
In Wood County at several localities on the Yellow river,
north of Pittsville, are outcrops of granite which appear to be of
good quality but are not favorably situated for transportation.
Among these may be mentioned the granite forming the rapids
1 Wis.

Geol. and Nat. Hist. Surv., Bull. IV, pp. 1";;8-159.
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in Sec. 10 and 14 of T. 23, R. 3 E., and S·3C. 21 and 28, of T. 24,
R. 3 E. Prominent knobs of granite occur in Sec. 1 and 2, of
T. 23, R. 2 E., and in Sec. 25, T. 24, R. 2 E.
SANDSTONE.

•

The Potsdam sandstone formation of the area is quarried in
a number of places for building stone. This stone is used in
Clark, Wood, and Portage counties. In most places the stOI1J6
is quarried only for local uses within 3 or 4 miles of the quarry.
The sandstone is quarried for use in the city of Neillsvii1e in the
sandstone mounds about 4 miles northwest of the city in sections
3 and 4. For use in the city of Ma~eld the sandstone is
quarried about 5 miles miles northwest of the city in sections
33 and 34. At Stevens Point the low sandstone mounds ~)ll the
west side of the river furnish abundant good building stone for
local use and also for shipment by rail. About 5 miles northwest of Grand Rapids sandstone has been quarried for a number
of years both for local use and shipment by rail. About 6 miles
southeast of Grand Rapids quarries have been opened in the NE.
1,4 of Sec. 24, T. 22, R. 6 E., and in the SW 1,4 of Sec. 19, T. 22,
R. 7 E. In the vicinity of Bancroft several quarries have been
opened on Mosquito Mound and the adjacent sandstone hillS'.
Near Ellis Post Office in Portage County in section 6, T. 24, R.
9 E. are several quarries in sandstone hills in this vicinity.

MACADAM AND ROAD MATERIAL.

Besides the macadam used in the citieS' and made from quarried granite and syenite, and from fi.eld boulders, there is an
abundance of road material in various parts of the area, such as
disintegrated granite, gravel, sand and clay, which could be
readily applied to the country roads and which would greatly
improve them.

.
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Ma,cada,m.

Granite and various kinds of basic; igneous rocks, generally
called trap rocks, are used quite extensively by the cities of the
area for street macadam. Formerly cedar blocks were used in
some of the cities for street pavements but they are being largely \
replaced by macadam. The source of the stone for macadam in
most of the cities has been glacial boulders and :6.e1d stone, disintegrated III place, which have been hauled by farmers to the
city crushing plant. .Merrill, Wailsau, Stevens Point, Grand
Rapids, Miarshfield~ Antigo and Medford have used partly, or
wholly, macadam made from field stone, for which a. price of
$2.00 to $2.50 hag been usually paid to the farmers. In some
of these cities a better stone could be oorived from outcrops with.
in the city limits, where the crusher could be installed, and thereby not only reduce the cost of raw material but also redU(~e the
cost of crushing the stone, for the fresh quarry rock can be
crushed mth greater ease than the field boulders'.
A reference to the geological map and to some of the outcrop
maps shows the kind of rock at and within the vicinities of the
various cities of the area. Below is given a brief statement
concerning rock suitable for macadam in the cities.

Tomahawk.
Thel'e are no outcrops of rod!< in the immediate vicinity of
Tomahawk and hence the best source of stone for macadam is
probably boulders from the glacial drift of the vicinity.

Merrill.
This city is at present using field boulders brought in by
farmers. A good supply of rock, either granite or trap rock,
could be obtained within the city limits, on the south side of the
Wisconsin River near the bridge in section 13.
WausllrU.

Wausau formerly used field stone for macadam but is now
crushing the rock from outcrops near the C. & N. W. depot. If
the supply at this place should become exhausted, there is a
4l-G.
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number of places where good stone can be obtained within the
city limits on both sides of the river.
Stevens Point.

This city has used only field boulders for macadamizing its
atreets. An abundance of good stone, both granite and trap,
could be derived from the outcrops along the river.
Grand Rapids.

Grand Rapids, like Stevens Point, is situated on the rapids
of the Wisconsin River, and an abundance of suitable granite
and trap rock for macadam is present. In the southern part of
the city is an abundance of trap rock.
.A!ntigo.

This city is not located near any extensive exposures of rock,
and its most available supply of stone for macadam is probably
field boulders.
Marrshfield.

The nearest outcrop to Marshfield suitable for macadam is of
granite exposed in numerous large ledg.es about 2 miles east of
the city, in Sees. 2 and 3 T. 25, R. 3, E. Field boulders have
been used for macadam and probably are the best source of
macadam for this place.
N e~llsville.

Neillsville has used macadam and gravel to improve its
streets.. An abundance of good rock for macadam, both granite
and trap rock, occurs along the Black River and O'Neill Creek
in this city. Reeenty a quarry was opened and a rock crusher
installed at one of the OIIltcrops on 0 'Neil Creek.
Medford.

This city has used only field boulders for macadamizing its
streets. There are no outcrops within 2 or 3 miles of Medford
and boulders are probably the best materia]: to use.
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Many of the smaller cities and villages have used gravel to
improve their streets. Gravel can: be· conveniently obtained
within a short distance of most villages either from aUuvial deposits along the streams, or from the glacial drift deposits. A
number of the small cities and villages of this area are located
near outcrops of rock suitable for macadam. Among these may
be mentioned Ath-ens, Mosinee, Marathon, Edgart, and Greenwood and Pittsville.
COUNTRY ROAD MATERIAL.

Disintegrated Gral/'l,ite.
In a numbe~ of places in the area are considerable deposits of
disintegrated or partly rotted granite which has been used with
very good results to improve some of the country roans and village streets. The source of this material is either very coarse
€,'Tanite or v,ery coarse quartz syenite. The rock phaBes consist of large quartz and feldspar crystals, 1f2 inch or so in diameter, which have disintegrated in places to considerable depths.
About 3 miles west of Wausau in the NW. 1J1 0.£ NW.lJ1 of Sec.
33, T. 29, R. 7 E., disintegrated granite is dug from a pit along
the road and used quite extensively on the sandy roads of the
vicinity. About 3 mileS northwest of Mosinee in section 24,
similar rotted granite has been used considerably for improving
the streets in Mosinee, and the sandy roads in the vicinity. About
one mile north of Edgar is an abundance of disintegrated granite
which has been used to improve the streets of Edgar. In the
area of coarst) granite and coa,rse syenite northwest of Mosinee,
over a large part of T. 27, R. 6 E., and adjoining portions of adjacent townshipSl,. there is an abundance of this disintegrated
granite which has been nsed to some extent for improving the
• roads of the immediate vicinity. This disintegrated granite,
consisting of angular crystals and fragments of quartz and feldspar, can be pressed into a compact mass when placed on the
roads, and forms a hard stratum shedding rain well and bearing
the ordinary traffic with ease. This material: could be used to
good advantage to improve many of the side streets of the cities
where the more durable macadam streets would not be necessary.
This material is exceUent for improving both sandy and clayey

'-
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roads and its cheapness should recommend it very strongly for
a much greater use than is at present applied.
The value of disintegrated granite or feldspar for use as macadam and oountry road material can not be too bighly emph.a8ized. An abundlance of this material is present in a large
portion of this a:rea and its ru:;e should be greatly increased.

Disintegrated Samdstone Formation.
Near the base of the Potsdam sandstone in many places of the
. southwestern part of the area is an ablindance of clay which
may be either a· part of the sandstone or a part of the' residual
clay derived from the underlying pre-Cambrian crystal.l:ine rook.
In places the angular fragments of sandstone are thickly strewn
through this clay and th.e combination of the two makes an excellent cOVlering for roads. This material packs into a compact
mass and on sandy roads or heavy clay roads the use of this ma.terial renders great improvement.

Gravel, Sand and Clay.
Gravel and sand for surfacing clayey roads, and gravel and
clay for surfacing sandy roads, occur in abundance in the various
parts of the area. The judicious use of road material ·of this
sort where the roads are especially clayey or especiallY sandy
would greatly improve the goeneral character of the highways.
Usually suitable material is close at hand and would have to be
hauled but short distances.
The question of improving the country highways is an important one and is receiving considerable atrention at present by
the American people. One of the most objectionable features
to life in rural communities is the unimpro~ed condition of the
country highways. Recent improvement in country life has
been the extensive USe of the rural telephone, established by private enterprise, and the rural mail routes, established by the
National Government, both of which reach throughout the more
densely settled parts of the country. The next step in improving general conditions of country life should be the demand for,
and the inaugnration of, an improved public road system. In
aU parts of this area there is an abundance of raw marerial of
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excellent and suitable character close at hand, which could be
used to permanently improve the roads.
Already the cities and many villages of this country have
adopted the system of permanently improving their streets. by
some sort of pavement. The higher valuation of city property
makes the burden of constructing pavements in cities less propm-tionately to the property holders in cities than that of less
expensive pavements in the country to those living in the country.
For thisreasolll, therefore, state aid for constructing rural highways should b~ invoked and the legislature appealed to. This
aid in constructing public roads woold require only the further
application of the principle involved in state and counJty aid
now applied in the maintenance of the public ~hool system, and
in the construction of iron bridges on the country highways.

CLAY.

The clayl deposits of this area constitute valuable natural
re.<lOurces and will undoubtedly increase in importance in the
future. The clays of the area from the standpoint of their
structure or geological occurrence fall into two groups, residual
clays and sedimentary clays.
RESIDUAL CLAYS.

The residual clays are formed by the weathering and decomposition of the pre-Cambrian crystalline rocks of the area and
are found overlying the solid rock from which they have been
derived. The crystalline rocks consits of various kinds of granite
and basic rocks and hence the residual clays vary considerably
in compositon and texture. The clay deposits vary in thickness
from a few feet up to 30 or 40 feet and occur irregularly distribu~ over certain portion of Marathon, Portage, Wood, Clark,
~For a detailed account of the clays of Wisconsin, see Bull. XV, Wis.
Survey, by H. Ries or the earlier report, Bu!. VII Wis. Survey, by E. R.
Buckley.
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and Taylor counties. Outside of this area they occur in J ackson, Eau Claire and probably other counties farther northwest.
The general distribution and age of these residual clays have
alreadly been described (pp. 388-:-392). They occur at the border
of .the sandstone and the crystalline· districts, in the region of
isolated sandstone outliers. They were evidently formed pre-vious to the deposition of the sandstone, for they occur beneath
thick ledges of this rock as well as beneath thin cap pings along
the rivers and streams

SEDIMENTARY CLAYS.

Clays of sedimentary character are more or less distinctively
stratified and usually represent sediments that have accumulated
under water. Sedimentary clays occur in all the counties of the
area and are associated with either the glacial or the alluvial deposits.
CHARACTER OF CLAY PRODUCTS.

The clay 'deposits at present only produce common brick of
red or brown color. Certain clays of. residual deposits, as indicated in the following account of. undeveloped deposits, are
suited for the manufacture of paving brick, and certain others
appear to be good slip clays for glazing earthenlware. No fire
brick clays are known in the the area, although a thorough investigation may reveal the presence of fire clays among .the
residual deposits.
La;nglade County.

In the vicinity of Antigo in Langlade County are several
brick-yards deriving their clay from glacial deposits. The
thickness of clay in these various deposits does not exceed 8 or
10 feet and in most there is a thickness of only 3 or 4 feet. Four
brick-yards operate in the immediate vicinity of Antigo, the
entire annual output of the yards probably not exceeding 700,000
or 800,000 brick. The clays in this vicinity occur as thin de~
posits underlain with sand and gravel and at times overlain by
a few inches of gravet and sand.
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Lincoln County.
In Lincoln County brick are manufactured in the vicintiy of
Tomahawk, Shultz Siding and Merrill. At Tomahawk the yard
is located about one mile east of the city and the clay is-derived
from a deposit exposed on the south bank of the Wisconsin
River. The clay is finely stratified and has a thickness of 8 ot
10 feet down to the level of the river. The yard at Shultz Sid.
ing is located at the station. The clay bank has a depth of foul'
feet and is a mixture of bluish and yellowish clay. In the vicinity of ~rrill, brick-yards are operated 1% miles east of the
city. The clay bank has an average thickness of 3 or 4 feet.

Marathon County.
Brick-yards are located in Marathon County.in the vicinity
of Wausau, Ringle, Norrie, Edgar, and Athens.
About 3 miles northwest of Wausau in sections 13 and 21 IU'e
located brick-yards which operate in clay deposits varying from
2 to 5 feet thick. Some stone is associated with the clay. At
Ringle is located a brick-yard deriving its clay from a residual
deposit overlying granite and diorite-schist. The clay at this
bank is of a varying character depending upon the nature of
the crystalline rock beneath. It varies from a grayish clay to
a bluish variety. The clay contains some undecomposed rock
and is passed through a crusher before being mixed in the pug
mills. The average annual output of the yard at Ringle is
about 1,000,000 brick. At Edgar are large deposits of good
clays, two brick-yards formerly operating at this place, but at
present there is only one working. The clay deposits occur
along Scott Creek and are of fluvio-glacial origin. In the town
of Hamburg, section 28, T .. 30, R. 5 E., is a small brick-yard
operating in the thin deposit of clay of glacial origin. About a
mile north of Athens is a brick-yard operating in adeposlt of
clay from 4 to 10 feet thick. About a mile north o.f Norrie is a
brick~yard operating in a clay bank about. 5 feet thick. This
clay is of a greyish color and is associated in origin with the
glacial moraines of this vicinity.
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lpPortl1g~ OOUIlty there a.r-e two brjck-yards in th~ immeditLte
vmmity of SteveD.$ Poj.nt. :Both of these y!U'ds obtain tMjr qla.r
f~ residll!U depGfti~ deJ,'iveq f~OUl decompositlo~ of gJ.7jW~
Ime ~hUit. Th~ yarq, of the L~genbe:rg Brick MM.uf~~
<»DJiP'lW.y ~ loeq,t,ed abPqt Ilh miles north of the city ljmif4i a.ud
hll,ll ~ opera~ for a D,unJ.ber of yeaJ.'il· The factory Qf tM
Steveplil .poiut l3riplr ComPfl.uy is locatOO, about l;2 ~ north ()f
the ()ity, havinl{ be~u c;>~gMl~d &ud operated only sinoo 19o".
Iu bt>t;h of t~ depqsits ili.e clay ~ in part nne-grltined a.nd iJl
part pply pM1!iaJly dfl'OOmposed, ~d therefore conta.iml mOll8 or
less crystalline rock material. The clay is passed through
crushers before going tQ the pug mill.

W (jI()(j C01J1f1,ty.
lD, the vicinity of Gra:p.d RltpiQs there are two briclvyards
Qf the city, both operating iI\. r~iduaJ. clay d~~t4.
One of the yards, t~t ownoo by J. G. IIamilton, is l~ted in, the

lJ.QJ't}lwe~

Nlll.

1.4 of SM. 30,

T.

~3 ij.. I)

E., and the oth~,OWtl,ed by L.s-

$ig Bros" in the SW. 1;4 of Se(!, 36, T. ~3, R. 5 E. In both Q(
these deposit$ u. thin 6OVerUt~ of sedimentary clay overlie5! th,/)
l'~idul!l d~Q'lits, tbe wbole beillg wOl'keq together to make CQm..
mon brick. At Vesper a ~idual clay deposit is being worked
for brick. At PitmviUe on the fa.I1ll of Nash Mitchell ~re
residWll clays ~uitabl~ for the manufMture of brick a.nd ~
grMes c;>f d~tci:6.ed ware, About 2 mil~ nortb.e~ of ~~
fifl'lE;1, ~s loo"ted ~ 'btick7ya.r~ owp,ed by tM Oell~ WilJCQOOD
:ariQK Co., Wg Mqiw,~U.tary cla.y of gl{lcuw. origin.

CT.q"Tr.

af)II!In,tv.

In Gtlll"k CQunty the briek-ylJ.rds are located in ~eillsvill.e,
nelloI' lJoyQJ,anq nea.r Withee, abQut 2 IJLiles n9rtlt of Dorehestet-.
a.n4 9 mile;;! northea$ of Neill&vill~. In. all of th~ yarru. th~
clAy j~ of ~l~ial Qrigin ItIld burn" to re4: bricl,t, as is llSuat with
all the clays of this area.
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T OIJIZor 0 ()IU,'I/,ty.
III 'l'aylor County brick-yards are operated about 4 miles
north of Medford and at Whittlesey 6 miles north of Medford.
The former yard derives its clay from a thin deposit 3 or 4
feet thick and t~ latter from a deposit 10 to 12 feefi thick,
which occurs in thin layers having reddish-brown color, and is
fairly uniform throughont.
UNDEVELOPED CLAY RESOURCES.

The $ta.tem.~t has already been made that only common brick
clays are at present worked within the area. It seems reasonable to believe, however, that higher grade clays of both sedimentary and residnal origin may be found and develop,ed. The
sedimentary clays are distributed over those parts of the area
wheN the glacial drift is abundant. They a.re of rare ooour~ce in lIUita,ble locations in the broad area of thick deposits of
sandStoore oovered only with thin drift.
The residual clays are the most promising for investigation
for the manufacture of paving brick, fire brick and pottery.
It is possible also that kaolin may be found in quantity in the
residual deposits. As already pointed out, of the several brickyards operating in the residual clays, those at Stevens Point,
Ringle,· and Grand Rapids are producing only common brick.
The hivestigation of Dr. H. Riesl during the years 1904 and 1905,
shows that common brick only can be made from the clays now
worked at these yards. Residual clay deposits were found· in
the area, however, the preliminary tests and chemical analyses
of which indicate them to be of value for paving brick and as
slip clays for the manufacture of pottery.
At Pittsville is a dep08it of dense-burning clay found to approach a pavingt brick body. The fire shrinkage and absorption
of the Pittsville clay at different cones was found to be 88
follows:
Fire Bhrillkage.
·Cc,Dt 010". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2.3

Cop.e 00.. . • . . • . . •• . . . . . •.•. . . . . . . . . .
001)6 1..............................

'.7
7.0

1

Bulletin No. XV, Wis. Geol. Nat. Hist. Survey.

Absor~tion.

11.32
6.22

2. 27
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Some of the clays foUnd in the residual· area. are not only
fine-grained, but also easily fusible on account of the high percentage of fiuxingelements which they eontain, and the possibility therefore suggests itself of using such clays for slips. One
sample of thls sort tested was from. a deposit outcropping
along the Black River, about 4 miles due southwest of Medford
in the NE. % of Sec. 8, T. 3q, R. 1 E. It was found that if
this clay be ground up and mixed with water and applied as a
thin slip to a terra cotta body it burns to a reddiSh and somewhat glossy coat at cone 1. Kaolin and fire-brick' clays probably ocClur in the residual clay area. A kaolin dep<lSit at Grand
Rapids was worked a number of years ago but this deposit has
been exhausted.
P,-ospecting /()1' Residual Olays.
The residual clays always occur immediately upon the crystalline rock, and mayor may not occur beneath .a .capping of
sandstone. Originally. the· :residual clays were everywhere cov"
ered! with the sandstone, but in many places this covering of
the sandstone has been removed by erosion, and in many places
the clays· have also been eroded.
The region to prospect for residual clays, therefore, is in
the vicinity of cappings of sandstone overlying the pre-Cambrian
crystalline rooks. .As shown on the general geol()gical map of
the area, the region lies in the southern part of Marathon Dounty, central and northern parts of Po:ct..age and Wood, and a
large portion of Clark and western. T,aylor counties. The most
favorable localities are in th()SC parts of the area where but a
thin drift covering overlies the .older deposits of 'crystalline
rooks, of residual clays and of sandstone. The residual clays
appear most abundantly at the surfac~ in a. belt extending westward from .Stevens Point and Grand Rapids, through Pittsville
,to Neillsville and Halycon in Jackson County. 'The occurteIice
of residual clays at Ringle and' near Medford much farther
north indicate the wide distribution of these clayS'.
. Around the bases of the sandstone .mounds in the area where
the crystalline rocks abundantly outcrop, 8.l'e fltvol'ably situa~d
localities for prospecting. Along the streams, where the crystalline rocks and the .sandstone are abundant are also favorable

..
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places. It was formerly thought by Irving that these residual .
clays were mainly confined to the stream beds, but their widespread occurrenee beneath the sandstone away from the streams,
indicating that they were formed before the sandstone was deposited, shows tlll!-~· they occUr wit~outregard to the. present
looa.tion of streams,.· although .the -erosion of -the overlying strata
by the streams hasprodu~ iooaliti~favora:ble for the search of
outcrops of the-residual clay. ---.
In regard to the occurrence· of deposits of economic value,
the prospector should, of course, keep in mind quantity and
quality of the clays and -various factors determining the facilities for mining, such as the occurrence of loose material overlying the deposits and facilities for transporting either the clay
or clay product. Careful prospecting is necessary because the
residual clays vary widely in their character from point to
point, and adjoining fields may be underlain with clays possessing quite different properties. The clays can perhaps only be
worked where a thin stripping of a few feet is necessary.
Underground mining, beneath the sandstone, on account of the
loose unstable character of this formation, is probably too costly
to be practical.
QUARTZ.

Quartz from the massive white quartzite formation of Rib
Hill has been mined since 1893. This rock, as already described,
(pp. 43-52) consists of close-fitting coarse grains which, under
the microscope, are seen (see Plate VII) to interlock and dovetail with one another in a manner identical with that of vein
quartz or granitic 'quartz. As previously stated, the Rib Hill
formation is completely recrystallized quartzite, no traces of the
original clastic grains being left. Practically an inex1W.ustible
supply of quartz of character suitable for mining and crushing
for abrasive purpose occurs in. Rib Hill.
This quartz rock, while of,appropriate texture and sufficient
hardness for abrasive· purposes, does not appear to be of sufficient purity for the various purposes for which "flint" is used,
:pamely, as a constituent of pottery ware. Chemi~ analysis
(jf
Rib :am qu~rtz product is as follows:
.

t}le
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Analysis of Rib Hill quartz.

(SiOJJ .......................................... . 99.07
0.52
Iron
(Fe.O,) ....... , .... , ........................... . 0.17
none
Lime
(CaO) ............................................ '"
Magnesia (MgO)....................................... . none
Water (H.O) ......................................... .. 0.06
Silica

Alumina (Alzu.) ....................................... ..

Total. .......................................... '" 99.82

Two companies operate in Wausau, The Wausau Quartz Company and the Wausau Sandpaper Company, the quartz being
hauled by team from Rib Hill. A sandpaper factory is operated by the latter company. The fOl"Iller company produces
only the crushed quartz, a ball mill being installed. All grades
from the finest powder up to sires one-fourth inch in diameter
are made. Crushed quartz from these mills is sold in all parts
of the Union. The various abra~ive purposes for which the
quartz is used are mainly flint sandpaper, sand blasts, sand
belts, pumice stone, marble cutting, and match sand. Besides
being used for abrasive purposes, it is also used for filters, bird
grit, wood fillers, artificial stone facing, etc. In 1906 about
7,000 tons of crushed quartz were prod~ced, valued at $40,000.
Quartz occurring in veins or dikes like that mined in some
of the eastern states and used as "flint" in the manufacture of
pottery occurs in a few places in the area but has never been
mined. The crystalline rocks of this region are similar in all
respects to those in the east where deposits of vein quartz of
economic value occur. Quartz veins having a thickness of 5 or
10 feet, and perhaps more, are known to occur at a number of
places in northern Wood and Portage counties. Whether these
veins are large enough or are favorably situated for quarrying
economically is not known.

FELDSPAR.

Feldspar is not mined in this are~, although deposits well
worthy of investigation are known to occur in sufficient abundance 8 miles northwest of Wausau.
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These feldspar deposits occur in an area five Gr six miles in
extent near the central part of the town of Stettin. They are
found principally in sectiGns 10, 11, 14, 15, 16, 22 and 23, Gf
T. 29, R. 6 E. The feldspar forms large irregular masses and
veins in quartz syenite, pGpularly known as granite, usually
occurring in these masses in large crystals llS'lociated with a
subordinate amount of quartz and in some places with hornblende and mica. The veins vary frGm a foot to ten 0.1" twenty
feet in thickness and Gccur at numerous places in the above
deilignated area.
Three analyses of the feldspar from different places in the
area have been. made, showing the feldspar to be quite uniform
in composition. Number Gne was made by Prof. Lenher and
numbers two and three by Prof. Daniells, of the University of
WiscGnsin.
Analyses of Feldspar.
1

3

2

Silica (SiO.) .. ............ .... .... .... .... .... 66.42
65.50
Alumina (Al 2 0.)...... ........................ 20.23
19.24
Ferric.oxide (Fe.O B ) •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
0.95
0.46
Lime (OaO)............................... .... trace
0.42
none
0.26
Magneilia (MgO) ..............................
Sodium oxide (Na.O) ........................
5.59
5.29
Potassium oxide (K.O).... .... .... ........ ....
6.62
8.35
Moisture (H.O) ............................... I~~~~_
99.95

99.66

66.07
19.82
0.440
0.11
none
5.63
7.27
0.24

100.58

Feldspar is used extensively in the manufacture of china and
porcelain ware, in glazed tile, and in certain kinds of glass. It
is used to a lesser extent in the manufacture of certain kinds
of soap, polishing materials, and in wood' fillers.
The essential quality of commercial pottery feldspar is its
capacity to fuse to. a white mass when used as flux in the ware.
In order to. test this quality fusion trials were made upon small
and large quantities of the feldspar. Small particles of the
feldspar. a few ounces in weight, were fused by the writer and
of ten trials made several showed fairly white, while others
showed a gray discolo.ration. Larger quantities of the feldspar
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were sent to Mr. Karl Langenbeck .of Zanesville, Ohio, wh.o
made fusi.on trials UP.on portions of the feldspar weighing from
twelve to fifteen pounds.
In all of the trials thuS' far -made, however, weathered feldspar has been used which waS' picked up from the surface .of
the ground, shoWing more .or less discoloration caused by the
infiltrati.on .of e'Xtraneous material.
If it is true that the discol.orati.on is' n.ot due to the feldspars
themselves, but to the e'Xtraneous matter filtered into them, the
deposits are of value and are well W.orthy .of e'Xplol"ation. In
.order t.o determine definitely the c.ommercial value of the feldspar, e'Xcavations in the feldspar veins should be made, from five
to twenty feet deep, at a number .of fav.orable localities, and
sufficient P.orti.onS' .of perfectly fresh mineral should be selected
and fusion trials made up,on them.
It seems pr.obable that the above deposits of feldspar occur
in sufficient quantity f.or c.ommercial purposes, and it can be
readily mined and transP.orted.

MARL.

Only one deposit .of marl is known to occur in this area, that
of Lime Lake, 5 miles southwest of Amherst, P.ortage C.ounty.
Impure marl is known to occur in several .other lakes .of the
area and a sy,stematic search may reveal workable deposits in
other lakes .of the district.
The Lime Lake deposit, owned by John Een, has a thickness
of 10 to 30 feet and an area of 40 t.o 50 acres. This marl was
formerly used for the manufacture of quick lime. The fresh
marl is either white .or greenish grey. Samples collected by
M. L. Nelson and analyzed by W. S. FerriS' for the Survey have
the following oomposition:
A nalY8e, o/Lime Lake marl.
Calcium carbonate (CaCo.) ...................... 89.5C
Calcium sulphate (Ca So.)........................ 0.61
Magnesium carbonate (Mg C0 3 ).. •• • •• • •••• •• • • • •• 2.52
Alumina and Iron oxide (AI.O a Fe. Oa) .......... 0.39
Organic matter................ ............ ...... 5.48
Insoluble residue................................. 1.33

80.83
0.88
2.50
0.94
12.58
2.37

Total .................................... 99.83 100.]0
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Marl is used extensively in the manufacture of Portland
cement. The rapid increase in the use of Portland cement for
constructional purp~ and the increase of cemeltlt factories
throughout the country has led to a large demand for marl deposits, located conveniently with regard to suitable clay deposits
and transportation· :Bacilities. The recent investigation of the
clay deposits of the state by Dr. H. Ries shows the preseltlce of a
number of clays suitable for Portland cements in northern Wisconsin, hence it seems likely that some of the Wisconsin marl
deposits may be utilized in the near future for the manufacture
of cement. Marl deposits to be of econonUc value should not
only be of proper quality, but should also be of considerable
quantity, on account of the large scale upon which Portland
cement is now made.

MINERAL PAINT.

The mineral substances mined and prepared for pigments in
the area are carbonaceous shale, "graphite," and iron-bearing
schists.
CARBONACEOUS SEALE (GRAPHITE).

The quartzite formation outcropping about a nULe north of
Junction City in northwestern Portage County is associated with
much shale or slate, phases of which contain a variable amount
of carbonaceous material. A description of the character of
these deposits have already been given (pp. 91-94).
Since this carbonaceorus material has been advertised and
placed upon the market as graphite it is of interest to refer
briefly to it again in this place.
Graphite, like diamond, is a crystallized form. of carbon. In
the trade, two forms of graphite are recognized: " Crystalline
graphite" and "amorphous graphite," the former generally
crystallized in a columnar or foliated form, and the latter as
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fine grains usually mixed with claYi, quartz, and various minerals. The crystallized carbon of graphite has the capacity to
withstand high temperatures without oxidation, whereas the uncrystallized carbon of ordinary coal: or anthracite is burned a.t
low temperatures. There is a vast difference, therefore, in the
value of graphite and ordinary carbon in commerce. In order
to ascertain the nature of the carbon of these depositS' a sample
of the refined carbon product prepared for the trade was submitted to Prof. V. Lenhar of the Department of Chemistry,
University of Wisconsin. Inasmuch as the conclusion reached
by Prof. Lenher concerning the form of the carbon is quite
different from that which is popularly held by people interested
in developing the deposits, the result of his examiilation is stated
in full in the following report:
"The distinguishing test for graphite is oxidation by means
of potassium chlorite and anhxdrous nitric acid. Amorphous
carbon is completely destroyed by one treatment with the above
reagents while graphit~ by successive treatments is oxidized to
graphitic acid, a characteristic compound.
,', This black carbonaceous shale on one treatment with these
reagents lost all its carbon, behaving precisely like amorphous
carbon.
"Graphite burns at 660 degrees in oxygen. In order to get
the most direct comparison of graphite and this carbonaceous
shale with regard to burning in aiI'l, a good quality of graphite
was heated in the air in a platinum crucible at a red heat for
different lengths of time. In three hours the good graphite
lost 68 per cent, in six' hours 91 per cent was lost, nearly all
the graphite in six hours being consumed. The black carbonaceous shale showed a total consumption of carbon in less
than one hour.
"Analysis of the shale (partially refined carbon product) is
as follows:
Oarbon .......................................... 32·24 per cent.
Ash (red shale): ................................. 67.76 per cent.

The carbonaceous shale from the abov~ can be said to contain
no graphite."
It is quite evident, therefore, that the carlxm in this shale'
dOes not occur in the form of graphite and the name" graphite"
from the mi~eralogic standpoint is erroneously applied to it.
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Espec.ial attention is called to the form of the carbon in these
deposits in view of the fact that companies have been organized
and stock sold for the purpose of mining graphite from them.
The richer portions of the carbonaceous shale, bearing from
10 to 15 per cent carbon, are put through crushers and rollers
and separated by flotation in air. The product has been used
mainly as a pigment for mineral paint, and in the manufacture
of a paste for pipe joint connections. For these purposes the
product has been used with saceess. The product is similar to
that of the so-called Baraga graphite of Michigan and the socalled graphitic anthracite of Rhode Island.
It is an evil practiee, however, to apply the name" graphite"
to the ordinary form of carbon like that occurring in the carbonaceous schists at Junction City, and hoist upon the public
the sale of mining shares in so-called graphite mines. The carbon in these deposits has a legitimate use in certain manufactured products and the writer has no wish to criticise the legitimate exploitation of these deposits or the product manufactured.
By the use of the name "graphite paint" little deception can
be worked upon the purchaser of paints. The principal evil
lies in the sale to the unsuspecting public of stock in so-caUed
graphite mines, and claiming for the carbon of these deposits all
the virtues of true graphite.
True graphite occurs in small particles in the pegmatite veins
in the region about Wausau, as already described, page 307-8,
in a geological formation quite different from that in which the
earbon occurs at JlJillction City. The graphite in the pegmatite
veins does not occur in payipg quantity in the localities observed,
although it may be found in the veins of other localities in paying quantity.
IRON OXIDE.

A few miles southwest of Junction City, iron-bearing schist
has been mined and crushed for mineral paint by the company
operating in the carbonaceous pigment. Mixture of the carbon
product and iron oxide are used to produce various colored
paints.
4S-G.
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PEAT.

Peat fuet, though a novelty in this country, has been used for
centuries in Europe. Peat bogs occur in many of the swampy
and marshy tracts of this area, in the flats overlying alluvial
tracts of southwestern Portage Caunty, southern Wocd County,
and in the swamps of the Wisconsin drift sheet in the eastern
and northern part of the area. Crude peat, cut in blocks out
()f the bog and dried in the air, after which it is burned without
further treatment, has been observed by the writer in southeastern Portage County. Machine peat or peat' briquettes are
not known to have ever been made in this area.
A considerable variety exists in the composition of all peat
bogs. The greater number of peat bogs appear to be made up
of several varieties of sphagnum moss; some consist of the compact growths of other species of moss, and others of a mixture
of aquatic plants with or without moss or with common marsh
grasses and sedges. The peat bogs not only vary in the character of plant growthj, but also in the. character and amount of
mineral matter, such as clay and sand, associated with the peat,
and also in the state of the decomposition of the peat plants.
No statement can be made concerning the thickness and extent of the peat bogs of this area, as no special investigation of
them has been made. The use of peat as fuel has been investigated at various times in this country. Recently, renewed interest has arisen on account of the increase in the price of COlal.
If peat fuel is ever placed upon the market in successful com-,
petition with coal or other fuel the many peat bogs of this area
will become an important mineral resOlll'ce.
Beside the use of peat for fuel, attention should also be given
to certa;in phases of peat for other'purposes, such all a fertilizer
of soils and as an absorbent.
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IRON ORE.

Iron ore in paying quantities is not known to occur in this
area. It mayj, however, be present either in ,the pre-Cambrian
formations of slate or as bog ore of recent origin in the marshes.
Iron ore has never been mined in this part of the state, although
considerable exploration has been carried on at various intervaI:s
in different parts of the area.
About twenty years ago at the tim~ the Gogebic and Menominie Iron ranges were opened to mining, considerable exploration was made in the c,rystalline rocks in Marathon County.
Perhaps $75,000 was spent exploring for ore within a radius of
twenty miles of Wausau. These explorations were carried on
by sinking shafts and test pits in various rock formations such
as dio~ite, rhyolite and slate. The usual incentive for exploring
these formations was the occurrence of small veins of hematite
which were believed to be conneeted with large pockets of iron
ore. Invariably, however, the veins were not more numerous
nor larger with increasing depth of surface. Explorations were
carried on rin Sec. 13, T. 29, R. 7 E.; Sees. 5, 7, 11, T. 29, R. 8
E.; Sees. 31 and 36, T~ 30, R. 7 E.; 800. 31, T. 30, R. 8 E.;
Sees. 25, 30, 31" and 32, T. 30, R. 6 E.; and' Sees. 32 and 34,
T. 27, R. 7 E. Various other localities in Marathon County, in
Wood, POl'1tage, Taylor, and Clark counties, have been explored
for iron ore.
Without exception, however, in the various localities where
explorations have been car~ied on, there is nothing in the character of the rock to warrant the belief that hematite in more
than' mere traces would be found. In a majority of instances
the explorations were carried on in igneous rocks, either in finegrained diorite, or in rhyolite, and in some instances schistose
granite. These formations wheve explored contained either
small veins of hematite or were colored
by slight infiltration
of iron oxide.

roo
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The dark colored slates of this area occurring in the towns of
Hamburg and Berlin (see general map, Plate I) contain
phases of rock such as banded jaspery slates and carbonaceous
slates which are often found associated with the iron ores of
the Lake Superior iron districts. Among the field fragments
found scattered over the area of state, boulders or iron ore,
however, were not observed. While it is possible that iron ores
may yet be found associated with the slate formations of the
area, it does not appear probable. There are certainly no surface indications in the nature of outcrops or in the character
of the scattered boulders of the area which would lead one to
believe that ore 'in quantity occurs in the area. At the same
time it should be remembered that the occurrence of jasper and
carbonaceous phases of the slate are favorable indications that
iron ore may be present.
At Rudolph in Wood County is an occurrence of ferruginous
quartzite which has been explored for iron ore. This iron formation is apparently identical with the ferruginous schi81tat
Black Rive.r Falls, which was mined some years ago.
Thcl
formation at Rudolph appears to be of small extent and at the
locality where the explorations were carried on no ore in workable quantity was fOlund. This ferruginous schist or ferruginous quartzite is not like the. usual iron-bearing rock closely
associated with the pre-Cambrian iron ores. While it is not
impossible that ores in workable quantity may occur in this
kind of iron-bearing rock, the formation, from present knowledge, does not appear to be a favorable one.
Bog iron ore in thin beds and seams is known to occur in
the marshy tracts of Portage and Wood oounties closely associated with peat bogs. In the village of Nekoosa near the
center of Sec. 10, T. 21, R. 5 E., a porous bedded limonite ore
is exposed' ~n the river bank 15 feet above the water. As described by Irving1 this exposure extended along the bank for
some 50 feet and appears to be some 8 feet in. thickness, the
upper 3 feet being a porous but not pure ore ,containing 50 per
cent of metallie iron. Two hundred feet down stream the river
bank shows that the ore does'not continue in that direction. At
several points on the east bank of the Wisconsin River north
1

Geol. of Wis., Vol. II, p. 636.
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of Grand Rapids in Sec. 4, T. 22, R. 6 E., and Sec. 34, T. 23,
R. 6 E., small openings show ore like that above described. The
average compositions of some of the samples show' a content of
51.26 per cent of metallic iron. The writer has observed bog
ore in many of the low tract.'! of Wood, Portage and Clark
counties, although nowhere was seen a deposit thick enough or
rich enough to warrant investigation. It is within the possibilities, however, that bog ores· may occur in the marshes of the
area in sufficient quantity to be of commercial value.

GOLD, SILVER AND COPPER.

Neither gold, silver nor copper is known to occur within the
area except in very small quantity or mere traces. The preCambrian igneous rocks of the area are very. similar to those
in other regions in which gold and silver-bearing veins occur,
but the lack of discovery of appreciable quantities iIi the veins
or in the stream sands and gravels of the area would seem to
indicate that these metals occur only in very slight quantity.
Gold and silver have often been reported from various localit.ies
of the area and some prospecting and exploration work has been
done. Most of the reported finds of gold and silver are not
reliable. Prof. R. D. Irvingl in some samples of quartz carrying
pyrite and arsenopyrite, brought to him from northern Clark
County, found minute quantities of both gold and silver.
Copper has been picked up in fragments in the glacial drift
of the area, evidently being derived from the copper-bearing
rocks of northern Michigan. It is not likely that copper in
more than very small quantity occurs in the rocks of this area.
While in a general way it is true that the igneous rocks of
this region are similar to those of ot1rer regions in which gold
and silver bearing veins occurl, it seems very likely, in fact almost certain that· there are slight ditierences in th'd chemical
composition of the igneous rooks of this region, as compared
1

Wis. Acad. Sci., Arts and Letters, Vol. I, p. - .
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with those of other regions in which th~ metals ooour in paying quantity.
It has been shown for instance that the igneous rocks of North
Central Wisconsin are relatively high in alumina lime and soda
and relatively low in magnesia, and potash. And these charaeteristic~eatureSl of composition are not only true of one kind
or group of ignoous rocks, but is true of ali of them. There is
a difference then in the composition of these igneous rocks, inherent in the original magma, which, while measured in small
pere~ntage of the whole is nevertheless of sufficient importalliCe
to charact~rize these rocks from all others. This difference in
original composition of the igneous magmas of the region may
therefore furnish the explanation of the absence of certaiIlJ rare
metals like gold and silv~r in the mineral veins of the region,
and likewise the presence here of such rare elements as columbium, tantalum, ooriulllJ,etc., which ~. known to occur.
It
seems possible then that the inherent difference in composition
of the igneous veins and rocks of one region as compared with
those of another ma,y furnish the true explanation of the absence of certain elements like gold and silver in one regiollJ and
their presence in another.
The absence of the precious metals in the mineral veins of a
region is often explained ~n the theory that the physiooJ. conditions under which such veins were developed w~re not favorable
for the precipitation of Sluch metals.· The writer wishes to call
attention to the possibility, or probability, that the absence of
certain metals in the mineral veins may be wholly due to the absence of such metals in the original rock magmas of the region
in which such veins 'occur. The writer is i~clined to the belief,
therefore, that the essential absence of gold and silver in the
veins of the pre-Cambrian igneous rocks of this area may not
be due to any accident of physical development of the mini'iral
veins, but may be due to the meager quantity or absence of the<>'e
metals in the igneous magmas of the region.
THE RARE METALS AND MINERALS.

The occurrence of lithia-bearing mica, corundum, chromite,
tourmaline, garnet zircon, fluorite, I>y:rochlore, and rutile,
etc. is of interest from the economlic standpoint, as well as
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the purely scientific, for the fact that these mineralS' occur in
small quantity may lead to the discovery of some of them in
sufficient quantity to be of commercial value. Some of these
minerals such as tourmaline, garnet, zircon and fluorite probably occur only in such small quantity fIB to be of value fIB
gem material. Corundum and chromite might be found in
workable quantity in the basic rocks (troctolite, periodotite) at
the mouth of the Copper River as these minerals are mined in
a similar rock in North Oarolina. The lithia-bearing mica, and
the pyrochlore, and other species of mineral bearing the rare
elements, all occurring in the CQarse pegmatite northwest
of Wausau, may prove to be a commercial source of th€Se rare
metals. As to whether these minerals occur in sufficient
quantity to be of value, the writer can riot at present render
any opwaon. Their occurrence has not been investigated with
this object in mind. All these rare earth minerals, however, as
well as the fluorite and zircon occur in very coarse rock, coarse
pegmatite, and hence may be present in quantity in certain
looalities in thiS' rock. This coarse pegmatite rock occurs in
considerable quantity and on account of its unusual mineral
character is well worthy of much further investigation from
the scientific point of view and may alSQ bP equally worthy from
- a commercial view.

SEc'nON II.

WATER SUPPLIES AND WATER POWERS.

WA'l';(l}R SUPPLIES.

Tlle llu;r.nerous streams ,of the84'-ea afford abundant supplies
of water fOIl' stock.
For most domestic purposes, however,
wells are the lll6in relia.nce.
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THE GROUND WATER.

Well water is found at various depths below the surface depending upon the slope of the land surface and the rook formation beneath. At certain depths below the surface all the
pores and fissures of the rock formations are :filled with ground
water and it is iI;lto this water-IDled portion of the ground that
wells must be sunk in order to obtain an abundant and constant supply. The upper Isurface of the ground water generally called the water level, is usually very near the level of
the streams and lakes of the vicinity. The level of the ground
water is not horizontal, but is undulating, the undulations approaching, in a general way, the contours of the land surface,
standing at greater depths below the surface in the hills than
in the Valleys.
CHANGES IN THE LEVEL OF THE GROUND WATER.

The position of the ground water level changes from season
to season, standing lower in the winter, when precipitation is
slight, and higher in summer, when the rainfall is more abundant. It gradually sinks also from year to year as the lands
. come under cultivation: ~ome parts of the area show a much
greater change in the grotmd water level than other parts of
the area. In the rolling lands of Marathon County where the
crystalline rock is at and near the surface but little if any
change has taken place. In the area where the wells are in
the thick drift, as in Clark County, the ground water has sunk
from 10 to 15 feet. In the porous alluvial subsoil of the Bancroft gravelly loam about .Almond in southeastern Portage
County the. water table has sunk from 20 to 40 feet.
CHARACTER OF THE WELL WATER.

The well water throughout the area is that kind known in
domestic economy as "soft water." This is due to the absence
of limestone in the area. .
.
Abundant well water is obtained in each of the four groups
of geologic'8.1 formations, and will be only briefly discussed here
as the conditions of the soil water and ground water are more
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fully described for e3.ch. of the soil formations in a prelimlinary
report.

Wells in thie Alluvial 8011Ul and Gravel.
The securing of well water in the alluvial formation bordering the Wisconsin River, over a large part of southern Wood,
in southwestern Portage and the vicinity of Antigo in Lan-

glade, is a very simple matter, for this formation consisting of
much gravel and sand, is very porous and the level of ground
water is generally 10 to 20 feet from the surface, and very
often even less than 10 feet As a rule, however, in order to
secure good pure water wells should obtain their supply at
least more than 20 feet below the surface and where the
ground water is higher than this either "drive wells" or
drilled wells should be made. In the vicinity of Almond and
farther north in Portage County many of the wells are from
60 to 100 feet deep.

Wells in the Glacial Drift.
Water is found at ~arious depths in the sapd and gravel of
the glacial drift. In the region of the thick terminal moraines
where the drift forms ridges the wells generally penetrate
nearly to the level of the surrounding lower lands. Where
the drift is las than 50 feet thick, unless the land is very gently
sloping, the supply of water is usually obtained at the junction
with, or a few feet into, the underlying formation, which may
be either the crystalline rock or the sandstone. It is very
common to find an abundant supply at the junction of .the drift
with the underlying cystalline formation. However, if water
is not strock at the junction it is only necessary to go down
into the information beneath, whether it be the sandstone or the
crystalline formation, to :fi~d a sufficient supply.

WeUs in the Potsdam 8andsttme.
Wherever the sandStone has a depth of 10 to 20 feet and the
land is gently sloping it usually furnishes an ample supply of
water. The wells in the sandstone ridges usually reach near
to the level of the surrounding lower lands. The wells in the
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sandst~ne

are almost entirely in Portage, Wood and Clark

counties.
We~Zs
./

in tAe (Jry$.taUine Rock.

Wells bottomed in the hard crystalliJJ.e formation and receiving the whole or a large Plfl't of their water supply from the
various crystalline rocks are found in all portions of this area.
They are especially abundant in the rolling uplands of southern Lincoln, in Marathon, and in northern Portage and Wood
counties. The wells generally vary in depth from 20 to 40
feet, depending much as to their location in the hills or in the
valleys. The level of the ground water in the crystalline
formation seems to closely follow the contours of the land surface, standing high in the hills and near the surface in the valleys. In the crystalline rocks the water passages are confined
to the fractures, seams or fissures which are, as a rule, abundant near the surface in the crystalline formations of this state.
The stlitementhas been made that it is generally useless to attempt to get. a sufficient flow of well water from the crystalline rock, but this statement was based on the erroneous belief that the crystalline formation was" generally a massive
solid formation and not much fractured or fissured. The crystalline rocks are everywhere quite generally fractured within
50 to 100 feet of the surface and contain an abundance of water
and it is only necessary, therefore, to go down into this formation below the level of ground water and open up a number
of seams and fissures. The required depth to obtain a sufficient supply of water in the crystalline rock is generally from
20 to 40 feet, as above stated, and only in rare cases is a
greater depth than 50 feet necessary. In the thickly settled
rolling area about W llusau where the crystalline rock is within
a few feet of the surface it is believed that more than one-half
the wells are less than 30 feet deep. The much fractured and
fissured condition of the. crystalline formation holds equally
well for those portions of th~ area covered with the glacial
drift and the sandstone, for the fracturing was quite general
and took place long before either the glacial drift or the sandstone was deposited. In drilling wells in the hard crystalline
rock, like granite, the combined weight of bit and stem should
equal 1,200 to 1,400 pounds. The light weight drills usually
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make slow progress. The possible clogging of the water passages in the process of drilling crystalline rock should be taken
ip.to account.
In the area where the granite and. <?ther crystalline rocks are near the surface, however, most of the wells
are dug wells and wisely so for such wells being of large diameter open up a correspondingly greater number of the large, generally nearly vertical, fissures ramifying throughout the formation. The dug wells being of larger diameter have a larger
storage capacity and on this account, need not be so deep
as the drilled wells.

Absence of Artesian WeUs
The question is often asked as to the possibility of finding
artesian wells in this part of the state. In answer to this it
may be stated with a considerable degree of certainty that
there is very slight possibility of obtaining flowing wells in·
this area, because the necessary geological conditions are wanting. The widespread occurrence of the granite and other crystalline rocks usually very near to the surface, and generally
within striking distance by wells has already been pointed
out. It is a well known fact that the crystalline group of rocks
does not furnish artesian conditions and no flowing wells have
ever been struck in this formation in this state though repeatedly attempted. The structure of the crystalline group, the
character of its water passages and &ource of water is such
as to entirely preclude the possibility of obtaining a flowing
well from it, no matter how deep the well is sunk.
The sandstone formation lying upon the crystalline formation, is a principal source of flowing wells in other portions of
the state. But where it is the source of flow it lies at a considerable depth below the surface and beneath other thick
formations of limestone associated with impervious shales;
whereas in this area it either lies at the surface or beneath a
variable covering of loose pervious drift. The sandstone of
this area, on account of its nearness to the surface, serves as a
catchment basin and fountain head for the lower portions of
. thestate,ana. consequently there is an entire abAenceof con"
ditions here of fountain fl()'W.
The alluvial formation along the Wisconsin River is porous
throughout, and the other conditions for the securing of foun-
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tams are wanting. There is a slight possibility of find.in~ an
occasional small flow in the hilly portions of the thick drift,
but so far· as known none such occur in this area.
It may be stated, therfore, with considerable certainty, that
the probilities of securing artesian· wells in this area are so
small as to make the search for them wholly unjustifiable.
The conditions controlling the distribution of the artesian
wells in this state are fully and clearly describ~d by Prof.
Chamberlin in Chapter VI., Vol II, Geology of Wisconsin.
PUBLIC WATER. SUPPLIES.

Within the area here described, 8 cities, having a total population, in 1905, of 56,275, are provided with public water
supply systems. Five of these cities are on the Wisconsin
River, having populations and sources of supply as indicated in
the table:
Souroe 01 water 8upply and population of oitin on the Wisconsin river.
..
City.

Population.

Source of Supply.

Tomahawk ..•..........
Merrill .....•.•.........
Wausau .••..........•..

2,626
9,197
14, !l58

Large sprinlJ near bank of river.
Open wells In san.;} and gravel.
System of 30 six-inch wells, 134 feet
deep, in the river gravel.

Stevens Point .........•

9,022

Grand Rapids .... , .....

6,157

Large open shallow wells on river
bank
Springs.

Neillsville bas a populatiODi of 2.117. Its source of supply
are large open wells on bank of Black River, 3~ feet deep, 20
feet in drift, 15 feet in granite.
Marshfield, with a population· of 6,035, is located UpODi the
divide between the Yellow and Little Eau Pleine rivers and
Mill Crook. Its source of supply is a system of wells 30 feet
deep, oonnected by galleries, in a sandy glacial. formation.
Antigo, with a population of 6,663 is located upon Spring
Brook and obtains its supply from a .large open well about 25
feet deep in a sandy gravel glacial deposit..

;
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WATER POW!lJR.

The water powers are a prominent and valuable natural
resource of the area. No complete systematic measurement of
the water powers of the area has been made but fairly accurate
estimates have been furnished.
Along the Wisconsin River
from Tomahawk to Nekoosa, no l~ than 26 rapids occur.
each having a fall of from 5 to 10 feet up to 90 feet.
The amount of available water power in this stretch of river
probably exceeds 100,000 horse power, less than one-half of
which is at present used. The water powers of the branches
of the Wisconsin and other rivers of the area probably exceeds
25,000 horse power. Throughout the area the water powers
are readily accessible by rail.
In the following table the data for :which has been kindly furnished by. Prof. L. S. Smith1 the amount of the various
water powers of the area is summarized.
·Water Powers of Northern Wisconsin, by L. S. Smith. Water S'upply
and Irrigation Paper No. 156. U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905.
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Water powers of the Wisconsin river. 1

Location.

Nekoosa.... .... .... ....
Port Edwards..........
Centralia Pulp Co......
Grand Rapids....... . .. .

Rated
horse
TheoretiHead. power of cal horse
turbine
power.
installed.

Ft:--

Remarks.

.20
18
14
26

5., 700
3,860
1,460

6,500

6,660
5,000
9,600

Biron Dam.. .. . ... . .. ..
3. 17, T. 23,.R. 8, Stevens Point............
Stevens Point.. .. .. .. ..
Stevens Point ...
Jackson Mill Co., Stevens
Point........ .... ....

12

3,060

4,300

Developed.
Developed.
Developed.
Developed, con·
solidatE'd.
G. R. P.& P. Co.

9
16
7

1,370
4,660

3,150
5,600
2,450

Developed.
Developed.
Undeveloped.

12

140

4,200

Battl~ Island . . .. .. . .. ..
Mosinee ............. ; _.
S. 24, T. 29, R. 7 E.,
Rothschild ......... ..
Wausau .............. ..

20

Partly developed
(7 ft.)
Undeveloped.
Partly developed.

Brokau ................ .
Trap Rapids. .. .... ..
S. 12, T. 31, R. 6 E. ,Merrill.................. .
S. 10, T. 31, &.6, E., Merrill •..................
S. 8 and 9, T. 31, R.6,
Merrill ............ ..
Merrill .•..............
S. 13, T. 32, R. 5, Bill
Cross Rapids ...... ..
S. 30, T. 33, R. 6, E.,
Grandfather Rapids ..
Grandmother Rapids... .
Tomahawk ............ \
Pine Creek Power ..... .
Whirlpool Rapids ..... .
Hat Rapids .......... ..

7,400

6,200
6,100

20

5,200

6,000
4,900

12
18

3,960

2,500
3,600

Undeveloped.
Partly developed
only.
Developed.
Undeveloped.

14

2,220

2,520

Developed.

Log dam.

1,300

Undeveloped except dam.

Log dam.

1,300

20
23

8

I

8

1,300

Undefeloped except dam.
Dam not built.

20

3,060

Undeveloped.

90
39

13,770

28

2,430
1,660

Undeveloped.
Undeveloped.
Developed.
Undeveloped .
Undeveloped.
Being built.

8

13.2
20

20

5,970

2,000
1,740

I

1 Estimate is based ona discharge of 6.10 cu. ft. per second per sq. mile
of drainage area.-L. S. Smith.
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Water power on the upper trIbutaries of the Wisconsin river.
Location.'

River.

Head.

H. P.

Remarks.

--------1-------- - - - - - Sec. 31, T. 4L, R.8E. Big St. Germain..
See. 32, '1'.~, R. 8 E. . ... do .. . . . . . . . .
Sec. 18, T. 39, R. 8 E. .... do ...... ....
Near Tomahawk. .. Tomahawk......
Sec. 21,T. 36, R. 6 E. .. .. do ...... ....
8ec.17, T.37,R.6E. .... do ..........
Sec. 27, T.31l, R. 5 E. .... do..........
Sec. 4, T. 36, R. 10, E Pelican.. . . . . . . .
Sec. 17, T. 36, R.10 E .... do...... ....
Sec. 26, T. 36, R. 9 E. . ... do .... . . ....
Sec. 21, T. 36, R. 9 E. . ... do ......... ,
Merrill ......... '.' .. Prairie..........
Sec. 13, T. 32, R. 7 E ..... do .......... 1
Sec. 14. T. 33, R. 8 E. . ... do ...... . . . .
Marathon .......... Rib.............
Rib Falls. .. .. . . . .. . .. .. do .... . . .. ..
Sec. 24. T. 30, R.4 E .... do .. . . .. .. ..
Schofield. . . . . . . . . .. Eau Claire .. " ..
Mansur'~...... .... .. .. do..........
Old Kelley.. .... .... . ... do...... ....
Barnard>! RaJdds ... .. .. do...... ....
The Dalles. .. .. . . .. . ... do .. .. .. .. ..
Three Rolls .... .. .. . ... do '" . . . .. ..
Little Rapids.. . . .. . . .. do .. .. .. .. ..
Sec. J8, T. 26, R. 6 E Ean Plaine. . . . ..
Sec. 24, T. 26; R. 6 E. .... do ...... ~ .. .
Sec. 13, T. 27, R. 3 E. .. .. do...... ....
Sec. 4, T. 27, R. 3 E. .... do...... ....
Sec. 24, T. 28, R. 2 E. .... do ... . .. .. ..
Jordan.. . .. .. .. . ... Plover..........
S:lc. 29, T. 29, R. 7 E. Little Rib.:.....
Sec. 5, 'I'. 31, R. 6 E. Copper..........
Sec. 16, T. 34, R. 6 E. Spirit...........

15
20
26
18

300

20

8
12
8
6
10
12
21
72
20
18
20

215

18
12
25

25

2'~

50
12
12
15
15
15
10
10

800

24

580

12
30
13

Not used.
.... do.
.... do.
Developed.
Undeveloped.
.... do.
.... do.
.... do.
.... do.
.... do.
.... do.
Developed.
.. do.
Undeveloped (
Developed.
.... do.
Undeveloped.
Developed.
.. " do.
... do.
Undeveloped.
.... do.
.... do.
.... do.
.... do.
.... do.
.... do.
Developed.
.... do.
.... do.
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. Water powers on the Black river.
HORSE' POWER
Location.

Owner.

Head.

._Black River Falls ......... Cityl ..............
Black RiYer Falls ......... J. J. McGillivary 2.
1 mile below city Black
River Falls ............
S.2, T.21, R. 4 W ....... Black River Imp.
Co ..............
Halycon-S. 16, T. 22, R. 3.. Black River Imp.
Co ... ..........
Hadfield ................. Black River Imp.
Co ... _..........
Ross Eddy Power .........
S.2, T.24, R.2W ....... V. Huntzecker ....
Hemlock Dam ............ Black River Imp.
Co ..............

13}
16

Deve- Undevloped. eloped.

---

350

650

7

t500

30+

2,000

30

2,000

90
42
24

6-8,000
3,000

12

1,500

175

500

lEI. Light.
2Sash, Door Mill, etc.

There is in progress at the present time a survey of the water
powers of the state by L. S. Smith, and the results of this surVi!!y will soon be published as a bulletin of the State Survey.
A more detailed account of the water power of this area is to
be included in that report.

SECTION II.

SOILS.

The soils of the area, though widely variable in composition
and texture, readily fall into several well defined kinds or
classes. In the 7200 square miles of the area 14 kinds or
phases of soils have been discriminated and the area occupied
by each shown upon a suitable map.l
The soils of t.he area have been described in a separate report of the Survey, Bulletin XI, accompanied by a soil map,
the same size and scale of the two geological maps accompanying
1

The soil map accompanying Bull. XI, W·ls. Geol. & Nat. Hist. Survey.
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this report. Since the soils and general agriculture if this
area have already been described/ it is purposed to present
here but a brief general account of the soil conditions of the area.
The various soils of this area, as of other areas, often grade
insensibly into one another. Between certain soils, however,
like those of too sandy river bottoms and those of the clayey
uplands, the boundary lines are sharp and well defined. Some
of the soils are very uniform in character over considerable
areas, while others are qruite variable.
The gradation and
character of the soils have been pointed out in the report on
soils referred to.
ORIGIN OF SOlLS.

It is impossible to adequately discuss the nature of any particular soil without describing the_history of its origin and development. If it be understood once for all that all the soils
were not made and finished at the same moment in some remote period, but that each had a slow development which began at widely different times, and that soils are now actually
being formed from day to day, season to season, and year to
year, the knowledge of the method of soil growth or origin, is
seen at once to be important and valuable to the agriculturist.
Brieflly stated, the soils consist of mineral and organic material. The mineral portions· of soils originate through the
disintegration and weathering of the stony material and rocks
forming the surface of the land, and the organic portions
through the decay of animal and vegetable matter living upon
and within the soil.
The agents most effective in this process of rock weathering which produces the mineral portion of the soil are water
in its various forms, change of temperature, and the air. These
agents are not only effective at the surface, but they pene".he report on the soils and agricultural conditions of the area describes the various soils with respect to their area, surface features,
general character and origin, ground water conditions, the native forest
growth, and the crops now grown upon them. The general conditions
of clImate, precipitation, and also the history and present conditions of
the agriculture are described and illustrated by tables and maps. This
report is Bull. No. XI, of the Wisconsin Survey, and can be obtained on
application.

43-G.
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trate deeply into the rocks and loose earth. Water in the form
of rain acts chemically upon rocks by -dissolving them, and meohanically by washing and wearing away the loose material.
In temperate climates such as ours the alternate freezing and
thawing of the water included in rock pores and crevices, in
autumn and spring, tend to loosen and split apart the rocks.
Burrowing animals, such as earthworms and the fur bearing
animals, aid materially in making soil. The growth' of roots
of the fores·t trees ahd even of the smallest plants split apart
the rock particles and assist in soil formation.
As the rocks are being powdered and softened into loose
material there is a constant process of wash by rains of this
loose soil material from the higher levels on the hill sides to
the valley bottoms, and thence by streams to still lower levels
on their way to the sea. If the rains are gentle but little
loose material is washed away. However, if rains are copious
they may transport in a few hours enormous amounts of sand
and mud to lower levels. Besides the work of rains and
streams in transporting the weathered rocks and soils, wind
is also an effective agent in. carrying soil particles from place
to place.
But perhaps the most important soil transporter in Wisconsin, so far as agriculture is concerned, though now no longer
active were the glaciers of the Great Ice Age. While these
ancient glaciers were transporting soil and rock debris, they
were also very effective in making the rock and soil particles
finer and finer by rubbing and grinding them against one another, and thus were soil builders as well as soil carriers.
SURFACE SOIL AND SUBSOIL.

The surface portion of the soil formation containing more or
less dark colored organic material brought to it by the decay
of plants is generally from four to eight inches thick. The
subsoil lies immediately below the darker surface soil and is
the medium in which much of the soil moisture and nitrogen
are stored and held available for plant life. If the subsoil texture is such as to hold too little or too much water the fertility
of the soil is greatly decreased. I has been shown by Professor
King that soil moisture may be obtained through capillary
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movement at depths of 12 feet below the surface and ill some
cases at depths of 16 feet The roots of corn in search of moisture may penetrate the soil to a depth of four feet and roots
of clover ofteri go down 18 inches. Hence it is important for
the agriculturist to know the character of the soil for a considerable depth below the surface as well as of that portion
which is turned by the plow and the cultivator.

BASIS OF SOIL CLASSIFICATION.

Soils are classified in various ways. A grouping of the soils
acording to the native growth of timber is often used and according to this method the area could be divided into hardwood lands, white pine lands, jack pine lands, and cedar or
tamarack lands. A classification according to the kind of crops
best grown is often applied and in such cases, potato soils,
grass soils, wheat soils, and tobacco soils is used. We also
have limestone soils and sandstone soils, a classification based
upon the nature of the rock from which the soil is derived.
The classification which seems best fitted to answer all purposes is one based on the texture of the soil, mainly due to
the relative proportion of sand and clay present. There is no
sharp limit in soils between what is called sand and what is
called clay, but these grade insensibly into one another through
iptermediate grains. If there is more than 95 per cent of
either sand or clay present the surface is best referred to, not
as soil, but as sand or clay. Soils are sandy if from 40 to
65 per cent of their weight is made up of particles so small
that from 1,000 to 400,000 of them must be placed in line to
span a linear inch, while the balance may be so large that
o:uly 20 to 100 of the particles are needed to stretch across the
same distance. The heaviest clay soils, on the other hand,
may have 80 to 95 per cent of the small sized particles named
above and :from 5 to 20 per cent of the larger grains. Loam
soils are intermediate in grain between the sandy sorils and the
heavy clay soils; while between this medium loam soil and the
coarser sandy soil aM sandy loams and loamy sands, and between the loam and the clay soils are loamy clays and clayey
loams, there being of course, in all cases, a gradual change
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between the various kinds. If there is present a considerable
amount of stone or gravel the soil is called stony or gravelly.
Besides these soils there are the muck, peat or humus soils, containing a high percentage of decaying organic matter or humus
and occurring in the undrained areas of the swamps and
marshes.
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF SOIL.

As already pointed out, the kinds of soil and their classification depend upon the texture of the soil rather than the
chemical composition. Chemical analyses of soils as usually
made, while important, do not usually furnish the information
desired to rightly estimate the character of the soil with respect to fertility or its adaptation to certain crops. In general,
most soils contain the necessary constituents for the growth of
crops; and hence if soils are infertile it is usually because favorable physical conditions are wanting for the physical development of rich soils, such as the proper conditions of the
soil texture, soil moisture, drainage, temperature, rainfall, etc.
The various important chemical elements occurring in soil
are oxygen, silicon, carbon, sulphur, hydrogen, chlorine, phosphorous, nitrogen, fluorine, boron, aluminum, calcium, magnesium, potassium, sodium, iron, and manganese. The oxygen,
hydrogen, carbon, chlorine, and nitrogen get into the soil from
the atmosphere and the rains assisted by vegetation. The
other elements are found in abundance in the crystalline rocks
of the area as well as in the glacial drift and alluvium made
up of crystalline rock debris and in the soils formed by the
weathering of these formations. It is believed that the soils
of this area contain all the chemical elements necessary for
the growth of crops, and that the varying degree of fertility
of the different soils is probably due to their texture and the
physical conditions surrounding them.
As the soils owe their origin to the slow weathering and
decomposition of the rock formations, some of the soil formations are derived from the weathering of the glacial drift, others by the decay and modification of the various crystalline
rocks, and others by decay of the sandstone and of the river
of glacial gravels and sand.
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The names adopted for the various soil formations of the
area are local and have been selected from the names of rivers
or townships where the soils occur.
SOILS DEVELOPED UPON ALLUVIUM.

The soils formed upon the nearly level alluvial formations are the Wisconsin River sandy soil, the Bancroft gravelly
sandy loam, and the Antigo gravelly loam. The common characteristics of these soils are their approximately level surfaces, and the gravel and sand subsoils.

Wisconsin River Sarndy S011.
This soil is a sandy loam or sandy soil occurring upon the
nearly level plain bordering the Wisconsin River and extending over the alluvial plain of southwestern Portage and southern Wood counties. The forest growths are, or were originally, mainly Norway and white pine and in places in the southern part of the area a scattering of jack pine. The prevailing
crops grown upon this soil are potatoes, corn, rye, hay, and
o~ts; but little wheat and barley are grown, potatoes and rye
being the principal export crops.

Ba.ncroft Gravelly Sandy Loam.
This soil formation is wholly within Portage County, where
it forms a .belt of varying width lying immediately adjacent
to the prominent ridge of the terminal moraine. The soil is ~
sandy loam. The native forest growth is Norway pine and
white pine, some hardwoods, and in places scrub oak and jack
pine. The crops corrsist of potatoes, corn, rye, oats and clover,
potatoes and rye being the principal export crops.

,Antigo GraveUy Loam.
This soil formatio1l' is anea:fly level plain bordering the ter'minal moraine in the Vicinity of Antigo. The soil is clayey gravelly loam underlain by a subsoil consisting of sand and gravel.
The native forest growth consists of an abundant stand of hard-
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woods, hemlock and white pine. The soil is adapted to grasses,
clover, potatoes, barley, oats, rye, peas and corn.
SOILS DEVELOPED UPON GLACIAL DRIFT.

The soils developed upon the gla.cial drifts of the area are
quite variable. The soil of the older drift sheets, the Second
and Third, in certain portions of the area, have characters and
surface features which distinguish it from the soils of the
later drift. The later drifts, the Fourth and the Wiscons~n
drift, vary in content of sand and clay in different parts of the
area, and also in surface features, due to the origin of the drift,
as terminal or ground moraine. The soils are not classified in
accordance with glacial or pre-glacial stratigraphy, but upon
differences in surface features and character of soil, which depend upon a combination of geological factors, such as the
method of drift deposition and the character of the underlying
rock.

Amherst Sandy Loam.
This soil formation .occurs in the two eastern tiers of townships in Portage County, and within the sandy portion of the
terminal moraine deposits of the Wisconsin drift sheet. The
topography of this area is rolling and hilly and the soil is It
sandy loam somewhat stony in places. The forest growth of
this soil is usually light, consisting of scrub oak with some
hardwoods and pine. It is well adapted to the growth of potatoes, corn, oats, grasses, and clovers. The potato is a most
important crop.

Chelsea Clay Loam.
This soil formation lies in the area of the terminal moraine
deposits of the fourth and the Wisconsin drift sheets. The soil
is a clayey loam somewhat stony in places, the surface feature
being hilly like that of the Amherst sandy loam. The forest
wrowths are originally dense hardwoods and hemlock, with
scattering white pine. The soil is adapted to the growth of
barley, oats, corn, potatoes, and grasse~ and clover.
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HOIfrisorn Samdty Groveu,y SOU.

This is 'a coarse sandy soil occurring in the northeastern part
of Lincoln County within the area of the Wisconsin Terminal
Moraine. The surface is therefore generally quite hilly. The
forest trees were mainly Norway and white pine with some
hardwoods. This region is but little settled, the crops being
mainly potatoes, oats, rye and grasses.
KenruJlYl, Ola;y Loam.

This soil formation is in the area of the ground moraine of
the Wisconsin drift sheet. The surface is generally sloping
and rolling, with here and there broad, nearly level stretches.
, The soil is a clay loam varying to a lighter loam. The forest
growth was usually very dense and consisted mainly of hardwoods and hemlock, with a scattering of white pine. This
area is but little settled. The soil is well adapted to the
growth of grasses and clovers, corn and potatoes, and oats and
barley.
OOlf'!! Sandy Loam.

ThJ.s soil formation forms a belt extending east and west
across the central part of Wood County, and the southwestern
parts of Clark County. The soil is a sandy loam, the surface
being gently sloping and rolling throughout. The soil had its
origin in a thin glacial drift covering the sand stone and crystalline rock or its decomposed equivalent of residual clay. The
forest growth was pine and hardwoods and the pre17ailing
crops are hay, oats, rye, potatoes an~ com.

OoZby Loamvy (J7,ay.
This soil formation has a wide distribution i~ the area covering mainly the region of the second and third drift sheets in
Marathon, Lincoln, Langlade, Taylor, Clark and Wood Counties. ' The soil is a rich loamy clay which originally supported .
a growth of hardwoods with scattering pine. The principal
crops are grasses and clover, corn and barley, and oats and potatoes.
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SOILS DEVELOPED UPON THE CRYSTALLINE ROCKS .

. The soils developed by weathering and decomposition of the
pre-Cambrian crystalline rocks are the Marathon loam and the
Mosjnee gravelly soil. These soils form a veneer overlying
the hard crystalline rock and contain a variable amount of
crystalline fragments.

Marathon Loam.
The area of this soil is in the central portion of Marathon
County and adjoining part of Portage County, and includes
the driftless area within the region of the crystalline rocks.
The surface is rolling. The soil is clayey loam mainly of residual origin from crystalline< rocks, and contains a very small
amount of rock fragments. The forest growths were dense
hardwoods and hemlock with a sca.ttering of white pine. The
crops are grasses and clover, oats, barley, corn and potatoes.

Mosinee Grav¥3lly SfYil.
This soil is a gravelly fo't'mation of small area covering the
disintegrated coarse granite southwest of Rib Hill in Marathon
County. The soil has originated from the coarse granite. The
forest growth is mainly a dense growth of hardwoods and scattering pine.
SOIL DEVELOPED UPON THE SANDSTONE.

Soil mainly derived from the disintegration of the sandstone occurs in the south\vestern part of Clark County. This
soil is modified by the presence of some drift.

Mentor Loamy Sand.
The area of this soil is in the southwestern part of Clark
County. The surface is gently sloping, and dotted with
. mounds and hills of sandstone, the soil originating in it disinte.gration of thin drift overlying the formation. The forest
trees were mainly pine and the crops are usually potatoes,
corn, rye, and beans.
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SWAMP AND MARSH SOIL.

This soil occurs in the various swamps and mar~hes of the
area and is mainly confined to the swampy portions of the Wisconsin drift sheet and the wet alluvial tracts of sou~hwestern
Portage and sauthern Wood counties. The soil is !Ii mixture
of clay and humus associated with muck, peat, and sand. The
marshes of Portage and Wood counties are utiliz~d for the
production of wild hay, and certain portions have been drained
and cranberry farms developed upon them.

,
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Abbotsford, eleva.tion of, 679.
moraine at, 455.
sandstone at, 401.
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Aegerite-sodalite nepheline-syenite, :~46255.
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Albite, 200, 273, 280, 816.
in microperthite, 259.
with percivalite, 288, 289.
Alluvial cones, 589.
Alluvial· fan, 420.
Alluvial depo~lts,described, 514-547.
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Bancroft, 518.
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Alluvial deposits, at Rib Falls, 522.
Stevens Point, 517, 521.
thIckness of, 516.
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Valley Junction, 520.
Wausau, 517, 521, 527.
Alluvia.l plains physllography, 609.
Alluvial terraces, 532-544.
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Grand Rapids, 537.
Knowlton, 540.
Mosinee, 540.
Merrill, 542.
Nekoosa, 537.
origin of, 532.
Stevens Point, 538, 539.
WaUll'aU, 541.
Altorf postoffice, drift at, 440.
Amherst, ele:vation of, 580.
marl deposit near, 654.
Amherst ,sandy loam, 678.
Amphibole, 23, 25, 127, 264, 320.
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in amphibole granite, 189.
In graywacke schist, 69.
In ' pegmatite, 280-283.
Amphibole granite, 187-192.
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gabbro of Eau Claire River, 157.
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gabbro-diorite of Menominee dlErtrlct,
336.
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341.
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table of, Plate XXXIX, p. 344.
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In troctollte, ):64, 1'66.
Anorthoclase, 247, 259.
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Antigo, 489; 497, 642.
alluvial plain about, 498, 501.

Antigo, elevation of, 500, 580.
water 8'1lpply of, 680.
Antigo gravelly loam, 677.
Apatite, 21, 66, 217,' 222, 252, 264.
Aplite veins, 193.
Archean, ~5, see pre-Oambrian.
Arfvedsonlte, 226, 250, 265, 320.
Arnott moraine, described, 456-459,
463, 605.
Arpin, elevation of, 580.
Arpin quartzite, 366-371.
Artesian wells, absence of, 667.
Athens, brickyard, 647.
diorite, 151.
granite, 187.
gravel hillS', 474.
macadam, 643.
rhyolite, 133.
slate;' 62.
Auburndale, drift at, 444,
eleva.tlon of, 580.
Augen gneiss, 18, 34.
Babcock, elevation of, 580.
sandstone near, 403.
Bakervllle, moraine at, 452.
Bancroft, elevation of, 58'0.
moraine at, 457.
sandstone quarries at, 640.
Bancroft gravelly S'andy loam, 677.
Banded porphyritic rhyolite, 104.
Barkevlkite, 204, 219, 241, 274.
analysis of, 204.
intergrowths with hedenberglte, 209.
Barron County, drift, in, 487.
second drift In, 452.
third drift in, 484.
Barron County quartzite, relation to
drift, .. 84.
Baraboo Blulrs. Green Bay moraine on,
492.
gravel deposits on, 563_
Baraboo diErtrict, pre-Cambrian In, 881.
valley deposits, 520.
Baraboo quartzite, 381.
Basal group, described, 13-40.
correlation of, 378.
Base level plain, 587.
Bsstlte, 176.
Bayley, W. S., 334, 887, 341.
Bench MarkB, 078.
Big Enu Plelne River, alluvial deposits,
622, 625, 528.
water power, 671.
Big Sandy Creek, alluvial depollftlJ, 525,
528.
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Big Sandy C~ek area of rhyolite, 110.
BIg RIb RIver, alluvIal dePQsIts, 522,
525, 527, 528.
alluvIal terraces, 541.
graywacke schIst, 81.
water power, 671.
Birons MllI, alluvial deposits, 538.
pre-CambrIan, 21, 25, 28.
sandstone, 403.
Biotite granite schist, 21.
Black Creek, alluvial depos ts, 525, 528.
Black Creek wrea of diorIte, 135, 151.
Black Creek, rhyolite, 133.
Black RIver, 17, 529, 544, 578, 625.
alluvial dePQsits, 523, 526.
alluvial terraces, 544.
profile of, 543.
water powers, 672.
Black River history of drainage system, 625-630.
pre-glacial extent of, '630.
stream piracy, 626-629.
Black River Falls, alluvial dePQslts,
523, 544.
elevation, 388.
ferruginous quartzite, 15, 90.
Bog Iron ore, 66'0.
Boulders, at border of First drift, 438,
439.
In drift, 411, 418.
In Little Rib Valley, 470.
use of, for building, 638.
Boulder train, see Power8 Bluff Bouldr.r
train.

Breccia, see rhyolite brooma, granita
breaGia.

Brecciated diorite, 139.
Brickyards In Clark County, 648.
Brickyards In Langlade County, 646.
BrIckyards In Lincoln County ,647.
Brickyards in Mllirathon County, 647.
Brickyards In Portage County, 648.
Brickyards In Ta.ylor County,649.
Brickyards in Wood County, 648.
Brill, drift at, 487.
Brogger, W. C., 200, 202, 259, 275,
344, 350.
Brokaw, conglomerate at, 358, 359, 36l.
Buckley, E. R., 389, 391, 637, 639.
Building and monumental ston:e, 63!5640.
Bull Jr. Creek, alluvial deposits, 52!).
Cadott. Second drift at, 454.
Calcite, 64, 269, 300, 302.
analysis of, 302.
In graywacke, 64.
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CalcIte, In nephellne-syeni te, 265.
orIgin of, 266-270.
In pegmatite, 300--303.
CancrInlte, 251, 265.
Carbonaceous shale, 93, 655.
analysis of, 93.
Carbonate, 266, 301.
In nepheline-syenite, 265-270.
in pegmatite, 300-302.
pseudomorphs after, 303, 307.
Cary sandy loam, 679.
Casimir, Potsdam conglomerate at, 561.
Cedar Creek, 541.
Chamberlin, R. T., 433.
Chamberlin, T. C., 9, 443, 465, 564,
570, 668.
Channels, of rIvers.
abandoned, 538, 542.
Chemical compositIon, see analysi8.
syenite and pegmatite, 325-327.
Chem,cal character of rhyolite, 332334.
diorite-gabbro, 334, 345.
granite-syenite, 338-345.
the igneous Intrusive, rocks, 345-349.
Chelsea clay loam, 678.
Chert, calcareous, 59.
Chert, ferruginous, 77.
Chippewa County, drift In, 454.
Chippewa River, alluvial dePQslts, 529.
Chippewa Valley, Third drift In, 475.
Chippewa Valley Ice lobe, 493.
Chippewa Valley moraine, 504, 506,
608.
Chromite, 167, 662.
Clark, A. C. 9, 158.
Clarke, F. W., 299, 347.
Clark County, 404, 648.
brickyards, 648.
li1irst drift, 441, 445.
sandstone, 404.
Second drift, 451-456, 461, 463.
Third drift. 471, 472.
Clays 515, 516, 644, 645.
analysis of, 559.
character of products, 646.
undeveloped, 649.
Clauds Lake, 513.
abandoned outlet, 624.
Colby moraine at, 455.
Third drift, 471.
Colby loamy clay, 679.
Conants Rapids, granite, 25.
granite-schist, 21.
gneiss, 7, 8, 17.
greenstone-schist, 19.
orientation of cleavage, 38.
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Conants Rapids, qlUlXtz-syenlte schist,
20_
Conglomerate, at Brokaw, 359.
Isolated occurrences of, 373-376.
at Mosinee, 364.
Potsdam, 399.
pre-Cambrian, 55, 56, 59, 357.
Conlan Creek, 35.
Contact rock, origin of, 229.
phases of, 222-232.
Contact effects of syenite, 232-233.
Copper, 661.
Copper River,
troctolite at mouth of, 163-177.
water power, 671.
Cordie rite, 71.
Correlation of the drlft and alluvial
formations, 569.
of the pre-Cambrian, described, 378384.
Corundum, 167, 662.
Cretaceous Period, 409.
CrocidoIite, 280, 283, 288.
analysis of, 281.
Cross, C. W." 157.
Cross bedding of qu&rtzite, 52.
Cryophylllte, 298.
Cunningham Creek, 17, 35.
Custer, drift at, 457.
elevation of, 580.
Daniells, W. W., 9, 45, 103, 119, 140,
160' 169, 189, 202, 271, 281, 295,
317, 636, 653.
Deerbook, elevation, 500.
Deglaciation, intervals of, 428.
Dells, origin of, 588.
Dells of the Pine River" 118.
origin of, 480.
Dells of the Prairie River, granite Itt,
639.
Deltas, 421.
Deposition of drift, 417.
Deposits of drift, see Mift.
Deposits of P&leozoic, see Potsdam
s'andstone.

Dessert Junction, amphibole granite at,
192.
elevation of, 580.
Dexterville, drift near, 447.
pre-Cambrian, 22, 23.
Diabase, Grand Rapids, 30.
Diall&ge, 155, 158, 209.
Dike of nepheline-sy,enite, 272.
Diorite, ellipsoida:l, 139.
i~ trusive in basal gr(}up, 24.
on Powers Bluff, 87.
on Rib Hill, 54.

Diorite, relation to Hamburg slate, '79.
r,elation to rhyolite at Wausau, 109.
Diorite-gabbro series, described, 134-177.
chemlc&l character of, 334.
Diorite, analysis of, 143.
Black Creek, 151.
Eau Claire River, 145.
Halder, 149.
Little Elau Pleine River, 153.
Mosinee, 148.
Stettin area, 138.
Distintegrated granite for roods, 643.
Disintegrlllted sandstone formation, 643.
Drift, general character and origin of,
409-432.
brick clays in, 646.
change of water level in, 664.
constitution, 411.
distance transported, 416.
drainage of, 610.
lakes in, 611.
new drift, topography, 606.
old drift" topography, 604.
of ground moraine, 423.
of termina,l moraine, 424.
soils developed upon, 678.
stratified, 419.
unequal distribution of, 417.
unstratified, 418.
wens in, 665.
Drift formations o,f Mississippi Valley,
429.
Drift formations of North Central Wisconsin, 432.
correll a tion of, 569-571.
described In detail, 433-513.
First drift form&tioD, 435-450.
Second drift formation, 451-466.
'I'hird drift formation, 466-485.
Wlsconsin'drift formation, 488-513.
Drlftless Area, described, 548-565.
absence of drift In. 550.
character of, 549.
drainage. 577, 610.
origin of, 564.
eroolon features of, 554.
~tent of, 549.
pebble deposits In, 556.
residuary products of, 552.
rock fragments In, 551, 553.
Drainage, changes In, 480, 512.
changes In, during Pleistocene, 621,
625, 631.
consequent on the Paleozoic, 617.
of new drift area and alluvial plains,
611.
of old drift areas, 611.
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Drainage, of drlftness area, 611.
Exploration, for residual clay, 650.
origin of Black' River drainage, 625- Extinction of lakes, 612-614.
631.
origin of Wisconsin River drainage, Falls, development of, 587.
Fayallte, . analysis of, 212, 2.L4.
616-625.
In mica-syenite, 274.
superimposed upon pre-Cambrian, 617.
In nepheiln!l-syenite, 241, 242.
Drumlins, 426.
In quartz-syenite, 21i-214, 216.
Dunes, near Stevens Point, 544, 581.
Felch Mountain, Mich., gabbro, 341.
Early Wisconsin gla.clal stage, 570.
Feldspar, 126, 163, 203.
period of, 431.
commercial dep<lslts, 6G2.
enlarged, In graywacke, 65.
Eau Claire, alluvial deposits at, 520.
Eau Clare River (of Wisconsin drainenlargements of, in syenite, 230.
age) 144, 155, 577.
in nepheline-pegmatite, 316.
abandoned course, 541.
in nepheline-syenite, 239, 247.
alluvial dep<lslts, 521, 529.
in quartzite, 226.
erosion, .541.
In quartz-pegmatite, 279.
water p<lwer, 671.
in quartz-syenite, 203.
FAiou Claire, River (of Chippewa drain- Feldspar phenocrysts, 103, 113, 127.
age) 578.
Fenwood, drIft at, 443.
alluvial dep<ls.ts, 523.
Ferris, W. S., 654.
Eau Claire River area of diOrite, des- FIrst drift formation, described, 4811cribed, 144-145.
450.
Eau Clair,e River area of rhyolite-schist,
boulder train, 444, 445.
described, 111-117.
correllatlon of, 453, 570.
Economic geology of area deSlCribed, 635drainage, 449, 611.
681.
erosion, 449.
Edgar, drift at, 438, 443.
Clark county, 441, 445.
macadam at, 643.
.Tackson county, 441.
Marathon county, 436-439, 443.
Elevation of North Central WlIsconsln,
thickness, 446, 566.
tOp<lgraphy, 447, 448, 568, 604.
7, 576, 580.
Elevation of alluvia.l dep<lslts, 527-:mO
weathering, 449, 567.
Elevation of cities and towns, table of,
Wood county, 439, 443.
579-580.
First inter-glacial ep<lch, 450.
Enlargements of feldspar, 230.
Flink G., 311.
Enstatite, 167.
Fluorite, economic value of, 662.
alteration of, 176.
In contact rocks, 222 233.
Epidote, 128, 162, 182, 183, 184, 252.
origin of, 230.
Eroding work of ice sheets, 414.
in quartz! te fra.gmen ts, 226.
Erosion, by rivers and streams', 581-592.
In dike of nephellne-syenl te, 273.
cycle of, 585.
In nepheline-pegmatite, 321.
glacial, see glacial erosion
In nepheline-syenite, 252, 264, 265.
Erosion of the driftless area, 554.
in quartz-pegmatite, 300.
the First drift, 449, 450.
In quartz syenite, 217.
the Paleozoic, 407.
Fossils. II Potsdam sandstone, 399.
the' pre-Cambrian, 385-388.
J;'orsterite, In troctolite, 174.
the Second drift, 463, 464.
the Third drift, 482-484.
Gabbro, see diorite-gabbro Beries.
the Wisconsin drift, 512.
Gabbro-diorite, chemical character I'f,
Erosion terraces, 581-592.
351, 353.
Eskers, 420, 427.
mean analysis of, 346.
Explorations, at Necedah, 578.
Gabbro-diorite of .Menomlnee <JIstlrld,
Exploration for graphite, 93.
337.
for Iron ore, 659.
Gabbro of Ean Claire River, 155-158.
at Rudolph, tor Iron ore, 660.
analysis of, 157.'
for iron ore In slate, 77.
norm of, 157.
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Gabbro of Marathon City, 158-162.
Granite, used for macadam, 641.
analysis of, 160.
see ampMboZe-gramte, tMaagramte. .. ,
Gabbro at mouth of Copper River. 163- Granite breccia, 192.
177, Bee troatoUte.
Granite 'Heights, drift at, 469.
analysis of, 169.
granite quarries at, 686.
G'abbro of northern Minnesota, 337.
Granite of northern Michigan and MinD.Garnet, economic value of, 662.
esota, 841.
in graywacke schist, 73.
Granite quarrIes, 636-640.
In rhyolite schist, 116.
Granite-schist, 198, 200.
Gas Inclusions, In quartzite, 4'6.
Granite-syenite series described, 177-381.
Glfbert, G. K., 618.
Granite veins, 193.
Granite of Wisconsin (central and
GlaclaJ deposits, 423-427, see drift.
structural heterogeneity, 417.
southern).
Glacial erosion, elfect on land, 415.
analysis of, 840.
Granton, gneiss, 17.
on Powers Blulf, 444.
zones of, 422.
moraine, 452.
Graphite, 94.
Glacial epochs, 429.
Glacial formations, 566-571.
for paint, 657.
Glacial geology, described, 409-513.
In pegmatite veins, 307, 308.
Glacial InvaSion, work of, 411.
In slate at Junction, 655-657.
Glacial period, duration of, 431.
Graphite mine, 92.
Gravel, stratified In outwash, 425.
Ilfe of, 430.
Gravel use of, 644.
Glacial stages, 427439.
Graywacke, In Hamburg slate, 63.
evidenc,e of separation of, 428.
porphyritic minerals of, 71.
origin of, 429.
Graywacke of Marshall Hill, 357-362.
Glaciers, see ice 8heats.
conglomerate, 359.
development of, 412.
Graywacke schist, 66.
In Greenland, 413.
in vicinity of Merrill, 81.
In mountainous regiollll, 413.
on Rib River, 81.
Gneiss, on Black River, 33-36.
Green Bay Ice lobe, 492, 507.
Grujiss, Irving's conception of, 36.
minor lobation of, 495.
Gneiss of basal group, 16.
moraine of, 494-499.
origin of, 39.
outwash deposits of, 497.
Wisconsin River, 26-32.
Green Bay moraine, 494, 507, 607.
YelJow River, 32.
effect on topography, 509.
Gold, 661.
elevation of, 509.
Grandfather Falls. granIte schist, 7, 200.
Grand Rapids, alluvial deposits, 518, Greenland glaciers, 413.
Greenstone of Little Eau Plelne River,
529.
153.
alluvial terraces, 534, 537.
Greenstone-schist, 19.
dIabase, 30.
Greenwood, macadam at, 643.
drift near, 440.
moraine near, 454.
macadam, 642.
sandstone, 404.
pegma.tlte veins, 30.
Grooving by glaciers, 416, 419.
pre-CambrIan, 17-29.
Groundmass of rhyollte, 104, 114.
sandstone, 640.
Ground moraine, general, 423.
water supply, 668.
First drift, 442-446.
Granite, described, 179-200.
Second drift, 461.
analysis, 181.
Third drIft, 472-477.
chemical features, 338.
Wisconsin drift, 503, 005.
dllferentla.tion, 355.
Ground Water level, 613.
disintegrated, use of, 643.
changes In, 584, 664.
economic uses, 636·640.
relation to lakes, 584, 612, 613.
mean analysis, 346.
relation to rivers, 584, 585.
physical tests, 637.
Gulley, development of, 582.
undeveloped locallties, 638.
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Halder area of lIIol"lte, 185, 149·151.
Halder, rhyolite at, ;l49.
Hall, C. W., 10.
Hall, E. B., 312, 483.
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Ice sheets, grooving of, 414.
lobation Gf, 491.
maximum development, In America,
414.

inoTeliN!llt Qf, 412.
Halliday's mill, sandstone at, 405.
movement of margin, 422.
Hamburg slate formation, 61·82.
structure, 78.
of Wisconsin stage, 49D-498, see WW
thickness, 78.
conBi1l. ice sheet.
Hardwood H1Il, elfl'VatioD of, 579.
polishing of, 414.
granite and syenite, 54.
transporting work, 416.
pebbles on, 558.
work 01, 4i4-4i8.
unglacit.ted character, 551.
in Arctic region, 4111.
Harker, A., 847.
In Antari!tlc region, 418.
Harrison sandy gral'elly soil, 619.
In Europe, 410.
In Greenland, 418.
Hay Meadow Creek, erosion, 540.
In North America, 410.
Hafiyne, 249.
In South Polar OIrcle, 418.
Healford Junction, lakes near, 5mJ.
Ice tongues, 49().
Hedenbergite, analysis of, 200, 240.
In nepheldne syenite, 289.
Iddings, J. P., 215, 850.
In quartz syenite, 205.
Igneous intrusive formations, 98·1158.
chemical character of, 845·849.
Intetgrdwths with batkevlklte, 208,
209, 211.
correlation of, 879.
l{edenMrglte'-tayallte nepheline syenIte,. general character ot, 881·845.
236·246.
relationship of, 849-354.
analysds of,' 245.
theory of dllferentlatiou. of, 8M·B5tt.
Heights, see Gramt6 Heights.
Igneous intrusives In bafjlll group, 23-26.
Igneous rocks, 331-1145.
Hematite, in Hamburg 8,late, 64.
Interglacial stages, general character,
In quartzIte at RUdolph, 89.
427, 428, 429.
HiMnlock Creek, bouldtmr on, 446.
climate of, 429.
gneIss on, 17, 82.
HeWlltt, drift at, 444.
life of, 431.
ol"lgln of, 429.
elevation, 580.
Interglacial stage, First, 450, 451.
J'lobbs, W. H., 382.
Hogarty, moraine at, 400.
Second, 466.
Hogbom, A. G., 269.
Third, 485488.
Humbird, drift at, 441.
Industries of North Central WIS'Con·
elevation, 579.
sin, 3.
Intergrowths,
of hedenberglte and
Ice-bergs:, 413.
barkev.Udte, 209.
Ice caps, 4t3.
of feldspar, 259.
of perClvalIte a.nd l"Iebeckite, 289.
Ice Invasions, 409, 411, 567.
Ice sheets, see glacial stages, glacial for· Iron onile. for mineraI paint, 657.
mations.
Iron ore, 859.
Ice lobe, 49().
at Rudolph, 89.
Chippewa Valley, 493.
Irving, R. D., 8, 26, 48, 201, 389, 391,
Green Bay, 492.

564, 660, 661.

Langlalle, 492.
Irving's coneeptioD
Wisconsin Valley, 492.
scMsts, 36.
of the earlier Ice sheets', 567.
Irvinglte, 296-300.
Ice sheets, see also glaciers, gJaoffU
analysis of, 297.

of

gneiSses

geolOfl1/.

abrasive elfect of, 415.
deposits of, 418·422.
development, 412·414.
~sltlng work, 417.
eroding work, 414.
erosive elfects on land, 4M.
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Jackson County, First: drlft IIi, 441.
Jade, 288.
Jadeite, 286, 286.
Janesville, alluvial depoBltlf, 520.
Judd, J. W., SIlO.
Jump River, 578.

and

ti90,
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Leuclte, absence of, 249.
Jump river, drift of, 506.
Junction City, conglomerats near, R70, Leverett, Frank, 483.
graphite mine near, 119.
Lime Lake, marl ot, 654.
elevation of, 1180.
'
Limonite, analysis of, 303.
orllrtn ot, 303.
J\~nctlon City Quartzite, described, 9b
911.
'
pseud()morph ot, 803.
Lincoln County, br!ckyardsln, 647.
Kames, 420, 427.
,Third dnft, 474-476, 480, 483.
In Third drift, 477.
WIB.consln drift, 502, 508.
Lindsay, sandstone mounds near, 408.
Kansan formation, 430, 1170.
Kaollnlte, altered from anorlhlte, 17~.
drift at, 454.
altered from nephellne, 249, 317.
Literature of North Central Wisconsin,
altered from sodallte, 319.
710.
In retdduai clays, 649.
Lithia-mica, 296-300.
see ,rmngit6.
Keene, 457.
anlaysls of, 298.
Keewatlu, II, 6.
Little Black, drift at, 41111.
Kellys Upper mlll, gabbro at, 1511.
Ilrlft ridges near, 477,
granite at, 11111.
elevation ()t, 1179.
Kennan clay loam, 679.,
Little Black River, valley of, 483.
Keweenawan, 384, /!92.
KlIbourn Clty"elevatlon of pre-Cambrian Little Eau Plelne River, alluvial de·
posits, 525, 1129.
'
surface, 393.
Little Eau Plelne River, area' ot green.
stone, 153.
Lacrob:, M. A., 215.'
Little Hay Meadow Creek.
Lakes,' 6U-614.
Third drift on, 475, 480, 483.
age, ot" '612.
valleY,,486.
extinction ot, 612.
In Chippewa Valley terminal mo- Little Rib Hlll, contact rock, 45.
'Little Rib Rlve'l", alluvial deposits, 522;
raine, 50lS.
525, 528, drift In valley ot, 469.'
In Green Bay terminal moralDe', 496.
valley features, 469,470.
In Latlglade terminal moraine, 1101.
water powers, 671.
In Wlsconsln Valley terminal 1110Loess, In Eau Claire, ChlpP!lwa and
raine, 50,2;
Jackl!lOn countles, 478.
origin of, 611.
orlgln, 427.
Oxbow, 612.
relation to Third drift, 478, 570.
Lake Michigan, Influence on, Ice, sheeta.
'Longwood, dJ;lft rldp near, 471.
564.
Lake Superior, Influence on' Ice, sheets, Lower MOsinee Hlll, elevation ot, 43.
Lower Sedimentary series" 41-97.
564.
uncontormity. 96, 97, 379.
Langenbeck, Karl, 654.
Lynn, moralJle at, 452" 453.
Langlade County, brick yards In,. 646.,
Second drltt" 4119-461,464.
Macadam, In various cities, 641-643.
Third drift, 472.
Madison, pre-Cambrian at, 393.
Wisconsin drift, 492, 496-501.
MagDe'tlte, analysis ot, 251.
I.anglade'lce lobe,492.
associated with tayallte, 2421.
Langlade moraine, 499, 607.
In contact rocks, 226.
outwash' deposits ot.50l.
In troctolite, 167.
L1lnglade terminal moralne, 510;'
In gabbro, 156,' 162.
Laurentlan, 6, 879.
In mlca-sy,enlte, 274.
Lehner, Victor, 94, 1a9, 204, 206,' 2Ul,
In nepbellne-syenlte. 251, 264, 265240, 251, 274, 809, 6113, 6116.
In quartz-syenite, 217.
Leith. C. K;, 88,2.
In gabbro, 156, 162;
Lepldollte, 297, 298.
Mammoth, 430.
Lepldomelane, analysis of,: 2911; 298;
Marathon City, dr1ft' near 4.37.
In mica-syenite, 274.
Maratholl City, gabbrol 1118-162.
In nephellne-syenlte. 241~~IIO.
Marathon City, granite" 197.
In quartz-syenite, 217.'

INDEX.
Marathon City., macadam, 8iWI.
rhyolite, 13l.
Marathon City conglomerate,' 362-3'
Marathon County, brickyards, 647.
explora tlons for Iron, 659.
First drift In, 436-439, 443.
~ln,4QO.

Second drift bt. 459, 460.
. Third drift In. 4.G7-471:
Marathon Granite COUlpltJ)y, 63~.
Marathon loam, 680.
.
Marathon type of nepheline-syeni" 230.
245.
Marignacite, analysis of, 310.

see pyroohlore.
Marl, analysis. of, 654.
use of, 655.
Marshfield, elevati()n of, 580.
First drift near, 443.
macadam, 642.
sandstone near, 401, 640.
water supply of, 668.
weathering of second drift at, 465, 570.
Marshfield Moraine, topography of, 4G3,
463, 605.
Marquette district, formations, 383.
Mastodon, 430.
McMIllan, MarS'htield moulne at, 454.
Medford, elevation, 579.
.
'macadam, 642.
Second drift, 455.
Third drift, 476.
undevelope!d clay pear, '650. '
weathering of Second drift near, 465.
Mentor loamy sand, 680.
MerrIll, abandoned channel of Wisconsin River, 542.
alluvial deposits, 516, 528.
alluvial terraces, 524.
amphibole granite, 191.
elevation, 579.
graywacke schist, 8l.
macadam, 641.
Third drift, 474, 475, 522, 524.
water supply, 668.
Merrillan, drift near, 441.
Mesnard quartzite, 84.
.
Mesozoic series, 408.
Metamorphism, of graywacke schist, 74.
rhyolite, 116, 121.'
,
Rib Hill Quartzite, 48.
syenite, 229-233.
Mica In nepheline-pegmatite, 321.
In nepheline-syenite, 241.
In quan;z-pegmatite, 295-300.
In quartz-syenite, 217.
lithia-bearing mica, 296, 662.
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MIca., see mUBoovite, irvingite lepidome-

lane, biotite.
Mlca'granlte, .184-187.
Athens, 187.
Three Roll Falls, 186.
Mlca-venlte, 273-275.
anal~of, 274.
Microcline, 248 .
Micrographic atanlte, 197.
Mlcroperthlte, aDt.1ysls', 280.
In nepheline-pegm,tlte, 316.
In nepheline-syenIte, 247, 256, 265.
In quartz-pegmatIte, 279.
tn quartz-syenite, 219.
origin. 259-264.
Middle MowuI, 404.
MIddle Marqu~, correlation, 383, 884.
Middle Huronian, correlation, 384, 392.
Migrations 'during gla<:laJ period, 431.
MlIl Creek, alluvial deposi~, 529.
Milladore, calcareous clay near, 559.
First drift near, 439.
sandstone near, 402.
MInerals, analysis of, 662.
comparison' of, In pegmatite and syenite, 323, 324.
nepheline-pegmatite, 316-32l.
quartz-pegmatite, 316-321.
rare, of value, 662.
see AnalY8i8 of mineralB.
Mineral composition of syenite-pegmatIte,
276.
Mineral paint, 655.
Minerai resources, 635·663,
MissiSSippi Valley, drlftless area of, M8,
565.
Pleistocene, formations of, 429.
Mitchell, A. S., 559.
Monadnocks, in the pre-Caiubrian plain,
43, 594.
origin of, 598, 5111!.
Montello gra.nlte, 340.
Monumental and building stone, 635·610.
granite, 636-640.
sandstone, 640.
Mosinee, abandoned meanders, 540, M 1
alluvial deposits, 517, 518.
diorite, 148.
elevation, 579.
granite veins, 149.
macadam, 643.
rhyolite near, 123.
Mosinee gravelly solI, 680.
Mosinee Hills, contact rock on, 45, 'l'W.
elevation, 43.
granite, 54.
pebbles on, 551.
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Mosinee Hills, structure of quartzite,
52, 53.
Mosquito Mound, elevation, 403.
pebbles on, 558.
sandstone quarry, 640.
Muscovite, in cordierite, 71, 72.
derived fr<>m staurolite, 71.
in graywacke schist, 70.
in nepheline, 249, 317.
in Rib Hill quartzite, 46.
in sodalite, \ 249.

Nosean, absence of, 249.

Ogema, drift at, 505.
elevation, 580.
Olivine, In ga.bbro, 156, 164, 160.
m quliorW-syenite and noephellne-sye·
nlte, see fayaUte.
Olivine diabase, 24.
Oneida County, terminal moraine In, 502,
503.
Orth(}clase, in gneiS'S, 18.
in granite, 26, 181, 182, 186, 186, 188.
Narrows, oright of, 588.
in greenstone schist, 20.
Naugart, granite, 182.
, In nepheline-syenite, 248, 278.
Necedah, alluvium, 518.
elevation of pre-Cambrian, 393, 534. Outwash, of ThIrd drift, 477.
(}f Wisconsin drift, 497, 501, 5M, 506.
explorat'on, 578.
Outwa.sh plains, origin an.d general char·
san"'stone, 518.
acter of, 425·426.
thickne'ss of alluvium, 584.
Owen, D. D., 7.
Necedah quartzite, 518.
Oxbow Lake, 612.
Nellisville, elevati(}n, 579.
granlte,schist, 22.
Paleozoic, former extension of, over pre·
greenstone-schist, 19.
macada.m, 642.
Cambrian, 405, 407.
pre·Cambrian in vicinity, 38.
Paleozoic formations, table of, 896.
Paleozoic geology, see Potltdam sandsandstone mounds near, 404, 448.
sandstone quarries near, 640.
8tone.
unconformity at base of, 885·395.
thickness of drift near, 458.
water supply, 668.
Peat, 658.
Nekoosa., elevation, 580.
Pebble and associated deposits of drift·
granite·chist, 21.
less area, 556·568.
pre-Cambrian rocks, 31.
origin and age of, 560.
sandstone, 403.
Pegmatite, distribution of, with respect
terraces, 534,. 537.
to syenite, 321.
Nelsoll, M. L., 654.
form of, 277.
general mineral composition, 276.
Nepheline, analysis of, 317.
in granite, 30, 275, 277.
in nepheline-pegma ti te, 317.
origin of 329·3111, 855.·856.
in nepheline-syenite, 239, 248, 264,
relation to normal syenite, 822-828.
265, 273.
texture of, 2', v.
Nepheline'pegmatlte, 276.
compared with nepheline·syenlte, 824· Pegmatite'granite, 194.
Pegmatite, nepheline bee.ring, deser!bed,
327.
316-321.
minerals of, 316·321.
Pegmatite, quartz·bearlng, described, 278·
origin of, 329.
Nephelhie-syenlte, described, 238-275.
315.
Pelican River, water power, 671.
aegerite-sodalite type of, 246·255.
compared with nepheline·syenlte of Peneplain, 587.
other localities, 342-345.
character of, 587.
_ pre·Oambrian peneplain
dike of, 272.
intermediate phases of, 255·273.
Pentleld, S. L., .294.
Marathon type (}f, 236·245.
Peppel, S. V., 98.
analysis of, 245.
Perciva.l, J. G., 8, 286.
Perclvallte, 283·289.
phase containing calcite, 265.
analysis of, 284, 285.
Norrie, elevaUon of, 579.
North America, glacial period in, 410.
Perkinstown, lakes near 505.
North Mound, In Clark County, 404.
Physiography, general, 575·631.
North Mound Quartzite, 15, 871·373.
see topography.
Picotite, 167.
N(}rwood, J. G., 7.

INDEX.
Pierce County" Third drift In, .67.
Pigeon Point, Minn., gabbro analyB18 of
341.
"
Pine River, Third drift In valIey ot, 474.
Pine River Dells, 118, 588.
Pine River area of diorite, 135 1.5147.
'
Pine River area of rhyolite schiSt, 118123.
analysis of, 120.
Plrrson, L. V., 343, 350.
Pittsville, alluvium, 529.
clay, 640.
diorite, 24, 25.
elevation, 580.
greenstone schist, 19, 20.
rhyolite, 23.
structure O'f gt\eI8B', 33.
Pleistocene formations, See gilaoial formations, drift.

correlation of, 569-071.
of MfiHll8'Sippl Valley, 429.
O'f North Central Wisconsin, 432.
r~sum6 of, 565-569.
Pleistocene or glacial geology, described,
Plover River, alluvial deposits, 522, 539.
Wisconsin moraine on, 489, 496.
water power, 671.
Polonia, drift at, 457.
Polyllthlonite, 298.
Poniatowski, drift ridges, 470.
conglO'merate at, 376.
Population of area, 3.
Population of cities, 3.
Poplar River, Third drift on, 471, 474,
476,481.
abnormal features of, 627, 628.
Porphyritic phase of rhyolite, 113.
Portage County, brickyards In, 648.
sandstone In, 401, 640.
Second dirft, 456-459.
Wlil!lC'Onsin drift, 41l2, 494, 41l5, 497.
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Potsdam sandstone, thickness, 397.
topography, 400, 600-603.
Powers Bluff, 2.
Arpin quartzite on, 366.
monadnock, 94, 599.
Powers Bluff boulder train, 444, 051.
Powers Bluff quartzite, desctlbed, 82·88.
Prairie River, drift and allUVium, 524.
water power, 671.
Pre-Cambrian formations, table of, 5, 6,
correlation of, 378-394.
erosion of, see pre-Oambrltin penevlain.
physiography of, 592·600.
Pre-Cambrian geology, described, :m-377.
Pre-Cambrian peneplain, 385, 592·600.
age of, 597.
elevation of, 592, 593.
monadnock, 598, 599.
origin of, 593-597, 598.
valleys In, 406, 599, 619, 620.
Pre-Cambrian and Paleozoic, unconformIty of, 385-395.
Pre-Kansan drift, 570.
Pre-Potsdam erosion, 385.
Price County, Wl!Iconsln drift In, 503,
511.
Pseudomorphs, after carbonates, 30~307.
analysis of, 303_
Pyrite, In gabbro, 162.
Pyroehlore, 3'08-312, 662.
analysis of, 310, 311.
Pyrolusite, In pseudomorphs, 303.
Pyroxene, analysis of, 206, 240, 284, 285,
289, 291, 292, 320.
In dlabue, 24.
In gabbro, 156, 159, 167.
In nepheline-pegmatite, 319.
In nephellne-syenlte, 239, 249, 264.
In quarts-pegmatite, 283-294.
In quartz-syenite, 205, 219.
In rhyollte-andeslte, 127.

Quarry, In granite, 180, 636-638.
Port Edwards, gnl!is!I at, 17.
In quartzite 652.
greenstone schist at, ~ ....
In sand!ltone, 401, 402, 403, 404, 640.
p_Cambrian at, 31.
Quartz, economic value of, 651.
Portland cement, 655.
In quartz-syenite, 204.
Potsdam conglomerate, source of pebble
In veins, 652.
deposits, 561.
secondary enlargements of, In gray·
Potsllam sandstone, described, 396-408,
wacke, 65.
385, 443.
Quartzite, of Arpin formation, 366-311.
Cark County, 404.
of Baraboo district, 38~, 393.
Marathon County, 400.
gas ,inclu!lions In, 46.
Portage Connty, 401.
fragments, In syenite. 220, 225, 232.
,Taylor County, 405.
In Hamburg slate, 59.
Woolf COunty, 403.
at Junction City, 91-95.
relation to residual cl~ys, 388-392.
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Quartzlte, of NQrth MQund, 871-378.
.
Qf PQWerS BId fQrmatIQn,82-88.
Qf Rib Hili fQrmatIQn,.41-1I1I.
at RudQlph, 88.
Quartz PhenQcrysts, 104, 1~7-111, 113.
Quartz-syenite, described, 200-288.
analysis Qf, 202.
contact phase Qf, 220-288.
metamQrphism by, 232-288.
Qn Rib Hill, 114.
Stettln type Qf, 218-220.
Wausa.u type of, 201-218.
Quartz-syenite schbrt, 20-21.
Quartz-bearing pegmatite, 278-815.
chemical cQmposltlQn Qf, compared
with quartz-syenite, 825.
minerals of" compared with quartzsyenite, 823.

Rib Hill Q1lRrtzite, econQmlc uses, 651652.
gas Inclulll.Qns In, 46.
granitic texture, 47, 110.
ripple marks, . 50, 52.
structure, 52-58.
'thickness, 52-53.
topography, 42.
Rib Lake, lakes In vicinity Qf, 5011.
Rice Lake, dr'ft bQrder at, 488.
Riebecklte, anaJYS1S Qf, 28:.l.
In contact rock.. 226.
In graywacke 'schlst, 69;'
In quartz-pegmatite, 281.
Ries, H., 889, 649, 655.
RIngle, brickyard, 145, 647.
dlGri te, 145.
Ripple marks, in Rib Hill quartzite 52.
Rivers Qf the area, 614;
disturbance Gf, 590.
Randall, A., 7.
piracy. 626.
Rapids, see water PQwers.
rejuvenatlQn /Qf, 589.
Qrlgln Qf, 587.
relatiQn to undergrGund water, 584.
Recessional mQralnes, relatiQn, to terwork' of. '514.
minal mQraillie, 425.
see draMuJ,ge, alZuvw.Z depo8its.
Qf Third drift, 472-477.
River terraces, 532-547, see erosion. terQf WlscQnsin drift, 508.
raoes.
Residual clays, 645.
age 'of, 545.
Residual Qrlgln Qf pebbles in the drlftdistributiQn Qf, a1Qng rivers, 582-544.
less area., 560-562.
Grigin Qf, 532.
Residual rock' products Qf drlftlen
Road material, 640, 643.
area, 552-5114.
Roads, illlprGvement Qf,644.
ResIdual soil, 68'0.
Rock differentiation, general theory Qf,
Rhinelander, terminal mGralne, 5()2.
854-856.
RhYQlIte, analysis of, 103, 12().
Qf trQctolite, 173.
In baSal groUP, 28. .
Rock fQrmatiGns, table Qf, 5.
Big Sandy Creek ,l,U"ea Qf, 110.
RGcky Run Gf YellQw River, diorite Qn,
Eau Claire River area of, 111- 117;
25, 82.
.
at Edgerton'S' farm, 124.
Rocky Run, Qf WiscQnsin River, gueln
at MoS'lnee, 123.
Qn, 17.·
PIne River area Qf, 118-123.
Rock structure of pre-Cambrian penesmall areas' Qf, 128-134.
plain, 886, 1198.
Wa.usan area Qf, 99-109.
Rock ·structure, relatiGn Gf erosion forms,
RhYGlite andesite, :"25, 127.
588.
.
Rhyolite breccia, 106.
Rudolph; qua.rtzite, 88.
Rh:rQlIte. granite, 1M.
sandstone, 403.
RhYQlIte series, 99-134.
Rutile, 821, 662.
Rib Falls, First drift at, 436.
Saddle Mound, 608.
Third drift at, 469, 470.
St. CrGlx County, Third drlft In, 467.
Rib Hm, cQntact rock Gn, 220.
St.· Croix ValleY,Thl.rd drift In, 475.
diorite Qn, 54.
Salisbury, R. D., 568.
elevatiQn of, 2.
Sand as road material, 644.
mQ~adnoCk, 598.'
Sand dunes, 544" 581.
nQn-glachiteli, 551.
Sandstone, see Potsdam saftdBton.e;
reS'ldual pebbles Gn, 558.
erosion fGrms Qf. 400, 588, 608.·
topography, 42.
of South Mound, . Wood County, lr.I'1.
Rib Hill Quartzite. described. 41-55.
use· of, fQr building stone, 640.
analysis, 45, 652.

,

INDEX.

ilioUJidi;; In 'old· di1te, '·448.
Stevens Point, alluvial deposits,' 511),
origin and topography of,' 600-60B.
518, 5i!1.
SeottCreek, alluvial; deposits, 522, 528elevation,' 579.
drift oD, 487.
granlte schist, 21.
gabbro on,' 158.
gneiss, 17.
8e&t's, J. H., 850.
greenstone schist, 19.
Second lnterglaclal' stage, 466.
macadam, 642.
Second drltt formation, 451-466.
pre-Cambrian, 26.
correlation, 488; 570.
res4dual clay, 890.
dr8.tnage, 611.
sandstone, 402, 64Q.
eroston, ' 411&.
terraces, 589.
In M81leirD. part of _ , 456-461.
water supply, 668.
Stockton, moraine at, 457.
topography, 4~, 568, 604.
thickness, -461, 566.
StratfOrd, elevation, 579.
weathering, 464, Cl67.
gneiss and schist, 16.
Ih western part of area, 4521-456.
Streams, see River. an.G StreiJlm,s.
see also, Marsh{leWm~6.
Stream piracy, of Black River, 626Amott mortJ4M.
629.
Striae, glacial, 416.
Serpentine, In troctollte, ~74.
Striation of boulders, 419.
Shale, In Hamburg slate, 15.
Sub-Aftonlan drift, 570.
In Marshall Hill graywacke, 857.
Syenite, see Quarlll-8l1snf;te' nephsUtieIn Potsdam sandstone, '399; 404.
'lIenfftl, flriaa-81/6n4te.
In Wausau graywacke, 58. "
Syenite-pegmatite, deserlbed,275-881.
Sherry, drift at, 444.
Sllllmanlte, 69.
Taylor County, brickyards, 649.
Sliver, 661.
sandstone, 405.
Slate, see Hamburg slate.
Second drltt, 455, 462, 465.
In ,Wausau graywacke, 59.
termlnal moralne, 502, 505,.
Smith, L. S., 669.
Third drift, 476, 477, 481, 483.
Smith, W. D., 404.
Wisconsin drltt, ....8, 502, 505.
Smyth, H. L.,' 841.
Terminal moraines, see Arnott. Mar."Sodalite, In nepheline-pegmatite, 819.
{leld, Ohiflflewa, LangZatJe, Gre_
"In nephellne lQ"enlte, 819.
BG1/, an.G WlBaonBin VaUfItI moSolis, described, 672-681.
rain68.
buried solI, 451.
character ,of drltt of, 424.
chemical composition:, 676.
development of, 424.
classification' bt, 675.
of First drift, 486-442.
developed upon the crystalline rocks,
relation ,to drainage, 609.
680.
of Second ckUt, 452-461.
developed upon glacial drift, 678.
topography of, 425.
developed upon the 8'Ilndstone, 680.
of Third drift, 467-472.
origin of, 678, 674.
topographic elrects, of, 511, 569.
.. /Jwamp and marsh sol1, 681.
topogrqlhic features of, 463, 479, 509,
South Centralia, pre-Cambrian at, 80.
511, 600, 608.
South Mound, Wood County, sandstone
of Wisconsin drltt, 49,4; 500, 502, 505.
of, 871, 408.
Third drift, descrIbed, '466-485.
South Mound, Cluk County, sandstone
correllation of, 570.
of,404.
erosion of, 482.
SpLrlt, moraine at, 508.
In Chippewa County, 472.
Spirit River, water power, 6'11.
In Clark 'County, 471.
Stanley, Second mOl'aine near 454.
kame deposits", 477.
Staurollte, In graywacke schist, 70, 74.
In Marathon County, 467-471.
Stettln area. of diorite, 184, 188-144.
outwash, 477.
analysis of, 148;
relation to the loess, 478, 487, 570.'
Stettin type of quartz-syenite, 218-220.
thlcknesB, 478.
Stevens Point, abandoned channels in
'topography, 479.
vicinity of, 588.
,Third IntlergaJaclal stage, 485-488.
$aiatDtOii.e

\
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INJ)1ilX,

,T~.rd

'~t!!rglaclq.l
!ItI1ge, eviden~eI of
change of elevation In, 4JiIT.
Thorp, Second moraine ~ea.r, ill•.
Three Roll Fall., ampJl1bQl4l' plI1~ ~88·
190.
analysis of, 181l, 190.
dike of grulte at, 18~-lPo,
TIll,418.
Titanite, In pegmatite, 3~l.
Tomah, alluvial deposit", 520.
Tomahawk, . elevation, 57$1,
macadam, 641.
water supply ot, 6118.
Tomahawk Rh:~, water power.. 67:1.,
tl'opogJ;1lphy of, b!UIal group, 16.
ground moralQ.e, 423.
J;Jamb~r, slate, 62.
outwuh plains, 426.
Potsdam sandstoM, 400Powen Blulf Quartzite,' 82,
pre-CambriMl, ·38G-38S.
rJl,yolite areas, 100, 112, 118.
Rib Hlll quart?Jlte, 42.
~IIULl ll,loralQ.e, 425.
Topographic effect of, First drift, 447449,5'&
Second drift, 462, 468, 568.
Third drift, 462-483, 568.
WlscollJllD. dl'lltt, 508.512, 569.
Topographic featul'Clf, of drlftl_ area,
5M-H6.
of ThIrd drift, 479.
!I.'opographlc ~turea of area. ~bed.
476-581,
data relating to, 578.
origin of, 592.610. .
Topographic map", 578.
Tourmaline, In graywacke .rchlst. 69.
Trapp River. alluvial 4eposlts. 522. 1128.
542.
.dlorite fragmenta in gra~te. :1.118.
rhyollte on. 125 ..
.Thlrd drift on. 468.
~tollte. 01 Copper RIver. 183.177, 331S.

'Uaccmtlll"lDltr, bttweeu. l'a~lc! and
PlellRocelleo 41)7-408.
'Unconformity, wltJlln tile Plet.to~
between First and Second d1'llft!J, jlSO,
451. 564-51'1.
between Seco~ and Third ~rm.. 468.
566-571- .
betweeu Third anll Wilcouin drift",
485-488. 566-571.
Uneoilfermlty.. Between pre-Cllmbrlan
and PaleoZOiC,' 385- 895.
Unconformity w'thln the pre.C_UJan.

Uncctptoqllllf;J. lIety,. lIW' .,.. ...
J.ower SedlmeD~Ie!t. IJII. 318.
betw~ JpllOUs l1Jt!I\18lvtll "nil ••
soolated rocks, 98, 31".
between Lower SedlIJl.Qtf,f1el .1UI\1.aasoclated formatlollB. 00. W, /DI'.
betweeu Upper SedlmflDtiIXY ser1ea an4
~ated tor~atloDII, 377. 3$0,.884.
see also under the various pre-cambrian formations.
United States Geological !illll"HY. toll')gvaphlc SUr'fey. 57~.
Unity, drift at, ,55.
elevation, 579.
sanustone nell).". 579.
Unstratl1led drift, 418.
Upper Huronian, cofrelatlon at Upper
'serles with. 381. 384. 89a
Upper Marquette. corralatiM ot T)'PlIllr
series with. 3a4.
Uppel," ¥OBln~ Hill, elevatl.lIn, 411.
Upper $edimenttory ~Ies, 857-37'1'.
unconformity, 377, a&0-884.
Usslng, N. V., 259, 263·.
Utley, rhyolite at, 260, 332,
Van HIse, C. R. 10, iT•. 51. U, :\.5$,
Valleys. dev~lop~ent IIf, 1i8a
how valleys get strl!t'.lIIS', G8.Z.
topographic featurft ot.
In dissected penepI.la. 599.
v~,ey pl.,tnll. 604. 609, 610.
Valley alluvium, see alltWfal 4.etwaHs.
Valley glaciers. 413, 416.
character of. 418L
transportation of drift by, ·Ue.
Vallq Junction. alluvial depoelt8, lJ2o.
Valley train., eharacter, 425, .96.
orlgin. 420.

"77.

Washington, H. S., 838, 343. 34'1', 348.
85().
Water accompanying Ice. work of, 419.
Water powers, 669-672.
of Black River. 6'1'2.
ot Wisconsin River. table of. 870.
Water suppllelf ot cities 688.
Wausau, alluvial d(!pOslts, 511i. 51.T. 518,
521, 528, 5%-T ~
elevation, 112'1'. 57&.
. macadam, 641.
terraces, 541. 1142.
water 8UPply. 688.
Wausau area ot rhyolite, de8ertbell. eo108.
8.B&1,.as of; lOS.

INDEX.
Wausau graywacke, 61.
Wausau Quartz Company, 652.
Wausau Sandpsper Comilany, 652.
Wausau type of quartz-syenite, 201-218.
analysis of, 202.
W,aushara granite, 340.
Weathering, character of, 581.
of First drift, 449.
of the pre-Cambrian, 388-392, 895.
of sandstone, 400.
of Second drift, 464, 465, 570.
of Third drIft, 482-485.
of Wisconsin drift, 512, 518.
Wells, abae'Ilce of artesian, 607.
Wells, of the ares. descrlbed, 664-667.
Well water, character of, 664.
Whitney's RapIds, 7, 31, see Nekoosa.
WllIiams, G. Ro, 333, 334.
WillIams, J. F., 343.
Winchell, A. N., 337.
Winchell, N. H. 564.
WInd, work of, 544, 545, 58l.
Wisconsin drift, described, 484-513, 569.
erosion, 512.
Ice sheet, lee lobes, see W4BOOtI.ritI ice

69'(

Wlsc<!nsln River,

early courses,

~,

00, 689.

elevaUon of, 578.
profile ot, 535, 536.
terraces along, 538-li42.
water' powers, table of, 670.
Wlscoll8ln River drainage history and
development, 614-625.
consequent upon Paleozoic and super·
imposed upon pre-Cambrian, 406,
617-621.
changes during Ple1stocelne, 621-6215.
Wisconsin River sandy soil, 677.
Wiscons~ Valley, outwash In, 477.
Wisconsin Valley, lee lobe, 492.
Wisconsin Valley moraine, 501-504, 807.
W1thee, elevation of Black River near,
625.
W.oodboro, terminal moraine, 502.
Wood County, brickyards, 648_
First drift In, 439-441, 443-444.
sandstone in, 403.
Second drift In, 451-454, 462.
Woodlawn Academy, quartzite at, 83.
Yellow River (of Wisconsin River),
alluvial deposits on, 523.
8heet.
descent of pre-Cambrian slope along,
moraines, see OMppewa Vall/lJf m0388.
raine, Green BOI/I mora4M, Langlade
gneiss on, 17.
moraine, Wisconsm VaZlell mOf'lHne.
undeveloped granite along, 639.
outwash, 497, 501; 504, 506.
Yellow River (of ChIppewa Hllver.
thickness, 507:.
Second moraine at, 4541.
topography, 5'08.
weathering, 513.
ZIegler, slate In vlC'lnIty of, 77.
Wisconsin Ice sheet, 425, 490-493.
Zlnnwaldlte, 297, 298.
lobation of, 491.
Zircon, analysIs of, 313.
Chippewa Valley lobe, 493, 56~
In nepheline-pegmatite, 321.
Green Bay lobe, 492, 569.
In oopheUne-syenlte, 252, 265.
Langlade lobe, 492, 569\
In quartz-pegmatite, 312-315.
WisconsIn Valley lobe, 492, 569.
in quartz-syenite, 217, 2221.
WIS'OOQsln Rlvte'r, ,aband/onled channels Zirkel, F., 114.
of 538, 539, 540, 541, 542.
Zolsite, In granite, 182, 183, 184.
alluvial depo~lts along, 516-520, 521In granite veins, 157.
530.
In rhyolite, 124, 125.
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FIt:; 3 . SECTION EAST AND WEST THRoueH NEILLSVILLE, ARPIN AND STEVENS POINT.

STRUCTURAL SECTIONS ACROSS THE AREA OF NORTH CENTRAL WISCONSIN TO ACCOMPANY MAP (PL, II.) OF THE PLEISTOCENE FORMATIONS.
Base line of section is the sea level.
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